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INTRODUCTORY NOTE

BY ALFRED R. WALLACE

Having read the proofs of Mr. Wcsternarck's book I am
asked by the publishers to say a few words by way of intro-

ducing the work to English readers. This I have great

pleasure in doing, because 1 have seldom read a more

thorough or a more philosophic discussion of some of the

most difficult, and at the same time interesting problems of

anthropology.

The origin and development of human marriage have been

discussed by such eminent writers as Darwin, Spencer,

Morgan, Lubbock, and many others. On some of the

more important questions involved in it all these writers

are in general accord, and this agreement has led to their

opinions being widely accepted as if they were well-estab-

lished conclusions of science. But on several of these points

Mr. Wcstcrmarck Iras arrived at different, and sometimes

diametrically opposite, conclusions, and be has done so after

a most complete and painstaking investigation of all the

available facts.

With such an array of authority on the one side and a

hitherto unknown student on the other, it will certainly be

thought that all the probabilities are against die latter. Yet

I venture to anticipate that the verdict of independent

thinkers will, on most of these disputed points, be in favour of
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the new comer who has so boldly challenged the conclusions

of some of our mo*! esteemed writers. Even these whose

views arc here opposed, will, I think, acknowledge that Mr.

VVcstcrmarck is a careful investigator and an acute reasoner,

ar.d that his arguments as well as his conclusions arc worthy

of the most careful consideration.

1 would also call attention to his ingenious and philoso-

phical explanation of the repugnance to marriage between

near relatives which is so very general both among savage

and dvilised man, and as to the causes of which there

has been great diversity of opinion
;
and to his valuable sug-

gestions on the general question of sexual selection. In which

he furnishes an original argument against Darwin's views on

the point, differing somewhat from my own though in general

harmony with it.

Every reader of the work will admire its clearness of style,

and the wonderful command of what is to thr author a

foreign language.



PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION

I NEED scarcely ray how fully 1 appreciate the honour

of being introduced to English readers by Mr. Alfred

R. Wallace. I am also greatly obliged for his kindness

in reading the proofs, and in giving me the benefit of his

advice with regard to various parts of die subject.

It is difficult for me to acknowledge sufficiently my obli-

gations to Mr. James Sime for his assistance in preparing

this book for the press. The work, as originally written,

naturally contained a good many foreign modes of expression.

Mr. Sime has been indefatigable in helping me to improve

the form of the text
;
and, in our discussions on the main

lines of the argument, he has made several important

suggestiona 1 am sincerely obliged for the invaluable aid

he has given me.

My cordial thanks arc due to Mr. Charles J. Cooke,

British Vice-Consul at Helsingfors, who most kindly aided

me in writing the first part of the book in a tongue which

is not my own. I am indebted also to Dr. E. B. Tylor,

Professor G. Croom Robmtson. Mr. James Sully, and Dr.

W. C. Coupland for much encouraging inrerest; to Mr.

Joseph Jacobs for the readiness with which he has placed

at my disposal some results of his own researches ; and to

several gentlemen in different parts of the world who have

been so good as to respond to my inquiries as to their
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personal observation of various classes of phenomena con-

nected with marriage among savage tribes. The information

I have received from them is acknowledged in the passages

in which it is used.

A list of authorities is given at the end of the book—
between the text and the index, and it may be well to add

that the references in the notes have been carefully verified.

E.W.

LOXDOM, May, 1S9I.

PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

In this new edition of my book I have made no essential

changes, but here and there the argument has been

strengthened by the addition of facts which have come

to my knowledge since the appearance of the first edition.

The most important of these new facts will be found in the

second chapter.

1 take this opportunity of expressing my warn appreciation

of the thorough way in which the ideas set forth in this

book have been discussed by many critics in England and

elsewhere. Translations of the work have appeared, or

are about to appear, in German, Swedish, French, Italian,

and Russian.

loxion. January, i8ji

E. W.



PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION

I MUCH regret dial the demand for a new edition of this

book should come at a time when circumstances prevent me

from undertaking such a revision of the work as I feel to fcc

required. Since the appearance of the Second Edition many

important fact* bearing upon the subject have been brought

to light, new theories have been advanced, ami old theories,

supported by fresh arguments, have been revived. To all

thus however, I can do no justice, as I am at present being

engaged in anthropological research in Morocco. This

edition is, in consequence, a mere reprint of the second.

But I purpose, after my return to Europe, to Issue an

Appendix, in which the book will be brought more up to

date and some criticism will lie replied to.

E. W.
Mccmqs (Mo*coco),

1901.
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HISTORY OF HUMAN MARRIAGE

INTRODUCTION

ON THB METHOD OF INVESTIGATION

IT is in the firm conviction that the history of human
civilization should be made an object of as scientific a

treatment as the history of organic nature that I write this

book. Like the phenomena of physical and psychical life

those of social life should br classified into certain groups,

and each group investigated with regard to its origin and

development Only when treated in this way can history

lay claim to the rank and honour cf a science in the highest

sense of the term, as forming an inportnnt part or Sociology

the youngest of the principal branches of learning.

Descriptive historiography has no higher object than that of

offering materials to this science. It can, however, but very

inadequately fulfil this task. The written evidences of history

do not reach far into antiquity. They give us Information

about times when the scale of civilization was already compara-

tively high—but scarcely anything more. As to the origin and

early development of social institutions, they leave iw entirely

in the dark. The sociologist cannot rest content with this. Hut

the information which historical documents arc unable to afford

him, may be, to a great extent, obtained from ethnography.
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The admirable works of Dr. Tylor, Sir John Lubbock, and

Mr. Herbert Spencer have already made us familiar with the

idea of a history of primitive civilization, based on ethno-

graphical grounds. Thi3 new manner of treating history has.

since the publication of their writings on the subject, gained

adherents day by day. Immeasurable expanses have thus

been opened to our knowledge, and many important results

have been reached. But it must, on the other hand, be ad-

mitted that the scientific value of the conclusions drawn from

ethnographical facts has not always been adequate to the

labour, thought, and acumen bestowed on them. The various

investigators have, in many important questions, come to

results so widely different, that the possibility of thus getting

any information about the past might easily be doubted.

These differences, however, seem to me to be due, not to the

material, but to the manner of treating it.

*' The chiefsources ofinformation regarding the early history

of civil society,” says Mr. McLennan, “ arc, first, the study of

races in their primitive condition ; and, second, the study of the

symbols employed by advanced nations in the constitution or

exercise of civil rights.” 1

Yet nothing has been more fatal to the Science of Society

than the habit of inferring, without sufficient reasons, from the

prevalence of a custom or institution among some savage

people*, that ths* custom, this institution is a relic of a stage

of development that the whole human race once went through.

Thus the assumption that primitive men lived in tribes or

hordes, all the men of which had promiscuous intercourse with

all the women, where no individual marriage existed, and the

children were the common property of the tribe, is founded,

in thr first place, on the statements of some travellers and
ancient writer* as to peoples! among whom this custom is said

actually to prevail, or to have prevailed. Dr. Post has gone
still further in his book, * Die Geschicehtigenosscnschaft der

Urzeit und die Entstchung der Ehc.' Without adducing any

satisfactory reason for his opinion, he considers it probable

that
11 monogamous marriage originally emerged everywhere

from pure communism in women, through the intermediate

1 McLennan, 1

Studies in Anclem History/ p. i.
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stager, of limited communism in women, polyandry, and

polygyny.”1 Mr. Lewis H. Morgan, in his 'Systems of Con-

sanguinity and Affinity of the Human Family,’ has suggested

no fewer than fifteen norma! stages in the evolution of

marriage and the family, assuming the existence and general

prevalence of a series of customs and institutions “ which must

of necessity have preceded a knowledge of marriage between

single pairs, and of the family itself, in the modem sense of

the term."1 According to him, one of the first Mages in this

series is the intermarriage of brothers and sisters, as evidence

of which he adduces, besides other facts, the historical state-

ments that one of the Herods was married to his sister, and

Cleopatra was married to her brother.*

Again, in the study of symbols, or survivals, the socio-

logists have by no means always been so careful as the

matter requires. True enough that "wherever we discover

symbolical forms, we arc justified in inferring that in the

past life of the people employing them, there were corre-

sponding realities.'
1
* But all depends upon our rightly in-

terpreting these symbols, and not putting into them a foreign

meaning. Tlie worst is however, that many customs have

been looked upon as survivals that probably are not so.

Thus, for instance, I think that Mr. McLennan is mistaken

in considering the system of the Levitate, under which, nt a

man's death, his wife or wives pass to his brother, as a test of

the former presence of polyandry, the brothers of a family

having n common wife.

Similar conclusions being of common occurrence in modern

Sociology, it is not surprising that different wricers dissent

so frequently from each other. This should be a strong

reason for every conscientious investigator first of all putting

to himself the question : how can we from ethnographical facts

acquire information regarding the early history of mankind f

I do not think that this question can be correctly answered

: Poa, 'Die Gcachlechtigencuicrichift der Ursolt,' |> 17- la hi’

late* Boris, however, Dr. Post has changed hit opinion (sre, especially,

'Studien rur Entwiekelun^eichichte del KamlllafUCChts,
1
p. 58).

> Morgan, • Systems of Consanguinity and Affinity.' p. *79-

1 Hut.. i> 480. ' McLennan, U(. a/, p. j

B 2
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in more than one way. Wc have first to find out the causes

of the social phenomena ; then, from the prevalence of the

cause:;, we may infer the prevalence of the phenomena them-

selves, if the former must he assumed to have operated

without being checked by other causes.

If, then, historical researches based on ethnography arc to

be crowned with success, the fiist condition is that there shall

be a rich material. It is only by comparing a large number of

facts that we may hope to find the cause or causes on which a

social phenomenon is dependent And a rich material is all

the more indispensable, as the trustworthiness of ethnograph-

ical statements is not always beyond dispute. Without a

thorough knowledge of a people it is impossible to give an

exact account of its habits and customs, and therefore it often

happens that the statements of a traveller cannot, as regards

trustworthiness, come up to the evidences of history. A' the

sociologist is in many cases unable to distinguish falsehood

from truth, he must be prepared to admit the inaccuracy of

some of the statements he quotes. What is wanting in quality

must be made up for in quantity
;
and he who docs not give

himself the trouble to read through a voluminous literature

of ethnography should never enter into speculations on the

origin and early development of human civilization

Often, no doubt, it is extremely difficult to make out the

causes of social phenomena. There are, for instance, among
savage peoples many customs which it seems almost impossible

to explain. Still, the statistical 1 method of investigating the

development of institutions,’ admirably set forth in the paper

which Dr. Tylor recently read before ‘The Anthropological

Institute or Great Britain and Ireland/' will throw light upon
many mysterious points. Dr. Tylor has there shown that

causal relations among social facts may be discovered by way
of tabulation and classification. The particular tu!cs of the

different peoples arc to be scheduled out into tables, so as to

indicate the " adhesions/’ or relations of coexistence of each
custom, showing which peoples have the same custom, and
what other customs accompany it or lie apart from it I f, Ihcn,

1 ‘Journal ol «he Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and
Ireland

,

1
vol. xvili pp. 345-269.
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suiting with any two customs, the number of their " adhe-

sions ” in found to be much greater than the number of times

they would coexist according to the ordinary law of chance-

distribution—which number is calculated from the total

number of peoples classified and the number of occurrences

of each custom—we may infer that there is some causal con-

nection between the two customs Further on, I shall mention

some few of the inferences Dr. Tylor has already drawn by
means of this method.

The causes on which social phenomena are dependent fall

within the domain of different sciences—Biolcgy, Psychology,

or Sociology. The reader will find that 1 put particular stress

upon the psychological causes, which have often been deplor-

ably overlooked, or only imperfectly touched upon. And
more especially do I believe that the mere instinct* have

played a very important part in the origin of social institu-

tions and rule?.

We could not, however, by following the method of investi-

gation here set forth, form any idea of the earlier stages of

human development, unless we had seme previous knowledge

of the antiquity of mankind. Otherwise we should, of course,

be quite ignorant whether the causes in question operated or

no: in the past Fortunately, In this respect also, modern

science has come to results which scarcely admit any longer

of being considered as mere hypotheses. It teaches us, to

quote Sir John Lubbock, "that man was at first a mere

savage, and that the course of history has on the whole

been a progress towards civilization, though at times

—

and at some times for centuries—some races have been

stationary'* or cvcn have retrograded;" 1 that, however, all

savage nations now existing are raised high above primitive

men
;
and that the first beings worthy to be called jnen, were

probably' the gradually transformed descendants of some ape-

like ancestor. We may, further, take for granted that all the

physical and psychical qualities that man, in his present

state, has in common with hi* nearest relatives among the

lower animals, also occurred at the earlier stages of human

* Lubbock, * The Origin of Clvfltalioo/ p. 4*7.
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civilization. These conclusions open to us a rich source of

new knowledge.

Finally, as to social survivals, 1 agree, certainly, with

Mr. McLennan that they arc of great importance to Socio-

logy. But we must be extremely careful not to regard aj

rudiments customs which may be more satisfactorily explained

otherwise.

It is only by strictly keeping to these principles that we may
hope to derive information touching the early history of man.

In doing so, the 9tudent will be on his guard against rash

conclusions. Considering that he has to make out the primary

soured of social phenomena before writing their history, he

will avoid assuming a custom to be primitive, only because,

at the first glance, it appears so
;
he will avoid making rules

of exceptions, and constructing the history of human develop-

ment on the immediate ground of isolated facts It is true

that the critical sociologist, on account of the deficiency of

our knowledge, very often has to be content with hypotheses
and doubtful presumptions. At any rate, the interests of

science aie better looked to, if we readily acknowledge our
ignorance, than If we pass off vague guesses as established

truths.

It is one of the simplest of all social institutions the history

of which forms the subject of this book. Indeed, next to the

family consisting of mother and offspring only, marriage is

probably the simplest I shall not, however, treat this subject

in a” its aspects, but confine myself to human marriage,

though before dealing with it I must, of course, touch upon
the sexual relations of the lower animals also.

The expression "human marriage" will probably be

regarded by most people as an improper tautology. But,

as we shall see. marriage, in the natural history sense of the
term, does not belong exclusively to our own species. No
more fundamental difference between man and other animals
should be implied in sociological than in biological and psycho-
logical terminology. Arbitrary classifications do science much
Injury.

I shall examine human marriage from its different sides,
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giving, in accordance with my method, an historical account

of each separately. The reader may find much that will out-

rage his feelings, and. possibly, hurt his sense of modesty

;

but the concealment of truth is the only indecorum known

to science. To keep anything secret within its cold and

passionless expanses, would be the same as to throw a cloth

round a naked statue.



CHAPTER I

THE ORIGIN OF MARRIAGE

From remote antiquity we arc told of kings and rulera

who instituted marriage amongst their subjects. We read in

' MahftbhSrata,’ the Indian poem, that formerly “women were

uncontined, and roved about at their pleasure, independent.

Though in their youthful innocence, they went astray from

their husbands, they were guilty of no offence; for such was

the rule in early times. ” But SwUtakfitu, son of the Rishi

UddSlaka, could r.ot bear this custom, and established the

rule that thenceforward wives should remain faithful to their

husbands and husbands to their wives. 1 The Chinese annals

recount that, "in the beginning, men differed in nothing from

other animals in their way of life. As they wandered up and

down in the woods, and women were in common, it happened

that children never knew their fathers, but only their mothers."

The Emperor Fou-hi abolished, however, this indiscriminate

intercourse of the sexes and instituted marriage* Again, the

ancient Egyptians are stated to be indebted to Menes for this

institution,3 and tlie Greeks to Kckrops. Originally, it is said,

they had no idea of conjugal union
;

they gratified their

desires pr niseuousiy. and the children that sprang from

these irregular connection-', always bore the mother's name.

But Kekrops showed the Ather. ns the inconvenience to

society from such an abuse, and established the laws and rules

‘ Mui', 1 Origii Sanskrit Turn,’ voi. il. p 337.
- Goguei, 1 The Origin af Laws, Ails, and Science*,’ voL ill pp. 311.

3«3- ’ IMn VOl. I. p. 31 .
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of marriage. 1 The remote Laplanders, also, sing about Njavvis

•and Attjis, who instituted marriage* and bound their wives by

r.acred oaths.2

Popular imagination prefers the clear and concrete; it

docs not recognize any abstract laws that rule the: universe.

Nothing exists without a cause, hut tin’s cause is not sought

in an agglomeration of external or internal foices
;

it is taken

to be simple and palpable* a personal being, a ged or a king.

Is it not natural, then, that marriage, which plays such an
important part in the life of the individual, as well as in that

of the people, should be ascribed to a wise and powerful ruler,

or to direct divine Intervention ?

With notions of this kind science has nothing to da If we
want to find out the origin of marriage, we have to strike into

another path, the only one which can lead to the truth, but a

path which is open to him alone who regards organic nature

as one continued chain, the last ami most perfect link of which
is man. For we can no more stop within the limits of our

own species, when trying to f.nd the root of our psychical and

social life, than we can understand the physical condition of

the human race without taking into consideration that of the

lower animals. I must, therefore, beg the reader to follow me
into a domain which many may consider out of the way, but

which we must, of necessity, explore in order to discover what

we seek.

It is obvious that the preservation of the progeny of the

lowest animals depends mainly upon chance. In the great

sub-kingdom of the Invertebrate, even the mothers arc

exempted from nearly all anxiety as regards their offspring.

In the highest order, the Insects, the eggs arc hatched by the

heat of the sun, and the mother, in most cases, dees not even

see her young. Her cate ia generally limited to seeking out

an appropriate place for laying the eggs, and ' fastening

them to some proper object and covering them, if this be

necessary for their presc Nation. Again, to the male’s *hare

nothing falls but the function of propagation*

1 Goguet, to. Of vol 11. p jo.
* v DQbcn, 1 1-appland och I.appaTrc,' jx 33c.

1 Brehm, 1 Thierkben/ vol ix. p. 16.
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In Lhc lowest classes of the Vertebrata, parental care is

likewise almost unheard of. In the immense majority of

species, young fishes are hatched without the assistance of

their parents, and have, from the outset, to help themselves.

Many Teieostei form, however, an exception
;
and, curiously

enough, it is the male on which, in these cases, the parental

duty generally devolves. In some instances he constructs a

nest, and jealously guards the ova deposited in it by the

female
;
while the male of certain species of Arius carries the

ova about with him in his capacious pharynx.

1

Most of the

Reptiles place their eggs in a convenient and sunny spot

between moss and leaves, and take no further trouble about

them. But several of the larger serpents have a curious

fashion of laying them in a heap, ar.d then coiling themselves

around them in a great hollow cone.* And female Crocodiles,

as also certain aquatic snakes of Cochin China, observed by

Dr. Morice, carry with them even their young .

3

Among the lower Vertebrata it rarely happens that both

parents jointly take care of their progeny. M. Milne Edwards

states, indeed, that in the Pipa, or Toad of Surinam, the male

helps the female to disburthen herself of her eggs
;
* and the

Cheionia arc known to live in pairs.
11 La femelle," says

M. Espinas, "vient sur les plages sablonncuses au moment de

la ponte, accompagr.fc du male, ct construit un r.id cn forme

de four ou la chaleur du solcil fait eclorc les anils." 1 But it

may be regarded as an almost universal rule that the relations

of the sexes are utterly fickle. The male and female come
together in the paring time

; but having satisfied their sexual

instincts they part again, and have nothing more to do with

one another.

The Cheionia form, with regard to their domestic habits, a

transition to the Birds, as they do also from a zoological and,

particularly, from an embryological point of view. In the latter

class, parental affection has reached a very high degree of

1 Cumber, ‘Introduction to the Study of Fishes,' p i6j.
4 Wood, 1

Illustrated Natural History,’ vot. 111. p 3.

* Espinas, ' I>s societds enhnalet,' p 4:6.
• Milos Edwards, Lemons sur la physiologic « I'nnatomie compute,'

rol. viii. p *96. • Erpinas, p 4:7.
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development, not only on the mother s side, but also on the

father's Male and female help each other to build the neat,

the former generally bringing the materials, the latter doing

the work. In fulfilling the numberless duties of the breeding

season, both birds take a share. Incubation rests principally

with the mother, but the father, as a iuIc, helps his companion,

taking her place when she wants to leave the nest for a

moment, or providing her with food and protecting her from

every danger. Finally, when the duties of the breeding season

arc over, and the result desired is obtained, a period with new
duties commences. During the first fetv days after hatching,

most birds rarely leave their young for long, and then only to

procure food for themselves and their family. In eases of

gicat danger, bath parents bravely defend their offspring. As
soon as the first period of helplessness is over, anil the young
have grown somewhat, they are carefully taught to shift for

themselves
;
and i! is only when they arc perfectly capable of

so doing that they leave the not and the parents.

There are, indeed, a few birds that from the first day of

their ultra-oval existence lack all parental care
;
and In some

species, as the ducks, it frequently happens that the male leaves

familyduties wholly to the female. But, as a general rule, both

share prosperity and adversity. The hatching of the eggs and

the chief part of the rearing duties belong to the mother,1

whilst the father act3 as protector, and provides food, &c.

The relations ol the sexes arc thus of a very intimate

character, male and female keeping togetlier not only during

the breeding season, but also after it. Nay. most birds, with

the exception of those belonging to the Gallinaceous family,

when pairing, do so once for all till either one or the other

dies. And Dr. Rrehm is so filled with admiration for their

exemplary family life, that he enthusiastically declares

that " real genuine marriage can only be found among
birds."*

1 Tbc ostrich forms, however, a curious exception. Tbe male tits on

the eggs. and brings up the young birds, the female never doubling

herself abaci either of these duties (Rrehm, ‘ Bird-Life,1

p. 3JJ).

* Jtid., p. jS$. These Matament* concerning birds are taken from

Brehm’s 'ThieKeben/ vol.lv., the same author's * Bird- Life,' itul Hermann

Mullet's • Am Neste.’
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This certainly cannot be said of most of the Mammals. The
mother is, indeed, very ardently concerned for tire welfare of

her young, generally nursing them with the utmost aReelion,

but this is by no means the ease with the father There are

cases in which lie acts as an enemy nf his own progeny. But

thtre arc not wanting instances to the contrary, the connec-

tions between the sexes, though generally restricted to the

time of the rut, being, with several species of a more durable

character. This is the ease with whales, 1 seals,' the hippopo-

tamus, 1
,
the Ctrvus catnfalrii,' gazelles,1' the Ntolragta Htm-

prichii and other small antelopes,1 rein-deer,T the Hydromut
coyfius? squirrels,0 moles, 1* the ichneumon,u and some carni-

vorous animals, as a few cats and martens,!t the yaguarundi in

South America,11 the Canis Bnudunsii,-
1 and possibly also the

wolt“ Among all these animals the sexes remain together

even after the birth of the young, the male being the protector

of the family.

What among lower Mammals is an exception, is among the

Qusdrumana a rale. The natives of Madagascar relate that

in some species of the Prosiraii, male and female nurse their

young in common lfl—a statement, however, which has not yet

been proved to be true. The mirilrina
(
Nycltpil/iuus trivir-

fialtts) seems, according to Rengger, to live in pairs throughout

the whole year, Tor, whatever the season, a male and a female
arc always found together.” Of the MyceUt Caraya, Cchnt
Asarar-i* and Atda paniicui

,
ri single individuals are very

seldom, or r ever, seen, whole families being generally met
witlL Among the Arctopilhcci,®' the male parent is expressly

said to assist the female in taking care of the young ones.

' Brehm, ' Thiakhen,' vol. ilL p 679.

1 vo1 - '>'• PP- S93- 59*. 599 1 /feV, vol- iii- p. 57»-
I Rengger, 'Naturgeschichte der Siugethlero von Paraguay,' p 35*.
‘ Brehm, vo.. iii. p 2ML ‘ Ibid, vol. iii. p. 356. Espinos, p 447.
' Brehm, vol. IlL p 134. • Rengger, p 340.
• Brehm, vol II p. 270. '» Ibid, vol. iL p 263.
" ’Hd-, vol iL p. 39. «> Ibid., voL i„ p. 347.
I! Ibid, vol. i. p 387. i« Rengger, pp. 147, el jey.
II Brehm, voL L p. 535. <• Ibid, voL i. p 224.
" Re»*g«r. P **• “ Ibid, pp. 20, 38.
11 tichonitiurgs, 1 Reijen in Btllisch-Guiana,’ vol. ill. p. 767.
a Brelun, vol. i. p 22S.
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The most interesting to us are, of course, the man-like apes.

Diard was told by the Malays, and he found it afterwards to

be true, that the young Siamangs, when in their helpless state,

arc carried about by their parents, the males by tbc father,

the females by the mother. 5 Lieutenant C. de Crespigny,

who was wandering in the northern part of Borneo in 1870,

gives the following description of the Orang-utan :
" They

live in families—the male, female, and a young one. Ou one

occasion I found a family in which were two young ones, one

of them much larger than the other, and I took this as a proof

that the family tic had existed for at least two seasons. They
build commodious nests m the trees which form their feeding-

ground. and, so far as I could observe, the nests, which are

well lined with dry leaves, are only occupied by the female

and young, the male passing the night in the fork of the same
or another tree in the vicinity. The nests arc very numerous

all over the forests, for they are no: occupied above a few nights,

the mias (or Orang-utan) leading a roving life.’" According

to Dr. Mohnike, however, the old males generally live with the

females during the rutting season only,* and Mr. Wallace

never saw two full-grown animals together. But as he some-

times found not only females, but also males, accompanied by

half-grown young ones,* we may take for grantee that the oft'

spring of the Orang-utan are not devoid of all paternal care.

More unanimous arc the statements which we have regard-

ing the Gorilla. According to Dr. Savage, they live in bands,

and all his informants agree in the assertion that but one adult

male is seen in every band. *' It is said that when the male

is first seen he gives a terrific yell that resounds far and wide

through the forest . . . The females and young at the first

cry quickly disappear
;
he then approaches the enemy in great

fury, peuring out his horrid cries in quick succession." e Again,

Mr. Du Challlu found " almost always one male with one female,

' Ilrehm, ‘ Thlerleben.' ret i. p. 9?.

* ‘ Proceeding* of the Royal Geographical Society,' vol. xri. p. 177

» Mohnike, * Die Afftn auf den indi&ehcn Irudn,' in 'Das Attdwul,’

187s, p. S50. Sm also Hartmann,* rile menichcrahnticben Affen,' p. :jo.

* Wallace, ' The Malay Archipelago,' vol. L p. 9 J.

* Savage, ' Description of Troglodyte: Gorilla
,

1

pp. 9, el uj.
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though sometimes the old male wanders companionlcss ;

"

1

and Mr. Winwood Rcade states likewise that the Gorilla goes

''sometimes alone, sometimes accompanied by his female and

young one." * The same traveller was told that, when a family

of Goriilas ascend a tree and eat a certain fruit, the old father

remains seated at the foot of the tree. Ar.d when the female

is pregnant, he builds a rude nest, usually about fifteen or

twenty feet from the ground
;
here she is delivered, and the

nest is then abandoned.3

For more recent information about the Gorilla we are in-

debted to Herr von Koppenfclls. He states that the male

spends the night crouching at the foot of the tree, against

which he places his back, ar.d thus protects the female and

their young, which arc in the nest above, from the nocturnal

attacks of leopards. Or.ce he observed a male and female

with two young ones of different ages, the elder being perhaps

about six years old, the younger about one.4

When all these statements arc compared, it is impossible to

doubt that the Gorilla lives in families, the male parent being

in the habit of building the nest and protecting the family.

And the same is the case with the Chimpanzee. According

to Dr. Savage, ‘it is no: unusual to see ‘the old folks' sitting

under a tree regaling themselves with fruit and friendly chat,

while ' their children ' are leaping around them and swinging
from branch to branch In boisterous merriment.” 1 And Herr
von Koppenfclls assures us that the Chimpanzee, like the

Gorilla, builds a nest for the young and female on a forked

branch, the male himself spending the night lower down in

the tree. 0

Passing from the highest monkeys to the savage and bar-

barous races of nun, we meet with the same phenomenon.
With the exception of a few cases in which certain tribes are

asserted to live together promiscuously—almost all of which

' Du Chaill v. ' Explorations and Adventure* in Equatorial Africa,

P- 349 1 Rnide, * Savage Africa,' p. si* * pp. 2 |8, jj 4.

1 v. KoppenfeUt,
1 Maine Jagden auf Gorillas/ In 'Die Cartenlaube/

1S77. PP- 41B, tl i<y.

‘ Savage, ' On Trojrled/Us Xigfr,' in 1 Boston Journal or Natural
History,’ «ol. ir. p. 385. ‘ ' Die Gaitenlaubc,' 1877, p. 41 B.
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assert ior.3 I shall prove further on to be groundless—travellers

unanimously agree that in the human race the relations of

the sexes are, as a rule, of a more or less durable character.

The family consisting of father, mother, and offspring, is a

universal institution, whether founded on a monogamous,
polygynous, or polyandrous marriage And, as among the

lower animals having the same habit, it is to the mother that

the immediate care of the children chiefly belongs, while the

lather is the protector and guardian of the family. Man ir.

the savage state is generally supposed to be rather indifferent

to the welfare of his wife and children, and this is really often

the ease, especially if he be compared with civilized man.

But the simplest paternal duties arc, nevertheless, universally

recognized. If he dees nothing else, the father builds the

habitation, and employs himself in the chase and in war.

Thus, among the North American Indians, it was considered

disgraceful for a man to have more wives than he was able

to maintain.1 Mr. Powers says that among the Patwin, a

Californian tribe which ranks among the lowest in the world,

“ the sentiment that the men are bound to support the women
—that is to furnish the supplies— is stronger even than among
us.” 1 Among the Iroquois it was the office of the husband
'• to make a mat. to repair the cabin of his wife, or to construct

a new one." The product of his hunting expeditions, during

the first year ol marriage, belonged of right to his wile, and

afterwards he shared it equally with her, whether she re-

mained in the village, or accompanied him to the chase.*

Azaia states chat among the Charruas of South America,
- du moment oil un homme *e rnarie, il forme une famillc k

part ct travaille pour la nourrir;" 4 and among die 1'uegians,

according to Admiral Fitzroy. “ as soon as a youth is able to

maintain a wife, by his exertions in fishing or bird-catching,

he obtains the consent of her relations." 1 Again, among the

1 Walls, 1 Anthropologic der Nalurvo&er, 1
vol. iii. p. lO). Carver,

• Travels through she Imerle: Puls of North America,' p. 367.

* Powers, ‘ Tribe ct California,' p. S 3*
1 Heriot, ‘Travels through ihe Canadas,' p. 358.

• Aura, * Voyages dans I'Amtojue mdridionale,’ vol. iL p. as.

1 King and Fitirov, ' Voyages of the Advtnturt and Rtagltl vol. ii.

p. l8a.
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utterly rude Botocudos, whose girls arc married very young,

remaining in the house of the father till the age of puberty,

the husband is even then obliged to maintain his wife, though

living apart from her.
1

To judge from the recent account of Herr Lumholtr, the

paternal duties seemed to be scarcely recognised by the natives

of Queensland 1 But with reference to the Kurnai in South

Australia, Mr. Howitt states that “ the man has to provide for

his family with the assistance of his wife. His share is to

hunt for their support, and to fight for their protection.

11 As
a Kurnai once said to him, " A man hunts, spears fish, fights,

and sits about"* And in the Encounter Bay tribe the

paternal care is considered so indispensable, that, if the father

dies before a child is bom, the child is put to death by the

mother, as there is no longer any one to provide for it.*

Among the cannibals of New Britain, the chiefs have to see

that the families of the warriors are properly maintained.*

As regards the Tonga Islanders. Martin remarks, "A married
woman is one who cohabits with a man, and lives under his

roof and protection and in Samoa, according to Mr.
Pritchard, " whatever intercourse may take place between the

sexes, a woman does not become a man’s wife unless the

latter take her to his own house.’ 7 Among the Maoris, says

Mr. Johnston, "the mission of woman was to increase and
multiply; that of man to defend his home”* In Radack.
even natural children arc received by tire father into his

house, as soon as they arc able to walk.
0

The Rev. D. Macdonald states that, in some African tribts,

“a father has to fast after the birth of his child, or take some
such method of showing that he recognizes that he as well as

' v. Tichudi, ; R clsen durch SUdaicerika,’ vol. ii. p. 383.
’ LumholU, 1 Among CaimithiV p- 161.
1 Fisoa and Howitt, * Kauilaroi and Kumai,' p. :o!>.
‘ Meyer, ‘Manners and CoHOlui of the Encounter Bay Tribe,' in

Wood's. 'The Native Tribes of South Australia,' p. 186.
‘ Angas, ' Polynesia,’ p 375.
1 Martin, ‘Account of tbe Natives of the Tonga Islands,’ vol. ii. p. 167
' Pritchard, ' Polynesian Reminiscences,’ p i$t.

’ Johnston, ‘ Mnoiia.' pp 38, el siy.

* Kociebne, ' Voyage of Discovery into the South Sea,' voL iii. p 175.
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the mother should take care of the young stranger.’’ 1 Certain

Africans will nnt oven go on any warlike expedition when

they have a young child
;
! and the South American Guaranies,

while their wives are pregnant do not risk their lives in

hunting wild beasts.1 In Lado the bridegroom ha3 to assure

his father-in-law three times that he will protect his wife,

calling the people present to witness.* And among the

Touaregs, according to Dr. Chavanne, a man who deserts his

wife is blamed, a* he has taken upon himself the obligation of

maintaining her.
6

The wretched Rock Veddahs in Ceylon, according to Sir

J.
Emerson Tennent, “ acknowledge the marital obligation

and the duty of supporting their own families.’ 0 Among the

Maldivians, “although a man is allowed four wives a: one

time, it is only on conditic*> of his being able to support

them.
1 ’7 The Nagas arc not permitted to marry until they

are able to set up house on their own account.' The Naira,

we are told, consider it a husband's duty to provide his wife

with food, clothing, and ornaments; 1 and almost the same is

said by Dr. Sehwaner with reference to the tribes of the

Uarito district, in the south-east part of Borneo." A Burmese

woman car. demand a divorce, if her husband is not able to

maintain her properly." Among the Mohammedans, the

maintenance of the children <Wolves so exclusively on the

father, that the mother is even entitled to claim wages for

nursing them.” And among the Romans, man** implied not

only the wife’s subordination to the husband,..but also the

husband’s obligation to protect Che wife. 13

1 Macdonald, ' Africans,' vol. I. p :«.

* IHJ., voL i. p 139. 1 Letoerneau, ' Sociology,' P- 386.

* Wilton and Felkin, 1 Uganda and the Egyptian Soadon.’vol. u. p-9»

' Oiavaane, ' Die Sahara,' p. 209
4 Emenon Tennent, ‘ Ceylon,' vol ii. p 44t-

r Rowel, ' On the XloMirc Islands,’ in ‘Journal uf :lie Anthropological

Inwitnte,’ vol. xvi. pp 16R, rf iff.

* Stewart, ‘ Note, on Northern Cachar,' in 1 Journal of the Asiatic

Scciwy of Bengal,’ voL xriv p 614.

* Emerson Tennent, vol. ii. pp 458, rt *f. new 1.

" Schnaner, '
Borneo,’ vol. 1. p

11 Fylche, ' Burma,’ rol. It p. 73.

“ ‘ Das Autland,’ 1S75. p 9^8.

“ Rottboch, • Untersucbuiigon Ober die rOmhehe Ehc,’ p. 3A
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The father's place in the family being that of a supporter

and protector, a man is often not permitted to marry until he

has given some proof of his ability to fulfil these duties.

The Koyukuns believe that a youth who marries before he

has killed a doer will have no children. 1 The aborigines of

Pennsylvania considered it a shame for a boy to think of

a wife before having given some proof of his manhood.’

Among the wild Indians of British Guiana, says Mr. 1m

Thurn. before a man is allowed to choose a wife he must

prove that he can do a man’s work and I* able to support
himself and his family * Among the Dyaks of Borneo* the

Nagas of Upper Assam,'’ and the Alfura of Ceram,0 no one
can marry unless he has in his possession a certain number of

heads. The Karmanians, according to Strabo, were con-

sidered marriageable only after having killed an enemy.1 The
desire of a Galla warrior is to deprive the enemy of his

genitals, the posse»i$n of such a trophy being a necessary

preliminary to marriage.* Among the Bcchuana and Kafir

tribe: south of the Zambesi, the youth is not allowed to take

a wife until he has killed a rhinoceros. 6 In the Marianne

Group, the suitor had to give proof of his bodily strength and

skill* And among the Arabs of Upper Egypt, the man must
undergo an nrdeal of whipping by the relations of his bride

in order to test his courage. If he wishes to be considered

worth having, he must receive the chastisement, which is some-
times exceedingly severe, with an expression of enjoyment"
The idea that a man is bound to maintain his family is,

indeed, so closely connected with that of marriage and father-

1 Uali, • Alula and its RcMurceJ,1

p. 196.
* Buchanan, ‘Sketches of the History, Manners, and Customs d the

North American Indians,’ p. 3*3.
1 Im Ttmm, * Among the Indians of Guiana,’p asi. C/. v. Martius,

1

Beitf.ifce rur Ethnographie Amenta's,
1

vol i. ;>p U 7 , $45,
6SS.

1 Wilkes, * United States Exploring Expedition,' voL r. p. 363. Beck,
1 The Head-Hunters of Borneo,’ pp. 216, aar, See,

• Diltca, * Descriptive Ethnology of Bengal,
' p. 4a

* BkrVmnre. ‘ Travels in the East Indian Archipelago,1

p. 205.
’ Strabo, • book xv. p. 727. * Waits, lee. r/r. vol. ii. p. 515.
• Livingstone, ‘ Missionary Travels and Researches in South Africa,'

p 147 -
" Frejeinet, * Voyage antour do monde,’ voL ii. pp 127, tt iff.u Bakef, ' The Nile Tributaiies of Abjssinin,' p. 125.
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hood, that sometimes even repudiated wives with their children

arc. at least to a certain extent, supported by their former

husbands. This is the case among the Chukchi of North-

Western Asia,' the Basiltos in Southern Africa* and the

Munda Kols in Chota Nagpore* Further, a wife frequently

enjoys her husband's protection even alter sexual relations

have been broken off. And upon his death, the obligation of

maintaining her and her children devolves on his heirs, the

wide-spread custom of a man marrying the widow of his

deceased brother being, as we shall see in a subsequent

chapter, not only a privilege belonging to the man, but,among
several peoples, even a duty. We may thus take for granted

that in the human race, at least at its present stage, the father

has to perform the same function as in other animal species,

where the connections between the sexes last longer than the

sexual desire.

In encyclopedical and philosophical works we meet with

several different definitions of the word marriage. Most of

these definitions are, however, of a merely juridical or ethical

nature, comprehending either what Is required to make the

union legal,* or what, in tlia eye of ar. idealist, the union

ought to be.* But it is scarcely necessary to say how far I

am here from using the word in either of these senses. It is

Ike natural history of human marriage that is the object of

litis treatise
;
and, from a scientific point of view, I tbink there

is but one definition which may claim to be generally ad-

mitted, that, namely, according to which marriage is nothing

rise than a more or less durable connection between male and

female, lasting beyond the mere act of propagation till after

' Hooper, * Ten Months among tlic Tents ol the Tttski,’ j» tco.

8 Endemann, * Mltlheilungea iiber die Sotho-Neger,’ In ' ?«t tchiift fur

Ethnologic/ vol. vi. p. n>

’ Jelllnghaus, 1 Sagen, Sitten und Ccbmxhe dcr fdabda-ICalhi in

Chota Nagfore,' ibid., voL iil. p. 37ft

* 1 Union d'un homrae et d'unc femme, faite dans les frames Mgales ’

(Laroutsc, ‘ Grand nictkxmalre universe! de XIX* slide,' voL x. p. ] I74 ,\

« ‘Pie Verbindong iwcyci I'ersonen verschicdcnen Gcschlechtf sum

lebcniwieiigen wechselMitigcn Hcsiti iluer Geschleduteigenschaisen ’

(Kant, ' D:e Metaphysik dor Sitten/ voL L p. 107).

C i
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the birth of the offspring. This definition is wide enough to

include all others hitherto given, and narrow enough to c« •

dude those wholly loose connections which by usage are never

honoured with the name of marriage. It implies not only

sexual relations, but also living together, as is set forth in

the proverb of the Middle Ages. ** Boirc, manger, coueher

ensemble est manage, ce me scmble.
1
'

1 And, though, rather

vague, which in a matter of course, it has the advantage of

comprehending in one notion phenomena essentially similar

and having a common origin.

Thus, as appears from the preceding investigation, the first

traces of marriage are found among the Chclonia. With the

Birds it is an almost universal institution, whilst, among the

Mammals, it is restricted to certain species only. We ob-
served, however, that it occurs, as a rule, among the monkeys,

especially the anthropomorphous a|*s as well as in the races

of men. Is it probable, then, that marriage was transmitted

to man from some ape like ancestor, and that there never was
a time when it did not occur in the human race These,

questions cannot be answered before we have found out the

cause to which it owes its origin.

It is obvious that where the generative power is restricted

to a certain season, it cannot lie the sexual instinct that keeps
male and female together for months or years. Nor is there
any other egoistic motive that could probably account for

this habit. Considering that the union lasts till after the

birth of the offspring, and considering the care taken of this

by the father, we may assume that the prolonged union of the

sexes is. in some way or other connected with jiarental duties.

I am, indeed, strongly of opinion that the tie which joins
male and female is an instinct developed through the power-
ful influence of natural selection. It is evident that, when the
father helps to protect the offspring, the species is better able
to subsist in the snuggle for existence than it would be if this

obligation entirely devolved on the mother. Paternal affection

and the instinct which causes male and female to form some-
what durable alliances, arc thus useful mental dispositions

1 Schaffher. ‘Gejchlchte der RechtsytrfuiunE Fnn’crelchj,' vol. iii.

p. lS6
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which, in all probability, have been acquired through the

survival of the fittest.

But how, then, can it be that among most animals the

father never concerns himself about his progeny > Theanswer

is not difficult to find. Marriage is only one of many means

by which a species is enabled to subsist Where parental

care is lacking, we may be sure to find compensation for it

in some other way. Among the lnvcrtebrata, Fishes, and

Reptiles, both parents arc generally quite indifferent as to

their progeny. An immense proportion of the progeny there-

fore succumb before reaching maturity
;
but the number of

eggs laid is proportionate to the number of those lost, and the

species is preserved nevertheless. If every grain of roc,

spawned by the female fishes, were fecundated and hatched,

the sea would not be large enough to hold all the creatures

resulting from them. The eggs of Reptiles need no maternal

care, the embryo being developed by lire beat of the sun
;

ar.d

their young ore from the outset uble to help themselves,

leading the same life as the adults. Among Birds, on the

other hand, parental care is an absolute necessity. Equal

and continual warmth is the first requirement for the develop-

ment of the embryo and the preservation of the young ones

For this the mother almost always wants the assistance nf the

father, who provides her with ncccssaric*, and sometimes

relieves her of the brooding. Among Mammals, the young

can never do without the mother at the tcndercs; age, but the

father’s aid is generally by no means indispensable. In some

species, as the walrus,1 the elephant,1 the Hot amtricanus? and

the bat,* there 9ccms to be a rather curious substitute for

paternal protection, the females, together with their young

ones, collecting in large herds or flocks apart irom the make
Again, as to the marriage of the Primates, it is, I think, very

probably due to the small number of young, the female

bringing forth but one at a time
;
and, among the highest

apes, as in man, also to the long period or infancy * Perhaps,

« Brclim ' Thierlebco,' vot iiL p. 649 1 IM
,
vol iii. p. 479

• Ibid., rol iii. p. 400. ' /*«/., vol i. [> 299
* The Orang-utan Is said to be not foil-grown till fifteen years of age

(Mohnike. in 'Dm AiisUnd,' 1872, p- «SO>. Cf Fttke. 'Outlines o«

Connie Philosophy,' vol. ii. pp. 34a, ft iff.
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too, tin; defective family life of the Orang-utan, compared

with that of the Gorilla and Chimpanzee, depends upon the

fewer dangers to which this animal is exposed. For “ except

man," Dr. Mohnike says, “the Orang utan in Borneo has no

enemy of equal strength."1 In short, the factors which the

existence of a species depends upon, as the number of the

progeny, their ability to help themselves when ynung, ma-
ternal arc, marriage, &c, vary indefinitely in different species.

But in those that do not succumb, all these factors arc more

or less proportionate to each other, the product always being

the maintenance of the species.

Marriage and family arc thus intimately connected with

each other : it is for the benefit of the young that male and

female continue to live together. Marriage is therefore rooted

in family, rather than family in marriage. There are also

many peoples among whom true conjugal life dees not begin

before a child is born, and others who consider that the birth

of a child out cf wedlock makes it obligatory for the parents

to marry. Among the Eastern Greenlanders* and the

Fuegians,1 marriage is not regarded as complete till the

woman has become a mother. Among the Shawanese* and

Abiponcs,' the wife very often remains at her father’s house

till she has a child. Among the Khyenx. live Ainos of

Yen'll, and one of the aboriginal tribes of China, the husband
goes to live with his wife at her father's house, and never
takes her away till after the birth of a child. 1 In Circassia,

the bride and bridegroom are kept apart until the first child

is born and among the Bedouins of Mount Sinai, a wife

never enters her husband's tent until she becomes far advanced

in pregnancy.4 Among the Baric, the wife remains with her

parents until she becomes a mother, and ifthis does not happen,
she stays there for ever, the husband getting back what he has

'
• Has Atuland,’ iS7d p. »9+ ' '

Science,
1
voL vii. p. i;x

1 Hyndes, In ' Mission Scientifique du Cap Mom.’ vol. vii. pp. 377, tluq.
‘ Moore, ‘ Marriage Customs, Modes of Courtship,’ &c., p. 252.
’ KlcBim, ' Algemone Cukor-GcKhichte dti Mco*Mie:Y,’ vat ii. p. 75.
• Roimey, ‘The Wild Tribes of India,' pp. 203, rtf. v. Siebold, ‘ Die

Ainu auf Yesso, p. 31. Gray, 1 China,' voL il. p. J04.
1 Lubbock, toe cit. p. 8a
• Burckhardi, ' Notes on the Bcdcuins and WahSbys,' p. 153.
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paid for her.1 In Siam, a wife clow not receive her marriage

portion liefore having given Lirth to a child ;* while among
the Atkha Aleuts, according :o Erman, a husband decs not

pay the purchase sum before he has become a father.

8

Again,

the Badagas in Southern India have two marriage ceremonies,

the second of which docs not take place till there is some in-

dication that the pair arc to have a family
;
and if there is no

appearance of this, the couple not uncommonly separa te. 4

Dr. B£rcnger-F4rtu<l slates that, among the Wolofs in Setic-

gambia, “cc n’est que lorsquc les signes dc la grosscssc

sont irrdcusables chez la fiancee, quclquefois memo ce n'est

qu'aprCs la naissancc d'un ou plusicors enfants, que la ccrc-

monie du manage proprement dit s’accomplrt.” 4 And the

Igorrotes of Luzon consider no engagement binding until the

woman has become pregnant/*

On the other hand, Err.in Pasha tells us that, among the

Midi in Central Africa,
11 should a fciil become pregnant, the

youth who has been her companion is bound to marry her,

and to pay to her father the customary price of a bride .” 1

Burton reports a similar custom as prevailing among peoples

dwelling to the south of the equator/ Among many of the

wild tribes of Borneo, thei* is almost unrestrained inter-

course between the youth or both sexes; but, if pregnancy

ensue, marriage is regarded as necessary/ The same, as I am
informed by Dr. A. Bunker, is the ease with some Karen tribe*

in Burma. In Tahiti, according to Cook, the father might

1 Nachtigal, ‘ Sahara and Sudan/ veL iL, p. 177.
1 Rock, • Temples and Elephants* p. 186.

* Erman, 1 Ethnographisdie Wahrnehmungcu an den Kusden do
Berings-Meeres/ in ‘ Zeitschrift far Ethnologic,' vaL iii. p. 163.

4 Holiness, 'The Neilgherry Hills,' p. Jl6.

4 B(frengeT Fcraud ,
1 Lc manage chex Us Ntgres SlccgambicftS

1

in'

1 Revue d'Anthropologie,' lZ$3 ,
pp. 3%, // ity.

4 Blumcntritt, ‘Versoch ciner Ethnographic der Philippine!*,' pp. 27,

v/ r.y. T ‘ Emin Portia in Central Africa,* p. 103.

1

I6id.
t p. 103.

1
St. John, ‘Wild Trikes of rbr North-West Coait of Borneo,' in

1 Transactions of the Ethnological Socictr/ new acriee, vol 11. p. 337*

Lot, ‘ Sarawak/ p. 195. Wilkes, 4 Pleditigbeden en gebruiken blj

verlsvingen en huwelijken fcij de rolkcn van den lndistfiOQ AichijxV in

' Bijdragen tot det taal . lane- en rolkenktmde van NcdccUndach-JndiB/

otr. v. voL iv. p. 442.
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kill his natural child, but if he suffered it to live, the parties

were considered to be in the married state.
1 Among the

Tipperahs of the Chittagong Hills,* as well as the peasants of

the Ukraine
,

1 a seducer is bound to marry the girl, should she

become pregnant Again, Mr. Powers informs us that, among
the Californian Wintun, if a wife is abandoned when she has

a young child, she is justified by her friends in destroying

it on the ground that* it lias no supporter.
4 And among the

Creeks, a young woman that becomes pregnant by a man
whom she had expected to marry, and is disappointed, is

allowed the same privilege.*

It might, however, be supposed that, ir. man, the prolonged

union of the sexes is due to another cause besides the

offspring's want of parental care, it., to the fact that the

sexual instinct is not restricted to any particular season, but

endures throughout the whole year. " That which distinguishes

man from the beast," Beaumarchais says, " is drinking without

being thirsty, and making love at all seasons." But in the

next chapter, I shall endeavour to show that this is probably

not quite correct, so far as our earliest human or semi-human
ancestors arc concerned.

1 Cook, • Voyage to rhe Pacific Ocean,' voL ii.p r 57.

1 Lcwln, * Wild Rates of South-Eastern India,’ p :ot.

' v. Zougrodrki, ' Die Mister bei den Vfilkem dc* arischen Stammes,'

pp 346- 34& Cf. Man, ' On the Aboriginal Inhabitants of the Andaman
Islands,

1

in ‘Jour Anthr. Inn.,' vd. xiL p. 81 (Andamanese).
1 Poncm, be. a'/, p. ;Uf.
* Schoolcraft, • Archives ol Aboriginal Knowledge,' voL v. p. 273.



CHAPTER II

A HUNAN PAIRING SEASON IN PRIMITIVE TIMES

Pro>essor Li: u chart assumes that the periodicity in the

sexual life of animals depends upon economical conditions, the

reproductive matter being a surplus of the individual economy.

Hence he says that the rut occurs at the time when the pro-

portion between receipts and expenditure is most favourable. 1

Though this hypothesis is accepted hy several eminent phy-

siologists. facts do not support the assumption that the- power

of reproduction is correlated with abundance of food and

bodily vigour. There arc some writers who even believe that

the reverse is the ease.2

At nny rate, it is not correct to say, with Dr. Gruenhagen,

that " the general wedding feast is spring, when awakening

nature opens, to most animals, new and ample sources of

living.'” This is certainly true of Reptiles and Birds, but

not of Mammals; every month or season of the year is the

pairing season of one or another mammalian species.* Hut

1 Wagner, ‘ Handaflrtcrtuch der Physiologic,' voL 1/. p 66a. Gram-
hagen, ‘ Lehrbuch der Physiologic vo III p. $aft. CJ. Haycraft, ' Sot- -

fhysicicgical Results of Temperature Variations,' in
1 Transactions ut tbo

Royal Society of Edinburgh,’ vol xci«. p 130.

* Janke, 'Die wUlkurlicbe Hemufari ngung des GtschlcchU,' pp. DO-W.
1 Cruenhagen, vol. III. p 5=®-
* Thus, the hat pairs In January and February (Biehtn, ‘ Thieriebsn,

vol. i. p 299) ; die wild camel in the desert to the cast of i-iko Lob-nor

from die middle of January nearfy to the end of February (Prejevalsky
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notwithstanding this apparent irregularity, the pairing time

of every species is bound by an unfailing law
;

it sets in

earlier or later, according as the period of gestation lasts

longer or shorter, so that the young may be horn at the

time when they arc most likely to survive. Thus, most

Mammals bring forth their young early in spring, or, in

tropical countries, at the beginning of the rainy season
;
the

period then commences when life is more easily sustained,

when prey is most abundant, when there is enough water
and vegetable food, and when the climate bocomes warmer.

In the highlands, animals pair later than those living in lower

regions* whilst those of the polar and temperate zones

generally pair later than those of the tropics. As regards

the species living in different latitudes the pairing time comes
cariicr or later, according to the differences in climate"

I'ar from depending upon any general physiological law,

the rut is thus adapted to the requirements of each species

separately. Here again wc have an example of the powerful

effects of natural selection, often showing themselves very
obviously. The dormouse (AfmmnUnus awllanarius), for in-

stance, that feeds upon hazel-nuts, pairs in July, and brings

forth its young in August, when nuts begin to ripen. Then

' Frc™ KuliJ Ub-nor.' p. 91}
;
the Cmii Awoe and the Indian biion

in winter (KeniCCr, hr. til. p 147). Forsyth, 1 The Highland* of Ceuiral
India,’ p. ic6)

;
the wild-cat and the fox, in February <Brchm, 1 Thler-

leben,’ voL L pp. 453, 662}
;
the nensel, in March (hid., voL ii. p. 84) ; the

kulan. from May to July (ibid, vol. iii. p. 19) ; the musk-ax, at the end of
Augutt (ibid, vol. III. p. 377) ;

the elk, in lire Baltic province*, at the end
cf August, and, m Asiatic Rusiia, in September or October (ibid,
ml- ii> p. 1 1 1> i

the wild yak in Tibet, in September (Trejevaldcy,
‘ Mon-

P** i *>' Vl>l IL P- "y=) • die reindeer in Norway, at the end cf September
(Brehm, vol. iii. p. 1= 3 ; ;

the badger, in October (ibid, vol. ii. p. 149) ;

the Capra fiyrtnaica, in November (ibid, vol. ilL p. Jts); the chamoi*,
the musk-deer, and the aiongo-antelope, in November and December
<»«*, voL iii pp. 274, 95. Prejeralsky, ' Mongolia,* voL U. p. 203)

;
the

uolf, from tbc end of December to the middle of Fcbrear/ (Brehm, vol i

P. 5341
1 Brehm, ro!. HI. pp 175, 302. Ftejevalsky, ‘ Mongolia/ vol. ii. pp.

199, zoo-

- Bichm, voL i. pp 370, 40J, 431 ; vol. iL pp. 6, 325, 420 ; voL iii. pp.
"1,158, 15* 578

, 599-
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the young grow vety quickly, so that they aic able lo bear

the autumn and winter cold. 1

There are, however, a few wild species, as some whales.'

the elephant,1 many Rodents,4 and several of the lower

monkeys,* that seem to have no definite pairing season. As
to them it is, perhaps, sufficient to quote Dr. Bnthm’s state-

ment with reference to the elephant, “ The richness of their

woods is so great, that they really never suffer want."* But

the man-like ape* do not belong to this class. According to

Mr. Winwcod Reade, the male Gorillas fight at the ratting

season for their females;' Dr. Mohnikc. as also other

authorities, mentions the occurrence of a rut-time with the

Orang-utan.8 And wc find that both of these species breed

early in the season when fruits begin to be plentiful,—that

is, their pairing time depends on the same law as that which

prevails in the rest of tire animal kingdom.

Sir Richard Burton says, "The Gorilla breeds about

December, a cool and dry month
;
according to my bushmen,

the period of gestation is between five and six months." 8
I

have referred cilia important statement tn Mr. Alfred R. Wallace,

who writes as follows : "From the maps of ram distribution

in Africa in Stanford's •Compendium,' the driest months

in the Gorilla country seem to be January and February,

and these would probably be the months of greatest fruit

supply.” As regards the Orang-utan, Mr. Wallace adds. " I

found the young sucking Orang-utan in May

;

that was

about the second or third month of the dry season, in which

frails began to be plentiful."

' Qrehra, ‘ Thierlcbcn,1
vol. ii. p 3 ' 3 -

* W4 u<l1 - *>'. pp. 699, 723.

* Ibid., vol. iii p <83.
* vol- 0 P- 440 .

• Ibid, vol. i. pp. 119, 147 .
Schomburgk. <W. til. «oL ».

p 767.

* Urchin, vaL iii. pp. 48a. It is al*> remarkable thru the bird, on the

Galapagos Islands, which arc situated almas! 00 the equator, seem to

have no definite breeding season (Markham, ‘Visit to the Galapagos

Islands,' in ‘ Proceed. Roy. Geo. Soc.,’ N*. S. vol ii. p- 7531

7 Reade, id. at p. 314
» 1 Das Auslaud,' 1873, p. 8>n Hartmann, id. til. p. 230. Huxley,

1 Evidence as to Man’s Place in Nature,’ p. 33-

• Barton, ' Gorilla Land,
1 voL i. p. 348.
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Considering, then, that the periodicity of the rcxual

life rests on the kind of food on which the species lives,

together with other circumstances connected with anatomical

and physiological peculiarities, and considering, further, the

close biological resemblance between man and the man-likc

apes, we are almost compelled to assume that the pairing

time of our earliest human or half-human ancestors was

restricted to a certain season of the year, as was also the

ease with their nearest relations among the lower animals.

This presumption derives further probability from there

being, even now, some rude peoples who are actually stated

to have an annual pairing time, and other peoples whose

sexual instinct undergoes most decidedly a periodical increase

at a certain time of the year.

According to Mr. Johnston, the wild Indians of California,

belonging to the lowest races on earth, * have their rutting

seasons as regularly as have the deer, the elk, the antelope, or

any other animals."* And Mr. Powers confirms the correct-

ness of this statement, at least with regard to some of these

Indians, saying that spring “is a literal Saint Valentine’s

Day with them, as with the natural beasts and birds of the

rorest."*

A' regards the Gnddancs in Luzon, Mr. Foreman tells us

that " it is the custom of :hc young men about to marry, to

vie with each other in presenting to the sires of their future

bride all the scalps they are able to take from their enemies,

as proof of their manliness and courage. This practice

prevails at the season of the year when the tree—popularly

called by the Spaniards ‘the fire-tree—is in bloom."*

Speaking of the Watch-an-dics in the western part of

Australia, Mr Oldfield remarks, "Like the beasts of the field,

the savage has but one time for copulation in the year.

4 About
the middle of spring

. . . the Watch-an-dies begin to think

of holding their grand semi-religious festival of Caa-ro,

preparatory to the performance of the important duty of

1 Schoolcraft, tor. cu. xol iv. p. 334. * Powers, toe. dt. |\ 206.
1 Foreman

,

1 The Philippine UUnd*/ |x 213.
4 This statement, however, fccms to be an exairicrAl,on (*/• Cerr,

4 The Australian Race/ voL i. pp. 310, // //?.).
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procreation .* 1 A similar feast, according to Mr. Bonwick,

was celebrated by the Tasmanians at the same time of the

year.

1

The Hos, an Indian hill tribe, haw, as ive sic informed by
Colonel Dalton, every year a great feast in January, "when
the granaries arc full of grain, and the people, to use their

own expression, full of devilry. They have a strange notion

that at this period, men and women are so over-charged with

vicious propensities, that it is absolutely necessary for the

safety of the person to let off steam by allowing for a time
full vent to the passion*. The festival, therefore, becomes a

saturnalia, during which servants forget their duty to their

masters, children their reverence for parents, men their respect

for women, and women all notions of modesty, delicacy, and

gentleness." Men and women become almost like animals in

die indulgence of their amorous propensities, and die utmost

liberty is given to die girl *,

1

The same writer adds that " It would appear that most Hill

Tribes have found it necessary to promote marriage by stimu-

lating intercourse between the sexes at particular seasons of

the year.
,,
‘ Among the Santals, " the marriages mostly take

place once * year, in January
;
for six day* all the candidates

for matrimony live in promiscuous concubinage, after which

the whole party arc supposed to have paired off as man and

wife."1 The I’unjas in Jcyporc. according to Dr. Shortt, have

a festival in the first month of the new year, where men and
women assemble. The lower order or castes observe this

festival, which is kept up for a month, by both sexes mixing

promiscuously, and taking partners as their choice directs 4

A similar feast, comprising a continuous course of debauchery

and licentiousness, is held once a year, by the Kotars, a tribe

1 Oldfield, ‘ The Aborigines of Australia,’ in ' Trans. Ethn. Sot.
1 N. S.

vol, iii. p. 330
! 3or.wick, 1 Daily Life and Origin d die Tasmanians,’ p. 198.

* Dalton, lee. cit, pp. 196, el teg. * IM, p. 30a
‘ Watson and Kaye, ‘1110 People of India,' vol. I. no 2. Rou-nrv,

Ik., iii. p. 76.

0 Shorn, • Contribution to die Ethnology of Jcyporc,
-

in ‘Trans. Ethn.

Sot,’ N. S. voL vL p. *69.
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inhabiting the Neilgherrira ;

1

according to Mr. Bancroft, by
the Keros in New Mexico ;* according to Dr. Fritsch, by the

Hottentots ;* according to the Rev. H. Rowley, by the

Kafir* ;* and, as I ain informed by Mr. A. J. Swann, by
seme tribes near Nyassa. Writers of the sixteenth century

speak of the existence of certain early festivals in Russia,

at which great license prevailed. According to Pamphill, these

annual gatherings took place, as a rule, at the er.d of June,

the day before the festival of St. John the Baptist, which, in

pagan times, was that of a divinity known by the name of

Jarilo, corresporxling to the Priapus of the Greeks. 1 At
Rome, a festival Li honour of Venus took place in the month
of April; 6 and Mannhardt mentions some curious popular
customs in Germany, England, Esthonia and other European
countries, which seem to indicate an increase of the sexual

instinct in spring or at the beginning of summer/
By questions addressed to persons living among various

savage peoples, 1 have inquired whether among these peoples,

marriages are principally contracted at a certain time of the

year, and whether more children arc born in one month or

season than in another. In answer. Mr. Radficld writes from
Lifu, near New Caledonia, that marriages there formerly took
place at various times, when suitable, but " November used to

be the time at which engagements were made/' As the
seasons in this island arc the reverse of those in England, this

month includes the end of spring and the beginning of summer.
The Rev. H. T. Cousins informs me that, among the Kafirs

inhabiting what is known as Cis-Natalian Kafir!arid, "there
are more children born in one month or season than in another.

1 Idtm, 'Account of the Hill Tribes of the Neilultemes,' in 'Tram
Ethn. Soc.,' N. 5. vol. vil. p. its.

• Bancroft, ‘Native Kacea o( the Pacific Slates,' vo! L pp. SJI, r/ny.
* Fritsch, ‘Die Eitl£cborenen Sud-Afrika's,' p. J2&
‘ Rowley, 1Afr-ci Unveiled,’ p. 165.
1 Kovalevsky, 1 Modem Customs and Ancient Lana of Russia,

1

pp. lu.

1 Westropp and Wake, ‘Ancient Symbol Worship,' p. 26.
' Mannhardt, ' Wald- und Fddkulte,1

vol. L eh. v. §§ 8-11, especially

PP- *19. <5 °. 46?, 480, d :tf See also Kulischer, 'Die getchltcbtUcho
Zuchtwahl bol den Merachenindcr Uracil,' in ‘Zeilschiiftfllr Ethnolo*!*,’
vol. viii. pp. 15J-156
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vis. August and September, which arc the spring months in

South Africa and he ascribes this surplus of births to feasts,

comprising debauchery and unrestricted intercourse between

the unmarried people of both sexes. Again, Dr. A. Sims

writes from Stanley Pool that, among the Bnteke, more
children arc born in September and October, that is. in the

seasons of the early rains, than at other times; and the Rev.

Ch. E. Ingham, writing from Sanaa Manteka, slates that he

believes the same to be the ease among the Bakotigo. But
the Rev. T. Bridges informs me that, among the Yahgans in

the southern part of Tierra del Fuego, so far as he knows, one

month is the same as another with regard to the number of

births. I venture, however, to think that this result might be
somewhat modified by a minute inquiry, embracing a sufficient

number of cases. For statistics prove that even in dvixlicd

countries, there is a regular periodical fluctuation in the

birth-rate.

In the eighteenth century Wargentin showed that, in

Sweden more children were bom in one month than in

another.' The same has Bincc been found to be the case in

other European countries. According to Wappflus, the

number of births in Sardinia, Belgium, Holland, and Sweden
is subject to a regular increase twice a year, the maximum of

the first increase occurring in February or March, that of the

second in September and October.’ M. Sormani observed

that, in the south of Italy, there is an increase or.ly once in

the year, but mere to the north twioe, in spring and in autumn.1

Dr. Mayr and Dr. Beukemann found ir. Germany two annual

maxima—in February or March, and in September ;
—

* and

Dr. Haycraft states that, in the eight largest town* uf

Scotland, more children arc bom in legitimate wedlock in

' Worsen tin, ' UU kvllla M6n»dci rtfi* MUnoiikor irligen f<W« oca

do i Sverige,’ in ' Kongl Vctenskflpvncfldemieas Handlingai,' vol. ixvffl.

PP- 249-3J8.
• Wappius, 1 AUgemeine Be/JIkerungsuoiinik,’ vol. i. p. 337.

• Sormani, ‘ La leconditS e laiconalita umana in raprorio .-.lie stagioni

td al cllina <TIulU ;
’ ijuoted by Mayr, ‘ Die Geaemnaiiiskeit im Gewll-

schafislcben,’ p. si:.
' Mayr, p. 140. Beukemann, ' Ein Deling rur UniersuChung iiber (So

Venheiluag dcr Gebunen uach Mona ten,' pp. 1 j-2*.
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April than in any other month.1 As a rale, according to M.
Sormani, the fire* annual augmentation of births has its

maximum, in Sweden, in March; in France and Holland,

between February and March; in Belgium, Spain, Austria

and Italy, in February
;
in Greece, in January

;
so that it

cornea earlier in southern Europe than farther to the north.*

Again, the second annual increase is found more considerable

the more to the north we go. In South Germany it is smaller

than lire first one, but in North Germany generally larger;'

and in Sweden, it is decidedly larger.*

As to non-European countries, Wappaus -observed that in

Massachusetts, the birth-rate likewise underwent an increase

twice a year, the maxima falling in March and September

;

and that in Chili many more children were born in September
and October

—

i.e„ at the beginning of spring—than in any
other month.' Finally, Mr. S. A. Hill, of Allahabad, has

proved, by statistical data, that, among the Hindus of that

province, the birth-rates exhibit a most distinct annual
variation, the minimum falling in June and the maximum
in September and October.1

This unequal distribution of births over the dincrcnt months
of the year is ascribed to various causes by statisticians. It

is, however, generally admitted that chc maximum in February
and March (in Chili, September) is, at least to a great extent,

due to the sexual instinct being strongest In May and June
<in Chili, December).’ This is the more likely to be the case
as it is especially illegitimate births that are then comparatively
numerous. And it appears extremely probable that, in Africa
also, the higher birth-rates in the seasons of the early rains
owe their origin to the same cause.

Thus, compar.ng the facts stated, we find, among various

• Haycraft, in 'Trow. Roy. So c. Ediabiugh,' vol x«ix pp. 1 19, ct uf.
1 Mayr, toe. at., p. 141. * Iieukcnxmn, toe. til. p. :6.

• Wargemin, In 'KohrI. Vcc-acad. Hindi,' voL xxviii. p. 257.
Wapplirt, {ex. {it. voL i. p. 237

• Wappiiua* vol. i. pp. 250. 237.
0 Hill, ‘The Life Statistic* of an Indian ProviiKe,' in 1 Nature,' vol.

xxxriii., p. 29a
' See, for instance, PIoss, ‘IJ»» Weib,'vol.

1 . p. 414; Wappaus, vci. 1.

PP =3P 2*7-
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races of men, the sexual instinct increasing at the end of

spring, or, rather, at the beginning of summer. Some peoples

of India seem to form an exception to this rule, lascivious fes-

tivals, in the case of several of them, talcing place in the month

of January, and the maximum of births, among the Hindus oi

Allahabad, falling at the end of the hot season, or in early

autumn. But in India also there are trace* of strengthened

passions in spring. M. Rousselet gives the following descrip,

tion of the indecent Holi festival, as it is celebrated among

the Hindus of Oudeypour. " The festival of Holi marks the

arrival of spring, and is held in honour of the goddess Holies,

or Vasanti, who personifies that season in the Hindu

Pantheon, The carnival lasts several days, during which

time the most licentious debauchery and disorder reign

throughout every class of socicly. ll is the regular saturnalia

of India Persons of the greatest respectability, without

regard to rank or age, are not ashamed to take part in the

orgies which mark this season of the year Women and

children crowd round the hideous idols of the least of Holica,

and deck them with flowers
;
and immorality reigns supreme

in the streets of the capital." • Among the Aryans who in-

habited the plains of the Xorth, the spring, or “vasanta,"

corresponding to the months of March am! April, was the

season of love and pleasure, celebrated in song by the poets,

and the time for marriages and religious feasts.5 And among

the Rajputs or Mewar, according to Lieutenant-Colonel Tod,

the last days of spring are dedicated to Camdeva, die god of

love: “the scorching wines of the ho: season arc already

beginning to blow, when Flora droops her head, and the ‘ god

of love turns anchorite.'
'*»

We must not, however, infer that this cnnanccment of the

procreative power is to be attributed directly to " the different

positions of the sun with respect to the earth,' 4 or to the

temperature of a certain season. The phenomenon does not

immediately spring from this cause in the ease of any other

1 Rourselet, ' India and its Native Princes,' p. !7J

= Urdus ’ Nouvelle geographic universe!*,' vol. vtti p. 70-

* Tod, * Annals and Antiquities of Rajasttian,' vol,
1 493.

* Villermt quoted by Qucteles, ‘ Treatise on Man,' p. si.
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animal scccics. Neither can it be due to abundance of food.

In the northern part* of Europe many more conceptions take

place in the months of May and June, when the conditions of

life are often rather hard, than in September, October, and

November, when the supplies of food are comparatively

plentiful. In the north-western provinces of Germany, as

well as in Sweden, the latter months are characterized by a

minimum of conceptions. 1 Among the Kaffirs, more children

are conceived in November and December than in any other

month, although, according to the Rev. H. T. Cousins, food

is most abundant among them from March to September

And among the Bateke, the maximum of conceptions falls

in December and January, although food is as I am informed

by Dr. Sims, moat plentiful in the dry season, that is. from

May to the end of August.

On the other hand, the periodical increase of conceptions

cannot be explained by the opposite hypothesis, entertained

by some physiologists, that the power of reproduction is in-

creased by want and distress. Amo ig the Western Austra-

lians and Californians’ for instance, the season of love i>

accompanied by a surplus of food, and in the land of the

Bakotigo, among whom Mr. Ingham believes most concep-

tions to take place in December and January, food is, accord-

ing to him, most abundant precisely in these months and in

February.

It seems, therefore, a reasonable presumption that the in-

crease of the 3cxuai instinct at the end of spring or in the

beginning of summer, is a survival of an ancient pairing

season, depending upen the same law that rules in the rest

of the animal kingdom. Since spring is rather a time of

want than a time of abundance for a frugivorcus species, it is

impossible to believe that our early ancestors, as leng as they

fed upon fruits, gave birth to their young at the beginning of

that period. Fiom the statements of Sir Richard Burton and

Mr. A. R. Wallace, already quoted, 1 we know that the man-
like apes breed early in the season when fruits begin to be

plentiful. But* when man began to feed on herbs, roots, and

1 Beukemar.n, Ite. tif. pp. i8, 28.
8 Poems, Av. (it. p. 206. AhU, p. 27.
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animal Food, the conditions were changed. Spring is the season

of the re-awakening of life, when there are plenty of vegetables

and prey. Hence those children whose infancy fell in this

period survived more frequently than those born at any other.

Considering that the parents of at least a few of them mast

have had an innate tendency to the increase ol the power of

reproduction at the beginning of summer, and considering,

further, that this tendency must have been transmitted to

some of the offspring, like many other characteristics which

occur periodically at certain seasons,1 we can readily under-

stand that gradually, through the influence of natural selection,

a race would emerge whose pairing time would be exclusively

or predominantly restricted to the season meet favourable to

its subsistence. To judge from the period when most children

are born among existing people*, the pairing season of our

prehistoric ancestors occurred, indeed, somewhat earlier in

the year than is the ease with the majority of mammalian

species. But we must remember that the infancy of man is

unusually long
;
and, with regard to the time most favourable

to the subsistence of children, we must take into consideration

not only the first days of their existence, but the first period

of their infancy in general. Besides food and warmth, several

other factors affect the welfare of the offspring, and it is

often difficult to find out all of them. We do not know tire

particular circumstances that make the badger breed at the

end of February or the beginning of March,1 and the reindeer

of the Norwegian mountains as early as April ;* but there can

be no doubt that these breeding seasons arc adapted to the

requirements of the respective species.

The cause of the winter maximum of conceptions, especially

considerable among the peoples of Northern Europe, is gener-

ally sought in social influences, as the quiet ensuing on the

harvest time, the better food, and the amusements of Christ-

mas.* But the people certainly recover before December

from the labours of the field, arvd Christmas amusements, as

Wargentin remarks, take place at the end of that month and

I CY. Darwin, * The Descent of Man,’ vol L |> 354.

« firrhm, - Thierietwo,’ vcJ. it. p Up ' IM., *oJ. in. p- i 3«.

• Wappcui, In. tit. >ol. I. p 141.
D a
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far into January, without any particular influence upon the

number of births in October being observable.’ It has, further,

been proved that the unequal distribution of marriages over

the different months exercises hardly any influence upon the

distribution of births' Again, among the Hindus the Decem-

ber and January maximum of conceptions seems from the

lascivious festivities of several Indian peoples to be due to an

increase of the sexual instinct. According to Mr. Hill, this

increase depends upon healthy conditions with an abundant

food supply. But, as i have already said, it is not proved that

a strengthened power of reproduction and abundance of food

are connected with one another.

I am fir from venturing to express any definite opinion as

to the cause of these particular phenomena, but it is not impos-

sible that they also are effects of natural selection, although of

a comparatively recent date; Considering that the September
maximum of births (or December maximum of conceptions)

in Europe become* laiger the farther north we go
;
that the

agricultural peoples of Northern Europe have plenty of food

in autumn and during the first part of winter, but often suffer

a certain degree of want in spring
;
and, finally, that the winter

cold docs not affect the health of infants, the woods giving

sufficient material for fuel,— it has occurred to me that children

bom in September may have a better chance of surviving

than others Indeed, Dr Beukemann states that the number
of stillborn birth* is largest in winter or at the beginning of

spring, and that “the children born in autumn possess the

greatest vitality and resisting power against the dangers of

earliest ir.fancy." * This would perhaps be an adequate expla-

nation cither of an incicasc of the sexual instinct or of greater

disposition to impregnation in December. It is not impossible

either, that the increase of the power of reproduction among
the Hindus in December and January, which causes an in-

crease of births in September and October—it., the end of

the hot season and the beginning of winter—owes its origin

' WsigeiHin, a\ ' Kong). Vet-acad. Handl.,’ veel. xxvill, p. 25*.
5 Wapplw, /,*. (it vol I p. :«r. Ilertillon, • NaUDtl (cWroographie),'

la
1 Dlctionnalre cncycJopddiquc des sciences m&Uealea,' Mr. ii.ivol. xi

P- 479- 1 Bculeronnn, lot. tit. p. 59.
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io the fact that during the winter the granaries get filled, and

miik of the conditions of life become more healthy. But it

should be remarked that September itself, according to Mr.

Hill, is a very unhealthy month. 1

Now it can be explained. 1 believe for the first lime, how
it happens that man, unlike the lower animals, is not limited

to a particular period of the year in which to court the female 5

The Darwinian theory of natural selection can, as it seems to

me, account for the periodicity of the sexual instinct in such

a rude race as the Western Australians, among whom the

mortality of children is so enormous that the greater number

of them do not survive even the first month after birth,
3 and

who inhabit a land pre-eminently unproductive of animals

and vegetables fitted to sustain human life, a land where,

"during the summer seasons, the black man riots in com-

parative abundance, but during the rest of the year . . .

the struggle for existence becomes very severe."1 lire more

progress man makes; in arts and inventions; the more he

acquires the power of resisting injurious external influences

;

the more he rids himself of the necessity of freezing when it

is cold, and starving when nature is less lavish with fcod ;
in

short, the more independent he becomes of the changes of the

seasons—the greater is the probability that children born at

one time of the year will survive as well, or almost as well, a*

those born nt nr.y other. Variations as regards the pairing

time, always likely to occur occasionally, will do so the more

frequently on account of changed conditions of life, which

directly or indirectly cause variability of every kind ;
* and

these variations will be preserved and transmitted to following

generations. Thus we can understand how a race has arisen,

endowed wilh the ability to procreate children in any season.

We can also understand how, even in such a nidc race as the

Yahgans in Ticrra del Fucgo, the seasonable distribution ol

1
Hill, »o ‘ Nature,’ vol. xxxriii. p. J$0.

* Professor Nicholson says I'Sesual Selection In Man,' p. 9) (hat

Darwinism /.tils ia assign any adequate came for thU.

’ Waite, 1 Introduction to Anthropology/ p 1 13.

* Oldfield. in Trans. Etlm. Soc.,’ N. S. ro!. ill. pp. ft

* Darwin,' Tlte Variation OT Animals and Plants under Domestication.'

vol ii. p. 255.
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births seems to be pretty equal, as there is, according to the

Rev. T. Bridges, ‘such a varietyof food in the various seasons

that there is strictly no period of hardship, save such as is

caused by accidents of weather." We can explain, too, why
the periodica! fluctuation in the number of births, though com-

paratively inccnsidenble in every civilized society, is greater

iii countries predominantly agricultural, such as Chili, than

in countries predominantly industrial, as Saxony; 1 why ft

is greater in rural districts than in towns; 1 and why it was
greater In Sweden in the middle of the last century than it is

now.'' For the more man has abandoned natural life out of

doors, the more luxury has increased and his habits have got
refined, the greater is the variability to which his sexual life

has become subject, and the smaller has been the influence

exerted upon it by the changes of the seasons.

Man has thus gone through the same transition as certain

domestic animals. The he-goaf * and the ass in southern

countries/' for instance, ru: throughout the whole year. The
domestic pig pairs generally twice a year, while its wild an-

cestors had but one rutting season.4 Dr. Hermann Mlillei

has even observed a canary that iaid eggs in autumn and
winter.7 Natural selection cannot, of course, account for

such alterations : they fall under the law of variation. It is

the limited pairing season that is a product of this powerful
process, which acts with fuil force only under conditions free

from civilization and domestication.

If the hypothesis set forth in this chapter holds good, it

must be ad mined that the continued excitement of the sexual
instinct could not have played a part in the origin of human
mairiage—provided that this institution did exist among
primitive men. Whether this was the case I shall examine
in the following chapters.

1 Wappitus, to<. n't. vot. i.p 147.
' liU, vol I. p. J4& Qnctelct, /«. <•/. p. 20. Bcrti'.lor, In * Dictioo-

cant encyclopAjique de<s sciences m6dica!«,’ s-r. ii. vol xl. p. «go
» Wappans, vol i. p 343.
' Hrchm, 1

Thicriebea,’ vcl iii. p. 333.
1 voL iiL p- 43. 0 IMh voL ui. pp. 549, 557.
• Muller, !oc. ctt. pp. a, 86, rci. 1 myself know of * canary ilwt laid

ns early ns March.



CHAPTER III

THE ANTIQUITY OY HUMAN MARRIAGE

It it be admitted that marriage, a* a r.ecessaiy requirement

for the existence of certain specie*, U connected with some

peculiarities in their organism, and, more particularly among

the highest monkeys, with the paucity of their progeny and

their long period of infancy,— it must at the same time be

admitted that among primitive men, from the same causes

as among these animals, the sexes in ali probability kept

together till after the birth of the offspring. Later on, when

live human race par-sed beyond its frugivorous stage and

spread over the earth, living chiefly on animal food, the assist-

ance of an adult male became still more necessary for the

subsistence of the children Everywhere the chase devolves

on the man, it being a rare exception among savage peoples

for a woman to engage in it' Under such conditions a

family consisting of mother and young only, would probably,

as a rule, haw succumbed.

It has, however, been suggested that in olden times, the

natural guardian of the children was not the father, but the

maternal uncle.’ This inference has been drawn chiefly from

1 Peschel, • The Races of Man,’ pp «?•

* Giraud-Teuloo, ‘ Les origines da manage ct oc la umillc,’ p i*S-

Llppeit, ‘ KukvgMChichtB der MraKbkcM,' vol. ii. pp. M. " “Y- Von

Hell., aid, ’ Die inenachliche FamlU,' p vr/ : ’Was «r»in derVater,

das ist dcr Ohelin rur Zcit des Mullcntchtel uad des Maliiarcluli.'

Kovalevsky, • Tableau dcs origiaes V. de 1 evolution dc li famiUe ct dc la

propn&i.' pp. is, 16, si.
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the common practice of a nephew succeeding his mother’s

brother in tank and property. But sometimes tlie relation

between the two is still more intimate. " La fantille Malaise

proprement ditc—!c Sa-Mantici,- ’ says a Dutch writer, as

quoted by Profc&or Giraud-Tculon, ‘'comistc dans la mere

ct ses enfants : le ptre n'en fait point partie. Lcs lier.s de

parent* qui unissent ce dernier i sen frires et secure 9ont plus

ctrois que ccux qui le ratnclient d sa femme c: a scs propres

enfants. II continue mfime aprts son nariage a vivre dans

*a famille maternclle
;
e'est Id quest son veritable domicile, ct

non pas dans la maison dc sa femme: il nc ccssc pas de

cultivei le champ dc sa propre famille, A tinvaillcr pour die,

e: n'aidc sa femme qu'accidentcllcmcnt. Le chef de la famille

est ordinairerr.cnt le fire ainc du c6t* materne! {le mamak
ou avunculus). D: par scs droits et ses devoirs, e'est lui le

vrai perc dcs enfants dc sa sccur." 1 As regards the moun-
taineers of Georgia, especially the Pshaves. M. Kovalevsky

states that, among them, “ le frere dc la mire piend la place

du pire dans toutes lcs circonstances oil il s'agit de vengcr le

sang 1 1?pand u, surtcut au can de mcurtrc commis sui la per-

sonne de son neveu." 2 Among the Goijiro Indians,* the

Negroes of Bondo* the Bare*. and the Hazes. 5
it is the mother’s

brother who has the light of veiling a girl to her suitor. Touch-

ing the Kois, the Rev. John Cain says. “ The maternal unde
of ar.y Koi girl has the right to bestow her hand on any one
of his sons, or any other suitable candidate who meets with

his approval. The father and the mother of the girl have no

acknowledged voice in the matter. A similar custom prevails

amongst some of the Xomiti (Vaisya) caste." n Among the

Savaras in India, the bridegroom has to give a bullock not

only to the girl's father, but to the maternal uncle; 1 whilst

among the Creeks, the proxy of the suitor asked for the con-

' Giraud-Tculon, /w. «7. pp. 199, el uq.
' Kovalevsky, ‘ Tablmiu des origincs dc k fanilk,’ pp. «, <1 rc</.
1 Baslian, 'Die Recktaverbaltniue fcci vcrschlcdenen Volkern 60

Erde.’p. 1B1.
•

« D«t Anriand,1
1881, p. im6,

* X( tnuinger, 1 Ouafrlkanlscha Siudien,’ p. 518.
0 Cain, ‘ The Bbadrachellam amt Rekapalli Tabiqns,' in • The Indian

Antiquaiy,’ voL viii. p. 54- T Dalton, /m. tir. p. 150.
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sent of the uncles, aunts, and brothers of the young woman,
M the father having no voice 01 authority in the business.” 1

Hut such eases arc rare. Besides, most of them imply cniy

that the children in a certain way belong to the uncle, not

that the father is released from the obligation of supportirg

than. Even where succession run' through females only, the

father is nearly always certainly the head of the family.

Thus, for instance, in Melanesia, where the clan of the

children is determined by that of the mother, “the mother

is,” to quote Dr. Codrington, “ in no way the head of the

family. The house of the family is the father's, the garden is

hi*, the rule and government are his."* Nor is there any

reason to believe that it was generally otherwise in former

times. A man could not of course be the guardian of his

sister’s children, if he did not live in close connection with

them But except in such a decidedly anomalous case as

that of the Malays, just referred to, this could scarcely hap-

pen unless marriages were contracted between persons living

closely together. Nowadays, however, such marriages arc

usually avoided, and I shall endeavour later or. to show that

they were probably also avoided by our remote ancestors.

It might, further, be objected that the children were equally

well or better provided for, if not the fathers only, but all

the males of the tribe indiscriminately were their guardians.

The supporters of the hypothesis of promiscuity, and even

other sociologists, as for instance Herr Kautsky.* believe that

this really was the case among primitive men. According to

them, the tribe or horde is the primary social unit or the

human race, and the family only a secondary unit, developed

in later times. Indeed, this assumption has been treated by

many writers, not as a more or less probable hypothesis, but

as a demonstrated truth. Yet the idea that a man’s children

belong to the tribe, has no foundation -n fact. Everywhere

we find the tribes or clans composed of several families, the

« Schoolcraft, U<t. (it. voi. v. p. rdfl. C/ Baitr»m,‘The Creek and

Cherokee Ilians.’ In 1 Trim. American Ethn. Sec.,' vol iii. pt. i p. 6j.

• Codrington, • The Melanesians,’ p. M Cf. Curr, tc< cit. vol. i.

Pl>. <0, 6a, (*/

* Kautsky, * Die Entuebung der Ehc und Familic, in •Kosmos

rol. xil. p. 198-
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members of each family being more dcsciy connected with

one another than with the rest of the tribe. The family, con-

tasting of parents, children, and often also their next descend-

ants is a universal institution among existing peoples. 1

And it seems extremely probable that, among our earliest

human ancestors, :hc family formed, if not the society itself,

at least the nucleus o£ it As this is a question of great

importance, 1 must deal with it at some length.

Mr. Darwin remarks, “Judging from the analogy of the

majority of the Quadrumana, it is probable that the early

ape like progenitors of man were likewise social/' 2 But it

may be doubted whether Mr. Darwin would have drawn this

inference, had he taken into consideration the remarkable

fact that none of the monkeys most nearly allied to man can

be called social animals.

The solitary life of the Orang-utan has already been noted.

As regards Gorillas Dr Savage static that there is only one

adult male attached to each group; 1 and Mr. Reude say3

expressly that they are not gregarious, though they sometimes

seem to assemble in large numbers. 4 Both Mr. Du Chaillu 6

and Herr von Kopjxrnfcls 0 assure us likewise that the Gorilla

generally lives in pairs or families.

The same is the case with the Chimpanzee. “ It is seldom”
Dr. Savage says, " that more than one or two nests are seen

upon the same tree or in the same neighbourhood
;

five have
been found, but it was an unusual circumstance. They do not

live in villages . . They arc more often seen in pairs than

in gangs. ... As seen here, they cannot be called gregarious” T

This statement, confirmed or repeated by Mr. Du Chaillu 8 and

Professor Hartmann,® is especially interesting, as the Cliim-

1 QCTylor, 'Primitive Society/ in
; Thc Contemporary Review/ vol.

xxi. pjx 71 r, ft re#.

1 Darwin, ‘The Descent of Man/ voL i. p. ]£6.
1 Savage, * Description of Trtfodytu Gorilla / p. <>
4 Re&de, lot. tit. p. *&>. * Du Chaillu, toe. tit. p. 34^
4 ' Die Gartenlaube/ 1377

, p. 4:8
’ Savage, in ‘ Boston Journal of Natural History,' vol. lv. pp. 384, ti re#.
4 Du Chaillu, jx 358.

’ Hartmann, l<x. tit. p. 321 : ‘Dieses Thicr lcbt in enrclncn Familial
Oder In klcincrn Gruppen von -olcben beieinondcr.*
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panzec resembles man also in his comparatively slight strength

and courage, so that a gregarious life might be supposed to be

better suited to this animal.

Mr. Spencer, however, has pointed out that not or.ly si/e,

strength, and means of defence, but also the kind and distri-

bution of food and other factors must variously co-operate and

conflict to determine how far a gregarious life is beneficial, and

how far a solitary life.1 Considering, then, that, according to

Dr. Savage, the Chimpanzees arc more numerous in the season

when the greatest number of fruits come to maturity,4 wc may
almost with certainty infer that the solitary life generally led

by this ape is due chiefly to the difficulty it experiences in

getting food a: other tiroes* of the year.

Is it not, then, most probable that our fruit-eating human

or halfdiuman ancestors, living on the same kind of food, and

requiring about the same quantities of it as the man-like apes,

were not more gregarious than they? It is likely, too, that

subsequently, when man became partly carnivorous, he

continued, as a rule, this solitary kind of life, or that gregari-

ousness became his habit only in part, " An animal of a

predatory kind,” says Mr. Spencer, ” which has prey that can

be caught and killed without help, profits by living alone

:

especially if its prey is much scattered, and is secured by

stealthy approach or by lying in ambush. Gngariousncu

would here be a positive disadvantage. Hence the tendency

of large carnivores, and also of small carnivores that have

feeble and widely-distributed prey, to lead solitary lives." 3 It

i9, indeed, very remarkable that even row there are savage

peoples who live rather in separate families than in tribes,

and that most of these peoples belong to the very ru.lest

races in the world *

'"The wild or forest Veddahs,'" Mr. Pridham states " build

1 Spencer, ‘The Principles of Psychology,* vol. ii. Pl>. SS8. t'

! Savage, in ‘Boston Journal of Natural History,' vol. iv. p. 384. Cf.

v. Koppeafeis, in 'Die Cartcnlaabe,' 1877, P-

* Spencer, roL II. p. 558. ..

* Herr Xnuuky is certainly mistaken when be say* I* Aosmoe.' vol. xn.

p. 193). ' Nichi 1'amilien, scodetn Summc «nd cs, denen wir bci den

Volkern begesoeo, die sich line UMpriiPgUrhcn Einrichtungen noch

bewahrt babes.'
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their huts in tires, live in pairs, only occasionally assembling

in greater number*, and exhibit no traces of the remotest

civilization, nor any knowledge of social rites
"

1

According

to Mr. Bailey, the N'ilgala Veddahs, who are considered the

wildest, "arc distributed through their lovely country in small

septs, or families, occupying generally eaves in the rocks,

though some have little bark huts. They depend almost

solely on hunting for their support, and hold little communi-

cation even with each other.”*

In Tierra del Fuego, according to Bishop Stirling, family life

is exclusive. “ Get outside the family,” he says, " and relation,

ships are doubtful, if not hostile. The bond of a common
language is no security for friendly offices.” -1 Commander
Wiikes states likewise that the Fuegians "appear to live in

families and not in tribes, and do not seem to acknowledge

any chief;*” and, according to M. llyadcs “ la famille est bicn

constitute, mats la tribu n'cxiste pas. 4 proprernent parler.” 4

lvach family is perfectly independent of all the others, and

only the necessity of common defence now and then irduccs

a few families to form small gangs without any chief.1

The Rev. T. Bridges writes to me, “They live in clans,

called by them Ucubr, which means a house. These Ucuhr

comprise many subdivisions
;
and the members arc necessarily

related. But,” he continues, "the Yahgans area roving people,

having their districts and moving about within these district*

from bay to bay ar.d island to island in canoes, without any
order. The whole clan seldom travels together, and only

occasionally and then always incidentally is it to be found

collected. The smaller divisions keep more together. . .
•

Occasionally, as many as five families arc to be found living

1 Pridhom, ‘Account of Ceylon,' rol. L p 45*. Cf. Harishome, 'The
Weddm,1

in ' The Indian Antiquary,’ voL viii. p. Jju.
» Hailey. ‘The Wild Tribes of the Veddahs of Ceylon, 1 in ‘Trans.

Ethn. See.' N. S. voL ii. p. ait.

3 Stirling, 'Residence in Tierrn del Fucgo,: in 'The South American
Missionary Magazine,' voL iv. p. 1 1. • Wilke, lee. Of. vol. i. p. 12*.

* Hyadcf, ' Ethnographic <lrs t'.iegiens,’ in ‘Bulletins de la SocAd
d'Anthropologic de Paris,' scr. ill. vol. x. p. 333.

' Bo,t> ' Paiogooio, Terra dot Fuoco,' p. 134. Lovisnto, “Appuntietno-
Srafici sul la Terra del Fuoco,' in Guido Cora's 1 Cosmos,’ voLyiii. p. 150
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in a wigwam, but generally two families/' Indeed, in ‘A
Voice for South America/ Mr. Bridges says that 41

family

Influence ts the or.c great tic which binds these natives

together, and the one great preventive of violence/' 1

Speaking of the West Australians, who arc probably better

known to him than to any other civilised man. Bishop

Salvado says that they " au lieu de *<? gouverner par tribus,

paraissent se gouverner A la manifere patriarchal© : chaque

famillc, qul gfin&alcment ne compte pas plus dc six i neuf

individus, forme comrac unc petite socititCjSoas la =eulc d£pcn-

dancc dc sen proprcchcf. . . . Chaque famillc s'appeopsic une

cspicc dc district, dont ccpcndant les families vdsines jouissent

cn commun si i’on vit cn bonne harmonic."*

Mr Stanbridge, who spent eighteen years in the wilds of

Victoria, tells us that the savages there are associated in tribe*

or families, the members of which vary much in number. Each
tribe ha9 its own boundaries, the land of which is parcelled out

amongst families and carefully transmitted by direct descent

;

these boundaries being so sacredly maintained that the

member of no single family will venture on the lands of a

neighbouring one without invitation* And touching the

Goumditch-mara, Mi. Howitt states that
44 each family

camped by itself."*

The Bushmans of South Africa, according to Dr. Fritsch,

are almost entirely devoid of a tribal organization. Even
when a number of families occasionally unite in a laigcr

horde, this association is more or less accidental, and not

regulated by any laws. 6 But a horde commonly consists

of the different members of one family only, at least if the

children are old and strong enough to help their parents to

find food. 6 " Sexual feelinqs, the instinctive love to children,

1 Bridget, 1 Manners and Customs of the Finlanders,' in ‘A Vooce for

South America,' vol. xiii. p 104.

* Snlvado, ‘ M dir.tires historhues ur l'Auitralie,’ pp. 065, ft teg.

Idem, ' Voyage en Australia,’ p. 17B.

• Sunbiidge, ' The Tribes in the Central Part of Victoria,' in
4 Trans.

Ethn. Soc.,' N. S. vol 1 pp. j&6
,
r! xtf.

* Fison and Howitt, lm. tit. p. 278. * Friueh, if- tit. pp. 443. ttteg.

• Thnlie, • Instructions snr les bochiinans,' in 1 UulL Soc. d’Anthr,'

net. iii. vol. iv. pp. 409, // uo. Lichtenstein, 1 Travels in Southern Africa,'

vol. i. p. «8.
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or the customary attachment among relations," says Lich-

tenstein,
11
are the only ties that keep them in any sort of

union.”*

The like is stated to be true of several peoples in Brazil. Ac-

cording to v. Martius,travellers often meet there with a language

“used only by a few individuals connected with each other by
relationship, who are thus completely isolated, and can hold

no communication with any of their other countrymen far or

near.” 8 With reference to the Botocudos, v. Tschudi says

that
11 the family is the only lie which joins these rude children

of nature with each other.”* Tiic Guadi is, MauhAs, and

Guards for the most part live scattered in families,4 and the

social condition of the CaishAnas, among whom each family

has its ovrn solitary hul, " is of a low type, very little removed,

indeed, from that of the brutes living in the same forests." 5

The Maraud Indians live likewise in separate families or small

hordes, and so do some other of the tribes visited by Mr.

Bates.* According to Mr. Southey, the Cayaguaa or Wood-
Indians, who inhabited the forests between the 1‘aranA and

the Uruguay, were not in a social state
;
“one family lived at

a distance from another, in a wretched hut composed of

boughs
;
they subsisted wholly by prey, and when larger game

failed, were contented with snakes, mice, pismires, worms, and

any kind of reptile or vermin."’ Again, speaking of the

Coroados, v. Spix and v. Martius say that “they live without

any bond of social union, neither under a republican nor a

patriarchal form of government. Even family tics are very

loose among tbem.’'’

The Togiagan.utcs, an Eskimo tribe, never visited by white

men in their own country until the year 1880, who lead a

thoroughly nomadic life, wandering from place to place in

1 Lichtenstein, &v. M vol. li. p. 104.

' *. Martius, ‘Civil and Natural Rights amwg the Aboriginal Inhabit-

ants of Brasil,' in 4 Jour. Roy. Cecg. So:,' vol. ii. p. 19?.

s *. Ttchudl, /or. ,ir. voL ii p. sSy
* v. Martius,

1
lieitr.'ige rar Ethnographic AnicrikiiV vol. i- pp. 344,

40a, 347. 1 Bates, ‘ The Naturalist On the River Anutor.J,' vol. ii. p 376.

* hid., sol ii. pp. jBt, 377, H «Y i vol * p. ja8.

r Southey, ‘History ci Brail!.' *oi. ii. p. 57 J-

* v. Spix and v. Manic:, ‘ TiAveh in Braid,
‘ vo!, ii. p. 344.
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search of game or fish, appear, according to Pctrolf, " to live

in the most perfect state of independence of each other. Even
the communities do not seem bound together in any way

;

families and groups of families constantly changing their

abode, leaving one community and joining another, or perhaps

forming one of their own. The youth, as soon as he is able

to build a kaiak and to support himself, no longer observes

any family ties, but goes where his fancy takes him, frequently

roaming about with his kaial: for thousands of miles before

another fancy calls him to take a wife, to excavate a miserable

dwelling, and to settle down for a time." 1

The ancient Finns, too, according to the linguistic re.

searches of Professor Ahlqvist. were without ary kind of

tribal organization In his opinion, such a state would have

been almost impossible among them, as they lived in scat-

tered families for the sake of the chase and in order to have

pastures for their reindeer.8

That the comparatively solitary life which the families of

these peoples live, is due to want of sufficient food, appears

from several faces. Lichtenstein tells us that the hardships

experienced by the Bushmans in satisfying (he most urgent

necessities of life, preclude the possibility of their forming

larger societies. Even the families that form associations in

small separate hordes are sometimes obliged to disperse, as

the same spot will not afford sufficient sustenance for all.

"The smaller the number, the easier is a supply of food

procured.
11 *

“Scarcity of food, and the facility with which they move
from one place to another in their canoes,

1
' says Admiral

Fitxroy, “arc, no doubt, the reasons why the Fuegians are

al ways so dispersed among the islands in small family parties,

why they never remain long in one place, and why a large

number are not seen many days in society." ‘

The natives of Port Jackson, New South Wales, when
visited a hundred years ago by Captain Hunter, were aaso-

1 Fetroff, ‘The Population, Industrie?, and Resource* o: Alaska.' p.
: 35.

* Ahlqvist, 1 Die Kultunvorter der westfinnischen Sprachen,’ p. 120.

* Lichtenstein, Ik. tit. voJ. ii. pp. ;i), 1 94.
1 King and Fittroy, /ce. tit. vol. Ii. pp 1 7? ft tty.
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dated in tribes of many families living together, apparently

without a fixed residence, the different families wandering in

different directions for food, but uniting on occasions of

disputes with another tribe .

1 The Rev. A. Meyer assure*; us

likewise, aa regards the Encounter Bay tribe, that “ the whole

tribe docs not always move in a body from one place to

another, unless there should be abundance of frxxl to be

obtained at some particular spot; but generally they are

scattered in search of food."* Again, with reference to the

Australians more generally, Mr. Brough Smyth remarks that

•' in any large area occupied by a tribe, where there was not

much forest land, and where kangaroos were not numerous, it

is highly probable that the several families composing the

tribe would withdraw from their companions for short period*,

at certain seasons, and betake themselves to separate portions

of the area,
, . . and it is more than probable— it is almost

certain—tltat each head of a family would betake himself, if

practicable, to that portion which his father had frequented."*

Finally, from Mr. Wyeth's account in Schoolcraft’s great

work on the Indian Tubes of the United States, I shall make
the following characteristic quotation with reference to the

Snakes inhabiting the almost desert region which extends

southward from the Snake River as far as the southern end

of the Great Salt Lake, and eastward from the Rocky to the

Blue Mountains:—"The paucity' of game in this region is, T

have little doubt, the cause of the almost entire absence of

social organization among its inhabitants
;
no trace of it is

ordinarily seen among them, except during salmon-time,

when a large number of the Snakes resort to the rivers,

chiefly to the Fishing Falls, and at such places there seems

some little organization. . . Prior to the introduction of the

horse, no other tribal arrangement existed than such as is now
seen in the management of the salmon fishery. . . . The
organization would be very imperfect, because the remainder

of the year would be spent by them in families widely spread

1 Hunter, ' Historical Journal of the Transactions at Pott Jackson and
Norfolk Island,' p 67.

* Meyer, Ut. a/, p, 191.

1
1 ilrough Smyth, ' Toe Aborigine of Victoria,1 vuL i. pp. 146, e! uq.
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apart, to eke out the years subsistence on the roots and

limited game of their country. Alter a portion of them, who
are now called Bonaks, had obtained horses, they would
naturally form bands and resort to the BufTaio region to gain

their subsistence, retiring to the most fertile o2accs in their

own, to avoid the snows of the mountains and feed their horses.

Having food from the proceeds of the Buffalo hunt to enable

them to live together, they would annually do so, for the pro-

tection of their horses, lodges, &c„ &c. These interests have

caused an organization among the Bonaks, which continues

the year through, because the interests which produce it

continue; and it is more advanced than that of the other

Snakes." :

Hcrc, I think, we have an excellent account of the origin

of society, applicable not only to the Snakes, but, in its main
features, to man in general. The kind of food he subsisted

upon, together with the large quantities of it that he wanted,

probably formed in olden times a hindrance to a true gre-

garious manner of living, except perhaps in some unusually

rich places. Man in the savage state, even when living

in luxuriant countries, :s often brought to the verge of

starvation, in spite of his having implements and weapons
which his ruder ancestors had no idea of. If the obstacle

from insufficient food-supply could be overcome, gregarious-

ness would no doubt he of great advantage to him. Living

together, the families could resist the dangers of life and

defend themselves from their enemies much more easily

than when solitary,—all the more so, as the physical strength

of man, and especially savage man ,
1 ia comparatively .slight.

Indeed, his bodily inferiority, together with his defenceless-

ness and helplessness, ha* probably been the chief lever of

civilization.

" He has/* to quote Mr. Darwin, ‘invented and ia able to

use various weapons, tools, traps, &c., with which he defends

himself, kills or catches prey, and otherwise obtains food. He
has made rafts or canoes for fishing or creasing over to

neighbouring fertile islands. He has discovered the art of

1 Schoolcraft, be. eit. vd. i. pp 207, " "V-
1 Cf Spencer

,

4 The Principles of Sociolog},* vul. i. 55 24, 27.
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making fire, by which hare and stringy roots can be rendered

digestible, and poisonous roots or herbs innocuous*" 1 In short,

man gradually found out many new ways of earning his

living and more and more emancipated himself from direct

dependence on surrounding nature. The chief obstacle to a

gregarious life was by this means in part surmounted, and the

advantages of such a life Induced families or small gangs to

unite together in larger bodies Thus it seems that the

gregariousness and sociability of man sprang, in the main,

from progressive intellectual and material civilization, whilst

the tie that kept together husband and wife, patents and

children, was, if not the only, at least the principal social

factor in the earliest life of man. I cannot, therefore, agree

with Sir John Lubbock that, as a general rule, as we descend

in the scale of civilization, the family diminishes, and the tribe

increases, in importance. 1 This may hold good for somewhat
higher stages, but it does not apply to the lowest stages.

Neither do 1 see any reason to believe that there rwr was a

time when the family was quite absorbed in the tribe. There

does not exist a single well established instance of a people

among whom tlifa is the case.

1 do not, of course, deny that the tie which hound the

children to the mother was much more intimate and more

lasting than that which tx>utid them to the father. But it

seems to me that the only result to which a critical investigation

ol facts can lead us is, that in all probability there has been

no stage of human development when marriage has not

existed, and that the father has always been, as r rule, the

protector of his family. Human marriage appears, then, to

be an inheritance from 3ome ape-like progenitor.

1 Darwin, 'The Descent of Man,' vol. L p. 72.

1 Lubbock, 'The Developingnt uf Relationships/ in' Jour. Anthr. Insr.,

vol. 1. p. 2.



CHAPTER IV

A CRITICISM OF THE HYPOTHESIS OF PROMISCUITY

The inference drawn in the last chapter is opposed to the

view held by most sociologists who have written upon early

history. According to them, man lived originally in a state

of promiscuity. This is the opinion of Bachofcn, McLennan,

Morgan, Lubbock. Bast inn, Giraud-Teulon, Lippert, Kohler.

Post, Wilken, and several other writers.' Although suggested

at first only as a probable hypothesis, this presumption is now
treated by many writers as a demonstrated truth.*

1 Bachofcn, 1 Das MuUerrectu,' pp. xxl, **., re. /<*’>, ‘ Antiqaarischc

Ir.tfe,' pp jo, e< iiy. McLennan, tee. ete. pp. g-, 95. Morgan. be. tit.

pp. 4S0, 487, ft re.7. Idem, ‘ Ancicni Society,' pp. tiS, 500- ;o: Lubbock

toe. eit. pp. 86, 98, 104. Haitian, let. d/. p xviii. Giraud-Teuton,/«.rtV.

p. 70 I-ippeit, tee. de. voL ii. p 7. Post, ' Die Gcsdi!cc!>t8£cno»<en-

schaftdct Urscit,’ ?p <6, ef sef. Idem, 'Dio Guuxlla|-ci> dcs Rechts,'

pp. 183 , et Ay. Idem,
' Sunken fur EntwIckelungsgGKaichtc des Fami-

lienrechU,' pp gt, et ttq. Wittcw, 1 Over dc primilieve vormen van her

hmvdijk cn den coreprong van lie* gedn,1 in ‘ De Indiscbe Gids,’ !»80
,

voL iL p. 611. Kohler, in ‘Zcitfchnft fir vergleichende Rfcliisvisscn-

scl»ft.‘ vol. iv. p 367. Engels, ‘ Der Ursprung der FamiUe,dcs Privatd-

genthums ur.d de» StttlS,’ p. 17- Mr. Herbert Spencer, though inferring

(‘The Principles of Sociology,
1 voL L p. 635) that even in prehistoric times

promiscuity was checked by the establishment of Individual connections,

thinks that In tbc earliest stages it an bat in a small degree thus

qualified.

* Fiskc, tee. dt. vol iL p Hi KullKhcr. in ‘Zdudirift filr F.thno-

logie,’ vol vlii. pp. 140
,
et seq. GomploWa, ‘ GraadriM der Sociology

p. 107. Bevel ‘ Woman in the Past, Present, and Future,' p 9.
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The promiscuity of primitive man is not, however, generally

considered to be perfectly indiscriminate, but limited to the

individuals belonging to the same tribe. It may, therefore,

perhaps be said to be a kind of marriage
:
polygyny com-

bined with polyandry. Sir John Lubbock has also given it

the name of * communal marriage,” indicating by this word,

that all the men and women in a community were regarded
as equally husbands and wives to one another. As I do not,

in speaking of marriage, take into consideration unions of so

indefinite a nature, this seems to be the proper place to discuss

the hypothesis in question.

The evidence adduced in support of it flows from two
sources. First, there are, in the books of ancient writers and
modem travellers, notices of some savage nations said to live

promiscuously ; secondly, there are some remarkable customs

which arc assumed to be social survivals, pointing to an

earlier stage of civilisation, when marr iage did not exist. Let

us see whether this evidence will stand tire test of a critical

examination.

Herodotus and Strabo inform us that, among the Massagetre

every man had his own wife, but that all the other men of

the tribe were allowed to have sexual intercourse with her. 1

The Auscans, a Libyan people, bad, according to the former,

their wives in common ;* and Solinus reports the same of the

Garamantians of Ethiopia.' Community of women is. further,

alleged to have occurred among the Libumes, Galactophagi,*

and the ancient Bohemians. 1 And Garcilasso do la Vega
asserts that, among the natives of I'assau in l’cru, before the
time of the Ir.cas, men hail no separate wives.®

To these statements of ancier.t peoples Sir J. Lubbock adds
a few others concerning modern savages’ " The Bushmen of

1 Herodotus, ' 'lo-nvnV book i. eh 316. Strabo, for. at. book xLp. 5:3.
5 Herodotus, book iv. eh. 180.
J Solinus, * Collectanea Rerun Mcmorabillum,1

eh. m. § 2.

‘ Nicobius Damascene), 1
'Bdu, oiuuyv/n,1

$§ 3, rj.
6 Wolfcov, * Rites « usage) nnpiiaux en Ukraine,’ in • L’AnthropoCotfe,'

vol. ii. p 164.

« (larcilano do la Vega. • The Royal Commentaries of the Yneai,’
vol. ii. p 443. r

i.u|>bc<k, for. at. pp. 86-95.
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South Africa.’* he says, “are stated to be entirely without

marriage.” Sir Edward Belcher tells us that, in the Andaman
Inlands, the custom is for the man and woman to remain

together until the child is weaned, when they separate, and

each seeks a new partner.1 Speaking of the natives of Queen
Charlotte Islands, Mr. Poole say? that among them “the

institution of marriage is altogether unknown, 1
' ami that the

women “cohabit almost promiscuously with their own tribe,

though rarely with other tribes."* In the Californian Penin-

sula, according to ISacgcrt, the sexes met without any

formalities, and their vocabulary did not even contain the

word “to marry/'* Mr. Hyde states that, in the Pacific

Islands, there was an “ utter absence of what we mean by the

family, the household, and the husband
;
the only thing possible

was to keep the line distinct through the mother, andenumerate

the successive generations with the several putative fathers." 4

Among the Nairs, as Buchanan tells us, no one knows his

father, and every man looks on his sister's children as his heirs ;

a man may marry several women, and a woman may be the

wife of several men.* The Teehurs of Oude live together

almost indiscriminately in large communities, and even when

two people are regarded as married the tie is hut nominal.0

It is recorded that, among the TAttiyars of India, ” brothers,

uncles, nephews* and other kindred, hold their wives in com-

mon.” T And among the Todas of the Ncilghcrry Hills, when

a man marries a girl, she becomes the wife of all his brothers

as they successively reach manhood, and they become the

husbands of all her sisters when they arc old enough to marry. 8

The Kdmilardi tribes in South Australia arc divided into

1 Belcher, 4 The Andaman Island*,’ in ‘Tran*. E:hn. Soc«/K. S.toL v.

P- 4S-
1 Poole, ‘ Queen Charlotte Islands/ p. 312.

1 Baegert, * The Aboriginal Inhabitant* of the Californian Penlrsula,

in 4 Smithsonian Repent,’ 1863, p 368.

1 Luhbcck. he. eif. pp. 8;, ct

• Buchanan, ‘Journey from Madras,’ in Pinkerton, ‘Collection of

Voyage* and Ttavefc/ vol viii. p 7& Lubbock, p. 87.

• Watson and Kaye, lee. cit.
vol it no. $5.

1 Duhoif,
4 Description of the People of tndia,* p. 3.

• Shorn, in
‘ Trans. Elba. Soc/ N. S. vol vil p. 240.
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four clans, in which brothers and sisters are respectively

I p;it and IpStha, Kttbi And Kubltha, Mflri and MAtha. Kumbu
and Botha. Ipai may only marry KubTtha

;
Kbbi, Ipatha

;

Kumbu, Matha
;
and Mflri, Butha. In a certain sense, we arc

told, every Ipai is regarded as married, not by ar.v individual

contract, but by organic law, to every Kubltha
;
every Kubi

to every IpStha, and so oa If, for instance, a KGbi “meet a

stranger Ipitha, they address each other as spouse. A KObi
thus meeting an Ipatha, though she were of another tribe,

would treat her as his wife, and his rigid to do .so would be

recognised by her tribe."

1

This institution, according to which

the men of one division, have as wives the women of

another division, the Rev. L. Fison calls “group marriage."

He contends that, among the South Australians, it has

given way in later times, :n some measure, to individual

marriage. But theoretically, as he says, marriage is still com-

munal : “it is based upon the marriage of all the males in one

division of a tribe to all the females of the same generation in

another division/' To thi* may be added a statement of the

Rev. C. W. SchUnnann with reference to the Port Lincoln

aborigines. “As for near relatives, such as brothers" he

remarks, u
it may almost be said that they have their wives in

common. ... A peculiar nomenclature has arisen from these

singular connections; a woman honours tine brothers of the

man to whom she is married with the indiscriminate name of

husbands; but the men make a distinction, calling their own
individual spouses yunganw, and those to whom they have a

secondary claim, by right of brotherhood, kartells." 1

Speaking of the Fuegians, Admiral Fitzroy says, “ We had
some reason to think there were parties who lived in a pro-

miscuous manner—a few women being with many men/* 3 The
Lubus of Sumatra, the Olo Ot, together with a Tew other tribes

of Borneo, the Poggi Islanders, the Orang Sakai of Malacca,

and the mountaineers* of Peling, cast of Celebes, arc by Pro-

1 Fison and Hon itt, at. pp. 36*51, 53. Ridley, 1

K^mtlardi/pp. 161

it uq.
* Sebiirmann, ‘The Aboriginal Tr.bes of Port Lincoln,' in Wood’s

6 The Native Tribes of South Australia,' p. 223.

Kir* and Fitzroy, 4k. at. vol. ii. p l3r.
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fessor Wilkcn Slated to be entirely without marriage. 1 The
same is said by Professor Bastian tn be the ease with the

Kcriahs, Kurumbas, Chittagong tribes, GuaycurCs, Kutchin

Indians, and Arawaks.3 He suites, too, that the Jolah on the

island of St Mary, according to Hewett, possess their wcxnen

in common,* and that, according to MagalhUcs, the like is true

of the Cahyapos in Matto Grosso. 1 We read in Dapper’s old

book on Africa, that certain negro tribes had neither law, nor

icligion, nor any proper names, and powered their wives in

common.* These are all the statements known to me of

peoples alleged to be without marriage.

In the first place, it must be remarked that some of the facts

adduced arc not really instances of promiscuity. Sir Edward
Belcher's statement as regards the Andamanese evidently sug-

gests monogamy
;
and among the Massagetre and theTcehurs,

the occurrence of marriage is expressly confirmed, though the

marriage tie was loose. As for the aborigines of the Californian

Peninsula, it must be remembered that the want of an equi-

valent for the verb " to marry " docs net imply the want of the

fact itself. Baegert indicates, indord, that marriage did occur

among them, when he says that " each man took as many
wives as he liked, and if there were several sisters in a family

he married them all together.'* And throughout the Pacific

Islands, marriage is a recognised institution. Nowhere has

dcbauchciy been practised more extensively than among the

Arcois of Tahiti. Yet Mr. Ellis assures us that, " although

addicted to every kind of licentiousness themselves, each

Arcoi had his own wife
;

. . . and so jealous were they in this

respect that improper conduct towards the wife of one of their

own number was sometimes punished with death."'

' Wilken. in ‘De Indlsche Gidi, 1

i8&>, vol II. pp. 610, /I iry. Idem,

* Over de rci-i-anMChnp en her huwclijki* e« cifrccht bij de volktn van

btl maleische ras, pp. so ; £s note.

* Bastion, ‘ Ucbcr die F.lleveriudlnl3=e
l

, in ‘ Zeitschrili fur Ethnciogic,’

vol. VI. p. 406.

* J,Um, ‘ Kcchtsverhaltnisse,1

p. hi., owe 3*.

‘ Idem,
1 Die Culturhoder do Alien America.’ voL ii. p 6(4. noie 4-

* Quoted by Gir.iud Teulon, !«f. M. p. 72.

5 Buegert, in 'Smilli Rep.,’ 1 8*3 > P-

' Ellis, ‘ Polynesian Researches,' voL i. p. 2

»
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As to the South Australians, Mr. Fison's statements have

caused not a little confusion. On his authority several writers

assert that, among the Australian savages, groups of males

are actually found united to groups of females.1 But after

all, Mr. Firon does not seem really to mean to affirm th:

present existence of group-man iages. The chief argument
advanced by him in support of his theory is grounded on the

terms of relationship in use in the tribes. These terms belong

to the 11

classificatory system ” of Mr. Morgan
;
* but Mr. Fison

admits that he is not aware of any tribe in which the actual

practice is to its full extent ’what the terms of relationship

imply. " Present usage.” he says,
11

is everywhere in advance

of the system so implied, and the terms arc survivals of an

ancient right, not precise Indication* of custom ae it is.”*

The same is granted by Mr. Hoivitt* Yet it will be pointed

out further on to what absurd results we must be led, if,

guided by spell terms, we begin to speculate upon early

marriage. Moreover, if a KObi and an Ipitha address each
other as spouse, this does not imply that in former times

every K3bi was married to every Fpataa indiscriminately.

On the contrary, the application ofsuch a familiar term might

he explained from the fact that the women who may be a

man’s wives, and those who cannot possibly be so, stand in a
widely different relation to him* It seems abo as if a com-
munism in wives among the Port Lincoln aborigines had

1 Lubbock. In. ciL pp. ioj. U uy. Morgan In his ' Introduction* to

Fison and Howitfs * Kamflaroi and Kum»>.* p. la Kohler, 1 Ueber djs
Recht do- AuMralneger,’ in ‘ Zeitsriir. t vgl Rcchlswiss ’ voL rii. p. 344.

Kovalevsky,
1

Tableau des arigicei dc la boulle,' pp 13, eUtq.
' Fison ami Howitt, p 6o. ‘ Hid., pp 159, ft iff.
• Homit, ‘Australian Group Relations,' in 'Smith. Rep.,’ 18S3, p, 817.
• As regard* ihe Melanesians, Dr. Cocringtoc remarks (/or. /it. pp 22,

ttieq: . 'Speaking generally, it mar be said that to a Melanesian uv-11
all women, of his own generation a! least, arc cither sisters or wives, to

the Melanesian tioraan all men arc cither btothers or husbands. ... It

must not be understood that a Melanesian regards al! women who «:e
no; of his own division as, in fact, his wives, or conceives himself to
have rights which he may Ofrelse in regard :o those women of them
who are unmarried

: but the women who may be his wive* by marriage
and iluuc who cannot possibly be so, stand in a widely drlfercnt relation
to him*

1
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been inferred by Mr. Schiirmann chiefly from the nomencla-

ture. Indeed, Mr. Curr, who has procured more information

regarding the Australian aborigines than any other investi-

gator, so far as I know, 3tatC 9 that, in Australia, men ar.d

women have never beer, found living in a state of promiscuous

intercourse, but the reverse if a master of notoriety} " It

seems to me," he says, " after a careful examination of the

subject, that there is not within our knowledge a single fact,

or linguistic expression which requires us to have recourse to

the theory of group-marriage to explain it, but that there are

several . . . directly at variance with that theory."* The

Rev. John Mathew asserts also, in his recent paper on 1 The
Australian Aborigines,’ that he faiis to see that group-mar-

riage " has been proven to exist in the past, and it certainly

does not occur in Australia now."* At any rate, it may be

asserted that such group-marriages arc different from the

promiscuity which is presumed to have prevailed in primitive

society. And this may with even more reason be said of the

marriages of the Tfittiyara. Nairs ar.d Todas, of whicli at

least those of the Todas have originated, I believe, in true

polyandry.

Many of the assertions made as to peoples living together

promiscuously arc cvidenly erroneous. Travellers arc often

apt to misapprehend the manners and customs of the peoples

they visit, and we should therefore, if possible, compare the

statements of different writers, especially when so delicate and

private a matter as the relation between the sexes is con-

cerned. Sir Edward Belcher’s statement about the Andamanese

has been disproved by Mr. Man, who, after a very careful

investigation of this people, says not only that they arestrictly

monogamous, but that divorce is unknown, and conjugal

fidelity till death not the exception but the rule among them.4

As regard? the Bu9hmans, Sir John Lubbock docs not indicate

the source from which be has taken the statement that they

are
u entirely without marriage

;

” all the authorities I have

consulted, unanimously assert the reverse. Burchcll was told

1 Curr. let. til. vot. i. p. 126. ' M&i rnl- * P-
>«•

* Mathew, in ‘Jour. Ruy. Sue. N. S. Wales,' vol. wliu p. 404.

* Man, in ‘Jour. Ar.lhr. Tost.,' vrf. »li p. 135.
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that even a second wife is never taken until the first has become
old, ar.d that the old wives remain with the husband on the

same terms as before. 1 Barrow tells us almost the same.*

Indeed, as we have already seen, the family is the chief social

institution of this people.

With reference to the Fuegians, Mr. Bridges, who has lived

amongst them for thirty years, writes to me, " Admiral Fitzroy's

supposition concerning parties among the natives who lived

promiscuously is false, and adultery and lewdness arc con-

demned as evil, though through the strength of animal

passions very generally indulged, but never with the consent

of husbands or wives, or of parents.*’ From the description

of Captain Jacobsen's recent voyage to the North-Western
Coast cf North America, it appears that marriage exists among
the Queen Charlotte Islanders also, although the husbands often

prostitute their wives.1 As for Professor Wilkcn's statements

about promiscuity among some peoples belonging to the Malay

race. Professor Ratrci calls their accuracy in question. At
least, among the Lubus, as Herr Van Ophuijsen assures us,

a man has to buy his wife, jus: as among the other Malay
peoples ;* and Dr. Schwaner expressly says that all that we
know- about the Olo Ot depends on hearsay only.1

’ But,

according to him, they arc not without marriage."

Some of Professor Bastlan's assertions are most astonishing.

Any one who takes :hc trouble to read Richard.Ws, Kirby's,'

or Bancroft's account of the Kutchin, will find that polygyny,

but mt promiscuity, is prevalent among them, the husbands
being very jealous of their wives. 1 The same is stated by
v. Martius about the Arawaks, whose blood- feuda are generally

' nurchel, • Travels into the Interior of Southern Africa.’ roL ii. p. fo.
: Rino»,

‘ Tia.fi* In the Interior of Southern Africa,’ vOl i. p. r/6.
‘ Woldt, ‘Capita n Jacobsen's Relic rm det Norda-estkustc Amerikai,

?P- -8- '< "?• ' Katie!, • Vaikerkunde,’ voL ii. p. 430.
‘ Schnaner. id. (if. voL I. p. 131, note : ‘De Koeteineten verbalen,

dm hunne Ol geenc huwJijken siuiien, fecn wonlngen bebben, en al* de
dteren ties woods door hon gcjaagd wc*den.'

0 MuL, toL i. p. 230.

' RkhardMB, ’Arctic Searching E«pedit.on,’ vol. i. p. 383. Kirby,
Jocroey to the Youean,* In ’Smith. Rep.,’ 1H6,, p. 419. Ilancroft, /«. at-
vol i. p. 13:,
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owing to jealousy and a desire to avenge violations of conju-

gal rights
.

1 The occurrence of marriage among them has also

been ascertained by Schomburgk and the. Rev. W. H. Brett.*

The Guaycurus arc said by Lczar.o to be monogamous,* and

so, according to Captain Lcwin, ate as a rule the Chittagong

Hill tribes, as ivc shall find later on. Touching the Keriahs,

Colonel Daiton affirms only that they have no word for marriage

in their own language, but he docs not deny that marriage

itself occurs among them
;
on the contrary, it appears that

they buy their wives ' The Kurumbas are stated to be without

the marriage ceremony, but not without marriage.' And
Dapper's assertion that certain negro tribes have their women
in common, has never, so far as I know, been confirmed by

more recent writers. Dr. Post has found no people in Africa

living in a state of promiscuity ;• and Mr. Ingham informs

me, speaking of the Bakongo, that '* they would be horrified

at the idea of promiscuous intercourse.”

The peoples who may possibly live in a state of promiscuity

have thus been rc4
."-' * a very small number. Considering

the erroneousness of so mn «y of the statements on the subject,

it is difficult to beliv. *,jn the. accuracy of the others.’' Ethno-

graphy was not seriOUsiy studied by the ancients, and their

knowledge of the African tribes was no doubt very deficient.

Pliny, in the same chapter where he slates that, among the

Garamantians, men and women lived in promiscuous inter-

1 v. Manias, lee, n't. voL i. p tyy
• Schorr,bu-gk, let. ill. voL il. pp. 459, it srv. Bteit, 4

'Ibe Indian

Tnbes of Cniniu,’ p. 9S.

* Waiu, foe. lit. veil iii. P.47’1.
1 Dalion, ' The " Kols" of Cheta N agporc,* in * Trans. Ellin.Sw ' N. S.

vol. *i. p. 35 ' Labbock, lit. ill. p Si.

c Post, ‘ Afr.kmische J arilprude or.,' vol. i. p. 304.

5 With reference to the Tahitians, Forucr tAys (‘ Voyage round ibe

World,' vol. it. p 1 33/.
* We Ita.c been told * wantor. tale of promiscuous

embraces, where every .•omait to common to every man : out when we

inquired for a coBliumiion ol this story from the natives, we were soon

convinced that It must, like many others, lie considered 3S a groundless

invention of a traveller's goy fancy/ Regarding the Peruvian natives

alleged to live ip a state of ptomisrnity, Carciiasso de la Vega assures ns

(for. dt. vol. ii. p. 443) that he saw them with Ills own eyes when on his

nay to Spain, fee die ship stopped on their coast for three days.
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course, reports of another African tribe, the Blemmyans, that

they had no head, and that the mouth and eyes were in

the breast* Besides, marriage is ar. ambiguous word. The
looseness of the marital tic, the frequency of adultery and

divorce, and_ the absence of the mar riage ceremony may
entitle us to say that, among many savage peoples, marriage

in the European sense ofthe term docs not exist But this is

very different from promiscuity.

Even if some of the statements arc right, and the intercourse

between the sexes among a few peoples really is, or has been,

promiscuous, it would Ik a mistake to infer that those

utterly exceptional cases represent a stage of human develop-

ment which mankind, as a whole, has gone through. Further,

nothing would entitle us to consider this promiscuity as a

survival of the primitive life of man. or even as a mark of a

very rude state of society. It is by no means among the lowest

peoples that sexual relations most nearly approach to promis-

cuity. M r. Rowncy, for instance, states that, among the Butias,

the marriage tic is sol loose tha -!-?»s quite unknown,
that the husbands arc indifferent ^'tho honour of their wives,

at " the intercourse of the
•*” \c/ ract, promiscuous."

rt she Butias are followers ud-jha, and "can hardly be
unted among the wild tribes of India, for they arc, for the

ost part, in good circumstances, and have a certain amount of

vibration among them." f On the other hand, among the

'vest races on eattb, as the Veedaha, Fueginr.s and Austral-
ians, the relation of lire sexes arc of a much more definite

character. The Veddaha are a truly monogamous jieoplc, and
have a sayingthat “death alone separates husband and wife."'
And with reference to the Australians. Mr. B.-ough Smyth,
states that “though the marriages of Aboriginals ere not
olcinnired by any rites. ... it must not be supposed that,

s a rule, there is anything like promiscuous intercourse. When
man obtain* n gcod wife, he keeps her as a precious ^session,

1
1'llny, •Mistorla Naturalis/ book v. eh. S : ' Giunniantes, mairimo

moium clones, panim cum feeminis deguat . . . IMcmmyii rraduntar
capita abesse. ore ei cculis pecrorl nffixri.'

* Rowoey, /«•- at pp. 14a rjs. 14 J.

> Bailey, In • Trims. Eihn. Sac./ N. S. vol. ii.p. 193.
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as long as she is fit to liclp him, and minister to his wxnts, and

increase his happiness. No other man must look with direction

towards her. . . . Promiscuous intercourse is abhorrent t« many
of them.” Among the* aborigines of lire northern anti central

parts ofAustralia, there arc certainly women wholly given tip to

common lewdness, and a man is said to be considered it bad

host who will not lend his wile to n guest. Hut Mr. Hrough
Smyth thinks that these practices are modem, and have been

acquired since the aborigine* mire brought in contact with

the loner class of the whites, for 'they arc altogether irre-

concilable with the penal laws in force in former times amongst

the natives of Victoria" 1 It seems obvious, then, that even if

there arc peoples who actually live promiscuously, these do not

ntford any evidence whatever for promiscuity having prevailed

in primitive times. Now let us examine whether the olbet

arguments arc more convincing.

“ A further fact,” Dr. Po3t says, “ which speaks for sexual

intercourse having origina ’ been unchecked, is the wide-

spread custom that the s. • s may cohabit perfectly freely

previous lo marriage.”

’

Tire immorality of manys^'' .cs is cerUinly very great, but

we must not believe that it is characteristic of uncivilized races

• n general. There arc numerous savage and barbarous peoples

among whom sexual intercourse out of wedlock is of rare

occurrence, uncliAitity, at least on the part of the woman, being

looked upon as a disgiacc and even ns a crime.

“A Kafir woman," Barrow says. “ is chaste and extremely

modest;"" and Mr. Cousins writes to me that, between their

various feasts, the Kafirs, both men and women, have to live

in strict continence, the penalty being banishment from the

tribe, if this law is broken. Proyart states -hat. among the

people of Loango, “a youth durst not speak to a girl except

in her mother's presence,” and "the crime of a maid who has

not resisted seduction, would be sufficient to draw down a

1 3rough Smyth, /or. tit. rol, i. pp. Br, rf reg.

» Post, ‘Die Gmndlngcu des Redits,' p. 187. Cf Wilken, in 1 Dc

Indiicbe Gids,’ 1 880, rol. 1L p. 1:95.

J Barrow, la. cit. vol. I. p. m!
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total ruin on the whole country, were it not expiated by a

a public avowal made to the king." 1 Among the Equatorial

Africans mentioned by Mr. Winwood Readers girl who dis-

graces her family by wantonness is banished from her dan
;

and, in eases of seduction, the man is severely flogged.’ In

Dahomey, if a man seduces a girl, the law compels marriage,

and the payment of eighty cowries to the parent or master.®

In Tessaua, according to Dr. Barth, a fine of ICQOOO kurdi is

imposed on the father of a bastard child—a sum which in-

dicates how seldom such children arc bom there.4 Among
the Beni-Mzab, a man who seduces a young girl has to pay

two hundred francs, and is banished for four years.6 Among
the Reni-Amer, according to Munzinger, the unmarried women
arc very modest, though the married women believe that they

are allowed everything. 0 Among tile Arab girls in Upper

Egypt, unchastity is made impossible by an operation when they

arc from three to five yearn old :
’ find among the Moron, con-

tinence is a scarcely less necessary virtue, as a maiden or

widow who becomes pregnant is killed together with the

seducer and the child.* As regards the Kebylcs, Measis.

Ifanotcau and Lclourneux assert, " Lcs mtcurs nc tolerent

mfime aucune relation sexucllc cn dehors du manage. . . .

L'enfant nc cn dehors c!u manage cst tue ainsique sa mire." 1

Among the Central Asian Turks, according to VAmbdry, a

fallen girl is unknown. 1* Among the Kalmucks, 11 as also the

Gypsies, ** the girls take pride in having gallant affairs, but are

dishonoured if they have children previous to marriage. A
seducer among the Tuuguscs is bound to marry his victim

1 Proyait, ' History of LoaPEO,’ in Pinkerton, 'Collection of Voyages,'

vo- xvi. p. $68. ' Reade,/iK. cl/. p. 361.

' Fotixa, ' Dahomey and the Dohomani,’ vol. i. p. 36.

• Batth, ' Reisen in Nord- und Ccntral-Afrika* rol ii. p. 18.

' Ckavanno, he. til. p. 31 5.

• Muniioger, /or. ell. p. 316 ' Baker, lot. dl. p. tsa.

• Muntingcr, p. 343- for certain other African peoples, see Moore,

lot. at. p. an ; MuntiogOi pp. 145, 146, 308
j
d'Esoayrac dc Lauturc,

' Die Afrikaniseke Waste/ p. 1 33.

I Kmotcau and Letourneax, ‘La Kabylk ct let couuimes Kabylcs/

voL ii. pp. 148. 187. u Vdntbdry, * Das Tflrtawolk/ p. 340
II Klctnm, he. eit. roL Hi. p. if6
“ Licbir.lv, ‘ Die Zigrancr,

'
p. 50. nolo I.
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and pay the price Claimed for her.

1

In Circassia, an inconti-

nent daughter is generally sold as soon ns possible, being a

disgrace to her parents.® Among the wretched inhabitants

of Lob-nor, “immorality is severely punished.' 1 And re-

garding the Let-Inns, a Hill Tribe of Burma, Mr. O’Riley

states that, until married, the youth of both sexes arc

domiciled in two long houses at opposite ends of the

village, and "when they may have occasion to pass caclt

other, they avert their gaze, so they may not see each

other's faces.”

4

As to the aborigines of live Indian Archipelago, Professor

Wilken states that side by side with peoples who indulge in

great liccntiousnc.**, there are others who arc remarkably
chaste. Thus, in Nias, the pregnancy of an unmarried girl is

punished with death, inflicted not only upon her but upon the

seducer* Among the Hill Dyaks, tire young men arc care-

fully separated from the girls, licentious connections between

the sexes being strictly prohibited ; ' and the Sibuyaus, a tribe

belonging to the Sea Dyaks, though they do no! consider the

sexual intercourse of their young people a positive crime, yet

attach an idea of great indecency to irregular connections, and

arc of opinion that art unmarried woman with child must be

offensive to the superior powers.’

11)’ some of the independent tribes of the Philippines also,

according to Chamisso, chastity is held in great honour, 11 not

only among the women, but also among the young girls, and

is protected by very severe laws;"'—a statement which is

confirmed by Dr. Hans Meyer and Professor lllumcntritt with

reference to the Igorrotcs of Luzon.*

1 Ccorgi,
1 BcscLrclbung ,-uler Niticacn dia rus^scUcn Reid-

*,' p. 311.
• Klcmm, tot. at. vol. iv. p, 26.

1 I’tcjcvaUky, ' From Kulja 10 I.ob-nor,
1

p. 1 13

* Fylebe, toe. at. raL i. p. 343.
1 Wilken, in 'Bijeiragen to! de taa!-, land on volkenkundc van Neder-

laniscb- Indie,’ ser. v. vol. iv. p Ut- • bow, tor tit. pp. 303, 3*7.

1 St. John, ' Lift in the Forest* ofthe Far Ess'.’ vol. I. pp> 5:, et ttq.

1 Kotzebue, tot. tit. vol. iil p. 66.

,J Meyer, 'Die Igorrotcs von Luzon,' in ' Vflrhandhmgcn der Berliner

Gesdl&chaft (ur Anthropologic, Ethnologic vmd Urecschichte,' 1863, pp.

jKt, sty. Blumentritt, tot <it. p. 3? For other tribes of the Indian
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In New Guinea, too, chastity is strictly maintained. 1 Mr.

G. A. Robinson and the Catechist Clark, \vho lived for year's

with the aborigines, both declare their belief in the virtue of the

young women ;• and Dr. Finsch assures us that the natives of

Doiy arc, in that icspcct, superior to many civilised nations in

Europe.3 The French naturalists and some English writets

spoke highly of the morality of the young people among the

Tasmanians. 4 The women of Uca, Loyalty Islands, are de-

scribed by Erskino as “ .strictly chaste before marriage, and
faithful wives afterwards.” 1

In Fiji, great continence prevailed

among the young folk, the lads being forbidden to appiwich

women till eighteen or twenty years old.* Speaking of the

aborigines of Melanesia, Dr. Codrington remarks, "It is

certain that in these islands generally there was by no means

that insensibility in regard to female virtue with which the

natives arc so commonly charged.** In Samoa, the girls were

allowed to cohabit with foreigners, but not with their country-

men,8 and the chastity of the chiefs' daughters was the pride

of the tribe. Rut Mr. Turner remarks that, though this virtue

was ostensibly cultivated here by both sexes, it was more a

name than a reality *

With reference to the Australian natives, Mr. Moore Davis

says,
M Promiscuous intercourse between the 9cxcs is not prac-

tised by the Aborigines, and their laws on the subject, particu-

larly those of New South Wales, arc very strict When at

camp, all the young unmarried men arc stationed by them-

selves at the extreme ends, while the married men, each with

his family, occupy the centre. No conversation is allowed

between the single men and the girls or the married

women. . . . Infractions of these and other laws were visited

Archipelago, see Madden, *Tbe History of Sumatra,' p. 261
;

nud

Matthew 4 Uijdrjgcn tot de Ethnologic van Zuid-Celebes/ p. 6 .

1

Ear-, * Papuans,* p. ftl. Waits-Gcrfcmd, Av. tit. vaL vL p.629. Finseh,
1 Ncu GuiDca,* pp. 77 . 8?. 9*> *01.

1 Lerwick, he. tit
. p <kx * Finsch, p. 101.

• bonwick, pp. $‘> 11.

• Erskinc, 'The Islands of the Western Pacific/ p. 341.
c /M t p. 255. * Cudrington, /in*, tit. n. 235.
• Wilke*, he at. vcl. ii. p 138.
J Turner,

1
Nineteen Years in Polynesia,' p. 184.
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either by punishment by nnv aggrieved member of the tribe,

or by the delinquent having to purge himself of hit crime by

standing up protected simply by his shield, or a waddy, while

five or six warriors threw, from a comparatively short distance,

several spears at him." 1 Concerning several tribes in Western

Victoria, Mr. Dawson likewise states that, at the corrcborccs

and great meetings of the tribes, unmarried adults of both

sexes are kept strictly apart from those of another tribe.

" Illegitimacy is rare," he says, “and is looked upon with such

abhorrence that the mother is always severely beaten by hex

relatives, and sometimes put to death and burned. Her child

is occasionally killed and burned with her The father of the

child is also punished with the greatest severity, and occa-

sionally killed." 1

Turning to the American people* : among the early Aleuts,

according to Veniaminof. “girls nr unmarried females who
gave birth to illegitimate children were to be killed for shame,

and hidden."* Egede tells us that, among the Greenlanders,

unmarried women observed the rules of modesty much brttcr

than married women. “During fifteen full years that 1 lived

In Greenland," he says,
n

I did not hear of more than two or

three young women, who were gotten with child unmarried ;

because it is reckoned the greatest of Infamies." * According

to Cranx, a Greenland maid would take it as ar. affront were

a young fellow even to offer her a pinch of snuff in company.4

Among thd Northern Indians, girls are from the early age of

eight or nine years prohibited by custom from joining in the

most innocent amusements with children of tho opposite sex.

“When sitting in their tent," says Hearnc, "or even when

travelling, they arc watched and guarded with such an un-

remitting attention as cannot be exceeded by the most i£id

discipline of an English boarding-school."' Mr. Gatlin asserts

that, among the Mandans, female virtue is, in the respectable

* Quoted by Brough Smyth, tot. tit. voL li. p. 3'£

! Unvraon, 1 Australian Aborigines,’ pp. 5J, 28.

’ Quoted by Petrofl, lot. tit. p. 1 55.

* Egede, ' Description of Greenland,' p. til.

* Cranx, ‘The History of Greenland,’ rol. i. p. 145.

* Hearnc, ‘Journey to tho Northern Ocean,' ?. Jll.
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families, as highly cherished as in any society whatever. 1

Among the Ncx Perefa.1 the Apaches* and certain other

North American peoples, 4 the women arc described as re-

markably chaste, the seducer being viewed by some of them

with even more contempt than die girl lie has dishonoured.

And Dobrizhoffer praisc3 the Abiponian women for their

virtuous life.*

If we add to these facts those which will be adduced

further on, showing what man requires in his bride, it must

be admitted that the number of uncivilized peoples among
whom chastity, at least as regards women, is held in honour

and, as a rule, cultivated, i3 very considerable. There being

nothing to indicate that the morality of those nations ever was
hxer, the inference of an earlier stage of promiscuity from the

irregular sexual relations of unmarried people, could not apply

to them, even if such an inference, on the whole, were right.

But this is far from being the ease : first*, because the wanton-

ncss of savages, in several eases, seems to he due chiefly to the

influence of civilization
;
secondly, localise it is quite different

from promiscuity.

It has been sufficiently proved that contact with a higher

culture, or, more properly, the dregs of it, b pernicious to the

morality of peoples living in a more or less primitive condition.

In Greenland, says Dr. Nansen, "the Eskimo women of the

larger colonies are far freer in their ways than those of the

small outlying settlements where there arc no Europeans/' 1

And the Yokut* of California, amongst whom the freedom of

the unmarried people of both sexes is very great now, arc said

to have been comparatively virtuous before the arrival of the

Americans. 7 In British Columbia and Vancouver Island,
11 amongst the interior tribes, in primitive times, breaches of

chastity on the part either of married or unmarried females
1 C&ilin, • ILuatrations of tlx Manners, Customs, and Condition i>f the

North American Indians,’ vol. i. p. iar.

• Schcwlcraft, lee. dt. vol. v. p. 6$4.

1 Dancrtfi, ioc. dt. vol. I p. $14-

‘ Sec Me ares, 'Voyage*,' p. 3 ti ; Wait*, /ft. lit. voi. iii. p. m
1 Dobrithoffer, ‘Account o( the Abipones,' voL it p. 153.
* Nansen, ' The FiiM Crossing cf Greenland,' veil. ii. p. 335,
1 Poners, lac. at. p. yii.
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were often punished with death, inflict ex! either by the brother

or husband whilst, among the fish-eaters of the north-west:

coast, " it has no meaning, or, if it has, it appeals to be utterly

disregarded ." 1 Again, among the Ouccn Charlotte Islanders

the present depravation has, according to Captain Jacobsen

been caused by the gold diggets who went there in the middle

of this century* Admire! Fittroy observed, too, that tlic

unchastity of the Patagonian women did not correspond with

the pure character attributed to them at an earlier time by
Falkner, and he thinks that "their ideas of propriety may have

been altered by the visits of licentious strangers."' A more

recent traveller, Captain Musters, observed, indeed, little

immorality amongst the Indians whilst in their native wilds’

There is, further, no doubt that the licentiousness of many
South Sea Islanders, at least to some extent, owes its origin

to their intercourse with Europeans. When visiting the Sand-
wich Islands with Cook, Vancouver saw little or no appearance

of wantonness among the women. liut when he visited them
some years afterwards, it was very conspicuous; and he

ascribes this change in their habits to their intercourse with

foreigners.' Owing to the same influence, the women of Ponnpv
and Tana lost their modesty;* and the privilege! granted to

foreigners in Samoa have been already mentioned. Nay, even

in Tahiti, so notorious for the licentiousness of its inhabitants,

immorality was formerly less than it is now’. Thus, as a girl,

betrothed when a child, grew up, " for the preservation of Iter

chastity, a small platform of considerable elevation was

erected for her abode within the dwelling of her parents.

Here she slept and spent the whole of the time she passed

within doors. Her parents, or some member of the family,

attended her by night and by day, supplied her with every

necessary, and accompanied her whenever she left the house.

1 Lord, • Hie Naturalist in Vancouver Island,' «oL 1L p. SJ3.

* Wcldt, lot. til. p 38. 1 King and Fitiroy, lei. tit. vOL ii. p. 173-

•' Musters, ‘At Home with the Patagonians,' p. 197.

* Vancouver, ' Voyage of Discovery,' voL pp. 171, ct lej.

' WoiU-Gcrland, let. at. vol. v. p’_ ii. p. 108. Brcnclilcy, Jottings

during the Cruitc o! //.A/.S. Cvra<ea among the South Sea Islands,' p.

30S. Cf. Meade, 'A Ride through the Disturbed Districts of New
Zealand,1

p. 163 (Maoris)
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Some of their traditions," Ellis adds, “ warrant the inference

that this mode of life, in early years, was observed by other

females besides those who were betrothed/'

1

Speaking os' the tribes who once inhabited the Adelaide

Plains of South Australia, Mr. Edward Stephens, who went

to Australia about half a century ago, remarks, "Those who
speak of the natives as a naturally degraded race, either do

not speak from experience, or they judge them by what they

have become when the abuse of intoxicants and contact with

the most wicked of the white race have begun their deadly

work. As a iulc, to which there arc no exceptions, if a

tribe of blacks is found away from the white settlement, the

more vicious of the white men are most anxious to make the

acquaintance of the natives, and that, too, solely for purposes

of immorality. ... 1 saw the natives and was much with them

before those dreadful immoralities were well known, . . . and

I say it fearlessly, that nearly all their evils they owed to the

white man's immorality and to the white man's drink." 1

The Rev. J. Sibrcc tells us that, among most of the tribes cf

Madagascar, the unchastity of girls docs not give umbrage.

But “there arc some other tribes," he says, " more isolated, as

certain of the eastern peoples, where a higher standard of

morality prevails, girls being kept scrupulously from any

intercourse with the other sex until they arc married.'*

3

Nowhere has chastity been more rigorously insisted upon

than among the South Slavonians. A fallen girl among
them has lost almost all chance of getting married. She is

commonly despised and often punished in a very barbarous

way

;

whilst, on the other hand, purity gives a girl a higher

value than the greatest wealth. In some places, a father or a

brother may even kill a man whom he finds with his daughter

or sister. But Dr. Krauss assures us that thi3 rigidity in their

morals has gradually decreased, the more foreign civilization

has got a footing among them. 1

1 Ellis, lot. cit. fQl. i. p. 27a
1 Stephens, ‘ The Aborigines of Australia/ In 'Jour. Roy. Soc. N. S.

Wales,’ roL xxiil p. 4S0.

* Sibiec, ' The Great African Island/ p. 252.
4 Krauss, 1

Sittc xmd Drouth dcr SUdblavcn/ eh. xiL pp. 197-227.
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Again, Professor Ahlqvist believes that illicit intercourse

between the sexes was almost unknown among the ancient

Finns, as the tcims used by them with reference to such con-

nections are borrowed from other languages. 1 And Professor

Vdmbeiy makes the same observation as regards the primitive

Turko-Tartars. "The difference in morality,” he says,

' which exists between the Turks affected by a foreign civili-

sation and kindred tribes inhabiting the steppes, becomes

very conspicuous to any one living among the Turko-

mans and Kara-Kalpaks
;

for whether in Africa or Asia,

certain vices arc introduced only by the so-called bearers of

culture."’

Apart from such eases of foreign influence, we may perhaps

say that irregular connections between the sexes have on the

whole exhibited a tendency to increase along with the progress

of civilization. Dr. Fritsch remark* Ilia: the Hushmans arc

much stricter in that matter than their far more advanced

neighbours.1 Robert Drury assure* ua that, in Madagascar,
" there arc more modest women, in proportion to the number

of people, than in England/’* Tacitus praised the chasti-.y or

the Germanic youth, in contrast to the licentiousness of the

highly civilized Romans. These statements may to a certain

extent be considered typical. In Europe, there arc born

among towns-pcople, on an average, twice as many bastard

children, in proportion to the number of births, os among the

inhabitants of the country, who generally lead a more natural

life. In France, according to Wappaus, the ratio was found

even so great as 15*13 to 4*34
;
though in Saxony, with its

manufacturing country people, it was only as 15*39 10

Nay, in Gratz and Munich the Illegitimate births arc even

more numerous than the legitimate.11 The prostitution of

the towns makes the difference in morality still greater ;
and

1 Ahlqvist, ht. til. p. 314.

• VSmtk'ry, ‘Die primitive Culsur des turko-tntarijchca Volkcs,'

p. 7i.

1 Fritsch, he. til. p. 444-

• Drury, ' Adventures during Fifteen Yens 1 Captivity on the Island

of Madagascar,’ p 333.

1 Wsppaus, toi. til. vol ii. p. t&i.

• v. Oetuigen, ‘ Moraiitatissk,1

p. 31 j.
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unfortunately the evil is growing. Almost everywhere pro-

stitution increases in a higher ratio than population. 5 In

consideration of these facts, it is almost ridiculous to speak of

the immorality of unmarried people among savages as a relic

of an alleged primitive stage of promiscuity.

There arc several factors in civilization which account for

this bad result. The more unnatural mode of living and the

greater number of excitements exercise, no doubt, a deteri-

orating influence on morality
;
and poverty makes prostitutes

of many girls who arc little more than children. But the chief

factor is the growing number of unmarried people. It is proved

that, in the cities of Europe, prostitution increases according

as the number of marriages decreases.

1

It has also been

established, thanks to the statistical investigations of Engel

and others, that the fewer the marriages contracted in a year,

the greater is the ratio of illegitimate births.-’ Thus, by making

celibacy more common, civilisation promotes sexual irregu-

larity. It is tnic that more elevated moral feelings,concomitants

of a higher mental development, may, to a certain extent, put

the drag on passion. But in a savage condition of life, where

every full-grown man marries as soon as possible ; where

almost every girl, when she reaches the age of puberty, is given

in marriage ; where, consequently, bachelors and spinsters arc

of rare occurrence,—there Is comparatively little reason for

illegitimate relations. 4 Marriage, it seems to me, is the natural

form of the sexual relations of man, as of his nearest allies

among the lower animals. Ear from being a relic of the

primitive- life of man, irregularity in this respect is an anomaly

arising chiefly from circumstances associated with certain

stages of human development

Dr. Post’s argument, as I have said, is open to another

objection. Free sexual intercourse previous to marriage is

quite a different thing from promiscuity, the most genuine form

of which is prostitution. But prostitution is raro among peoples

1 v. 0«:-.r.gen, hi. lil. p. 199.

' Pi>- ‘99. 216- * JM: P- 527.

4 Cf Barth, lot. til. vol. II p. :8 •, v. Holtcn, 4 Dai Land dcr Yurnkver.'

in 'ZeiachriA fur Ethnologic,' vol. lx. p. 109 ;
Hunter, ' The Annals ol

Rural Bengal,' vol i. p. 20y
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living in a slate of nature and unaffected I >y foreign influence. 1

Il is contrary lo woman’s natural feelings as involving a

suppression of individual inclinations. In free sexual inter-

course there is selection
;
a woman has for one roan, or for

several men, a preference which generally makes die con-

nections more durable.

Nowhere arc unmarried people of both sexes less restrained

than among the savage nations of India and Indo-China. Yet

among these savage nations there is no promiscuity. Among
the Toungtha, for instance, according to Captain Lewin, pros-

titution is not understood, and, when explained, itis regarded by

them with abhorrence. " They draw rightly a strong distinction

between a woman prostituting herself habitually as a mean.'

of livelihood, and the intercourse by mutual consent of two

members of opposite sexes, leading, as it generally docs, to

marriage.’' 1 Among the Tippcrahs,a Onions, 1 and Kolyas,

unmarried girls may coliablt freely with young men, but are

never found living promiscuously with them. Among the

Dyaks on the Batang Lupar, too, unchastity is not rare, but a

woman usually confines herself to one lover. " Should the girl

prove with child,” say9 Sir Spenser St. John, " it is an under-

standing between them that they marry "
;
and the men seldom,

by denying the paternity, refuse to fulfil their engagements."

Again, in Tonga, it was considered disgraceful for a girl to

change lovers often. And in Scotland, prior lothc Reformation,

there was a practice called
u hand- fasting," which certainly

may be characterized as unrestrained freedom before marriage,

but not as promiscuity. " At the public fairs,” the Rev. Ch.

Rogers states, “ men selected female companions with whom to

cohabit for n year. At the expiry of this period both parties

were accounted free ; they might either unite in mairiagc or

live singly.’”

' (/. Wait*, /«- at. vol. ii. p n*i roliii.pp. Id, 343! vol.vi.pp.1a5,

774 i
Powers, lei. ell. p 4' 5! Lewin, he. at. p. 3«8; Martin, fee. tit.

vol. ii. p. ITS .
Riedel, * Uc stalk- cn Vroetharige raisin lusschen Selves

in Papua,1
pp. 5, M ;

Marsdeu, lei. ul.
l>.

a6i. 1 Lewin, p. 193.

8 IluL, p. aoj. 4 L)Alton, tec. ci:. p. 248.

® Watt, 'The Aboriginal Tribes of Manipur,* in 'Jour. Anthr. Inst.,

vol. xri. p J$8.
1

Si. John, In. at. vol I. p. 53.

7 Roger*, * Scotland Social and L'omcslic,1
p. 109.
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The attempt to explain free intercoms? between unmarried

people as a relic of a primitive condition of general promiscuity

cr rather, to infer the latter from the former, must thus, in

every respect, be considered a complete failure.

Sir John Lubbock- thinks that his hypothesis of "communal

marriage ’ derives additional support from some curious

customs, which he interprets as acts of expiation for individual

marriage. " I n many eases,” he says ,

"

the exclusive possession

of a wife could only be legally acquired by a temporary recog-

nition of the pre-existing communal rights,
' 1

Thus Herodotus states that, in Babylonia, every woman was

obliged once in her life to give herself up, in the temple of

Mylitta, to strangers, for the satisfaction of the goddess ; and

in some parts of Cyprus, he tells us, the same custom prevailed.®

In Armenia, according to Strabo, there was a very similar

law. The daughters of good families were consecrated to

Anaitis, a phallic divinity like Mylitta, giving themselves, as

it appears, to the worshippers of the goddess indiscriminately.'1

Again, in the valleys of the Ganges, virgins were compelled

before marriage to offer themselves up in the temples dcrlicated

to Juggernaut Anil the same is said to have been customary

in Pondicherry and at Goa.'

These practices, howcver.cvldcntly bclongto i>hnllic-«orship,

and occurred, as Mr. McLennan justly remarks, among peoples

who had advanced far beyond the primitive state. The farther

back we go, the lew we find of such customs in India
;
" the

germ only of phallic-worship shows itself in the Vedas, and

the gross luxuriance of licentiousness, of which the eases

referred to arc examples, is of later growth.” 11

V Ancient writers tell us that, among the Nasamonians and

Augilx, two Libyan tribes, the jus primne vociit was ac-

corded to nil the guests at a marriage." Garciiasso dc la

Vega asserts that, in the province Manta in Peru, marriages

1 Lubbock, for. at. p. 536.
• Herodotus lot. tit. book i. cli 199. 1 Strabo, lot. a/, book xi. p. 532.
• Lubbock, pp. 535 -537 -

* McLennan, lot. (it. p. 341.

• Herodotus, book w. eh. 172. I’ornponius Mela, 1 Dc Situ Oibij,'

book L eh. fi.
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look place on condition that Ihc bride should first yield

herself to the relatives and friends of the bridegroom.1 In the

Balearic Islands, according lo Dkidorous Siculus, the bride was
for one night considered the common property of all the guests,

after which she belonged exclusively to her husband.’ And
v. Langsdorf iC|>orts the: occurrence of a very similar practice

in Nulcahiva.*

With regard to Sir J Lubbock's interpretation of these

customs, as acts of expiation for individual marriage, Mr.

McLennan remarks that they arc not eases of privileges

accorded to the men of the bridegroom's group only, which

they shoukl be, if (hey refer to an ancient communal right.*

It may also be noted that, in Nukahiva, the license was depend-
ent upon the will o! the bride. Moreover, the freedom granted

to the wedding guests may be simply and naturally explained.

Ft may have been a part of the nuptial entertainment—

a

horrible kind of hospitality, no doubt, but quite in accordance

with savage ideas, and analogous to another custom, which

occurs much more frequently
;

I mean the practice cf lending

wives.

Among many uncivilized peoples, it is customary for a man
to offer his wife, or cnc of his wives, to strangers for the time

they stay in his hut. Even this practice has been adduced by
several writers as evidence of a former communism,* To
Sir John Lubbock it seems to involve the recognition of "a
right inherent in every member of the community, and to

visitors as temixmiry members.’’ Were this so, we should

certainly have tn conclude that "communal marriage” has

been very prevalent in the human race, the practice or lending

wives occurring among many peoples in different pa its of the

1 Gucilasso do la Vega, /or. til. vol. ii. p. 443.
5 Diodorus Siculus, ‘ I! mrajui! bonk r. eh. i.

3 v. Lnngsdorf, 1 Voyages and Travels,1 voL i. p. 153.

* McLennan, toe. til. p. j»i. The case stored by Gnrcilasso dc la

Vega must, however, be excepted.
4 Lubbock, lot. (If. p 13a. Post, 1 D:c GeschlochttgenoKtcnschoft der

Uiwlt,’ pp. 34, ft ttf. L« Ron,
1 L'homme a les ioodJds,' vol. it p. 191.

Lippert, lot. til. vol. ii. p. 17- Kofcler, in ‘Zcitschr. f. v*l. RcchttwiM,'

yoL vu. p 337.
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world.1 But it is difficult to sec how the practice could ever have

been in any way connected with communism in women for all

men belonging to the same tribe. It is not always tlte wife

that is offered
;

it may ns well be a daughter, a sister, or a

servant.' Thus the people of Madagascar warn strangers to

behave with decency to their wives, though they readily offer

their daughters ;* and it is asserted that a Tungus " will give

his daughter for a time to any friend or traveller that he takes

a liking to." and if he has no daughter, he will give his servant,

but not his wives*

It can scarcely be doubted that such customs are due merely

to savage ideas of hospitality. When we arc told that, among
the coast tribes of British Columbia, “ the temporary picscnt of

1 It occurs among the Kafirs (v. Weber,
'
Vicr Jnhre in Afrika,' voL ii.

P- a 1 8), several Central African peoples (Readc, lot. dr. p. o6i. Du
Chaillu. lot. dr. p. 47. Mcrolla da Sorrento, 'Voyage to Congo,1 in

Pinkerton, ‘ Collection of Voyages,' vol. xvL p. 171. Walts, lot. tit. ml.

ii. p. 11 4), the Aleuti (Dull, lot. tit. p. 399. Bancroft, lot. dr. vol. I

pp. gs,d ng. Ocotgi, lot. 1it. p. 373;, Eskimo (Bancroft, vol p. 65),

Crees (Mnekenrie, * Voyages to the Ftoren and Pacific Oceans.' p. «cvi-),

Cmanchcs (Schoolcraft, let. df, vol. v p. Apaches (Bamrolt, vol. i.

P- 5 ! 4*. wmc Californians (Powers, lot. tit. p. 153), the aborigines of

Surinam (Moore, lot. dr. p, 367), nnd Uiaiil (v. Martins, let. dr. vol. i.

p. ttS), Sinhalese (Pridham, lot. dr. vet l. p 150), Dynks of Sidin

(Weueui Borneo) and Orang-Aiki (Wilkcfl, in ' Uijdrngca tot tie taal-,

land- en volkcak.mdc van Ned-r.-landsch-Indii,' ser. v. vol. iv. p. *51), the

Autuwlifiu (Angat, ‘Savage Life,’ vol. I. p. 93. Wilkes.lot. dr. ml. II,

p. 195. Kohler, In 'Zeitsdir. f. vgl. Reehtaivias,’ voL vii. pp. 336, ttatq.

Curr, tor. tit. vol. i. p. t io\ Tasmanians (Uonwick, lot. tit. p. 75), Papuans
(Ziintncrmann, ‘Die Inseln des inditehen und srillcn Metros,’ voi. ii.

p. 183), Caroline Islanders (Kotrebuc, tor. dt. vol. iii. p. 311), and some
other Pacific Islanders (Macdonald, 'Oceania,' p 194. Foot, 'Die
OctehlechtssKicosenschaft,' p. 35), as also the Volyaks and certain Sibe-

rian peoples (Bitch, ' Die Wotjliken,' p. 48). This list might easily be
enlarged.

* Waits, lot. tit. vol. til p. in. Regnard, ‘Journey to Lapland,’ in

Pinkerton, ' Collection of Voyages,' vol. L pp. 1 65, d r.y. Moore, tor- til

p. 367. Marco Polo, ‘The Xipgdoms and Marvels of the East,' ml. Ii.

p. 34. Post, ‘Die Gcschlechtsgenossenschaft,' pp 34, tt tty. Coxc,
' The Russian Discoveries between Asia and America,' p. 345.

* Rochon, ‘Voyage to Madagascar,1 in Pinkerton, ‘Collection of

Voyages,’ vol. jvl. p. 7«7-

* Sauer, ‘ Evp.'dltieu to tint Northern Pons of Russia,' jx 49.
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a wife is one of the greatest honours that can be shown there

to a guest

;

u
1 or that such an offer was considered by the

Eskimo “as an act of generous hospitality ; or, that “this is

the common custom when the negroes wish to pay respect to

their gucsl3,
,,:!— I cannot see why we should look for a deeper

meaning in these practices than that which the words imply.

A man offers a visitor his wife as he offers him a seat at his

table. It is the greatest honour a savage can show his guest,

as a temporary* exchange of wives—a custom prevalent in

North America, Polynesia, and elsewhere*—is regarded as a

seal of the most intimate friendship. Hence, among the

Greenlanders, those men were reputed the best and noblest

tempered, who, without any pain or reluctance, would lend

their friends their wives

:

8 and the men of Cnindu, a segion 01

Eastern Tibet, hoped by such an offering to obtain the

favour of the gods.® Indeed, if the practice of lending wives is

to be regarded as a relic of ancient communism in women, we

may equally well regard the practice of giving presents to

friends, or hospitality in other respects, as a remnant of ancient

communism in property of every kind

Thcyfri prims noctu granted to the friends of the bridegroom

may, however, be derived from another source. Touching the

capture of wives, Mr. Brough Smyth states that, in New South

Wales and about Uiverina, "in any instance where the abduction

has taken place by a party of men for the benefit of some

one individual, each of the members of the party claims, as a

right, a privilege which the intended husband has no power to

refuse/' 1 A similar custom prevails,according to Mr. Johnston,

among the Wa-talta in Eastern Central Africa, though the

capture here is a symbol only. After the girl has been bought

by the bridegroom, she runs away and affects to hide. Then

1 Sproat, * Scenes and Studies of Savage Life' p. 95-

» Richardson, be. at vol i. p. 356. * Du Chafllu, /«. at. p. 47-

• Lyon, • The Private Journal/ See., p. 35* Hcame, tv Ut. p. up.

Bancroft, toe. tit. vol. i. p 91 Sttibr, ‘Beschreibeng von Kniwschoika/

p.347. Waits, Ut. <tt voL SL p 308 ;
vol. ri. pp. lyx Kotwb*.

lac. fit. vol. 111. p. I7J. Zimmermann. tec. at. vol i p. a»y.

* Egede, lot. fit. p. 140- * Marco Pofe /on at. vol. II p. 34

T Brough Smyth, toe. (It. vol ii. p. 316. CJ. Mathew, in *Jonr. Roy.

Soc N. S. Wales/ vol win. p. 404.
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she is sought out by him and three or four of his friends.

When she is found, the men seise her and carry her off to the

hut of her future husband, where she is placed at the disposal

of her captors.' In such cases thc/w prana metis is a reward

for a good turn done, or perhaps, as Mr. McLennan suggests,1

a common war-right, exercised by the captors of the woman.

If we knew all the circumstances, this explanation might prove

to hold good also with regard to the right granted to the

wedding-guests in the eases we have mentioned. At any rate,

it must be admitted that these strange customs may be

interpreted in a much simpler way than that .suggested by Sir

John Lubbock.

There arc some instances of jus primes: nodi* accorded lo a

particular person, a chief or a priest. Thus, among the Kini-

petu-Eskimo, the Ankut, or high-priest has this right3 Among
the Caribs.thc bridegroom received his bride from the hand of

the l'iachc, or medicine-man, ar.d certainly not as a virgin.*

A similar custom is met with among certain Brasilian tribes,

though in seme of these eases it is to the chief that the right

in question belongs.1 The Spanish nobleman Andagova states

that, in Nicaragua, a priest living in t.hc temple was with the

bride during the night preceding her marriage* And among

the Tabus in Northern Mexico according to Castaneda, the

droit du seigneur was accorded to the cacique/

In descriptions of travel in the fifteenth century, the

aboriginal inhabitants of Teneriffe arc represented as having

married no woman who had not previously spent a night with

the chief, which was considered a great honour.11 The same

• Johnston, * The Kilin.i-nj.iro Expedition,1

p. 431.

• McLennan, /or. at. p. 33?, note. Cf. Mat tarn, in ‘Jour. Roy. Scc

N. S. Wales,
1

»c!. «iii. p. 404.
' ‘ I)as Aoilntvi,' i88r, p. €98. ‘ Revue da tlenx Mondes,' 1S83, June

1, p. 6&S. * Wait*, toe. (it. vol iii. p. 381
• v. Martins, toe. <it. vol. L pp. 1 13, 428, 485-

• Bancroft, lot. lit. vol II. p. 671.

1 IM, vd I. pp 5&4 ,
etsef. llostian, In ‘Zoitschrlft fin Ethnologic,'

vol. ri. p. 408, note.

8 Booties and LoVwrier, 'The Canartnn,’ Introduction, p xxxv. C/.

Glas, 'The Hlstoiy of the Discovery and Conquest of the Canary

Islands,' in Pinkerton, ' Collection of Voyages,’ voL xvi. p Biy.
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right, according to Dr. Rartli, was presumably granted to the

chief or Ilagelc in AdamSua ;• and, according to Herodotus, to

tlie king of the ancient Adyrmachidac. 2 Navarette tells us

that, on the coast of Malabar, the bridegroom brought the

bride to the king, who kept her eight days in hi* palace

;

and the man took it
11
as a great honour and favour that

his king would make use of her.
1 ’ 3 Again, according to

Hamilton, a Samorin could not take his bride heme for three

nights, during which the chief priest had a claim to her com-

pany.4 Sugenheim believes even that, in certain parts of

France, a similar right was accorded to the higher clergy

during the Middle Ages.6

Yet Dr. Karl Schmidt has endeavoured, in a learned work,

to piovc that the droit dn licgucttr never existed in Europe,

the later belief in it being racicly “ cin gclchitcr Abcrglaiibc,'’

which aro.se in various ways. Thua there was classical wit-

ness to ancient traditions of tyrants, who had distinguished

themselves by such proceedings as that right was supposed to

legalize. From various parts of the world came reports of

travellers as to tribes among whom defloration v/as the privi-

lege or duty of kings, priests, or other persons set apart for die

puqjose. A grosser meaning than the wrords will warrant had,

besides, in Dr. Schmidt's opinion, been attached to the fine

paid by the vassal to his feudal lord for ixrrmission to marry.

That law, he says, which is Mieved to have extended over

a large part of Europe, has left no evidence of its existence in

laws, charters, decretals, trials, or glossaries.'1

1 Hard), /»v. at. vol. ii. p. $Tt, note *

1 Herodecus, toe. at. book iv. eh. iGS.

1 Navarette, 4 The Great Empire of China,’ in Awnshara and

Ckut:hill,

&
4 Collection of Voyages and Travel*,’ vol. i. p. 320.

1 Hamilton, ‘New Account of the East Indiev in Pinkerton, 1

Collec-

tion of Voyage*,' vol. viiL p. 374.

4 Sugenhcim, ‘Gcschichtc der Atifhcbung dcr Leibeiflenwhaft und
Horigkeit in Europn,* p. :n+ Philip VI. and Charfes VI. could not, in

the fouiteealh century, induce the Bishops of Amiens to g*vc up the old

custriin, “ iLwa jcdcs ncuvrcmMilcc Panr ibrer Sudt tux) DiOccic die

Eraubnissjur ehdlchcn Bciwohnang in den drei crcccn Ndchien nach

dcr Trauung ron ihivcn mictcltjt cine* bedcutcnden Ahgabo erkaufen

musctc. 1’

a Schmidt, 4
Juts primac noctis/ pp 379, See
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This is not the proper place to discuss Dr. Schmidt's hypo*

thesis
; but his arguments do not seem to b: conclusive.'

Several writers sj«ak of estate-owners in Russia who claimed

the droit do seigneur in the last and even the present century ;

"

and a friend of mine informs me that, when travelling in that

country, he met with aged men whose wives had been victims

of the custom. It was certainly a privilege taken by the law

of might But how in such cases shall we draw the line between

might and what is properly accepted as right ?

Bachofcn, Giraud-Tculon, Kulischcr, and other writers’

regard thejusprimet metis accorded to a '[Ccial person, as a

remnant of a primitive state of promiscuity or “communal
marriage." It is, in their opinion, a transformation of the

ancient communal right, which was taken away from the

community ar.d transferred to those who chiefly represented

it—the priest, the king, or the nobiiity.

But why may not the practice in question have been simply

a consequence of might 1 It may be a right taken forcibly by
the stronger, or it may be a privilege voluntarily given to the

chief man as a mark of esteem, in either ease, it depends upon
his authority. Indeed, the right of encroaching upon the

marital rights of a subject is not commonly restricted :o the

first night only. Where the chief or the king has the power

of life and death, what man can prohibit him from doing his

will ? “ Quite indisputed," Dr. Holub says, with reference to

the Marutsc," is the king's power to put to death, or to make a

slave of any one of his subjects in any way he choscs
;
he may

take a man's wife simply by providing him with another wife

as a substitute." ‘ In Dahomey, all women Iwlong to the king,

1 Sec IVoIcsior KoMei’i critieiim in 'Zeiuebr. I vgl Rcehuu-iM.,' vol.

•v. PP 379-3*7-
‘ Kjl.whcr, ‘ Diceommunalc 11 Zciichc ,"

'

in ‘ Archiv. fiir Amhropalogie,'

vol. xl. pp. 338, tt tiq.

* Badvifen, ‘ D» Mimerreclit,' pp. is, 13, «7. &c. Girncd-Teulnn,

he. eit. pp jj, &c Kulisclvor, in 1 Archiv fur Antliropotagie,1 vol xi. p.

223. 1'OV- * Die Gcscldechugenotscuschaft,' p. 37. Lubbock, lee. tit p.

537. Wllken, in * De Inilische Gids,’ tSSo, vol. n. p. 1 196. Sec Schmidt,
• Das Streit Uberd»s)usprimne noclis,

1 in ‘Zertschrift fur Ethnologic,’ >ol.

xvi. pp. 41, etreq.
1 Holub, ‘Seven Yean in Sooth A/iica,' vuL ii. pp. 160, el i>.y.
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who causes every girl lo he brought to him before marriage,

anil, if he plc.iscs, retains her in the palace.
1 Among the

Negroes in Fiila, according to Bosnian, the captains of the

king, who have to supply him with fresh wives, immediately

present to him any beautiful virgin they may see
;
and none

of his subjects dare presume to ofler objections.* In Persia,

it was a legal principle that whatever was touched by the king

remained immaculate, and that he might go into the harem of

any of his subjects.1 Among the KukU, " all the women of

the village, married or single, arc at the pleasure of the rajah,”

who is icgardcd by his people w ith almost superstitious venera-

tion. 4 The Kalmuck priests, who arc not suffered to many,
may, it is said, pass a night with any man's wife, and this is

esteemed a favour by tlie husband.4 And in Cliamba (pro-

bably Cochin China), Marco Polo tells us, no woman wa*

allowed to marry until the king had seer, her."

According to Dr. Zimmcimann, il is a dogma among many
Malays that U>e rajah has the entire disposal of the wives and

children of his subjects.* In New Zealand, when a chief

desires to take to himself a wife, he fixes his attention upon
one and takes her, if need be by force, without consulting bet

feelings and wishes, or those of any one ‘else.’ In Tonga, the

women of the lower people were at the disposal of the chiefs,

who even used to shoot the husbands, if they made resistance
;

0

whilst in Congo, as we arc told by Mr. Rcadc, when the king

takes a fresh concubine, her husband and all her lovers arc

put to death.*

In the interesting ‘Notes of a Country Clergyman' in

Ruukaja Sttiriwi (‘ Russian Antiquity ’), much light is thrown

on the life of Russian landlords before the emancipation of the

serfs. Here is what is said of one of them

"

Often N. I—tsch

1 Banian, 1 Dcr Mcatch in der Geschichte, 1

vol. 111. p. 303 . Hinton,
1 Mission lo Geleic, King of Dahouic,1 voL ii. p. </J.

* Bosnian, ‘ Description of the Coast of Guinea,’ In Pinkerton, ‘ Col-

lection of Voyages,1

vol. *vi. p. 4S0.
1 Moore, be- at p. 161. 4 Dahan, lit. p. 45-

0 Moore, p. 1B2-
4 Marco Polo, ice. at. rot ii. p. 313.

7 Zimmermans!, ice. lit. vol. - p. 29.

• Yarn. ‘ Arcoar.r of New Zealand,’ p. pS.

’ Waiu-Gcrlanc, lei. ciL voi vL p. 1S4. " Reade, lot. lit. p. 359.
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would stroll late in the evening about his village to admire

the prosperous condition of his peasants
;
he would slop at

some cottage, look in at the window, and lap on the pane with

his finger. This tapping was well known to everybody, and

in a moment the best-looking woman of the family went out

to him. . . . Another landlord, whenever he visited his

estate, demanded from the manager, immediately after his

arrival, a list of all the grown-up girls. Then," the author

continues, “ the master took to his service each of the girls for

three or four days, and as soon as the list was finished, ho went

off to another village. This occurred regularly every year." 1

Here we have a collection of facts, belonging, as I think, to

the same group a3 theJtu print'll' uoclis of a chief or a priest.

And it is obvious that they have nothing to do with "com-
munal marriage." The privilege accorded to the priest, however,

seems, in some cases, to have a purely religious origin. Thus,

Egede informs ua that the native women of Greenland thought

themselves fortunate if an Angekokk, or prophet, honoured

them with his caresses
;
and some husbands even paid him,

because they believed that the child of such a holy man could

not but be happier and better than others. 1 Von Martins think*

that the right granted to the mcdicinc-man nmong the Brazilian

aborigines is owing to savage ideas of woman’s impurity.’

And on the coast of Malabar, Hamilton says, the bride was
given to the chief priest, 11 because the first fruits of her nuptials

must be a holy oblation to the god she worships."

*

Yet another group of facts is adduced as evidence for the

hypothesis of ancient communism in women. Sir J. Lubbock

and Professor Giraud-Tculon cite some cases of courtesans

being held In greater estimation than women married to a single

husband, or, at least, being by no means despised.* Such

feelings, Sir John believes, would naturally arise “ when the

special wife was a stranger and a slave, while die communal

1 ' auirmn ihivM,n ci*n»msM,’ In ' piccmi cmnam, 1

vol. xxvii. pp. 63, 77
* Egede, lee. cit. p. 140. * V. Martins, lot. tit. yoL i. pp. 1 13, tt uy.
* Hamilton, let. tit. p. 374.

‘ Lobbodr, lot. tit. pp. 133, 537*519- Gimnd-TcuSao, let tit pp
< 3

-
53 -
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wife was a relative and a free woman/' and would, in some

instances, long survive the social condition to which they owed

their origin .
1 The courtesans arc thus regarded as represent-

atives of the communal wives of primitive times. Hut it seems

to me much more reasonable to suppose that if/in Athens

and India, courtesans were respected and sought after even by

the principal men, it was because they were the only educated

women .

1 Resides, as Mr. McLennan justly remarks with regard

to such "communal wives," “if any inference is to be made

from their standing in Athens, in the brilliant age of Pericles,

as to the stale of matters in the primitive groups, proof of

primitive communism in women might as well be sought in

London or Paris in our own day. Par back in the interval

between savagery and the age of Pericles arc tire heroes of

Homer with their noble wedded wives/ 1

It is true that, among gome Uncivilized peoples, women
having many gallants arc esteemed better than virgins, and

arc more anxiously desired in marriage. This is. for instance,

stated to be the ease with the Indians of Quito/ the Lap-

landers in l<cgnard ‘5 days/ and the Hill Tribes of North

Aracan .
0 But in each of these cases we are expressly told

that want of chastity is considered a merit in the bride,

because it is held to be the best testimony to the value of her

attractions. There are thus various reasons why courtesans

and licentious women may be held in respect and sought

after, and we need not, therefore, resort to Sir John Lubbock’s

far-fetched hypothesis.

• Lubbock, fat.. dt, p. 539.

1 See Ciraud-Tculon,/«r. at p. 44- 1 McLennan, Au*. cit p. 343
• Jnnn and Ulloa, 4 Voyage to Soath America, 1 in Pinkerton, 4 Collec-

tion of Voyage*,' vol. xiv. p. 521. * Regn&rd, he. at. p. 16&

• St. Andrew St. John, ‘The Hill Tribes of North Aracan,' in 'Jonr.

Amhr. Inst/ vol JL p. 239*



CHAPTER V

A CRITICISM OP THE HYPOTHESIS Or PROMISCUITY

(lCoHthiHCj)

We arc indebted to Mr. Lewis H. Morgan lor informntion

as to the name* of various degrees of kinship among no fewer

than 139 different races or tribes. This collection shows Ural

very many ocoplcs have a nomenclature of relationships cuite

different from our own. Mr. Morgan divides the systems into

two great classes, the descriptive and the classilicatoiy, which

he regards as radically distinct. “ The first," he says, " which

is that of the Aryan, Semitic, and Uralian families, rejecting

the classification of kindred,except sc far as it is in accordance

with the numerical system, describes collateral consanguine!,

for the most part, by an augmentation or combination of tire

primary terms of relationship. These terms, which arc those

for husband and wife, father and mother, brother and sister,

and son and daughter, to which must be added, in such

languages as possess them, grandfather and grandmother, and

grandson and granddaughter, arc thus restricted to the primary

sense in which they are here employed. All other terms are

secondary. Each relationship is thus made independent and

distinct from every other. But the second, which is that of

the Turanian, American Indian,and Malayan families, rejecting

descriptive phrases in every instance, and reducing consnnguinci

to great classes, by a series of apparently arbitrary generaliza-

tions, applies the same terms to all the members of the same

class. It thus confounds relationships, which, under the

descriptive system, are distinct, and enlarges the signification
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both of the primary and secondary terms beyond their

seemingly appropriate sense.”

1

The most primitive form of the classificatory group is the

system of the “Malayan family.” 8 which prevails among the

Hawaiian*, lvingsmill Islanders, Maori*, and, presumably,

also among several other Polynesian and Microncsian tribes.*

According to thus system, all consanguine!
,
near and remote,

are classified into five categories. My brothers and sisters

and my first, second, third, anti more remote male and female

cousins, arc the first category. To all these without distinction

I apply the same term. My father and mother, together with

their brotliers and sisters, and their first, second, and more

remote cousins, are the second category. To all these without

distinction I apply likewise the same term. The brothers,

sistere, and several cousins of my grandparents I denominate

as if they were my grandparents
;
the cousins of my sons ami

daughters, as if they were my sons and daughters
;
the gtnnd-

childrcn of my brothers and sisters and their several cousins,

as if they were my own grandchildren. All the individuals of

the same category address each other as if they were brothers

and sisters. Uncleship, auntship, and cousinshtp being ignore.!,

we have, as far as the nomenclature is considered, only

grandchildren.'

From this system of nomenclature all the others belonging

to the classificatory group have, according to Mr. Morgan,

been gradually developed. The system of the Two-Mountain

Iroquois differs from that of the Hawaiians essentially in two

respects only, the mother's brother being distinguished by a

special tcrm.andsoalsoasistcr’schildren. The Micmac system

is somewhat mure advanced. Not only does a man call his

sister's son his nephew, but a woman applies the same terra to

her brother’s son ; and not only is a motlier's brother termed

1 Morgan, ‘ Systems of Consanguinity and Affinity cf the Human

Family,’ p. tl

* ‘ Malayan,' as Mr. Wallace remarks, Is a bad term, as ihii system

does not occur among inic Malays. * Morgan, pp. 4J0, tl uq.

• /dm, ' Ancient Society,' FP- *o> "
**t>

1 Systems ot Con-

sanguinity amt Affinity,' pp. 4S1,n itq.

G 3
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an uncle, bul also the father's sister is distinguished by a special

term, as an aunt. A father's brother is called a " little father;"

and a mother's sister, a “little mother.” Still more advanced

Is the system of the Wyandots, which may lx-, regarded as the

typical system cf the Indians.
1 A mother's brother's son and

a father’s sister’s son arc no longer called by the same terms

as brothers, but arc recognized as cousins; and women apply

to their mother's brother’s grandsons no longer the same term

as to their sons, but call them nephews.

It is needless to enter into further details. Those who
shrink from the trouble of reading through Mr, Morgan’s

extensive tables, will find an excellent summary of them in the

fifth chapter of SirJohn Lubbock's great work on ‘The Origin

of Civilization.' It may, however, be added that the most
advanced system of the classificatory group is that of Hie

Karen* and Eskimo, which differs from our own i:i three

respects only. The children of cousins arc termed nephews;
the children of nephews, grandchildren ; and a grandfather's

brothers and sisters, respectively, grandfathers and grand-

mothers. “Hence,'
1

says Sir John Lubbock, "though the

Karens and Eskimo have now a far more correct system of

nomenclature than that of many other races, we find, even in

this, clear trace* of a time when these peoples had not advanced

in this respect beyond the lowest stage.” *

From these systems of nomenclature Mr. Morgan draws very

iar-rcaching conclusions, assuming that they arc necessarily

to be explained by early marriage customs. Thus, from the
“ Malayan system,” he infers the former prevalence of “marriage
in a group” of all brothers and sisters and cousins of the same
grade or generation

;
or, more correctly, his ease is, that if we

can explain the " Malayan system " on the assumption that

such a genera! custom once existed, then we must believe that

it did formerly exist “Without this custom,' he says, “it is

impossible to explain the origin of the system from the nature

of descents. There is, therefore, a necessity for the prevalence
of this custom amongst the remote ancestors or all the nations

which now possess the classidcatoiy system, if the system itself

Lublxick, lot. at. p 1R4. Wrf, p. ic,6.
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is 10 he regarded as having a natural origin.” 1 The family

resulting from this custom he calls, in his latest work, the

•consanguine family," and in this, consisting of a body of

kinsfolk, within which there prevailed promiscuity, or “com-

munal marriage; “ between all men and women of the same

generation, the family in its first stage is recognized.’ Mr.

Morgan believes, however, that as a necessary condition ante-

cedent to this form of the family, promiscuity, in a wider sense

of the term, may be theoretically deduced, though, as he says,

"it lies concealed in the misty antiquity of mankind beyond

tl»c reach of positive knowledge.” 1

It is needless here to consider whether die last conclusion

holds good. I shall endeavour to prove that Mr ?*forgan’s

inference of a stage of promiscuous intercourse even within the

prescribed limits is altogether untenable. All depends on the

point whether the " class!ficatory system” is a system of

blocd-txs, the nomenclature having been founded on blood-

relationship, as near as the parentage of individuals could be

known. Mr. Morgan assumes this, instead of proving it

Yet in the terms themselves Uicrc is, generally, nothing

which indicates that they imply an idea of consanguinity.

Professor Ruschmann has given us a very interesting list of

the names for father and mother in many different languages.4

The similarity of die terms is striking. " Pa," “ papa," or

" baba,” for instance, means father in several languages of the

Old and New World, and “ ma," “ mama," means mother. The

Tupis in Brazil have " paia " for father, and “ maia " for mother
;

6

the I’aiaguaqfi, respectively, "paptko” and " mamko."* In

other lat^juagcs the terms for father are “ ab " aba,” - apa,"

1 Morgan, ' Systems,’ at, p. 488.

1 As lift second form lie assumes the ‘ Punalunn family,1 which was

founded upon intermarriage of several sisters and female cousin with

each othcris husbands (or several brothers and male cousins with each

other's wives) In a group, the joint husbands (or wives) nee being neces-

sarily akin to each other, although often eo (‘ Ancient Society/ p. 384).

• Hid-, p. soa. Cf Morgan, 1 Systems,1 «re, pp. ««7, ct scf.

• Buschmann, ‘Ueber den Xatnriaut/ in T’hilologische urd hisurisebe

Ahhaadlurgen dci KOntgL Akndcmle der Wissenschaften ru Berlin/

1851, pp. 391-433. Independently of him Sir J.
Lubbock hns compiled

a similar table to 1 The Origin cf Gvilisntkm/ pp. « 7
-4^-

• v. Martins. /«. at. vol. ii. pp. to, 9.
0 Ibid., rol. iL p. l&
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" nda." ata," “ tata "
;
those for mother, “ ama," “ cmn,” " ana.'

" cna," &c. According to Buschmann, there arc four typical

forms of words for each of these ideas : for father, “ pa," “ ta,"

" up," “ at "
;
for mother, " ma," “ na,” “ am,” “ an Sometimes,

however, the meaning of the typo is reversed. Thns, in

Georgian,1 as well ns in the Mahagn language of Ysabcl,1

"mama "stands for father; whilst the Tuluvas in Southern

India call the father "ammo," and the mother “appc."‘

The terms used often fall outside of the types mentioned.

In the Lifu tongue, for exampic, one term for father is “ kaka
in the Dnnunt language of Baladca, “chicha " ;

fl In the

Mnrdan tongue, •• eliuha” or "chcchc." 1 Again, among the

Chalcha Mongol* and some related peoples, mother is
•• eke .'

'

In the Kanuri language, of Central Africa, the mother iscalled

"ya”
;

8 while the Kcchua in Brazil call the father “yaya.“°

Among the Bakongo.as I am informed by Mr. Ingham, " sc"

means father
;
in Finnish, “ isA’ Again, by the Brazilian

BakaTri, the mother is called ” bo " ;

10
and, by the people of

Ancitcum, New Hebrides, "risi." 11

Similar terms arc often tfccd for other relationships. The
Greek, “ viin-not

"
signifies grandfather, and “ fuifi/ta

" grand-

mother. In the Kanuri language, "yaya" stands for elder

brother

;

15 and. in Lifnan, “ mama" and * dhinn " arc terms for

brother, wliilst mother is "thine." 11

The origin of such terms is obvious. They arc formed from

the easiest sounds a child can produce. " 1

Pa-pa,’ * ma-ina,
1

’ tata.’ and * apa,' ' ama,' ‘ ata,’ " Professor I'reycr says, - emerge
originally spontaneously, the way nf the breath being barred

at the expiration, either by the lips (/, m), or by the tongue

• Hunter, 1Compilative Dictionsry of the Languages of India and

High Asia,’ p. nr
1 von tier Gabdenu, 1 Die mdancsischcn Sprachcn,' voL ii. p. 139.
1 Hunter, pp. 122, 143. • von dcr Gabdenu, vol. H. p J2.
• Ibid., vol. L p. 215. " Mil, vol 1. p. 173.
’ Klaproth, ‘ Asia PolyKlotta,’ p. 381.
1 Barth, 'Ccntial-afrikanWcUc Vokabularicn,' p. 213.
1

v. Maitlut, lai. elf. vol. U. p. 293.
10 von den Steinen, ‘ Dutch Central-ISnsillen,' p. 341.

“ von dor Gabdenu, voL i. p. 71. '» llartli, p. 214.
u von dor Gabdenu, vol. ii. p. 52.
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(d, t)." 1 Vet the different mcc^ vary considerably with regard

to the ease with which they produce certain sounds. Thus the

pronunciation of the labials is very difficult to many Indians.'

on account of which their terms for father, mother, or other

near kinsfolk, often differ much from the types given by I’ro-

fessor Buschniann.

It is evident that the terms borrowed from the children's

lips have no intrinsic meaning whatever. Hence, if a Ilakalri

child calls its father ami father's brother '* tsego," its mother

and mother's sister "tsego"
;

a
if a Macusi names his paternal

uncle “ papa " as well as his father, and an Efalcsc names his

father and all the tribe brothers of his father H ava " or * lama " ;*

if the Dacotails apply the term " ahtn " not only to the father,

but also to the father's brother, to the mother’s sister's

husband, to the father's father's brother's son, See., anil the

term "cnah" not only to the mother, but also to the mother's

sister, to the mother's mother’s sister's daughtei, Sic., 1 if,

among the New Caledonians, an uncle, tafciug the place of a

father, is called "baba" like the father himself, and an aunt is

called " gnagna " like a mother ;
0

if, as Archdeacon Hodgson

of Zanzibar, writes to me, a native of Eastern Central Africa

uses the words " baba “ nnd '• mama " not only for father and

mother respectively, but also, very commonly, for "any near

relationship or even external connection
;

" if, finally, the

Semitic word for father, “ ab‘‘ ("abu ”), is not only used in a

wide mngc of senses, but, to quote l’rofcsacr Robertson Smith,
“ in all dialects is used in senses quite inconsistent with the idea

that prccrcator is the radical meaning of the word," r—we
certainly must not, from these designations, infer anything as

to early marriage customs.

Of course there arc other terms applied to kinsfolk besides

words taken from the lips of children, or words derived from

these. But though considerable, their number lias been somc-

1 Preyer, ‘ Die Seek des Kindcs,' p jar.

' Luhhoik, Av. a’/, p. 451.
1 von den Stance, /«. eft p. 541.

' Schombergl:, he. lil. vol. IL
J>. 3 >8. Macdonald, ‘Oceania,’ pp.

IZ6
,

185.

* Morgan, ' Systems,' Ac., pp. *95, Jty 339, 14E. 358, 36?. .68
, »4-

• Monedon, in ‘ Bull. See. d'Anihr.,’ ict. iii. vol. ix. p. 366.

' Robertson Smith, ' Kinship nod Xlirringe in Early Arabia,' jx 1 17.
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what exaggerated. Thus, for instance. Professor Viimbcry. in

his work upon the primitive culture of the Turko-Tartars, says

that the terms for mother, "ana" or "cnc” have originally

the meaning of woman nr nurse, being derived from tbc roots

"an ” and "on."' Exactly die reverse seem* to Ik the fact,

the term* for mother being the primitive words. In the same
way, I cannot but think that Professor Max Muller and several
other philologists arc in error in deriving “pitdr,” “pater,”

“ father,” from the root “pa,” which means to protect, to

nourish ; and " matar." “ mater," “ mother,” from the toot " ma,”
to fashion/' It .seem*, indeed, far more natural, as has been
pointed out by Sir J Lubbock and others, that the roots "pa,”
to protect, and ” ina,' to fashion, come from " pa.” father, raid
" ma," mother, and not via versa? I am the more inclined to

accept this explanation, ts Mr. A. J. Swann informs me, from
Kavala Island, Lake Tanganyika, that among the Waguha, the

words “ baba," and ” uta," which mean father, also have the

meaning of protector, provider.

I do not deny that relationships—especially in the collateral

and descending lines—arc in some eases denoted by terms
derived from roots having an independent meaning

;
but the

number of those that imply an idea of consanguinity does not
seem to be very great. M r. Bridges writes that, among the Yah-
gans, “the names 1 imu ’ and ‘ dahi -father and mother—have
no meaning apart from their application, neither have any of
their other very definite and ample list of terms for relatives, ex-
cept the terms ‘ macu ’ and 1 macipa ’ son and daughter. These
terms refer to ‘ magu ’ which means parturition

;
‘clpa’ (‘ keepa')

signifies woman or female” In Bakongo, according to Mr.
Ingham, "sc” and " tala " denote father

;
" mama," “mbuta,”

and "ngudi" mother; "nfutnu," elder brother or sister;
” mbunzi,” younger brother; and “mbusi,” younger sister.
” Nfumu 11

means also Sir, chief; ” mbuta" means “the one
who bore," from ” buta,” or “ wuta," to beget

;
and “ ngudi,”

1 Vimber/, ‘ Die pritniiive Culiur des turko-talarischen Volkcs,' p. 65.
' M tiller, ' Compnrotivo Mythology,’ in ‘Oxford Essays,’ 1856. pp. 14,n uf. idem,

'

Biographies of Words,’ p. «vi.
' Lubbock, he, at. p. 4jj. Cf. Saycc, * Principles of Comparative

Philology, 1

p, an.
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“ Ihc one we dc.Acemled from." Again, Mr. Radficld inform',

me that, in the language of Lifu, the term for father mean*

root ; the term for mother, foundation or vessel
;
the term for

sister, forbidden or “not to be touched;" and the terms for

eldest and younger brother, respectively, ruler and ruled It is

possible— I should even say prolxdilc—that, in these instances

also, the designations for relationships arc the radical words.

Resides, it should be observed that, in Yahgnn. “the terms for

relative; arc strictly rcsci-vcd for such, neither arc they inter-

changed,’ and that in Hr.kongo, the terms " Rita " and " mama ’’

arc used as signs of mspoet to any one, whilst the terms

" mbuta " and "ngudi" seem to be applied exclusively to tlic

mother.

Not only has Mr. Morgan given no evidence for the truth of

his assumption that the " class:ficalory system" is a system

of blood tics, but this assumption is not even fully consistent

with the facts he has himself stated. It is conceivable that

uncertainty as regards fatherhood might have led a savage to

oil several men his fathers, hut an analogous reason could never

have induced him to name several women his mothers. Hence,

if a man applies the same term to his methods sisters as to his

mother, and he himself Is addressed as a son by a woman who
did not give birth to him, this evidently shows that the nomen-
clature, at least in certain cases, cannot be explained by the

nature of descent.1

There can be scarcely any doubt that the terms for relation-

ships are, in their origin, terms of address.
11 The American

Indians," *ays Mr. Morgan, “always speak to each other, when

related, by the term of relationship, and never by tire personal

name of the individual addressed."’ l'rom a psychological

point of view, It would, Indeed, be surprising if it could be

shown that primitive men, in addressing all the different

members of their family or tribe, tcok into consideration so

complicated a matter as Ihc degree of consanguinity. Can we
really believe that a savage whose intelligence, perhaps, was

so deficient that he was scarcely able to count his own fingers,

applied the same term to his cousins as to his brothers, btauue

• Cf. McLennan. /m. tit. p. 359 i Macdonald, 1 Oceania,’ p. 188.

* Morgan, ’ System!,’ 4:c., p. tja.
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he was not certain whether, after a!.\ they were not his brothers

and that, when lie did make a distinction between them,

he did so btttutst they were begotten by different fathers?

Facts show that savages generally denominate their kindred

according to much simpler principles, the names being given

chiefly with reference to sex and age. as also to the external

or social, relationship in which the speaker stands to the

person whom he addresses

In every language there are different designations for persons

of different scxc3. In the rudest system of nomenclature, the

Hawaiian, father and other kinsmen of the same generation

arc called " nakua kana ;
" mother, mother’s sisters, father's

sistcis,‘&c., “makua waliccnn:” " kana” and " wahecna' being

the terms for male and female. A son is called “ kaikee kar.a,"

a daughter “ kaikee wahecna,” whilst " ltana " alone is applied

to husband, husband's brother, and sister’s husband, and

•' wahecna " to wife, wife’s sister, brother’s wife, &c.

There arc also separate terms in every language for relations

belonging to different generations. Among the lower races

especially, age, or, more exactly, the age of the person spoken

to compared with that of the speaker, plays a very important

part in the mutter of denomination. According to Dr. Davy,

the Veddahs appear to be without names
;

“ n Veddnh interro-

gated on the suhjcct, said, ‘
I am called a man : when young.

1 was called the little man
:
and when old, I shall be called

the old man.'

"

1 The Hawaiians, as we arc informed by

Judge Andrews, have no definite general word for brother in

common use. But “ kaikuaiina ” signifies any one of my
brothers, or male cousins, older titan myself, I being a male,

ar.d any one of my sisters, or female cousins, older than myself,

I being a female; whilst “ kaikaina " signifies a youngei brother

ofabrother, or a younger sister of a sister. 1 Such distinguishing

epithets applied to older and younger arc, in fact, very fre-

quently met with among uncivilized peoples. Thus, touching

the Andamanese, Mr. Man states that “ brothers and sisters

speak of one another by titles that indicate relative age : that

is, their words for brother and sister involve the distinction of

1 Davy, ' Aeco.int of the Interior of Cey lon,’ p. 1 1

7

-

1 Morgan, 1 System!,
'
&c., p. 45 J, rxite.
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elder or younger." A like system is adopted by them in

respect to half-brother', half-sisters, cousins, brothcra-in-law,

and sistcrs-ln-Iaw.' In certain languages, too, there arc special

terms for an uncle on the father’s side older than the father,

and for an uncle younger than he
;

3 and in the Fulfuldc tongue,

the age of the uncles is so minutely specified, that the first,

second, third, fourth, and fifth uncle, on both the father's and
the mother's side, arc each called by a particular name.3

The wider moaning in which many terms for kinship arc

used bear witness in the same direction. The Rev. J. Sibrcc

states that, in Kova, " ray," father, docs not take the sense the

corresponding word in many Semitic languages has, of “maker"
of a thing, but it is used in a wide sens: as an elder nr super-

ior
; and " tiny" mother, is also used in a wide sense as a

respectful way of addressing an elderly woman.* Mr. Swann
writes to me that, among the Waguha, West Tanganyika, men
advanced in years arc termed 11 baba," father, whilst, in other

parts of Equatorial Africa, according to Mr. Rcadc, old men are

addressed as " rera," father, and old women as “ ngwe," mother. 6

The Russian “ batushka " and “ matuahka * as also the Swedish
“for" and " mor,“ arc often used in a similar way. Again,

Mr. Cousins asserts that, among the natives of Cis-Nalallan

Kafirland, the terms for father, mother, brother, and sister,

are not restricted to them only, but arc applied equally to

other persons of a similar age, whether related or otherwise.
44

' Bawo,' father,” he says, " means elder or older, * bawo-kulu

'

means a big-fatlicr, one older than father." Probably “bawo,"

as belonging to the type “ pa," was originally used as a term

of address, from which the sense of elder or older was derived
;

but this docs not interfere with the matter in question. The
Rev. E. Casalis, writing of the Uasutos, states that " in ad-

dressing a person older than one’s self, or.c says, ‘ My father,

my mother to an equal,
4 My brother ,' and to inferiois,

4 My
children."’ 0 The Finnish 11

isa
M and the Votyak “ai

"

father,

1 Man, in 'Jour, Authr. Inst.,' vol. xli. j*. 137.

« Barth, 4 Ccntral-afrikanische Vocsbulailcii,’ p, 216. V.'unbcry, 4 Die

primitive Cultnr,
1
tic., p s Barth, p. ai6.

1 Sibrcc, toe. at. pp. 244, •' iff-
1 Rente, be. M. p. 35R

8 Casalis,
4 The Bstutos,' p. 107.
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the Lappish 11 Aja,” and the lvsthoninn “ai," grandfather, arc

evidently ielated to, and probably the roots of, the Finnish

"iso" and " aij5* which mean big. 1 The Chukchi ruse,

besides “ atta " for father and ' mamang " for mother, " cinpy-

ilatchyo ” and " dmpyngati " respectively, which obviously

have the same root as "empytehin," elder or older* The

Brazilian Uainuma call a father • pail," but also “ pcchyry."

/>., old.* “ Lcs jciines Australicns,” says Bishop Salvado,

"out coutumc d’appclcr ' mama’ on ' itttinan (c’cst-a-ilirc-perc)

tous lcs vicillards, comme aussi ‘ N-angan ’ (ou mere) les femmes
avancecs cn Age.” * According to Nicolaus Damascenes, the

Galactophagi denominated “all old men fathers; young men,

sons; and those of equal age. brothers,” 6 In German, the

parents arc “ die Elton,“ the older (“ die Acltcrcn ”), and they

arc also called familiarly “ die Altcn ; " the father, " dcr Altc ;

"

and the mother, "die Altc* or “Altschc." 0 Again, among

the North American Indians, old people arc very commonly

named grandfathers and grandmothers;' whilst the Finnish
11 amma ” docs not sonify grandmother only, but old woman
in general.* Among Uic Tsuishikaii Ainos, the maternal

grandfather and grandmother of a child arc called both by

him, and his father, “ henki " and “ unarabc " respectively. 1

As to the collateral line, it should be observed that, in

Cagatai, an elder sister is called “ cgcci," which actually means

old woman ("ege," old, big; "cci." woman, sister 10 In

Hungarian, where " bdtya " stands for elder brother, an uncle

is "nagybatya," i.e.,\ big elder brother." 11 Among many Ural-

Altaic peoples, the same term is applied to an elder brother as

« Ahlqvist, /«. at. p. 209.

* Lubbock, toe. tit. p, 431. Notdqvitt, •Tichuktsclilsk ordlUt.V in

Nordenikiold, 1 Vcga-crpcdiliracns vttenakapllga iakltagclscr,' vol. L pp.

3S6. 39°-
1

v. Martius, lee. cit. vol. ii pp. 247, ft ttf.

* Salvado, ' MomoiiCt,' p. 277. Cf. CoUins, • New South Wales1
vol.

i. p. 5.(4. * Nicolaus Damascenes, /of. eit. § 3.

‘ Deceit, 1 Die dcutichcn Vciwandtschailsnarocn,' p. 79.
’ Waiti, /«. e>t- vol iii. p. 1 ifi. * Ahlqvist, p. 209.

* Dixon, ‘The Tftiishilori Ainos’ in ‘Trans- As. Snc. Japan,' vcl xi.

pt. i. p. 43-
“ Vtmhdry, ‘ Die primitive Cultur,’ Arc., p. 63. n Ahlqvisi, p an
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to an uncle, to an elder sister as to an aunt. 1 Were we to

follow Mr. Morgan’s way of reasoning, we should, from this

nomenclature, come to very curious conclusions us to the early

marriage customs of the peoples in question.

Again, in the Galibi language of H1n7.il, " tigami” signifies

young brother, son, and little child indiscriminately; 1 and

several languages have no other words for son and daughter

than those for lad and girl." Thus, in Hawaiian, a son is

called male child, or more properly, little male
;
and a daughter,

female child or girl* Mr. George Bridgman states that,

among the M ackay blacks of Queensland, the word for daughter

is used by a man for any young woman belonging to the

class which his daughter would belong to if he had one. 1 And,

speaking of the South Australians, Eyre says, “ In their inter-

course with each other, natives of different tribe* arc exceed-

ingly punctilious and polite
;

. , , almost everything that is

said is prefaced by the appellation of father, son, brother,

mother, sister, or some other similar term, corresponding to

that degree of relationship which would have been most in

accordance with their relative ages and circumstances’ 1 a

All those names, refer, as previously mentioned, not to the

absolute, but to the relative, age of die person addressed.

Often, too, there is a certain relativity In the use of words

denominating sex. Mr. Dal! remarks, for instance, that among
the Eskimo, the form of the terms of relationship “ appears to

depend in some cases more on the sex of the speaker than on

that of the person to whom the term refers." I11 Eastern

Central Africa, “if a man have a brother and a sister, he is

called one tiring by die brother, bu: quite a different thing by

the sister.”’ And several odicr instances of the same kind

are to be found in Mr. Morgan's tables.

As for the third factor influencing the terms of address—U.,

the social relationship which exists between the addresser and

1 Ahlqvist, !m. til. p. 31

1

. * voo den Slciocn, foe. cit. p J41.
5 Ahlqviir, p. no. von dcr Gabelcntx, /or. at. voL i. p. 172.
4 Morgan, 4 Systems, 1

p. 452, cote. C/. tlic German ‘Jtinge.*
1 Hrough Smyth, t&c. cit. vol. L pp. 91, it sry.

1
F*yfC>

‘Journals of Expeditions of Discovery into Centml Australia,

vol. il. p. 2 »4-
T Macdonald, ‘Africans, 1 vol 1. p. 143-
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the one addressed,— it is obvious that different designation; are

applied to enemies and friends, to strangers and members of

the family-circle, nay, generally, to persons to whom one stands

in an altogether different external relationship, The import-

ance of this factor is evident from several statements. Thus,

among the Hovaa, according to Mr. Sibrcc, the words for

brother and sister " arc also used widely for any person whom
one meets and desires to act towards ir. a friendly manner,"1

The Puegians says Mr. Bridges, form certain kinds of friend-

ships, and " streak of aunts, uncles, brothers, sisters, cousins,

nieces ami nephews, &c., which arc only so through the

friendships established.'' * Among the Waguha, strangers are

called " ndugu," brother, if of the same tribe ; ' and Mr Harts-

hornc tells us that the Veddahs applied to him the term " hum,"

or cousin.' We can understand, then, why the same name,

as a rule, is used by the savage to denote just the persons ol

the same sex and of like age who belong to his own family-

circle ; and why, as a consequence, the nomenclature is rich or

poor according as that circle is small or large. The Yahgans,

for instance, who live ;n families rather than in tribes, have a

very definite list of terms for kinsfolk. They have different

appellations for nephews and nieces on the brother's side, and

nephews and nieces o:t the sister’s side, and their words for

uncle and aunt differ according as this relationship is paternal

or maternal. They have alsospecial terms fur father-,mother-,

son- and daughter-, brother- and sitter-in -law* On the other

hand, the larger, the body ofkinsfolk that keep closely together,

and the less it Ls differentiated, as regards the functions of its

various member;, the more comprehensive are generally the

* Sibrcc, let. fit. i» 547

* Bridges, in 1 A Voice for South America, 1
vol. xiii. p. 212.

* Vr. A. J. Swann, in * Idler dated Kavala Island, I-dec Tanganyika,

December 14th, 1888.

4 Hartsborne, in ‘The Indian Antiquary,- vol riii. p. 320. According

to M. Lc Memrier fTbo Veddrts of Ceylon,’ in Jour. Roy. As. Soc.

Ceylon Branch,’ vol. ix. p. 3*7), the Rock or Hill Veddahs use ihe word

for brother, ‘alwra, 1 "ben they speak of or to any person irith whom rhey

arc in friendship.

* Mr. Bridges, in a letter dated Downcast, Ticna del FuDgo, August

J81I1, 1©8.
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tcmis of address. The “ dasnificalory xyslcm of relationship
"

must, theicforc, have emerged al a time when I l>c separate

families had already united in laigcr bodies.

The same principle explains how it happens that a maternal

uncle is almost always distinguished from a father by a separate

term, whilst this is not the ease with an uncle on the father's

side, ti»c former generally living in another community from
his nephew, and, besides, very frequently standing to him in a
quite peculiar relationship through the rule* of succession. It

may be fairly assumed, too, that a mother’s sister much oftener

than a father’s sister is called a mother, because sisters, among
savages, keep as a rule, far more closely together, when married,

than brothers and sisters
;
sometimes even, especially among the

North American Indians, they arc the wives of the same man.
If we add to this that a father’s brother’s son and a mother’s
sister’s son are more commonly addressed as brothers than as

father’s sister’s son and a mother’s Mother's son, it becomes
obvious to how great an extent the nomenclature is influenced

by external relations. But as a certain kind of external rela-

tionship is invariably connected with a certain degree, or certain

degrees, of blood-relationship, the designation* given with

reference to the former have been taken as terms for the

latter.

The basis on which Mr. Morgan has built his hypothesis

must be considered, then, altogether untenable. 1 It cannot
be proved that, where the “ classificatory system” prevails,

the nomenclature was intended to express the degree of con-

1 In dealing with the pretended gro.ip-marriages of the Australians, i>«

lave Deled the diitoRim af fact*, :» which Mr. Morgan's hypothesis has
giver, rise. Nowhere has this distortion appeared in nn odder way than

In Professor llcrahofr't pamphlet, entitled 1 Vcrn-andtschafonaraen tmd
Eheformen der nordaincnkiinlscltcii Volksstamme.1 The nnthor. misled
by the systems of nomenclature, asserts Uiot eren now gronp-marringei
ire extremely common (have ‘cine ungefcenre Veibrcitung

')
nor only

among the Australians, but also throughout America and Africa, and in
many parts of Asia (pp. S, i6>. In a paper of mare recent date Altln-

ilische Familien-Orgnnisaticu,' In 'Zeitsehr. f. rgl. RechUwlsa.,*vok ix.

however, Professor BemhOft admits that ihe actual practice has nitrify

trccomc diffcrott from that which tbc terms indicate, and that the pro-
gress to individual marriage has already after taken phvre.
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sanguity so exactly as he assumes, or that it had originally

anything whatever to do with descent. On the contrary, I

have endeavoured to show that the case was probably just the

reverse
; so that no inference regarding early marriage customs

is to be drawn from the terms for relationships. F.vcn now,

in Spanish, a brother's great-grandson is called grandson
;

in Bulgarian, as also in Russian, a father’s father's brother is

termed a grandfather, and a father's father's sister a grand-

mother
;
the Greek " " appears to have been applied to

a nephew, a grandson, and a cousin
;
“ neef," in Dutch, still

expresses these three relationships indiscriminately ; in Flemish

and Platt Dcutsch. "
nichte " ' applied to a female cousin as

well as to a niece; and Shakspearc, in his will, describes his

granddaughter, Susannah Hall,” as “my niece.' 1 Surely,

nobedy would look upon these designations as relics of ancient

times, when there really might have been some uncertainty as

to kinship in the direction which the terms indicate. Mr.

Morgan himself admits that, in Iafttin, " nepos ” did not origin-

ally signify ’ either a nephew, grandson or cousin, but that

it was used promiscuously to designate a class of persons next

without the primary relationships.

Thirty years ago, in a work of prodigious learning,1 the

Swiss jurist, Dr. Bachofcn. drew attention to the remarkable

fact that a system of " kinship through mothers only' pre-

vailed among several ancient peoples. Moreover, partly

from actual statements of old writers, partly from traditions

and myths, he came to the conclusion that such a system

everywhere preceded the rise of " kinship through males." A
few years later, though quite independently of him, Mr.

McLennan act forth exactly the same hypothesis, being led

to it chiefly by extensive studies in modern ethnology.

While, however, Bachofcn explained the phenomenon as a

consequence of the supremacy of women, Mr. McLennan
regarded it as due to the uncertain paternity which resulted

from cariy promiscuity. “ It is inconceivable,” he says, "
that

anything bu: the want of certainty on that point could

1

I.ul>back, /«. a't. pp. 196, el teg. Morgan, 'Systems,1

p. 35 note
1 Morgan, ‘ Systems,’ p 36, note 1 1 Dai Mutterrccht.’
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have long prevented the acknowledgment of kinship through

males
;
and in such eases we shall be able to conclude that

such certainty lias formerly been wanting— that more or less

promiscuous intercourse between the sexes has formerly

prevailed The connection between these two things—un-

certain paternity and kinship through females only, seems

so necessary—that of cause and effect—that we may con-

fidently infer the one where we find the other."

1

It must be observed that the facts adduced as examples of

what Mr. McLennan calls "kinship through females only” ir.

most instances imply, chiefly, that children arc named after

their mothers, not after their fathers, and that property and

rank succeed exclusively in the female line, If these customs

were to be explained as relics of ancient promiscuity, we
certainly should have to admit that such a state was formerly

very prevalent in the human race. Yet we could r.ot he sure

that it prevailed universally. For, though the number of

peoples among whom descent and inheritance follow the

mother’s side only, is very considerable," the number of those

among whom the male line is recognised, is scarcely less-

even apart from the civilized nations of Europe and Asia.

At present, when anthropologists affirm with so much assur-

ance that a system of exclusive " kinship through females ”

prevailed everywhere before the tic of blood between father

and cliihl had found a place in systems of relationships, it

seems appropriate to give a list of peoples among whom such

1 McLennan, lee. cif. p. SJ.

* Sec, besides the works of Bacliofcn nod McLennan, Lubbock, lot. til.

p|x : jt— 156
;
Giiaud-Teaton, la:, til. eh. viL— *,

;
Idem, ‘ La Mire chci

certains peoples cc Fantiquied
1

1 llastiac, * KcchlsrcrhiJtniue,' pp. rSj,

el. ttq.\ Lippert, ‘Die Gcschichie der Familie,' sec. i.
;
Idem, 'Knliur.

geschlchte.’ vol. ii. eh. iL i
Daigur., ' Mutterrecht and Raabchc,' pp s—9 j

Post, 4 GeiChlechis^nossenschaft,’ pp. 93,4*. ny.
;
Idem' Der Ursprangdes

Rechts,’ pp 37,ei.ay. j Idem, ' Bwslicne,’ rol. i. pp 77, d. stq. ;
Suicke,

' The Primitive Family,’ see. i. eh. L—v. ;
waken, in ‘ Dc lr.dischc Gids,

x 881
1
vol. lit pp. 244 -254; Friedrichs, ' Ueber den Ursprung des Mam-

archils' In * Zeiltr.hr. f. vr!. Reehtswiss..' voL viii. pp. 38 :,el. uq. ;
Fnuer,

1 Toieinism,’ PP 7°—72 ; I.ctouroeau, * L'tvoJulion du manage cl de la

fainlllc,’ eh. xv..—xviii.
;
Walcc, ‘The Development of Manias* “d

Kinship,' eh. viii., d. uj.
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a system decs not prevail—a list, however, which cannot

pretend to completeness.

Starting, then, with North America, which is acknowledged
to be, or to have been, one of the chief centres of ° mother-

right," or mctrocracy, we meet there with many aboriginal

nations among whom a son, as a rule takes the father's name
and becomes his heir. 1 Thus Cranz states that, among the

lvskimo of Greenland, 11 when a husband dies, his eldest son

inherits his house, tent, and woman’s boat, and besides must
maintain the mother and children, who share the furniture

and clothes amongst themselves." 2 Among the Indians

bordering on the south-east coast of the river St. Lawrence,

according to Ilcriot, the eldest son took the name of his

father with the addition of one syllable.3 The Californian

tribes 4 and the Dacotahs 6 recognized chieftainship as heredi-

tary in the male line
;
and, with reference to the latter, Mr.

Prescott remarks that they cannot well forget relationships,

as the names of father and mother arc both recollected for

three or four generations.0 Among the Aht9. the eldest 3on

takes all the property left by his father, and the head-chiefs

rank is hereditary in the male line 7 The paternal system

prevails, moreover, in thirteen other tribes mentioned by Mr.

Frazer in his essay on 41 Totemism
In Mexico, Yucatan, San Salvador, Honduras, and Nica-

ragua, succession ran from father to son
;
and in Vera Paz,

according to Las Casas, kinship was so exclusively recognized
in the male line, that the people there Lhought the most

remote kin in their own lineage to be more closely related

than the daughter of their mother, provided she was not

of the same father. On the other hand, Piedrahita tells us

that, among the Chibchas, the sons of sisters, and, in default

of such, the brothers of the king, were the heirs to the

crown of Bogota, but that the sons had a right to the personal

property of their father
;

whilst, according to Herrera, the

1
Cf. Hale* in ‘Science/ vol. xix. p. 30.

* Cranz, A*. M voL L p. 176. 3 Hcrio:, fa ciL pp. 343, et scq.
4 Powers, fa <U. p. 371 (Yokuu). Wait*, fa M vol. ir. p. 242.
1 Schoolcraft, fa rtf. vet ii. pp. 182, 194.

a fM>, vol. iii. p. 234.
3 Sproat, fa di. pp 9$, nC\ * Frazer, fa tit. p. 71.
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property was inherited by the brothers, and if there were none
living, by the sons of those who were dead .

1

Among the Caribs, kinship wart reckoned in the female line,

but the authority of the chiefs was hereditary in the male line

only, the children of sisters being excluded from the succes-

sion.' Among the Macas Indians in Ecuador, property
descends from father to son

;

:I among the Guaycurfls, Abi-
pones,and Araucanians, nobility, or chieftainship, was heredi-

tary in the male line
;
‘ and the Brazilian aborigines, or at

least some of them, laid particular stress upon kinship through
fathers.

0 Again, with reference to the Yahgaus of Tierra del

Fuego, Mr. Bridges writes,
11 A child belong* equally to the

clan of its father and mother as regards duty of revenge, but

is always reckoned a member of the father's clan only.
Children are generally named after their grandparents,
paternal or maternal indifferently. They arc quite as much
attached to their mother's relatives and these to them, as to

their paternal relatives ; the only difference is that they arc
integral parts of the father’s clan, not of the mother’s."

Speaking of the same people, M. Hyadcs remarks, " LTidritage

sc transmet k l’epoux survivant, ou a defaut, au fils ainc."

«

In short, the paternal system, so far as we know, predominates
among the aborigines of South America.

Passing to the Pacific Islands, we find that, though rank
and clan arc commonly inherited there through the mother,
property generally gees in the male line. In Tonga, the son
succeeds his father in homage and title,' and here, as well as

i.n Fiji, on the father's death, his possessions descend to his

children.

1 Ellis tells us that, in Tahiti, the child of a chief

1 Spencer, 'Descriptive Sociology,’ Ancient Mexicans, 4c, pp. 5(
el icq.

1
v. Humboldt, 'Travel* to the Equinoctial Regions of the New

Continent, 1 vol, vi. p 41. Wain, he. til. vol iii. p. 383.
> Buckley, in ‘Jour. Antlir. Inst,' vol iii p 31.

' Wait*, vol. iii. pp. 471, « «?. Spencer, ‘Descriptive Sociology,’
American Races, p to

1
v. Martin*, he. dl. voL I. pp. 353, rt uq. Wallace,

' Travel* on the
Arnaioo.' p. <59

• Hyadcs, in ' Bull. Soc. d'Anthr.,' set. iii. vci *. p 334.
* Cook, lee. dt. vol i, p 413. ' Morgan, ‘Systems,’ &c, pp. 579, 533.
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was invested, soor. after its birth, with the name and office of

its father,

1

and in the case of there being no children, the

brother of the deceased assumed the government. In other

families property always went to the eldest son.1 Among
the Hawaiian*, the rank of live principal and inferior chiefs

the offices of the priests, a* also other situations of honour
and influence, descended from father to son,* although on
the whole, the female line predominated.

4

In the Hervey
Islands, children belonged either to the father's or mother’s

dan, according to arrangement ; usually, however, the father

had the preference' In New Caledonia, kinship is reckoned

in the male line* and In Ufa, as Mr. Radfield Informs me,

children belong to the paternal clan. In the Caroline Gioup,

landed property succeeds mostly from father to son, children

arc named after their father’s father or mother's father, and,

apparently, the rank of the father influences that of the son,

at least if he be a chief.

7

AmoDg the Rejangs * and Rafales p

of Sumatra, as also in several other islands belonging to the

Indian Archipelago, 10 and in New Guinea,u the male line

prevails. In the Kingsmill Islands. “ if a chief has several

children by different wives, the son of the mother of the

highest rank is the successor

“

u And, in New- Zealand,

nobility was inherited both in the male and female line; but

1 Ellii, lee. tit. vol L p. 260.

* Cook, lee. eit. ml. ii. p. i?2
n Ellis, ‘Tour through Hawaii,' pp. 391, el ttg.

4 ICc imbue, lot. tit. to'.. liL p J47. V/alti-GeiUnd, let. (it. vol. vi.

P soi-

* Gill, ' Myths and Songs from the South Pacific,' p. 36.

4 Moncclon, in 'Bull. Soc d’Anthr.,’ ser. iii. vol i«. p. ‘/A.

r Kotzebue, lee. at. voL ixL pp. 209, r/ seq. Clxyne, 1 Islands in the

Western Pacific Ocean/ ?. 109. Wiitz-GcrUud, loc. at. vol. v. pe. ii.

P- 1

1

9-

* Moralen, loc. eit. p. 144.

1 Hickson, 'A Naturalist in North Celebes/ pp. 2S5, cl sef. WiDeen,
4 Over dc vexvranuchapj etc, bij de valxen van licl malettchc ins/ p. 21.

10 Wliken, p 31.

u Kohler, ' Das Recht der Papuas su ( Neu-Guinea/ in ‘Zeinchr. f. v$.

RcchtswsaV voL rii. pp. 373, 375. Dink n
1
Bull. Soc d'AmhrV ser. iii

vol. xi p. 395- Chalmers, ' Pxmeeri&j in New Guises/ p.
15 Wilkes, lot. at. vol. r. p. S5.
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on the death of a man, his ddc.it son took the family name
which his father had held before him.'

Australian children are generally ruined after their mother’s

clan
;
but this is not the case in every tribe.’ Among the

Goumditch-mara, Turra. Moncalon, Tomdimip, and some
other tribes, the male line prevails.’ With reference to the

Narrinycri, the Rev. G. Taplin .states that a man’s children

belong to his tribe (»./. clan), and not to their mother's
;
that

property descends from father to son, mid that, in ease of a

man dying without issue of his own. bis possessions an* always

transmitted to the brother’s children.* Again, in the Dicycrie

tribe of South Australia, the sons take the father’s clan, the

daughters the mother’s. 1 Even where children arc named
after their mother, inheritance may go from father to son.

Thus, among the West Australians, the hunting ground or

landed property descends in the male line, thougli " children

of either sex always take the family name of their mother.’’ 0

Among the Todas, all children belong to the father's

family, and inheritance runs through males only.’ The same
is the case with most of the Indian Hill Tribes : either all the

sons dividing their father's property equally, as among the

Gonds, Bodo, and Dhimals; or the eldest son getting the

largest share, as among the Kandbs, Karens, and Naga9
;
or

the youngest born male being the only heir, as among the

Ho* ; or the favourite son succeeding without reference to

age, as among the Mishmis. 9 Among the Pah&rias, too, sons

inherit, and nephews by sisters get no share.* The law of
1 Taylor, * To Ika a Mniri,’ p 326. Waiu-Oertnnd, lot. tit. voL vi.

p. 310.
1 According to Mr. Fraaer {lee. at. p. yo\ the proportion of tribes with

female to those with male descent is as four to one.
1 Flsoo arid Howitt, roe. tit. pp. 376, 385. WalB-CcrUnd, vol. vi.

P >77 ' Eyre, lot. tit. vol ii. p. 328. Friucr, p 70.
* Tapiic, ' The Nariinyeri,' in Wood's, ‘ The Native Tribes of South

Auttralla/pp. 13, 51.
4 Gasoil, in 'Jour. Anlhr. lost.,' vol. *vll p. 1S6.
' Grey, 'Journals of Tan Expeditions of Discovery in North-West

and. Western Australia,' vol. ii. pp. 226. 236.
1 Mmshall, ‘A Phrenologist amongst the Todas,’ p. ;c6.
* Spencer, ' Descripiivc Sociology,’ Asiatic Races, pp. 10, ct in}.
* Dalton, foe. Of. p. 274,
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succession among Ihc Singphoa gives to the eldest son all the

landcil property of the father, to the youngest all his personal

property, while the rest inherit nothing. 1 Among the

Santala, children belong to the father's clan;’ and the some
is the case with the offspring of intermarriages or Lcpchat-

nnd Limbus and Butias.3 Touching the Karens, Dr A.
Bunker writes to me, “A child takes a name of its own,

and of neither of the parents
;
but usually the father, being

the stronger, takes the child in ease of separation. It is

regarded ns belonging to both parents, so k\r as blood goes
"

If we add to this that the male line prevails in Arabia,4

Tibet, 1 throughout Russian Asia,’ and among the Ainos,' it

must be admitted that the system of "kinship through females

only" is of very rare occurrence in Asia, being restricted, so

far as I know, to a few parts of India, Ceylon, and the

Malay Archipelago. 8

It is much more prevalent among the African races. Yet,

even among them, there are many instances where succession

runs in the male line. A king or chief of the Somals u and

Ba-kwileh 10
is succeeded by his son. Among the Fulah, this

dignity is transmitted to the brother, while, in othsr instances,

succession goes from father to son. 11 Among the Negroes of

the Gold Coast, according to Bosnian, the eldest son succeeded

Ids father in office, though kinship was reckoned through the

mother all along this coast, except at Accra.11 Dr. A. Sims

1 Rowner, be. tit. p. 167.

s Hunter, ‘The Annals of Rural Bengal,’ vol. i. p. 202.

1 Spen«r, ‘ Doaiptivc Sociology,’ Asiatic Races, p. it.

* Burckhnrdt, * Notes on the Bedouins and Wahlbys,’ p 75. Wilkens

(Das Matrlorchat bci den alien Arabern ") and Professor Robertson

Smith's [let. tit. p. 151) suggestion dial the maternal system alone prevailed

among the ancient Arabs, must be regarded os a mere hypothesis. Cf.

Rcdliouse, ‘ Notes on Prof. IL B. Tylor’s "Arabian Matriarctute-* ’

* Wake, lee. tit. p * 7 1. * C/. Dargun, let. til. p. 5.

7 Batchelor, in ‘ Trans. As So: Japan,’ vol. «. p. 2ta.

* Emeison Tennent, lot. tit. vol. II. p. 1$8 Dalton, let. til pp 51, 57,63

(Jyntlas, Kbssias, Gams). Dargun, p. 5 ,
note.

" Walts, let. ttl. vol. iL p. 552. Cf. Button, ‘ First Footitcpt in East

Airies,’ p 113.

•Ymer,' vol v. p 169.

•* Bo-aian, be. tie. p 421.

11 Waiu, vol. ii. p 469.
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writes that, among the Bateke, " the child is considered as

belonging to the father and mother equally," and takes the

grandfather's or grandmother's name. Among the Waguha,
according to Mr. Swann, children arc generally named after

the father. In Linda, the eldest son inherits all his father’s

possessions, wives included. 1 Among the Damaras, whose

divisions into clans arc derived from the mother, the

eldest son of the chief wife, nevertheless, is the successor

of his father
;
* and the same rule prevails among the Bcchu-

anas.3 The Rev. A. Kyles states that all Zulu children

belling to the father’s tribe, and aie called by his name or

by the name of some of hi* ancestor*4 According to Mr.

Cousins,4 this is essentially true of various Kafir tribes, the

first son. however, never being named after the grandfather,

but always after the father. Warner, Brownlee, and E. v.

Weber assert also that, among the people, inheritance passes

from father to son.' Lc Vaillant and Kolbcn state the same

with reference to the Hottentots and Bushmans; 7 and An-
dcreson affirms that, among the Namaquas, daughters take

She father's name, sons the mother's * Finally, in the part of

Madagascar where Drury was, kinship docs not seem to

have been, in every case, reckoned through the female, though

in that island children generally follow the condition of

the mother.*

As for ancient peoples, Bachofen has adduced from the

1 ‘ Emin Fasha in Central Africa,1
p. 2 }0.

* Aadersson, ' Lake Ngnmi/ p. MS. Chapman, ‘Travel* In the Interior

of South Africa,’ vol i. p. 341.

1 Cnodcr, ‘The Native Tribes in Ilcchuana-Land,’ in 'Jour. Antbr

Inst-,' voL xvi. p. 85. Livingstone, /or. til. p. 185.

1 In a letter dated Imbixasse River, Natal, October loth, )8£S.

' In a letter dated l’ort Elixabeth, Cape Colony, October 1st, 1888.

Maclean, ‘Compendium of Kafir tain and Customs/ pp. 71, 1 16.

v. Weber, /i)t. til vol. ii. p. ero. Cf. Wait*, ton al. voL iL p. 591 :
Fritseh,

fee. til. p. 9*-

’ Starcke, he. tit. |x 75. Spencer, 1 Descriptive Sociology/ African

Races/ p. J.

* AnderSMD, p. 333-

* Spencer, ‘ Descriptive Sociology,' Types of Lowest Races, He., p. to

For other instances of male descent in Africa, see Pose, ‘ Afrikaniichc

Jurisprudent/ vol i. pp. *6-e8.
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works of classical writers evidence for the uterine line having

prevailed among several of them. But, to quote Sir Henry

Maine, “the greatest races of mankind, when they first appear

to us, show themselves at or near a stage of development in

which relationship or kinship is reckoned exclusively through

males.’
1
' Several writers have, it is true, endeavoured to prove

that, among the primitive Aryans, descent was traced through

females only ;* but the evidence docs not seem to be con-

clusive. Much importance has been attributed to the specially

ciosc connection which, according to Tacitus, existed be-

tween a sister's children and their mother’s brothers; 3 but

Dr Schrader observes that, in spite of this prominent position

of the maternal uncle in the ancient Teutonic family, the

pntrxus distinctly came before the avunadm, the agnates

before the cognates, in testamentary succession. He also

suggests that, when the head of a household died, the women
of his family passed under the guardianship of the eldest

son, and that a woman’s children had therefore, quite natur-

ally, a peculiarly intimate relation to their maternal uncle4

It is safe to say with Professor Max Milllcr, that we can

neither assert nor deny that in unknown times the Aryans

ever passed through a metrocratic stage. 1

Even if it could he proved—which i9 doubtful—that, in

former times, a system of " kinship through females only,’’ fully

developed, prevailed among all the peoples whose children take

the mother’s name and are considered to belong to her clan,

though succession runs in the male line, we should still have to

account for the fact that a large number of peoples exhibit no

traces of such a system.® And to them belong many of the

rudest races of the world—such as the aborigines of Brazil, the

Fuegians, Hottentots, Bushmans, and several very low tribes in

1 Maine, ‘ Distcrtaiioni on Early Law and Custom,' p, 149.

« Bachofcn, 1 Las Muitarechl,' and ' Antiquariichc Briefe-’ McLennan,
Ax. cit. pp. 1 18-iao, 195-346. /dm, ‘Tlie Patriarchal Theory.' Gimud-
Teukm, * Lea or .ginct du manage,' eh. xiv., xri.

* Tacitus, ' Germania,’ eh. xx.

* Schrader, ' Prehistoric Antiquities ol the Aryan Peoples,' p 395.
* MOller. ‘ biographies of Words,' p. xvii.

1 Mr. Horatio Hale thinks 0 Science, voL xi<. p. 30I that in North
America the paternal and maternal systems arc both primitive.
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Australia and India. The infctcncc that M kinship through

females only'* has everywhere preceded the rise of “ kinship

through males/’ would, then, lx: warranted only on condition

that the cause, or the causes, to which the maternal system is

owing, cculd be proved to have operated universally in the

past life of mankind From Mr. McI-cn nan's point of view,

such an inference would be inadmissible, as he cannot prove

the former occurrence of a universal stage of promiscuity or

polyandry, leading to uncertain paternity—the cause to which

he attributes that system.

Yet it is far from being so inconceivable as Mr. McLennan
assumes, that * anything but the want of certainty on that

point could have long prevented the acknowledgment of kin-

ship through males.” 1 Paternity, as Sir Henry Maine
remarks, is * matter of infcience, as opposed to maternity,

which is matter of observation /’ 2 Hence it is almost

beyond doub: that the fathers participation in parentage was
not recognized as soon as the mother's.

J Now, however, there

docs not seem to be a single people which lias not made the

discovery of fatherhood. In reply to my question whether

the Fuegians consider a child to descend exclusively or pre-

dominantly from either of the parents, Mr. Bridges certainly

writes that, according to his idea, they * consider the maternal

tic much more important than the paternal, and the duties

connected with it of mutual help, defence, and vengeance arc

held very sacred/' But it is doubtful whether this refers to

the mere physiological connection between the child and
its parents. Dr. Sims informs me that, among the Bateke,
the function of both parents in generation is held altkc im-

portant, and the Waguhaof West Tanganyika, ns Mr Swann
states, also recognize the pail taken by both. The same is

asserted by Aichdcacon Hodgson concerning certain other

tribes of Eastern Central Africa, though, among them,

children take the name of the mother's tribe. Again, the

Naudowessics, according to Carver, had the very curious idea

1
Cf. Friedrichs, In * Zdtsdir. f. vgl. Reeht vwfcs., vol. vili. pp. 371, &c.

1 Maine, he. cit. p. 202.

* Cf Lippert, 1 Die Geschichtc dcr Kami lie/ pp. $, 8, <), &c.
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that their offspring were indebted to their father for their souls,

the invisible part of their essence, and to the mother for their

corporeal and visible part
;
hop.ee they considered it " more

rational that they should be distinguished by the name of the

latter, from whom they indubitably derive their being, than
by that of the father, to which a doubt might sometimes arise

whether they arc justly entitled.’ 1 Moreover, it seems as if

the father's share in parentage, once discovered, was often

exaggerated. Thus, referring to some tribes of New South
Wales, Mr. Cameron tells us that, although the father hits

nothing to do with the disposal of his daughter, as she

belongs to the clan of her mother's brother, they "believe

that the daughter emanates from her father solely, being only

nutured by her mother." 1 Indeed, Mr. Howitt has found in

every Australian tribe, without exception, with which he has

acquaintance, the idea that the child is derived from the male

parent only. As a black fellow once put it to him, " The man
gives the child to a woman to take care of for him, and he

can do whatever he iikes with his own child.”

1

Again, Mr.

Cousins writes that, according to Kaffir ideas, a child descends

chiefly, though not exclusively, from the lather
;
and the

ancient Greeks, as well as the Egyptians

4

and Hindus,8

maintained a similar view. Nay, Euripides states distinctly

that, in his day. the universally accepted physiological

doctrine recognised only the share taken by the father in

procreation, and Hippocrates, in combating this opinion, and

contending that the child descended from both parents, seems

to admit that it was a prevalent heresy.
4 Finally, it seems

probable that the custom known under the name of " l.a

Couvade that ia, the odd rule, prevalent among several

peoples in different parts of the world, requiring that the

father, a! the birth o: his child, shall retire to bed for some

1 Carver, /«. (it. p. 378.

‘ Cuueron, ‘ Notes on some Tribes of New South Wales,' In ' Jocr.

Anthr. Inst,' vol. xiv„ p. 312.
* Ilowitt, in 4 Smithsonian Report,’ 1883, p. 813.
4 Wilkinson, ' The Manners nod Customs of the Ancient Egyptians,

vci i. p. 330. 4 Kibot, ' L'lierdditd psjchologique,’ p. 3&S.

4 Maine, /tv. at. p. soj.
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time, and fast or abstain from certain kinds of food—implies

some idea of relationship between the two. 1

Admit ting, however, that there was a time when father-

hood, in the physiological sense of the term, was not dis-

covered, I do not think that the preference given to the

female line is due to this fact. If the denomination of

children and the rules of succession really were in the first

place dependent on ideas of consanguinity, it might be

expected that a change with reference to the latter would

be followed by a change in the former respect also. Cut the

tics of blood have exercised a far Jess direct influence on the

matter in question than is generally supposed, the system of

“kinship through females only" being, properly speaking,

quite different from what the words imply

There may be several reasons for naming children after

the mother rather than after the father, apart from any
consideration of relationship. Especially among savages,

the tic between a mother and child is much stronger than

that which binds a child to the father.’ Not only has she

given birth to it, but she has also for years been seen

carrying it about at her breast. Moreover, in cases of separa-

tion, occurring frequently at lower stages of civilization,

the infant children always follow the mother, and so, very

often, do the children more advanced in years. Is it not

natural, then, that they should keep the name of the mother

rather than that of a father whom they scarcely know ? Mr.

Belt tells us that the men and women even or the christian-

ised lower classes of Nicaragua often change their mates, and

the children, in such eases remaining with the mother, take

their surname from her. 1 According to Swann, the Creeks

conferred the honour of a chief on the issue of the female li.ic,

because it was impossible to trace the right by the male issue,

women only exceptionally having more than two children by
the same father.' And touching the Khasias, one of the few

'
Cf. Tylor, ‘Researches Into the Early History of Mankind/ pp. 395,

tl srf. i Kohler, In ' Krit.xhe Vicrtcljafcrsclirlft fur Geseugebung usd
Rcchtsvrlwcnschafi,' N. S. vol. iv. pp. iUj, n iff.

!
Cf. Lubbock, /to. «'/. pp. 1^ </ iff.

' Bell,
1 Tlie Natural!}) ia Nicaragua,’ p. 353.

' Schoolcraft, lot. tit vol. v. p. 373.
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tribes in India among whom the female line prevails, Dr.

H nokor states that they have a very lax idea of marriage,

divorce and exchange of wives being common ami attended

with no disgrace
;
" the son therefore often foigets his father's

name and person before he grows up, but becomes strongly

attached to his mother .

1

Speaking of certain negro tribes, Wiuterbottom suggested

long ago that the prevalence of the female line was to be

explained by the practice of polygny
,

3 and Dr. Starcke has

rccer tly called attention to the same point.

1 The Rev. D.

Macdonald likewise remarks, in his account of the Efatese

of the New Hebrides, that the idea that children are more

closely related to the mother than to the father is an idea

perfectly natural among a polygynous people.* It is a

customary arrangement in polygynous families that each wife

has a hut for herself, where she lives with her children
;
but

even where this is not the ease, mother and children natur-

ally keep together as a little sub-family. No wonder, then,

if a child takes its name after the mother rather than

filler the father. This is the simplest way of pointing

out the distinction between the issue of different wives, a

distinction which is of special importance where it is accom-

panied by different privileges as to succession. It is worth

noticing that, among the Negroes, who are probably the most

polygynous race in the world, the female line is extremely

prevalent
;
whereas, among the Hill Tribes of India, who are

on the whole, monogamists, children, with few exceptions,

take the name of the father. With reference to the Basutos,

a Bechuana tr.be, Mr. Casalis observes that the authority of

the eldest maternal uncle preponderates to excess, especially

in polygynous families, where the children have no strong

affection for their father .

1

1 Hooker. ‘ Himalayan Journals,' vo’.. il p. 276.

1 Quoted by Starcke, lx. at. p. 69, noto «.

1 md, pp. 27, 28, 55 , 5*, *0, 4 ', &e-

‘ Macdonald, ‘Oceania,’ pp. iSt, 192, cl iff. It is remarkable, he

rays (p. 187), that whit all children, among the Efatese, belonged, by the

family name, to the nixhcr'i family, each child hail its own name, and

any or.e beams tbo nnrne at once knew the father’s family thereby.

* Casaiis, /«. (it p. :8l.
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Further, among several peoples a man, on marrying, has to

quit his home, and goto live with his wife in th: house of

her father, of whose family he become* a member. This is a

common practice among several of the North American tribe*,1

and prevailed, in the southern part of the New Work!, among
the Caribs* In some parts of Eastern Central Africa, also,

a man who marries a full grown girl " immediately leaves his

own village and proceeds to build a house in the village of

hi9 wife.”* Among the Sengiresc, according to Dr. Hickson,

the man always goes to his wife’s house, unless he be the son

of a rajah, in which case he may do as he pleases.* Dr. Hooker
tells. us that, among the Khasias, “the husband docs not

take his wife home, but enters her father’s household, and is

entertained there.’’ 6 And in Sumatra, in the mode of mar-

riage called "ambel sunk,” the father of a virgin makes
choice of some young man for her husband, who is taken

into his house to live there in a state between tliat of a son

and that of a debtor. 11

According to Dr. Starckc, this custom is due to the great

cohesive power of the several families, which causes them to

refuse to part with any of their members. " Since men arc

more independent," he says, “ they are also leas stationary ;

they can no longer attract the women to themselves, and are

therefore attracted by them.7 Under such circumstances,

there is nothing astonishing in the fact that children arc

named after the mother's tribe or clan, which is the ease in

all the instances just given of peoples among whom the

husband has to settle down with his father-in-law. Indeed,

Dr. Tylor has found that, whilst the number of coincidences

between peoples among whom the husband lives with the

wife's family and peoples among whom the maternal system
prevails, is proportionally large, live full maternal system never

appears among peoples whose exclusive custom is for the

• Moure, toe. at. p. ?y8. Towers, lee. at. p. 382. Schoolcraft, ‘The
Indian and his Wigwam,1

p. 73. * Waitz, let. lit. vol iii. p. 383.
1 Macdonald, ' Africans, ’ vol. i. p. 136. Cf. Livingstone, Ax. tit. pp.

bn,el tej.

• Hickion, 1 Notes on the Sengirese,' in ‘ Jour. Anthr. Inst.,' vol xvl.

p. t38. • Hooker, he. cU vol. iL |>. 376.

Marsden, toe. tit. p. 262. • Stareke, Ax. tit. p. io.
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husband to take his wife to his own home. 1 And it is a

icmarkablc fact that where both customs—the woman re-

ceiving hci husband in hci own hut. and the man taking his

wife to his—occur side by side among the same people, descent

in the former cases is traced through the mother, in the latter

through the father.

2

In Japan, should there be only daughters

in the family, a husband is procured for the eldest, who enters

his wife’s family, and, at the same time, takes its name.*

Again, as to the rales of succession, Dr. Starckc has set

forth the hypothesis that they arc dependent on local

connections, these person* being each other’s heirs who dwell

together in one place. Among the Iroquois, for instance, at

the death of a man, his property is divided among bis

brothers, sisters, and mother's brothers, whilst the property of

a woman is tnnafnitted to her children and sisters, but not to

her brothers. " Owing to the faculty of memory,” Dr.

Starckc says, "childhood and youth involve a young man in

such a web of associations that he afterwards finds it hard to

detach himself from them. The man who, when married,

lias lived as a stranger in the house ol another, clings to the

impressions of his former home, and his earlier household

companions become his heir*. But the brother who has

wandered elsewhere stands in a more remote relation to his

sister than do the sisters and the children living with her in

the parental home, and he is therefore excluded from the

inheritance." 4

Though agreeing, in the main, with Dr. Standee's hypo-

thesis, I do not think it affords a complete explanation of the

matter. It certainly accounts for the fact that, under the

maternal systcm.it is just the nearest relatives on the mother’s

side who are a man’s heirs, to the exclusion of other members
of the clan. Rut, if succession really depended upon local

relations only, or upon the remembrance of such relations in

1 Tjrlor, in ‘Jour. Aotlir. Inst,’ voL xriii. p. 358.

• Early Arabians (Robertson Smith, be. at pp. 74, it ug.\ Sumatrans
(Maraden, be. lit. p. : 35), Sinhalese (McLennan, * Studies In Ancient

History,' pp. ioi, tt siq.).

1 Rudder, ' Marriage in Japan,' in 'Trans. As. Son. Japan,' voL uii.

P 115. * Starckc, be. tU. p. 36.
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the pant, it would be the most natural arrangement, where
lather and children lived together till the latter were grown

up, for the father to be succeeded by his son. It seems

probable that the causes which make children take their

mother's name, have also directly exercised some influence

upon the rules of succession : but I am inclined to believe

that the power of the name itself has been of the highest

importance in that respect.

By means of family names former connections arc kept

up. and the past is associated with the present. Even we
ourselves are generally more disposed to count kin with

distant relatives having our own surname than with those

having another. And upon nan in a savage state language

exercises, in this matter, a much greater influence than upon
us. With reference to the aborigines of Western Australia,

Sir George Grey observes, 14 Obligations of family names arc

much stronger than those of blood j" and a 41 Saurian/’ or a
41
Serpent," from the East consider:; himself related to a

“Saurian,” or a “Serpent,” from the West, though no such

relationship may exist. 1 Among the Ossetes, according to

Baron von Haxthaasen, a man is considered more nearly

related to a cousin a hundred times removed, who bears his

name, than to his mother’s brother
;
and he is bound to take

blood revenge for the former, while the latter is in fact not
regarded as a relative at all.* Speaking of certain Bantu
tribes* Mr. McCall Thcal remarks that their aversion to in-

cestuous marriages is so strong, that ;t man will not marry
a girl who belongs to another tribe, if she has the same
family name as himself, although the relationship cannot be

traced.* Is it not a justifiable presumption that a similar

association of ideas has influenced the rules of succession

also,—all the more so, where community of name implies

community of worship as well ? It should Ixr observed chat

in every ease—at lease so far a3 I know—where rank and
property arc inherited through females only, children arc

named after the mother,—but not vice versa, thanks to the

s Grey, 4v.M voL ii. pp. 226
,
2$ l. Lubbock, /*c dL pp. 13^ et stf.

* v. Haxihfluscn, ' Transcaucasia,1
p. 406.

1 McCall Theal, ‘Htetor/ of the Emigrant Boers/ p. i&
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diicct influence of local and other connections. In Chino, a

man is even slzictly forbidden to nominate as his heir c.n

individual of a different surname
.

1

It is a difficult, sometimes even a hopeless, task to tty to

find out the origin of savage laws and customs, and I do not

pretend to have given an exhaustive explanation of those in

question Rut it seems to he sufficiently clear, from what

has been said, that we have no right to ascribe them to

uncertain paternity
;
nay, that *uch an assumption i* not even

probably true. No one has yet exhibited any general coin-

cidence of what we consider moral and immoral habits with

the prevalence of the male and female line among existing

savages. Among the Barca, for instance, as among the

Negroes of Loango, inheritance gee* through mothers only,

though adultery is said to be extremely rare
;

1 whilst, on tike

other hand, among the wanton natives of Tahiti, possessions

always descend to the eldest son. With the Todas and

Tibetans, among whom paternity is often actually uncertain

on account of their polyandrou* marriage customs, succession

runs through the male line only. " If cne or more women,"

Mr. Marshall siys with reference to the former, " arc in com-

mon to several men, each husband considers all the children

as his—though each woman is mother only to her own—and
each male child is an heir to the property of all of the

fathers." * Among tire Reddies, a son—although it often hap-

pens that he does not know his real father— is the heir of his

mother’s husband.* And, in India and Ceylon, female kinship

is associated with polyandry of the beetta type—where the

husbands come to live with the wife in or near the house of

her birth
;
and male kinship with that of the dngti type -where

the wife goes to live in the house and village of her husband .

1

Lastly, as Mr. Spencer remarks, avowed recognition of

kinship in the female line only, shows by no means an uncon-

sciousness of male kinship. As a proof of this may be
1 Medhurst, 1 Marriage, Affinity, and Inheritance in China, 1 in 'T.-nnr.

Rot. As. Soc. China Eranclv vol. iv. p. 29.

* Munzieger, let. tit. pp. -I?!. 490. Proyarl, lot. til. p 57 t.

1 Marshall, lot. tit. pp. 306, el iff.

* Kearns, 1 The Tribes o! South India,1

p. JJ.

* Wake,' lot. tit p. 271.
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adduced the converse custom which the early Romans had os'

recognizing no legal relationship between children of the

same mother and of di(Tcrcnt fathers. For, if it cannot be

supposed that an actual unconsciousness of motherhood was

associated with this system, neither is there any adequate

warrant for the supposition that actual unconsciousness of

fatherhood was associated with the system of "kinship

through females only " among savages. 1

The prevalence of the female line would not presuppose

general promiscuity even if, in some eases, it were de-

pendent on uncertainty as to fathers.

2

The separation of

husband and wife, adultery on the womans side, and the

practice of lending wives to visitors occurring very frequently

among many savage nations, the proverb which says, “ It is

a wise chihl that knows his own father," holds true for a large

number of them. According to Mr* Ingham, the Bakorgo,

who trace their descent through the mother only, assert as a

reason for this custom uncertain paternity ; but nevertheless,

as we have already seen, they would be horrified at tlic idea

of promiscuous intercourse.

Having now examined all the groups of social phenomena
adduced at evidence for the hypothesis of promiscuity, we
have (bund that, in point of fact, they arc no evidence.

Not one of the customs alleged as relies of an ancient state

of indiscriminate cohabitation of the sexes, or “communal
marriage," presupposes the former existence of that .state.

The numerous facts put forward in support of tl>e hyiiolhesia

do not entitle us to assume that promiscuity has ever been

die pievailing form of sexual relations among a single people,

far less that it has constituted a general stage in the social

development of man, and, least of all, that such a stage

formed the starting-point of all human history.

It may seem to the reader that this question has received

more attention than it deserves. But I have discussed it so

1 Spencer
,

4 The Principles of Sociology/ voL i. p. 637, note.

* C/. Bosnian, /i*. rii. p. 421. Phillips,
4 The Lower Congo/ in 'Jour.

Anth. lest,1 v6L xvii. p. 229. Grade, in *Aus alien Welttheilen/ vuL

xx. p. 5- Powell, 4 Wanderings in 1 Wild Coantiy/ p. 60.
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fully not only because of the importance of the .subject, but

because of the insight the customs mentioned give us into

sexual and family relations very different from our own, and

because the unscientific character of the conclusions we have

tested shows most clearly that sociology is still a science in

its infancy.

Even now my criticism is not finished. Having shown that

the hypothesis of promiscuity' has no foundation in fact, 1

shall endeavour, in the next chapter, to demonstmte that it

is opposed to all the correct ideas we arc able to form with

regard to the early condition of man.



CHAPTER VI

A CRITICISM OK Tllli HYPOTHESIS OK PROMISCUITY

{Concluded)

Against the hypothesis of promiscuity Sir Henry Main
has urged that a good deal of evidence seems to show tha

promiscuous intercourse between the sexes tends to a patho-

logical condition very unfavourable to fecundity
; and M in-

fecundity, amid perpetually belligerent savages, implies

weakness and ultimate destruction ."1

Dr. Carpenter refers to the efforts of the American
planters to form the negroes into families, as the promiscuity

into which they were liable (o fall produced infertility, and

fertility had become important to the slave-owners through

the prohibition of the slave-trade.- It is also a well-known

fact that prostitutes very seldom have children, while, accord-

ing to Dr. Roubaud, those of them who many young easily

become mothers .

3 "
II nc poussc pas d'herbe dans les churning

ou tout lc mondc passe," Dr. BertiUon remarks .

4 And, in a

community where all the women equally belonged to all die

men, the your.gcr and prettier ones would of course be most
sought after, and take up a position somewhat akin to that

of the prostitutes of modern society.

It may perhaps be urged dial die practice of polyandry
prevails among several peoples without any evil results as

regards fecundity being heard of. But polyandry scarcely

1 Maine, fa. at. pp. 204, cl 1 /WA, pp. >24, d uy. note.

3 Mantegam, * l>£c Hygttlne der Liebe,’ ?. 405.
1 Quoted by Wilkowdd, 1 La geiitiratiira tannine, 1

p. 218.
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ever implies continued promiscuous intercourse of many
men with one woman. In Tibet, for example, where the

brothers of a family wry often have a common wife, more

than one arc seldom at home at live same lime.' Mr. Talboys

Wheeler has even suggested that polyandry arose among a

pastoral people, whose men were away from their families

for months at a time, so that the duty of protecting these

families would naturally be undertaken by the brothers in

turn* Again, among the Kaniagmutx, the second husband was

only a deputy who acted ns husband and master of the house

during the absence of the true lord and the same was the

ease in Nukahiva* But especially remarkable Is the follow-

ing practice connected with polyandry. In the description

given by Bonder and Lc Verricr of the conquest r.nd con-

version of the Canarians in t/,02 by Jean dc Bethcncourt we

read that, in the island of Laocerote, most of the women

have three husbands, p who wait upon them alternately by

months
;
the husband that is to live with the wife the following

month waits upon her and upon her other husband the whole

of the month that the latter has her, nnd so each takes her in

turn.” 1 Mr Harknen tells us about a Toda who, having

referred to his betrotluil to his wife PilluvSni and the

subsequent betrothal of the latter to two ethers, Khak-

hcod and Tumbut, said, " Now, according to our customs,

Pilluvlni was to pass the first month with me, the second with

Khakhood, and the third with TQmbut.” 1 Among the Kulus,

in the Himalaya Mountains, when parents sell a daughter to

several brothers, she belongs during the first month to the

eldest brother, during the second to the next eldest, and so on ?

whilst, as regards the Nairs, whose women, except those of the

1 ‘Narratives of the Mission of George Bogle to Tibet,' &c., note to

P- 74-
• Wilson, ' The Abode ct Snow,1

p. 21$.

8 Bancroft, !w. til. voL

p

?2. Cf. Erman, in ' Zeitschrife fiir Eth-

nologic,’ veil. iii. p. l6j.

' Lisianskf, ‘ Voyage Round the World,' p 8j.

0 Booticr and Le Vem or, he. cit. p. 139.
0

Iiaiknesu let. rih pp. '. 32
,
r/ny.

’ de Ujtalvy, in ' Boll. Sot. d’Anthr.,' >cr. iii voL y. p 337,
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first quality, may marry twelve husbands if they pleased,

Hamilton states that "all the husbands agree very well, for

they cohabit with her in their turns, according to their priority

of marriage, ten days, more or less, according as they can fix

a term among themselves." 1

The strongest argument against ancient promiscuity is,

however, to be derived from the psychical nature of man and
other mammals. Mr. Darwin remarks tiiat from what wo
know of the jealousy of all male quadrupeds armed, as

many of then arc, with special weapons for Kittling with

their rivals, promiscuous intercourse is utterly unlikely to pre-

vail in a state of nature. " Therefore." he continues, " looking

far enough back in the stream of time, and judging from

the social habits of man as he now exists, the imst probable

view is tiiat he aboriginally lived in small communities,

each with a single wife, or if powerful with several, whom he

jealously guarded against all other men 1’* Yet, according

to the same naturalist, it seems certain, from lire lines of

evidence afforded by Mr. Morgan, Mr. McLennan, and Sir J.

I.ubbock, that almost promiscuous intercourse a*, a later tiihc

was extremely common throughout the world ;* and a similar

view is held by some other writers 1 But if jealousy can be

provod to be universally prevalent in the human race at the

present day, it is impossible to believe that there ever was a

time when man was devoid of that powerful feeling. Professor

Gfranil-Teulon 0 and Dr. Lc lion* assert, indeed, that it is

unknown among almost all civilized peoples; but this as-

sertion will be found to be gToundlee*.

Starling from the very lowest races of men : we arc told

that the Fuegians “arc exceedingly jealous of their women,

and will not allow any one, if they can help it, to enter their

1 Hamilton, fee. tit pp. J 7 J, ct !••</.

• Darwin, ' The Descent of Man,1 voL ii p. 395.

» Ibid., vol. II. p. 3W-
• Le Hon, fer. tit. vol ii. pp. aS* stf. Kaatsky, in ‘ Koirars,1 vaL

xie p. :6s.

• Giraud-Teulon, 1 If* orteinr* <le Li braille,
' p 79. m to

1 Le Hon, vol. ii. p, 393.
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huts, particularly boys
”

1 Several writers assert the same as

regards the Australians.
1 Thus, according to Sir George

Grey," a stern and vigilant jealousy is commonly felt by every

married man ;" 1 and Mr. Curr states that, in most tribes,

a woman " is not allowed to converse or have any relations

whatever with any adult male, save her husband. Even with

a grown-up brother she is always forbidden to exchange a

word."* With reference to the Veddahs of Ceylon, Mr.

Bailey says that, with the very smallest cause, the men arc

exceedingly jealous of their most unattractive wives, and arc

very careful to keep them apart from their companions.*

According to a Thlinkct myth, the- jealousy of man is

older than the world itsc!£ There was an agc.it is supposed,

when men groped in the dark in search of the world. At
that time a Thlinket lived who had a wife and sister

;
and

he was so jealous of his wife, that he killed all his sister's

children because they looked at her.*

Great jealousy is met with among the Atkha Aleuts,

according to Father Yakof; among the Kutchin Indians,

according to Richardson ar.d Hardiaty
; among the Haidahs,

according to Dixon
;
among the Tacullis. according to

Harmon
;
among the Crees, according ro Richardson.’ The

Indians on the Eastern side of the Rocky Mountains visited

by Harmon, in their fits of jealousy, " often cut OB’ all the hair

from the heads of their wives, and, not unfrequently, cut off

their noses also; and should they not in the moment of

1 Wilkes, let. at. voL i. p. 125.

* Breton, ‘Excursions in New Sooth Wales,' Sc., p 23 t. Wilkes,
vol. ii. p 195. Waili-Gerland, iot. clt. veil. vi. p 774. Scbiirmann, lot.

at. P- 223- Salvado. * Mdmoirw,' p 180
’ Grey, lx. tit. vol. ii. p 252. * Curr, let. tit. vol l pp. 100, too.
* Bailey, in ‘ Trans. Ethn. Soc./ N. S. vol ii. p. 292.

* HolmbetK, ‘ Ethnograpbische Sicilian liber die ViUker des lussischen
Amcrika/ in'Aaa Socletatis Scieniiarum Fsunica/voL iv.pp 332,1/117.
Dali, let, at p. <21.

T PeiroS, !tt. at p. 158. Richardson, let. tit. vol. i. p 3S3. HudlKy,
' Tac Loacbeux Indians,’ m ‘Smithsonian Report,' 18% p. 312. Dijon,
' Voyage round the World,* pp 23 ?, they. Harmon,

'
Journal of Voyages

and Travels.’ p. 293. Franklin
,

‘
J
outney to the Shores of the Polar Sea,’

p 67. Cf Wain, vol iii. p 328 ; Ifairne, let. til. p. jio
;
Mackcnsle,

let. til p U 7 i Hoo|xr, let. til. p 390.
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passion have a knife at hand, they ynll snap it off at one bite,

with their teeth. . . . The man is satisfied in thus revenging a

supposed injuiy
;
and having destroyed the beauty of his

wife, he concludes that he has secured her against all future

solicitations 10 offend." 1 In California, if a married native

woman is seen even walking in the forest with another mar

than her husband, she is chastised by him, whilst a repetitior

of the offence is generally punished with speedy death.’

Among the Creeks, 'it was formerly reckoned adultery, i:

a man took a pitcher of water off a married woman's head

and drank of it.'
,

‘ The Moquis allow their wives to work

only indoors, afraid of haring rivals.* The Arawaks,* as also

the Indians of Peru* are stated to commit horrible crimes ol

jealousy. The Botocudos, who ate known to change wives

very frequently, are, nevertheless, much addicted to that

passion,’ And, regarding the Coioados of Brazil, v. Spix anti

v. Martiu* say that revenge and jealousy arc the only passions

that can touse their stunted soul from its moody indifference.'

In the Sandwich Islands, according to Lisiansky, jealousy

was extremely prevalent ;• and, in Nukahiva, the men punish

their wives with severity upon the least suspicion of in-

fidelity.10 The Areois of Tahiti, too, although given tc

every kind of licentiousness, are described by Ellis as utterly

jealous. 11 The same is said of the New Caledonians and New
Zealanders ; whilst, in the l’elew lslands.it is forbidden ever

to speak about another man’s wife or mention her name.1*

In short, the South Sea Islanders are. as Mr. Macdonald

remarks, generally jealous of the chastity of their wives. 1*

• Harmon, toe. cit. p. S»3 * Powers, tec. at. p. 41 *•

• Adair, Air. at. p. 143. • Waits, tea (it. vol. iv. p 20^
4 v. Martini, he (if. vol. i. p. 6gj.

• v. Schun-Hobhausoi, ‘ Der Amajonaa,1

p. 70
• v. Martius, voL L p. 3«- Keane, ‘Oa tb« Botocudos,’ in ‘Jour

Anthr. Iasi,’ voL xiii- p. 206.

5 v. Spix and v. Manias, lee. cit vcd. li. p. 141.

® Liaiansiy, he. dt. p i;8.
11 Met., I. p. 82

° Ellis, ‘ Polynesian Researches.1

vol, i. p. 239.

“ MoDcelon, in
‘ DuU Soc. tfAnthr./ ser. lil voL ix. p. 368. Wait*

Cerland, vol. ri. p. 1 15.
" ' Yroer,’ vol. iv. p. 3*9-

« Macdcoald, ‘ Oceania ’ p. 194.
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Among the Malaya of Sumatra, the husband jealously

guards his wife as long as his affection lasts: 1 ami. concerning

several other tribes of the Indian Archipelago, Riedel says

that the men are very much addicted to the same passion.’

Captain Arncsen observed the great jealousy of the Samo-
yeiles." Dr. A. 0. Hcikcl informs me that a Tartar may
repudiate his wife if he sees her shaking hands with a man.

Among the nomadic Kodaks, many wives arc killed by pas-

sionate husbands. lienee their women endeavour to be very

ugly: they refrain from dressing their hair or washing, and
walk about ragged, as the husbands take foi granted that, if

they dress themselves, they do so in order to attract admirers.*

Among the Beni-Mzab, a man who speaks in the street to

a married woman of quality is punished with a fine of two
hundred francs and banishment for four years.6 In the Nile

countries and many other parts of Africa, it is customary for

the men to preserve the fidelity of their wives in a way not

unlike a method used in the age of the Crusades." With
reference to the inhabitants of Fida, Bosnian tells us that a

rich negro will not suffer any man to cuter die houses where
his wives reside, ami on tlx: least suspicion will sell diem to

the Europeans
;

r whilst in Dahomey, if n wayfarer meets any
of the royal wives on the road, a bell warns him "to turn olT

or stand against a wall while they pass." “

That jealousy is a powerful agent in the social life of civil-

ized nations is a fact which it is unnecessary to dwell upon.

In Mohammedan countries, a woman is not allowed to

receive male visitors, or to go out unveiled,® it being un-
1 Dock, ' The Head-Hunters of Borneo/ p. 31 S-

’ Riedel, Av. til. pp 5, 355, 44S- Cf. Modigliani, 1 Un vinggio a Nias,’

p. 471 (Nias). > * Ymer,* vol. iii. p. 144-
* Georgi, lot. til. pp. 34S, it icq. * Cliavannc, tot. tit. p. 315.
• Bastian, * Recfatsverhaltnissc,' p. xx. Walts, lot. tit. vo!. ii. p. 516
T Ho&ni&ii, ice. cit. p. 479.
b Forbes, ' Dahomey and tlic Dabom&ns,* vol. L p. 25. CJ

\

Darth,
Reisw,1 vol iv. p. 498

;
‘Clobus,’ vol xli. p. 237 ;

Uosman, p. 460.
0 Le Bon, ' La civilisation des Arab**/ p. 434. This rule is not, how-

ever, strictly observed among tlx: lower classes in Ambi* (Palgravo,

‘Journey through Ctnttal and Eastern Arabia,' vol. I. pp, 271, it ley),

nor by the Mohammedans of Atrip (d'Escayrac dc Lauturc, lot. til.

p. 6y Munzinger, let. cit p. 511. Cbaranne, p. 349).
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lawful for the Moslem to ?cc the faces of any ether women
than those whom he is forbidden to many and his own
wives and female slaves. 1 A man who jxmetrates into the

harem of another man may easily lose his life; and Dr.

Polafc states that, in Persia, a European physician cannot,

without being considered indecent, even ask about the health

of a Mohammedan’s wife and daughter, chough they arc 01.-

Again, in Japan, as [ am told by a native of the country, it

was customary for women when getting married, to have

their eyebrows shaved off, because thick and beautiful eye-

brows arc considered one of a woman's greatest ornaments.

At the same time, according to Mr. Balfour, their tath are

stained blade, which can only have the effect of making

the wife less attractive to the husband,—as well as to

other men.

1

This reminds us of the wide-spread practice

of depriving a woman of her ornaments as soon as she is

married.

The prevalence of jealousy in the human race is best shown
by the punishments inflicted for adultery

;
although it may

be that the proprietary feeling here plays an important

part. In a savage country a seducer may be thankful if he

escapes by paying to the injured husband the value of the

bride or some other fine, or if the penalty is reduced to a

flogging, to his head being shaved, his cars cut off, one of

his cye^ destroyed, his legs speared, &o», &c. He must con-

sider himself very lucky if he is merely paid in his own coir,

or if the punishment falls on his wife, who, in that case, seems

to be looked upon as the real cause of her husband’s unfaith-

fulness.

4

Most commonly, among uncivilized natrons, the

seducer is killed, adultery on the woman’s side being con-

sidered a heinous crime, for which nothing but the death of

the offender can atone. Among the Woganda, it is, as a rule,

punished even mom severely than murder and, in parts of

1 Lane. ‘The Manners and Customs of the Mbdeni Egyptians, 1

vol. I.

p. 138.
J

Polflk,
4 Postal/ vdl. ». p. 224.

a iJalfcer
,

4 Tbe Cyclopaedia of India/ vol. in. p. 253.
4 Moncclon, in ‘Dull. Sec. d'AMbr/ *er. Ill vol. vllh p 361 (Now

Caledonians).
6 Wilson and Felkin, i&t. tit. vol. i. p. 201
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New Guinea, capita'; punishment is said to be almost unknown
except for adultery.1

Mr. Reside remarks that, among savages generally, it is the

seducer who suffers, not the victim. 1 Yet this holds goad for

certain peoples only,* the faithless wife being generally dis-

carded, beaten, or ill-treated in some other way, and very
frequently killed. Often, too, she is disfigured by her jealous

husband, so that no man may fall in love with her in future.

Thus, among several peoples of North America, India, and
elsewhere, her nose is cut or bitten off,—a practice which also

prevailed in ancient Egypt. 1 As late as the year 1120 the

Council of Ncapolis in Palestine decreed that an adulterer

should be castrated, and the nose of an unfaithful wife cut

off ;* whilst, in the “ Uplands-lag," an oid Swedish provincial

law, it is prescribed that an adulteress who cannot pay the

fine of forty marks, shall lose hex hair, cars, and iiosc.a The
Creeks and some Chittagong Hill tribes likewise cut off the

ears of a woman who has been guilty of infidelity
;

’ and many
other people ate in the habit of shaving her head.”

1 Waiu-Gcrland, Aw. dt. vnt vi. p 661. » Reade, tar. dt. p. <ii.
* Some Californian tribes (Powers, lor. til. pp. 75, =46, :;o), the

Comanch.es (Schoolcraft, toe. cir. vol. ii. p. 132), Guanas (Airu>, /«. or.
*ol. li-p. 95 l« Patagonians (Falkncr, ‘Uwcdpiion of Patagonia, 1

p. 116),

Kmpula in Manipur (Watt, in 'Jour. Anthr. Inst,’ vol. avi. p. 355),
Ladroflio lUamteis (Moore, lee. dr. p. 1S7), the ancient people of Hon-
duras (dc Herrera. ’The General Hlstoty of the West Indies.’ vot iv.

p 140;,

* North American Indians (Schooletall, vol. i. p. 236; vol. ii. p. 132;
vot. v. pp. 6SJ. 684, 686. Ciuvcr, ice. dr. p. 375. Adair, lee. dr. p. 145.

Bancroft, lee. dt vot. i. p. 514), Africans (Wake, ‘The Evolution uf
Morality,’ vol ii. p «*8, ante 1. Wain, vol. ii. p. 115), Goods and Kcr-
kCi (Fowjtli, lor. ext. p 149), Kolyas (Watt, in ‘Jour. Anthr. Inu.,' vol.
*vl- P- 3 S«>, inhabitants of Ncpnul (Smith, ‘Five Yean’ Residence at
Ncpaul,’ vol. i. p. 153), South Slavonians (Krauts, lor. dt. pp. 560, tt tea

,

Egyptians (Wilkinson, lee. dt. vol. i. p. 304).
1 Ucbfch, lee. dt p. 50, note 3.
c ‘ UptaDda-Lagen,1

Acrklic Balkier, eh. vi.

’ Adair, pp. 144, it uf. Lenin, he. dt. p. 345.
‘ Cr» (Schoolcraft, vol. v. p. 167), Chibchas Want, roL iv. p 367’.

Abvs-.mians (Lobo, 1 Voyage :o Abyssinia,' in I'inkotton, 1 Collection of
Voyages, 1

vol. xv. pp 35. tt tty.), Kolyas (Watt, in 1
Ic.ir. Anthr. InM.

vol. xvi. p. 35H), 4u
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Among a large number of peoples, a husband not only

requires chastity from his wife, but demands that the woman
whom he marries shall be a virgin. There can be little

doubt, I think, that this requirement owes its origin to

the same powerful feeling that keeps watch over marital

faithfulness.

Among the Ahts, for example, " a girl who was known to

have lost her virtue, lost with it one of her chances of a

favourable marriage." 1 Among the Chippewa's according to

Mr. Keating, no woman could expect to be taken as a wife

by a warrior unless she had lived in strict chastity.® State-

ments to the same effect are made with reference to other

Indian tribes. 3 Again, when one of the Chichimccs of Central

Mexico marries, if the girl proves not to be a virgin, she may
be returned to her parents.' A very similar custom prevailed

among the Nicaraguans and Azfc-Ws,6 and exist still among
scvcial tribes of the Indian Archipelago and in New Guinea
whilst, in Samoa, valuable presents Were given for a girl who
had preserved her virtue, the bride’s purity being proved

in a way that will not bear the iglit of description.'

“ In many parts of Africa," says Mr. Reade. " no marriage

can be ratified till a jury of matrons have pronounced a

verdict of purity on the bride it being customary to return

a girl who is found not to have lxtcn entirely chaste, and to

1 Sproa:, tot. til. p. 95.

* Rearing, 'Expedition to the Source of St. Peter's River,’ voL il

PP> *69. *•"*?•
1 Heriot, tec fit. p. 359 Wain, tec til. vo! 111. p. 505.
' Ilancroft, tec. at. vo). I. p. 633
* Squier, ' The Aichasalogy and Ethnology of Nicaragua.’ in ' Trans

Am- Eihiv See.,' vol. Hi. pt. i- p. 137. Acosta, ‘ The Natural and Moral

Hi3torv ofthe Indie*' voJ. ii. p 37a.

‘ Wilkes, In ’Bijdragen tot to tiul-, land- en voBnekonde van Keder
landsch-lndil!,' icr. v. vol. iv. pp 44f> -m*. Itlok, In ‘Bull Soc. d'Anthr.,’

ser. Hi. vol xi. p 397.

' Tumci, 'Samoa,' p 95. Wilkes, let. til. voL ii. p 8a Waits-
Getland, vol. vi. p 137.

' Kendo, lot. til. p SJ7- Cf. Wait* vol. il p. 389 ; Nachtigal, lot. tit.

vol t. p 7'|0; Park, ‘Travels In the Interior of Africa, 1

p. ::i (M.mdin-

goes) , Buickhardt, lee cit. p 151, note f (Arabs of Upper EgypJj.
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claim back the price paid for her.

1

Dr. Giade states that

among the Negroes of Togoland, a much higher price is paid
:°r a bride who is a virgin than for any other.4 Among the

Soma Is, a fallen girl cannot become a man's legitimate wife ;*

whilst, in the Soudan and other parts of Africa where girls

arc subjected to infibulation, that incontinence may be made
impossible, no young woman who is not infibulated can get a

husband.

4

The Jewish custom of handing “ the tokens of the damsel’s

virginity " to her parents, to be kept as evidence in ease of a

later accusation, is well-known/1 A practice not very dis-

similar to this prevails in China,0 Arabia,7 and among the

Chuvashes,

8

with whom the signurn iuuoccntiac is exhibited

even coram popato. In Persia,3 as also in Circassia,* a

girl who is not a virgin when she marries, runs the risk of

being put away after the first night. Among several nations

belonging to the Russian Empire, according to Gcorgi, the

bridegroom may claim a fine in case of the bride being found

to have lost her virtue; 11 and, among the Chulima, if the

Mosaic testimony of chastity is wanting, the husband goes
away and does not return before the seducer has made peace

with him.** An to the ancient Germans, Tacitus states that,

by their laws, virgins only could many. 1 *

A husband’s pretensions may reach even farther than this.

He often demands that the woman he chooses for Ins wife

shall belong to him, not during his lifetime only, but after his

death.

1 Waits, toe at. voL il. p. 1

1

y Posr, 1 Afrikanischc Jurisprudent,' voL i.

pp. 39^ ct stq. Johnston, ‘The People of Extern lixjunto/inl Africa,' in

‘Jour. Anthr. IML/ vcl. xv. p. il. Cj\ Reads, lot. cit. p. 45.
1 Grade, in 4 Aus. alien WclttbctfcD,’ voL xx. p. 5.

3 Waits, vol. ii. p 52s.

* <1* Eicnyra; ds Lauturc, l/<c. at. p. 197.
a * Deuteronomy,' eh. xxii, vv. 15-17.
" Gray, lot. cit. vol. i. p. 209.

’ Manjoni, quoted by Janlre, lac. cit. p 555. Cf. llorckhmdt, lat. til.

p. 63. * V4mWty, ' Uat Turkenvdk,’ p. 461
1 l'olak, ice. at. vol. i, p. 913. “ Klemm, toe. cit. vol. ir. p. 16.

" Gcorgi, ioc. ciL pp. 79, ia|, 237, 238, 783. " INtL, p. 137.

" Tacitus, lac. cit. eh. «i«.
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The belief in another life is almost universal in the human
race. As that life is supi*osed to resemble this, man having

the same necessities there as here, part of his property is

buried with him. And so strong is the idea of a wife being

the exclusive property of her husband, that, among several

peoples, she may not even survive him.

Thus, formerly, among the Comanchcs, when a man died,

his favourite wife was killed at the same time. 1 In ccnain

Californian tribes, widows were sacrificed on the pyre with

their deceased husbands;' and Mackenzie was told that this

practice sometimes occurred among tjic Creos.3 In Darien

and Panama, on the death of a chief, all his concubines were

interred with him.* When one of the Incas died, says Acosta,

the woman whom he had loved best, as well as his servants

and officers, were put to death, “ that they might serve him

in the other life."" The same custom prevailed in the region

of the Congo, as also in some other African countries." “ It

is no longer possible to doubt, “ says Dr. Schrader, " that

ancient Inco-Gennanic custom ordained that the wife should

die with her husband."’ In India, as is well known,

widows were sacrificed, until quite recently, on the funeral

pile of their husbands ;* whilst, among the Tartars, accord-

ing to Navarette, on a man’s death, one of his wives hanged

herself
H
t© bear him company in that journey." Among

the Chinese, something of the same kind seems to have been

done occasionally in olden times. 1

Turning to other quarto's of the world
:

in Polynesia, and

especially in Melanesia, widows were very commonly killed. 1
*

In Fiji, for instance, they were either buried alive or strangled,

often at their own desire, because they believed that in this

• Schoolcraft, Air. tit. vol. ii. p. 133

' Mitt, voL Iv. p as6 ; vol. v. p. 217.
! Mackeniic, Inc. tit. p. scriii.

* Seertuum, 'The Voyage of Herald,' vol. i. p. 316.
1 Actww, Inc. tit. vol. il. p. 313.

• Seado, toe. tit. p. 359. Will;1, lee. til. vol. ii. pp. 192, 193, 419.

' Schrader, lex. tit, p. 391.
* In Dali this practice was earned to the utmost cvccss (Crawfurd

1 History of the Indian Archipelago
,

1

vol. ii., p. 241. Zimmermann, toe. tit.

vol. i. p. 19).
1 Navarette, toe. tit. p. 77.

>' Waiu-Ocrland, vol vi pp. 13c, 640, tt wj.
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way alone could they reach the realms of bliss, and that slvc

who met her death with the greatest devotedness, would
become the favourite wife in the abode of spirits. On Ihe

other hand, a widow who did not permit herself to be killed

was considered an adulteress. 1 In the New Hebrides, accord-

ing to the missionary John Ingiis, a wife is strangled, even

when her husband is long absent from home.-

If the husband's demands arc less severe, his widow is not

on that account always exempted from every duty towards

him aflcr his death. Among the Tacullica, she is compelled

by the kinsfolk of the deceased to lie on the funeral pile where

the body of her husband is placed, whilst the fim is lighting,

until the heat becomes unbearable. Then, after the body

is consumed, she is obliged to collect the ashes and deposit

them in a small basket, which she must always carry about

with her for two or three years, during which time she is not

at liberty to many again /
1 Among the Kutchiu Indians, the

widow, or widows, arc bound to remain near the bixly for a

year to protect it from animals, &c.
\
and only when it is quite

decayed and merely the bones remain, arc they permitted

to remany, 41
to dress their hair, and put on beads and

other ornaments to attract admirers/’ 4 Again, among the

Minas on the Slave Coast, the widows arc shut up for sjx

months in the room where their husband is buried .
6 With

the Kukis, according to Rennet, a widow was compelled to

remain for a year beside the tomb of her deceased husband,

her family bringing her food .

4 In the Mosquito tribe," the

widow was bound to supply the grave of her husband with

provisions for a year, after which she took up the bones and
earned them with her for another year, at last placing Item

' Wilkes, for. di. voL iii. p. y6. ZimmctilUiiu, he. at. voL i. pp. 359,
377. Secmznii, * Viti/ pp. 193, 398. Williams, 1 Mhakmary Enterprises

in the South Sea Islands' p- 557 - Pritchard, Av. ciL p. 372.
1 ingiis * Missionary Tour the New Hebrides,' in ‘Journal of the

Ethnological Society of London/ vol. i:i. p. 63.
* Wilkes, he. di. vnL iv. p. 435. Cf. Richardson, !oc. at. vol kl.

p 3*.
4 Hardisty, in ‘Smithsonian Report/ 1866, p. 319
* lioudie, * La Cote deb EscUve*/ p. 318.
4 Lewi 11, he. cit. p. 2$a
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upon the roof of her house, and then only was she allowed

to marry again." 1

In Rotuma and the Marquesas Islands,® as well as among
the Tartars and Iroquois,8 a widow was never allowed to enter

a fecond time into the maiiicd state. Among the ancient

Peruvians, says Garcilasso de la Vega, very few widows
who had no children ever married again, and even widows

who had children continued to live single ;
" for this virtue

was much commended in their laws am! ordinances.” 1 Nor is

it in China considered proper fora widow to contract a second

marriage, and in genteel families such ail event rarely, if ever,

occurs. Indeed, a lady of rank, by contracting a second

marriage, exposes herself to a penalty of eighty blows."

Again, the Arabs, according to Burckhardt, regard cvciy-

thing connected with the nuptials of a widow as ill-omened,

and unworthy of the participation of generous and honourable

men.4

Speaking of the Aryans. Dr. Schrader remarks that, when
sentiments had become more humane, traces of the old
state of things survived in the prohibitions issued against the
second marriage ol widows.' Even now, according to

Dubois, the happiest lot that can befall a Hindu woman,
particularly one of the Brahman caste, is to die in the married

state. The bare mention of a second marriage for her would
be considered the greatest of insults, and, if she married again,

" she would b? hunted out of society, and no decent person

would venture at any time to have the slightest intercourse

with her." * Again, among the Mulls, when a widow marries,

the newly-wedded pair, according to a long-established custom,

arc obliged to leave the house before daybreak and pass the

next day in the fields, in a solitary place, some miles from the

village, nor may they return till the dusk. The necessity of

1 Bancroft, lot. tit. p. l?j.

* Waitc-Gerland, lot. at. vol. v. pt ii. p 191 ; vol. vl. p. 130.

* lie Rabruqui-, 1 Travels into Tartnry and China,
1

in Pinkerton,
Collection of Voyages, 1 veL vii. p 33. Scboociaft, lot. til. vol. vi. p 57.

* Garcilasso de la Vega, lot. tit. vol. i. p. 305
4 Cray, 1st. tit. roL i. p =13. ‘ Burckhardt, lot. tit. p 155.
’ Schrader, lot. tit. p. 391.

* Dubois, for. at. pp. 99, 164.
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the couple passing the first day of their marriage in this way,
• ike outcasts, is, writes Sir J. Malcolm, “to mark that sense
of degradation which all the natives of Hindustan entertain

^gainst a woman marrying a second husband."

1

The South

Slavonians, says Krauss, regard a widow's remarriage as an
insult to her former consort ,* and a similar view prevailed in

ancient Greece, according to Pauaanias,

3

and among the

Romans* The early Christians, also, strongly disapproved
of second marriages by persons of either sex, although St
I’aul had peremptorily urged that the younger widows should

marry.' Indeed the practice of second nuptials was branded
with the name of a legal adultery, and the persons who were

guilty of so scandalous an offence against Christian purity

were soon excluded from the honours and even from the

alms of the Church*
Much more commonly, however, the prohibition of a

-second marriage refers only to a certain period after the

husband’s death. Thus, among the Chiclconaws, widows were
obliged tu live a chaste -single life for three years at the

risk of the law of adultery being executed against the re-

cusants whilst, among the Creeks, a widow was looked u|ion

iis an adulteress if she spoke or made free with any man
within four summers after the death of her husband.

8

Among
the Ole Kukis, widowers and widows could not marry within

three years, and then only with the permission of the family

of the deceased. 1
' Among the Kunama. too, the period of

widowhood must not be shorter than three years, in Saiaif not

less than two 10 The Arawaks, British Columbians, and

1 Malcolm, ‘Essay on the B lulls,
1 in ’Trans Roy. Asiatic See. G«

11main and lreload,1

1

vol 1. p 86- 1 Krauta, lee ell. |t 578.
3 Pnusanlu, ”KX\<Moi book ii. eh. 2:.

* Rossbsch, lee. ii/. p. 262.

6 Fulton, 'Tliu Law of Mamago,’ pp. v».ehcf. St- Paul, •
1 Timothy.’

eh. V. r*> II, 13, 1.
1,

cl Iff

* Gibbun, • The History of the Decline and Fall of tl>c Roman Empire,’

vol. ). p. 319.
r Adnir, lot. ci/. p. 186.

* Schoolcraft, lee. tit. vol. v. |X 269.

* Stewart, in ’Jour. As. Soa Bengal/ rot xxiv. p. 621.

Munringcr, lee. tit. pp. -84, }Sj.
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Mandans required that the head of the widow should be

shaved, and she was not permitted to marry again before her

shorn locks regained their wonted length.

1

Among the

Hovas, Ainos, Patagonians, &c., the widow has to live a single

life for a year at least after her husband's death,

5

and among
some other peoples for six months.11

It may perhaps he supposed that the object of these prohibi-

tions is to remove all apprehensions as to pregnancy. But

this cannot be the case when the time of mourning lasts

for a year or more. In Same, where a widow is bound
to celibacy for two years, a divorced wife is prevented

from marrying within two months only, as Munzinger says,

“ in order to avoid all uncertainty as to pregnancy
;

"

4

and, among the Bedouins, a divorced woman has, for the

same reason, to remain unmarried for no longer time than

forty days.11 Moreover, certain- peoples, especially those

among whom monogamy is the only recognized form of

marriage, or among whom polygyny is practised as a rare

exception, prohibit the speedy remarriage not only of widows
but of widowers.*

The meaning of the interdict appears also from the common
rule that a wife, after her husband's death, shall give up all

1 Schomb'aigk, toe. (it. vol i. p. 327. Lord, toe. cit. voi. iL p. 23s.

Catiin, let. at. voi I. p. 95.
* Sibree, foe. at. p. 255. v. Siebald, !c(. (it. p. 34. Fnlkner, for. (it

p.119. Schoolcraft, for. cit. vol. iii. p. 238 (Dacoiahsl. Powers, for. tit.

p. 3S3 (Yohjis). Mur.linger, ice. cit. pp. :oS, 341 {Takue, MareaJ.

Finsch, toe. at. p. 83 (certain Papuans!
3 Hcriot foe cit. p. 325 (Californians). Ashe, ' Travels in America,'

p. 330 (Shawanese). Lyon, tee. at. p. 3G9 (Eskimo al Igioolilc)

• Munringrr, p. 387. 1 Bnrekhardt, ice. cit. p. 63.

“ Greenlanders (Cram, tor. lit. vol. i. p. 14B), Eskimo at Igloolik.

(I-yon, for. at 369), Aleots (Bancroft, for. at. voL i. p. 93, note 133.

Pen off, for. lit. p. 159!, Indians of Oregon (Schooknift, for. cit. vol. v.

p. 655)1 Dae*ahs (fori*, vol. iiL p. 236), Yokels (Foweis. for. tit. p.

383), Javanese (Ashe, ter. cit. p. 250), Chibchas (Waits, for. cit. vol. iv.

p. j6;>, Macens (v. Mariius, toe. cit. vol i. p. 6i9 ), Ainos (Dali, for. M
p. 534. Blckmore,

1 Notes on the Ainos,' in ' Traas. Ethn. Soc.,' N. S.

vol rll. p. 20, v. Sicbold, for. at. p. 34), Igortotes of Loryit (Meyer, in

' Vertmndl. Bed. Gcs. Anthr.,' tSBj, p. 385. Blnmentritt, fee- tit. p. 2S),

Old Kukra (Stewart, in ‘Jour. As. Soc. Bengal,' vol. xxiv. p. 620).
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her ornaments, ami have her head shaved, her hair cut short,

or her face blackened. Among certain Indians, the law com-

pels the widow through the long term of her mourning to

refrain from all public company and diversions, under pain of

being considered an adulteress, and, likewise to go with flow-

ing hair without the privilege of oil to anoint it

;

1 whilst, in

Greenland talcs, it is said of a truly disconsolate widow,

“ She mourns so, that she cannot be recognised for dirt/’*

Hence we see how deep-rooted is the idea that a woman
belongs exclusively to on: man. Savages believe that the

soul of the deceased can return and become a tormentor of

the living. Thus a husband, even after his death, may
punish a wife who has proved unfaithful.

According to travellers' statements, there are, indeed,

peoples almost devoid or the feeling of jealousy, and the

practice of lending or prostituting wives is generally taken as

evidence of this. But jealousy, as well as love, is far from

being the same feeling in the mind of a savage a* in that of

a civilized man. A wife is often regarded as not very different

from other property, and an adulterer as a thief.
8 In some

parts of Africa, he is punished as such, having his hands,

or one of them, cut off.‘ The fact that a man lends his wife

to a visitor no more implies the absence of jealousy than

other ways of showing hospitality imply that he is without

the proprietary feeling. According to Wilkes, the aborigines

of New South Wales " will frequently give one of their wives

to a friend who nay be in want of one
;
but notwithstanding

this laxity they arc extremely jealous, and arc very prompt to

resent any freedom taken with their wives." 6

A married woman is never permitted to cohabit with any
man but the husband, except with the husband's permission

;

< Adair, to. HI. pp. ISO, el uf.
! Fries, ‘ Cranium),' p. 76.

’
CJ. Casalia, to. (if, p. 225 (Basutoj)

;
Scchon, to. Hi. p. 747 (people

of Madagascar)
;
Lumholtz, to. at. p. 116 (natives of Nonhorn Queens-

land); Lctoumean, ‘ Involution du manage et do U famlQc,' pp. 258,
el uy.

* In Fernando Po (Reade, to. a'l. p. 6 j) and among the Fulah (Waiti,

to a/, vol. (I. p. 472).

* Wilkes, to. HI. voL ii. p. 195.
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and tills permission is given only as an act of hospitality or

friendship, or as a means of profit. Wien we an: told that a

negro husband uses his wife for entrapping other men and

making them pay a heavy fine ; ' that, among the Crees,

adultery is considered no crime " provided the husband re-

ccivcs a valuable consideration for his wife's prostitution 3

or that, in Nulcahiva, husbands sometimes offer their wives to

foreigners " from their ardent desire of possessing iron, or oilier

European articles," 1—we must not infer from this profligacy

that jealousy is unknown to mar. al early stages of civilisa-

tion. On die contrary, such practices are due chiefly to

contact with " higher culture,” which often lias the effect of

misleading natural instincts. " Husbands, aftei the degrada-

tion of a pseudo-civilization,” siys Mr. Bomvick, “are some-

times found ready to barter the virtue of a wife fer a piece of

tobacco, a morsel of bread, or a silver sixpence.”' Mr. Curr

observes that, among the Australian natives, “ husbands dis-

play much less jealousy of white men than of those of their

own colour,” and that they will more commonly prostitute

their wives to strangers visiting the tribe than to their own
people.1 "Under no circumstances," says Sir George Grey,

" is a strange native allowed to approach the fire of a

married man." 0 According to Bosnian, the Negroes of

Benin were very jealous of their wives with their own country-

men, though not in the least with European foreigners
;

1 and

Lisiansky states exactly the same as regards the Sandwich

Islanders.1 In California, says M r Powers, • since the advent

of '.he Americans the husband often traffics in his wife's

honour for gain, and even forces her to infamy when unwill-

ing
;
though in early days he would have slain her without

pity and without remorse for the same offence.” " The like is

true of the Columbians about Puget Sound;'0 and Geergi

1 Rcade, Air. til p. 4*. ‘ I>as Amland,' 1 8S1, p ic?8.

J Franklin lot. tU. p? 67, ft

1 lisiansky, lot, (it. p. 8:.

• Bonwtek, 'The Ur ot the Tasmanians,’ p 308.

1 Cun, for. rtf. vol. i. p no Cf. I.umlioliz, lor. tit. p|i. 345, ft iff.

• Gicy, for. til. vol. li pp 252, ting.
' Bosnian, lot. ot. p. S3 S-

' Lisiamky. p. 138.

• pouws, foe. at. p. 4l> ” llmcioft, toe. tit. vol 1. p. 218
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remarks that the nomadic Koriaks torment their wives by

their jealousy, sometimes even killing them from this passion ;

whereas those Koriaks who lead a atatkmaiy life, being far

more advanced in civilization, arc so little addicted to it, that

they even have a rrlisli for seeing foreigners make love to

their wives, whom they dress accordingly. 1

If the hypothesis of an annual pairing time in the infancy

of mankind holds good, jealousy must at that stage have

been a passion of very great intensity.

It may, however, be supposed that this feeling, though be-

longing to human nature, has been restrained by certain con-

ditions which have made it necessary, or desirable, for a man

to share his wife with other men. Thus polyandry now

prevails in several parts of the world. But I shall endeavour

to show, later on, that this practice i3 due chiefly to scarcity

of women, and commonly implies ar. act or fraternal benevo-

lence, the eldest and first married brother in a family giving

his younger brothers a share in his wife, if they would

otherwise be obliged to live unmarried. Hence polyandry

can by no means, as Mr. McLennan suggests, be regarded as

“a modification of and advance from promiscuity." It owes

its origin to causes, or a cause. Which never would have pro-

duced genera! communism in women. Besides, it can be

proved that polyandry is abhorrent to the rudest races of

men.

It has been suggested, too, that man’s gregarious way of

living made promiscuity necessary. The men of a group, it

is said, must either have quarrelled about their women and

separated, splitting the horde into hostile sections, or indulged

In promiscuous intercourse. But it is hard to understand why

tribal organization in olden times should have prevented a

man having hi3 special wife, since it does not do so among

savages still existing. Primitive law is the law of might ; and

it is -Impossible to believe that the stronger men, who generally

succeeded in getting the most comely women, voluntarily

gave their weaker rivals a share in their precious capture.

Regarding the aborigines of Queensland, Lumholtz states

that as a rule, it is difficult for men to marry before they are

' Geoigi, lac. iff. p, iig.
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thirty years of age, the old men having the youngest and

best-looking wives, while 11 young man must consider himself

fortunate if he can get an old woman.1 It more commonly

happens among savages, however, that almost every full-

grown man is able to get a wife for himself ; and when this is

the ease, there is still less reason for assuming communism
in women.

It is not, of course, impossible that, among some peoples,

intercourse between the sexes may have been almost promis-

cuous. But there is not a shred of genuine evidence for the

notion that promiscuity ever formed a general stage in the

social history of mankind. The hypothesis of promiscuity,

instead of belonging, as Professor Giraud-Teulon thinks,* to

the class of hypotheses which art: scientifically permissible,

has no real foundation, and is essentially unscientific.

1 Lumholtr, lee fit. p. iCj.
‘ Giraud-Teulon, ‘ Les engines flu mariugc « de la famine,' p. 70.



CHAPTER VI!

MAUUIAOE ANI> CELIBACY

With wild nnimals sexual desire is rot less powerful ns an

incentive to strenuous oxertion than hunger and thirst- In the

rut-time, the males even of the most cowardly species engage

in mortal combats , and ehstir.cncc, or at least voluntary

abstinence, is almost unheard of in a state of nature 1

As regards savage and barbarous races ofmen, among whom
the relation s of the sexes under normal conditions take the

form of marriage, nearly every individual strives to get

married ns soon as he, or she, reaches the age of puberty. 5

Hence there arc far fewer bachelor? and spinsters among them

than among civilized peoples. Hannon found that among

the Blackfeet, Crees, Chippswyatis, and other aboriginal tribes

on the eastern side of the Rocky Mountains, celibacy was a

rare exception;* and Ashe noted the same fact among the

Shawancsc.' l’rcscott states of the Dacotahs, “ I do not

know of a bachelor among them. They have a little more

! As n curious exception to this rule, Dr. Drcliin (' Diid-Lifc,’ p. 3S9)

mentions a bereaved hen sparrow, who, though she had eggs to hatch

and young 10 rear, would nc< take a second mate.

* Among tltc Kanlagmvtu and Alcuia (Dull, lot. at. p. toe}, as also occa-

sionally among other Nc*th American thtes, certain men were d re tried

and brought up like '«omco, and never married
;
whereas, among the

Laite 11 Eskimo, them are some women who refuse to accept husbands,

preferring to adopt masculine manner:, following the deer on the mount-

ains, trapping and Sshing for themselves (iforf, p. i J9).

* Harmon, lot. tit. p. 339.

* Ashe, toe. til. p. ajo.
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respect for the women and themselves, than to live a single

life/'

1

Indeed, according to Adair, many Indian women
thought virginity and widowhood the same as death.* Among
the Eastern Greenlanders, visited by Lieutenant Holm, only

one unmarried woman was met with.

3

The Charruas, says Azara, " nc restent jamais dans Ic

cilibat, cl i!s sc marient aussitOt qu'ils sentent le besoin dc

ccttc union.” * As regards the Yahgans, Mr. Bridges writes

that none but mutes and imbeciles remained single, except some
lads of vigour who did so from choice, influenced by licen-

tiousness. But no woman remained unmarried
;
almost im-

mediately on her husband's death the widow found another

husband,”

Among the wild nations of Southern Africa, according to

Burchcl!, neither men nor women ever pass their lives in

a state of celibacy
;
* and Bosnian assures us that very few

ncgrccs of the Gold Coast died single, unless they were quite

young.® Among the Mandingocs, Caillii met with no
instance of a young woman, pretty or plain, who had no! a

husband’ Barth reports thnt the Western Touar-egs liad no
fault to find with him except that he lived in celibacy

;
they

could not even understand how this was possible.'

Among the Sinhalese there arc hardly any old bachelors

and old maids; 1 and Mr. Marshal! says of the Todas, "No
unmarried class exists, to disturb society with its loves and
broils; ... it is a ‘very much married' people. Every

man and every woman, every lad and every girl is some-

body’s husband ot wife
;
tied at the earliest possible age. .

. .

With the exception of a cripple girl, and of those women who,

past the child bearing age, were widows, I did not meet with

a single instance of unmarried adult females."10 Among the

1 Schoolcraft, lot. tit. vol. iii. p. 23! ' Adair, iot. tit. p. 187.

’ 1 Science,
1

vol. vii. p. 172- ‘ Axam, let. at. vol. ii. p. 21.

‘ Buichell, lot. til. vol. ii. p. s& CJ. HM. voL ii. p. 565.

' Boimjn, /at. tit. p. <24.

> C»illl6 * Travels through Central Africa,’ voL i. p. 34&
1 Baith, * ReiMD,’ vol. L p. 489.

* Davy, AY. til. p. 284.

10 Marshall, let- tit. pp. 220, et iff.
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Toungthe, it is unheard of for a man or woman to be un-

married after lire age of thirty, and among the Chukmas, a

bachelor twenty-five years old is rarely seen. 1 The Muisfs

consider it a father's duty to fix upon a bridegroom as soon as

his daughter becomes marriageable.’ Among the Burmese 1

and the Hill Dyaks of Borneo,* old maids and old bachelors

arc alike unknown. Among the Sumatrans, too, instances of

persons of either sex passing their lives in a state of celibacy

are extremely rare :—•“ In the districts under my charge," says

Marsden, "are about eight thousand inhabitants, among
whom 1 do rot conceive it would be possible to find ten

instances of men of the age of thirty years unmarried.”' In

Java, Mr. Crawfurd “never saw a woman of two-and-twenty

that was not, or had not been, married
” 9 In Tonga,

according to Mariner, there were but few women who, from

whim or some accidental cause, remained single for life.
7 In

Australia, "nearly all the girls are betrothed at a very early

age; 1
' ar.d Mr. Curr never heard of a woman, over sixteen years

of age, who, prior to the breakdown of aboriginal customs after

the coming of the Whites, had not a husband.* As to the

natives of Herbert River, Northern Queensland, Herr

Lumholtz says that though the majority of the young men
have to wait a long time before they get wives, it is rare for a
man to die unmarried."

Indeed, so indispensable dees marriage seem to uncivilized

man, that a person who docs not marry is looked upon
almost as an unnatural bring, or, at any rate, is disdained. 10

I Lena lot. tit. pj» 593, 175. ’ Daltoo, be lit. p. *33.
* Eytche, lot. at voL ii. p. 69, note.

' Wallace, ' The Malay Archipelago,’ vol. i. p. 141.
’ Marsden. !oe. at. pp. 156. rt uf. Cf. Sehellong, ' Farnilienleben -ad

Gebrauche der Popaas,' ir. ‘Zenschrift fur Ethnologie,' vol *xi. p. t;

(Papuans of Fintehhafcn, Kaiser Wilhelm Land).
* Crawfurd. lot. at. vol. i. p. 86.

7 Martin, lot- lit. rot ii. p. 168.

' Brough Smyth, he. tit. voL L p. oiv Carr, lot. tU. vol i. p. tlo
* Lumholtz, hi. tit, p. 184
II

Cf. LtmsdcH, 'Through Siberia,1
vol. ii. p. 226 (Gilyaks)

;
Armstrong,

The Discovery of the North-West Passage,' p. 192 (Eskimo)
; Wllkcn,

in 'De Iodische Gids,' 1880, vol. h. p. 633, note 2 (natives of the Indian
Archipelago).
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Among the Santab, if a man remain? jingle, “ he is at once
despised by both sexes, and is classed next to a thief, or

a witch: they term the unhappy wretch 'No man.”'
Among the Kafirs, a bachelor has no voice in the kraal.

1

The Tipperahs, as we are told by Mr. J. F. Browne, do not

consider a man a person of any importance till he is married
;

1

and, in the Tupi tribes, no man was suffered to partake

of the drinking-feast while he remained single. 4 The Fijians

even believed that he who died wifeless was stopped by the god
Nangganangga on the road :o Paradise, and smashed to atoms.3

It may also be said that savages, as a rule, marry earlier in

life than civilized men. A Greenlander, say3 Dr. Nansen,
often marries before there is any chance of the union being

productive.® Among the Californians, Mandana, and most
of the north-western tribes in North America, marriage fre-

quently takes place at the Eg: of twelve or fourteen.

5

In die

wild tribes of Central Mexico, girls arc seldom unmarried

after the age of fourteen or fifteen.® Among the Talamanca
Indians, a bride is generally from ten to fourteen years old,

whilst a man seldom becomes a husband before fourteen.® In

certain other Central American tribes, the parents try to get

a wife for their son when he is nine or ten years old. 1 *

Among the natives of Brazil, the man generally marries at

the age of from fifteen to eighteen, the woman from ten to

twelve.

11

According to Azara, the like was the ease with the

Guaranies of the Plata, whilst, among the Guanas, " ccllc qui

sc marie Ic plus tard, sc marie A ueuf ans." 13 In Tierra del

I Man, ' Sonthalia and the Sanihsls,' p. tot.

' r. Weber, loc. tit. vol. ii. p. it 5. * Dalton, Air. tit. p. « to.

4 Southey, toe. til. vol i. p. no.
4 Pritchard, toe. tit. pp J63,

372. Seemann, ' Viri,' pp. 399, ,1 ccf.

* Nansen, loc. tit. voL ii. p. 320.

* Powers, loc. at. p. 413- Catlin, loc. aV. voli. p. 131. Cf. Koss,

1 Hie

F.auern Ticneh,’ in 1 Stniihvom.in Report,
1

t 3 t$6
, p. 305 (Chlppewyans)

;

Schoolcraft, loc. tit. vol. ii. p. 1 32 {Comanctes)
;
vol.iii.p. 238 (Dacota!^

' Bancroft loc. tit. voj. !. p. 632-

* BovaUius
,

1 Resa i Centrai-Amerika/ vol. L p. 24*.

“ MoreJet,
4 Reisen in Cenlral-Amctiltn,

1

p. 257.
11 v. Spix and v. Martius^ ice. at. voL i). p.

II Axara, loc. a/, vol. ii. pp. 6a, 6i, 94.
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Fuego. as we arc informed by Lieutenant Bcvc, a girl looks

about for a husband when twelve or thirteen years old, and a

youth marries at the age of from fourteen to sixteen.1

Many African peoples t.g., the Abyssinians,2 the Beni-

Amer, the Djour tribes on the White Nile,’ the Arabs of the

Sahara, the Wakamba, and the Ba-kwilch,* arc likewise said

to many very young. Marriage usually takes place, among

the Bongos when they arc from fifteen to seventeen years old,

but In many other tribes at an earlier age.

1

Among the Sinhalese, when a young man lias reached the

age of eighteen or twenty, it is the duty of his father to pro-

vide him with a proper wife.

6

Among the Bodoand Dhimdls,

•' marriage takes place at maturity, the male being usually

from twenty to twenty-live years of age, and the female from

fifteen to twenty
" T A Santal lad marries, as a rule, about

the age of sixteen or seventeen, and a girl at that of fifteen
;

9

whilst a Kandh boy marries when he reaches his tenth or

twelfth year, his wife being usually about four years older*

The Khyoungtha,1* Munda KoU, 11 Red Karens,«, Siamese, 1'1

Burmese,'* Moagols,“and other Asiatic tieopJes, are also known

to marry early. Among the Ainos, the young women arc

considered marriageable at the age of sixteen or seventeen,

and the men marry when about nineteen or twenty.11

1 Bovc, let. dt p. >35.

* Pukynt,' 1 Life in Abyssinia,’ vol. ii. p. 41.

* Muoringer, let. (it. p. 3*4 - Petherick, 1
Egypt, the Soudan and

Central Africa,' p. 356.

* CLaranne, let. dt. p. 401. Krapf, 1 Travels in Hast Africa,' p. 354.

‘ Ymer,’ vol. v. p, 168.

* Wilson and Felkin, let. dt. vol. II. pp. 145, f "f-
' Davy toe. dt p. 084.

' Hodgson, 'The Kdcch, Bodo and Dhinidl People,' in 'Joar. As. See.

Bengal
,

1

vol. xviii. pt- ii. p. 734
1 Hunter, ' Rural Bengal,' vol. i. p. 205. Cf. Man, let. cit. p. 10.

* Hnnter, roL iii. p, 82.
1,1 Lew in, let. (It. p. 125.

" jelingliaui, in ' Zeitschr. C EthooL,' »oL iii. pp. 366, el tty.

“ Colquhoan, ‘ Amongst the Shans,’ p. 64.

•* Neale, 'Residence in Siam,' p. 155.

" Fytebe, let. dr. vol. ii. p. 65.

** Hue, ‘Travels in Tartary,1 vol i. p. id*.

10 Batcbclor, ‘ The Ainu of japan,' p. 141,
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Again, among the Lake Dwellers of Lob-nor, girls enter into

matrimony at the age of fourteen or fifteen, men at the same
age, or a little later

;

1 whilst, among the Malays, according to

Mr. Bickmore, the boys usually marry for the first time when
about sixteen, and the girls at the age of thirteen or fourteen,

and occasionally still earlier. 2

Passing to the Australian continent : among the natives of

New South Wales, the parties arc in most eases betrothed

very early In life, the young man claiming his wife later on, as

soon as he arrives at the proper age.3 According to Mr.

Curr, “ girls become wives at from eight to fourteen years of

age." 4 At Port Moresby, New Guinea, “few men over

twenty years of age remain single ;
“ and the Maoris in New

Zealand are stated to marry very young. 4

Moreover, celibacy is comparatively rare not only among
savage and barbarous, but among several civilixcd races.

Among the Azteks, no young man lived single till his

twenty-second year, unless he intended to become a priest,

and for girls the customary marrying-age was from eleven to

eighteen In Tlasc&la, according to Clavigero, the unmarried

state was, indeed, so despised that a lull-grown man who
would not marry had hL hair cut off for shame. 4 Again,

among the ancient Peruvians, every year, or every two years,

each governor in his district liad to arrange for the marriage

of all the young men at the age of twenty-four and upwards,

and all the girls from eighteen to twenty

.

T

In Japan, as I am told by a Japanese friend, old maids and

old bachelors arc almost entirely unknown, and the same is

the case in China. 6 41 Almost all Chinese,'" say* Dr. Gray,

1 Prcjevalsky, * From Kulja to Lob-nor,' pp. 1 1 *, *t **?•

* Bickmore* A**, at. p. 378 Cf. Wiiken, in ‘ Bijdngcfl,' &z., scr. v.

voL L p. 143.
% Wakes, lee. at. voL il. p. 195.

* Can*, /<v. at. vol. i. p 107

* Stone, 1 Port Moresby end Neighbourhood,' in' Jour. Roy. Geo. SccV

vol. xlvl p. 55 * Mam, /w. <#• vol. L p 393 -

0 Klemm, toe. sit vol. v pp. .tf, *t uy. Bancroft, lee. at vol. ii. pp •

>
5

*
1*

T Gardluso do ia V«^, toe. at. vol. L pp. it sty.

3 Balfoar, lee. sit. vol. ii p. $82.
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" robust or infirm, well-formed or deformed, ate called upon
by their parents to marry so soon as they have attained the

age of puberty. Were a grown-up son or daughter to die

unmarried, the parents would regard it as most deplorable."

Hence a young man of marriageable age. whom consumption

or any other lingering disease had marked for its own, would
be called upon by his parents or guardians to marry at once.'

Nay, so indispensable is marriage considered among this

people, that even the dead arc married. Thus the spirits of

all males who die in infancy, or in boyhood, arc in due time

married to the spirits of females who have been cut off at a

like early age.*

Marco Polo states the prevalence of the same practice

among the Tartars.

1

In Corea, says the Rev. John Ross,
" tile male human being who is unmarried is never cailcd

a ‘ man/ whatever his age, but gees by the name of
1 yatow

;

’

a name given by the Chinese to unmarriagcablc young
girls : and the ' man ’ of thirteen or fourteen has a perfect

right to strike, abuse, order about the
1 yatow’ of thirty, who

dares not as much as open his lips to complain."

4

Mohammedan peoples generally consider marriage a duty

both for men and women .

6

“Nothing," says Carsten Niebuhr,
“ is more rarely to be met with in the East, than a woman
unmarried after a certain time of life/' She will rather

marry a poor man, or become second wife to a man already

married, than remain in a state of celibacy* Among tire

Persians, for instance, almost every girl of good repute is

married lie fore her twenty-first year, and old bachelors are

unknown.’ In Egypt, according to Mr. Lane, it is improper

and even disreputable to abstain from marrying when a man
has attained a sufficient age, and when there is no just

impediment*

1 Ciay, >o<. at. vol. I p. 186. * rttif, voL L pp. 216, tt try.

’ Marco I’olo, /«. tit, vol. i. pp. 231, et stq.
* Row, ' H.ucey ol Corea,' p. 3)3.
‘ d'Escayiac de Lamure, toe. at. p. 67.
n Niebuhr, ‘Travels in Arabia.’ in Pinfccnr.n, 1

Collection of Voyages/
vol. k. p. IS'. Cf. BureVhardt, toe. tit. p. bj (Arabs).

7 Prink. /«• <>'• vol. I. p. 305. • Lane toe. et:. vol. 1. p. 3 !3.
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Among the Hebrews, celibacy was nearly unheard of, as it

ia among the Jews of our day. They have a proverb that

“ he who has no wife is no man." 1 " To an ancient Israelite,"

Michaelis remarks, “it would indeed haw appeared very

strange to have seen, though but in a vision, a iieriud in the

future history of the world, when it would be counted sanctity

and religion to live unmarried.”® Marriage was by the

Hebrews looked upon as a religious duty. According to the

Talmud, the authorities ran compel a man to marry, ar.d he

who lives single at the age of twenty is accursed by God

almost as if he were a murderer.®

The ancient nations of the Aryan sleek, as M. Fustcl de

Couiar.gcs and others have pointed out, regained celibacy as

an impiety and a misfortune :
“ an impiety, because one who

did not many put the happiness of the Manes of the family

in peril
;
a misfortune, because he himself would receive no

worship after his death.” A man's happiness in the next

world depended upon his having a continuous line of male

descendants, whose duty it would be to make the periodical

offerings for the repose of his soul.*

Thus, according to the ' Laws of Manu,' marriage is the

twelfth Sanskara, and hence a religious duty incumbent upon

all
* " Until he finds a wife, a man i9 only half of a whole,” we

read in the ' Brahmadharma
1
;* and, among the Hindus of the

present day, a man who is not married is considered to be

almost a useless member of society, and is. indeed, looked upon

as beyond the pale of nature. It is also an established

national rule, that women arc designed for no other end than

to be subservient to the wants and pleasures of men ;
conse-

quently, all women without exception arc obliged to marry,

' Andree, ' Zur Volkskunde dcr Judea,’ pp. '4o, ft up.

5 Michaclr, • Commentaries oo the Laws of Motel,' vol. I. p 47*
B Mayer, * Die Rechte tier Isracllten, Athencr uid R&ner,’ pp 286, 3S3-

Lichtsckein, 'Die Ebe nacb mosalsch-Ulmudisclier Auffaamtlg,’ p. 6.

• FuMd de Conlar.gn, ' The Ancient City,
1
p. 63. Hearn, ‘ The Aryan

Household,’ pp 69, 71. Maytw, 'Treatise or. Hindu Lav nad Usage,’

pp. 68, n scg.

» * The Lau-i of Manu,’ eh. li. w. 66, it riy. Monier Williams, *
Indlan

Wisdom,' p. J46. Cf. Mayue, p. 69.

* Muir,
1 Religious and Morel Sentiments.' p no.
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when husbands can be found for them, and those who cannot

find a husband commonly fall into the state of concubinage.'

Among the ancient Iranians, too, it was considered a matter

of course that a girl should be married on reaching the years

of puberty.'

Tin* ancient Greeks regarded marriage as a matter not

merely of private, but also of public interest. This was
particularly the caw at Sparta, where criminal proceedings

might lie taken against those who married too late, and

against those who did not marry at all. In Solon's legislation

marriage was also placed under the inspection of the State,

and, at Athens, persons who did notmany might be prosecuted,

although the law seems to have grown obsolete in later times.

Hut independently of public considerations, there were private

reasons which made marriage an obligation. 1 l'iato remarks

that every individual is bound to provide for a continuance of

representatives tn succeed himself as ministers of the Divinity ;*

and Isreux say*, "All they who think their end approaching,

look forward with a prudent care that their houses may not

become desolate, but that there maybe some person to attend

to their funeral rites, and to perform the legal ceremonies at

their tombs.” 1

To the Roman citizen, as Mommsen observes, a house of

his own and the blessing of children appeared the end and
essence of life

;

a and Cicero's treatise • Do Legibus ’—a treatise

which generally reproduces, in a philosophic form, the ancient

laws of Rome—contains a law, according to which the

Censors had to impose a tax upon unmarried itten.
r Hut in

later periods, when sexual morality reached a very low ebb in

Rome, celibacy—as to which grave complaints were made as

1 Dubois, lot. at. pp. 99-ior.
! Geiger, * Civilisation at the Eastern Iranians, 1 voL i. p. 60.
' Matter, ' The History and Antiquiv.es of tho Doric Race,’ val. ii. pp.

300
.
ft Smith, ' Dictionary of Gtcek nod Xoiuau Antiquities,’ p. 735.

Fultel de Caulanges, lei. at. pp. 6j, ft iff. Meant, tot. cit. p. 71.
' Mato, ' Nfyjot,' book vl p 775.

‘ !»!»!, 1 D«pl roi
aA*<Mc4£pov Xijpou,’ p. 66.

' Mommsen, * The History c,t Roma,’ voL l p. 6i
T Ciceio, 'De Legibns,* boc* III. cb. 3. Fund de Ccnlanges, toe cit.

M3-
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early as 520 B.C.—naturally increased in pnipor'.ion, especially

among the well-off classes. Among these, marriage came to

be regarded as a burden which people took upon themselves

at the best in the public interest. Indeed, how it fared with

marriage and the reining of children, is shown by the Gracclun
agrar.an laws, which fust placed a premium thereon whilst,

later on, the Lex Julia el Pttpia Poppten imposed various

penalties on those who lived in a -state of celibacy alter a

certain age,1—but with little or no result.1*

Again, the Germans, as described by Crettr, accounted it in

the highest degree scandalous to have intercourse with the

other sex bcfoie live twentieth year.* Tacitus also asserts

that the young men married late-, and the maidens did not

hurry into marriage.0 But it seems probable that at a later

age celibacy was almost unknown among the Germans, except
ir. the ease of women who had once lest their reputation, for

whom neither beauty, youth, noi riches could procure a

husband.* As for the Slavs, it should be observed that,

among the Russian peasantry celibacy is even now’ unheard of.
7

When a youth reaches the age of eighteen, he is informed by
his parents that he ought to many at once.'

There arc, however, even in savage life, circumstances which
compel certain persons to live unmarried for a longer or

shorter time. When a wife has Ir* he bought, a man must of

course have some fortune before lie is able to marry. Thus, as

regards the Zulus, Mr. Eyles writes to me that ” young men
who arc without cattle have often to wait many years before

getting married."' When Major-General Campbell asked

some of the Kandhs why they remained single, they replied

that they did so because wives were too expensive. 1* Among
the Munda Kols and Hos, in consequence of the high prices

of brides, arc to be found “ what arc probably not known
1 Momiuseo, Uu. at. rol. 1L p. tjs

;
rol hi. |x 440; vol iv. p 54,*.

1 Kossbach, lee. til. p. 418.
‘ Mackenzie, 'Studies in Bonus Law,’ p lot

• Qcaai, 'De Bello Galbco,’ book vi, eh. a 1.
4

'l’jatui, !vc. tit. eh. x>-

• /tut., eh. xlx. ' CJ. Klsmro, ht. til. vt>L x. p 7d
1 Maekemie Wallace, ' Russia,' vol. I. p. 138.

•
CJ. v. Weber. let. tit. vol. 1L p. 216 {Kafirs}.

“ Campbell, ‘The Wild Tribes of Khondistan,' p. 143.
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to exist in other parts of India, respectable elderly maidens." 1

In the New Britain Group, loo. according to Mr. Romilly, the

purchase sum is never fixed at too low a price, hence "it con-

stantly happens that the intended husband is middle-aged

before he can marry," * Similar statements arc made in a

good many books of travels.®

Polygyny, In connection with slavery and the unequal

distribution of property, acts in the same direction. In

Makin, one of the Kingamill Islands, a great number of

young men were unmarried owing to the majority of Ihe

women being monopolized by the wealthy and powerful.1

Among the Bakongo, according to Mr. Ingham, as also among
the Australians,* polygyny causes celibacy among the poorer

and younger men
;
and Dr. Sima says the like of the Batckc,

Mr. Cousips of the Kafirs, Mr. Radfield of the inhabitants of

I.ifu. Among the Kutchin Indians, according to Hardisty,

there are but few young then who have wives—unless they

can content themselves with some old cast-off widow—on
account of all the chiefs, medicine men, and ihose who
possess rank acquired by property having two, three, or more

wives.'
1 For the same reason many men of the lower classes

of the Waganda ate obliged to remain single, in spite of the

large surplus of women.’ In Micronesia, also, it is common
for the poorer class and die slaves to be doomed to perpetual

celibacy.’ Arneng the Thlinkets. a slave cannot acquire pro-

1 Watson and Kaye. for. til voL i. no. :3 Dalton, Ik. cit. p. igs
* Romilly, in 1 Trowed. Roy. Geo. Soc.‘ N. S. vol. I*, p. 8.

* Richardson, let. til. vol i. p. 3H3 (Kutchin). WaiM-Gedand, Ik. til.

sol. vi. p- (Tahitians). Chavonr.e, ‘Rciscn im Kongcstaate,’ p. J99
(Barifee tribes). Ron, toe. cit p. 313 (Ccrcwrt). Ahlqvist, lor. til. pp. J03,

ti sty. (Tartar*). Idem, ' Umcr Wogulen und Ostjoken,' in 'Acta. Soc.

Set Fennior,’ vol. xiv. p 291 (Oityaks).
* Wilke*, he. cit. vol v. p. tea.

1 Brough Smyth, he. cit. vol ii, p. 391. Palmer, in 'Jour. Antht.

Inst.,' vol liii. p. :8i. Dau-son, he cU. p. 35. Mr. Curr states {fee. cit.

vo!. i. p. t to) that, as a rule, wives arc not obtained by the Australian

men until they are at least thirty yeats of age.

* Hardisty, in 'Smith. Rep,' i366, p. 31a.

’ Wilson and Fdkin, he. cit. vol. i. p Mi
0 WalU-Cerland, vol. v. jx. 11, p 135. Wilkes, vol. v. p. 74 Romilly,

Tire Western Pacific,' pp. 69, cl ug.
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pcrty, nor many, except by consent of his master, which is

rarely given
;

1 and in the Soudan the ease seems to be the

same*

But we must not exaggerate the importance of these

obstacles to marriage. When the man is not able to buy
a wife for himself, he may, in many cases, acquire her by
working for some time with her parents, or by doping with

her. Moreover, as Sir John Lubbock remarks, the price of a

wife is generally regulated by the circumstances of the tribe,

so that nearly every industrious young man is enabled to get
one.* Speaking of the Sumatrans. Marsden observes that the

necessity of purchasing does not prove such an obstacle to

matrimony as is supposed, for there arc few families who arc not

in possession of some small substance, and the purchase-money
of the daughters serves also to provide wives for the sons.*

Again, polygyny is, as we shall sec further on, almost every-

where restricted to a small minority of the people, and is very

often connected with the fact that there is a surplus of women.
Tims, among the polygynous Waguha, as I am informed by
Mi. Swann, unmarried grown-up men do not exist, the

women being more numerous than the men. At any rate,

we may conclude that at earlier stages of civilization, when
polygyny was practised lea* extensively and women were less

precious chattels than they afterwards became, celibacy was
a much rarer exception than it is now among many of the

lower races.

Passing to the peoples of Europe, we find, from the evidence

adduced by statisticians, that modern civilization has proved

very unfavourable to the number of marriages. In civilized

Europe, in J875, more than a third of the male and female

population beyond the age of fifteen lived in a state of

voluntary or involuntary celibacy. Excluding Russia, the

number of celibates varied fiom 25 57 per cent, in Hungary
to 4493 per cent. ir. Belgium. And among them there arc

1 Dali, /A', (it
. p. *20. 1 Birch, 1 Rcisen,’ vol. it pp. 171, ft ley.

* Lubbock, Iff. dt. p. 131. CJ1 Bosnian, toe. <it. pp. 419, 424 (Negroes

ol the Gold Coast),

• Marsden, Im. cit. pp. 356, ft «f.
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many who never many.* In the middle of this century,

Wapp&us found that, in Saxony, 14 6 per cent of the un-

married* adult population died single
;
in Sweden, 14*9 per cent.

;

in the Netherlands, 17*2 per cent
;
and in France, 3C<5 txr cent.1

Of the rest, many marry comparatively late in life. Thus, in

Denmark', only 19*43 Pcr cent, of the married men were

under twenty-five, and in Bavaria (in 1870-1878), only 16*36,

whilst the figures for England and Russia look more favour-

able, being respectively 5
1

*90 per cent (in 1872-1878), and

68*31 per cent {in 1S67-1S75). Of the manicd women, on

the other hand, only 5*09 per cent, arc below the age of twenty

in Sweden, 5*40 per cent, in Bavaria, 7 44 per cent in Saxony,

14*86 per cent, in England, &c.
;
but in Hungary as many as

35* 1 6 per cent., and in Russia even 5 7 ^7 per cent.3 The mean
age of the bachelors who enter into matrimony is 26 years in

England and 2S*43 in France, that of the spinsters respectively

24*07 and 25 *3.4

Aj a rule, the proportion of unmairicd people has been

gradually increasing in Europe during this century/* and the

age at which people marry has risen. In England we need

not go further back than two decades, to find a greater tend-

ency on tiie part cf men to defer marriage to later age

than was formerly the ease/ Finally, it must be noted that

in country districts single men and women arc more
seldom met with, and marriage is generally concluded

earlier In life, than in towns/

There arc, indeed, several factors in modern civilization

which account for the comparatively large number of celi-

bates. In countries where polygyny is permitted, women
have a better chance of getting married than men, but in

Europe the case is reversed. Here, as in most parts of the

• v. Ocuingen, toe. n't. p. 140, note.

* Wappttus, lee. at. rol. :i. p. 267.

1 Hftuibcfer,
1 Lehr- nod Handbuch der StotUnk,* pp. 404-4C6

1 Wlikens, in
‘ Nmicnsloekonomisk Tidsslcrif;,' vol. xvi. p. 90,

1 Hauabofer, p. 336- Wappttu*, vci. il p. sag, v. Ocilingen, lot. tit.

p. 120,

* ' Forty-*i«ih Annus! Repeal of the Rrginrar-Gencrnl,' pp, viii. et i.y,

• r. Oettingen, pp. 125, " "?• Bloch, ‘ Slaliv.ique ik la France
,

1

wL u, p. 6»
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world, die adult women outnumber the adult men, If we
reckon the age for marriage from twenty to fifty yuan, a

hundred men may, in Europe, choose amongst a hundred and
three or four women, 30 that about three or four women per

cent arc doomed to a ‘.ingle life on account of our obligatory

monogamy.1

Tbc chief cause, however, of increasing celibacy is the diffi-

culty of supporting a family in modern society. The import-

ance of this factor is distincly proved by statistics It has

been observed that the frequency of marriages is a very

sensible barometer of the hopes which the mass of people

have for the future; hard times, wars, commercial crises. <&c_,

regularly depressing the number of marriages, whilst com-
parative abundance has the opposite effect.*

In rvon-Euiopean countries into which a precocious civi-

lization has not been introduced, the population is more
nearly in proportion to the means of subsistence, and people

adapt their mode of life more readily to their circumstances.

In most cases a man can earn his living sooner
;

* and a wife

far from being a burden to her husband, is rather a help to

him, being his labourer or .sometimes even his supporter.

Moreover, children, instead of requiring an education that

would absorb the father’s earnings, become, on the contrary,

a source of income. Thus Mr. Bickmorc asserts that, among
the Malays, difficulty in supporting a family is unknown *

Carsten Niebuhr states that, in the East, men aie as dis-

posed to marry as women, “ because their wives, instead of

being expensive, arc rather profitable to them .” 1 And, speak-

ing of the American Indians, Hcriot says that children form

the wealth of savage tribes.®

1 r. Oetcingen, foe. ext. p. to.

* Haoshofer, Joe. at. pp. 400, et uy. * Forty-seventh Ann. Rep. Reg -

Gen., p. viii. Cf. Wappkus, Me. eit. vol. 1L p. 216.

* Speaking of the Santals, Sir W. W. Hunter remarks Rural Bengal,9

vol. i. p. 205% ' In rive tropical fores:, a youth of sit;ccn or seventeen b
as able to provide for a family as ever he will be

;
and a leaf hut, with n

few earthen or brazen pots, is all the establishment a Santal young lady

expects.* This holds £<;od not only for the sara^cs of the tropics.

* Bickmorc, Me* eit. p. 278.
1 Niebuhr, Me. at. p. 1 $1. * Hcriot, t*e. eit. p. 337.
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To a certain extent* • the like is true of the agricultural

classes of Europe. A peasant's wife helps her husband in the

field, tends the cattle, and takes part in the fishing. She cooks

and washes, sews, spins, and weaves. I n a word . she docs many
useful things about which women of the well-off classes never

think of troubling themselves. Hence in Russia, as we arc

informed by M. Pietro Semcnow, the small agriculturists,

who form an enormous proportion of the population, are in

the habit of arranging for the marriage of their sons at as

cariy an age as possible in order to secure an additional

female labourer.
1

Even in cities it is not among the poorest classes that celi-

bacy is most frequent. A M gentleman," before marrying,

thinks it necessary to have an income of which a mere frac-

tion would suffice for a married workman. Me has to offer

his wife a home in accordance with her social position and his

own
;
and unless she brings him some fortune, she contributes

but little to the support of the family. Professor Vallis has

made out that, in the nobility and higher boargto'tsU of

Sweden, only 32 per cent of the male population and 26 per

cent, of the female population are married, whilst the averages

for the whole population amount to 34 and 32 Pcr cent,

respectively.* Some such disproportion must always exist

when the habits of life are luxurious, and the amount of in-

come docs not correspond to them. And it is obvious that

women have to suffer from this trouble more than men, the

life of many of them being comparatively so useless, and tbelr

pretensions, nevertheless, so high.

Another reason why the age for marriage ha3 been raised

by advancing civilization is, that a man requires more time to

gain his living by intellectual than by materia! work. Thus,

miners, tailors, shoemakers, artisans, &c., who cam in youth

almost as much a$ in later life, marry, as a rule, earlier than men
of the professional class* In most European countries the

decrease in the number of married people is also partly due to

1 * Forty-sixth Ann. Rep. Reg.-Cen.,' p. ix.

* A report, in 1 Nya Pressen,' fSS7, no. 339, of a lecture delivered by

Professor Vallis at Helsingfors

*
1 Forty-ninth Ann. Rep. Reg.-Oen./ p. viiL
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{he drafting of young men into the army, and their retention

in it in enforced bachelorhood during the years when nature

most strongly urge* to matrimony.

Of course these conditions affect directly the marriage age

only of men, but indirectly they influence that of women
also. Many fall in love with their future wives long before

they are able to form a home, and those who marry late

generally avoid very great disparity of age. 1

In one respect the average age at which women marry may
be said to depend directly upon the degree of civilization.

Dr. Ploes has justly pointed out that the ruder a people is,

and the more exclusively a woman is valued as an object of

desire, or as a slave, the earlier in life is she generally chosen ;
*

whereas, If marriage becomes a union of souls as well as of

bodies, the man claims a higher degree of mental maturity

from the woman he wishes to be his wife.

At the lower stages of human development, the pleasures

of life consist chiefly in the satisfaction of natural wants and

instincts. Hence savages and barbarians scarcely over dream

of voluntarily denying themselves “ domestic bliss.” But, as

a writer in The Nation ’ says, “ by the general diffusion of

education and culture, by the new inventions and discoveries

of the age, by the increase of commerce and intercourse

and wealth, the tastes of men and women have become

widened, their desires multiplied, new gratifications ami

pleasures have been supplied to them. By tbU increase of

the gratifications of existence the relative share of them which

married life affords has become just so much less. The
domestic circle does not fill so large a place in life as formerly.

It is really less important to either man or woman. Married

life has lost in some measure its advantage over a single life.

There are so many more pleasures, now, that can be enjoyed as

well or even better in celibacy." ‘

It has further been suggested that the development of the

mental faculties has made the sexual impulse less powerful.

That instinct is said to be most excessive in animals which

» Haisho'er, /«. fit. pp. rt ny. • Plow, Ik.M volL p. jB*.

* ' Why J* Single Life becoming more General?' in ‘The Natioa,

vol vi. p. 150.
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least excel in intelligence, the beasts which arc the most

lascivious* as the ass, the bear, &c., being also the most

stupid
;

1 and M. Forel even believes that among the ants,

increase of mind-power may have led to the sterility of the

workers.2 Idiots, too, arc known to display very gross sen

suaJity.*1 Yet the suggestion that decrease of sexual desire is

a necessary attendant upon mental evolution cannot, so far as

I know, by any means be considered scientifically proved,

though wo may safely say that if, among primitive men*

pairing was restricted to one season of the year, the sexual

instinct became gradually less intense as it became less

periodical. A higher degree of forethought and self-control

has, moreover, to a certain extent put the drag on human

passions.

Finally, there can be no doubt that the higher development

of feeling has helped to increase the number of those who
remain single. " By the diffusion of a finer culture through-

out the community,
1” says the above-menhoned writOrin'The

Nation/ “men and women can less easily find any one whom
they are willing to take as a partner for life ; their require-

ments arc more exacting; their standards of excellence

higher
;
they are lew able to find any who can satisfy their

own ideal, and less able to satisfy anybody else's ideal. Men
and women have, too, a livelier sense of the serious and sacred

character of the marriage union, and of the high motives from

which alone il should be formed. They aic less willing to

contract it from any lower motives.'* 4

In what direction is the civilized world tending with regard

to these matters? Will the number of celibates increase as

hitherto, or will there be some backward movement in that

respect? A definite answer cannot vet be given, since much
will depend on economical conditions which it is impossible

at present to foresee.

Before this chapter is closed, it may be worth while to

1 Walker, 4 Beauty,' pp. 34, ti teq.

* Forel, * Lea Founnis de la Suisse/ quoted in Darwin's 1 Life and
Letters/ vol. ;il p 191. 1 Ribot, Uc tit. p. t 50.

4 ' The Nation/ rol. vi. p. 191.
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'

glance at the curious notion that there is something impure

and sinful in marriage, as in sexual relations generally. The
missionary Jcllinghaus found this idea prevalent among the

Mur.da Kols in Chota Nagporc. Once when he asked them,

"May a dog sin?" the answci was, "If the deg did not sin

how could he breed ?
11

1

In Elate, Df the New Hebrides,

according to Mr. Macdonald, sexual intercourse is regarded

as something unclean
;
* and the Tahitians believed that, if a

man refrained from all connection with women some months

before death, he passed immediately into his eternal mansion

without any purification .
3 It is perhaps for a .similar reason

that the Shawanese have a great respect for certain persons who

observe celibacy
,

1 and that, among the Californian Karolc,

a man who touches a woman within three days before going

out hunting is believed to mis9 the quarry,
1 Among several

peoples, as the Brazilian aborigines,* the Papuans of New
Guinea,’ certain tribes in Australia,* the Khyojngtha of the

Chittagong Hills® and the Khevsur* of the Caucasus, con-

tinence is required from newly married people for some lime

after marriage. The same is the case with several peoples of

Aryan origin
;
and Dr. v. Schreeder even believes that this

custom can be traced back to the primitive times of the

Indo-European race. 1’ In ancient Mexico, the Mazatek bride-

groom kept apart front the bride during the first fifteen days

of his wedded life, both spending the time in fasting and pen-

ance.u In Greenland, according to Egede, if married couples

had children before a year was post, or if they had large

families, they were blamed, and compared to dogs. 1’ In Fiji,

husbands and wives do not usually spend the night together,

1 Jellinghaus, in 'Zeiuehr. C Ethnol.,’ vci ill. p #7-
• Macdonald, ‘ Oceania,’ p. 181. 1 Coo*, lot. tit. «ol IL p. l6j.

• AMic, toe. at p. 250, * Powers, lot. tit p. 31.

• v. Marius, toe. at vol. Lp. 113.

» Guillemaid, ‘The Cruise of the Mart/tti*,' p. 389. Kohler, in

'Zeitschr. f. vgl. Rechawiu,' voL rii. p. Si 2 .

• Dawsoa, toe at. p. 32. Curr, lot. tit. vol. IL p. 2tS-
• Lewin, /«. lit. p. :3a
“ Kohler, m ‘Zeitschr. f. vjt Reichiiwiss,' vol. v. p 343-

n v. Schroeder, ' Die HocbxeiagebrUuche der Esieo, pp. 192-19*.

n Bancroft, toe. tit vol. ii. p. 261. 11 Eyede, lot. tit. p 143, note.
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except as it were by stealth; it is quite contrary .to Fijian

ideas of delicacy that they should sleep under the same roof.

Thus a man spends the day with this family, but absents

himself on the approach of night

1

Speaking of certain

American Indians, Lantau remarks, “ Ils n’oscnt aller dans

les cabanes particulars* oil habitenc leurs dpouscs, quo

durant 1'obscuritd de la nuit; . . . cc scroit ur.e action

extraordinaire dc s'y presenter dc jour." * Moreover, in spite

of the great licentiousness of many savage races, a veil

of modesty, however transparent, is generally drawn over the

relations of the sexes.3

The same notion of impurity doubtless explains the fact

that certain persons devoted to religion have to live a

single life. In the Marquesas Islands, no one could become a

priest without having lived chastely for several years pre-

viously.' In Patagonia, according to Falkncr, the male

wizards were not allowed to marry,3 and the same prohibition

applied to the priests of the Mosquito Indians and the ancient

Mexicans.* In Peru, there were virgins dedicated to the Sun,

who lived in seclusion to the cr.d of their lives
;
and besides the

virgins who professed perpetual virginity in the monasteries,

there were other women, of the blood royal, who led the same
life in their own houses, having taken a vow of chastity.

- These women," says Gareilasso de la Vega, “ were held in

great veneration for their chastity and purity, and, as a mark
of worship and respect, they were called ' Occlo,’ which was a

name held sacred in their idolatry." > In Mexico, also, certain

religious women were bound to chastity, although their pro-

fession was but for one year. Speaking of these nuns, the

pious Father Acosta remarks, “The devil hath desired to be

1 Seemann, • Missioc to VuS,' p. 19!. > Lafitsu, let. tit. vol. i. p. 576.
1

Cf. Carver, lot. tit p. 34: (Naudowessies)
; Luntholfs, he. at. p. 345

(natives of Queensland)
j
Rotrebue, lot. /it. vol. iii. p. 17a {people of

Kadack): Scheiloag, in ‘Zeit«hr. C EthnoU vol. «xi 18 (Papuans of

Finscfchafen)
;
Riedel, lot. clt. p. 96 (Alfnra of Ceram) t Mon, ia • Joor.

Anthr. Inst.,’ vcl xii. p 94 (Andamanese).
• Waiii-Gertaad, lot. tit. vol. vi. p. 3B7. 1 Falkncr, let. at. p. 117.
1 Bancroft Ik. tit. vol. :. p 731. Waiti, »ol. 1 r. p, 1 it.

' GarciUsio de la Vega, let. tit. vol i. pp. 091-399, 305,
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nerved by them that observe Virginltie, not that chastitie is

pleasing unto him, for he is an unclcane spirite, but for the

desire he hath to take from the great God, as much as in him

liclh, this glory to be served with cleanness and integrity." 1

Justinus tells us of Persian Sun priestesses, who, like the

Roman vestals and certain Greek priestesses, were obliged to

refrain from intercourse with men and according to Pompo-

niua Mela, the nine priestesses of the oracle of a Gallic deity

in Sena were devoted to perpetual virginity.*

The Buddhistic doctrine teaches that lust and ignorance

are the two great causes of the miser)’ of life, and that we
should therefore suppress lust and remove ignorance. We
read in the * Dhammika-Sutta’ that

u
a wise man should avoid

married life as if it were a burning pit of live am Is.
1’* Sensu-

ality Is altogether incompatible with wisdom and holiness.

According to the legend, Buddha’s mother, who was the best

and purest of the daughters of men, had no other sons, and

her conception was due to supernatural causes.* And one

of the fundamental duties of monastic life, by an infringe-

ment of which the guilty person brings about his inevitable

expulsion from Buddha's Order, is, that “an ordained monk

may not have sexual intercourse, not even with an animal.

The monk who has sexual intercourse is no longer a monk " 0

Mr. Wilson, indeed, states that, in Tibet, some sects of the

Lamas arc allowed to marry ; but those who do not are con-

sidered more holy. And in every sect the nuns must take a

vow of absolute continence.
1 Again, the Chinese laws enjoin

celibacy upon all pries:*, Buddhist or Taouist'

In India, where, according to Sir Monier Williams, married

life has been more universally honoured than in any other

country of the world, celibacy has, nevertheless, in instance*

1 Aetna, let. at. vol. ii. pp. 333, ft ttq.

1 1 Das Ausland,' 187$, p. 307.

' Pampoaius Xlela, let. tit. book iii eh. 6,

« Monier Williams, ' Buddhism,' pp. 88, <&.

4 Rhys Davids, ‘Lectvica on the Origin and Groutli of Rdigion,’

p. 148. “ Oldenberg, ‘ Buddha/ pp. 3SA tt stq.

7 Wilson, Arc. a/, jx 21 2-

* Medburet, iu ‘ TrAns. Roy. As. Soc. China Branch,' u>L iv. p. i«.
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of extraordinary sanctity, always commanded respect.1

"Those of their Sannyasis," says Dubois, "who are known to

lead their lives in perfect celibacy, receive, on that account,

marks of distinguished honour and respect." But the single

state, which is allowed to those who devote themselves to

a life of contemplation, is not tolerated in any class of

women.’

Among a small class of Hebrews, too, the idea that marriage

is impure gradually took root The Esscnes. says Josephus,

" reject pleasures as an evil, but esteem continence and the con-

quest over our passions to be virtue. They neglect wedlock.” *

This doctrine exercised no influence upon Judaism, but pro-

bably much upon Christianity. St. Paul held celibacy to be

preferable to marriage:—"He that givethhis virgin in marriage

doeth well,” he says
;
"but he that giveth her not in marriage

doeth better. '* Yet, as for most men continence is not

possible, marriage is foi them not only a right but a duty.

" It is good for a man not to touch a woman
;
nevertheless,

to avoid fornication, let each man have his own wife, and let

each woman have her own husband. ... If they (the un-

married and widows) cannot contain, let them marry
:
for it is

better to marry than to bum,’’ 6 A much stronger opinion as

to the superiority of celibacy is expressed by most of the

Fathers of the Church. Origen thought marriage profane and

impure. Tertollian says that celibacy must be chosen, even

if mankind should perish. According to St- Augustine, the

unmarried children will shine in heaven as beaming stars,

whilst their parents will look like the dim ones. 6 Indeed, as

Mr. Lecky observes, the cardinal virtue of the religious type

became the absolute suppression of the whole sensual side of

our nature, and theology' made the indulgence of one passion

almost the sole unchristian sin.’ It was a favourite opinion

among the Fathers that, if Adam had preserved hi? obedience

‘ Monier William-, 1 Buddhism,’ p. S3.

« Dubois, lot. tit. pp i/j, ti tff.

a Josephus, £Wir,' bosk h. ch. 3, § 1. Solinns, Ik. tit. ch. mr.
§| 9, mtq. ' St. Raul, • I Corinthians,' cb. vii. v. 38.

1 Ibid, ch. vii. vv. I, a, 9. • Mayer, let. lit. voL ii. pp. 239. ft uf.
* Lecky, 'History oc European Morals,’ vol. ii. p. 122. Mileian, 4 His-

tory of Latin Christianity,' vol. i. p 1
JS
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In the Creator, he would have lived for ever in a stale of virgin

purity, ami that tome harmless mode of vegetation might

have peopled paradise with a race of inncccr.t and immortal

beings. The use of marriage was in fact permitted to his

fallen posterity only as a necessary expedient for the con-

tinuance of the human species, and as a restraint, however

imperfect, on the natural licentiousness of desire.' But,

though it maybe marriage that tills the earth, says St. Jerome,

it is virginity that replenishes heaven. 3

These opinions led by degrees to the obligatory celibacy of

the secular and regular clergy. The New Testament gives

us no intimation that, curing the lifetime of the apostles,

monastic vows were taken by men of any age, or by unmarried

women, and hardly ar.y of the apostles themselves were

celibates.3 But gradually, as continence came to be regarded

*, a cardinal virtue, and celibacy as the nearest approach to

the Divine perfection, a notion that the married state is not

consistent with the functions of the clergy became general.

As early as the end of the fourth century, the continence of

the higher grades of ecclesiastics was Insisted on by a Roman

synod, but no definite punishment was ordered for its viola-

tion.* Gregory VII.—who '‘looked with abhorrence on the

contamination of the holy sacerdotal character, even in its

lowest degree, by any sexual connection "—was the first who

prescribed with sufficient force the celibacy of the clergy.

Yet, in many countries, it was so strenuously resisted, that

it could not be carried through till late in the thirteenth

century.*

As for the origin of this notion of sexual unclcanr.css, it

may perhaps be connected with the instinctive feeling, to be

dealt with later on, against intercourse between members of

the same family or huuschold. Experience, I think, tends to

prove that there exists a close association between these two

feelings, which shows itself in many ways. Sexual love is

' Gibbon, he. lit. vol. i. pp. 318. el Sf9.

* Draper, ' History of ihe Intellectual Development of Europe,’ voL I.

p. 415. * Fulton, lo< di. pp. no, 143.

* Lea, 'Sacerdotal Celibacy in the Christian Church, 1

p. 65.

* Gleseler, 'Text-Book of Ecclesiastical HiStory/voL ii. p. 275 -
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entirely banished from the sphere of domestic life, and it is

reasonable to suppose, therefore, that when it appear* in other

relations, an association of ideas attaches a notion of impurity

to the desire and a notion of shame to its gratification.

Evidently, also, the religious enforcement of celibacy is

intimately allied to the belief that sexual intercourse is the

great transmitter of original sin, as well as to the abhorrence

of every enjoyment which is considered to degrade tlx:

spiritual nature of man.



CHAPTER VIII

THE COURTSHIP OF MAN

SPEAKING of the male and female reproductive cells of

plants. Professor Sachs remarks that, wherever we are able to

observe an external dilVcrence between the two, the malr cell

behaves actively in the union, the female passively. 1 In this

respect there is an analogy between plants and many of the

lower animals. In the case of some lowly-organised animals,

which are permanently affixed to the same spot, the male

element is invariably brought to the female. There arc other

instances in which the females alone arc fixed, and the males

must be the seekers. Even when the males and females of a

species arc both free, it is almost always the males that first

approach the females.*

As Mr. Darwin points out, we can see the reason why, in

the first instance, the male plays the active part Even if

the ova were detached before fertilisation, and did not require

subsequent nourishment or protection, there would yet be

grcatei difficulty in transporting them than the male element

because, being larger than the latter, they arc produced in lar

smaller numbers." 11 He adds, however, that, with respect to

forms of which the progenitors were primordully free, it is

difficult to understand why the males should invariably have

acquired the habit of approaching the females, instead of

being approached by them. Perhaps the explanation may

1 Sachs, ‘ Text-Book of Bofsny,’ p. 897-

* Darwin, 'The DckwI of Man,' voL i. Pp. 343.

1 Ibid.
x
voL i. p. 34y
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be that the seeker ia more exposed to danger than the one

sought after, and that the death of a male at the pairing time

is less disadvantageous for the existence of the species than

the death of a female, At any rate, we may say with

Mr. Darwin that it is necessary that, the males should he

endowed with strong passions in order that they may be

efficient seelcers
;
and the acquirement of such passions would

naturally follow from the more eager males leaving a larger

number of offspring than the less eager.'

The rule holds good for the human race, the man generally

playing a more active, the woman a more passive, part in

courtship. The latter, as it has been said, “ requites to be

courted." Yet, curiously enough, there are a few peoples

among whom the reverse seems to be the case, just as, among
the lower animals alto, there are some species of which the

females are the couriers.' Among the Moquis in New
Mexico, according to Dr. Biceck. "instead of the swain

asking the hand of the fair one, she selects the young man
who is to her fancy, and then her father proposes the match

to the sire of she lucky youth.” B In Paraguay, we arc told,

the women were generally endowed with stronger passions

than the men,* and were allowed to make proposals
;

4 ar.d

among the Garos, according to Colonel Dalton, it is not only

the privilege but even the duty of the girl to speak first, any

infringement of this rule being summarily and severely

punished. " If a male makes advances to a girl,” he says,

"and the latter, rejecting them, chooses also to tell her

friends that such tenders of affection have been made to

her, it is looked on as an insult to the whole 1 mahiri ’ (mother-
hood) to which the girl belongs, a stain only to be obliterated

by the blood of pigs, and liberal libations of beer at the

expense of the ‘ raahdri
'
to which the man belongs ." 0 Ac-

1 Darwin, 1 The Descent of Man,' vol. I. p 344.
‘ ‘Sir R. Heron stales that with pea-fowl, tbe first advance* aic always

made by tbe female ; something of the *»roe kind takes place, according
tc Audubon, with the older females of the wild turkey * [Hitt., *ol IL

P 134). ' Schoolcraft, let, at. voL tv. p. 86.

' Render, let. til, pit. ' Moore, let. til. p. 161.

• Dalton, ioc. til. p. 64. Cf. HM, pp. njj, 333 (lihdiyas, Mj4sfs\.
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cording to Mr. Batchelor, it constantly occurs among the Ainos

that the proposal of marriage conics in the first place from the

girl; 1 and in Polynesia,' as also among die Kafire of Natal 1 and

certain tribes in Oregon,* the same is sometimes the case.

It often happens that the parents of both parties make up

the match ;
and among several peoples the man pays his suit

by proxy, But these instances arc of no particular Importance.

In mo3t animal species courtship takes place in nearly the

same way. During the season of love, the males even of the

most timid animals engage in desperate combats with each

other for the possession of the female, and she, although

comparatively passive, nevertheless often exercises a choice,

selecting one of the rivals. This fighting for a female occurs

even among insects,1 and is of universal prevalence in the order

cf the Vertebrata. We may, with Haeckel, regard it as a

modification a:id a special kind of the Struggle for existence*

There can be no doubt that our primeval human ancestors

had, in the same way, to combat for their brides. Even now

this kind of courtship is far from being unknown. Speaking

of the Northern Indians, Hearac state* that " it has ever been

the custom among those people for the men to wrestle for

any woman to whom they are attached
;
and, of course, the

strongest party always carries off the prize. A weak man,

unless he be a good hunter and well-beloved, is seldom

permitted to keep a wife that a stronger man thinks worth his

notice. . . . This custom prevails throughout all t!>eir tribes,

and causes a great spirit of emulation among their youth, who

arc upon all occasions, from their childhood, trying their

strength and skill in wrestling. 1 Richardson also saw. more

than once, a stronger man assert his right to take the wife of

a weaker countryman. 11 Any one," he says, “ may challenge

' Batchelor, be. eit. p. JJ4-

« Wam-Gerland, la. HI. vol. vi. p. 137-

• Shooter, 1 The Kafirs of Natal’ p. $*-

• Wilke*, loc. at voL iv. p. 457-

• Darwin, ‘The Deteent of Man,1 voL l pp. 45* 5<"-

• Haeckel, * Generctlc Morphologic.1 vd. ii. p. 244.

» Hearn* /or. at pp- 104
,
tl iff-
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another to wrestle, and, if he overcomes, may carry off his wife

as the prize. . . . The bereaved husband meets his low with the

resignation which custom prescribes in such a case, and seeks

his revenge by taking the wife of another man weaker than

himself." 1 With tcference to the Slave Indians, Mr. Hooper

says, “ If a man desire to despoil his neighbour of his wife, a

triai of strength of a curious nature ensues : they seise each

other by the hair, which is worn long and flowing, ar«l thus

strive for the mastery, until one or another cries peteni.

Should the victor be the envious man, he has to pay a certain

number of skins for the huslxrnd-changing woman."’

Among the Californian* also, conflicting claims sometimes

arise between two or more men in regard to a woman
; and,

among the Patwln, it occasionally happened that men who
had a quarrel about a woman fought a duel with bows and

arrows at long distances. 1 In Mexico, a duel often decided

the conflict between two competing suitors.* Among the

Guanas, according to Azara, the men frequently do not marry

till they arc twenty years old or more, as before that age
they cannot conquer their rivals.3 Among the Muras, tl*

wives arc most commonly gained in a combat with fists

between all the lovers of the girl
;
and the wine is the ease

with the Passes*

Among the Australian aborigines, quarrels are perhaps for

the most part occasioned by “ the fair sex.” ’ Speaking of the

natives near Herbert Vale, Northern Queensland, Herr
Lumholtz says that, '

if a woman is good-looking, all the

men want her. and the one who is most influential, or who is

the strongest, is accordingly generally the victor."* Hence,
the majority of the young men must wait a long time before

* Richardson, Aw ill. r. U. pp 74, ti stg. Cf. Mackenzie, let. tit.

p. 145 ;
Row, in ‘Smith. Sep.,1

18W, p. 310.
* Hooper, let. til

. p. 303. Cf. Nansen, lot. dt vol. II. p. 3t9
(Greenlanders).

5 Schoolcraft, ioc. dt vol. Iv. p. 224. Powers, tee. dt. pp. 22 1, it uq.
* Wait*, lee dt. voi. iv. p. 132. 4 Axira, toe. dt. vdL »i. p. 94.
1 v. Martian, lee. at. vol. i. pp. 412,
' Wilks* let til. vol. ii. p. 193. Basti&n, • Kechtsverhaltnisje,' p. 176,

note 1 Sslvfldo, ‘ Mdmotres,’ p. 279.
* LumkoUr, let. til. p. ity
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they get wives, a3 they have not the courage to fight the

requisite duel for one with an older man.* In the tribes of

Western Victoria, described by Mr. Dawson, a young chief

who cannot get a wife, and falls in love with one belonging to

a chief who has more than two, can, with her consent, chal-

lenge the husband to single coml*:, and, if the husband is

defeated, the conqueror makes her his legal wife.’ Nareisse

Peltier, who, during seventeen years, was detained by a tribe

of Queensland Australians, states that the men "not unfre-

qucntly fight with spears for the possession of a woman."

*

In New Zealand, if a girl had two suitors with equal pre-

tensions, a kind of " puiiing match " was arranged in which

the girl’s arms were dragged by each of the suitors in opposite

directions, the stronger man being the victor ;* and, according

to the Rev. R. Taylor, there is In the Maori language even a

special term for denoting such a struggle.* In Samoa, as

also in the Fiji Islands, women have always been one of the

chief causes of fighting;* and of the natives of Makin, of the

Kingsmill Group, Mr. Wood assures us that “ they have no

wars, and very few arms, and seldom quarrel except about

their women.' 7

Among the South African Bushmans, the ‘‘stronger mar.

will sometimes take away the wife of the weaker.''* The

people of Wadai are notorious for their desperate fights for

women
;
and, among the young men of Baghirmi, bloody feuds

between rivals are far from being of rare occurrence 9

In the islands outside Kamchatka there prevailed formerly

a very curious custom, as reported by Stellcr If a husband

found that a rival had been with his wife, he would admit

that the rival had at least an equal claim to her. “ Let us

try, then/’ he would say, “which of us has the greater right,

and shall have her." After that they would take off their

' Lumbolu, /«. dt. p. i8».

> Dawasn, loc. dt. p. 36. Cf. Ridley, ’ The Aborigines of Australia.’

p. 6.

1 Spencer, ‘The Principles of Sociology,* voL i. |x 601.

4 Dieffcrbidi, 1 Travels :n New Zealand,' to! ii. pp. 36, ci rry.

1 Taylor, he. dt. p. 337.

4 PfUchATd, loc. (it. pp. 55, 269. ; WiUco*, he. at. vol. r. p. 72.

4 Lichtenstein, tee. at vol. ii. p. 4& 1 Barth, ‘ Rosen/ vol W. p 35=-

V!
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clothes and begin to beat each other's backs with sticks
;
and

he who first fell to the ground, unable to bear any more

blows, lost his right to the woman. 1

Among the ancient Hindus, says Mr. Samuclson, "it was a

custom in royal circles, when a princess became marriageable,

for a tournament to be held, and (he victor was chosen by
the princess as her husband." This custom was known as the

" Swayatnvara," or “Maiden's Choice." and it is often men-

tioned in the ancient legends.'

In Greek legends and myths, we meet with several in-

stances of fighting or emulation for women. Pausaniai tells

us that Danaus established a race for his daughter! and that
" he that outran all the rest was to have the first choice, and
take her whom he most approved

;
he that was next in order

was to have the second choice, and so on to the last
;
and

those who had no suitors were ordered to wait till new one*
came to the course."' According to Pindar, Antarus, father

of a fair-haired and greatly-praised daughter, who had many
suitors, stationed the whole company of them at the end of

the race-course, saying that he should have her for his bride

who -should prove foremost in the race and fust touch her

garments* Icams likewise proposed a race for the suitors

of Penelope; 1 and, as Mr. Hamilton remarks, “the triumph
of Odysseus over the Suitors is the real end of the Odyssey." 1

According to Dr. Krauss, the South Slavonian youtns on
Palm Sunday, the day for presentiments of love, wrestle with
each other, believing that he who proves the stronger will get
the prettier wife.' Arthur Young informs us of the following
strange custom which prevailed in the interior cf Ireland in

his time

“

There is a very ancient custom here,” he 'ays,
" for a number of country neighbours among the poor people
to fix upon so.-ne young woman that ought, as they think, to
be married

;
they also agree upon a young fellow a3 a proper

' Stella, loc. at. p. 348. Cf. ‘Das Ausland,’ 1B75, p. 738 (Tingua).
1 SatnneUon, ' India, Past and Present,’ p. 4S.
' I'autaniai, toe. at. book iii. eh. 12.

* Pindar, ‘tNAo,’ ede i«. v. 117.
1 Pauaanias, book III. cl. «2.

« Homer1

! ‘Odvaioy,' books xxi.-»xlv. (edited by Hamilton), Preface,

P- i- ' Kraasi, loc. at. pp 163, rt jeq.
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husband for her ;
this determined, they send tu the fair oik’s

cabin to inform her that on the Sunday following 'she is to

be horsed, that is, carried on men's backs. She must ilxtn

provide whisky and eider for a treat, as all will pay her a

visit after mass for a hurling match. As soon as she is

horsed the hurling begins, in which the young fellow ap-

pointed for her husband has the eyes of all the company

fixed on him: if he comes off conqueror, he is certainly

married to the girl ;
but if another is victorious, he as

certainly loses her, for she is the prize of the victor. . . . Some-

times one barony hur!9 against another, but a marriageable

girl is always the prize.'' 1

The sexual struggle in the animal kingdom U nut always

of a violent kind. As Mr. Darwin has pointed out, males

often try by peaceful emulation to charm the female. In

many species of birds the male seems to endeavour to gain

his bride by displaying his colours and ornaments before her,

or exciting her by his love-notes, songs, and antics. But

among the lower Mammals he wins lier, apparently, much

more through the law of battle than through the display of

his charms.* There can scarcely be any doubt that the same

was the ease with primitive men
;
but we need not mount

many steps of human progress to find that courtship involves

something more than a mere act of strength or courage on

the part of the male. It is not only in civilized countries

that it often means a prolonged making of love to the

woman. Mariner's words with reference to the women of

Tonga hold true for a great many, not to say all, savage and

barbarous races now existing. " It must not be supposed,” be

says. " that these women arc always easily won
;
the greatest

attentions and most fcivcnt solicitations are sometimes re-

quisite, even though there be no other lover in the way. This

happens sometimes from a spirit of coquetry, at other times

from a dislike to the party, &c.” a

Thc*igh generally playing the less active part in courtship,

> Young, ‘Tour in Ireland,’ Id Pinkerton. ‘Coilnclion of Voyages' voL

iii. p. 8<o. * Darwin, ' The Descent of Man,’ vol. li. p. 257 .

• Martin, lot. til. vol II. p. 174. Cf. Kritscii, lot. at. p. 44$ tBurtunans)

M 2
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the woman does not by any means indulge in complete

passivity. Mr Hooper tells us that, among the Indians at

James's Bay, " two young Indian women were observed some

)-ears ago in violent conflict. . . . After a lengthened

and determined struggle the weakest succumbed to the

superior prowess of her fortunate adversary. It appeared that

these girls were in love with the same man, and had self-

instituted this mode of deciding their claims." 1 Among the

Wintun of California, according to Mr. Powers, when any

man nther than a chief attempts to introduce into his wig-

wam a second partner of his bosom, the two women dispute

for the supremacy, often in a desperate pitched battle with

sharp stones
;

" they maul each other's faces with savage

violence, and if one is knocked down her friends assist her to

regain her feet, and the brutal combat is renewed until one or

the other is driven from the wigwam." 1 Peltier states that, in

the Australian tribe already referred to, the women, of whom
from two to five commonly belong to each man, tight among
themselves about him, "their weapons being heavy stares,

with which they beat one another about the head till the

blood llow3.’’* In the Kingsmill Islands, 'women sometimes,

from jealousy, carry a small weapon, watching an opportunity

of making an attack upon their rivals, desperate fights being
Ihe consequence

;
* and, among the Kamchatlales also, the

females are said to have fought for the males.6 But far more
commonly women try to secure men’s love by coquetry or

the display of their charms. Finally, whilst the men arc

generally the courters, the women may in many, perhaps
most eases, accept or refuse their proposals at pleasure.

The next chapter will be devoted to an account of some
of the most common means by which the sexes endeavour,
or formerly endeavoured, to make themselves attractive to one
another, and to st imulate each other’s passions, Then we shall

sec how far woman has the liberty of disposing of her own
hand, and, at the same time, note eases in which the man also,

with regard to his marriage, has to submit to some other’s will.

1 Hooper, /oi. eit. p. 390. * Powers, loi. at pp; 338, rl itf.
* Spencer, 1 The Principles of Sociology,' vol. 1. pp. 601. et «?.
• Wilkes, lie. (it. voL v. p. </i. ‘ Klernin, In. til. vet. ii. p. 20?.



CHAPTER IX

MEANS OF ATTRACTION

Thk desire for self-decoration, although a specifically

human quality, is exceedingly old. There arc peoples destitute

of almost everything which we regard as necessaries of life,

but there is no people so rude as not to take pleasure in orna-

ments. The ancient barbarians who inhabited the south of

Europe at the same time as the reindeer and the mammoth,

brought to their caves brilliant and ornamental objects.' The

women of the utterly wretched Veddahs in Ceylon decorate

themselves with necklaces of brass beads, and bangles cut

from the chank shell* The Fuegians "arc content to be

naked" but " ambitious to be fine.''* The Australians, with-

out taking the slightest pride In their appearance, so far as

neatness or cleanliness is concerned, arc yet very vain of their

own rude decorations* And of the rude Tasmanians, Cook

tells us that they liad no wish to obtain useful articles, but

were eager to secure anything ornamental.

“ Great as is the vanity of the civilized," says Mr. Spcr.cer,

it jj exceeded by that of the uncivilized-*' 1 The predilection

of savages for ornaments has been sufficiently shown by

travellers ir. almost every part of the world. Feathers and

beads of different colours, flowers, rings, anklets, and bracelets,

arc common embellishments A fully-equipped Santal belle,

‘ Spencer, • The Principal of Sociology,’ vol. •- P- 6t
’ Emerson Tenocnt, loc. cil. voL ii. p. *45-

« Hawlceswcrdfc 4 Voyages' roL tl. p. 55-

• Eyre, l«<. M vol. ii. p Wy
1 Spencer, vol i. p. 6«.
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for instance, carries two ankicts. and perhaps twelve bracelets,

and a necklace weighing a pound, the total weight of oma-

mentson her person amounting to thirty-four pounds of bell

metal,
—"a greater weight," says Captain Sherwill, “ than one

of our rirawing-ioom belles could well lift."
! Besides this, the

body is transformed in various ways. The lips, the sides of

the nose, and the lobes of the car are especially ill-treated,

Hardly any woman In Eastern Central Africa is without a

lip-ring ; they say it makes them look pretty, and •' the bigger

the ring, the more they value themselves l”* The Shuh's bore

a hole in the undcr-Iip and insert in it a piece of crystal three

or four inches long, which sways about as they speak and

similar customs arc common among other African peoples, 4

as also in some parts of North and South America.4 The

Papuans perforate the septum of the nose and insert in the

hole sticks, claws cf birds, &c.® The most common practice is

to pierce, enlarge, or somehow mutilate the car-lobes. Certain

North American Indians,7 the Arecunas and Rotccudoa of

South America.8 and the East African Wa-te!ta 6 pull them

down almost to the shoulders. Among the Easter Islanders,

says Becchey, "the lobe, deprived of its car-ring, hangs dang-

ling against the neck, and has a very disagreeable appearance,

particularly when wet. It is sometimes so long as to be

greatly in the way
;
to obtoatc which, they pass the lobe over

the upper part of the car, or more rarely, fasten one lobe to

the ether, at the back of the head.” 18

Scarcely less subject to mutilations are the teeth. In the

Malay Archipelago, the filing and blackening of the teeth are

1 Sherwili, ‘Tour through the Rijmahal Hills,
1 in ‘Jour. At See.

Bengal, 1 voL xx. p. 584. 1 Macdonald. "Alrfcana,’ voL L. p. 17.

» Wilson and Felkin, tor. lit. vol. II. p. 63 .

* Barth. 1 Reiser,1
vol. I>. p. S >4 Livingstone, tor. at p. 577.

1
v. Langsdorf, toe. *«/. ved. it. p. 115. v. Martiua, tee. at. voL i. p. 351.

Wallace. ‘Travel! on the Amazon, 1

p 514.

‘ Finsch, tee. cit. p. 39.
1 Dos Audiixl,1 1881, p. ;5 Waiu-Gerland,

tec. cit. voh vt pa 569, ct itq.
' Carrer, toe. at. p. 227. v. MartiuS, vol. i. pp 319, 620.
9 Johnston, tec. a't. pp. 429, rt icy.

>• 3wjchey, ‘ Voyage to the Pacific,
1 voL 1. p. 38. For the artificial en-

lariteiticnt of the ear-lobe, see also rarlr Harrison, n 'Jonr. Anthr. Inst,1

vol. li. pp. 190-198.
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thought to produce a most beautiful result, white teeth being

in great diresteem. 1 The Australians often knock out one

or two front teeth of the upper jaw, and several tribes in New
Guinea file their teeth sharp* Again, the Camaras file the

middle teeth in the upper jaw into the form of a swallow's

tail, and knock out four teeth in the lower jaw; whilst one of the

Malcalaka tribes, north of the Zambesi, and the Milongas,

on its bank, "break out ±cir top incisor-teeth from the

sheerest vanity. Their women say that it is only horses that

cat with all their teeth, and that men ought not to eat like

horses.” *

Many savage men take most pride in the hair of the head.

Now it is painted in a showy manner, now decorated with

beads and tinsel, now combed and arranged with the most ex-

quisite care. The Kandhs have their hair, which is worn very

long, drawn forward and rolled up till it looks like a horn pro-

jecting from between the eyes. Around this it is their delight

to wear a piece of red cloth, and they insert the feathers of

favourite birds, as also a pipe, comb, &c.‘ The men of fana,

of the New Hebrides, wear their hair " twelve and eighteen

inches long, and have it divided into some six or seven

hundred little locks or tresses

*

and, among the Latuka,a

man requires a period of from eight to ten years to perfect his

coiffure.4 In North America, Hcame saw several men about

six feet high, who had preserved “a single lock of their hair

that, when let down, would trail on the ground aa they walked-"’

Other Indians practise the custom of shaving the head and

ornamenting it with the crest of deer's hairs
;
and wigs are

used by several savage peoples* The Indians of Guiana, the

Fucgiana, Chavantcs, Uaupds,0 ar.d other tribes are in the

habit or pulling out their eyebrows.

1 Crawford, toe at. vol. L pp. ai6, tf sty.

* Sturt,
• Kipartition into Central Australia,' vol. it pp. 9,

6r. W ait:-

GerUnd, hr. at. vol vi. p. S?«
1 Holub, 4K. tit. rol. It P-

* Dalton, lee. tit. p. joi .
* Turner, ‘Samoa,' p jo8.

« Baker, ‘The Albert N’yanut,’ vol. L p 158.

’ Hearn e. Set. tit. p. J06. note. • Catlin, Ice. at. vol. it P- »3 *

* Brett, toe. tit. p. 343 -
KinB Fimoy, toe. tit. vol. is. p. :3s -

r. Martins M vol L p. 27 u Wallace, • Travels on the Amaioo,

p. 48J.
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Scarcely anything has a greater attraction for the savage

mind than showy colours. “ No matter," says Dr. Holub,

“how ill a traveller in the Marutse district may be, and how

many bearers he may require, if he only has a good stock of

blue beads he may always be sure of commanding the best

attention and of securing the amplest services
;
his beads will

prove an attraction irresistible to sovereign and subject, to

man, woman, and child, to freeman and bondman alike." 1

The practice of ornamenting one’s self with gaudy baubles

and painting the body with conspicuous colours is, indeed,

extremely prevalent Of Santal men at a feast, Sir W. Hunter
says that, " if all the colours of the rainbow were not displayed

by them, certainly the hedgehog, the peacock, and a variety of

the feathered tribe had been laid under contribution in order

to supply the young Santal beaux with plumes.” * Especially

docs the savage man delight in paint Red ochre is generally

looked upon as the chief embellishment, whilst, of the other

colours, black and white arc probably most in use. The
Naudowesries paint their faces red and black, "which they

esteem .is greatly ornamental" 8 Among the Guaycurfls, many
men paint their bodies half red, half white.* Throughout the

Australian continent the natives stain themselves with black,

red, yellow, and white* In Fiji/a small quantity of vermilion

is esteemed “as the greatest possible acquisition." 4 In New
Zealand, the lips of both sexes arc generally dyed blue j and

Ir. Santa Cmr, or Fgmont Island. Labillardierc observed with

surprise that " there was very much diffused a fondness for

white hair, which formed a striking contrast to the colour of

their skin."’

"Not one great country can be named," Mr Darwin says,

“ from the Polar regions in the north to New Zealand in the

south, in which the aborigines do not tattoo themselves." 8

' Holub, lot. lU vol. ii. p. jst.
- Hunter, * Rural Bengal, • vol. L p. iSj. * Carver, lot. at. p. =17.
• v. Mart tu*, let. at. vol 1. p 230.
4 Waita-Gcrland, lot. a’t vol vi p. 758.
" Wilkes, lot. at. vol iii. p. 3 S&
' Angas, ‘ Savage Life,' vol i. p. J16. Labill,..dibe, ‘Voyage in Search

of La Pdroere,’ voL ii. p.

* Danrin, 1 The Descent of Man,’ vol. ii. p. 3C9.
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This practice was followed by the ancient Assyrians, Briton 3
,

and Thracians ,
1 as it is followed by most savages still. And

it may be .said without exaggeration that there is no visible

part of the human body, except the eyeball, that ha 3 escaped

from being disfigured in this way. Some of the l^stci

Islanders tattoo their foreheads in arched lines, as also the

edges of their cars, and the fleshy part of their lips .
1 The

Abyssinian women occasionally prick their gums entirely

blue.* The Mundructis tattooed even their cyeiids .
4 And,

speaking of the tattooing of the Sandwich Islanders, Freycinet

remarks, " Aucunc partic dc leur corps n'en cat excmptc
;
!c

nez, les orcilles, les paupicrcs, 1c aommet dc la tdtc, 1c bout de

3a languc mfcme dans quclqucs circonstar.ccs, cn sont sur-

charge non meins que la poitrine, le dos. les jamtes, les bras

ct la paume dcs mains/' *

Often cicatrices are made in the skin, without any colouring

matter being used. Some tribes of Madagascar, for instance,

are in the habit of making marks, * which are intended to be

ornamental,” by slight incisions in the skin .
0 The natives of

Tana ornament themselves by “ cutting or burning iomc rude

device of a leaf or a fish on the breast, or upper part of the

arm .” 7 The Australians throughout the continent scar their

persons, as Mr. Curr assures us, only as a means of decoration.
1

And, in Fiji
,

41 rows of wart-like spots are burned along the

arms and backs of the women, which they and their admirers

call ornamental." •

It has been suggested that many of these practices sprang

from other motive* than a desire for decoration
;
and some

arc said to have had a religious origin. The Australian

Dieye rie, on being asked why he knocks out two front teeth

of the upper jaw of his children, can answer only that, when

they were created, the Muramura, k* good spirit, thus dis-

figured the first child, and. pleased at the sight, commanded
1 Laca&sagnc, * Lea utouigcs

,

1

p. 9- Cesar, toe at. book v. eh. 14

Herodotus, toe. a/, book r. eh. 6.
2 Beecher, let. a/, rol. l \x 39.

» Parkyn*, let tit.
rol II. p. * 9 -

4 A|ft*cr, ‘Journey in Brad),' p. 3^
• Frcyciaet, toe. at. vol il. p. llo. Of. Bcechey, vol. u p 140.

* Sibnse, tot. at. fx a 10.
7 Turner, * Samoa,* p yo.

• Curr, let. tit. vol. IL p 475 *

* Williams and Calvert, ‘Fiji and the Fijians,* p 137.
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that the like should be done to every male or female child for

ever after.' The Pclew Islanders believe that the perforation

of the septum of the nose is necessary for winning eternal

bliss ;* and the Nicaraguans say that their ancestors were in-

structed by the gods lo flatten the children's heads* Again,

in Fiji, it is supposed that the custom of tattooing is in con-

formity with the appointment of the god Dengei, and that

its neglect is punished after- death.' A similar idea pre-

vails among the Kingsmill blander* and Ainos; 6 and the

Greenlanders formerly believed that the heads of these girls

who had not been deformed by long stitches made with a

needle and black thread between the eyes, on the forehead,

and upon the chin, would be turned into train tubs, and

placed under the lamps in heaven, in the land of soul*.4

But such talcs are not of much importance, as any usage

practised from time immemorial may easily be ascribed to

the command of a god.

Mr. Frazer suggests that several of the practices here men-

tioned arc fundamentally connected with totemism.’ In order

to put himself more fully under the protection of the totem,

the clansman, according to Mr. Frazer, is in the habit of

assimilating himself to it by the arrangement of his hair and

the mutilation of his body
;
and of representing tire totem on

his body by cicatrices, tattooing, or paint. Thus the Buffalo

clans of the Iowa and Omahas wear two locks of hair in

imitation of horns
;
whilst the Small Bird clan of the Omahas

"leave a little hair in front, over the forehead, for a bill, and

some at the back of the head, for the bird's tail, with much

1 Gasoo, 'The Manners and Customs of the Dieyeri* Tribe,' in

Wood's, ‘The Native Tribes of Sooth Australia,’ p. 267.

’ ‘ Yraer,’ vet. iv. pp. 317. it *7.
* Squicr, in ‘Trans. American E-.hn. Soe.,’ vol. iii pi. 1 p. 13$.
* Williams and Cairo!, lot. at. p. 13A Pritchard, toe. tit. p. 391.

Seetrun, * Viti,’ p. 113. Wilkes, /-t. n't. vol. iii. p. 355,
1 Wilkes, vnl v. p. 83. r. Siebold, hi. n't. p. 15.

* Egede, /«. at. p. rji, t< uf. N’ordrnskiold, ‘ GrdnUnd,’ p. 468.
r A totem is a class d material objects which a savage regards with

superstitious respect, believing that there exists between him and every

member of the class an intimate and altogether special relation’ (Fraaer,

lot. eit. p. 1).
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over each car for the wings ; " and the Turtle subclan cut off

all the hair from a boy's head, except six locks which are

arranged so as to imitate the legs, head, and tail of a turtle.

The practice of knocking out the upper front teeth at puberty,

Mr. Frazer continues, is, or was once, probably an imitation

of the totem
;
and so also the bone, reed, or stick which some

Australian tribes thrust through the nose. The Haldahs of

Queen Charlotte Islands have always, and the Iroquois com-
monly, their totems tattooed on their persons, and certain

other tribes have on their bodies tattooed figures of animals,

which Mr. Frazer thinks likely to be totem marks. Accord-

ing to one authority, the raised cicatrices of the Australians

arc sometimes arranged in patterns representing the totem
;

and. among a few peoples, the totem is painted on the person

of the clansman. 1

Mr. Frazer’s theory is supported by exceedingly few facts

whereas there s an enormous mass of case* in which we have

no right whatever to infer a connection with totemism- It is,

indeed, impossible to see how most of the practices con-

sidered in this chapter could have originated in this way. J low

is it passible to explain the knocking out of the upper front

teeth or the thrusting of a stick through the nose as imitations

of totem animals ? And how arc we to connect the mutila-

tions of the cars and other parts of the body, and the various

modes of sclf-dccoration, with totemism ? Since all such prac-

tices arc universally considered to improve the appearar.ee,

and, as will be shown presently, take place at the same
period of life, \rc may justly infer that the cause to which

they owe their origin is fundamentally one and the same.

As for tattooing, Professor Gcrland assumes that the tattooed

marks were originally figures of totem animals, though they

are no longer so ;* but an assumption of that kind is not per-

missible in a scientific investigation. - And even in those rare

cases, where a connection between tattooing and totemism

undoubtedly exists, we cannot be sure whether this connec-

tion is no: secondary. At present tattooing is everywhere

regarded exclusively, or almost exclusively, a3 a means of

1 F rarer, ioc. at. pp. 26* 50.

NVaiti-Gerlasd, ice. ciL ret. vi. pp. 36-39.
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decoration, and Cook states expressly that, in the South Sea

Islands, at the time of their dif^covery, it was in no way con-

nected with religion, 1 Nor can 1 agree with Mr. Spcnccr

that tattcoing and other kinds of mutilation were practised

originally as a means of expressing subordination to a dead

niler or a god. 2 Equally without evidence is Mr. Colquhoun's

opinion that the custom originated in the wish either to make
a man more fearful in battle, or to render the body invulner-

able by the tattooing of charms on it
3

It I* true, no doubt, that this practice subserves various

ends. Mr. Keyser speaks of a chief lit New Guinea who had

sixty-three blue tattoo lines on his chest, which represented

the number of enemies he had slain.4 Moreover, the tattooed

marks make it possible for savages to distinguish their own
clansmen from their enemies; 3 though 1 cannot think, with

Chenier,® that this was their original object. Again, many
ornaments arc really nothing but trophy-badges, and many
things used for ornaments were at first substitutes for trophies,

having some resemblance to them ;

T
whilst others are carried

as signs of opulence,® I do not deny, either, that men
may sometimes paint their bodies in order to inspire their

enemies with fear in battle, or that the use of red ochre and

fat is good as a defence against changes of weather, flies, and

mosquitoes.0 Nevertheless, it seems to be beyond doubt that

men and women began to ornament, mutilate, paint, and
tattoo themselves chiefly in order to make themselves attrac-

tive to the opposite sex,—that they might court successfully,

or be courted.

1 Waltt-CcrUnd, tec. cit. vol. vi. p.&
3 Spencer, 4 The Principles of Sociology/ vol li. p> 77.
5 Colquhoun. toe. cit p.

• Keyser, ' Our Cruise to New Guinea/ pp 44, et stq.
1 Mackenzie, toe. cit. p. cxx. Power*, he. cit. p 109. Beocbey, ice. cit,

vol. ii. p. 4c 1. Agasau, toe. cit. jx 318. v. Mllttlut, tot. tit. vol. i. pp.484
501, &c. 1 Daa AusUnd/ 1875, p. 454. Wfthr-Gerland, vol. v:. p. 38.

4 Quoted by Keriot, ice. cit. p. *93, note.

1 Spence--, vol ii. pp. 2S3 tS6. Cf. r. Barth, ‘ Osufrika/ p> 32.

• v. Maitlus vol. ipp. 321,738. ‘ Ymer/vol i:i.p.&9. ftonwick,
' Daily

Ufe of the Tasmanians/ p. 24. Bancroft, tec. at. voL i. p. 1 59 Herlot,

1»* 305-
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It is noteworthy that in all parts of the world the desire for

self-decoration, is strongest at the beginning of the age of

puberty, all the above-named custom; being practised most

zealously at that period of life. Concerning the Dacotahs,

Mr. Prescott states that both sexes adorn themselves at their

courtships to make themselves more attractive, and that "the

young only arc addicted to dress." 1 The Orion, according

to Colonel Dalton, is likewise particular about his personal

appearance "only so long as he is unmarried."* Among the

I.et-htas in Indo-China, it is the unmarried youths that are

profusely bedecked with red and white bead necklaces, wild

boars’ tusks, brass armlets, and a broad band of black braid

below the knee.8 Speaking of the Encounter Bay tribe of

South Australia, the Rev. A. Meyer says that " the plucking

out of the heard and anointing with grease and ochre (which

belong to the initiatory ceremony) the men may continue if

they please till about forty years of age, for they consider it

ornamental, and fancy that it makes them look younger, ar.d

gives them an importance in the eyes of the women.”* In

Fiji, says Mr. Anderson, the men, “who like to attract the

attention of the opposite sex. don their best plumage ;

’’ 8 and

when Mr. Bulmcr once asked an Australian native why he

wore his adornments, the native answered "that he wore

them in order to look well, and to mal<c himself agreeable to

the women. 1

0

It is when boys or girls approach puberty that, in the north-

west part of North America, they have their lower lip per-

forated for the labret
;

T that, among the American Eskimo,

the African Masarwas, and certain Australian natives, the

cartilage between the nostrils is pierced for the reception of

' Scbnolcraft, lee. at vol. iii. po. 2}7, et rfj.

* Dalton, let. cit. pp 149, ft Uf. 1 Cotquhoun, lot. cit. p 76.

• Meyer, lot. tit. p. 189.

* Anderson.

'

Notes of Trawl in Fiji and New Caledonia,' p 136.

• Brough Smyth, Ini cit vol. I. p 275.

' Armstrong, foe. tit. p 194. Lislwuky, fee. at p 243 Holmbcrg, in

‘ Acta Soc. Sci. Fennlc*,' vol, I v. p 301. Dixon, foe. tit. p. : 87. v Ungs-

dorf, fee. tit vol. ii. p, 115. Holmberg says expressly that die men

undergo this operation to make themselves agreeable to til* young

women.
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a piece of bone, wood, or she!!.

1

At the some age, among

the Chibehas and the aborigines of the Californian Penin-

sula, holes were made in the cars. 1 It is at this period

of life, also, that the Chaymas of New Andalusia, the

Pdew Islanders, and the natives of New Britain have

their teeth blackened, as black teeth, both for men and

women, arc considered an indispensable condition of beauty ;*

and that, in several parts of Africa and Australia, they knock

out some teeth, knowing that otherwise they would run the

risk of being refused on account of ugliness.

4

Among the

Nicobarcsc, among whom the men blacken their teeth

from the period of puberty, this disfigurement is indeed so

favourably regarded by the fair sex that a woman ° would

scorn to accept the addresses of one possessing white teeth,

like a dog or pig." 6 Mr. Crawfurd tells us that, in the Malay

Archipelago, the practice of filing and blackening the teeth,

already referred to, is a necessary prelude to marriage, the

common way of expressing the fact tha: a girl has arrived at

puberty being that “ she has had her teeth filed-”
1 And, with

reference to some of the natives of the Congo countries,

Tuckcy states that the two upper front teeth arc filed by the

men, so as to make a large opening, and scare are raised on

the skin, both being intended by the men as ornamental, and

" principally done with the Idea of rendering themselves

agreeable to the women." 7

The important part played by the hair of the head as a

stimulant of sexual passion appears in a curious way from

Mr. Sibrcc's account of King Radama's attempt to introduce

1 Frar.ldin, ‘Second Expedition,' p. u 8
.

Holub, /at. tit. vol. i. p. 35.

Ai£a> 1 SavAge Life,’ vol. ii. p. 225. * Waits, lee tit. vol. iv. pp. 250* 3^ 5 *

1 v. Humboldt, be. tit. vo1 iiL p. 224. • Yxner/ voL iv. p. 317. Powell,

•Wandering* in a Wild Country,' p. 254.
1 Livingstone, /<v* tit. p. 533. Chip-man. foe tit. vol. ii. p. 285, Holub,

lot. at. voL i. p. 328. Wilson and Fclkin, be. at. vol. ii. p. 63 .
* Emin

Paslia in Central Africa,* p. Andersion, foe. at. p. 226. Ploss, *Das

Kind/ roL il p 264. Breton, foe tit. p. 233. Waits-GerUnd, voL vi. pp,

jSf>. eiUf.
6 Man, 1 Account of ihe Nicobar htaodttV in ' Jour. Axilfcr: Inst..’ rol.

iv. p. 441. '< Crawfurd, //v. a'f. vol. I.pp.215,rheg.
T TueVry,

1 Expedition la Explore ihe River Zaire/ pp. fo, H iff.
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European customs among the Hovas of Madagascar. As
soon as he bad adopted the military tactics of the English, he

ordered that all his officers and soldiers should have their

hair cut
;
but this command produced so great a disturbance

among the women of the capita! that they assembled in great

numbers to protest against the king’s order, and could not be

quieted till they were surrounded by troop6 and their leaders

cruelly speared.* Everywhere it is the young and unmarried

people who arc most anxious to dress their hair. 1 Thus,

among the Uunjogee>. a Chittagong Hill tribe, the young men
"stuff a large ball of black cotton into their topknot to

make it look bigger."* In the Tenimber Group, the lads

decorate their long locks with leaves, flowers, and feathers, as

Riedel says, “only in order to please the women."* Among
the Tacullics, “the elderly people neglect to ornament their

heads in the same manner as they do the rest of their persons,

and generally wear their hair short. Bui the younger people

of both sexes, who feel more solicitous to make themselves

agreeable to each other, wash and paint their faces and let

their hair grow long.” 8 And in the Admiralty Islands, accord-

ing to Professor Moseley, "only the young men of apparently

from eighteen to thirty, or so, wear the hair long and combed
out into a mop or bush," whilst the boys or older men wear

the hair short.'

' Slbroe, ht. dl. p. ?i t.

1
Cf. Wallace, ‘ Travels on the Amaron,' p. 49J j

v. Weber, In. tit.

voL ii. p. 197.
1 Lenin, lot. dl. p. sjo

* Riedel, let. eiL p. 291 • Hannon, let. til p. 288.

* Moeelcv, ‘On the Inhabitant* oftho Admiralty Islands,’ in ‘Jour.

Anthr. Inst, 1 toI. vL p. 403. Short hair la often regarded as a symbol cf

chastity. Every Buddhist 'novice ’—that is, a persnn admitted la the tint

degree of monkhood—has to cut otf his hair, in order to prov e that ' he

it ready to give up the most beautiful and higsly-prired of all his ornament

for the sake of a religion- life'(Monier Williams, ' Buddhism,' p. 306):

and, in Mexico, the religious virgins, as also men »ho decided upon

a life of chastity, hid their hair cut (Acosta, lee. til. vci. ii p. 333

;

Bancroft, he. dl. vol 11. pp. sji.rf «?•)> A similar idea probably underlies

the custom which requires that women, when they marry, shall he deprived

of their hair, the husband trying in this -ay to preserve the fidelityof his

wife (seeWUlMs, lot. ciLvet iii. p. 3 54 ,
Wniu Gerland, loc. dr vol. vi. p. 567:

Palmer, in
'
Jour. Anthr. Inst,* voL xiii.p. J&fi

;
de Ralifuquis. Aw. til. p. 33;
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Passing to the practice of painting the body : Dr. Sparrraan

tells us that the two Hottentots whom he had in his ser-

vice, when they expected to meet some girls of their own
nation, painted their noses, checks, and the middle of the

forehead with soot.' On l-lindcrs Island, whither the remnant

of the Tasmanians were removed, a rebellion nearly burst out

when orders were once issued forbidding the use of ochre

and grease, for *' the young men feared the loss of favour in the

eyes of their countrywomen." ’ Among the Guarayos, the

suitor, when dbui ling, keeps for some days dose to the cabin

of the mistress of his heart, he being painted from head to

foot, and aimed with his battle club.'' In certain parts of

Australia, when a boy arrives at the age of puberty, his hair,

body, and limbs arc profusely smeared with red ochre and

fat, this feeing one of the ri:e3 by which he is initiated into

the privileges of manhood.* Again, with reference to the

Ahts, Mr. Sproat remarks that "some of the young men
streak their faces with red, but grown-up men seldom now
use paint, unless on particular occasions." The women cease

tn use it about the age of twenty-five."

The girls are generally painted when they arrive at the

epoch of the first menstruation.’1 Thus among certain

Hcriot, Uu. til, p- 335) j white many men in New Guinea and Ilornu

deprive their wives of all ornaments fYmer,' vol. vi. p. ic«; Barth,

* Reitca,’ voL iii. p. 3 i« note}. Even or Spam and Athens, as well as

among the Anglo-Saxons, the bnde or newly-married wife had her hair cut

short (Kossbach, loc. <U. p. ago). Mr. Wright suggests (‘Womankind in

Western Europe,' p. 6SJ that, among the people Inn mentioned, this was

done in Older to show that she had accepted a position of servitude

towards her husband, a* the cutting cdliait in eithersex indicated slavery.

But that this explanation cannot be applied to every ease of hair-cutting

appears from the fact, reported by Hcriot {lac. elf. p. 333), that, among the

Tlascaians, it was customary to shav e the head of a newly-married couple,

both man and woman, ' to denote that all youthful sports ought in that

«nte to be abandoned.'

* Sparrmon, 'Voyage to the Cape of Good Hope,' ml. ii. p. Bo.

* Bonwick. ‘ Daily Life of the Tasmanians,’ pp. 25, n ug.
1 r. Martius, /«. cil. vol. i. p. 217.

• Angas, ’ South Australia Illustrated,’ no. 22. • Sproat, lee. cil. p. 2S.

• Aram, lot. cil. rot ii. pp to, 1 27, u leg. (Charruas and Payagius).

Pipes. ‘ Das Kind,’ voL ii p 259 (Manic* and Tamayos). ‘ DasAudand,’
tS3i, p. *5 (Zulus)

;
Sc.
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Equatorial Africans, they are nibbed with black, red, and

white paints in the course or a ceremony which, according to

Mr. Reade, is essentially of a Phallic nature. 1 If a young

maiden of the Tapoyers of Braail " be marriageable, ar.d yet

not courted by any, the mother paints her with some red

colour about the eyes." 1

The act of tattooing, also, generally takes place at the age of

puberty, in the ease of men as well as in that of women. It

Is about that period that, in tiie underlip of
w
eIl freeborn

female Thlinkcts,
11 a slit is made parallel with the mouth,

and about half an inch below it ;

* * that, among the Eskimo,

pigments of various dye are pricked on the chin, at the angles

of the mouth, and across the face over the cheek-bones
;

‘ that,

in some South American tribes, incisions are made from the

shoulders of the girl to her waist, 11 when she is regarded as a

delicious morsel for the arms of an ardent lover.” 1 At the

same age, either or both sexes are subject to tattooing among
the Guarayos* Abipo-'esJ Baris* Gonds,® Dyaks,11 Negritos

of the Philippines,11 South Sea Islanders,11 Australians, 16 &c
Among the Nagas of Upper Assam, It was the custom “ to

allow matrimony to those only who made themselves as

hideous as possible by haring their faces elaborately tattooed.
M,‘

I Reade, let. til. p. 2»6.
! Nieuhoff. * Voyages and Travels into BrailVin Pinkerton, ‘Collection

of Voyagei,
1

vol. *lv. p. 878. 1 Bancroft, toe. /it. vol. i. p. 98.

* Armstrong, lot. eit. p. t9 >. Bancroft, vol. L p. 47.

6 Moore, let. OL p. 376. • v. Manius. lor. at. vol. L p. 217.

’ Dobiuhorfcr, for. cit. vol. :i. p to
* Wilson ar<d Felkin. lot. at. vol. ii. p. 97.

* Forsyth, let. tit. p. 148.

“ Bock, ‘The Head-Hunters 01 Borneo,’ p, 189.

a Scbadeckerg, ‘Die Negritosder Plullpptncn,' In'Zeitsehr f Rthnol.,’

vol xli. p. 136.

" Fijians (Wilkes, let. dr. vol. iii. p. jj>), Samoan* {Uhl., vcl. il. p, 141),

Klnganill Islanders (iML, vol v. p. 103), Tahitians (F.ilis, ‘Polyneaan

Researches,1

vci. i. p. 36a), natives of Limeo (Montgomery, 'Journal of

Voyages and Travels,' vol. I. [» I2}\ Tongam (Pritchard, lot. tit. p. 393),

Nokahivans (v. Lan^sdorf let. at. vol. L p. 118), Gambicr Islanders

(Beechey, lot. tit. vol. i. p. 139)-

II Waitr-Ccrlant), lot. fit. vol vi pp. 7J9,
785, 787

>* Dalton, lot. at. p. 39. Cf. Atgas. 1 Savage Life, vol i. p. 31a (New

Zealanders).

N
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The Makalaka girla, before they could marry, had to submit

to horrible torture, about four thousand stitches being made

in the skin of the chest and stomach, and a black fluid being

rubbed into the wounds.1 In New Zealand, according to the

Rev. R. Taylor, it was the great ambition of the young to

have- fine tattooed faces,
41 both to render themselves attractive

to the ladies, and conspicuous In war"* In Samoa, until

a young man was uttcced, he could not think of marriage,

but as soon as this was done, he considered himself entitled to

all the privileges of mature years. 1 " When it is all over” says

Mr. Pritchard, M and the youths thoroughly healed, a grand

dance is got up on the first available pretext to display

the tattooing, when the admiration of the fair sex is un-

sparingly bestowed. And this is the great reward, long and

anxiously looked forward to by the youths as they smart

under the hands of the
4
raatai/

" 4 Often, however, the operation

is accomplished not at once, but at different times, that the

patients may be able to bear the inflammation and pain at

every stage of the process
;
and not un frequently it begins

when the girls arc quite young children, being constantly

added to until they marry. 6

The real object of the custom is shown also by several other

statements. When Mertens asked the natives of Lukunor

what was the meaning of tattooing, one of them answered,
“ It bac the same object as your clothes, that is, to please the

women.’* 4 Bancroft remarks that young Kadiak wives 41
secure

the affectionate admiration of their husbands by tattooing the

breast and adorning the face with black lines." * The raised

cuts of the Australians, according to Mr. Palmer, are " merely

1 MaucIi, 1 Rcisen Im Inneren von Sud-Afrika,’ in Petennann's 1 Mit-

thcilangen/ Erganrtingsband Tin. no. 37, pp 38, ti **7.

» Tayk*, loc. dt. p. Jtt. 3 Turner, * Samoa,’ ?. 83.

4 Pritchard, iot. at. pp. 144 ci stq.

1 Ellis,
1 Polynesian Reiearchcs,’ vol i. p. 262 (Tahiti). Montgomery

tee. dU vol i. p 127 (Eimeo). Angas, 1 Polynesia,1

p. 328 (Marquesas
Islands). iv,

4
Savage Life,’ voL i p. 314 (New Zealand)* Fytebe,

A*, dt. vol. ii. p 6
1
(Bnima). Man, In 'Jour. Anthr. list/ vol. xil. p.

331 (Andaman Islands). St. John, 4 The Ainos,’ iAn£. voi II. p. 249
(Ainos of Yesso). 4 Waju Gerland, toe. dt. vol. v. pi. ii. p. 67.

1 Bancroft, /or. dt. vol i. p. 72.
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ornamental and convey no idea of tribal connection,' the

women marking themselves in this manner “to add to their

looks, and to make 1hernselves attractive." 1 Barrington assures

us that, among the natives of Botany Bay, " scars are, by both

sexes deemed highly ornamental 1 and, in the Eucla tribe,

according to Mr. W. Williams, both sexes make horizontal

scars on the chest and vertical scais on the upper arm " for the

purpose of ornamentation."

1

In Ponapd, as we arc informed

by voo Kubary and Finsch, tattooing is practised only as a

means of impmvingthc appearance ;* and, in New* Guinea, the

women tattoo themselves “ to please the men.”

1

Bock remarks,

” As the Dyak women arc tattooed to please their lovers, so

the Laos men undergo the ordeal for the sake of the women."*

In Samoa, great licentiousness was connected with the

custom of tattooing
;
and, in Tahiti, the chiefs prohibited it

altogether on account of the obscene practices by which it

was invariably accompanied in that island. 7 The Tahitians

have also a very characteristic tale of its origin. Taaroa, their

god, and Apouvaru had a daughter, who was called liinacrcc-

remonoi. " As she grew up, in order to preserve her chastity,

she was mace ‘ pahio,’ or kept in a kind of enclosure, and con-

stantly attended by her mother. Intent on h« seducu’on, the

brothers invented tattooing, and marked each other with the

figure called Taomara Thus ornamented, '.hey appeared

before their sister, who admired the figures, and, in order to oc

tattooed herself eluding the care of her mother, broke the

enclosure that had been creeled rot* her preservation, was

tattooed, and became also the victim to the designs of her

brothers. Tattooing thus originated among the gods, and

was first practised by the children of Taaroa, their principal

deity. In imitation of their example, and for the accomplish-

ment of the same purposes, it was practised among men. . . .

1 Palmer, In ‘Jour. Anthr Inst.,’ vol. xiil. p.

‘ Harrington, ' The History of New South Wales,1 pit.
1 Cnrr, lx at. vol. i. p *oa.

* Finsch, in 1 Zeitschr f. F.thnol,’ vol xlL pp. y>8, el w/.

6 Chalmers, lee; a'/, p. i66-

0 Bock, 'Temples anr Elephants,' p. 170

r Turner, • Samos,
-

p. 90. Ellis, ' Polynesian Researches,’ vol. L p. 166.
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The two sons of Taaroa and Apouvaru were the gods of

tattooing. Their images were kept in the temples of those

who practised the art professionally, and every application of

their skill was preceded by 8 prayer addressed to them, that

the operation might not occasion death, that the wounds

might soon he*’, that the figures might be handsome, attract

admirers, and answer the ends of wickedness designed." 1

This legend is especially instructive because it shows how a

custom which had originally nothing to do with religion may
in time take a more or lew religious character. Professor

Wundt holds that, in most cases, religious ideas arc the

original sources from which customs flow
;

8 but it is far more
probable that the connection between religion and custom is

often secondary. Nearly every practice which for some reason

or other has come into fashion and taken root among the

people, is readily supposed to have a divine sanction
;
and

this is one of the reasons why conservatism as to religion is

so often accompanied by conservatism in other matters.

This must especially be the ease among savage men who
identify their ancestor* with their gods, and consequently

look upon ancient customs as divine institutions.

It is, indeed, difficult to believe that the motives which gave

rise to tattooing can have been different from those which led

to the painting of the body. The chief distinction between

the two is, that the tattooed marks arc indelible, being neither

extinguished nor rendered fainter by lapse of time. Hence
the prevalence of tattooing may be explained by a general

desire among savages to make the decorations of the body

pcimar.cnL Sometimes, too, the custom seems to be kept up

as a test of courage. 8

Even to European tastes the incised lines and figures have

in many cases a certain beauty. Thus, speaking of the

Gambicr Islanders, Beechey assures us that the tattooing

undoubtedly improves their appearance
; and Yatc remarks

that “ nothing can exceed the beautiful regularity with which

the faces and thighs of the New Zealanders are tattooed/
4

the

' Ellis, 4*. vol. i. pp. 262, tt ,<4. * Wundt, ‘Bihlk/ p. 9*
1

C/. Franklin, ‘Journey,’ jx 71
;
Beck, ‘Templet and Elephants/ P- WS

Dalton, /or. (<L p. 251 ; Man, in 'Jour. Anthr. last,' vol xii. p. 331.
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volutes being perfect specimens, and the regularity mechanic-

ally correct,* Forster observed that, among the natives of

Waitahoo (Marquesas Islands), the punctures were disposed

with the utmost care, so that the marks on each leg, arm, and

check and on the corresponding muscles were exactly similar 1

Among the Tahitians, according to Darwin, the ornaments

follow the curvature of the body so gracefully, that they have

a very pleasing and elegant effect; and, among the Easter

Islanders,
11

all the lines were drawn with much taste, and

carried in the direction of the muscle,"* Tbe fact that the

tattooed lines follow closely the natural forms of the body in

order to render them more conspicuous, has been observed in

the case of other peoples also,* and it would be ridiculous to

regard suds marks as transformed images of gods.

The facts stated seem to show that the object of tattooing*

as well as of other kinds of sdf-deconuion or mutilation, was

to stimulate the sexual desire of the opposite sex. To us it

appears strange that such repugnant practices as that of

perforating the septum of the nose or removing teeth should

owe their origin to coquetry, but we must not judge of the

« Beechey, /«, at. vol. I. p. t J9- ¥«<*, be. FP> ««7 .
* «/•

* Forster, to/, tit. sol. il. pp. 1 4, ct Hg.
* Darwin, 'Journal of Researches,' pp. 4Si,ff Arg. Bewhey, vol. L p. 39.

4 Waitz-Gerland, be. tit. vnL vi. p. 573. Jones, 'The Grammar of

Ornament,' p 13, note. CJ. the tattooed circle round the mouth of the

Juris (Wallace,
1 Travels on the Amaioo,' p. 510) ami the female Atecunas

(Brett, lee. lit. p. 26*) i
the rings round the eyes cf the women in the

Admiralty Island* (Moseley, in 'Jour. Anthr. Inst.,' vol. vi. p. 401), of the

Australians (Angu» ‘South Australia Illustrated
1

), and the Patagonians

(King and Fltiroy, let. at. vol u. p. 135!: the cicatrices hlce parallel ridges

upon die cheat, thighs, and shoulders of the Tasmanians
(
3onwidt,' Dally

Life,’ p. 24) j and the tattoo* on tbe hands and feet of Egyptian women

(Lane, lot (it. vol i. pp. 54, 57 ).

* After this chapter had been prepared for the press, i became acquainted

with Herr Joestb magnificent work on tattooing (' Tdtowlrw, Narben-

jeidmen und KPiperbcmnler.’). Herr Joest, who is au experiencedethno-

grapher, has come to the same conclusion as myself regarding the origin

ofthis practice. He »ys that ' dcr hauptsichlicbc Trieb, welcher betde

Gescldechter towegt, sicb ui utov/irer, dir at, ihre Relic in den Augen

des andern Geschlechts *u erbohen' (p. 56), He also observes—‘Je

weniger sich ein Mecisch bckleidel, desto mehr tiUowilt er sich. und Je

mehr er sich bekleldet, desto weniger thut er leuteres 1

(pp. 56, ft iff ).
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taste of savages by our own. In this case the desire for self-

decoration is to a great extent identical with the wish to

attract attention, to excite by means of the charm of novelty. 1

At all stages of civilization people like a slight variety, but

deviations from what they arc accustomed to sec must not

be too great, nor of such a kind as to provoke a disagreeable

association of ideas. In Cochin China, where the women

blacken their teeth, a man said of the wife of the English

Ambassador contemptuously that " she had white teeth like

a ilog ;
" * and the Ahipones in South America, who carefully

plucked out all the hairs with which out eyes arc naturally

protected, despised the Europeans for their thick eyebrows,

and called them brothers to the ostriches, who have very

thick brows.1 We, on the other hand, would dislike to see a

woman with a crystal or a piece of wood in her Up.

It is a common notion that women arc by nature vainer

and more addicted to dressing and decorating themselves

than men. This certainly doe* not hold good for savage and

barbarous peoples in general. It is true that, among many of

them, tattooing is exclusively or predominantly limited to

the women, and that the men sometimes wear fewer ornaments.

But several travellers, as for instance Dr. Sehweinfurth* and

Dr. Barth,‘ who have a vast experience of African races,

agree that the reverse is usually the case. The women of

alt the tribes of Indians Richardson saw on his route through

the northern ports of the fur countries, adorned their persons

less than the men of the same tribes ; and the like is said of

the Comanches.' Among the IJaupcs, Mr. Wallace observed

“ that the men and boys appropriated all the ornaments." ?

1 Mr. Walker observes (' Beauty,' p 41) that ‘an essential condition

of all excitement and action in animal bodies, 1» a greater or less degree

of novelty in the objects Improelng them,'
1 Wain, ‘ Introduction to Anthropology,' p 305.
! Dobrlihoffcr. /«- of. «ol II. p 1 5.

• Schuanfurih, ‘ Jm HerKn von Afrika,1 voL ii. pp ? d
- Barth, ‘ Rotten; VOL ii p 475.
0 Franklin, ‘Second Expedition,* p 197 iff. Mackenxie, lor. a/, p.

1 i6). Schoolcinft, lot. cit. voL i, p 335.
1 Wallace. 'Travels on the Amaron,' p aSt. CJ. v. Martins, tec. tit.

rol i. p. 397.
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The native women of Orangcric Bay of New Guinea, except

that they arc tattooed, adorn themselves less than the men,

and none of them paint their faces and bodies, as the men
frequently do.' In the Admiralty Islands, young girls

" sometimes have a necklace or two on, but they never aic

decorated to the extent to which the men arc," it being

evidently not considered good taste for them to adorn their

persons.* Among the aborigines of the New Hebrides, New
Hanover, New Ireland,*and Australia,* adornments are almost

entirely monopolised by the men, the “ fair sex " being content

with their natural charms.

It has been suggested that the plainer appearance of the

women depends upon their oppressed and despised position,

as well as upon the selfishness of the men.* But it is doubtful

whether this is the true explanation. Savage ornaments,

generally speaking, arc not costly things, and even where

the state of women is most degraded a woman may, if she

pleases, paint her body with red ochre or put a piece of wood

through her lip or a feather through the cartilage of the nose.

In Eastern Central Africa, for instance, the women are- more

decorated than the men, although they hold an inferior

position, being viewed as beast* of burden, and doing all the

harder work. “A woman." says Mr. Macdonald, “always

kneels when she has occasion to talk to a man.” 6 Almost

the same is said of the female Indians of Guiana ;

T whereas in

the Yule Island, on the Coast of New Guinea, and in New
Hanover, the women are less given to personal adornment

' ifAlbertis, ' New Guinea,' rol. i. p. 200. Cf. Waiu-Gerlanc, lot. (it.

roL vl. p. 570.

Moseley. * Notes by a Naturalist on die CAatUngtr; p. 461. Mem, in

' Jour. Anthr. Inst.,’ vol vi. p. 393 Rcmiliy, lor. df. p J
1
5.

• Campbell, 'A Year in die Nc» Hebrides,' p. HJ. Slrnuch, ‘ReaiM-

kungm ubei Neu Guiiwa,' &C-, in ‘Zeiisclir l Ethool,' rol. i«. p. 43 -

Zimmerman n, lot. tit. vol il- p- 105.

• Waitt-Galiind, vol. vi. p 735- Bonwick, In 'Jour. Anlhr. Inst.,' voL

xvi. p. so*. Breton, lot. at. pp. aro, /! itf

• Darrin, 'Trie Descent ct Man,' vol il, pp 3 ?s<
<r “Y- LubbCck. lit.

c/t. p 54. For iter, /«. dL vol ii. p 219. J.larkmiir, lor. dr. pp 126, tt

sry.

6 Macdonald. ‘Africana,’ vol i. p. 35.
’ Bred, let. to, p. 411.
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than the men, although they arc held in respect, have influence

in their families, and exercise, in some villages, much authority,

or even supremacy.1

Of all the various kinds of self-ornamentation tattooing is

the most laborious. Yet, in Melanesia, it is chiefly women
that are tattooed, though they arc treated as slaves

;
whilst in

Polynesia, where the slants of women is comparatively good,

this practice is mainly confined to the men.* In Fiji, where

women were fearfully oppressed, genuine tattooing was found

on them only.8

It is expressly stated of the women of several savage

peoples that they are less desirous of self-decoration than the

men. Speaking of the -Aleut* on the Fur-Seal Islands of

Alaska, Mr. Elliott rays, * In these lower races there is much
more vanity displayed by the masculine element than the

feminine, according to my observation
;

in other words, I

have noticed a greater desire among the young men than

among the young women of savage and semi-riviiised people

to be gaily dressed, and to look fine." ‘ Among the Gambier

Islanders, according to Becchcy, the women “ have no orna-

ments of any kind, and appeared quite indifferent to the

beads and trinkets which were offered them ." 3 In Tierra del

Fuego, Lieutenant Bovc found the men more desirous of

ornaments than the women
;
and Proyart made a similar

observation with regard to the people of Loango.« Again,

touching the Crecs, Mackenzie remarks that "the women,

though by no means inattentive to the decoration of their

own per.-ons, appear to have a still greater degree of pride

attending to the appearance of the men, whose faces arc

painted with more care than those of the women." 7

It is difficult, then, to believe that the inferior position of

» d’Albertis, let. at vol. 1 pp. 415. 418. Sirauch, in ‘Zeiuchr. f.

Ethnol.,' vol. i«. pp. 43, to
1 Woiu-Cerland, tot. tit vol. vl pp. mo, 575, 6a6.

Martin, lot. «i. vol li. p. 267. Williams and Calvert, Ut. a'/, p. 145-

W likes, tot. ttt. vol. iii. p. 33»-

' Elliott, ‘ Report on the Seal Islands of Alaska,
1

pp. 21, if uf.
1 BMchoy. hr. til. vol i. p. 138.

* Bov*, foe tit p. 129. Proyart, lot. tit p. 575.
' Mackenzie, fee. tit p. xciv. Cj. Harmon, lee. a

t

pp. 319, <t ut/.
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the weaker sex accounts for the comparative scarcity of

female ornaments. The fact may to some extent be ex-

plained by Mr. Spencer’s suggestion, that ornaments haw
partly originated from trophy-badges, and Professor Wundt’s,

that they indicate rank and fortune : but these explanations

apply only to a few eases. IT it be true that man began to

decorate himself chiefly in order to stimulate the passions of

the opposite sex, we may conclude that the vanity of the

men is, in the first place, due to the likings of the women,

and that the plainer appearance of the women is a conse-

quence of the men’s greater indifference to their ornaments.

Mr. Darwin has shown that, among our domesticated quad-

rupeds, individual antipathies and preferences are exhibited

much more commonly by the female than by the male, 1 and

the same, as we shall see, is in some measure the case with

man also. It is the women rather than the men that have

to be courted. Thus, with reference to the natives of Gipps-

land, Mr. Brough Smyth, on the authority of Mr. Bulmer,

states, " The ornaments worn by the females were not much
regarded by the men. The woman did little to improve her

appearance
;
... if her physical aspect was such as to

attract admirers she was contcnt.'’ ,

It should also be noted that among savage, it Is, as a ruk,

the man only that runs the risk of being obliged to lead a

single life. Hence it is obvious that to the best of his ability

he must endeavour to be taken into favour by making himself

as attractive as possible. In civilized Europe, on the other

hand, the opposite occurs Here it is the woman that has

the greatest difficulty in getting married—and she is alto the

vainer of the two.

The hypothesis as to the origin or the customs in question;

set forth in tills chapter, presupposes of course that savage

girls enjoy great liberty in the choice of a mate. It will be

seen subsequently that there can be no doubt as to the

accuracy of that presumption.

At a higher stage of civilization the tendency of mankind

is to give up savage ornaments, and no longer to regard

1 Darwin, * The Decent of Man.’ vol. ii. pp. -9°--95'

' Brough Smyth, /«• *#. voL i. p, J7$.
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mutilations of the body as improving the appearance. In

Persia, women still wear the r.osc-ring through one side of the

nostril, 1 but to a European such a custom would bp extremely

displeasing. In the Western world the car ring is the last

vanishing relic of savage taste.

From the naked body the ornaments were transferred to

clothing, partly because climate made clothes necessary,

partly for another reason. *A savage begins/* Professor

MoseVy says, by painting or tattooing himself for ornament.

Then he adopts a movable appendage, which he hangs on

his body, and on which he puts the ornamentation which he

formerly marked more or less indelibly on his skin. In this

way he is able to gratify his UuUfor change” *

It is usually said that man began to cover his body for

two reasons: first, to protect himself from frost and damp;
secondly, on account of a feeling of shame.

There can be no doubt that, when man emigrated from his

warm native heme and settled down in less hospitable rones,

it became necessary for him to screen himself from the influ-

ences of a raw climate. The Eskimo wrap themselves up in

furs, and the wretched natives of Tierra del Fuego throw a

piece of sealskin over one of their shoulders, “ on the side from

which the wind blows.
1 * 3

The second motive, too, seems acceptable at first sight.

The savage men of the tropic3, though otherwise entirely

naked, commonly wear a .scanty dress which Europeans might

readily suppose to be used for the sake of decency. Nothing
of the sort is found in any other animal species; hence

Professor Wund: concludes that *hamc is
T a feeling specifically

peculiar to man.*' 4

But why should man blush to expose one part of the body
more than another? This is no matter of course, but a
problem to be solved.

The feeling in question cannot be regarded as originally

innate in mankind. There are many peoples, who, though
devoid of any kind of dress, show no trace of shame,

1 Tyior, 1 Anthropology,' p 045 *
5 ?dosdey, tec. at. p. 412.

* Wilkes, be. **//. vol. I. p. xai. 4 Wundt, toe. (it. p. 127.
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and others who, when they dress themselves, pay not the

least regard to what we consider the first requirements

of decency.

Thus, in the northern ports of the Californian Peninsula,

both men and women haw been found in a state of nudity. 1

Among the Miwok, according to their own confession, persons

of both sexes and of ail ages were formerly absolutely naked. 4

Lyman found the same to be the ease with the Paiuchcs in

northern Colorado, Columbus with the aborigines of Hispa-

niola, Piiarro with the Indians of Coca, v. Humboldt with the

Chaymas, Wallace with the Purupurfs, v. Schlitz-Holxhausen

with the Catamixis, Prince Maximilian with the Puns at St-

Fideiis, A2ara with certain Indians in the neighbourhood of

the river Paraguay.* In some Indian tribes the men alone go

naked.4 in others the women* Again, in North America,

Mackenzie met a troop of natives, oi whom the men wore

many ornaments and much clothing, but had, apparently, not

the slightest notion of bashfulress. And nf the Fuegians we

are told that, although they have the shoulder or the back

protected by a sealskin, the rest of the body is perfectly

naked.*

The men of most Australian tribes, and in many cases the

women, wear no clothes except in cold weather, when they

throw’ a kangaroo skin about their shoulders. "They are as

• Btegcri, in ‘ Smith. Rep..1

1*63, p. 361. * Powers, /re. at. p. M 5

> Waltz, he. fit. vol iv. p. 3IO. Ling Rotb, in * Jour Anthr. Inst,’ vol

xvi. p. 375. Waiu, vo). iv. p. 193. *• Humboldt, he. dr. voL iii. p.

3ja Wallace. ‘Travels on the Amazon,’ p. ct3- v. Schun-Holrbausen.

lo,\ at. p. 179. Maximilian zu Wied-Neuwlcd, ‘Travels in Biarii,’ p. 59

A rara, he. dr. rot. ii. p. 83.

« Chunus, Pampas, Tups, Payiguis (Azara, vol ii. pp. «*, 4’. 7 *.

136), and affea the Nutlus (Exncioft, he. at. vol L p. 183) and Pai»ui

(Powers, p. 330).

4 Aborigine-, of Trinidad (Columbus, ‘The History of tho Life znd

Actions of Chri«opl*r Colon, ’ in Pinkerton, ‘Collection of Voyages,’ vci.

xii. p- roil, Mur.drucUt, Maurjuiis, Juris (v. MartiuS, hr. at. voL i. pp.

3S8, 4:7, 504), Uanpds, and Curette (Wallace, * Travcb on the Amuwo,

^ 7orstei'V«. dr. vol. iu p, 49)- King and Fittroy, /or. dr. vol. I. p. !}.

Wilkes, lot,, eit. vol. up. HI. Bove, he. dt. p >39 Armsu-or.r, hr. dr.

p 33. Danvio, * Journal of Researches,’ p. 33i.
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innocent of shame/’ says Mr. Palmer, “ as the animals of the

forests." 1 In Tasmania, too, the aborigines were usually naked,

or, when they covered thcmscivcs, they showed that the idea

of decency had not occurred to them. 8 The same is said

of some trices in Borneo8 and Sumatra,4 tbe people of Jarat,

bordering upon the empire of Siam, 8 the inhabitants of the

Louisiadc Archipelago,8 Solomon Islands/ Penrhyn Island,

and some other islands of the South Sea ;• whilst, in others,

only the men generallygo naked/' The Papuans of the south-

west coast of New Guinea “glory in their nudencss, and

consider clothing to be fit only for women.” 18 In one part

of Timor, on the other hand,” as also in a tribe of the Anda-

manese, 14
it is the women that arc devoid of any kind of

covering.

Passing to Africa, we meet with instances of the same

kind. Concerning the Wa-taveita of the eastern equa-

torial region, Mr. Johnston remarks that “both sexes have

little notion or conception of decency, the men especially

seeming to be unconscious of any impropriety in nakedness.

What clothing they have is worn as an adornment or for

» Mathew, in ‘ Jour. Roy. Soc. N. S. Wales,' roi. xcii. pp. 391, 1/ iff.

Breton, /or. cB. pp. 21 «,U uf- Labillaiibirt, lee. tit. voL ii. pp. 37,they.

Bonwtek, • Daily Life/ Sx.. pp. lot, et stf. Waiu-G*r)and, lot. til. vol.

vt p. 737. Palmer, in ‘ Jonr. Anihr. Inst/ vol. Kill. p. ?8i, note Sir G
Grey reiMfks that he never awacloak 01 cowering worn north of lut. vf
(Curr, lot. at. vol. i. p. 93).

* Bonwick, 1 Dally Life/ pp. 24, 104. Breton, p. 398. Walti-Geriand,

vol. vi. p. 8 1 a.

' Bock, 4 The Head-Hunters of Borneo/ p. 183.

* Forbes, • The Kabos of Sumatra/ in 'Jour. Anthr. Inst,’ vol «iv. p.

132. 6 Crawfurd, lee. til. vol. UL p. 5.

* LablUardifcre, vol. ii. pp. 287, 389 ’ Ibid., vol. I! p. * 7 «.

* Wilkes, lee. tit. voL ir. p. 177 ;
voL ». p. 46 (Dtutnmcnd's Island!-

Konebue, lot. tit. vol iii. p. 315, note (Pelew Islands).

a Nukahira (Liliansky, tec. tit. p. 85), Pelli of the Caroline Group

(Kcuebue, vol. iii. p. 191), New Britain (?owelI,/4C tit. p 250 <fAlbertis,

lot. tit. vol. i. p. 355), tho Duke ol York Group (Powell, pp. 74, ft sty.),

many parts of New Guinea and neighbouring islands (d'AIbcitis, voL 11.

p. 38a. Eart, let. at p. 48. Gill,
4 Life in the Southern Isles/ p. 303.

WaitJ.Gerland, vol. vt. p. 56S). 14 Gill, p. 250.

“ Forbes, ‘Tribes of Timor/ in ‘Jour. Anthr. Inst,' vol xiii. p. 4°6 -

'•Man, iiid., vol. xii- p 33°-
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warmth at night and early morning." 1 The Wa-chaga and

Mashukulumbe generally go about naked,’ and so do the

Bushmans, except when they use a piece of skin barely suffi-

cient to cover the back
.

3 Again, among the Bubis of Fer-

nando Po* and the natives of Balonda® ar.d Loango,' the

women have no sort of covering, whilst, among the Negroes of

the Egyptian Soudan,’ the Baris
,

1 Shilluk,® Dinka,” Watuta,”

and Masai,1* this is the case with the men only. Apud
Masaios membrum virile cclarc turpe cxistimatur, honestum

expromere, atquc ctiam ostcntarc.” In Lancerotc also, accord-

ing to Bonder and Lc Vcrricr, the men used no covering

;

and, in Tcncriffc, " the inhabitants went naked, except some

few who wore goatskins.”1*

It might perhaps be supposed that the feeling of modesty,

though not originally innate, appeared later on, at a certain

stage of civilization, either spontaneously or from some

unknown cause. This seems, indeed, to be the opinion of

Professor Wundt, who says that man began to cover himself

from decency
.

13 But let us sec what covering savages often

use.

A fashionable young Wintun woman, says Mr. Powers,

wears a girdle of deer-skin, the lower edge of which is slit

into a long fringe with a polished pinc-nut at the end of each

strand, while the upper border and other portions are studded

with brilliant bits of shell.
11 The Botocudos use a covering

which has little resemblance to a garment •, and their neighbours,

the Patachos and Machacaris, make this trifle still smaller,

I Johnston, Mr. dr. p. 435.

* IM, p 4J’- Holnb, lor. dr. vol ii. p. 2»
* Krett-schmai, ‘Sudairilcanische Skhjto,' (i. 225. Chapman, foe. n't.

vol. i. p. 78. Binow, las. sit. vol. L p. 276.

‘ Mflllcr, Panels, and Gleerup, *Tre ii I Kongo,' vd I. p 15.

» Livingstone, la. dr. p. 305.

‘ Wilson and Felkin, let. dt. rol. ii. p 53.

* • Ymer,’ voL r. p. 36. ’ Wilson and Felkin, vol. ii. p 96

* Sehweinfujtli. Mr. lit. vol. i. p. 321 m MiiL, vol. i. p. 163.

u Cameron. * Across Africa,' vol. i. pp. 285, el ref.

II Last, In ' Proceed. Royal Geo. Six.,' N. S. rol r. p. 530.

u Johnston, p 4<3> no“-
'• Bonticr and Le Verrier, lor. at. pp. 138, 139, xxxv,

11 Wundt, Mr. dt. p 127. '* Po-era, foe. <if. p 233.
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a thread being sufficient clotlung, according to their notion

of modesty. 1 When a Carib girl attained the age of ten or

twelve years, she assumed around the uaist
44
a piece of cotton

doth worked and embroidered with minute grains of shells

of different colours, decorated in the lower part with fringe.” 1

Similar ornamental skirts arc in use among the Macusfs,

Amwales, and other Smith American people** Among the

Guaycurtis, the men had no covering, except a narrow bandage
round the loins, which was of coloured cotton, and often

adorned with glass beads. 4 The Australians of Port Essing-

ten occasionally wear girdles of finely twisted human hair,

and the men sometimes add a tassel of the hair of the

opossum or flying squirrel, suspended in front.4 Tire women
on the Lower Murray manufacture round mats of grass or

reeds, which they fasten upon their backs, “tying them in

front, so that they almost resemble the shell of a tortoLsc.’' a

In Tahiti, a " maro/* composed of red and yellow feathers, was
considered a present of very great value, and the women
thought it

44 most ornamental 11
to enfold their loirs with many

windings of cloth/ Dr. Sccmann states that, in Fiji, the girls

“wore nothing saw a girdle of hibiscus-fibres, about six

inches wide, dyed black* red, yellow, white, or brown, and put

on in such a coquettish way, that one thoirght it must come
off every moment” • A similar practice is common in the

islands of the Pacific, fringes made of cocoa-nut fibre or of

leaves slit into narrow strips or filaments of bark, frequently

dyed with gaudy colours, being, in most of these islands, the

only garment of the natives. This costume, with its con-

spicuous tint and mobile fringe, has a most graceful appear-

ance and a wry pretty effect, but is far from being in

harmony with our ideas of modesty. In the island of Yap,

according to Chcync, " the dress of the males, if such it may
1 Walts, h c. fit voL Hi. p. 446 * Heriot, loc. lit. pp. 306, et scq.
3

v. M&nhrt, loc- tit. rol. i. pp. 64a
; 702, 703, note

; 579.
4 v. Spix and v. Martius, A*, at voL ii. p. 76.
1 Maegillivray, 4 The Voyage of Ra/fJttrxxk?' vol. i. p. 146.
1 Angas, 1 Savage Life,' vol. i. p. 85.

T Cook, 'Voyage to the Pacific Ocean,' vol \l pp. 16\eiseq. /dew.
Journal of a Voyage round the World,' p. 44

1 Soemnnn, • Viti/ p. j6&
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be called, is slovenly in the extreme. They wear the * man* ’

next them, and, by way of improvement, a bunch of bark

fibres dyed red, over it."
1 In New Caledonia, in Forster

1

*

time, the natives only tied “ a string round the middle and

another round the ccck ;
"

'

whilst, in some ether groups, the

costume of the men consisted of nothing but a leaf,5 a

mussel,* or a shell. 1

In Sumatra, according to Marsden, young women, before

they are of ar, age to be clothed, have a plate of silver in the

shape of a heart hung in front by a chain of the same metal.
11

Among the Garos of Bengal, the women wear merely a very

short piece of striped blue cotton round the waist The men

have a very narrow waist-cloth tied behind and then brought

up between the legs
;
the portion hanging over in front is

sometimes adorned with brass boss-like ornaments, and white

long-shaped beads.’ In Lukungu, the entire covering of most

of the women consists of a narrow string with some white

china beads threaded on ita The Hottentot women, accord-

ing to Barrow, bestowed their largest and most splendid

ornaments upon the little apron, about seven or eight inches

wide, that hung from the waist " Great pains," he says,

“ seem to be taken by the women to attract notice towards

this part of their persons. Large metal buttons, shells of the

cypriea genus, with the aperture* outwards, or anything that

makes a great show, are fastened to the borders of this

apron.
1’* The Bushman women of South Africa, met with

by the same traveller, had as their only covering a belt of

springbok’s skin, the part which was intended to hang in

front being cut into long threads. But the filaments, he

says, “ were so small and tbm that they answered no sort of

‘ Chepe, Ice. tit p. :«4- * fomter, Ice. at. to!. U. p. 383-

1 Kew Caledonia, New Hebrides, Ulaul (Waiu-GcrUnd, Ice. eit. vol vi

P?
‘ Torra ItUnds, NewGuinea (Wam-Gerland, vol. vl. p. 567).

» Admiralty Islands (LabilUrdiSre. Ice. at vol, I. pp. 579
.
'< «?•

Moseley, la '(nur. Ambr. lnu.,' vol. vi- pp. J97 .W
« Martden, Ice. ell. p. 51.

' Godwin-Aastea, ' Giro Hill Tribes,' in ‘Jour. Aalhr. voL .1.

p. 394.
• MOUcr, Pagels, and Gleerep, Ice. eit. vol. I. p 169.

» Barrow, Ice. tit vol. i. p. 155.
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use as a covering
;
nor, Indeed, did the females, either old or

young, seem to feel any sense of shame in appearing before

us naked " 1 And among the Negroes of Benin, according to

Bosman, the girls had no other garment than some strings of

coral twisted about the middled

It seems utterly improbable that such “garments" owe
their origin to the feeling of shame. Their ornamental

character being obvious, there can be but little doubt that men
and women originally, at least in many cases, covered them-

selves not from modesty, but on the contrary, in order to

make themselves more attractive—the men to women, and

the women to men.

In a state where all go perfectly nude, nakedness must

appear quite natural, for what we see day after day makes no

special impression upon us. But when or.e or another—
wltether man or woman—began to put on a bright-coloured

fringe, some gaudy feathers, a string with beads, a bundle of

leaves, a piece of cloth, or a dazzling shell, thi 3 could not of

course escape the attention of the others ; and the scanty cover

:ng was found to act as the most powerful attainable sexual

stimulus. 1 Hence the popularity of -‘«uch garments in the

Savage world.

Several travellers have noticed that there b nothing indecent

in absolute nakedness when the eyes have got accustomed to it.

' Where all men go naked, as for instance in New Holland"

sayr. Forster, 11 custom familiarizes them to each other's eyes,

l$ much as if they went wholly muffled up in garments." 4

Speaking of a Fort Jackson woman who was entirely un-

covered, Captain Hunter remarks, “There is such an air of in-

nocence abnut her that clothing scarcely appears .necessary"*

With reference? lo the Uupes, Mr. Wallace records his

opinion that “ there is far more immodesty in the transpatent

1 Bartow, lu. dt. vol. i. pp. 276, ct i;g. * Bosman. toe. tit. p. 524.
* *Nur da* Vcrfcorger.2 rein, says Dr. Zimmermann (/at. dt. roL ii.

p. 84), ‘und Biejanigen welch* atif der. Gesdlschafta-lnseln die verhiil-

lendc Kleaducg und hetnlichen Genius und dad Verbergen der

natuiHchea GefilWe eirJuhr.cn, habec gewiss die Sitteu nkk •rrlown. 1

* Fouler, !c<. of rot. II. p. 383.

1 Hunier, * Hintmica! Journal,' fltr..
, P.-477.
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and flesh-coloured garments of our Stage-dancers, than in the

perfect nudity of these daughters of the forest.”' In liis

'Africa Unveiled* Mr Rowley remarks, "When the sight

becomes accustomed to the absence of raiment, your sense of

propriety is far less offended than in England, where ample
clothing is made the vehicle for asserting defiance, if not of

actual iaw, yet of the wishes and feelings of the more virtuous

part of the community.”* And, speaking of the Fuegians,

Captain Snow say*, " More harm, I think, is done by false

modesty,—by covering and partly clothing, than by the truth

in nature always appearing as It is. Intermingling with

savages of wild lands who do not clothe, gives one, 1 believe,

less impure and sensual feelings than the merely mixing with

society of a higher kind.” *

The same view is taken by Dr. Zimmermann,* and by Mr.
Reade, who, with reference to the natives of Central Africa,

remarks that there is nothing voluptuous in the excessive

tUshabilU of an equatorial girl, nothing being so moral and
so unlikely to excite the passions as nakedness.* Speaking
of the Wa-chaga, Mr. Johnston observes, “We should be apt

to call, from our point of view, their nakedness and almost

unconsciousness of shame indelicate, but it is rather, when
one gets used to it, a pleasing survival of the old innocent

days when prurient thoughts were absent from the mind

1 Wallace, 'Travel* on the Amaron,* p. ?gA. * Rowley, tor. cil. p. i«f>.

* Snow, ' Two Yean' Cruise off Tierra del Fuego.* vol. ii. p. 51.

' Speaking of the naked women of New Ireland, he nys (/tv. if/. vol.

ii. pp. 103, ft srg.\ ‘ In dcr That muo ich auch sager, das* naeh Icutrer

Zeit, nach ciner durch&us nicht Uuvgc danemden CewOhniing art diese

Sac he, rr.an gar nicht* anitoscigcs melir in diesetn ganaUchca Mangel *0
Kleidung f.tidet.

. . . Ich habe sohr hSufigbemerkt, daweln Kleid irgend

ciner Dame, Welches nicht na:h dcr allgcmcincn Mode guachmttcn war,

mir starker aufftel al* mir der gamliche Mangel an Bekleidimg der

Eingeborrircn der tropiicben Inseln aufgcrallcn in
;
darn konimt noch,

da« die leute den Beobachter durebaus keir.e VeranlkMung geben, an

etwas nnschicklicbcs tu dvnkea. Eine EttropfcrlB, wcon sic auf euie 90

gluckliehe Iniel vwschlagon tied Hirer Kleldung bernutu whre, wurde
lelbst nach Jahrelsngcm Aufcnthalt in wtrher. Regionen sich die Hande

vor die BruV odet irgend eir.cn anderen Theil halten unde gerade dcrch

dies Vcrbcrgenwollen wurde sic die Aufroerksunkeit gegen das tu

Verbergende fcnken.' * Rendc, tft- tit. p. 546.

O
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of man.” 1 As a careful observer remarks* true modesty

lien in the entire absence of thought upon the subject.

Among medical students and artists the nude causes no ex-

traordinary emotion
;

indeed. Flaxman asserted that the

students in entering the academy seem to hang up their

passions along with their hats.

On the other hand, Forster says of the natives of Mallicollo,

that "it is uncertain whether the scanty dress of their women
owes its origin tc a sense of shame, or to a:i artful endeavour

to please;
1
’ and of the men of Tana, that "round their

middle they tic a string, and below that they employ the

leaves of a plant like ginger, for the same purpose and in the

same manner as the natives of Mallicollo. Boys, as scon a3

they attain the age of six years, are provided with these

leaves
;
which seems to confirm what I have observed in re-

gard to the Mallicollcse, vis., that they do not employ this

covering from motives of decency. Indeed, it had so much
the contrary appearance, that in the person of every native of

Tana or Mallicollo, we thought we beheld a living represent-

ation of that terrible divinity who protected the orchard and
gardens of the ancients."* Speaking of the very simple

dress worn by the male Hottentot, Barrow says, “ I f the
real intent of it was the promotion of decency, it should seem
that he ha3 widely missed his aim, as it is certainly one of the

most immodest objects, in such a situation as he places it.

that could have been contrived." ' Among the Khyoungtha,
there is a native tradition worth mentioning in this connec-
tion. "A certain queer,” Captain Lewin tells us, "noticed
with regret that the men of the nation were losing their love

for the society of the women, and were resorting to vile and
abominable practices, from which the worst possible results

might be expected. She therefore prevailed upon her hus-
band to promulgate a rigorous order, prescribing the form of
petticoat to be worn by all women in future, and directing
that the male should be tattooed, in order that, by thus
disfiguring tho males, and adding piquancy to the beauty of the

' Johnston, lot. at. p. 437. > Lewin, Aw. lit. ti 340.
“ Forster, let. at voL ii. pp. 23c, 176, etuq.
* Barrow, tee. at. roL i. p. 1 54.
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women, the former might once more return to the feet of their

wives."
1

Moreover, «o know that some tribes who go perfectly

naked are ashamed to cover themselves, looking upon a gar-

ment as something indecent The pious father Gumllla was

greatly astonished to find that the Indians on the Orinoco

did not blush at their nakedness. "Si les Missionnaires ” he

says, “ qui ignorent leurs coutumes s’avisent do distribuer des

rr.oucholrs, surtout aux femmes, pour qu'elies puissent se

couvrir, cllcs !cs jettent dans la riviere, ou cllcs vont les

cachcr, pour nc point 6trc obligdcs de s’en servir
;
et leas

qu'or. Icur dit dc se couvrir, dies rdpondent : . . .
' Nous no

couvrons point font que a/a nous cause de /a home.'
” ! That

this is no “ traveller’s tale” merely, appears from the following

statement made by v. Humboldt with reference to the New
Andalusian Chaymas, who, like most savage peoples dwelling

in regions excessively hot, have an insuperable aversion to

clothing :

—‘’Under the torrid zone," he asserts, . . . the

natives arc ashamed, as they say, to he clothed
;
and flee to

the woods when they arc too soon compelled to give up their

nakedness.” * Again, in an Indian hut at Mucflra in Brazil,

Mr. Wallace found the women ertirely without covering, and

apparently quite unconscious of the fact. One of them, how-

ever, possessed a ” aaia,” or petticoat, which she sometimes put

c.n, and seemed then, as Mr. Wallace says, "almost as much
ashamed of herself as civilized people would be if they took

theirs off.’
4

There are several instances of peoples who, although they

generally go perfectly naked, sometimes use a covering.

This they always do under circumstances which plainly in-

dicate that the covering is worn simply as a means of attrac-

tion. Thus Lohmann tells us that, among the Saliras, only

harlots clothe themreives
;
and they do so in order to excite

through the unknown. 1 In many heathen tribes in the

' Levin, toe. tit. pp. 116, t< iff.

* Camilla, * Hitioirc naturcllc, civile et eAifiraphlque dc l'Orraoqar,'

vol. i. pp. 1B8. et tef.
1

v. Humboldt, lot, tit. vol. iii. p. ijo.

4 Wallace
,

1 Travels on the Amazon,' p. 357-

» Quoted by Basttao, ‘ Rcchtsverhftltnbre,' p. 174-

O 2
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interior of Africa, according to Barth, the married women are

entirely nude, whilst the young marriageable girls cover

their nakedness,—a practice analogous to that of a married

woman being deprived of her ornaments and her hair.

1

Mr.

Mathews states that, in many parts of Australia, " the females,

and more especially young girls, wear a fringe suspended

from a belt round the waist." * Concerning the natives or

Botany Bay (New South Wales), Barrington remarks that

"the females at an early age wear a little apron, made from

the skin of the opossum or kangaroo, cut into slips, and

hanging a few inches from the waist
;
this they wear Sill they

grow up and are taken by men, and then they are left off."
3

Collins says the same of the girls at Port Jackson; 4 Mr.

Palmer of some other Australians; 4 and Captain Snow of

all those tribes among whom he had been for several weeks.4

Again, on Moreton Island, according to Macgillivray, both

men and women went about altogether unclothed, but the

female children wore a small fringe in front The *ame

naturalist reports that, in almost all the tribes of Tonis

Strait, the women wear a petticoat of fine shreds of pandanus

leaves, the aids worked into a waistband, upon the construc-

tion of which much labour is expended ;
but it is only

"sometimes put on, especially by the young girls, and when
about to engage in dancing." Under this, however, another

covering is usually worn.1 Among the Tupi tribes of Brazil,

as scon as a girl became marriageable "cotton cords were

tied round her waist and round the fleshy part of both arms

;

they denoted a state of maidenhood, and, if any one but a

maiden wore them, they were persuaded that the Anhanga
would fetch her away. ... It cannot," Mr. Southey adds, “ have

been invented for the purpose of keeping the women chaste

till marriage, for these bands were broken without fear, anil

1 Barth,
1 Reiscn,’ voL ii. pp. 46?. et ny.

8 Mathew, in 'Jour. Roy. Soc N. S. Wales,’ voJ. xxiii p Vp
8 Barrington, lot- dt pi* 23, >' -iy.

• Frcycinct, lot. at. vol. ii. p. 748.

’ Palmer, in 'Jour. Anthr. I cat.,' rot «iii pp. 28ft j 281, now.
" Snow, he. at. vol ii. p. 46.

• MacgiEirray, loc. a/» voL i. p» •
vol. ii. pp. l$i ti wy.
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incontinence was not regarded as an offence.” 1 Among the

Narrinyeri of Southern Australia, girls wear a sort of ai>ron

of fringe until they bear their first child, and, if they have no

children, it ia taken from them and burned by the husband

while they arc asleep.’ In the Koombokkaburra tribe also,

the young women wear in front an apron of spun opossum

fur, which is generally given up after the biitli of the first

or second child.'

There are several cases in which only the married women
arc clothed, the unmarried going entirely naked.* But such

instances do not conflict with the hypothesis suggested.

Through long-continued use covering loses its original cha-

racter and becomes a sign of modesty, whilst perfect naked-

ness becomes a stimulus. Usually, where nudity is considered

indecent, the garments of the girl* of barbaious peoples are

restricted as much as possible, whilst those of the older

women arc comparatively seemly. Thus, among the African

Schulis, the married women wear a narrow fringe of string in

front, the unmarried wearing nothing but bead oraments. 6

Amor.g the natives of Tassai, New Guinea, the former use a

larger and thicker kind of petticoat of pandanus leaf, divided

into long grass-like shreds, reaching to the knee
;
while that

worn by the latter consists merely of single lengths made

fast to a string which ties round the waist 4 in Fiji, the liku

a kind of band made from hibiscus-bark— i* before mar-

riage worn very short, but after the birth of the first child is

much lengthened; 3 and a similar practice occurs in other

islands of the South Sea.*1

' Southey, lot. tit. vot. i. pp. 340.*: Uf. Cf v. Martha, lot. til. vot. I

p. 1 1 1.
1 TapUn, Aw. tit. p. 1 5. Cf. Brouth Smyth,Aw. tit. vol. I. p 375-

’ Curt, Aw. tit. voL iii. p. 19.

* Wanyoro (Wilson and Felton, U(. tit. vol. ii. p 49 :
' Enin P«ba

in Central Africa,’ p. Si), New Caledonians (Turner, 1 Samoa,’ p. 3—'.

Papuans of Dorey (Finsch. lot. tit- p. 96), aborigines Of Hayc (Ling Rotfi,

in 'Jour. Anlhr. Inst.,' rot xv». p. J75). Fucgialis (Snow, lot. .-//.vol ii,

P. 46).

* Wilton and FalklB, vol. ii. p. 6i. Cf. iU(L, vol. ii. p 97 (Baris) i

Shooter, l". tit. p f> (Kafirs). ' Macguliviay lot. tit. vol. i. p. iCj

* Wilka, lot. at. vot iii p. 355- awmann. 1
Viti,' p. 351.

* Forster, hi. tit. vol. Ii. p. o'ic. Waiu-Geiland, lot. tit. vol. vi. p. $Cn.

Cf. Daltoo, let. tit. p 57 (Abois).
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The dances and festivals of many savage peoples arc

notoriously accompanied by the most hideous licentiousness.

Then the young men and women endeavour to please each

other in various ways, painting themselves with brilliant

colours, and decorating themselves with ail sorts of orna-

ments.1 On such occasions many tribes who go naked in

everyday life put on a scanty covering. Mr. Bonwick states

that, among the Tasmanians, a fur string or band ol emu
feathers was used by some tribes, but only on great festivities

;

and the women wore in the dance a covering of leaves or

feathers, which, as among the Australians on similar occasions,

was removed directly afterwards. Tasmanian dances were

performed " with the avowed intention of exciting the passions

of the men, in whose presence one young woman had the

dance to herself."* Among the Australian Pegulloburras,

who generally go entirely naked, the women on festive oc-

casions wear round the middle small fringes.* Speaking of

the Brazilian Uaupfe, Mr. Wallace asserts that, " while dancing

in their festivals, the women wear a small ‘ tango,’ cr apron,

made of beads, prettily arranged. It is only about six inches

square, but is never worn at any other time, and immediately

the dance is over, it is taken off." Besides, their bodies are

painted.' The same was the case with the Tahitian Areois

—

a sort of privileged libertines, leading a most licentious life,

and practising lewd dances and pantomimes, who also some-

times, on public occasions, put on a girdle of the yellow " ti

"

leaves, which, in appearance, resembled the feather girdles of

the Peruvians or other South American tribes.* As to the

South African Basutos, Mr. Casalis states that marriageable

1 Taculllw (Hannon, in. tit. p. 305;, Uaupfs (Wallace, 'Travels on

the Amamo,' p. ifti). Onions (Dalton, /or. cit. p. 250), Ysabel Islanders

(Waiu-Cerland, loc. cit. vol. vi. p. 604\ Samoans (Turner, “Samoa, 1

p. I2i\ Papuans ol HnmboMt Ray (Finech, lot, cit. p. 119). As to the

Indocent character of savage (Uncos, 9 ee, for Instance, Waits-Gcrland,

vol. vi, p. 7

J

4 (Australian); Turner, p. 95 (Samoans): Ebicnrvich,
' Ueber die Botccudo*,' in 'Zeitschx. i. Ethnol.,’ voL»ix. 33 (BotcaiC08 )i
Powers, let. tit p. 5/ (Californians).

' Ifonnick, ' Daily Life,’ pp. 27, 38. * Cun, !(K- (it. vol. li. p. 472.

• Wallace, pp. 28:. 493. v. Martins, loc. cit vol. i. p. 597.

' Ellis, 'Polynesian Res«uches/roL i. p. 235.
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girls " frequently indulge in grotesque dances, and at those

times wear, as a sort of petticoat, long bands composed of a

series of rushes artistically strung together." 1

Very generally in the savage world, where climate does

not put obstacles in the way, both sexes go naked til) they

reach manhood, covering being resorted to at the same period

of life as other ornaments' A South Australian boy, for

instance, when fourteen or sixteen years old, has to undergo

the initiatory rites of manhood as follows he is smeared

ail over with red ochre and grease, tire hair is plucked from

his body, and all his friends gather green gum bushes, which

they place under his armpits and over the os pulis, after

which the boy is entitled to marry. 3

In conformity with other ornaments, what we consider de-

cent covering is saic to be more common with savage men than

with women. " If dress were the result of a feeling of shame,"

Professor Waitz observes, " we should expect it to be more in-

dispensable to woman than to man, which is not the case.* In

America, according to v. Humboldt—among the Caribs. for

instance—the men are often more decently clothed than the

women* The same is stated or the Nagas of Upper Assam ;

*

and Barth, who had a vast experience of African savages, re-

marks, “ I have observed that many heathen tribes consider a

covering, however poor and scanty it may be, more necessary

for man than woman." 1 Whether this is the rule among
savage peoples is doubtful. At any rate, the egoism cf

the men cannot be blamed for the nakedness of the women.

For a savage Eve may pluck her clothes from the trees.

1 Casalis, fee. fit. p. 269.

* Wrutt-Geriand, let. tit. vol. *1. p. 43. Riedel, Inc. til. p. 463. Burton,
1 First Footsteps,’ p. 123. MOfler, Pagels, and Cleerup, let. tit. vol. i.

p. 118. Kettle, lot. c<t. pp. 45. =15, ft '"/ Nachtigal, lot. tit vol. i.

p. an. Chapmnn, toe. at vol. i. p. 36. CailHd, tot. tit. vol. I. p. 35a

.

1 Globus,’ vol. all. p. J37,

* An***, ‘ Savage Life,’ vol. i. pp. 98, et ttq, CJ. Konncy. * The Abori-

gines of the River Darling,’ in ’Jour. Anthr. Inst-’ voL xiii. p. 127
:

Cameron, iM,rol. xiv.p. 358; Boowick,’ TheAustralian Natives,V&U,

vol. SCrl. p. no?. • Wain, ‘ Intiodaction to Anthropology,1

P. 3<*>.

» v. Humholdt, lot. tit. vol. vl. p. 10.
0 Dalton, tot. tit. p. 41.

' Barth, 1 KeiKn,’ vol. ii. p. 473- Cf. M Oiler, Pagels, and Gleerup,

vol. i. p. jCo.
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In support of the psychological presumption which under-

lies the hypothesis here adduced, it may be added that some
peoples are in the habit of covering uther parts of the body
also, in order to "excite through the unknown." Thu9,

among the Tipperahs, the married women wear nothing but a

short petticoat, while the unmarried girls cover the breast with

a gaily-dyed cloth with fringed ends.

1

Among the Toungtha,

the bosoms of women arc left uncovered after the birth of the

first child, but the unmarried girls wear a narrow breast cloth.*

The Chinese consider small feet to he the chief charm of their

women, and the girls have to undergo horrible torture while

their feet are being compressed to the smallest possible size.

It might be supposed that they would at least have the pleasure

of fascinating the men by a beauty so painfully acquired. But
Dr. Strieker assures us that, in China, a woman is considered
immodest if she shows her artificially distorted foot to a man.
It is even improper to speak of a woman’s foot, anil in decent
pictures this pail f*. always concealed under the dress.8 The
women of Agadcs, according to Barth, generally go unveiled,

and if they sometimes cover their heads, this is done rather

from coquetry than from a feeling of shame.

4

Mr. Man re-

marks that a Hindu woman who attempts to hide her face,

while she wears a gauze which displays her whole form, in her
simulated modesty always appears as if attempting to convey
an atriirt ftns/t.

1 Among the Tacullles, it is customary
for the girls to have over their eye* a kind of veil or fringe,

made either of strung beads or of narrow strips of deer skin

garnished with porcupine quills ;° and, among the Chawanons,
according to Moore, those young women who have any pre-
tensions to beauty, as soon as they become marriageable,
“ muffle themselves up so that when they go abroad it is im-
possible to see anything but their eyes. On these indications

of beauty they are eagerly sought in marriage.1 ’ T

1 Levin. Iff. at. p. 207. • Ikttt., p. 191
* Snicker, ‘ Dei Fuss dcr Cliicesinnen,' in ‘Archiv flir Anthropologic,’

vol iv. p. 143. • Chavanne, ' Die Sahara,' pp. 477, clug.
1 Man, Ux. lit. pp. So, ft Of

.

* Harmon, toe. cit. p. 289, Cf Hearne, Ik. lit. pp. 314. ft try.
* Moore, M fit. pp. 559, ft uy. CJ. Huchar-ar, i«. at. p. 323.
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Finally, it is worth noting that this covering, or half covering,

is oniyonc of the means by which savage men and women en-

deavour to direct attention to that which civilized man conccalB

from a sense of shame. Among the Admiralty Islanders, the

only covering is a shell, which shell is often tastefully engraved

with the usual zigzag patterns, whilst its dazzling whiteness

forms a very striking contrast with the blackness of the skin.1

On reaching puberty, the Tankliul Nagas assume, instead of
a shell, a horn or ivory ring from an eighth to a quarter of an
inch in breadth

;
being apparently of opinion that exposure, if

so attended, is not a matter to be ashamed of.' Some of the

Brazilian Tupis, according to Castlenau, "mentulam inscrunt

in annulum ligneum, unde appcllantur Porrudos, it. men-
tulati;“’and, in several of the South Sea Islands, those parts of

the body which civilized people arc most anxious to conceal, arc

decorated with tattoos.* Dc indigenis Tanembariset Timorlao-

nis dum loquitur Reidcl, adulcsccntes ct puellas (licit saepe

consulto abraderepilos pubis nulla alia mrnre, nisi ut illar juries

alteri sexui magis conspicua: fiant1

Above all the practice of circumcision should be noticed In

this connection, since, a* I believe, it owes its origin to the

same cause. It is by no means a specifically Jewish custom,

but is widely spread over the earth, It is in use among all the

Mohammedan peoples, among most of the tribes inhabiting

the African West Coast, among the Kafirs, among nearly all

1 Moseley, in 'Jour. Anlhr. Inst.,’ voL vl pp. 307, tt uq. Labillardifirc,

lee. tit. vo'.. i. pp. 27ft ct ttq.

* Wall, in ‘Jour. Anttir. Inc.,’ vo!. xvi p 365. Dr. Brown, however,

thinks that this c ustom serves unorher end.

1 v. Marlin,, lee. tit. vol. i. p. 211.

* Atooi (Conk, ‘ Voyage to ihe Pacific Ocean,* vol. II. pp 192, 232),

Tonga (Mania, let. tit. V0l.il p. 266), Saraua (Waitr-Gerland, lot. til

vo). vL p. J4 l, Vaitupu t&ii, vol. v, pc. il p. 188), Fiji (Wilkes, lot. tit.

vol til. p 355 ) The natives of Ponapd have their lowerc»tremlti« roost

richly tattooed, nod, to quote Dr. Finsch (’ Die Bewohner von Ponapd,’

in ‘Zeiuchr. f. Etfinol.,* vol. xii. pp Jit, 314), ‘als Basil, und Mittelpunkt

der Zeithnung dieser I’anien ia ein viereckigcs Feld au betrachtcn,

welches die Ccgend dcs Venutbcrges bedeekt und voa der Behaarung

unmlttelbax beginnend, ctwas Ubcr denseiben hinausietcht.’

* Riedel, let. tit. p. 293- CI Zimmeraiann, let. tft rol. (i. pp. 1S9, el

ttq. (Papuans).
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the peoples of Eastern Africa, among the Christian Abyssin-

ians, Bobos, and Copts,' throughout all the various tribes

inhabiting Madagascar,1 and, in the heart of the Black Con-

tinent, among the Monbuttu and Akka. Moreover, it is

practised very commonly in Australia, in many islands

of Melanesia, 1 and in Polynesia universally. It has also

been met with in some par ts of America : in Yucatan, 4 on the

Orinoco,8 and among certain tribes in the Rio Branco in

BraEil.9 The Jews, Mohammedans,' Abyssinians,8 and some
other peoples being excepted, it is always performed when
the boy attains manhood— it., at the .varnc age as that at

which he is tattooed or painted, or begins to -dress or adorn

himself. Indeed, through the operation of circumcision, the

boy becomes a man, and, where it is wanting, some other

operation or deformation of the body supplies its place*

Thus, in Australia, Mine tribes practise circumcision, others

knock out teeth, when the youth becomes virile1 * Where
circumcision is in use it is generally considered an indis-

pensable preliminary to marriage, ‘ uncircumcised " being a

bad word, and the women often refusing all intercourse with

such a man."

Several different explanations of this custom have been

suggested. 11 Some authors believe that it is due to hygienic

motives. But circumcised anil uncircumcised peoples lire

under the same conditions in the same neighbourhood side by

4 Andree, ‘ Die Berchneidung,’ In ‘ Archlv fOr AnlhropoIogSe,’ vol. xiii.

p. 74- The (o Honing statements, when other references are noi given,

me borrowed from this paper. * Slbree, lx. eit. p- si 7.
8 Wsiu-Ccrland, /« (it. vol. rl. pp. 560, el Kf.
4 LaAuii, toe, eit. vol I. p 41

:

8
v. Martins, lx. n't. vo). I p. 582, note.

0 Wallace, ‘Travels on the Ammon, 1

p. 517.
' * Das AusfauMt,’ 1875, P< 94 ^. 4 Parkyns, far. eit. vol. ii. p. 38.
0 Andree, li> ‘Archlv I. Aruhr.,' vol.xlll. p. 38.

10 Aojas, ‘Savage Lite,
1

vol. II. p. aid
“ Andree, la ‘Archlv f, Aruhr.,’ voL xiii. p. 75. Baatian, 'Rcchis-

vcrhalmlwe,’ p. xx.
18 See, for instance. Button, ‘Notes on the Daboman,’ in 1 Memoirs

Read befotethe Anthr. Sot of London,’ vol. i. p. 318; Waita-Gcrland,

vol. vi. pp. 41, 784 ; Muller, * Allgeroeine Ethnegraphie.' pp. 337, ft itj.

;

Kcadc, tee.M pp 539, el tty. Mo-IIgtinnL lee. (it. p. 702.
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side, without any difference in their physical condition.1 Mr.

Sturt remarks that, in Australia, "you would meet with a

tribe with which that custom did not prevail, between two

with which it did.”
! Moreover, as Mr. Spencer observes,

while the usage docs not exist among the most cleanly races

in the world, it is common among the most uncleanly. 1

Among the Damarasand Bcchuanas, the boys are circumcised,

though these peoples arc described as exceedingly filthy in

their habits,* and so aiso among the people of Madagascar

and the Malays, who arc far from being so deanly as might

bo desired.'

Again, according to Mr. Spencer, circumcision involves an

offering to the gods. He suggests that in the Dm: instance

vanquished enemies were mutilated in order that a specially

valuable trophy after a battle might be presented to the king

Then, "in .1 highly militant society governed by a divinely-

descended despot, . . . wc may expect that the presentation to

the king of these trophies taken from enslaved enemies, will

develop into the offering to the god of like trophies taken from

each generation of inale citizens in acknowledgment of their

slavery to him." 1 This conclusion Mr. Spencer draws from

the single fact that, "among the Abyssinian*, the trophy taken

by circumcision from an enemy's dead body is presented by

each warrior to his chief.” But there is no evidence whatever

that this curious custom is of common occurrence. Circum-

cision is spread over a very large part of the earth, and

prevails even in societies which arc not "governed by a

divinely-descended despot ' who could tequirc all his subjects

to bear this badge of servitude. With regard to the Australian

arhorigines, many tribes of whom practise circumcision, Mr.

Curt says, " On the subject of government (by which 1 mean

the habitual exercise of authority, by one or a few individuals,

over a community or a body of persons) I have made many

1 Andree, in 1 Arehir. f. Anlhr.,’ vol. xili. p. 78.

• Start, Aw. til voJ. ii. i> 140.
1 Spencer, ‘Sociology,’ vol. II, p. 67-

• Gallon, ‘The Nutritive oi an Explorer in Tropical South Africa,

pp 193,n siy. Anderssoa, he. til p. <65.
[ Sibree, lot. at. p. 160. Crtuvfurd, lot. tit. ro!. I. p. 39.

• Spmcer, voL si. p. 67.
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inquiries and received written replies from the observers

of about a hundred tribes to the effect that none exists.

Indeed, no fact connected with our tribes seem* better

established." 1 Since there is nothing to indicate that there

ever was a different state of things in Australia, how ore we
to reconcile these facts with the interpretation offered by Mr.

Spencer ?

In the Book of Genesis the practice of circumcision is

presented a.' a religious rite, deriving its origin from

a command of God Hut among moat peoples it appears

to have little, if any, religious significance." Sometimes,

indeed, it is performed by a priest of the community, but, as

Herr Androe justly remarks, this has no necessary relation to

the question, the priests generally being the physicians of

savage tribes.

1

Moreover, as has already been pointed cut,

almost every ancestral custom may by degrees take a religious

character. Thus, the ancient Peruvians’ habit of enlarging

the lobe of the ear, so a» to enable it to carry car-tubes of

great sire, is supposed to have been connected with sun-

worship
;

for Spanish historians mention that elaborate

religious ceremonies were held at the Temple of the Sun at

Cuzco, on the occasion of the boring of the cars of your.g

Peruvian nobles.

4

But we should rot be warranted in

inferring that this custom had originally anything to do

with religion. With regard to circumcision among the

Jews, I agree with Herr Andrcc that its religious character

was almost certainly of a comparatively late date. 6

The peoples among whom this practice prevails are them-

selves unable to give any adequate account of its origin. With
reference, to the circumcision of the Southern Africans, the

Rev. H. H. Dugmore say* that they do not know how it began

and that they have no traditionary remembrances about it,

1 Curr, lot. at. voL i. p. 6a Cf. Eyre, lot. til. vol. ii. p. 315 j
Oldfield,

in 'Trant. Eihn. See,' N. S. vri. Irt. p. 356.
1

Cf. Lane, let. at vol. ii. p. jjo (Copis) ; Sibree, lot. at p 217 (pcopi?

of Madagascar) i Maclean, lot. tel. p. 157 (Kafirs).

a Andree, in * Archiv f. Anrhr.,' voi. >i.i. p, 75.
* Fytehe. lot. at. veL ii. p. 6s, note.
a Andree, in

1Archiv. t Anthr.,' vol xill, p. 77.
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except that it has prevailed as a national custom from genera-

tion to generation. " Our forefathers did so. and therefore we

do the same." is all that the present generation can say about

the matter.’

That the practice of circumcision arose from the same

desire as that which led to other kinds of mutilation, is

rendered more probable by the fact that disfiguration is

sometimes effected in quite a different way. Novae Zcalan-

diae incolas Cook narrat non solum se non circuir.ddcrc, sed

contra tam necessarium habere praeputium, ut antenorem

cius partem redimire solcar.t ligasncnto, quo glandem penis

trgant.' The same curious usage is met with in some other

Islands of the South Sea ;* and in Brazil, according to Dr. Karl

von den Steinen, among the Trumaf.* Indigenae Portus

Lincoln pueros pubertatem ingressos minim in modum se-

cant
:
quarzl fragmento penrm ex ore secundum inferiorem

partem usque ad scrotum incidunt itaque toturr. longitudinis

spatium detegunt.® In defence of this practice, says Mr.

Schtirmann, the natives had nothing to suggest except that

" it was observed by their forefathers, am! must therefore be

upheld by themselves."
11 In Ponapd, hoys are always subjected

to semi-castration, as Dr. Fin.-eh remarks, in order to prevent

the possibility of orchitis, and, further, because the girls con-

sider men thu* disfigured handsomer and more attractive than

others According to Captain \V right, the same custom pre-

vails in Niutabutabu. of the Tonga Islands/

Among man}’ peoples of Africa, and ir. certain tribes of the

Malay Archipelago and South America, the girls also undergo

a sort of circumcision, and this is looked upon as an in*

1 Maclean, Ice. at. p. 1 57.

* Cook, ‘Journal of a Voyage,' H 106.

* Alum, ofthe Sandwich Islands {idem, 'Voyage to die Pacific Ocean,

1

v:l. ii. p- 335), Nukahiva (Lisianslry, /or. at. pp. X5, ,t -.ee/.\ &c. (Wait*.

Gcrland, toe. dt. vol. ri. pp. 2B, 565, 576J.
4 ‘VexbtadL Beil. Gca. AstbrV 1885, p. 96.

a Tbt frame kind of mutilation, spoken of by Mr. Curr ;ts ‘the terrtbto

rite,* occult tnusQg sevcr.il other AusualIan uibet (Curr, toe. dt voL i.

p. 75 ;
Mathew, in ' Jour. Hoy. Soc. N. S. Wales/ veL xxin. p. 4”J-

« Sekurmann, loc. dt. p. 331.
,

T Fln*ch, in ‘Zcitichr. f. EthnnIV vol »i- ?. 3*6.
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dispensable preliminary to marriage. 1 Sunt autem gentes,

quanim contrarius mex* cst, lit clitoris et labia minora non ex-

scccntur, vemm extendantur, et saepe longitdme extendandur.

Atquc ista ctiara deformatioinsigne pulchritudinis cxistimatur.*

Dc indigenis Ponap6is haec adnotat Dr. Finsch
;
labia interna

longiu3 extents et pendentia puellis et uxoribus singular*

sunt incitamentum, quae tcz eodem modo sc habet apud alias

gentes, ut apud Hottentott&s*

It certainly seems strange that such deformities should have

been originally intended to improve the appearance. But we
must remember the rough taste of savages, and the wish for

variety so deeply rooted in human nature. These practices

evidently began at a time when man went in a state of perfect

nudity. The mutilations, as the eyes became accustomed to

them, gradually ceased to be interesting, and continued to be

inflicted merely through the force of habit, or from a religious

motive. A new stimulus was then invented, parts of the

body which had formerly been exposed being hidden by a

scanty covering : as the Chinese women at first had their feet

pressed in order to excite admiration, but afterwards began

to conceal them from coquetry, or as the Tassai beauties,

though entirely naked otherwise, wear two or three petticoats

one over another. 4

How, then, arc we to explain the connection which un-

doubtedly exists between nakedness and the feeling of shame ?

The hypothesis here set forth cannot be regarded as fully

established until this question is answered.
14 The ideas of modesty," Forster truly says, “ 3rc different

in every country, and change in different periods of time."*

As v. Humboldt remarks,
11A woman in some parts of Asia is

1 Abyssisians (Waits, t*c. at. voJ. ii p 504), Barca (Mtmxingcr, tee.

eit. p. 52S), Negroes of Benin and Sierra Leone (Bosnian, be. cit. p. $26.

Griffith, in 'Joar. Anihr. Inst.,' voL xv\. p. 308, et seq.\ Mandingoes
(Waits, voL ii. p. Ill), Bccbuaiias (Holub, tee.M voJ. i p. 398), Kafirs

(r. Weber, tee. at. vol. ii. p. 218), Malays of lava (Floss, 4 Dru Weib,'

vol. I. p. 146), Indians of Pciu (
ibuL

,
vol ip. 14^)« * PIms, vol. L p. 143.

1 Fkisch, Hi ‘Zcittchr. C Etfrnol,' vol xil jx y6 .

* Mac^rtlivray, toe. at. vol i. p. 263.
1 Forster, toe. cit. vol. ii. p. 383.
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not pcunitted to show the ends of her fingers
; while an

Indian of the Caribbean race is far from considering herself

naked, when she wears a 1 guajuco ’ two inches broad. Even

this band is regarded as a less essential part of dress than the

pigment which covers the 3kin. To go osit of the hut with-

out being painted with arnetta, is to transgress all the rules of

Caribbean decency." 1 In Tahiti, a person no! properly

tattooed would ‘ be as much reproached and shunned, as If

with us he should go about the street* naked ;
“ * and, in Tonga

also, the men would think it very indecent not to be tattooed.'

M. Lctoumeau reports that, at Basra on the Euphrates, it

was the duty of a woman, if surprised when taking her bath,

to turn her face; no further concealment was considered

necessary.* The same habit prevailed among the fellah

women in Egypt
;
n while, in Arabia, according to Ebers, a

woman acts even more indecorously in uncovering the back of

the head than in uncovering the face, though this also is care-

fully hidden. 6

The Tubori women in Central Africa wear only a narrow

strap, to which is attached a twig hanging down behind
;
but

they feel greatly ashamed if the twig happens to fall olT.’ A
Chines: woman, as previously stated, is not permitted by the

law of modesty to show her feet ;
and the Samoans considered

it must disgraceful to expose the navel.' The savage tribes

of Sumatra and Celebes have a like feeling about the ex-

posure of the knee, which is always carefully covered.® Speak-

ing of the horrible mouth adornment worn by the women of

Port de* Fraojais (Alaska), which makes the lower part of

the mouth jut out two or three inches. La Perouae remarks,

“We sometimes prevailed on them to pull off this ornament,

to which they with difficulty agreed ;
they then testified the

ome embarrassment, and made the same gestures, as a woman
1

v. Humboldt, /«<. tit. »oL vi. pp. 13 , ft ieq.

® Lubbock, * Prehistoric Times,’ p 477-

» Martin, Av. at. voL ii. p. 367. ‘ LetournttU, ' Sociology,’ p 59.

» Wain, 1 Introduction to Anthropology,’ p joi.

« Ebers. 1 Durcb GO«n «nm Sinai,1 p ‘S'

* * Or. E. Vogel’s Rciie nach Cenual-Afrika,' in Petrrmantfs ' Mit-

thetlungcn 1UJ Justus Pcrthcr geograpUischcr Ansult,' 1837, p. lyS.

• Peiche', In. tit. p 171 " Crawfurd, lei. tit. vo!. i. p.
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in Europe who discovers her bosom." 1 El l'olynesios, quain-

quam eum tenent morem, nullam ut aliam corporis partem

nisi glandcm penis tegant, hanc tamen nudare vehementcr

pudet. Ita Lisiansky animadvertit indigenas Nukahivae, qui

praeputium peni abductum habetil et extremam cius partem

lino constrlctam, linusn illuil magni acstimarc manifesto ap-

parent " Accidit cnim," inquit, “ut fratcr regis, ubi navem
mcam ascendit, linum amittcrct, qua occasions mala quam
maxime angebatur. Qui cum constratum navis ingrcdcretur,

ilia rc commotus partem non redimitam manibus vclavit" *

Dr. Moscly asserts that the Admiralty Islanders, who wear

nothing but a shell, always cover themselves hastily on

removing the shell for barter, and evidently consider that

they are exposing themselves either indecently or irreligiously,

if they show themselves perfectly nude* The Kubus of

Sumatra have a tradition that they are descendants of the

youngest of three brothers, the first and second of whom were

circumcised in the. usual way, while it was found that no

instruments would circumcise the third. This so ashamed
him that he betook himself to the woods.*

Ideas of modesty, therefore, are altogether relative and
conventional Peoples who are accustomed to tattoo them-

selves are ashamed to appear unttttooed
;
peoples whose

women are in the habit of covering their faces consider such

a covering indispensable for every respectable woman
;
peoples

who for one reason or another have come to conceal the navel,

the knee, the bosom, or other parts, blush to reveal what is

hidden. It is not the feeling of shame that has provoked

the covering, but the covering that has provoked the feeling

of shame.

This feeling, Dr. Rain remarks, “ is resolved by a reference

to the dread of being condemned, or ill-thought of, by others."

Such dread is undoubtedly one of the most powerftil motives

1 La Pdrosse, ' Voyage round Ihc World,' vol ii. p. 141
Lisiansky, Ice. eil. pp. 85, el ay.

' Mosttey, in
1 Jonr. Ac.hr. Inst.,' vol. vL p. 398. CJ. Labillaixliere,

fee. cit. >0!. I. pp 279, et ay.

' Forbes, in ‘ Joar. Anthr. Inst.,' vol. «iv. pp 115, et

‘ bain, *Tha Emotions and the Will,' p, an.
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of human action. Speaking of the Greenlanders, Cranz says

that the mainspring of all that they do is their fear of being

blamed or mocked by other men. 1 Among savages custom

is a tyrant as potent as law has ever been in civilized

societies, every deviation from a usage which has taken root

among the people being laughed to scorn, or regarded with

disdain. The young ladies of Balonda, wholly unconscious o:

their own deficiency, could not maintain ihdr gravity at the

sight of the naked backs of Livingstone's men. " Much to

the annoyance of my companions," he says, " the young

girls laughed outright whenever their backs were turned to

them, for the Balonda men wear a dress consisting of

skins of small animals, hanging before and behind from a

girdle round the loins" 5 By degrees a custom is associated

with religion, and then becomes even more powerful than

before. Mr. Williams tells us of a Fijian priest, who, like all

his countrymen, was satisfied with a “ masi,” or scanty hip-

cloth. but on hearing a description of the naked inhabitants

of New Caledonia and of their idols, exclaimed, contemptu-

ously, “ Not have a • masi,
! and yet pretend to have gods !"*

And, as Pcschel remarks, “ were a pious Mussulman of Fer-

ghana to be present at our balls, and see the bare shoulders of

our wives and daughters, and the semi-embraces of our round

dances, he would silently wonder At the long-suffering of

Allah, who had not king ago poured lire and brimstone on

this sinful and shameless generation.” ‘

Covering the nakedness has, for the reason already pointed

out, become a very common practice among savage peoples
;

among those of the tropics, no other sort of clothing is

generally in use, Mcncc, through the power of custom, the

feeling of shame aroused by the exposure of the nakedness,

If this is the true explanation, some may be disposed to infer

that savages who, for the sake of cold, cover almost the entire

body, will feel ashamed to bare even such parts as may else-

where be shown without compunction. But this would be to

overlook the essential fact that the heat of their dwellings,where

they spend most of the winter, and the warmth of the summer

' Fries, lot. dL p. 109. * Livingstone, Aw. at p. 303.

l'eschti, lot. dr, p. 171- ' /fctf, p. t7 '-
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sun, in many cases make it necessary for them, as they think,

to throw off all their clothes. When this is done, they scerr. to

bo devoid of any sense of shame. Thus, the Aleuts undress

themselves completely in their warm jurts, and men and

women have for ages been accustomed to bathe together in

the sea
;
“they do not think of there being any immodesty in

it, yet, any immorality is exceedingly rare among them.” 1

The Tacullies, who usually take oiT their clothes in summer,

though they are well clad in winter, manifest, according to

Harmon, as little sense of shame in regard to uncovering

41

as

the very brute creation.” - The Eskimo of Etah, who in the

winter arc cnvclopod to the face in furs, nevertheless,

according to Kane's description, completely put aside their

garments in their subterranean dwellings \
z and the demeanour

of the wife of Hans the Eskimo on board Hayes’s ship,

plainly showed that she had r.o idea of decency.
4

On the other hand, we know that peoples living in warm
climates who cover only the nakedness arc utterly ashamed to

expose it. The Andamanese, although they wear as little

clothing as possible, exhibit a ddicacy that amounts to

pix dishncs-s, the women of the tribes of South Andaman being

so modest that they will not remove their smai! apron of

leaves, or put anything in its place, in the presence of any

person, even of their own sex .
1 Speaking of the Fijians,

Wilkes asserts that, " though almost naked, these natives have

a great idea of modesty, and consider it extremely Indelicate

to expose the whole person. If either a man or woman

1 Georgi, be. ciL, pp. 364, et ay- be. cit. pp 1 39, 39;.

* Hannon, Av. at. p. 2S6.

* Kane,
4 Arctic Explorations, 1 voL ii. p. 114. On the East Coast of

Greenland, according to Dr. Nansen {/or. at. voL i. p. 338 ; voL si. p. 277)1

the Eskinva, men and women alike, when indoors* are completely naked

with the exception of tit*
4

nfttl t/ a narrow band about the loins, cf

dimcnsicas ' 50 extremely small its to make It practically invisible to the

wringer's inexper.enced eye.* Many, indeed, assume some covering

when Europeans enter tbeii dwellings, bvt Dr. Nansen thinks this must

be rather from affectation, and a deiitt to please their visitors, than from

any real f«ling of modesty vol. U. pp. 277i d /*y.).

4 P«chel, toe, at. p. 17$.

4 Man, in ‘Jour. Aiuhr. Inst,1 voL xii. pp. 3J°> d icy.
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should be discovered without the ' maro,' or ' !iku,' they would

probably be killed." 1 The female natives of Nukafiiva have

only one small covering, but arc so tenacious of it that the

most licentious will not consent to take it oft’ Among those

Australian tribes, in which a covering is worn by the women,
they will retire out of sight to bathe.' In Lukunor and

Kadack, men and women never appear naked together : • and

among the Pelcw Islanders, according to Semper, the women
have an unlimited privilege of striking, fining, or, if it be done

on the spot, killing any man who makes his way in to their

bathing-place*. 1

These facts appear to prove that the feeling of shame, far

from being the original cause of mans covering his body,

is, on the contrary, a result of this custom
;
and that the

covering, if not used as a protection from the climate, owes

its origin, at least in a great many cases, to the desire of men

and women to make themselves mutually attractive.0 To
some readers it may |terhaps seem probable that the covering

of the nakedness wa3 originally due to the feeling which

makes intimate relations between the sexes, even among
savages, a more or less secret matter. But, whilst this feeling

is universal in mankind, there are, as we have seen, a great

many peoples who attach no idea of shame to the entire ex-

posure of the body, and these peoples arc otherwise not less

modest than those who cover themselves Their number is,

indeed, so great that we cannot regard the absence of shame

.is a reversion or perversion
;
and it may be asserted with

perfect confidence that the modesty which shows itself in

covering is not an instinct in the same sense as that in which

the aversion to incest, for example, is an instinct,—an aversion

1 Wilkes, lee. a/, vol. ill p 356.
* Liriansky, let. rtf p 86.

1 Curr, let. til. vol. I. p 99.

* Waiu-Gerlam), let. til. vol. r. pt. ii. p 105.

* Semper, ' Die Palau-! atcbi,' p. 68.

* Since the appearance of the first edition of this work I have become

acquainted with Mr. Johnicoi* bcok on‘Tbo River Congo,' where he

rtys (p i 1 «>.
* Clothing was first adopted at a meins of decoration rather

than from motives of decency. The private puts "ere firs! adorned with

the appendages that were afterwards rued by a dawning sense ofmodesty

to conceal them.'

P 2
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to which sexual bashfulness seems to be very closely related.

Travellers liavc observed that, among various naked tribes,

women exhibit a strong sense of modesty through various

attitudes. But tliese attitudes may, like concealment by

clothing, have been originally due to coquetry. They imply

a vivid consciousness of certain facts, and the exhibition of

this consciousness is far from being a mark of modest)'. It

may, further, be supposed that decent covering was adopted

for the protection of parts specially liable to injury. This

may hold good for some cases
;
but the general prevalence of

circumcision even among naked tribes 3hovva that savage3 are

not particularly anxious about the safety of their persons.



CHAPTER X

THE T.IBEIiTY OF CHOICE.

It would be easy to adduce numerous instances of savage
anc barbarous tribes among whom a girl is far from having
the entire disposal r>f her own hind. Being regarded as an

object cf property, she is treated accordingly.

Among many peoples the female children are usually

“engaged "in their earliest youth. Concerning the Eskimo
to the north of Churchill, Franklin 3tates that, “ as scon as a
girl is bom, the young lad who wishes to have her for a wife

goes to her father’s tent and proffers himself. If accepted, a

promise is given which is considered binding, and the girl is

delivered to her betrothed at the proper age.”

1

Early

betrothals arc among the established customs of the Chippe-

wyans® Columbians,* Botocudos,* Patagonians,a and other

American peoples.0 Among the African Marutse, the child-

ren H
are often affianced at an early age, and the marriage

1 Funitin, ‘Journey,’ jx 163. For e«!y engi'cmenU among other
Eskimo tribes, tec Hill, ‘Arctic Researches,’ p. 567; ‘Das Auslantl,’

l3Sl, p. S$S; Crani, for. at. voL L p. 146; Wiitr. for. tit. »<*). Hi.

p 30a.

1 Richardson, Aw. eit. vol. ii.p. 3 3. Macxentic, lot. at. p. cxxiii.

* Bancroft, lot tit. vol. I. pp 276, rt >eq. {Inland Columbians). Maync,
' Four Years In British Columbia and Vancouver island,' p. 176 <NutV.a*}.

• v. Martins, let. tit. vet. ). p. 333.
5 Falkuei, let. eit. p. 124. King and Fiuicy, lot tit. vol ii. pp. 153,

ft leg.

0 Shoshones (Levis and Clarke, 'Travck to the Soutceof the Missouri

RiveT,' |x 307)* Arawaks (Schonsbursk, ice. eit. vol. ii. p. 46a Brett,

he. eit. pp. 99, rt MacusU (v. Martins, veL L p. 645).
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is consummated as soon as the girl arrives at maturity."

1

The Negroes of the Gold Coast, according to Bo*m»n, often

arranged for the marriage of infants directly after birth
;
s

whilst, among the Bushmans, Bechuanas, and Ashantccs,

children are engaged when they are still in the womb, in the

event of their proving to be girl*.*

In Australia, too, girls are frequently promised in early

youth, and sometimes before they arc born.

4

The same is the

case In New Guinea,' New Zealand,0 Tahiti,

7

and many other

islands of the South Sea. as also among several of the tribes

inhabiting the Malay Archipelago.* Mariner supposed that,

in Tonga, about one-third of the married women had been

thus betrothed.* In British India infant-marriage has hitherto

been a common custom
;
and all peoples of the Turkish stock,

according to Professor Vambery, arc in the habit of betroth-

ing babies.

11

So b!so are the Samoyedes 1 and Tuski

;

18 and

among the Jews of Western Russia, parent* betroth the

children whom they hope to have 1 *

Among some peoples, it is the mother, 1 * brother,"' or ma-

1 Ho'uS, loe. dt. ml. iL p. 314. * Bosnian. lot. dt. p. 424.
s Burch til, lee. (iL rol. li. pp. Jit, 564. Btednin, ‘Ashactee and ihe

Gold Coast,' p. 126.

• Waitj Gerland, lot. til. voL vi. [1. 772. Wilkes, /<v. cit voL ii. p. 195.

S:uit, let. n't. ml. IL pp. *8«, et try. Bonney, in 'Jour. Anthr. Inst.,’

rol. xill pp. 129, 301. Cameron, iiid, rol xlv. p. 35?
4 Finrch, loe. tit pp. roo, r r6. Guilleinard, toe. n't p. 389.
• Angas, 'Savage Life,' vol. I. p. 314.
' Ellis, * Polynesian Researches,' vol. I. pp. 267, 270.

• In (be Kioyamill Islands (Wllkea, lot. tU. rol. ». p. 102), Fiji (Jiid,

vol. Bi. p. 92), Hudson's Island (Tomer, 'Samoa,' p. 290), Nubehiva

(WaltsGeriaod, lot. dr. vol ri. p. 127), Solomon Islands (Zimmermans,

tec. dt vol. II. p. 90X New Caledonia (Turner, p. 340;, New Britain

(Pcrdl, lei. dt. p. 85X Java (‘ Da* AusUnd,' 1881, p. 569), Bum (Riedel,

he. dt p 2 r), ana among (he B&taka, Sundar.ese, and inter Malay

peoples (Hickson, lot. dr. p. 27a Wllfcen, In ' Hydrogen,' &c, scr. v.

vnl. I. pp. 161-167). * Martin, he. dt. voL ii. p. 167.
'» Vdmb&y, ‘ Das Tuikcnvolk,' p. 109. ' Ymer,’ voL ill p. iU

Hooper, lot. dt p. 009. a Androe, lee. dt. p. 141.

“ Xttctn (Hardisty, in 'Smith. Rep.,' \W>. p. 312), Chipp?«vas

(Keating, loe. dt. vol. ii. p. 137), IroquoK (Morgan, * League of the

Iroquois,’ a J20X Simoos (Bovallits, lot- dt. vol. ii. p. 301).
14 Guarayo! (v. Martius, loe. dt voL L p. 217), Hos (Dalton, toe. tit
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tcm.il uncle, 1 who has the chief power of giving a girl in

marriage. In Timor-laut, Mr. Forbes says, “nothing can be

done of such import a* the disposal of a daughter without the

advice, assistance, and witness of all the villagers, women and

youths being admitted as freely to speak as the eider males ;

"

1

and in West Australia, according to Mr. Oldfield, the consent

of the whole tribe is necessary for a girl's marriage.3 Yet

such cases arc no doubt rare exceptions, and give us no right

to conclude that there ever was a time when children were

generally considered the property of the tribe, or of their

maternal kinsfolk.

It would, however, be a mistake to suppose that, among the

lower races, women arc, as a ruie, married without having

any voice of their own in the matter. Their liberty of

selection, on the contrary, is very considerable, and, however

down-trodden, they well know how to make their influence

felt Thus, among the Indians of North America, numberless

instances arc given of woman's liberty to choose her husband.

Schoolcraft asserts that their marriages arc brought about

" sometimes with, and sometimes against, the wishes of the

graver and more prudent relatives of the parties/ the marital

rite consisting chiefly in the consent of the parties. 4 Hecke-

welder quotes instances of Indians who committed suicide

because they had been disappointed in love, the girls on

whom they had fixed their choice, and to whom they were

engaged, having changed their minds, and married ether

lovers. 0 Among the Kaniagmuts, Thlinkcts, and Nutkas,

the suitor has to consult the wishes of the young lady. 1

Among the Clhippcwas. according to Mr. Keating, the

mothers generally settle the preliminaries to marriage without

pp. aoi, ft !tf\ Maoris (Wahr-Geriand, lot. at. vol. ri. p. IS?), Fijians

(Wilkes la. tit. vol HI. |«. 91). ' See ante, p. 40.

* Forfccs, ‘On die Ethnology oi Tnoar-Uut,' in 'Jour. Antbr., Inst,'

vol. *iii. p. II.

* Oldfield, in ‘Tram Ethn. Soc,’ N. S. vol. III. p. t-«8 .

* Schoolcraft, ' The Indian in his Wigwam,' p. 7 '- Cf- Collin, Joe. tit.

vol. I. 120
;
Adair, /or. tit. p. HI. 0 Buchanan, la. at. p. 184.

* Saner, let. tit. p. 177. Hotmberg, In 'Acta See. ScL Fennicae.’ vol.

|v. p. 314. Maefie, 'Vancouver Island and Bririih Columbia,' p. 447.

Wilke, vcJ. i»- p. 417 (Indians ofthe Interior of Oregnn}.
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consulting the chiidren : but the parties arc not considered

husband and wife till they have given their con.vtnt.
1 The

Atkha Aleuts occasionally betrothed their childieri to each

other, but the marriage was held to be binding only after the

birth of a child.* Among the Creeks, if a man desires to

make a woman his wife “ conformably to the more ancient

and serious custom of the country," he endeavours to gain

her own consent by regular courtship.' Among the Pueblos*

&c.,A '* no girl is forced to marry against her will, however

eligible her parents may consider the match.”

A3 to the South American Guands, Azara states, *' Aucune
femme nc consent a se marier, sans avoir fait scs stipulations

pix'liminaires trits-ditailldcs avec son pretend u, et avec son

p£re etKS parents, A Tigard dc leur genre de vie r&dproque.*' 4

In Tierra del Fuego, according to Lieutenant Bove, the

eagerness with which the women seek for young husbands is

surprising, but even more surprising is the fact that they

nearly always attain their ends.

7 Speaking of the same

people, -Mr. Bridges says, " it frequently happens that there

is insuperable aversion on the girl’s part to her husband, and

she leaves him, and if she persists in hating him she is then

given to one she likes. It is, indeed, common in America
for a girl to run away from a bridegroom forced upon her by
the parents ;• whilst, if they refuse to give their daughter to

a suitor whom she loves, the couple elope.

10 Thus, among
the Dacotahs, as we arc told by Mr. Prescott, “ there are

many matches made by elopement, much to the chagrin of

the parents." 11

1 Keating, lei eit. voL il. pp. 1 57, et sff. * Pctioff. lot. tit. p. 1
58,

• Schoolcraft, /of. til. vol 1 p. 36$
‘ Bancroft lot. at. vol. L pp 549, note 306.

1 Shammers* (Ashe, be. tit. p. 249)1 Comaneh.es (Wait*, toe. eit. vol. iv«

p. 216), Patagonians (Musters be. fit p. >86}.

0 Azara, be, eit. vol. ki. p. <fl.
11 Ytner,' voL iiL p. 91.

• Bridges, in 'A Voice for Sooth America,’ vol sill. p. 184, Cf. King

and Fimoy, tee. eit. vol. ii. p. 1S2. -

• Fries he. eit. pur (Greenlander;). Bren, he. eit. p. 354 (Caribs.V

Dobiiihcfter, be. eit. vol. ii. p. 307 (Abipones). King and Fimoy, vol. ii.

P 1 S 3 (Patagonians).

“ Harmon, ice. eit. p. >41 (Blackfeet, Chippewyans, Crew, A’C.). SchocJ-

craft, vol v. p 68 J (Comanebes). 11 Schoolcraft, vol. Ill, p. IJ5
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In Australia it is the rule that a father alone car, give

away hi* daughter, and, according to Mr. Curr, the woman
herself has no voice in the selection of her husband. 1 But,

with reference to the Narrinyeri, Mr. Taplin states that,

"although the consent of a female is not considered a nutter

of the fust importance, as, indeed, is the case in many un-

civilized nations, yet it is always regarded as desirable." !

Among the Kumai, according to Mr. Howitt, she decidedly

enjoys the freedom of choice. Should the parents refuse their

consent, she goes away with her lover, and if they can remain

away till the girl is with child she may, it is said, expect to

be forgiven. Otherwise it may become necessary for them to

elope two or three times before they arc pardonod, the family

at length becoming tired of objecting.1 Mr Mathew asserts

that, with varying details, marriage by mutual consent will

be found among other tribes alw>, though it is not completed

except by means of a runaway match.' Elopement under-

taken with the consent of the woman is, indeed, and has

been, a recognized institution among at least some of the

aboriginal tribes in Australia, Among the Kumai it is the

rule.3

The Maoris have a proverb, "As a kahawai (a fish which

is vcr>f particular in selecting the hook that most resembles

its food) selects the hcx>k which please* it hest out of a great

number, so also a woman chcxnes one man out of many." 4

Mariner supposed that, in Tonga, perhaps two-third* of the

girls had married with their own free consent/ Concerning

the natives of Arorac, Mr. Turner says, “ In chcosing a

husband the lady sat in the lower room of the house, and

over her head were let down through the chinks of the flear

of the upper room two or three cocoa-nut leaflets, the ends

of which were held by her lovers. She pulled at one, am!

1 Curr, toe. dt. voL i. p. 108. ' Taplin, lot. dt. p. 10

3 Fiwn and Howitt, lot. tit. pp. !34- *4=-
* Mathew, in 'Jour. Roy. Soc. N. S. Wales’ vol. xuti. p. 40;. O

Dawson, 1st. tit. p. 34 (tribes of Western Victoria) ;
Lumhcls, ht. <it

.

p. 3 ! j (natives of Northern Queensland).

• Fison and llowHt, pp. 276, 289, llS-354-

1 Taylor, tot. fit. p- -9b
' Martin, lot. tit. vnL ii. p. 1 67 Cf. Zimmcrmann. A*, at. rol. I.p. 456
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asked whoa: it was. If the reply was not in the voice of

the young man she wished to have, she lest it and pulled at

another leaf, and another, until she found him, and then

pulled it right down. The happy man whose leaf she pulled

down sat still, while the others slunk away"* In the Society
Islands, the women of the middle and lower ranks had the

power to choose husbands according to their own wishes
j

ard that the women of the highest classes sometimes asserted

the same right appears from the addresses a chief of Eimco
had to pay to the object of his attachment before she could
bo induced to accept his offer.5 In Radack, " marriages
depend on a free convention,” as seems to be generally the
case in Micronesia* In the New Britain Group, according to

Mr. Romilly, after the man has worked for years to pay for

his wife, and is finally in a position to take her to his house,

she may refuse to go, and he cannot claim back from the

parents the large sums he has paid them in yams, cocoa-nuts,

and sugar-canes' With reference to the New Caledonian
girl, M. Monceloo remarks, “ El le cst consuitde qudipiefois,

tnais souvent cst forede d’obiir. Alors c!Ie fuit A chaijuc

instant pour rejoindre lhomme qu’ellc preftre.**

In the Indian Archipelago, according to Professor Wilken,
meet marriages arc contracted by the mutual consent of the

patties.' Among the Dyaks, “the unmarried girls arc at

perfect liberty to choose their mates."’ In some parts of Java,

1 Turner, ' Samoa,’ pp. 395, tf ttq.

* EIU5.
' Polynesian Researches,’ vol L pp. a'.;, 370, sty. Cf Waitt-

Gerland, /nr. aI. vol ri. pp. 99, it itq.

3 Kotzebue let. at. vol ui. p. 172. WaiU-CcrUnd. voL v. pt. ii. p. 105.
* RarniDy, in 1 Proc. Roy. Geo. S<x.,‘ N. S. vol ix. p 10.
‘ Mcncelon. in 1 Hull Soc. d'Anthr,' ser. iil vol it. p. 368. In Samoa

(Turner, * Samoa,1

pc. 95, ,/ sty. Cf. iSU. pp 93, iji • Turner, ‘Nine-
teen Teaii in Polynesia,’ p. i83

i
Pritchard, let. tit. pp. 135, ,t it?.) and

the Klagsmiil Islands (Wilkes, 1m. tit. vol v. p. tot\ elopements fre-
quency take place, and the parents, however mortified theymay be, have
to submit. In Fiji, according to Wilkes (vol iil p. 93. Cf Pritchard,

pp. 3(9, ft iff. -. Waiti-Cesland. vol V'L p. 633), forced marriages are
comparatively rare in the higher cUtiei.

* Waken, in ' Bfydrageo,’ Sic^ *er. v. vol l p. 1,9
' B“rle.

'
Adventures among the Dyokt erf Borneo,1

1

p. 336. Cf. Brooke,
‘Ten Years in Sarlwak,' vol. i. p. 69.
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much deference is paid to the bride’s inclinations ; ' and,

among the Minahaisers of Celebes, courship or love-making

" is always strictly an affair of the heart and not in

any way dependent upon the consent or even wish of the

parents.” 1 Similar statements arc made by Riedel with

reference to several of the smaller islands.’ Among the

Rejangs of Sumatra, if a young man runs away with a virgin

without the consent of her father, he does not act contrary to

the laws of the country
;
and, if he is willing to make the usual

payments afterwards, the woman cannot be reclaimed by her

father or other kinksfolk*

In Burma, “ the choice of marriageable girls is perfectly

fee," and marriages arc occasionally contracted even in direct

opposition to the parents.* Among the Shans, mutual con-

sent is required to constitute a valid union ;* and, regarding

the Chittagong Hill tribes. Captain Lewin says that the

women’s “ power of selecting their own husband is to the full

as free as that enjoyed by our own English maidens.” T The

same is the case with many, perhaps most, of the uncivilized

tribes of India. The young couple often settle the affair

entirely between themselves, even though marriages are

ostensibly arranged by the parents;* or the parents, before

they give their children in marriage, consult them, and, as a

rule, follow their likings.® In case of parental objection,

elopements frequently take place. 10 Among the Kukis, a girl

1 Crn-furd, lot. tit. voL I. p so.
> Hickson, /nr. tit p 173. ' Riedel, lot. tit. pp. 447, 3“-
• Maude:, toe. at. p. *35- Crnwfunl, vol. II pp. I3g,!t /*/.

• Colquboan, ' Butina and the Bormans,’ p 13. Fylche, tar. cit. vol. ii.

p. 69. MpcMahon, ‘ Far Cathay,’ p :?J (Indo-Bumvcse border iri'oes)

8 Anderson, * Mandalay tu Motnien.’ p. 30 !.

’ Lewin, lot. tit. p. 347- Cf. PP M3. <4$, '79, 2S
5
.

• Kob, Abort (Rovvrey. tv. tit pp. 67, • 59,\ SaWals {iUtL, p 76. Cf.

Dalton, 4v. tit. f- * * 5 :
‘Ymer,’ vol. v. p. xxiv. ;

Man. tot. at ? :oi;

Hunter, * Rural Bengal,’ vol. i. pp 203, it Todai (Shorn, in ’ Trors.

Ethn. Soc-,’ N. S. vol. vii. p. sjj. Cf Marshall, lot. tit. p. aio).

1 Mins, Khasiss, Koch, Muish (Dalton, pp. Sft 37 , 91 , 123 ), Orioos

(Rowney, p. Si), Kolyas (Watt, la ‘Jour. Anthr. Inst,’ vol. »vi. pp. 358 ,

rt uq.\ Butias (Cunningham, ' Notes on Moorcroft’s Travels in Ladakh,'

in ‘Jour. As. Soc. Bengal,’ vol. xili. pi. i. p. soj).

10 Walt, in ‘jour. Anthr. Inst,’ vol. xvi. p. 355 (Katipuh). Dnlinn, pp.
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who runs away from a husband she doe not like is not

thought to act wrongly in doing so.' Among the aboriginal

tribes of China* the Ainos,' Kharnchadales,4 Jakuts* Ossetes,"

&cy the daughter’s inclinations an: nearly always consulted.

And, in Corea, mutual choice was the ancient custom of the

country."

Turning to Africa we find that, among the Tourarcgs,a girl

may select out of her suitors the one whom she herself

prefers.* As to the West African negroes, Mr. Reade in-

formed Mr. Darwin that “ the women, at least among the

more intelligent Pagan tribes, have no difficulty in getting

the husbands whom they may desire, although it is considered

unwomanly to ask a man to marry them." 54 The accuracy of

this statement is confirmed by several travellers, 11 and it seems

to hold good for other parts of Africa. Among the Shulis,

according to Dr Fclkin, the women have a voice in the .selec-

tion of their husbands. 1 * The Madi girls, says Emin Pasha,

enjoy great freedom, and are able to choose companions to

their liking.* 1 Among the Marutsc, “ free women who have

not been given away or sold as slaves are allowed to choose

what husbands they please.” 14 The young Kafirs endeavour

generally at first to gain the consent of the girls, for it is,

as Mr. Leslie remarks, "a mistake to imagine that a girl is

sold by her father in the same manner, and with the same

i<K, S99,e/sff. (Hos. Bead Kaodhs). Spencer, 1 De«ripbve Sociology,

Asiatic Race*,' p. 3 (Savaras of Jeypore).
1 Lewin, foe. tit. p. l$i.

* Gray, toe. cit. vol ii. p. 3S3-
!

v. Siebold, be. cit. p. so.

4 Sutler, tot. cit. p. 345. 4 Saner, be. tit. p. 137.

* *. Havthanten, be. cit. p. 40:.

* Usbegs (Vfonbdry. * Das Torkenvolk,' p. 369), Kalmucks (Moote, he.

tit. p. 181 \ Acncxcs (Burrkhanii, lex. cit. p. 61).

* Ross, be. tit. p 3* 5- ’ Chavanne,
1
Die Sahara,’ p. tSi.

10 Darwin, ‘The Descent of Mar,' vo3. ii. p. 10S. Cf. Read*, tot. tit.

jip. 391, 4»3. 55*-
11 Beecham, lac, tit. p. 135 (Ashantres). Soyan*, 1 Aus WeK-Afi ika,'

pp. tjT, 161 (Negroes of Loango). Merolia da Sorrento, be. tit. p. 336

(Negroes of Sogao). Bosnian, be. tit. p. 419 (Negroes of Uie Gold Coast).
H Wilson and Fclkin, lot. lit. voL ii. p. 61.

,s 1 Emin P.wlu ;n Central Africa,’ p. toy
M Holub, be. ell. vol 1L pp. 293, 39® C/ ML, voL ii. p. 206.
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Authority, with which he would dispose of a cow.* 1 And,

among the Hottentots1 and Bushmans,5 when a girl has grown

up to womanhood without having previously been betrothed,

her lover must gain her approbation, as well as that cf the

parents.

In works by ancient writers we find statements of the same
kind. Among the Caihod, according to Strabo, the girls

chose their husbands, and the young men their wives
;

4 and

the same is said by Herodotus of the women of Lydia.' In

Indian and old Scandinavian talcs virgins arc represented

as having the power to dispose of themselves freely.® Thus
it was agreed that Skadc should choose for herself a husband

among the Asas, but she was to make her choice by the feet,

the only part of their persons she was allowed to see. 7

In view of such facts it is impossible to agree with M.

Lctourneau that, during a very long period, woman was

married without her wishes being at all consulted.* There

can be no doubt that, under more primitive conditions, she was

even more free in that respect than she is now among most of

the lower races. At present a daughter is very commonly

an object of trade, and the more exclusively she is regarded

from this point of view, the less, of course, are her own likings

taken into account Among the Bedouins of Mount Sinai,

who haw marriage by purpose, no father thinks it necessary

to consult his daughter before selling her, whereas, among the

1 Lichtenstein, toe. til. voi. L p. 361. Leslie, ' Among the Zulus and

Amatongu/ p. 19*. According to other authorities, however, the Kafii

girl hertell is seldom or never consulted about tbo matter (Maclean, In.

at p. 69), though it generally happens that, after repeated elopement;

with the man of her own choice, the father gives up his original intention

a» to the disposal of he: 'Shooter, let tit. pp. 57, 6> C/. r. Weber,

lot. til. voL i, pp 331, U “i ; voi iL p. i 17).

1 Thunberg, ‘Account of the Cape of Good Hope,’ in Pinkerton,

• Collection of Voyages/ roi. xvi. p. 141.

• Buickell, be. tit. voi. ii. p. 59. iritsoh, be. at p. 444- Chapman,

lot. tit voi i. p. ajS. • Strabo, In. tit. book *v. eh. L p. 699.

‘ Herodotus, lot. at. hook L els 93.

• y. Bolder, toe. tit voi. ii. pp. 148, 367. H nj. Kiemm, ‘ Oie Frauen/

voi. i. p. 98i. Bachofett, 'Das Muiterrecht,1

p. 196. Grimm, let. at
|X 421, sole*.

7 The Younger Kddft,' p. 15 S. * Letoamcau, 'Sociology,’ p. 37&
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Arabs of the eastern plain, the Aenezes, &c., according to

Burckhardt, " the father never receives the price of the girl,

and therefore some regard i* paid to her inclinations." 1 But

it will be shown that marriage by purchase forms a cora-

parativdy late stage in the history of the family relations of

mankind, owing its origin to the fact that daughters are

valuable as labourers, aiul therefore not given away for

nothing. Speaking of the Gippslaod native*, Mr. Fison

says, "The assertion that women 'eat and do not hunt’

cannot apply to the lower savages. On the contrary, whether

among the ruder agricultural tribes or those who are depend-

ent on supplies gathered from the 'forest and the flood.' the

women are food-pfOvidcrs, who supply to the full as much as

they consume, and render valuable service into the bargain.

In times of peace, as a general rule, they arc the hardest

workers and the most useful members of the community."'1

Now, the Australians, although a very rude race, have ad-

vanced far beyond the original state of man There is no

reason to doubt that, among our earliest human ancestors,

the possession of a woman was desired Only for the gratifica-

tion of the man's passions. It may be said generally that

in a state of nature every grown-up individual earns his

own living. Hence there is no slavery, as there is, properly

speaking, no labour. A man in the earliest times had no

reason, then, to retain his full-grown daughter; she might

go away, and marry at her pleasure. That she was not

necessarily gained by the very fust male, we may conclude

from what we know about the lower animals. As Mr. Darwin

remarks, the female generally, or at least often, exerts some

choice. She can in most cases escape, if wooed by a male

who dees not please her, and when pursued, as commonly

occurs, by several males, she seems often to have the oppor-

tunity, whilst they are fighting with one another, of going

away with, or at least of temporarily paring with, some

one male.*

' liurckhardt, lac. at. ?p. l»9i et ref.

• Fuon and Houritt, ice. at. p. 136. The same riew is cakec by Mr.

Howlit (Md, p. JJ8,\

* Dai win, ‘The Descent 0£ Maa,’ vuL li. p. 291,
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II might be supposed that at a later stage, when family

ties grew stronger, and bride-stealing became a common way
ofconcluding a marriage, the consent ofthe woman in the went

of capture would be quite out of the question. Certainly it

must generally have been so when she fell as a booty into the

hands of an enemy. But women thus captured may in many
cases have been able to escape from the husbands forced on
them, and to return to their own, or some friendly neighbour-

ing, tribe. Very frequently, however, bride-stealing seems to

have taken place with the approval of the girl, there being no

other way in which the match could be concluded if her

parents were willing to agree to it It is a common mis-

take, as Mr. Howitt remarks, to confound marriage by capture

and marriage by elopement. Tltey are essentially different,

the one being effected without, the other with, the woman’s

consent.' Thus, among the Australians, many, perhaps most,

cases of so-called bride-stealing come under the head of

elopements.'

Something remains to lie said as to the position of sons

among uncivilized peoples. When young they arc every-

where as much dependent on the parents, or at least on the

father, as arc their sisters. A boy may be sold, bartered

away, or even killed, if his father ihinks proper. That the

power of life and death, under certain circumstances, rests

with the tribe is a matter of little importance in this con-

nection. But as soon as the young man grows up. the father,

as a rule, has no longer any authority over him, whereas a

woman is always more or less in a state of dependence,

marriage implying for her a change of owner only. Among
the Australians, says Mr. Curr, “sons become independent

when they have gone through the ceremonies by which they

attain to the status of manhood." ' The full-grown man is

his own master
;
he is strong enough net to be kept in check

by his father, and, being able to shift for himself, he may
many quite independently of the old man's will.

It often happens, indeed, as we have seen, that parents

' KUon and Howlit, toe. at. p. j$i
' /*»*

. PP- 343. J«8- 354-

’ Cun, for. tU. vol i. p. Gi.
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betroth their children when they are young. 1 Hut, if such

nn engagement is not always binding ever, for the woman, it

is of course all the less *> for the man. " The choice among

the Kalmucks," Liadov says, “ belongs entirely to the parents.

Still, there is no constraint upon this point, and, if the son

declares that the selection of his parents displease him, there

is no further question about the matter." 1

Moreover, marriage contracts are concluded among certain

peoples by the patents of the parties, even when these arc

full-grown.’ Among the Iroquois, according to Mr. Morgan,

the mother, when she considered her son of a suitable age for

mat cage, looked about for a maiden whom she thought likely

tu accord with him in disposition and temperament, and re-

monstrance or objection on the part of the children was never

attempted.* Among the Basutos, the choice of “ the great

wife " is generally made by the father.4 And, in many of the

uncivilized tribes of India, parents arc in the lubit of betroth-

ing their sons." In certain eases, the parents merely go

through a form of selection, the matter having already been

really sealed by the parties concerned and usually a man
who has been induced to marry a woman he docs not like,

may divorce her and choose another according to his taste.

Yet, speaking of the Kisdns, Colonel Dalton says that " there

is nu instance on record of a youth or maiden objecting to

the arrangement made for them." 9 The paternal authority

1 That the male chiklrer. also are SO disposed of appears, fee instance,

from v. Martius, lee. dt. vol. ;. pp. 39J (Mundfucfls\ 690 (Arnoaka)

;

Lacsd sit, Uc. at. vol. ii. p. 235 (Gltyaks).

* ' Jour. Anthr. Inst.,’ voL L p. 40J. Cf. Guillcuucd, toe. at. p. 389

(Nttfoar Papuans).
9 Ahts (Sproat, toe. tit. p. 97) and other Indians (Wain, lee. at. voLiiL

p. 103), Maravi (1'iid., voL ii. pp 419. ft

* Morgan, * League of (be Iroquois,' pp. 3 31 . 3 3 3-

* Casalis, lot. fit. p l8d.

* Kisdns, Manilas, Santals, Mdrifts, (Dalton, /«- at. pp. 132, 194, 2«$,

*79,\ Mislimij (Kcwlalt, ‘Expedition Into the Mishmee Hills/ in 'Jour.

As, Soc. Bengal,' vol xtv. pt. Ii, p. «SS\ Bhils (Malcolm, in ' Trans.

Roy. As. Soc,' vol. i. p. 80,
Yoon-tha-Ln Karens (Stoll, ‘Notes on

the Yoor.-tha-lin Karens/ In ‘The Madras Journal of Literature and

Science/ N. S. >ol. vi. pp. 61, tl ray.).

’ Dalton, p. 252 (Onion*). • IHd., p. 133.
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among these tribes ol India implies, indeed, a family system

of higher type than we arc accustomed to find among wild

races: it approaches thepatria pot/stai of the ancient Aryan
nations. Thus, among the Kandhs, in each family the abso-

lute authority rests with the house-father ; the sans have no

property during the father's lifetime, and all tire male children,

with their wives and descendants, continue to share the

father’s meal, prepared by the common mother
.

1 The father

chooses a full-grown woman as a wife for his young son.

" In the superior age of the bride.” says Colonel Macphcrson,
" is seen a proof of the supremacy of the paternal authority

amongst this singular people. The parents obtain the wives

of their sons during their boyhood, as veiy valuable domestic

servants, and their selections are avowedly made with a view

to utility in this character.” *

Among savages the father’s power depends exclusively, or

chiefly, upon his superior strength. At a later stage, in con-

nection with a mere highly developed system of ancestor-

worship, it becomes more Ideal, and, at the same time, more
extensive and more absolute. Obedience to the father is

regarded as a sacred duty, the transgression of which will be

punished as a crime against the gods. Indeed, so prevalent

has this strengthened authority of the father teen among
peoples who have reached a relatively high degree of civili-

zation. that it must be regarded as marking a stage in all

human history.

The family system of the savage Indians differs widely, in

this respect, from that which was established among the

ancient inhabitants of Mexico and I’eru. Concerning the

Mexicans, Clavigero says that ” their children were bred to

stand so much in awe of their parents, that, even when grown

up and married they hardly durst speak before them.** The
following was an exhortation of a Mexican tc his son :

—

" Honour all persons, particularly thy parents, to whom thou

owest obedience, roqiect, and service. Guard against imitat-

ing the example of those wicked sons,- who, like biutes that

' Hunter, ‘ Rural Bengal/ vol. iii p. 77.
2 IMA, voL iii. p. Sj-

* Clavijcro, ‘The History of Mexico,’ vol I. f- 33'-

Q
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are deprived of reason, neither reverence their parents, listen

to their instruction, nor submit to their correction ; because

whoever follows their steps will have an unhappy end, will die

in a desperate or sudden manner, ur will be killed and de-

voured by wild beasts/'

1

A youth was seldom allowed to

chow; a wife for himself ; he was expected to abide by the

selection of Ills parents. Hence it rarely happened that

a marriage took place without the sanction of parents or

other kinsfolk, and he who presumed to marry without such

sanction had to undergo penance, being looked upon as un-

grateful, ill-bred, and apostate. 5 The belief was, according

to Torque mad a, that an act of that kind would be punished

by some misfortune.8 In a province of the Mexican empire,

it was even required that a bridegroom should be carried,

that he might be supposed to marry against his inclinations 4

Touching the Guatemalans, Mr. Bancroft *aya, * It seems in-

credible that the young men should have quietly submitted

to having their wives picked out for them without being

allowed any voice or choice in the matter Yet we are told

that so great was their obedience and submission to their

parents that there never was any scandal in these things/' 4

In the greater part of Nicaragua, matches were arranged by

the parents
;
though there were certain independent towns in

which the girls chose their husbands from among the young
men, while the latter sat at a feast 4 Again, in Peru, Inca

Pachacutec confirmed the law that sons should obey and

serve thdr fathers until they reached the age of twenty-five,

and tha: none should marry without the consent of the

parents, and of the parents of the girl, a marriage without

this consent being invalid and the children illegitimate/

Similar Ideas formerly prevailed, and to some extent arc

still found, among the civilized nations of the Old World.

The Chinese have a maxim that, as the Emperor should have

a father's love for his people, bo a father should have a

1 Clavigero, lee. cit. vol. i. p. JJl. ' Bancroft, ice. cit. vol. iL p. 351.
1 Spencer, 4

Descriptive Sociology/ Ancient Mexicans, &c, p. 3.

4 Henat, he. dt
. pp. 334, tt 4 Bancroft, vol. iL p. t6b.

6 fkd. t
vol. ii. p. 667. Squicr, n 4 Tran*. American Ethn. Soc/ vol iU.

pt. i. p. 137. 1 GarciUwo de la Vega, lot, at
.
vol ii. p. 207.
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sovereign's power over hi* family.1 From earliest youth the

Chinese lad is imbued with such respec t for his parents that

it becomes at last a religious sentiment, and forms, as he gets

older, the basis of hi3 only creed— the worship of ancestors.8

Disobedience to parents is looked upon as a sin to be punished

with death, whether the offender be an infant or a full-grown

son or daughter. And in everything referring to the marriage

of the children parents arc omnipotent. M From all antiquity

in China," Navarette says,
41 no son ever did, or hereafter will,

many without the consent of his parents." 3 Indeed, according

to Mr. Medhurst, it is a universally acknowledged principle in

China that no person, of whatever age, can act for himself in

matrimonial matters during the lifetime or in the neighbour-

hood of his parents or near senior kinsfolk. The power of

these guardians is so great that they may contract a marriage

for ajunior who is absent from home, and he is bound tn abide

by such engagement even though already affianced elsewhere

without their privity or content* The consequence of this

system is that, in many cases, the betrothed couple scarcely

know each other before marriage, the wedding being the first

occasion on which the man catches a glimpse of hw wife's

face.3 In some parts of the Empire children arc affianced in

infancy.0

In Japan, according to Professor Rein, a hc*isc-father en-

joyed the same extensive rights as the Roman paUrfantiliax -

an unlimited power over the person and property of his child-

ren. 1 Filial piety is considered the highest duty of man, and

not even death or the marriage relation weakens, to any great

extent, the held of a father on a child. “ With affection on

the one hand, and cunning on the other/* says Mr. Griffis, "an

unscrupulous father may do what he will , . . The Japanese

maiden, a* pure as the purest Christian virgin, will, at the

command of her father, enter thn bmthel to-morrow, and

* Spencer, ‘The Principles of Sociology/ vol L p. 739
* Well* Williams *« M vol. i. p. 646.

J Navarette, ett p. 75 - Cf.
1 The Lt Kf/ book xxvii. v. 33.

* Medlnirsu in ‘Tiana. Roy. A*. See. China Branch,' vnL iv. p. ft.

' Cray, Aw. dt. vol. L p. 20s.
1 /M-, vol. i. p. l 3$.

7 Rein, ‘Japan/ p. 422.

Q 3
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prostitute herself for life. Not a murmur escapes her

lips as she thus filially obeys ." 1 Marriages are almost

invariably arranged by the parents or nearest kinsfolk of

the parties, or by the parlies themselves with the aid of

an agent or middleman known as the “ nakedo," it being

considered highly improper for them to arrange it on

their own account. Among the lower classes, such direct

unions are not unfrequent
;
but they arc held in contempt, and

are known as " yagfl," it., “ mooting on a moor,”—a term of

disrespect showing the low opinion entertained of them The

middleman's duty consists in acquainting each of the parries

with the nature, habits, good and bad qualities, and bodily

infirmities of the other, and in doing his utmost to bring the

affair to a successful conclusion. It seldom happens that the

parlies immediately interested communicate directly with the

middleman
;

if they have parents or guardians, it is done by

these, and, if not, by the nearest relation. The middleman has

to arrange for a meeting between the parlies, which meeting

is known as the " mi ai," literally “ sec meeting "
; and, if either

party Is dissatisfied with the other after this introduction, the

matter proceeds no furlher. Hut, formerly, says Mr. Kdch-

in, " this ante-nuptial meeting was dispensed with in the case

of people of very exalted rank, who consequently never saw

each other until the bride removed her veil on the marriage

day."’

Among the ancient Arabs8 and Hebrews, fathers exercised

very great rights over their families. According to the okl

law of Johveism, a father might sell hi* child to relieve his

own distress, or offer it to a creditor as a pledge.
4 Death was

the penalty for a child who struck a parent, or even cursed

coe
;

s though the father himself could not indict this penalty

on his children, but had to appeal to the whole community.
6

How important were the duties of the child to the parents, is

i Gridis
,

1 The Mikado’s Empire, pp. >47, 555 -

1 KOchler, in 'Tran*. As. Soc. Japan,’ vol, xiii pp 117-119.

> Amir1 AH, ’The Personal Law of Mahcmmedan*,' p. 179.

• Evald, lec. aV. p. 19a
‘ ' Exodus,’ ch. xxl w. 15, 17. * Leviticus,' ch. xx. r. 9.

•
' Deuteronomy,' ch xxi, vv, 18-21.
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shown in the primitive typical relation of Isaac to Abraham,

and may, as Ewald remarks, be at once learned from the

placing of the law on the subject among the Ten Command-

ments, and from its position there in immediate proximity

to the commands relating to the duties of man towards God.1

According to Michael is, there is nowhere the slightest trace of

its having been the will of Moses that paternal authority ar.d

the subjection of sons should cease after a certain age.3 A
Hebrew father not only disposal of his daughter's hand, but

chose wives for his sons,—the selection, however, being some-

times made by the mother.8

Judging from the marked severity of filial duties among the

Egyptians, some of which are distinctly alluded to in the

inscription of Thebes, we may conclude Lhat. in Egypt, much

more was expected from a son than in any European nation

of the present day.* And in the Precepts of Ptah-Hotep,'

which have been called " the most ancient book in the world."

we read that the father ought to command, the son to obey :

—

"The son who accepts the word of his father mil attain old

age on that account. God wishes as to obey ;
disobedience is

abhorrent to Him."8

Amor.g the Romans, the house-father had, in the earlier

time, the jus viloe netisqm the power of life and death-

over his children. He could imprison, sell, or kill his children

under an express law of the Twelve Tables; 0 and PJularch

says Brutus condemned his sons to death, without judicial

forms, net as consul, but as father.
1 " All in the household,”

Mommsen remarks, “ were destitute of legal rights—the wife

and the child no less than the bullock or the slave.*
4

Even the full-grown sen and his children were subject to

• Ewald, /or. tit. p. l8f. Cf. Cans ‘ Erttredit/ vol i. p. 131.

Michael is, lot. cit. vol. i. p. «41
* • Genesis,' eh. xxiv. r. 4 \

eh. xxviii. vv. 1, etna. ' Exodus/ eh. xxxlr.

v. 16.
‘ Deuteronomy'/ eh. vli. * 3. 'Judges/ eh. xiv. w. l-j.

• Wilkinson, lot. til. vol. I. p ,==•

‘ • The Precepts of Pub-Kolep,' eh. xlii xx»i«. Cf. ibid., eh. xliv.

* 1 Drake ill! Tabularom Fragments, table Ir. § 3

’ Plutarch, '
rinrX<*i»ar,' eh. vu. * Mommsen, la. tit. vd. i. p. 6a.
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the house- father's will.
1 and in marriage without miventio

in ntanum a daughter remained in the power of her father

or tutor after marriage. The consent of the paterfamilias was

indispensable to the marriage of children, sons and daughters

alike; 1 and so strict was this rule originally, that down to

the reign of Marcus Aurelius the children of a menu (aptus

could not contract a legal marriage while in the power of

their father, the latter being incapable of giving his consent 3

The religious character of this unlimited paternal authority

has been pointed out by M. Fustel de Coulangcs " In

primitive antiquity," he saya, "the father is not only the

strong man, the protector who has power to command
obedience

;
he is the prieBt, he is heir to the hearth, the con-

tinuator of the ancestors, the parent stock of the descendants,

the depositary of the mysterious rites of worship, and of

the sacred formulas of payer. The whole religion resides

in him.
-4

It has been suggested by Sir Henry Maine and others that

the /atria petestas of the Romans was a survival of the

paternal authority which existed among the primitive

Aryans/’ But no clear evidence of the general prevalence of

such unlimited authority among other Indo-European peoples

has been adduced. Justinian justly observed, "The power
which we have over our children is peculiar to Roman
citizens

;
for there are no other men possessing such a power

over their children as we have
* u That the father, among the

Greeks, Germans, and Celts, had the power to expose his

children when they were very young and to sell his marriage-

able daughters, docs not imply the possession of a sovereignty

like that which the Roman house- father exercised over his

descendants at all ages. As, however, the family institu-

1 1 Dnedeehn Tabularsm Fragmento,* table *v. § 2. Justinian, ' Inxti*

tutioncs,’ boo* i. title ix. § 3.

1 Justiniaa, took i. tide x. RossbacU, Ik. <iV. p. 393. Mackenzie,
1 Studies in Roman I-aw,' p. 104.

1 Mackenzie, p. 20c, note 4
4 Futtel de Crcilangcs, lac

.
cit

. p 1 16.
fl Maine, ‘Ancient Law,' p. 138- Kuslel de Couiangcs, pp. ns, ct ttq.

Ileum, &v- cit. p. 92.

* Jusunian, book i. tide ix. $ 2.
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tion seems to have had a religious basis among the early

Aryans, the father probably had a higher authority than he

has among any existing uncivilized people.

According to Sir Henry Maine, the fulness of the ancient

Hindu palria potest*! may be safely inferred from the venera-

tion which even a living father must have inspired under a

system of ancestor-worship. 1 At a later date, the law-book

of Manu declares that three persons—a wife, a son, and a

slave—have in general no wealth exclusively their own ;

the wealth which they may earn being regularly acquired for

the man to whom they belong. 1 A more recent, but still

ancient authority, Narada. says that a son is “of age and

independent, in case his parents be dead; during their life-

time he is dependent, even though he be grown old."' And,

speaking of the South of India, Mr. Nelson oh*erv?s, f It is

an undoubted fact Lhat, amongst the so-called Hindus of the

Madras Province, the father is looked upon by all at the

present day as die Rajah or absolute Sovereign of the family

that depends upon him. He is entitled to reverence during

his life, as he is to worship after his death. His word is law.

to fcc obeyed wiilmut question or demur. He is emphatically

the ‘Master’ of his family, of his wife, of his sons, of hi.'

slaves, and of his wealth." * But, on the other hand, it appears

from the ‘Rig-Veda 1

that, among the ancient Hindus, the

fathcl was the head of the family only as long as he was able

to be Its protector and maintainor,' decrepit parents bring

even allowed to die of starvation,—a custom which was pre-

valent among the ancient Teutons and Eraniana.0 Moreover,

according to the
1 Laws of Manu/ a daughter might choose her

husband in accordance with her own wish- This permission,

however, seems to have been an innovation, as Manu himself

disapproves of such a "voluntary ur.ion of a maiden and her

lover, . . . which springs from desire and has sexual intercourse

1 Maine, ‘ Early Law and Custom,
' pp 133

,
it «y-

4 ‘The Laws cS Manu,’ eh. vlil. v. <16.

5 Maine, 1 Early Law and Custom,1

p. 1 23.

‘ Nelson, • View of the Hindu Law, pp. 56, it

» ‘ Rig-Ved* Sanhiti,’ mandala I. n'kta Ix«. v. $.

« Zimmer, ‘Altindisches Lotien.’ pp. 327, it iff
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for its purpose." 1 The four marriages—BrAhma, Daiva,

Arsha, ar.d Prigapatya—in which the father gives away his

daughter, arc blessed marriages, and from them spring sens

radiant with knowledge of the Veda, honoured by good men.

and destined to live a hundred years. But the remaining

four marriages—those effected by purchase, voluntary union,

forcible abduction, or stealth—are blamablc marriages, from

which spring sons who are cruel ar.d untruthful, who hate the

Veda and the sacred law. 1 Among the ancient Persians also,

marriage contracted with the woman's own consent, but
against the will of her parents, was looked upon as the

worst kind of marriage.* In India,* as well as in Persia,

1

children were often affianced in earliest youth by their

parents.

According to M. Fustel de Coulangcs, the unlimited sub-

jection of the son to ths father existed amongst the ancient

Greeks, but disappeared at an early period at Athens, ar.d

somewhat later at Sparta.

11

It seems very doubtful, however,

whether this subjection ever was so unlimited as among the

Romans The relations of Ulyncs and Laertes in the

Odys-ity indicate that, at least under certain circumstances,

a father In the decrepitude of age could be deposed from the

headship cf the family. In the mature Greek jurisprudence,

as Sir Henry Maine pcint3 out, ths direct authority of the

parent is restricted, as in Kuropean codes, to the nonage or

minority of the children.7 At Athens, a son was in his

father's power till twenty years of age
; then he could marry

without paternal sanction.* Women, on the other hand, were
in a slate of nonage throughout life. A woman could not be
a party to any act of importance without the consent of her

guardians, whose rights, after her marriage, passed to the
husband. As a rule, it was the lot of a Greek woman to be

1 ' Thr Laws uf Mann,’ eh. in. v. 31 Cf. Roubach, lee. at. p. 208.
* 'The Laws of Mami/ch. ill. tv. 39-41. 8 Spiegel, lot. fit. vol. iii. p.678.
* v- Bofcien, lit. at. vol. il. p. 146. * Spiegel, vol. ill. pp. 6//, it sif.
8 Fane! de ConUnges, tot. tit. p. 11 5.

' Maine, ' Ancient Law,' pp. 136, it ttq.
8 Cauvec, 'De forganisatloR de la famiHe h Atlrioes,’ in ' Revue de

legislation,’ vol *xiv. 1845, p. 13?
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given in marriage to a man whom she did not know. 1 “ Lcs

femmes, k Athtnes" says M, Cauvet, " ne devaint jamais

choisir el!ci-mdm;s leui dpoux, toujours il leur that d&ignc
par 1c tuteur que la loi leur donnaic" 1 At Sparta, as well as

at Athens, the betrothal of the bride by her father or guardian

was requisite as an introduction to marriage. 8

Among the Teutons, the father certainly had the power to

expose or sell his children under age, but an adult son could

put his infirm and aged parents to dcsth. 1 “ Quelle que soit la

rcsscmblancc des deux institutions," says M. Laboulaye, " on

nc peut pas confondre la puissance patemclle (/atria ptHstaj)

des Roinains el la puissance patemelle des barbare-, le mun-
diumJ' Far from being, as in Rome, a power throughout life,

the mundium over a son ceased as soon a3 he was able to shift

for himself. 8 M. Pardcssus asserts that, at any rate in the

filth and sixth centuries, such paternal authority as a Roman
father exerted did not exist among the Franks and ar. old

commentator states that, "by the law of the I-angobardi,

children arc not under the ‘ power ’ of the father.” Neverthe-

less, the mundivm among these people was more severe than

among any other of the Tuetonic nations.* The extent of the

father’s rights in earlier times, when the Teutons had no

written laws, we do not definitely know
;
but, according to

Tacitus, a house-father had not unlimited power even ovei

his slaves ;* so it is impossible to Ixdieve in the prevalence of

a patria pottstas of the Roman type among them. In choos-

ing a wife, however, the men had apparently in early days to

take counsel with their kinsfolk. 18 “The parents and relations

' Becker, toe. tU. vei. II. p »»6 Henuana-BIUmner, 'Lehrbueh d«
griochiKhen Privswltcrthilmer,' p =6r.

• Cauvet, in ' Revue dc legislation,' vol. xxiv. p. 147.

• Muller, ‘The Doric Race,' vol. ii. p 298.

• Grimm, * Deutsche Rorhts AHenhUmct,1 pp 461, 487. et ref.

Weinbold, ‘ Ahnordlscbcc Lebcn,' p 473.

• Laboulaj-e, ‘Rechercbes tar la condition civile et politique des femmes,'

p.8a
Kocnigwarter, ‘ HKtoire d= I'onjaniution de la famille en trance,-

p. 140. * Pardeiius, 1 Loi Saliqie,' p 45 *.

• Koenigsnatter, p 139.
9 Tacitus, tor. at. ch. xxv.

" Olirecrooa. ‘ Ora inakars giftoratt i bo,’ p. 143.
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of the parties ” says Tacitu3,
u
arc consults! in eases of

marriage* and determine the nature of the bridal gifts.”

1

Women always remained in a state of dqxtftdence. Girls,

wives* or widows, they were under the guardianship of the

father, husband, or nearest male relative. The father could

freely dispose of his daughter’s hand, and her own inclina.

tions seem to have been very little taken into consideration.

5

According to ancient Russian laws, father* had great

power over the children
;

3 but Macieiowski thinks it improb-

able that a son could be sold as a slave. 4 Baron von

Haxthauscn, who wrote before the Emancipation in 1861,

says, “ The patriarchal government, feelings, and organization

are »tn full activity in the life, manners, and customs of the

Great Russians. The same unlimited authority which the

father exercises over all his children is possessed by the mother

over her daughters. . . . The Russian addresses the same
word to his real father, to the Starosta (a communal authority;,

to his pioprictor, to the Emperor, and finally to God,tu*.,Father

(‘Batushka')." 5 According to Sir Mackenzie Wallace, however,

the head of the household was rather the administrator of a

labour association than a house-father in the proper sense of the

term. The house and nearly everything it contained were the

joint-property of tire family, and not even the head of it could

sell or buy anything without the express or tacit consent of all

the other grown-up men.0 In Poland, according to Nestor, a

father used to select a bride for his son

;

7 and in Russia,

previous to the Emancipation, it was a common custom for

fathers to marry their young sons to full-grown women. Ac-

cording to Professor Bogi&id, the power of the father is nut so

1 Tacitoi, tor. til eh. xriiu

• Weirdioki, * Die demseben Frauen In dem MnUclnlteoV voL L p. 303.

Wilda, • Das Strsfreekt tkr Gcrui&iicn/ p. fcre Olivecrona, tor. til

p. 48.

* Accnrae, in the beginning of the thirteenth century, any*,
1 Alix vero

gentes qinednni, ut servos teneat £kofl, ut Sdavl, alia* ut prorsus ab*o-

Juntos, ut FnmeSsena*' <KocBiguyrdrt*T, tor. til p. 224. note
4 Macieiowski, ‘Slaviscfce Rechtigeichichte,' voL tv. p. 404-

1 v. Haxthauscn, ' The Russian Empire,' roL iL pp. 229, ct Stf,

4 Mackenzie Wallace, tor. til voL i. pp. 134**56.
r Maaeiowski. yoL n. p. 189.
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great among: the South Slavonians as among the Russians.

1

But Dr. KniUSl asserts that a son is not permitted to make a

proposal of marriage to a girl against the will of his parents
;

and, among the Croatians and Scrvians.it is quite exceptional

for the young man himself to look about for his future wife.*

A daughter, of course, enjoys still less freedom of disposing

of her own hand.8

The paternal authority of the archaic type here considered

formed only a transitional stage in the history of human in-

stitutions. It declined gradually, according as the religious

basis on which it rested became more unstable. The intro-

duction of a new religion with higher conceptions of human
rights particularly contributed to its fall. Paying special

attention to its influence on the laws of marriage. I shall

endeavour to trace the main features of this highly im-

portant process, which released children from paternal

despotism.

Among the Hebrews, a modification of the patriarchal

principle took place as early as the .seventh century before the

Christian era;* and, according to the Talmudic law, a marriage,

to be valid, must be contracted with the voluntary consent of

both the parties concerned.4 In Arabia, Mohammed limited

the paternal power.0 According to all the Mohammedan

schools, a son is at liberty to contract a marriage without his

father's consent, after he has completed his fifteenth year. Thr

HanaCs and Shiahs grant the same privilege to a daughter,

whereas, according to other schools, a woman is emancipated

from paternal control only through marriage.7 A Mohammedan

fa:her certainly has the right to impose the status of marriage

on his children during their minority, sons and daughters

alike, but the law takes particular care that this right shall

never be exercised to the prejudice of the infant. Any act of

the father which is likely to injure Lie interest of the minor

is considered illegal, and entitles the judge to interfere in

1 Maine, 1 Early Law and Custom,’ p. note-

1 KraaM, he. at. pp. 3 1 3. 3««. 1 !M‘< B J30

* E**»u*„ he. tit. (1 190 * Uchtschein, tie. tit. p.41.

* Amir' AH. lee. at. p. 179. ’ hid, pp. 1S0-183.
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order to prevent the completion of such act, or, if complete,

to annul it.
1

In the mature Greek jurisprudence the paternal power was

more restricted than during the Homeric age; 1 and the

Roman patria potestcu gradually became a shadow of what
it had been. Under the Republic the abuses of paternal

authority were checked by the censors, and in later times the

Emperors reduced the father's power within comparatively

narrow limits. Alexander Severus ordained that severe

punishments should be inflicted on members of a family only

by the magistrate. Diocletian and Maximilian took away
the power of selling freeborn children as slaves; and Con-

stantine declared the father who killed his child guilty of

murder.-1 The father's privilege of dictating marriage for his

ions declined into a conditional veto; 4 and it seems as if

daughter* also, at length, gained a certain amount of freedom

in the choice of a husband. At any rate, a daughter could

protest, if the father wished to give her in marriage to a man
with a bad reputation

1

“La philosophic siorcienne ct ic chrlstiamsme/' says M.
Koenigswaiter, “qui hiterent Ic ddvcloppcir.cnt dcs prin-

cipcs d cgalit*, furent surtoui favorable aux fils dc famillc et

aux femmes." * The influence of Christianity shows itself in

Teutonic legislation as well as in Roman. An edict of

Clothairc I. in 560 prohibited the forcing of women to marry
against their will

;

’ although a Council held at Paris three

years earlier expressly required the consent of the parents

aUo." According to the laws of Cuut, no woman or girl could

lie forced to marry a man whom she disliked." The Swedish
• Westg6ta-lag

'
permitted a woman to dissolve a marriage

1 Amfr1

Aif, toe. at. pp. 179, 180, 18*. « Maine, ‘ Ancient Law,’ p 137.
* Mackcnsiu, ‘Roman Law,' p 141. Koeolgswnrier, lot. cit. p. 86.

Rowhicb, tee. at. pp 47, ct stf.
' Maine, ' Ancier.i Law,1

p. iji. Rossbaeh, p. 396.
1 Rossbnch, tee. at pp. 396, 400, •V j*y.
0 Koemgswaiter, p 93. ' Pardesnis, icc. cit. p 666.

* Cuiiot. ’The History of CiviiitaiiOD,' vol. ii. p 467. A C0.1r.cil at

Orleans, in 341, also forbids ‘ any one to marry a gtrl withoutthe consent
of her parents ’ iftid., vol. ii. p. 464).

* Cnut, 1 Ddsnas,’ I.ci;cs Saecolares, ch. Ixxiv.
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which Ii2d been contracted without her consent aixl similar

privileges were granted to her in the 'Uplands-Iag'* and

certain ether Teutonic law-books.* Later on, the ' Schwa-

bcnspicgcl '— a faithful echo of canonical ideas— says,

“When a young man has completed his fourteenth year, he

can take a wife without the consent of his father. ... At
twelve years, a maiden is marriageable; and the marriage

subsists, even if contracted in spite of her father, or other

relatives." 4 A similar privilege, during the Middle Ages, was

granted to German women in general.* But the feelings of

die people seemed to have been opposed to it, and required

the consent of the parents. Thus Ulrich von Lichtenstein

says in his
1 Frauenbuch,’ “A girl who has no parents

should follow the advice of her kinsfolk; if she gives

herself to a man of her own accord, 3he may live with

shame.”*

Paternal authority has declined more rapidly in some

countries than in others. The process has been especially

siow in France. In the literature of the eleventh century,

says M. Bernard, the paternal character is " everywhere

honoured, and filial piety everywhere praised and rewarded.

In (he romances of chivalry fathers are never ridiculous
;
nor

sons insolent and mocking. . . . Above the majesty of ihe

feudal baton, that of the paternal power was held still more

sacred and inviolable. However powerful the son might be,

he would not have dared to outrage his father, whose

authority was in his eyes always confounded with the

sovereignty of command." J This respect exercised a

tyrannical dominion for centuries. Du Vair remarks, " Nous

>
1WcstgMx-Lagen,’ Code* Keccotior, Kirkyn Bulker, eh. lii.Addite-

menta, § 8.
* • UpUtxfa-Lagen,' Aerfd* Balkar, eh. i. § 4-

1 Nordstrom, ' Svenska samhalU-toifamungccs hiauxia,’ yd. <L pp. 15,

ft rif. WiJda, lot. cit. p. 803 Weinhold, 'Deutsche Frauen,* vd i. p 304.

According to Saxo Grammaticus (' Hiatoria Danica,' bonk v. voL i. p. 186J,

a woman was allowed to dispose of her own hand before the days of King

Frotbo,
4 4 Der Schwahentpiegcl,’ Landrcchl, g 55.

3 Kraut,

1
Die Voraiuntbchaft,' vol. i. p. 356.

• Weinhold, vol i p. 305.
: Quoted in Spencer's ‘Descriptive Sodotogy,' France, p 38
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dcvons tcnir no3 pircs comme des dieux cn tcrrc.” 1 Bodin

wrote, in the later part of the sixteenth century, that, though

the monarch command* hi* subject*, tlm master his disciples,

the captain his soldiers, there is none to whom nature has

given any command except the father, "who is the true

image of the great sovereign God, universal father of all

things ." 1 In the Duke of Sull/s 1 Memoirs' we read that, in

his days in France, children were not permitted to sit in the

presence of their parents without being commanded to do

so.* According to the edicts of Henry III. (1566), Louis

XIII. (1639). and Louis XIV. (1697), sons could not marry
before the age of thirty, nor daughters before that of twenty-

five, without the consent of the father and mother, on pain of

being disinherited.' Speaking of the women among the

nobility and upper classes in France during the eighteenth

century, Messrs, de Gnneourt remark, “ Gcncralement ie

manage de la jeune fille se faisait presque immediatement au

sortir cu couvent, avec un mari accept^ et agrdd par la

famille. Car le mariage dtait avant tout unc affaire de
famille, un arrangement au grd des parent*, <|ui ddeidaient

dcs considerations de position et d'argent, des convenances de

rang et de fortune. Le choix dtait fait d'nvnncc pour la jeune

personne, qui ivdtait pas consuitdc." B

Even now French law accords considerable power to

parents. A child cannot quit the paternal residence without

the permission of the father before the age of twenty-one

except for enrolment in the army.® For grave misconduct
by his children the father has strong means of correction*

A son under twenty-five and a daughter under twenty-one
cannot many without the consent of their parents;' and,

even when a man has attained his twenty-fifth year, and
the woman her twenty-first, both are still bound to ask

1 Quoted by de Ribbe, ‘ Les families et la soridtd en France avant la

Revolution,' p. 5 '- * Bedin, ' De Republic*,' book i. eh. ir. p. 31.
1 Sully, ‘Memoir*,' vol. v. p. 18a
* Koenijsoarter, for. cu. p 231.

* de Gonccmr., 'La Femme au di*-hu>'J 4me slide,’ p. 20
* ' Code CivU,' art. 37*
* fiid., an. 375 -

3»i Ibid., an. 148
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for it, by a forma! notification. 1 Parental restraints upon

marriage exist to a very great extent in Germany and
Holland also, the marriage of minora being absolutely

void, if effected without the consent of the father, or of

the mother if she be the survivor. According to Ameri-

can, Scotch, and Irish law, on the other hand, the consent

of parents and guardians to the marriage of minors is not

requisite to the validity of the union. The same was the

ease in England prior to the statute of 36 Geo- II. c. 53,

which declared all marriages by license, when either of the

parties was under the age of twenty-one years, if celebrated

without publication of bantu, or without the consent of the

father or unmarried mother, or guardian to be absolutely

null and void.8

There is thus a certain resemblance between the family

institution of savage tribes and that of the most advanced

races. Among both, the grown-up son, and frequently the

grown-up daughter, enjoys a liberty unknown among peoples

at an intermediate stage of civiliration. There arc, however,

these vital differences :—that children in civilized countries

are in no respect tire property of their parents
;
that they are

horn with certain rights guaranteed to them by society
;
that

the birth of children gives parents no rights over them other

than those which conduce to the children's happiness. These

ideas, essential as they are to true civilization, are not many

centuries old. It is a purely modem conception the French

Encyclopedist expresses when he says. “ lx: pouvou paternal

c*t p;ut6t un devoir qu’un pouvoir.'’*

1 ’ Code Civil,’ an. 151.

1 Kent, 'Commentaries on American Law,’ lecture x.<vi.

' Didwot *nd d'Alembert, 1 Encyclopedic,’ vol xiiL |» =55.



CHAPTER XI

SEXUAL SELECTION AMONG ANIMALS

The expression, " Sexual Selection," was first used by Mr.

Darwin. Besides natural selection, which depends on the

success of Both sexes, at all ages, in relation to the general

conditions of life, he introduced another principle, sexual
selection, which depends on the success of certain individuals

over others of the same sex, in relation to the propagation cf

the species. According to the former principle, those indi-

viduals who are most successful in the struggle for existence

survive the others, and characters useful to the species are

thus inherited
;
according to tire latter, those individuals who

have the greatest success in the struggle for mates have the

most numerous offspring, and the characters which gave them
the preference pass on to the new generation, and are after-

wards intensified by the operation oflike causes. The sexual

struggle is of two kinds. In both it is carried on by indi-

viduals of the same sex
;
but in one these individuals, gener-

ally the males, try to drive away or kill their rivals ; in the
other, they seek to excite or charm those of the opposite sex,

generally the females, who select the most attractive males
for their partners. Therefore, the characters acquired through
sexual selection, and transmitted chiefly to offspring of the

same 9ex, generally the males, are, on the one hand, weapons
for battle, vigour and courage

;
on the other hand, certain

colours, forms, ornaments, sounds, or odours, which arc felt

to be pleasant. The secondary sexual characters of the latter

sort arc thus due to the taste of the females. They have
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been acquired because they are beautiful or otherwise agree-

able, whereas the characters resulting from natural selection

have been acquired because they arc useful. How arc we to

explain the origin of this wonderful aesthetic faculty f
“ The

senses of man and of the lower animals," says Mr. Darwin,

"seem to be so constituted that brilliant colours and certain

forms, as well as harmonious and rhythmical sounds, give

pleasure and are called beautiful ; but why this should be so

we know not"* According to Mr. Darwin, natural and

sexual selection are two different sources from which animal

characters have arisen. There is some truth in the statement

of ore of his critics, “ Mr. Darwin, in fact, has so far aban-

doned his former belief in the efficacy of ' natural selection
'

as an agent in producing the differences which separate

different species of animals, a* to admit that some supple-

mentary cause must, in some eases at any rate, be looked

for
;
and this he thinks is to be found in the action, through

long periods, of 'sexual selection.’" ‘

Far from co operating with the process of natural selection,

sexual selection, as described by Mr. Darwin, produces effects

disadvantageous to the species. " It is evident," lie says,

"that the brilliant colours, top- knots, fine plumes, &c., of

many male birds cannot have lieen acquired as a protection
;

indeed, they sometimes lead to danger.*' 3 When we consider

what an im[>OTlarit part is played by colours, as means of

protection, in the whole animal kingdom, it is certainly sur-

prising that many male animals display brilliant hues, which

cannot fail to make them conspicuous to their enemies. The

strong odours emitted by certain reptiles and mammals,

during the pairing season, and the sounds pioduccd by vari-

ous species at the same period, have also the effect of

attracting hostile animals that are searching for food And

the danger arising for the species from these secondary

sexual characters is all the greater because they generally

appear at the time when offspring is about to be produced.

' Daruin, * Toe Descent of Man,' vol. ii. p. J«4-

* Nicholson, Jet. tit p. i. Cf. a criticism of ‘ The Descent of Man.’ in

1 The Athcrueum,' 1871, March «th.
1 D.inrin, rub it p. as*.

K
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Thus, besides colours, structures, ar.d functions, adapted in

the most marvellous way to the requirements of each species,

there are others highly dangerous, which, according to Mr.

Darwin, depend upon an aesthetic sense, the origin of which

we do not know, and which is absolutely useless.

Mr. Darwin, in his many works, has shown how immense

is the influence exercised by natural selection on the organic

world. A disciple, therefore, naturally feels perplexed when
he is told of a series of facts, which, according to the ex-

planation given by the master, arc opposed to natural

selection. When the contradiction between the theories of

natural and sexual selection is distinctly realized, the ques-

tion arises:—Can we be sure that the secondary sexual

characters are so useless as Mr. Darwin suggests? May noL

they also be explained by the principle of the survival of the

fittest? The larger size and greater strength of the males,

and the weapons of offence or defence many of them possess,

may easily be so accounted for, as, among the higher animals,

the male* generally fight with each other for the possession

of the females. The point is whether the other secondary

sexual characters can be due to the same cause.

It is an established fact that the colours of flowers sene a

definite end. Througli them the flowers are recognized by

insects in search of honey
.
and the insects, during their visitt,

involuntarily carry the pollen of one flower to the stigma of

another, and thus effect cross-fertilization, which is proved to

be of great importance for the vigour and fertility of the next

generation of plants. Now it is extremely interesting to note

that brilliant colours are found only in species of flowers to

which they are useful as means of attracting insects
;
they

never occur in plants which are fertilized by the wind.1 Mr.

Wallace observes that plants rarely need to be concealed,

because they obtain protection by their spines, or their hard-

ness, or their hairy covering, or their poisonous secretions.

Hence there are very few cases of what seem to be true pro-

tective colouring among them.8 In animals, on the contrary,

' Miillec, ‘ The Fertilisation of Flowers,' p. 14.

* Wallace, * Tropical Nature,' p. 335.
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colour is greatly influenced by their need of protection from,

or warning to, their numerous enemies
;
colour; of other kinds

must always, to a certain extent, be dangerous for the specie*.

Is it probable, then, that, whilst gay colours occur only in the

flowers of those plants to which they are of real use, con-

spicuous colours should occur in animals to which they arc of

real danger—merely because the females find them beautiful t

Mr. Wallace, whose well-known criticism of Mr. Darwin’s

theory cf sexual selection1 seems, In many points, to be con-

clusive, suggests that the very frequent superiority of the male

bird or insect in brightness cr intensity of colour is due to

the greater vigour and activity and the higher vitality of the

male. This intensity of coloration is therefore most manifest

in the male during the breeding season, when the vitality is

at a maximum. It would be further develop by the com-

bats of the males for the possession of the females ; and the

most vigorous and energetic usually leaving the most nume-

rous and most healthy offspring, natural selection would in-

directly become a preserver and intensifier of colour.' Mr.

Wallace has made it very probable that there is some con-

nection between vigour and colour, but another question is

whether this connection, depending on some unknown phy-

siological law, is so necessary that it takes place even when

colour is positively disadvantageous to the species. Nothing

of the bind is found in the vegetable kingdom. We know,

as Mr. Wallace himself remarks, that colours which rarely or

never appear in the species in a slate of nature, continually

occur among cultivated plants and domesticated animals—

a

fact which shows that the capacity to develop colour is ever

present3 Among wild plants such colour variations are

never preserved except when they are useful. Is it not most

reasonable to suppose that the like is the ease with animals ?

The truth seems to be that colour subserves the same pur-

pose in both of the great kingdoms of the organic world.

Just as flower* are coloured that insects may recognize where

honey is to be found, and thus may be led to promote fcrtil-

' ' The Colours of Plants and the Onpn of the Colour-Sense,
1

1

in * Tro-

pical Nature,’ pp. w 1-248. ' Darwinism,* eh. ».

> Wallace, ‘Tropical Nature,’ pp. *93-*95- 1
P-

'*'

U 2
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ization, so the sexual colours of animals have been developed

to make it easier for the sexes to find each other during tbe

pairing time. Protective colours are useful so far as they

conceal the animal from its enemies, but, at the .same time,

they conceal it from individuals of its own species. Sexual

colours arc therefore useful as well, because they make the

animal more visible. It is quite in accordance with the

theory of natural selection that, where such colours occur,

the advantage from them should be greater than the dis-

advantage. We can see the reason for the brilliant colours

of humming-birds, as these birds, on account of their

great activity “arc practically unmolested,
''
s and for the

bright hues of the rose chafers, who arc saved from attack by
a combination of protecting characters.

2 But generally there

£s danger in sexual colours, so that nature has given them
with the utmost cautiousness. Usually they occur in male9

only, because of .lire females’ greater need of protection 2

They arc not developed till the age of reproduction, and they

appear, in a great many species, only during the pairing season.

The greatest advantage is won with the least possible peril.

It is a fact of great importance that sexual colours occur

exactly in those species whose habits make these colours

most visible. Thus the nocturnal mollis, taken as a body, are

much less gaily decorated than butterflies, all of which arc

diurnal in their habits, although, according to Mr. Wallace,

the general influence of solar light and heat is no adequate
cause for the variety, intensity, and complexity of the colours.

The females of the ghost moth arc yellow with darker mark-
ings, whereas the malts arc white, that they may be more
easily seen by the females whilst flying about in the dusk

;

and it is remarkable that, in the Shetland Islands, the male

of this moth, instead of differing widely from the female,

frequently resembles her closely in colour,—as Mr. Fraser

suggests
,

4 because, at the season of the year when the ghost

moth appears in these northern latitudes, the whiteness of

the males is not needed to render them visible to the females

1 Wallace, ' Tropical Nature,' p. 31;.
5 /dim,

'

Coeur buion* to the Theory ofNatural Selection,' pp. 73,
n -if.

* PP- -59-*5t- • Fraser, in • Nature,’ vol. ill. p. 485.
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in I lie twilight night. Doth Mr. Darnin'* and Mr. Wallace*

think that, in this case, colour may be a means of recognition.

Sexual colours occur chiefly in species which, because of
their manner of living, are to be seen at a distance

;
they

seldom occur in sedentary or slowly moving terrestrial

animals.* The members of the lowly organized order Thy-
sanura are wingless and dull-coloured. The Hemiplera, which

usually lurlc about plants, and prey upon hapless insects, are

not, as a rule, remarkable for conspicuous hues. The Oitho-

ptera arc all terrestrial in their habits, generally feeding upon
plants, and, although some exotic locusts arc beautifully

ornamented, their bright tints, according to Mr. Darwin, do
not seem to fall under the head of sexual coloration. On
the other hand, the dragon-flies, which live in the open air,

possess splendid green, blue, yellow, and vermilion metallic

tints, and the sexes often differ in their coioratioo. Everyone
lias admired the extreme beauty of many butterflies, especi-

ally of the males. Amongst the Fishes, living in a medium
through which bright colours may be observed at a distance,

we often find, besides protective colours, conspicuous hues

which arc especially intense and visible during the pairing

time. Among the Reptiles, the little lizards of the genus

Draco especially deserve attention ;
they glide through the

air nn their rib-supported parachutes, and the beauty of their

colours baffles description. Mammals, on the ether hand,

do not generally present the splendid tints so common among
male birds

;
and the brighter colours of certain arboreal mam-

mals serve chiefly a3 means of concealment.

These phenomena seem to show that sexual colours have

been evolved for tlic purpose of being seen. They can

scarcely be due merely to the fact that coloration in

connected with the degree of vitality, xinix* the Mam-
mals, for instance, arc certainly not less vigorous than

any of the other Vertebrate orders. It may perhaps be

1 Darwin, ‘The Descent of Man,1 vot. i. p. «8$.

* Wallace, ' Darwinism,' p. iyo.

' Tne Gallinaccv, however, form an exception i
though almost wholly

terrestrial, they have the most pronounced wmal colours. Bui they are

active and wander tnarfc.
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suggested that, as flying animals more easily escape their

enemies than terrestrial, they may with less danger be deco-

rated with conspicuous hues. But here we have to observe

the most important fact, that animals which do not possess

.sexual colours genetally have some other means of making

themselves discoverable.

Flowers which need the help of insects for fertilization attract

them, in some eases, not by bright colours, but by peculiar

odours And as we do not find conspicuous colours in plants

fertilized by the wind, so flowers have no perfume except

where it is of real use. The most brilliant flowers, as a rule,

arc those which possess least odour, whilst many of them have

no scent at all. White or very pale flowers arc generally the

most odoriferous. M. Mongredien gives a list of about tfio

species of hardy trees and shrubs with showy flowers, and

another list of sixty species with fragrant flowers
;
but only

twenty of the latter are included among the showy specks,

ar.d these are almost all white-flowered. 1 Most of the white

flowers arc scented only at night, or their perfumes are most

powerfully emitted at that time; the reason being that white

flowers arc fertilized chiefly by night-flying insects. We arrive

thus at two conclusions : first, that powerful odours ami con-

spicuous colours as guides to insect fertilizers are, as a rule,

complementary to each other
;

secondly, that they occur

alternately in the way most useful to the species.

In the animal kingdom various odouis and sounds are

closely connected with the reproduction of the specks.

During the season of love a musky odour is emitted by the

submaxillary glands of the crocodile, and pervades its

haunts. At the same period the anal scent-glands of snaltet

arc in active function, and so are the corresponding glands of

the lizards. Many mammals are odoriferous. In some cases

the odour appears to serve as a defence or a protection, but in

other species the glands arc confined to the males, and almost
always become more active during the rutting season. Again,
a great many insects have the power of producing stridulous

sounds. In two families of the Homoptcra and in three of

the Orthoptera. the males alone possess organs of sound in

1 Wallace,
'
Tropical Nature/ pp. jjo, c/iry.
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an efficient state, and these are used incessantly during the

pairing season. Some male fishes have sound-producing

instruments, and the fishermen of Rochelle assert that the

males alcnc make the noise during the spawning-time. Of
frogs and toads the males emit various sounds at the pairing

time, as in the case of the croaking of our common frog.

During the rutting season, and at no other time, the male of

the huge tortoise of the Galapagos Islands utters a hoarse

bellowing noise, which can be heard at a distance of more

than a hundred yards. Professor Aughcy states that on two

occasions, being himself unseen, he watched from a little dis-

tance a rattle-snake coiled up with head erect, which continued

to rattle at short intervals for half an heur; at last he saw

another snake approach, and when they met they paired.

Among Birds the power of song, or of giving forth strange

cries, or even instrumental music, is exceedingly common,

particularly in the males during the pairing season
;
and

almost all male mammals use their voices much more during

that period than at any other time. Some, as the giraffe and

porcupine, arc stated to be completely mute except during

the rutting season.

The colours, odour*, ami sounds of animals, like the colours

and odours of plants—so far as they may he assumed to be in

some way connected with the reproductive functions—arc, as

a rule, complementary to each other. Stridulating insects are

generally not conspicuously coloured. Among the Homoptera,

there do not seem to be any well-marked eases of ornamental

differences between the sexes. Among crickets, the LccustidE,

and grasshoppers, some species arc beautifully coloured
;
but

Mr. Darwin says, ' It is not probable that they owe their

bright tints to sexual selection. Conspicuous colours may be

of use to these insects by giving notice that they are unpalat-

able." Other species have directly protective colours. The

bright hues of stridulating beetles seem to be of use chiefly

for protective and warning purposes
;

whereas species belong-

ing to the orders Ncuroptcra and Lepidoptcra,often extremely

conspicuously coloured, arc not remarkable for any stridulous

sounds. Frogs and toads, which have ar. interesting 3C.\ual

character in the musical powers possessed by the males, arc
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evidently coloured according to the principle of protection, or

sometimes tinted with conspicuous hues in order to be more
easily recognized by their enemies as a nauseous food. Of
Reptiles, the Laccrtilia excel mainly in bright tints; the

Chelonia, Crocodilia, and Ophidia, in sounds and odours.

Among Birds, in one instance at least, the male is remarkable

for his scent. "During the pairing and breeding season,"

says Mr. Gould, with reference to the Australian music-duck,

“
. . . this bird emits a strong musky odour;” it is not

ornamented with any conspicuous hues.1 Sexual colours and

the power of song arc generally complementary to each other

among Birds. "As a general rule," Mr. Wood remarks, “it

is found that lire most brilliant songsters among the birds arc

attired in the plainest garb
;
and it may safely be predicted

of any peculiarly gorgeous bird, chat power, quality and
sweetness cf voice arc in inverse ratio to its beauty of

plumage." * Thus, of the British birds, with the exception of

the bullfinch and goldfinch, the best songsters are plain-

coloured, and the brilliant birds of the tropics are hardly ever
songsters. The wild camel in the dcscit of Kuin-tagh has a

reddish, sandy hue, and the males, " even during the rutting

season, utter no sound, but find their consorts by scent.” ‘

The musk-deer, well known for the intolerable perfume which
the males emit at the pairing time, is also entirely silent*

Moreover. a3 appears from what has just been said, the

sexual colours, the perceptible scents and sounds of animals arc

complementary to each other In the way that is beat suited

to make the animals easily discoverable. As bright colours

would be of no advantage to flowers fertilized by night-flying

insects, so they would be of comparatively little advantage
to animals living among grass and plants, in woods and
bushes

;
whereas sounds and scents make the animal recog-

nizable at a considerable distance. We have also seer, that it

is among flying and aquatic animals that sexual colours

chiefly occur, whereas terrestrial animals excel in sound and

1 Gould, ‘ Handbook 10 the Birds of Australia,' vol. U. p 583.
’ Wood, Av. fit. vol. ii. p 357.
* Prejevahky, ' From Kulja to I.ob-ror,' pp gj, 94
* Brahm, ' Thierleben,' vol. iiL p 94.
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scents. Thu9 most of the stridulating insects arc terrestrial.

Whilst brightly-coloured lizards, living on trees or running

from stone to stone, mutt attract attention by the brilliance

of their covering, crocodiles inhabiting river* and jungles,

and frogs crawling among the grass, allure their mates, the

funner by emitting musky odours, the latter by producing

loud sounds- The odour of the Australian musk-duck, which

depends for its food and for its preservation from danger upon

its power* of diving rather than upon thooe of flying, is, as

Mr. Gould observes, often perceptible long before the animal

can be seen.1

Mr. Darwin remarks, as regards birds, “ Blight colours and

the power of song seem to rnplacc each other. We can per-

ceive that, if the plumage did not vary in brightness, or if

blight colours were dangerous to the species, other means

would be employed to charm the females ; and melody of

voice offers one such means."1 But if we accept Mr. Darwin's

theory of sexual selection, we are compelled to suppose that

that inexplicable aesthetic sense of the females has been

developed in the way most dangerous to the species Con-

spicuous colours are arfmiied by the females of those animals

which, by means of such colours, are most easily discovered

by their enemies, and sounds and odours are appreciated

exactly in those species to which they are most perilous. If,

on the contrary, we accept the explanation that, although

sexual colours, odours, and sounds arc in some ways hurtful

to the species, they are upon the whole advantageous, inas-

much as they make it easier for the sexes to find each other,

we have a theoiy in accordance with all known facts, as well

a* with the great principle of natural selection. It may be

objected that it is not the females but the males that arc the

seekers, whilst the secondary sexual characters generally

occur in -he males only. But we have no reason to think

that the female* arc entirely passive during the pairing

season
;

and several of the statements collected by Mr.

Darwin directly indicate that females are attracted by the

sounds of their future partners. If Burdach is correct in say-

I Gould, lee Kit. vnl ii. pp 382. tt wq.
' Darwin, 1 The Descent o< Mrp,’ voL L p. 6a.
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:ng that the male sex generally possesses more acute senses

than the female, 1
it is obvious that secondary sexual characters

would be of less use to females than to males, as it certainly

would be of greater danger.

In his work on ' Darwinism,' Mr. Wallace expresses the

opinion that the various sounds and odours which arc peculiar

to the male serve as a call to the female, or as an indication

of his presence
;
and, as he says, “ the production, intend-

fication, and differentiation of these sounds and odours are

clearly within the power of natural selection."' Mr. Wallace

has also shown the immense importance of colour as a means
of recognition. The theory here set forth thus, in fact, very

nearly approaches his views. The only difference is that the

sexual colours have been classified under the head of “colour

for recognition," though the positive cause by which they

have bees produced may be a surplus of vital energy.

We have still to consider certain secondary sexual charac-

ter* which, according to Mr. Darwin, must be regarded as

ornaments. With these lie classes the great horns which rise

from the head, thorax, and dypeus of many male beetles;

the appendages with which some male fishes and reptiles are

provided
;
the combs, plumes, crests, and protuberances of

many male birds; and various crests, tufts, and mantles of

hair which arc found in certain mammals. But some of these

characters may be of use to the males in their fights for

females, or serve as means of recognition. Mr. Wallace
suggests that crests and other erectile feathers may have been
useful in making the bird more formidable in appearance,
and in thus frightening away enemies

;
while long tall or

wing feathers might serve to distract the aim of a bird of

prey* Moreover, character of which we cannot yet per-

ceive the use may in the future be brought under the law of

utility, as has been the ease in so many other instances. Ac-
cording to Mr. Wallace, the ornamental appendages of birds

and other animals arc due to a surplus of vital energy, leading

to abnormal growths in those parti of the integument where

1 lluniach, 1 PhjfMikigic,' voL i. p. 377.
• Wallace, 1 Darwinism,' p. 384.
» «rrf, p. 394.
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muscular and nervous action are greatest .
1 And where these

•'ornaments' arc of no positive disadvantage to the species,

certainly no other explanation 13 needed.

For other arguments which may be advanced against Mr.

Darwin’s theory of sexual selection, reference may be made
to Mr. Wallace's criticisms in

4
Tropical Nature ' and

• Darwinism.' We have sufficient evidence that females are

pleased or excited by the males' display of their sexual

colours
,

2 and are charmed by their songs But Mr. Darwin's

theory presupposes, amongst many other things, that almost

all the females of a species, over a wide area and for many
successive generations, prefer exactly the same modification

of the colour, or ornament or sounds.
3 .Moreover, if the

secondary sexual characters arc due to female choice, how
shall we explain the strange fact that the taste of the females

varies so much that there arc scarcely two species in which

the standard of perfection is exactly the same ? This diffi-

culty did not escape Mr. Darwin. “It is a curious fact,* he

says, "that in the same class of animals sounds so different

as the drumming of the snipe’s tail, the tapping of the wood-

pecker's beak, the harsh trumpet-like cry of certain water-

fowl, the casing of the turtle-dove, and the song of the night-

ingale, should aU be pleasing to the females of the several

species.'' And further,
41 What shall we say about the harsh

screams of. for instance, some kinds of macaws
;
have these

birds as bad taste for musical sounds as they apparently

have for colour, judging by the inharmonious contrast of

their bright yellow and blue plumage?"

The theory now suggested accounts fully for this difference

in taste. The immense variability of the secondary sexual

1 Wallace
,

1 Darwinism
,

4

p. 295-

1 Mr. Bell at p lit) has seen the female of Ftorisaga xuHivora

eilting; quietly on a branch, and two males displaying theircharms in front

of her.
4 One would shot* up like a rocket, then suddenly expanding the

snow-white tail like an Inverted parachute, slowty descend infror.t of her.

turning round gradually to shew off bath back and front. .... The ex-

panded white tail coveted more space than all the reu of the bird, ami

was evidently the grand fcotuitt in the performance.'

* See Wallace,

1 Darwinism,' p. 2 B
5
.

4 Darwin, * The Descent of Mob,9 toL i. 07
,
74-
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characters Is precisely what might be expected, if their object

is to make it easier for the sexes to find and recognize each

other. And it is natural that the females should be pleased

by colours, odours, or sounds which, by the association of

ideas, arc to them the symbols of the most exciting period of

their livea On the other hand, we know that differently

coloured races of the .same species may lie disinclined to pair

together. 1 And here, I think, we may draw an important

conclusion. The great stability of the secondary sexual

characters which we find in wild species, but certainly r.ot in

animals under domestication, seems to be due chiefly to the

fact that those males which most typically represent the

peculiarities of their species have the best chance of finding

mates.

The reader may have felt same surprise at this strange

jump from the pa;rut po/eifas to a discussion of merely zoolo-

gical facts, which have nothing to do, directly, with the

history of human marriage. But we have now to deal with

the sexual selection of man, and. for the right understanding

of this, it was necessary to show that the sexual selection of

the.lower animals is entirely subordinate to the great law of

natural selection. Mr. Darwin discussed the origin of the

secondary sexual characters as a preliminary to the statement
of his theory regarding the origin of man, and of the different

races of men. At the end of the next chapter wc shall con-

sider whether this theory appears to be in accordance with
facts or not.

1 Darwin, 'Animal! and Plants under Domeaicaiion,' vol ii. pp. 103-104.



CHAPTER XII

THE SEXUAL SELECTION OF NAN : TYPICAL BEAUTY

BY the " Sexual Selection of Man “ is mean: the choice

made by men and women as regards relations with the oppo-

site sex. Mr. Darwin has shown that such selection takes

place among the lower Vertebraia, and, judging from what we
know of domesticated animals, it is much more common in

the ease of females than in that of males. The male, indeed,

as a rule, seems to be ready to pair with any female, provided

she belongs to his own species. 1 As this probably depends

upon the great strength of his sexual impulse, we may infer

that in primitive times, when man had a definite pairing

season, be displayed a like tendency, and that the sexual

instinct, in proportion as it ha» become less intense, has

become more discriminating.

Even now woman is more particular in her choice Ilian

man, provided that the union takes place without reference

to interest A Maori proverb says, " Let a man be ever so

good-locking, he will not be much sought after
;
but let a

woman be ever so plain, rnen will still eagerly seek after

her.
-

' With regard to the Negroes of Sogno, Mcrolla da

Sorrento states, ” Women would have experience of their

1 According to Prefemar Vogt (' Lectures on -M-n,’ p. 421), tho aversion

between allied species in the wild State Is more freqccally overcome by

the males than by live females i and, in crosics between «ild and

r.omesticitfcd animals, the female gencra-ly belongs to the domesticated

species cr race (Georfroy Saint- Hilaire, ‘ Historic na'.urcle generate.

'

vol. iii, p. 177).
1 Taylor, toe. at. pp. 293, it iKJ.
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husbands before they married them, in like manner as the

men were to have of them ; and in this particular I can aver

that they are commonly much more obstinate or fickle than

men, for I have known many instances in which the men
were willing to 1* married, while the women held back, and
cither (led away or made excuses."1 Among the Eastern

Central Africans, according to ?>lr. Macdonald, many cases

arc known of slave wives running away from free husbands,

hut none cf slave husbands running away from free wives. 5

In the crossings between unequal human races, the father

almost always belongs to the superior race. “
in every case,”

says M. dc Quatrcfages, "and especially in transient amours,

woman refuses to lower herself
; man i* loss delicate." J Thus,

cases in which negresses form unions with the indigenous

men of America are very rare
;

* and Dr. Note, who wrote in

the middle of this century, never personally met any one who
was the offspring of a negro man and a white woman,

because of the extreme rarity of such half-breeds.* In New
Zealand it sometimes happens that a European man marries

a Maori woman
,
but Mr. Kerry Xtcholls never came across

an instance where a European woman had married a Maori

man.a Even in civilized society men are less particular in

their connections than women of corresponding education, no
doubt, would be, even if the rules of every-day morality were

the same for both sexes.

In this and the following four chapters we shall deal with

the instinctive feelings by which the sexes arc guided ir. the

act of selection. We have already observed that the sexual

instinct is excited by artificial means, such as ornaments,

mutilations, &c. Now we have to consider the intrinsic

characters of a human being which affect the passions of a

person of the opposite sex.

1 Merrill da Sorrento, he. dt. p 236.
! Mar.don.jld, 'Africana,' voL i. p. 141.

8 de Qnatrefnges, ‘ The Human Species,' p. 267.

' Pcscbd, lie. dt. p. 8, note S.

‘Nutt and Gliddon, ' Types oi Mankind,’ p 401.

' Kerry.Nicholls, 4 The Maori Race,’ in 'Jour. Anth;. Inst.,' vol. xr p
«S»$•
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Mr. Darwin bas shown that, among the lower Vertebrate,

the female commonly gives the preference to “ the ir.03 t

vigorous, defiant, and inettiesome male,'”—a taste the origin of

which is easily accounted for by the theory of natural selec-

tion. A similar instinctive appreciation of manly strength

and courage is found in women, especially in the women of

savage races. In a song, communicated by Mr. Schoolcraft,

an Indian girl gives the following description of her ideal:

—

"My love is tall and graceful as the young pine waving on
the hill —And as swift in his course as the noble stately deer

—His hair is flowing, and dark as the blackbird that floats

through the air—And his eyes, like the eagle's, both piercing

and bright—His heart, it is fearless mid great—And hi* arm,

it is strong in the fight
" 1 A tale from Madagascar tells of a

princess whose beauty fascinated all men. Many princes

fought to obtain possession of her
;
but she refused them all,

and chose a lover who was young, handsome, courageous, and

strong.1
' The beautiful AtaJanta gave herself to the best

runner; 1 and the hero- suitors of the Finnish myths had to

undergo difficult trials to prove their courage 4 11 When a

Dyak wants to marry," says Mr. Bock. “ he must show him-

self a hero before he car. gain favour with his intended “ He
has to secure a number of human heads by killing men of

hostile tribes
;
and the more heads he cuts off, the greater

the pride and admiration with which he is regarded by hi9

bride.
8 The demands or the Sakalava girls of Madagascar

are less cruel. When a young man wishes to obtain a

wife, his qualifications, according to Mr. Sibree, arc tested

thus Placed at a certain distance from a clever caster

of the spear, he is bidden to catch between his arm and

side every spear thrown by the man opposite to him. If he

displays fear or fails to catch the spear, he is ignomiuiouaiy

rejected
;
but if there be no flinching and the spears are

' Schoolcraft, iff- <if veL v. p. 6ia.

* Legudvel dc I-acornhe, 'Voyage i Madagascar,1

vol. it. pp. 121-123.

1 Aajllodorin Athenienris, ‘ book iiL clu lx. § J

' Cf. Castrdn, in ‘Lltterlra Solrdcr,' 1S19, p 11.

* Beck, ‘The Heac-HuntttS of Borneo,' p. 216. C/. Wilkes, tot. tU

vol. V. p. 363 ;
Dalton, /«. eti. pp. 40, tl «?. (Nagat of Upper Assam).
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caught, he is at once proclaimed an accepted 'lover.'" It is

said that a similar custom prevailed among the BdtsiHo,

another Madagascar tribe. 1 Among the Dongolowecs, as wc

are informed by Dr. Fclkin, if two men arc suitors for a gin,

and there is a difficulty in deciding between the rivals, the

following method is adopted. The fair lady has a knife tied

to each forearm, so fixed that the blade of the knife projects

below the elbow. She then takes up a position on a leg

of weed, the young men sitting on either side with their legs

closely pressed against hers. Raising her arms, the girl leans

forward, and slowly presses the knives into the thighs of her

would-be husbands. The suitor who best undergoes this

trial of endurance wins the bride, whose first duty after mar-

riage is to dress the wounds she has herself inflicted.1

Speaking of the natives on the River Darling. Major T L
Mitchell says that the possession of gins, or wives, appears to

be associated with ail their ideas of fighting
;
- while, on the

other hand, the gins have it in their power on such occasions

to evince that universal characteristic of the fair, a partiality

for the brave. Thus it is, that, after a battle, they do not

always follow their fugitive husbands from the field, but fre-

quently go over as a mutter of course, to the victors." 1

Wc may infer that women's instinctive inclination to strong

and courageous men is due to natural selection in two ways.

A strong man is not only father of strong children, but he is

also better able than a weak man to protect his offspring.

The female instinct is especially well marked at the lower
stages of civilization, because bodily vigour is then of most
importance in the struggle for existence. The same principle

explaim the attraction which health in a woman has for men.

In civilized society, infirmity and sickliness arc net always

a serious hindrance to love, but in a savage state, says

Alexander v. Humboldt, “nothing can induce a man to

unite himself to a deformed woman, or one who is very

unhealthy." *

1 Sibcec, lec. til. p. *51,

' Wilson and. Felldn, lot. a!. rol. ii. p. 310.

MildicD,
'
Expeditions loto the intent: of Eastern Australia,' vot. i.

!>• 30"‘ ‘ v, Humboldt, lot. at. vol ili. p. 333.
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The ancient Greeks conceived Eros as an extremely hand-

some youth, and Aphrodite was the goddess of beauty »s

well as of love. So closely are these two ideas—love and

beauty—connected. This connection is not peculiar to the

civilised mind. In Tahiti, Cook saw several instances where

women preferred personal beauty to interest.* The Negroes

of the West African Coast, according to Mr. Winwood
Reade, often discuss the beauty of their women ;* and, among
the cannibal savages of Northern Queensland, described by

Herr Lumholtz. the women take much notice of a man’s face,

especially of the part about the eyes.

1

Bu(. although in

every country, in every race, beauty stimulates passion, the

Ideas of what constitutes beauty vary indefinitely. As Hume
says, " Beauty is no quality in things themselves

; it exists

merely in the mind which contemplate* them
;
and each mind

perceives a different beauty." *

A flat, retreating brow seems to white men to spoil what

would otherwise be a pretty face
;
but " the Chinook ideal of

facial beauty,” says Mr. Bancroft, ' is a straight line from the

end of the nose to the crown of the head." * A little snub-

nose may embitter the life of a European girl
;
but the

Australian natives “ laugh at the sharp nos» of Europeans,

and call them in their language 'tomahawk noses,’ much
preferring their own style of flat broad noses." 0 The
Tahitians frequently said to Mr. Williams. “ What a pity it

is that English mothers pull the children's noses so much, and

make them so frightfully long I” T Wc admire white teeth and

rosy cheeks
;
but a servant of the king of Cochin China spoke

with contempt of the wife of the English ambassador, because

she had white teeth like a dog and a rosy colour like that of

1 Cool, ‘Voyage ui the Pacific Ocean,’ *oL i‘- P-
16'.

1 Darwin,
1 The Descent ol Man,’ vol It. pp. 373, rr teg

1 Lumliohf, for, 11V. p. 313. ‘ Hume, ' Essays,’ vol i. p. 26B.

* Bancroft, for. M vd, I p. *27. Cf Sprout, for. tit p. 29 5 Herioc

/or. tit. p. 348
‘ Palmer, m ‘Jour. Anthr. Irh.,' vol xla p. i&® note.

' Williams, ' Narrative of Missionary Enterprises,' p. 539 c/ Ellis,

Polynesian Researches,’ vol. L p 81 ; King and Fluroy, for. tit voL ii.

p. $27.

S
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potato flowers.

1 In the northern parts of the Chinese

Empire, according to Pallas, those women arc preferred who

are of the Manchu type,—that is, who have a broad face, high

cheek-bones, very broad noses, and enormous cars ;

1 and the

South American L’aupcs consider a swollen calf one of the

chief attractions a young lady can possess, the result being

that girls wear a tight gaiter below the knee from infancy .

1

Even among the Aryan peoples the standard of beauty

varies. “ To an honest Fleming, who has never studied design,*

says M. Boenbet, * the forms of Rubens’s women are the most

beautiful in the world. Let not us, who admire slenderness

or form above everything else, and to whom the figures even

of Raphael’s women appear rather massive, be too ready to

laugh at him. If we were to consider the matter closely, it

would appear that each individual, and, consequently, each

nation, has a separate idea of beauty.” 4

What human characteristics arc considered beautiful, and

how has beauty come to influence the sexual selection of

man ? In trying to answer these questions, we shall note

only such characteristics as arc held to be beautiful by con-

siderable groups of nier, apart from individual differences of

taste
;
and we shall confine ourselves to physical beauty, as

presenting itself in tx>dily forms and the colour of the skin.

Mr. Spencer maintains that •• mental and facial perfection are

fundamentally connected,” and that ° the aspects which please

us are the outward correlatives of inward perfections, while the

aspects which displease us arc the outward correlatives of

inward imperfections.” ft But Mr. Spcuccr evidently looks

upon beauty, or " facial perfection,” as something real in the

sense in which mental qualities arc real,—an opinion with

1 Waiu, ‘ Introduction to Anthropology/ p. 305.
1 Prichard, * Researches into the Physical History of MankhfcV rot ir.

I>. $«»
1 Wallace, * Travels on the Amazon/ p. 493. For other instances of

different ideas of beauty, sco Darwin, ‘The Descent of Man.' vol ii.

PP- 374 3 fil
-

4 Bembet, 4 The Lives of Haydn and Mozart/ p. 278.
1 Spencer, 1

Essays/ vol h. pp. 156, 162. Mj. Spencers new on this

pocnf bears a close resemblance to that of Vtsclier, th£ Hegelian,

according to whom the Indo-European race alone Is really beautiful

(Viseher,
'
Aestheuk,’ voL ii. pp. 175, ti *<+)•
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which il is difficult to agree. The lateral jutting-out of the

cheek-bones, which seems to him an index of imperfection, is

admired by many of the iower races.

The full development of those visible properties which are

essential to the human organism is universally recognized as

indispensable to perfect beauty,—natural deformity, the tin-

symmetrical shape of the body, apparent traces of disease,

tie., being regarded by every race as unfavourable to persona!

appearance. We distinguish between masculine and feminine

beauty, and, In spite of racial differences, the ideas of what
constitute these forms of beauty ^rc fundamentally the same
throughout the world. To he really handsome a person must
approach the ideal type of his or her sex. The male organism

is remarkable for the development of the muscular system, the

female for that of fatty elements ; and conspicuous muscles

are everywhere considered to improve live appearance of a

man, rounded forms that of a woman. According to v. Hum-
fcoldt, the natives of Guiana, to express the beauty of a

woman, say that “she is fat and has a narrow forehead."

A traveller found that a Kirghiz's estimate of female beauty

wus regulated by the amount of fat, "for even when dilating

on th* beauties of his favourite wife, he laid the greatest stress

on her embonpoint," 1 The Kafirs and Hottentot* are charmed

by their women’s long and pendant breasts, which, in certain

tribes, assume such monstrous dimensions, that the usual way
of giving suck, when the child is carried on the back, is by

throwing the breast over the shoulder.’ Mr. Kcacc tells us

that, among the Mpongwi of Gaboon, even very young girls

' strive to emulate die pendant beauties of their seniors.'*

The Makololo women, according to Dr. Livingstone, make

themselves fat and pretty by drinking a peculiar drink called

" boyaloa"
;

* and, among the Trana, a Moorish tribe in the

Western Sahara, the women lake immense quantities of

milk and butter to make themselves more attractive.0 Such

1 Spencer
,

1 Descriptive Sociology,* Acinic Races, p.

* r Weber, tot. til. vol. I. p. 174
i

VrJ. u. p. =co. Barrow, Iff. lit vol.

>. P J9*
* Rcaric. Av. tit, p. 74. ‘ Livingstone, lot. til. p. 186.

* Chavaone, * Die Siiata,' p. 454. Cf. ituL, p. J40.
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exaggerations, however repugnant to a more refined taste,

indicate a general tendency in men’s notions of female

beauty.

Among Europeans, men arc on an average two or throe

inches taller than women,* and have a greater breadth of

shoulder. A higli-built and broad-shouldered figure is also

regarded as an idea! of manly beauty, whereas women who
are very tall or broad arc apt to be rather awkward. A
woman’s face is shorter, her mouth less broad, her nose less

prominent, her neck longer, her pelvis wider, her waist

narrower than a man’s
;
and her fingers are more slender and

j>ointed, her hands and feet smaller The halving line of a

woman's body is lower than that of a man’s, so that her steps

are shorter and lighter* As a matter of fact, a long face,

a broad mouth, and large hands and feet arc much more

objectionable in a woman than in a man. Women have a

special liking for low-bodied dresses, which display the full

length of the neck
;
and by means of a corset they make the

waist narrower than it is by nature.

There is thus an ideal of beauty which, no doubt, may be

said to be common to the whole human race. But this ideal

is merely an abstraction which can never be realized.

General similarities in taste arc accompanied by specific

differences. Though every one admits that a face without a

nose is ugly, no particular form of the nose is universally

admired j and races which regard a swelling bosom as essen-

1 Thii roledoes not hold good for all races. Speaking of the native*

of King George's Sound, Cook remarks (‘ Voyage to the Pacific Ocean,'

vol ii. p 30J) that ‘the women are nearly of the same lire, colour, and

form, nith tbc men t from whom it is not easy to distinguish them.

Ellis state* (‘ Polynesian Rcseaidves,’ vol i. p. 81) that, among the

Tahiti or.*, the difference between the stature of the male and female sex

Is not so great a that which often prevails in Europe. Diodorus Siculus

says
(
4m. «'/. hook ». ch. xxxii. § 1) that the Gallic women were as tall as the

men j and Dr. Fritsch asserts (for. til. p. 398) the same with reference to

the Bushman women of South Africa. Among the Californian Shas-

tika, according to Mr. Powers (for. tit. p 244;, the women are even

'larger and stronger-featured, and in every way more respectable,’ than

the men. CJ. Burton, ' First Footsteps,’ p. 1 18 (Somals).
1 Pleas, ‘ Das Weib,* vol i. pp. % el jef.
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tail to feminine beauty differ widely from the Hottentots as

in the charm of pendant breasts.

Every race has, indeed, its own Standard of beauty.

Alexander von Humboldt long ago observed, " Nations

attach the idea of beauty to everything which particularly

characterizes their own i«hysic;d conformation, their natural

physiognomy. Thence it results that, if nature have bestowed

very little beard, a narrow forehead, or a brownish-red skin,

every individual thinks himself beautiful in proportion as his

body is destitute of hair, his head flattened, his skin more
covered with * annotto,' or

1
ehica,’ or some other coppery-ied

colour." 1 This view has been adopted by several later

writers,’ but. as it has been disputed by others,* it may be

well to bring together some fresh evidence, as an addition to

that collected by Mr. Danvin.

The Sinhalese, says Dr. Davy, who arc great connoisseur;

of the charms of the sex, and have books on the subject, and

rules to aid the judgment, would not allow a woman to be per-

fectly beautiful unless she had the following characteristics

" Her hair should be voluminous like the tail of the peacock,

long, reaching to the knees, and terminating in graceful curls;

Iwr nose should be like the bill of the hawk, and lips bright

and red, like coral on the young leaf of the iron-tree. Her

neck should be large and round, her chest capacious, her

bicasts firm and conical, like the yellow cocoa-nut, and her

waist small—almost small enough to be clasped by the hand.

Her lips should be wide ,
her limbs tapering

;
the soles of

her feet without any hollow, and the surface of her bedy in

general, soft, delicate, smooth, and rounded, without the

asperities of projecting bones and s news." Dr. Davy adds,

" The preceding is the most general external character that

can be given of the Sinhalese.” 4

The women of the Indo-European race arc rcmaikabic

' v. HomboJdt, tot. cit. vot. HI. pp. 236, ft ug.

> Geoffrey Salnt-Hilalre, 'Hindis <lcs anomalies,' vol. i. p. 268.

Darwin, ' Tho Descent of Man,' vol. it p j8i. Mantegana, • Rio de U
Plata e Tenerife.’ Wain-Cerland, Ax-, at. vol. vL p 27.

1 Martinciu, ‘ Type* of Ethical Theory,’ vol. ii. p.
1
57. Delaunay,

• $ur la besuUV In ‘ Ball Soc. d'Ambr.,
1

icr. iii. roL viii. p. 198.

* Davy, lot. tit. pp 1 10, ft i/g.
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for the length of their hair. " Dans nos contrecs,'’

Isidore Geoffroy observes, “ccs dcvcloppcments ajoutent

& la beauts dcs femmes; dans d'autres pays, si on les y
observait, ils passcraicnt presque pour dc Idgers vices dc

conformation." 1 “ A small round face,” says Castren, " full

rosy red checks and lips, white forehead, black tribes, and

small dark eyes arc marks of a Samoyede beauty. Thu* in

a Samoycdian song a girl is praised for her small eyes, her

broad face, and its rosy colour." ’ These, as we know, are the

typical characteristics of the Stmoyedes.* As to the Tartar

women, who generally have far less prominent noses than wc

in Europe arc accustomed to see, Father dc Rubmquis states,

“The less their noses the handsomer they are esteemed.'*

In Fiji, the remarkably broad occiput, peculiar to its people,

U looked upon as a mark of beauty* Among the Egyptians

Mr Fane scarcely ever saw corpulent persons, and, unlike

many other African peoples, they do not admire very fat

women :
—

~ In his love-songs, the Egyptian commonly de-

scribes the object of his affections as of slender figure, and

small waist”" “ The negroes,
11

says v. Humboldt, "give the

preference to the thickest and most prominent lips
;

the

Kalmucks to turned-up ncses
;
and the Greeks, in the statues

cf heroes, raised the facial line from 85' to ICO" beyond

nature. The Aztecs, who never disfigure the heads of their

children, represent their principal divinities, as their hicro-

glyphical manuscripts prove, with a head much more
flattened than any 1 have ever seen among the Caribs.” T

The fashion, prevalent among ir.any peoples, of transform-

ing parts of the body, affords a good illustration of their ideas

* Geoffroy Sjint-Hilain, 1 Hi*tolre« d« anomalies,’ vof. i. p :6S.

1 Caitrfn, * NordUk* rosor ocli forskningat,’ voJ. I. p. 339
* Prichard, /,«. dr vol. Iv. pp 434, *tirq.

* dc Rubruqub, «v. cit. p 3 j.

* Waiu-Gerhnd, lot. dl vol. vi. [X 543-
*

I.ane, lot. dr. vol i. pp. 38 ; 359, note".

1 v. HumboMt, ‘Political F.siay on the Kingdom of Nev Spain, 1

rol. L p. 134, note. For other evidence for r. Humboldt’s theory, soe—
betides Darwin, ‘ The Descent of Man ’—Wain, /or. dl. vol. iv. pp. 6s,

d »<?•; vol. rL pp S4J, 571 ;
Idem, ‘Introduction to Anthropology,’

p 30J ; Zimmcnnann. far. at. rol. ii. p. 1 1.
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about personal beauty. The Indians of North America, who
have a low and 11 at forehead, often exaggerate this natural

peculiarity by an artificial flattening of the forehead. 1 In

Tahiti, Samoa, and other islands of the Padf.c Ocean, it has

been customary from time immemorial to flatten the occiputs

and to pres, the noses of the infants, as Professor Gcrland

observes, in order to increase a national characteristic which

is considered IxautifuL 3 The same practice occurs in Sumatra,

and Marsdcn could learn no other reason for it, but that: it

was an improvement of beauty* in the estimation of the

natives.3 Among the Ovambo of South Africa, the fashion

is quite different :
—

" With the exception of the crown, which

is always left untouched,” says Andersson, "the men often

shave the head, which has the effect of magnifying the natural

prominence of the hinder parts of it” ' Among the Chinese,

small feet are considered a woman's chief attraction
;
hence

the feet of girls are pressed from early childhood. Now we
know from the measurements made by Schemer and Schwarz,

that Chinese women have by nature unusually small feet—

a

peculiarity which has always distinguished them from their

Tartar neighbours. Ar.d, as a matter of fact, the Mar.chu

Tartars, who at present rule the Chinese Empire, never press

the feel of their daughters.1

Each race considers its own colour preferable to every

other. The North American Indians admire "a tawny hide,"

and the Chinese dislike the white skin of the Europeans 0

Some young New Zealanders, who themselves were lightly

copper-coloured, were greatly amused at the dark tint of an

Australian, and laughed at him for being so ugly. 1 Harrington

tells us on the other hand, of an Australian woman, who.

having had a child by a while man, smoked it and rubbed it

< Maefie, Ate. eit. p. *11. Herlot, toe rtt p 34 *. Catlin, ‘Last

Rambles amOQght (he Indians.' pp. 145, ft »V-
s Ellis, ' Polynesian Researches,' «fll i. p. Si. Angas, Polynesia,

p :;i Walu-Geiiand, Im <it. voi. vt p. r?-

3 Morsdtti, lee. ell. pp 44, <> ; Andersion, tee. eit. p. 196.

* Welckcr,
1 Die Kune der Chlnetmnen,' in ' Archiv. t AntUr,1

vol. v.

p I49- Katicber, * Bildcr aus (Join ehiaesischen Lebeit,’ p. Jl.

• Darwin,
1 The Deiccm of Mao,’ vol. ii. p. yrj.

' Angas, ‘ Savage Lile.' vol 1 pp. 3°t-
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with oil to give it a darker colour. 1 The Hovas, who are pro-

bably, as a rule, tbc lightest people in Madagascar, often put

a spot of dark colour on the checks, in order to heighten the

effect of their fair complexion, of which they arc very proud. 1

Among the Malays, according to Mr. Crawfura
,

u
the standard

of perfection in colour is virgin gold, and, as a European

lover compares the bosom of his mistress to the whiteness of

snow, the East Insular lover compares that of his to the

yellowness of the precious metaL” 3

The object of the painting of the body, so commonly
practised among savages, seems sometimes to be to exaggerate

the natural colour of the skin. Von Humboldt believes that

this is the reason why the American Indians paint them-

selves with red ochre and earth. 4 The natives of Tana, who
have the colour of an old copper coin, usually dye their

bodies a few shades darker; 4 whilst the Hornabi Islanders,

who have a light copper coloured complexion. " anoint their

bedies with turmeric, in order to give themselves a whiter

appearance.” 0 The Javanese, when in full dress, smear them*

selves with a yellow cosmetic. 7 And, speaking of the people

of a place in Maabar (Coromandel Coast), Marco Polo says,

•‘The children that arc bom here arc black enough, but the

blacker tliey be the more they are though: of
;
wherefore from

the day of their birth their parents do rub them every week
with oil of sesame, so that they become as black as devils.

Moreover, they make their gods black and their devils white,

and the images of their satnt9 they do paint black all over/'*

The question,—What characteristics of the human form are

deemed beautiful f may now be answered. Men find beauty

in the full development of the visible characteristics belonging

: Waits, * Introduction to Anthropology/ p 305.
1 Sibree, /ta ciL pp 1 1 1, 210.
1 Crawfuid, Arc (it. val. i. p. 33. Far additional evidence, see Bock
The Head-Hunters of Borneo, 1

p. 183; Zimmemunn, /or. rit. voL ii.

p. 92 ; Georgi. let. tit pp. 153, 453.

‘ Darwin, ‘ "Pie Descent of Man,’ voL ii. p. 383.
‘ Turner, ‘ Samoa,1

p. 307.
* Angoa, ‘Polynesia/ pp. 381, ttseq. Cbcync, /<*>. at. p. 109
' Crawford, voi. 1. p. 33.

• Marco Polo. /«. e/I. vol il. p 191.
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to the human organism in general
;
of those peculiar to the

sex
;
of those peculiar to the race. We have next to consider

the connection of love and beauty.

That this connection docs not depend upon the iesthetic

pleasure excited by beauty is obvious from the fact that the

intrinsic character of an xsthctic feeling is disinterestedness,

whereas the intrinsic character of love is the very reverse. So
far as beauty implies the full development of characteristics

essential to the human organism, or to either of the sexes, the

preference given to it follows from the instinctive inclination

to healthiness, already mentioned, and needs no further dis-

cussion. The question is to explain the stimulating influence

of racial perfection.

" in barbarous nations,” says v. Humboldt, u
there la a

physiognomy peculiar to the tribe or horde rather than to

any individual. When we compare our domestic animals with

those which inhabit our forests, we make the same observa-

tion."1 The accuracy of this statement has been confirmed

by later writers
;
* and we may say with M. God ron, “ Cost

aujourd'hui un fait parfaitement acquis 4 la science, que plus

un peuple se rapproche dc l‘£tat de nature, plus les homines

qui lc composcnt sc rcssemblcnt entre eux.
;’ 8 This likeness

docs not refer to the physiognomy only, but to the body as a

whole. The variations of stature, for instance, arc known to

be least considerable among the peoples least advanced in

civilisation.*

It cannot be doubted that this greater similarity is due

partly to the greater uniformity of the conditions of life to

which uncivilized peoples are subject. According to Villenad

and Quclelet, an inequality of stature is observed not only

between the inhabitants of towns on the one hand and those

of the country on the other, but also, in the interior of

towns, between individuals of different professions. 8 There

1
v. HumLoldt,

1
Political Essay,’ p. i«i.

* Cf Laurence,
1 Lecnires on Physiology,' &c, p. *74.

* Cod 1 on, • De I’espice« dcs races,’ *oL iL p. 310.

* /HA, voL n. pa. 175, e/

* Quetelel, he. el/, pp. 59, el uj. Cf Ranhc, ' Dcr Men*rh,' vol. ii.

PP- 77-79. i'6." “7-
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is, however, another factor, which is, I think, of still greater

importance.

The deviations from the national type, which occur spora-

dically, have been considered the result of disease, and can,

es Professor Waitz observes, " but rarely become permanent,

as the national type is always that which harmonizes with the

soil arid the climate, and the external relations in which the

respective peoples live."' We must assume that a certain

kind of constitution is best suited for certain conditions of

life, and that every considerable deviation from this must

perish in the struggle for existence in a state in which natural

selection is constantly at work and physical qualities are of

the first importance We know from Isidore Geoffrey's in-

vestigations that persons who deviate much, with regard to

the length of body, from the common standard—they may be

dwarfs or giants—are, as a rule, abnormal in other respects

also, being deficient in intelligence as well as in the power

of reproduction, and being especially liable to premature

death” Sir W. Lawrence, too, remarks that the strength of

men who have considerably exceeded the ordinary standard

has by no means corresponded to their size, and that " there

arc very few instances of what we can deem healthy, well-

made men, with all the proper attributes of the race, much

below the general standard" 1 If, among civilized peoples,

such deviations indicate some disturbance of the vital func-

tions, and, as a consequence, are unfavourable to existence,

this must be even more the ease with savage tribes, all the

members of which arc subject to nearly the same conditions

of life. Abnormal characteristics may sometimes flourish in

a highly civilized society, but they are doomed to perish in

communities among whom the struggle for existence is far

more severe.

It may at lint sight seem strange that all the characteris-

tics, however slight, in which the various races of men differ

from each other, should harmonize with particular conditions

' Waite, 1 Introduction to Anthropology,1
p. 86.

* GeoHioy Saint-Hitsire, ' Histone des ononults,’ voL i. pp, 15B, 159

18218$. Cf. Ranke, let. tiL vot. It pp. 131-136,

! Lawrence, lot- ttt. p. 40a
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of life to the exclusion of other* But it must be remembered

that, if we bad fuller knowledge, characteristics which seem to

us useless, or even hurtful, might be seen to be useful. We
know the utility of sow special characteristics, and that of

others may, at least ^provisionally, be assumed. It is certain

that the physiological functions of most persons who quit

their native land and settle in a wholly different region, must

undergo a considerable change if the new conditions arc not

to have injurious effects. Moreover, many bodily structures

are so intimately related, that when one part varies others

vary aiso, though, in most instances, we arc quite unable to

assign any reason why this should be the ease.

Savage men are generally distinguished for relatively large

jaws, which, no doubt, are of use in a state of nature, where

food is often hard and tough, where the jaws have to per-

form the functions of knife and fork, and where the teeth

occasionally serve as implements. This racial peculiarity,

being in fact only a mark of low civilization, is thus easily

accounted for by the law of natural selection. The less man,

with advancing civilization, was in want of large and strong

jaws, the greater was the chance for individuals born with

smaller jaws to survive
;

her.ee a race with comparatively

small jaws gradually arose. Indeed, Professor Virchow has

shown that the prognathous type of face is inconsistent with

the full development of the brain 1

Another peculiarity which characterizes the lower races of

men is the lateral jutting-out of the cheek-bones. But, as

Mr. Spcr.cer observes, this excessive size of the cheek-bones

is only an accompaniment of large ja\VB. Other peculiarities

of feature—depression of the bridge of the nose, forward

opening of the nostrils, widespread ala, and a long and large

mouth—constantly co-cxist with large and protuberant jaws

and great cheek-bones, alike in uncivilized races and in the

young of civilized races;* hence we cannot believe that the

connection is merely accidental.

Professor SchaaShausen has noticed that many peculiarities

of the skull arc coincident with arrested cerebral development

1 Virchow, * Untcr*ucliungen uber die Cntwkkefang des SchAdcl-

grundea / p. is l.
1 Spencer, * Essay*,' voL iL pp. 1 J* 4t z/tf.
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and correlated to each other :
—

“ The characters observed in

the skulls of the lower races, namely, a narrow and low frontal

bone, a short sagittal 3uturc, a low temporal squama, a short

occipital squama, the upper margin of which forms a flat arch,

are therefore to be considered as approximations to the

animal form, and they stand to each other in organic con-

nection/’ 1 It seems as if stature and muscular force were

in some way connected with the dolichocephalic and the

brachyccphalk forms of the skull, for Welckcr found that

short men and short races incline more to the latter, tall men
and tall races to the former. Again, according to Fide, the

muscles exercise a remarkable influence on the form of the

bones in general, and particularly upon some cranial bones. 1

The process of acclimatization affords opportunities for

the study of the connection between organic structures and

functions on the one hand, and surrounding nature on the

other. At present, however, our knowledge of the subject is

exceedingly scanty. It has been asserted that the curly hair

of the European becomes straight in America,—like the hair

of an Indian
;
that in North America, a* In New South Wales,

children of European parents arc apt to become tall and lean,

whilst there is a tendency among European colonists at the

Cape to grow fat, which reminds us of the stcatopygy of the

native women. 1 Almost all that we know with certainty is

that, in the process of acclimatization, man has to undergo a

change, and that this change is often too gTcat to be endurable.

As Dr.Fcltin observes, Europeans arc almost incapable of forin-

Ing colonics in the tropics
;

4 and, with few exceptions, they have

been unable to rear a sound progeny there in marriage with

white women.1 Colonel Hadden, who has spent sixteen years

in India, informs me that it is a prevalent opinion among
British officers in that country that an English regiment of a

1 SchaafTbaiccn, ‘On the Primitive Fonr. of the Human Skull/ in

'The Anthropological Review/ rol. vi. p. 416. 2 IUd y p. 419.

* Waitx, 4 Introduction to Anfnrojwlogy/ pp. 53, tt uq* C/ Quativv

fagei, /*.M p. 2$4
4 1 Edinburgh Medical Journal/ vol xxxi. pL ii. p. S52.
4

loose, in ‘Vcrhandl. Berl. Ges. Anthr./ *$85, p. 475- C/. Pexicl
c. fit pp. 19, d *vy.
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thousand men would, within thirteen years, from climate, dis-

ease, or other casualties, almost wholly die out This statement

well agrees with Professor Sprenger's, that a regiment con-

sisting of eight hundred men loses within ten years more than

seven hundred.

1

It is aiso, according to Colonel Hadden, a

common report that, of a third generation of pure Europeans

in India, children only arc, occasionally, met with, and that

they never reach the age of puberty, 1 English parents, as a

rule, send their children to Europe when five or six years old,

as otherwise they would succumb.8 According to Mr. Squier,

it is the concurrent testimony of all intelligent and observing

men in Central America that the pure whites arc there not

only relatively but absolutely decreasing in numbers, whilst

'.he pure Indians are rapidly increasing, and the Ladinos more
and more approximating to the aboriginal type.*

The colour of the skin is justly considered one of the chief

characteristics of race. Now it is quite impossible to assign

any definite reason why one race is white, another black,

brown, or yellow. Nobody has yet been able to prove that

the colour of the skin is of any direct use to man, and it

certainly Is not the immediate result of long exposure to a

certain climate. But we know that there exists ac intimate

connection between the colour of the skin and bodily consti-

tution. “ Lcs colorations diverse*," says M. Godron, “ qu:

distinguent lcs difl¥rentes varies dc 1’esptcc humainc,

tiennent beaucoup moins aux agents physiques, qu'aux

pMnomtnes les plus intimes dc l’oiganisation qui dans 1‘etat

actuc! de la science, nous dchappent ct rcstcront peut-ctre

toujour* couverts d’un voile impenetrable." 1 Thus the altci-

atior. in the customary physiological functions called acclima-

tisation, seems often to be connected with some charge of

colour not directly depending upon the influence of the sun.

Dr. Mayer observed that a European at the tropics loses his

1 ' VerhaixH. BerL Gn. Anlhr,' 1885, p. 377 -

* Cf. Poachct, 'The Plurality of the Human Race,’ p. <)2 i Virchow, in

•VeroandL BnL Gee. Antlir.' 1885, P- aij.

* ‘VerhandL Berl. Gea. Anlhr,' 1885, P- 475’
=«*

* Squier, ' The Stales of Central America,’ p. j6.

* Godron, /or. tit vol. IL p. a;0.
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rosy complexion, the difference in colour between arterial and

venous blood being strikingly diminished on account of the

smaller absorption of oxygen, which results from the feebler

process of combustion. 1 According to Dr. Tylor, it is asserted

that the pure negro in the United States has undergone
a change which has left him a shade lighter in complexion ;•

whilst a long medical experience at New Orleans showed
Dr. Visinid that the blood of the American negro has lost the

excess of plasticity which it possessed in Africa.* A negro boy

brought to Germany by Gerhard Rohlfs, changed his colour

after a residence of two years, from deep black to light brown."*

Klinkosch mentions the case of a negro who lost his black-

ness and became yellow
;
and Caldani declares that a negro,

who was a shoemaker at Venice, was black when brought,

during infancy, to that city, but became gradually lighter, and

had the hue of a person suffering from a slight jaundice.0 Ir, the

' Philosophical Transactions,' there is even a record of a negro

who became as white as a European.1 On the other hand,

we are told of an English gentleman Macnaughten by name,

who long lived the life of a native in the jungle of Southern

India, and acquired, even on the clothed portions of his body, a

skin as brown as that of a Brahman.’ These statements, iftrue,

certainly refer to exceedingly exceptional cases, but their

accuracy cannot be a priori denied. We know that certain

organisms arc much better able than others to undergo the

change which constitutes acclimatization, and we have no

positive reason to doubt that this power may, in abnormal

cases, be extraordinarily great. At any rate, it is beyond doubt

that a close connection exists between the colour of the skin

and the physiological functions of the body, on the or.c hand,

and between these and the conditions of life on the other.

Disease is commonly accompanied by a change of colour.

Mr. Wallace observes that, in many islands of the Malay
Archipelago, species of widely different genera of butterflies

1 Mayer, ' Die Meduaik dcr WBirne,* p. 08
' Tylor, ‘ Anthropology,’ p. S6. 1 do Quaircfages. /«. at. p. 355.
• Rohlfs, ‘Henry Noil von 3agerm5,‘ in ‘ZeltBchr. f. EehnoJ.,1

vo! iiL

p. 1SS- ' Readc, lor. (it p. 526.
" tM., p. jaA ' Fcschel, lor. <it. p. 93.
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differ in precisely the same way as to colour or form from

allied species in othei islands.
1 The same thing occurs to a

less degree in other parts of the world also. And Agassiz has

pointed out that, in Asia and Africa, the large apes and the

human races have the same colour of the akin.5

We may thus take for granted that racial peculiarities

stand In some connection with the external circumstances in

which the various races live. It may perhaps be objected

that we meet with native tribes of various types on the same
degree of latitude, and under the same climatic conditions.’

But we must remember that it is often impossible to decide

whether the conditions of life are exactly the same
;

that

intermixture of blood has caused a great confusion of racial

types ; and that all peoples have arrived at their present

localities after more or leas extensive migrations. We may
be sure that some characters have been preserved from

earlier times when the race lived in other circumstances, and

that the higher its degree of civilization the less likely it

would be to lose the stamp impressed upon it.*

It is, however, exceedingly doubtful whether racial differ-

ences are ao directly the result of external influences 83 an-

thropologists generally believe, that is, whether they are

the inherited effects of conditions of life to which previous

generations have been subject. Professor Weiamann, as is

well known, thinks that acquired characters are not trans-

mitted from parent to offspring. 11 It has never been proved,’
1

he says, "that acquired characters arc transmitted, and it has

never been demonstrated that, without the aid of such trans-

mission, the evolution of '.he organic world becomes un-

intelligible"9 Man has from time immemorial mutilated

1 Wallace, In 'The Academy,' vol. ii. p. 181
5 Qcoted by SchaalHiausen, in 'Tbc Anthropological Review,’ rol. vi.

P41S.
* Cf. Sehnaffhausen, 'Darwinism aivd Anthropology,’ itai, vol ri. pp.

criii., ft ley.

* M. Eliadc Rectus (quoted by do Qualrefagcs, /«. at p. 355) makes a

curious mistake when he asserts that, at tho end of a given lime, whatever

be their origin, all the descendants of whiles or of negroes who lime

immigrated to America will become Redskin*
* Weiamann, 'Essays upon Heredity,' fiK, |» 81.
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his body in various ways, and there is not a single well-

founded ease of these mutilations having been inherited by

the offspring.1 The children of accomplished pianists do

not inherit the art of playing the piano. Facts show that

children of highly civilized nations have no trace of a language,

when they have grown up in a wild condition and in complete

isolation.5 Change in colour influenced by sun and air is

obviously temporary. The children of the husbandman, or

of the sailor, arc just as fair as those of the most delicate and

pale inhabitant of a city
;
and, although the Moors, who have

lived in Africa since the seventh century, are generally in

mature life very sunburnt, their children are as white as these

barn in Europe, and "restent blares toutc icur vie, quand leurs

travaux nc les exposent pas aux ardeurs du soleil.

Such facts arc certainly no: in favour of the prevalent

theory that the differences of race are due to direct adapta-

tion. Whether Professor Weiamann’s theory proves to be

well founded or not, we manifestly cannot assume that the

heredity of acquired characters suffices to explain the origin

of the human races. It seems most probable that, at the very

earliest stages of human evolution, mankind was restricted to a

comparatively small area, and was then homogeneous, as every

animal and vegetable species is under similar conditions. In

the struggle for existence cite intellectual faculties of man
were developed, and before the breaking away of isolated

groups he may have invented the art of making fire, and

of fabricating the simplest implements and weapons. This

mental superiority made it possible for man to disperse, en-

abling him to exist even under conditions somewhat different

from those to which he was originally adapted. His organism

had to undergo certain changes, but we are not aware that these

modifications were tiansmitted to descendants. All that we
know is, that the children born were not exactly like each

other, and that those who happened to vary most in accoid-

ance with the new conditions of life as a rule survived, and

became the ancestors of following generations. The con-

Wcnnuiui, let. at. pp. 8r, &c. Codron, he. tie. vcd. li. p. S59.

! Raiixr, * Homo aapwns ferns,’ pp 69-7 (

* Poire',
1 Voyage en Barbane,’ vcJ I, p j 1

.
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genital characters which enabled them to survive were of

course transmitted to their offspring and thus, through natural

selection
,

1 races would gradually arise, the members of each

of which would have as hereditary dispositions the same

peculiarities as those which, to a certain extent, may tw

acquired through acclimatization, but then only for the

individual himself, not for his descendants. We can thus

understand how the children of a negro ate black*—even if

they arc born in Europe 3—as the black colour is the correla-

tive of certain physiological processes favourable to existence

in the country of their race. They survive, whilst the child-

ren of Europeans who have emigrated to the tropics are carried

off in great numbers, ever, though their parents have succeeded

in undergoing the functional modifications which accompanied

the change of abode.

This explanation of racial differences seems the more

acceptable, when we take into consideration the immcn.-.c

period which has elapsed since man began to spread over the

earth, and the slow and gradual change of abodes. He was

not at or.ee moved from the tropics to the polar zones, or

from the polar zones to the tropes, but had to undergo an

indefinitely long chain of adaptive processes. Thus were

gradually established such radical differences as those which

distinguish a European from a negro, an Australian from

a Red-skin.

We have now found an answer to our question, why man,

in the choice of mate, gives the preference to the best repre-

sentatives of his race. The full development of racial charac-

ters indicates health, a deviation from them indicates disease.

Physical beauty is thus in every respect the outward ir.anifcs-

' Mr. Wallace (' Contributions to the Theory of Natural Selection,

Essay ix.>, so far as I know, is the only investigator who hat tried to

explain, by the principle of natural selection, the origin of kuaian racial

distinctions.

* A negro child is not born black, but becomes so nftersome shorter or

longer time (Darwin
,

1 The Descent of Man,’ vol. ii. p. 3 I-- CalllUf, Av.

at. rob i. I* 351) The children of dark races are usually fairer than the

adults (Oa.--.in, voi. ii. |. 34a Moseley, in ‘Jour. Anthr. Inst,' vol. vi.

p. jgjy
’ Camper, * Kldnerc Schrilten,* vol. u p. *4.
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tation of physical perfection, or healthiness, and the develop-

ment of the instinct which prefers beauty to ugliness is evi-

dently within the power of natural selection.

This explanation of the connection Ixttwecn love and beauty,

as also of the origin of the races of men, is very different from

that given by Mr. Darwin. * The men of each race," he says,

" prefer what they arc accustomed to ;
they cannot endure any

great change
;
but they like variety, and admire each charac-

teristic earned to a moderate extreme As the great

anatomist Bichat long ago said, if every one were cost in the

same mould, there would be no such thing as beauty. If all

our women were to become as beautiful as the Venus de’

Medici, we should for a time be charmed ; but we should soor.

wish for variety, and as soon as wc had obtained variety, wc
should wish to ace certain characters a little exaggerated

beyond the then existing common standard ."

1

In the fashions of our own dress, says Mr. Darwin, wc

see exactly the same principle and the same desire to carry

every point to an extreme.* Man prefers, to a certain extent,

what he is accustomed to see. Thus the Maoris, who arc in

the habit of dyeing their lips blue, consider it
M a reproach to

a woman to have red lips ; " s and wc ourselves dislike, on the

whole, any gicat deviation from the leading fashions. But,

on the other hand, man wants variety. Now in one, now in

another way, he changes his dress in order to attract attention,

or to charm. The fashions of savages are certainly more per-

manent than ours ;

4
hut the extreme diversity of ornaments

with which many uncivilized peoples bedeck themselves, shows

their emulation to make themselves atl racli ve by means of new
enticements. " Each of the OuUnatas (New Guinea)," says

Mr. Earl, " seemed desirous of ornamenting himself in some

way different from his neighbour and, with regard to the

1 Darwfa, ‘ The Descent of Man,* vol. ii. pp. 384. et seq.

* /#£, VOL ii. p. 385. 1 Aagis
*

1 Savage Life,
1 vol. i. p. 316.

4 Speaking oc the Rejangs oc Sumatra. M&ndfti fay* {fee. at. p. 206),

‘The quick, and to them iuexplicabkr, revolution* of our fashions arc

subject of much astonishment, and they naturally conclude that thoto

mode*: can hare but little intrinsic merit which **e are so ready to

change. * Earl, toe. at. p. 4S.
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Pacific Islanders, Mr. John Williams remarks that “the in-

habitants of almost every group . . . have their peculiar ideas

as to what constitutes an addition to beauty.” 1 Rut it is

impossible to believe that the different races' ideal of |>ersonal

beauty arc in any way connected with this capriciousncss of

taste. Were this the case, as Mr. Darwin suggests, the men
of each race would admire variations and piquant peculiari-

ties in the appearance of their women, and not only each

charodtriilit point " carried to a moderate extreme.’’

According to Mr. Darwin, racial differences arc due to the

different standards of beauty, whereas, according to the theory

here indicated, the different standards of beauty are due to

racial differences. " I.el ns suppose,
1
’ says Mr Darwin, “ the

members of a tribe, practising some form of marriage, to

spread over an unoccupied continent, they would soon split

up into distinct hordes, separated from each other by various

barriers, and still more effectually by the incessant wars

between all barbarous nations. The hordes would thus be

exposed to slightly different conditions and habits of life, and

would sooner or later come to differ in some small degree As
scon as this occurred, each isolated tribe would form for itself a

slightly different standard of beauty ; and then unconscious

selection would come into action through the more powerful

and leading men preferring certain women to others. Thus

the differences between the tribes, at first very slight, would

gradually and inevitably be more or less increased."* This

theory—that racial differences are due to sexual selection

—

obviously presupposes either that the human organism is

alike well fitted to any climate and natural conditions
;
or

that no correlation exist!: between the visible parts of the

body and its functions. Otherwise, of course, little effect

could be produced through the preference given to cer-

tain individuals ;
for in a savage state, where celibacy is

an exception, those men and women whose constitution was

best suited to the conditions of life would, in any case, In

the end, determine the racial type. It Is also difficult to see

how those slight variations from the original human type,

• Williams, 'Missionary Enterprises,' pp. 538, t/ rtf

.

' Darwin, ' The Deseem of Man,’ voL iL pp. 403. >t

T 3
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which, according to Mr. Darwin, characterised the distinct

hordes or tribes into which mankind was split up. could have

developed into such enormous differences as we find in the

colour of the skin of, for example, a negro and a European

—

only through the selection of the best representative* of thete

tribal peculiarities, these slight variations. Finally, tC seems

doubtful whether Mr. Darwin would have ascribed racial

differences in colour to the influence of sexual selection, had

he considered the important fact, already mentioned, that the

larger apes have the same colour of the skin as the human
races living in the same country.

Mr. Darwin also thinks that the differences in external

appearance between man and the lower animals are, to a

certain extent, due to sexual selection. The chief character

of the human race which he proposes to account for in this

way is the genera! hairlessness of the body. “No one sup-

poses,' he says, “ that the nakedness of the skin is any direct

advantage to man; his body therefore cannot have been

divested of hair through natural selection." 1 It i* curious

that the hairlcssness of man has puzzled so many anthro-

pologists,* as it may very easily be explained by the law of

variation. When man had invented the art of making fire,

and the idea of covering himself to secure protection from

cold had occurred to his mind, hairless.".ess was no serious

disadvantage in the struggle for existence. Hence natural

selection ceased to operate in the matter, and a hairless race

gradually arose. V.'c find the same principle at work in

various other way*. Civilized man docs not need such keen
vision as savages ;* consequently many of us arc short-sighted

1 Darwin, 'The Descent of Man,' vo!. ii. p 410.
5 Mr. Wallace, In his 1 Contributions to the Theory of Natural Selec-

tion ’

Cp. J59), believes tint -a superior intelligence bas guided the
development of man in u defln te dlrertion,' and considers (pp. 348, tt

iff.) that the hairless condition of the skin conies under this head Again,
Mr Belt’s experience in tropical countries has ted him to the conclusion
that, in such parts at least, them n one serious drun-back to the advan
isgi* of having the skin covered with hair

•

It afford* cover for para-
sitical insects which, if the skin acre naked, might more easily be go!
rid of' {Bolt, tte. at. p. 309).

* Co,lin *> wh° ««« ’«)’ years before • The Origin of Species,’ makes
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and few Europeans could match a Red Indian in his power

of detecting the symptoms of a trail. For the same reason

we are generally inferior to savages in the capacity for dis-

criminating odours, and our teeth are apt to be very much
less sound and vigorous than theirs.

That sexual selection has had some influence on the physical

aspect of mankind is probable. Accurate observers in

different parts of the world have remarked that persona!

deformities arc very rare in savage races unaffected by

European influence. 1 This chiefly depends upon the fact

that deformed individuals seldom survive the hardships of

early life, but, as Sir W. Lawrence says, if they do survive,

they are prevented by the kind of aversion they inspire from

propagating their deformities.' It is not unlikely that the

selection of the best representatives of the race contributes

to keep tire racial type pure. Sexual selection, too, may be

the cause why, among savages, the men are so often hand-

somer than the women—that is, better specimens of their sex

and their race ;
i whilst, in civilized society, the reverse is

true. We have seen that savage women have great liberty of

disposing of their own hand, and that, at lower stages of

civilisation, celibacy occurs almost exclusively among the

men. Among us, on the contrary, the unmarried women out-

number the unmarried men, and, whilst a man's ability to

marry depends only to a small extent upon his personal

appearance, the like may certainly not be said of women.

(he following observation regarding the natives about Botany Bay and

Port Jackson (New South Wales) ’ Their sight is peculiarly 4r.e, indeed

their existence very often depends upon the accuracy of It ; for a short-

sighted man
.

.
.
would never be able to deSeud himself fromtheir s|«*rs,

which are thrown with am:ting force and velocity ' (Collins, 1 Account of

the English Colony in New South Wales,' vol I. pp. 553, ttuq.).

' r. Humboldt, ‘ Political Essay,’ vol. i. pp. 152, ft stq. Wait*, ‘ Intro-

duction to Anthropology,
’
pp. 1

1 3, el iff. Brc-jgh Smyth, let. cit. voL i.

p. 3<\ note ; Salvado, 1 Mdmolrte,' pp 374, it shj. ; Collins, vol. I. p. 553

(Australians). Renggcr, lot. til. pp 9,
•' i/f. (Indians of Paraguay).

1 Lawrence, lot. til. pp 432, el iff.
3 Rendu, An. tit. pp. 9*5, >49 John*COB, lot. til. p. 436.



CHAPTER XIII

THE LAW OF SIMILARITY

A powerful instinct keeps animals from pairing with in-

dividuals belonging to- another species than their own.

"L'animal," says M. Duveir.oy, “ a I'instinct de sc rapprocher

de son espece et de s'dloigner des autres, comme il a celui de

choiair ses aliments et d'eviter les poisons."

1

Among Birds,

there arc found a small number of wiki hybrids, nearly all of

which are in the order nf Gallinae, and most of which belong

to the genus Tctrao* But among Insects, Fishes, ar.d Mam-
mals. living in a state of nature, hybridism is unknown or

aljncst so.
3 And, even among domesticated mammals,

some tricks are oflen required to deceive the male, and so to

conquer its aversion to a female of a different species. The
stallion, for instance, who is to cover a she-ass, is frequently

firs: excited by the presence of a mare, for which, at the proper

moment, the she-ass is substituted.*

We may be sure that, were it not for this instinctive feeling,

many more animal hybrids would be naturally produced than

is the case. In the vegetable kingdom, where the play of

instincts is altogether out of the question, bastards occur much
more frequently ;

* and ;n captivity a considerable number of

animal hybrid forms are produced that arc never met with in

1 Davenor, art. ‘ Propagation,' in ‘ Dictlonnairu ucirersel dhijtoirc

Mturdlc,' voL x. p. 54&
- GeofTroy Saint-Hflaire, ' Histrore natnrelle gfodrale,’ voJ. iii. p. ifa
* 1U4„ vol iii. pp. 175, 185, et.u?. de Quairefagcs, lee, cO. p. 67.
* Vogt, 'Lecture; on Man,' p. 4:4.
* Geodroy Saint-Hilaire, voL iii. p. 191.
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a slate of nature. 1 Yet, according to Mr. Danvin, there are

good grounds for the doctrine of Fallas, that the conditions to

which domesticated animals and cultivated plants have been

subjected, generally eliminate the tendency towards mutual

sterility, so that the domesticated descendants of species

which in their natural state would have been in some degree

sterile when crossed, become perfectly fertile.*

The origin of this instinct, which helps to keep even closely

allied species in a state of nature distinct, seems to be suffi-

ciently clear. The number of species which have proved

fertile together are very limited, and the fertility of the

hybrid offspring is almost constantly diminished, often even

to a very great extent Of oourse, no one now talks of the

sterility of hybrids as a moral necessity—hybrids bring

aKimalia adulterine,—or as the result of a special divine

decree, that new species should not he multiplied indefinitely. 8

M. Isidore Geoffrey has shown not only that hybrids tnay be

fertile, but that ‘'infertile" hybrids are, properly speaking,

merely the hybrids which arc most rarely fertile, their sterility

never being absolute.* Moreover, as has been pointed out by

Mr. Wallace, in almost all the experiments that have hitherto

been made in creasing distinct species, no care has been taken

to avoid close interbreeding ; hence these experiments cannot

be held to prove that hybrids are in all cases infertile inter se*

But looking to all the ascertained facts on the intercross-

ing of plants and animals, we tnay with Mr. Danvin conclude

that some degree of sterility in hybrids is an extremely

general result'1 This being the ease with the hybrids of our

domesticated animals, it must be so all the more with animals

in a state of nature, which generally live under conditions

less favourable to mutual fertility. It is easy to understand,

then, that instincts leading to intercrossing of different

1 Geoffrey Saiat-Hilaire, ‘ Hivoire tuturdlc.’ vol. iii. pp. 169-17 S

4 Darwin.
1 Animals and Plains under Domestication,’ vol. It p 189.

• Geoffrey Saint-Hilaire, vol. Ill- p- *08. BlumenbacV Anthropological

Treatises,’ p. 73.

• Geoffrey Saint-Hilaire, vol. Iii. pp. =ij, ft «?•

• Wallace, ‘ Darwinism,' pp 160, ft ref

.

• Datnin, ‘The Origin of Species,’ vol. n. pp. 4 t, &c Cf. Godroa.

he. at voL i. p.
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species, even if appearing occasionally, never could be long-

lived, as only those animals which pteferred pairing with in-

dividuals of their own species, gave birth to an offspring

endowed with a normal power of reproduction, and thus

became the founders of numerous generations that inherited

tbeir instincts.

The relative or absolute sterility characterizing first crosses

and hybrids depends upon a biological law which might be

called the “ Law of Similarity." The degree of sterility, in

either case, 1 runs, at least to a certain extent, parallel with

the general affinity of the forms that are united- Thus, most

animal hybrids arc produced by individuals belonging to the

same genus, whilst species belonging to distinct genera can

rarely, and those bcionging to distinct families perhaps never,

be crossed.* The parallelism, however, is not complete, for

a multitude of closely allied species will not unite, or unite

only with great difficulty, though other speeiea, widely differ-

ent from each other, can be crossed with facility. Hence Mr.

Darwin infers that the difficulty or facility in eroding “ap-

parently depends exclusively on the sexual constitution of

the specks which are crossed, or on their sexual elective

affinity, />, the
1 Wahlvcrwandtschaft' of Gartner.” But as

species rarely, or never, become modified in one character,

without being at the same time modified in many, and as

systematic affinity includes all visible resemblances and dis-

similarities, any difference in sexual constitution between two
species would naturally stand In more or less close relation

with their systematic position.®

With regard to the instinct in question, man follows the

general rule in the animal kingdom. Our notions of morality

are closely connected with the instinctive feelings engraved in

our nature
;
arid bestiality is commonly looked upon as one of

the most heinous crimes of which man can nuke himself

1 The greater or less degree erf sterility of hybrids, although, at Mr.
Darwin remarks f The Origin of Species,’ vd. il p a very different

case from the difficulty of uniting mo pure speces,yet, to a certain extent,

runs parallel with It.

1 GeoBroy Salti-Hllnlre, ‘ Hlatolre naturcUe,’ voL iii. pp. 16S, s6?, Ate.

* Darwin,’ Animal* and Plants under Domestication,’ roL ii. p r&o.
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guilty. Several passages both in ancient 1 and modem writers 8

prove the occasional occurrence of this crime, but always

under circumstances analogous to those under which single

birds sometimes form connections against nature,* »Ai

cither because of isolation, or on account of vitiated in-

stincts.4

Suppoiters of the hypothesis that the several races of man

are distinct species of the genus Homo, assert that an in-

stinctive aversion similar to that which keeps different animal

species from intermingling, exists also between the various

human races.® It may be noted by the way that, even if tb:s

were Lrue, the idea that mankind consists of various species

might be controverted
;
for certain races of domestic or semi-

dmneslicated animals seem to prefer breeding with their own

kind and refuse to mingle with others. Thus Mr. Bennett

states that the dark and pale coloured herds of fallow deer,

which have long been kept together in the Forest of Dean

and two other places, have never been known to mingle. On

one of the Faroe Islands, the half-wild native black sheep

are said not to have readily mixed with the imported white

sheep. ADd in Circassia, where six sub-races of the horse

are known and have received distinct names, horses of three

of these races whilst living a free life, almost always refuse

to mingle and cross, and will even attack each other.
11 As

for man. there are many races who dislike marrying persons

of another race, but the motives are various. The dilfercnt

ideas of beauty no doubt play an important part. Mr. Win-

' ‘ Exodus,’ civ xx'.l. v. 19. ‘ Leviticus,' ch. *viii. r. 23; ch. «.v. i(.

• Deuteronomy,' ch. xxvll. v. si. Pliny, lot. dr. book vul ch. 4a Virgil,

• Bucolicn,’ Ecioga 111 v. 8.

• lanVe, lac. til. p. *]<• Mackent.e, ‘Voyages,’ p. xevh. v. kialt-

Ebiiig, '
Psychopaihia sexuaSs,' pp. « 35 ,

>< *?
• Sec Darwin, ‘The Percent of Man,’ vol. II. pp- 125, 1*6, IS*.

« Cf Blumrntuxh, /«. at. pp. 80. cl ,cj ;
Steller. he til. ?. 089 "Ole

* Pdricr, ' Essai sur les ertxieicenM ethniques, 1 in ‘Mdmoiree So:.

d'Anihr.,’ voL i. p. 216. Jacquinot, in Dumont «tUi»ille, * Voyage an Pole

Slid,’ Zoologie, vol U. p. 9>-

* Dur-in, ‘Animals and Plants under Domestication, ‘ vol. B. pp. 10*,

ctsrj.
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wocde Rcade does not think it probable that negroes would
prefer even the most beautiful European woman, on the mere

grounds of physical admiration, to a good-looking negress 1

A civilized race does not readily intermingle with one less

advanced in civilization, frnm the same motives as those

which in-event a lord from marrying a peasant girL And
more than anything else, 1 think, the enmity, or at least, want

of sympathy, due to difference of interests, ideas, and habits,

which so often exist between distinct peoples or tribes, helps

to keep races separate. But such reasons as these have nothing

in common with the instinctive feeling which deters animals of

distinct species from pairing with each other. Hence, when
two races come into very close mutual contact, especially if

they arc at about the same stage of civilization, their dislike

to intermarriage commonly disappears.

Mongrels form, indeed, a large proportion of the inhabitants

of the world. It is doubtful whether there are any pure races

in Europe
;
not even the Basques can pretend to purity of

blood.* M. Brcca found, when Investigating the subject of

stature, that nineteen-twentieths of the whole population

of France presented, in various degrees, the characters of

mixed races.* In North America, different races inter-

mingle more and more every day. In Greenland, according

to Dr. Nansen, in the course of a century and a hair there has

been such an intermixture of races that it would now be ex-

tremely difficult, if not impossible, to find a true Eskimo
throughout the whole of the west coast

;
and the Europeans,

far from being disliked by the native women have succeeded

in inspiring them with so much respect that the " simplest

European sailor is preferred to the best Eskimo seal catcher."*

In Mexico, the Spanish mixed breeds constitute two-thirds or

three-fourths of the whole population
;
* and South America,

to quote a French writer, is " le grand iaboratoire d« nations

hybridca ou mitUscs modeme*.'' 6 Of twelve millions of

mongrels, which is the estimated number of mongrels on the

1 Darrin, 1 Tie Descent of Man,’ ML ii. p. 381.
1 de Quoirefcgei, /fit. at. p. 173. * Topir.aid, ‘Anthropology,

1

p. 371.
1 Nan-in, lot. at roL ii. p. 238. * Topinard, p. 372.

* Pdricr, la ' Mdra. Soc. eAnthr.,’ vol. ii. p. 51a
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face of the globe, no fewer than eleven millions arc found there. 1

Even in remote Tierra del Fuego, according to Mr. Fridges,

some mongrels of European fathers and indigenous mothers

have appeared during the last few years.

In Asia there are numberless instances of intermixture of

breed between the Tartars, Mongols, and Tunguscs, and the

Russians and Chinese, Sic.' In India there arc many
Eurasians

;
in the Indian Archipelago Chinese and Malays

intermarry ;* and, in the Island* of the South Sea, the mongrels

of European father* amount to a considerable number. In

Africa, the eastern Soudan is a great centre of mixed breeds

between races much removed from one another. And, in

Southern Africa, the Griquas—the offspring of Dutch colonists

and Hottentot women-form a very distinct race.

A* far as we know, there are no human races who, when
intermingled, are entirely sterile. But as regards the degree

of fertility of first crosses and of mongrels, the opinions of

different anthropologists vary considerably. Those who do

not believe in the unity of tire humau race have been espe-

cially solicitous to piow that crosses are almost inevitably

followed by bad results in that respect Thus Dr. Kr.ox

thinks that the half-breeds, if they were abandoned to them-

selves and do longer had access to pure races, would rapidly

disappear, the “ hybrid “ being rejected by nature as a degra-

dation or humanity.4 Dr. Nott asserts that, when two proxi-

mate species of mankind, two races bearing a general

resemblance to each other in type, arc bred together, they

produce offspring perfectly prolific
;
but that, when species

the most widely separated, such as the Anglo-Saxon and the

negro, are crossed, the mulatto offspring arc but partially pro-

lific, and acquire an inherent tendency to run out, and become
eventually extinct, when kept apart from the parent stocks. 1

The same opinion is entertained by M. Broca, and by M.

Poucliel, who thinks that the crossed race will exist only if it

1 Tojiinud, foe. til. p. 383.

* Prichard, for. til. VoJ. i- p. 1*9.

1 Gcdron, lot. til vol. It. p. 3*^, na,E 1

' Knox, ' The Racer of Men,' pp. 497, &c.

• Nan and Gliddon, lot. tit. pp. 39/< cl "> •
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continues to be supported by the two creating types remain-

ing in the midst of it.

1

On the other hand, Dr. Prichard believes it may be

asserted, without the least chance of valid contradiction, that

mankind, of all races and varieties, are equally capable of

having offspring by ir.termatriage, and that such connections

are equally prolific whether contracted between Individuals of

the same variety or of the most dissimilar varieties. " If

there is any difference," he says, "it is probably in favour of

the latter." * According to M. Godron, the mongrels have

generally shown a higher degree of fertility than their parent

races
;
* and M- Quatrefages asserts that muiattces arc as

fruitful as pure breeds.4

It is to be regretted that so little attention has for some
time been paid to this most important question. The result

is that the effects of lhe intermixture of races are not much
better known now, than they were twenty or thirty years ago.

The only thing which may be considered certain is, that the

hypothesis of the depressing influence of crossing upon fer-

tility, as the theory has generally teen propounded, involves

a great deal of exaggeration. It is chiefly owing to M.

Broca's celebrated essay,

'

Sur I’hybrldi't*,’ that this doctrine

has been so widely accepted, lie asserts that the connec-

tions of Europeans with Australian women have proved very

slightly prolific, and that the mongrels resulting from them
are almost sterile. “ No statistical writer," he says, " nor any
historian, enumerates cross-breeds among the Australian

population." 1 Yet, this land has for a considerable time been

inhabited by European colonists, many of whom have not

had opportunities of marrying wives of tbeir own race. It

has also been shown that the cohabitation of whites and

native women is very common in Australia. But the number
of mongrels there is, nevertheless, exceedingly small, so

small that in the native dialects there docs not exist a single

word to designate them.®

1 Broca, ‘The Phenomena of Hybridity,' p. 60. Poacher, toe. at.

P- 101. * Prichard, ‘The Natural History of Mas,' p. iB.

1 Godron, lot. tit. ral ii. p. 363. * de Quatrefages, tec. cit. p. 264.
4 Bitxa, p. 48. 0 Hid., p. 48.
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Supposing that these remarkable statements referred chiefly

to the eastern and southern parts of the Australian continent, 1

asked Bishop R. Salvado and the Rev. Joseph Johnston, living

in West Australia, to inform me whether, in that country, any

mixed race exists, and, if so, whether it is fruitful or not. From
the former, who has lived among the West Australian aborigines

for more than forty years, and through an excellent work on
their life and customs has gained the reputation of a first-

rate authority, 1 had the pleasure of receiving the following

answer, dated New Norcia, October 17, 1888

"

With regard

to the sterility of the half-ca3te natives, of which I had no
experience when 1 wrote my book, 1 am able now to deny it

altogether, except in cases similar to those among the

Europeans I know several cases of husband ami wife, half-

caste natives, having at present six and seven and eveft eight

children, and they may in time have more
;
and I know a

good many Europeans who, having married native women,

have several children. In fact, in the ca3e of one of those

marriages there were six children, and in another seven, and

I could give the name of each of them." The Rev. J. John-

ston writes, " There is a school for half-caste boys and girls at

Perth, and they seem bright and intelligent children, not

unlike Polynesian children. As they grow up, they go out to

service, and some of the youths are employed as post and

telegraph messengers. ... At the New Norcia mission, there

arc several half-ostc families, as well as blacks, and they all

have children.
1
' The following statement of Mr. Taplin re-

ferring to the aborigines of the Lower Murray, gees in the

same direction:—“The pure blacks,” he says, “are not so

healthy as the half-castes. Always the children of two half-

castes will be healthier and stronger than either the children

of blacks or the children of a black and a half-caste. When
a half-caste man and woman marry, they generally have a large

and vigorous family. I could point to half a dozen such." 1

These statements of highly competent persons are, I think,

quite sufficient to disprove M. Broca’s hypothesis. They

' Cure, lot. tit. voL ii. p. j6|. Cf. Topmard, ‘Note sur les mttit

d'Aastnben* ct d'Europ^ens,' in * Revue d'Anthropologic,’ voL iv. pp.

*43-*4*
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show that, if a mixed race Is almost wanting in certain parts

of Australia, this does not depend upon physiological con-

ditions of the kind suggested. It should be remembered that

the sexual intercourse of Europeans with savage women is

most commonly transitory and accidental, and frequently

takes place with prostitutes or licentious women, who arc

generally known to be sterile. And, even when the white

settler takes a native's daughter to live with him under his

own roof as a wife or a concubine, and accustoms her to a

half-civilized manner of living, her unfruitfulncss 1 may be

owing to quite another cause than the mixture of blood.

Mr. Darwin has shown that changed conditions of life have

an especial power of acting injuriously an the reproductive

system. Thu* animals, as also plants, when removed from

their natural conditions, are often rendered in some degree

infertile or completely barren, even when the conditions have

not been greatly changed. And this failure of animals to

breed under confinement cannot, at least to any considerable

extent, depend upon a failure in their sexual instincts.

“Numerous case'." says Mr. Darwin, "have been given of

various animal* which couple freely under confinement, but

never conced e
;
or, if they conceive and produce young, these

are fewer in number than is natural to the species." 1 It is

reasonable to suppose that savage man, when he moves into

more civilized conditions, is subject to the same law. Indeed,

statements have been reported to me, which tend to show that

the indigenous women at the Polynesian missionary stations

have become less fruitful than they were in their native state.

As to the alleged sterility of crosses between the European
and Australian races, it should be observed that the rarity of

mongrels in certain parts of Australia is more cr less owing to

the natives themselves habitually destroying the half-castes'

' Dr. T. R. H. Thomson says On the Reported lncompeteocy of

the "Gins,"’ in 'Jour. Ethn. Soc. London,* vol. IIL p? 214, rt jcj.)

tin the Australian uoman, when she peaces herself under the roof of »

European MUler as his concubine or wife, appears 10 become less fertile,

although the lu! more regular diet, cctnfon, and covering.
! Darwin, ‘ Annaali and Plants under Domestication,' vol. It pp.143-161
1 Peschrf, Arc. .it p y Eyre, Ik. at. voL ii. p. 314. Lumhota, /or.

lit- P- 573-
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The Rev. A. Meyer states that, in the Encounter Bay tribe,

" nearly all the children of European fathers used to be put to

death
;

1 whilst, among the Narrinyeri, about one-half of the

half-caste infants fell victims to the jealousy of their mothers’

husbands.* But with regard to the West Australian aborigines

in the neighbourhood of Fremantle, the Rev. J. Johnston

writes that he docs not think it has been the custom there to

destroy the half-castc illegitimate offspring of black women,

as he never heard of such a thing,—a fact which may account

for the comparatively large number of mongrels in that part

of the continent.

Other statements also, adduced ascvidcncc for the hypothesis

of M. Broca, have proved more or less untrustworthy Thu*
the alleged sterility of the mulattocs of Jamaica* has been

disputed by other writer*.* So also v. Gortn's statement

that the children of the Dutch and Malay women in Java

(LippUpps) arc only productive to the third generation,1 has

been called in question. 11

Yet, although we may consider it certain that the diversities

even between the races which least resemble each other arc

not so great but that, under favourable conditions, a mixed
race may easily be pioduced, I do not deny the possibility of

crossing being, to a certain extent, unfavourable to fertility.

The statement*, as to the rapid increase of some mixed races

do not prove the reverse. For the bad result of crossing

would not necessarily appear at once
;
and a drop of pure

blood would be sufficient to increase fertility, just as, when a

hybrid is crossed with either pure parent species, sterility is

usually much lessened 7 It is a remarkable fact that mixed

marriages between Jews and persons ofother races axe compara-

tivclyinfcrtilc. In Prussia, these marriages have been separately

registered since 1875, and between that year and 1881 there

' Meyer, lee. eit. p. 186. 1 Taptin, lee. lit. [v 14

* Broca, lee. eit. p 36.
4 Pcwlic), let. M. p. 8.

' v. Gdrtc, ' Reiss um die Welt,’ voL iii. p 388 .

* Hcntcn, ‘Die Phyiiolog* der Zeuguog,' in Hermann, ‘Handbuch

(Ur Physiologic,' vnb vi. p«. ii. ?. 191.

' Darwin, 1 Animals and Plants under Domestication,’ sol, ii. pp. iSs,

rfrry.
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was an average of 1*63 to a marriage, whereas, during the

same period, pure Jewish marriages resulted in ap average of

4*41 children or very nearly three times as many. In Bavaria,

between 1876 and 1880, the numbers were only ri per mar-

riage against 47 children to purely Jewish marriages. And
this conspicuous infertility implies greater sterility. Among
fifty-six such marriages, with regard to which Mr. Jacobs

ascertained the results, no fewer than nine v/erc sterile, i.t., 18

per cent,—a striking contrast to the number of sterile mar-

riages which he found in seventy-one marriages between Jewish

cousins, where the percentage of sterility wan only 5*4 per

cent.1 Mr. Jacobs, however, informs me that it has been

suggested that this infertility may be due rather to the higher

age at which such marriages are likely to take place. There

is still a strong feeling against them among Jews, which is

only likely to be overcome after independence of thought and

position has been reached. At the same time Mr. Jacobs

does not consider this sufficient to account for the very great

discrepancy. But we must not, of course, take for granted

that the crossing of any two races lias the same effects as the

crossing of Jewish and non-Jewish Europeans seems to have.

Even if it could be proved, however, that mixture of races

produces lessened fertility of first crosses and of mongrels,

this would not make it necessary for us to reject the doctrine

of the unity of mankind. It 13 true that the domesticated

varieties both of animals and of plants, when crowd, are as

a general rule prolific, in some eases even more so than the

purely bred paicnt varieties
;
whereas speeds, when crossed, and

their hybrid offspring, are almost invariably in some degree

sterile. But this rule is not altogether without exceptions.

Even Agassiz condemned the employment of fertility of union

as a limiting principle. He considered this a fallacy, "or at

least a ptttiia priucipii, not admissible in a philosophical dis-

cussion ofwhat truly constitutes the characteristics of species.” 2

Thus the red and yellow varieties of maize are in some degree

infertile when crossed, and the blue- ar.d the red-fiowered

1 Jacobs, 'On the Racial Characteristics nf Modern Jews/ «n 4 Join.

Anthr. Inst.,' rob xr. pp. 26 28.

* Agnsrix
,

4 Essay on Ctowlrtcatioo/ pp 249-252*
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forms of the pimpernel, considered by most botanists to he

the same species, as they present no differences of form or

structure, are, according to Gartner, mutually sterile. More-
over, Mr. Darwin's investigations on dimorphic and trimorphic

plants have shown that the physiological test of lessened

fertility, both in first crosses and in hybrids, is no safe

criterion of specific distinction .

1 As for animals, Professor

Vogt asserts that, in the opinion of experienced breeders,

certain races can with difficulty be made to pair, and the fertility'

of the mongrels soon diminishes, whilst other races pair

readily and are prolific,
2 Sir J. Sebright says,

u Although I

believe the occasional intcrmixtwc of different families to be

necessary, I do not, by any means, approve of mixing two

distinct breeds, with the view of uniting the valuable properties

of both : this experiment has been frequently tried by others

as well as by myself, but has, I lielitrve, never succeeded

The first cross frequently produces a tolerable animal, but it

is a breed that cannot be continued/ 1

1 Darwin, ‘Animals and Plants under Domestication,' voL ii. pp 105,

181, 193
1 Vogt, lee. at p. 421. * Sebright, /to. M pf\ 17,



CHAPTER XIV

PROHIBITION OF MARRIAGE BETWEEN KINDRED

THE honor of incest is an almost universal characteristic

of mankind, the cases which seem to indicate a perfect absence
of this feeling being so exceedingly rare that they must be
regarded merely as anomalous aberrations from a general
rule.

Yet the degrees of kinship within which intercourse is

forbidden, arc by no means everywhere the same. It is most,

and almost universally, abominated between parents and
children, especially mother and son. .As an exception to this

rule, v. Langsdorf states that, among the Kaniagmuts, not
only do brothers and sisters cohabit with each other, but even

parents and children.

1

The Eastern Tinneh, or Chippevvyans,

occasionally marry their mothers, sisters, or daughters, but

such alliances are not considered correct by general opinion. 8

In tire Indian Archipelago, according to Schwaner, Wllken,
and Riedel, marriages between brothers and sisters, and
parents and children, are permitted among certain tribes

;
*

1 v. Langsdnrf, fa. ctt. voL it, p. 64-

* Row, in ‘ Smithsonian Report,' (366, p. 310.

> Wllken, ' Venrjntschap,' Stc, p. 22. Urn, In ' Bijdngen,' See., ser. r.

voll, p. 151. Riedel, tiooted by Post, ' Ennrlckeluagsgeschiehte dcs
FamUtenreehts,' p. sal. Garcilasso ilc la Vega. describing the Indiana

of Peru before the time of the Incas, says {lac. at. vol. i. pp. 58, ti iff.),

‘
I n many nations they cohabited like beasts, without any special wife, but

just as chance directed. Others followed their own desires, without ex-
cepting siHer *, daughters, or mothers. Others excepted their mothers
but none else,* It is said, according to Dr. Hickton (fa. at. pp. 277,
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and similar unions, it is said, took place among the ancient

Persians.
1 Again, in Nukahiva, as we are told by Lisiansky.

although near kinsfolk are forbidden to intermarry, it some-

times happens thal a father lives with his daughter, and a
brother with his sister

;
but on one occasion it was looked

upon as a horrible crime when a mother cohabited with her

son.
8 Among the Kqlcis, as described by Rennel, marriages

were generally contracted without regard to blood-relation-

ship
;
only a mother might not wed her child.' Among the

Karens ofTcnasserim," matrimonial alliances between brother

and sister, or father and daughter, are not uncommon.-*

Speaking of the King of the Wama, Mr. Cameron states

that In his harem are to be found his stepmothers, aunts,

sisters, nieces, cousins, as also his own daughters* Among
the VVanyoro, brothers may marry their sisters, and even

fathers their daughters
;
but a son does not marry his own

mother, although the other widows of his father become his

property.
0

Unions between brothers and sisters, who arc children of

the same mother as well as the same father, are likewise held

in general abhorrence. The primitive feeling against such

connections is strongly expressed in the Finnish Kuliervo

Myth. The unfortunate Kuliervo, after discovering that he

had committed incest with his sister, wail*

—

“ Wo* is me, my life hard-fated 1

1 hate slain my virgin-sister,

Shamed lhe daughter of my mother ;

Woe to thee my ancient father

!

rise?.), that in olden times, in the southern districts of Minahassa, in the

neighbourhood of Tonsawang, father and daughter, mother and son,

biother and sister, frequently lived together in bonds of matrimony. As

regards the Chippewas, Mr. Keating states (foe. elf. vol 11 p. 170; that

‘Incest Is not unknown to them, but it is held in great abhorrence.'
1 HUhschmann, 1 Uebcr die per risehe Verwandtenheiraih,' in • Zeilachr.

C. Deutschcn Mcrgenlondischcn Gessllsch-,' vci. xliii. |>. 308.

* Lisiansky, foe. fit. p. 83. ' Leu-in, foe. a/, p. 276.
* Heifer, ' The Animal Productions of lhe Tenasserim Provinces,' .n

* Jour. As. See. Bengal,’ vol. rii. p. 856.
6 Cameron, lot. n't. rol. ii. p. 70.

* Wilson and FeDon, lot. eil. rol. il p. 49>
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Woe to ttire, my gray-haired mother I

Wherefore »&» I born and nurtured,

Why itue baples* child’s existence ?

"

1

TIic dishonoured sister threw herself into the river, and

Kuliervo fell by his own sword.

The Californian Nishinair. believe that, for the prevention of

incest, at the beginning of the world, not one but two pairs

were created from whom sprang all the Nishinam.8 When
the missionary Jcllinghaus once asked some Munda Ko'.s

whether animals knew what is right and wrong, the answer was,

“ No, hoc;use they do not know mother, sister, and daughter.'
1 *

Yet, as we have seen, there are exceptions to the rule ; and

certain peoples who consider intercourse between parents and

children incestuous, allow unions between brothr.ni and sisters.

Among the Kamchatlale*, says KrasheninnikolT, "marriage is

forbidden only between father and daughter, mother and son.’
1 *

Not long ago, the wild Veddahs of Ceylon regarded the

marriage of a man with his younger sister as not only proper

and natural, but, in fact, as tht proper marriage, though

marriage with an cider sister or aunt would have been as

incestuous and revolting to them as to us.* Among lire

Annamese, according to a missionary who has lived among
them for forty years, no girl who is twelve years old and has

a brother is a virgin.'1 Licbich tells us that the Gypsies allow

a brother to marry his sister, though such marriagesarc gener-

ally avoided by them.’ Among the Wa-taita, says Mr.

Thomson, “very few of the young men are able to marry for

want of the proper number of cqws— a state of affairs which

not unfrequently leads to marriage with sisters, though this

practice is highly reprobated." 8 Among the aborigines of

Bratil, union with a sister, or a brother's daughter, is

almost universally held to be infamous. Such practices

are not uncommon in small isolated herdes
;

" but the

1 'The KnUvaU' (translated by Crawford), voL ii. p. 54S.

* Powers, Ik. tit. p. 340
* Jcltiafi'.ieui, in ‘Zeittchr. I. Ethnol,* vol. in. p. 567.

• KraihciilnnikoS; ‘The History nf Karaischatkn,' p. 1t$.
* Dailey, In ‘Trans. Elba. Soc.,' N.S. vol. li. pp. 294, el scg.

• Janice, lac. rit. |X 376. ' Liebich, tae. tit. p. 49
• Thominn, ‘ Through Masai Land,' p. 51.
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ancient Tupinambases (ancestors of the Tupis) allowed

nothing or the kind openly.”1 In a song of the Rig-Veda/

Yamf appeals in support of the marriage of brother and

sister, while the opposition is personified in Yama. 1 Buddhist

legends mention various eases of such unions ;* and it is

stated in the
1 Ynglinga Saga’ that “ while Niord was with the

Vans he had taken his own sister in marriage, for that he was

allowed by their law.*4 But we have no evidence whatever

that such unions were commonly allowed by the ancient

Scandinavians. "Among the Asas," the ‘Ynglinga Saga'

adds, "it was forbidden for such rear relatives to come
together.”* In Scandinavia, according to Nordstrom, as also

among the ancient Germans, according to Grimm, marriages

between parents and children, brothers and sisters, were

prohibited.6

Unions with sisters, or probably, in most cases, half-sisters,

occur in the royal families of Baghirmi/ Siam, 8 Burma, 1

CeyIon, 1* and Polynesia. 12 In the Sandwich Islands, brothers

and 9iaters of the reigning family intermarried, but this

incestuous intercourse was in other cases contrary to the

customs, habits, and feelings of the people. 1* And, in Ibofna

of Madagascar, where the kings were occasionally united

with thdr sisters, such marriages were preceded by a
ceremony in which the woman was sprinkled with con-

secrated water, and prayers were recited asking for her

happiness and fecundity, as if there was a fear that the union

might call down divine anger upon the parties. 1 * Cambyses

* v. Manius, in ‘Jour. Roy. Gen. Soc./ voL ii. p. 198. Avvr, ‘ BcitrAge

iur Ethnographic, 1

See., vol. i. pp. 115, ct uq.
= * Rig-Veda Sanhiti,1 ir.andala x. sdkta 10.

1 Schrader, for. a/, p. 392, noce.

* 'Yngtiega S:5a,1

eh- ir.
j
in 1 Heiinskringla ’ (edited by Unger), p. &.

* rtid., p. 6.

* Nordstrom, tee. tit. roc. ii. p. iS. Grimm, let. til. p. 435.

* lil.lt Ian, ' RcchtiYcrhallnusc,' p. 173. • Moore, let- tit. p. 169.

1 Forbes, ‘Brirish Burma,’ p. «S. note.

" Emerson Tenneni, let. til. roL ii. p. 459
" Wakt-Gwland, let. cl/, vol. vi. p. : 31

.

" Ellis, ’ Hawaii,' pp. 4:4, el tttf. Wilkes, let. at vol iv. p. jj.
u Sibree, lee. at p
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and other Persian kings married their sisters,’ and so did the

Ptolemies of Egypt.* According to Sir Gardner Wilkinson,

it is not only noticed by Diodorus, but is fully authenticated

by the inscription* both of Upper and Loner Egypt, that the

same custom was in force among the Egyptians, from the

earliest times f hut, except in the case of the Ptolemies, I

have seen no clear evidence iliac marriage took place

between brothers ar.d sisters who had both the same father

and the same mother. Garcilasso de !a Vega states that

the Incas of Peru, from the first, established it as a very

stringent '.aw that the heir to the kingdom should marry his

eldest sister, legitimate both on the side of the father and on

that of the mother;* whereas, according to Acosta and

Oncegardo, it had always been held unlawful by the Peruvians

to contract marriage in the first degree, until Tupac Inca

Yupantjui, at the close of the fifteenth century, married his

sister on the father’s side, and decreed "that the Incas

might marry with their sisters by the fathers side, and no

other.”*

It has been asserted that, where the system of exogamy
prevails, a man is allowed to marry his sister either on the

father's or on the mother's side, according as descent is

reckoned in the female or in the male line." But it will

be shown directly that, besides the rules relating to exogamy,

there arc commonly others prohibiting intermarriage of

near relations belonging to different tribca or clans. Yet

the marriage of half-brother and half-sister is not rare.

Among the Ostyaks, for instance, union with a half-sister

bearing another family name is in great repute;’ and the

South Slavonian Mohammedans allow marriages between

half-brothers and half-sisters who have different mothers,

' Herodotus, to. fit. book iii. ch. jt. Spiegel lot. til. vol iii pp. 67*.

ll sty.
1 WiUcintoe, lot. til. vol. L p, 319.

I liicL, vol. i. pp. 318. *t. atq-

* Gircilusu) de In Vega, lot. cit. voL l p. 308.

* Acosta, to. at. vol ii. p. 425. Prescott, ' History of the Cooqucil of

Peru,’ p. 9,
note 3.

II McLennan, ' Studies,' &c., p. ito. Willcen. 1 Huwelijken tusseUei

blocdvertranten, p. 31.
* v. HaxthauMJ, ' Transcaucasia,' p. jcc\ n<xe.
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though seducing a sister is tegarded in their songs as a

crime punishable with death, or rather as something which
cannot occur.' From the Book of Genesis <ve know that

Abraham married his half-sister, and looked upon the union

as lawful, because 'she had not the same mother.’ Among
the Phoenicians at Tyre, down to the time of Achilles

Tatius, a man might marry his father’s daughter : and die

same thing appears at Mecca.' Marriage with half-sisters

on the father's side, not on the mother’s, was also allowed

among the Assyrians* and the Athenians.

4

In Guatemala

and Yucatan, on the other hand, no relationship on the

mothers side was a bar to marriage: hence a man could

marry his sister, provided she was by another father.4

Among certain peoples the rclationshipsof uncle and niece,

and of aunt and nephew, are the remotest degrees of con-

sanguinity which are .1 hindrance to intermarriage. This is

the case, for instance, with some of the Dyak tribes
;

7 ar.d

among the Copper Indians, according to Franklin, there is

no prohibition of the intermarriage of cousins, but a man is

forbidden to marry his niece. 8 On the whole, we may say

that marriage within these degrees of relationship is even

more commonly prohibited than intermarriage of cousins,

and that, probably in most cases, the prohibitions refer to

persons so related either on the father’s or mother’s side."

1 Krauii, lot. HI. pp. 311, tt.ttq. * * Genesis
,

1

cfc. xx. v. 12.

* Robertton Smith, lot. at. p 163.

* M,chad is, ‘ Abhaidlung von lire. Ehegesetxen Mods,' p. 138.

1 Decker, lot. a/. voL ii. p. 44S. In Homer, the marriage of brother

and sister, strictly speaking, is to be found only in myth (Schrader, let.

cit. p. 392, note).

4 Bancroft, lot- tit. YCJ. ii. pp. £64, el irq.

' WIDceo, in
4 Bkjdragcn,' Ac., ser. v. vol. L p 147- /i*nr, ‘Vexwunt-

schap,' Ac., p. 3 i.

* Franklin, ‘Journey,
1

p. 3S9. CJ. r. Martins, let. cit. voJ. i. pp 116,

39J (certain Bratilian tribes).

* The Rev. B. Dxnks mentions (‘ Marriage Customs of the New Britain

Group’ in 'Jour. Anihr. Inst,’ vol. xviii. p. 383', that In tic New Britain

Group where upon theoretical gtounds a man may without law-breaking

marry his niece, as belonging to another clan, there is, nevertheless, a

great repugnance to such unions, among the natives, and in one caw

where such a union was brought about, the natives utter!; condemned it
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Yet there arc many instances to the contrary.1 The Ossetes

consider a marriage with a mothers sister quite a proper

tiling, though a marriage with a father’s sister would he

punished as highly incestuous. 1 Among the Reddies of the

ScAith of India, a man marries his sister's daughter, but a

nephew must not marry his aunt
;

s and, among the Brazilian

Tupis, an uncle had even a right to his niece’s hand.4 By the

Prussian law, marriage between uncle and niece is permitted
;

whilst, in France, such marriages may be sanctioned by the

Government, in Italy by the King.1

In Europe, first cousins arc not restricted from inter-

marriage, except in Spain, where the old canonical prohibi-

tions are still in force
; and in Russia, where third cousins

are allowed to marry, but no partis* mure nearly related/

Among the Mohammedans 7 and several uncivilized peoples,

marriages between cousins, both on the paternal and maternal

side, arc permitted. So, apparently, among the Aleuts, 5

Eskimo at Igloolik, 0 Apalachited* 1* Maoris, Bushmans 11 and
Ainoe,1 *—besides the people just referred to. More com-
monly, however, the permission is one-sided, referring either

to the kinsfolk on the father's, or to those on the mothers
side. Among the Arabs, a man has even a right to the hand
ol his paternal cousin, who cannot without his consent,

become die wife of any other person.™ Concerning the

Mcors of Ceylon, Mr. Ahamadu Bawa states that in all cases

where eligible sons of mothers' brothers or fathers' sritexs

were available for the girls, preference was accorded to them,
M almost as a matter of right.

” u Among the savage Miao of

*. Tartan (CaHtfn, <U. vo! U. p 398), Socnala (Burton, First

Footiteps in East Africa,* p. 120), Negroes of Bondo <*Das Ausiind,’

l»ai, IX 1027).

1 v. Haxchaosen, ; Transmurnsia, p. 406.
3 Balfour, toe. tit voL ii. p. 88a * Wain, tot (it. vo!. iii. p. 412.
1 Hutb

.

1 The Marriage of Near Km,‘ pj>. JS3, 137.

• Ibid., pp. I3J, 155.
5 ‘The Koriil,’ sura ir. v. 27.

• Dali, tn. tit. p. 3*9. Pciroff, lot. tit. p. 158.
• Lyw. I*- til- P 35} " Herioi, /«. til. p 325.
“ Barrow, tot. tit. vol. i. p. 376. “ v. Siebold, tot. tit. pp. 30, d ttq.

BureVhardi, tee. til p. 64 Robertson Smith, lot. lit. p. 81
u 1 The Marriage Cuvtonn of the Moon 0i Coy loo,’ in * The Folk-Lore

Journal,’ vol. tfi. p. uo.
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China, the girls arc obliged to marry the mother's brothers’

sons.
1 The Gonds consider it correct Tor the brother’s

daughter to marry the sister's son, whilst not SO much stress

is laid on the marriage of the cousins, if the sister’s child

happens to be a girl and the brother’s a boy.' Among the

Ycrkalas of Southern India, " the first two daughter of a

family may be claimed by the maternal unde as wives for his

sons." *

As a rule, among peoples unaffected by modern civilization

the prohibited degrees arc more numerous than in advanced

communities, the piohibitions in a great many eases referring

even to all the members of the tribe or clan.

The Greenlanders, according to Egedc, refrained from

marrying their nearest kin, even in the third degree, consider-

ing such mateltea to be " unwarrantable and quite un-

natural;" 4 whilst Dr. Rink asscils that “the Eskimo dis-

approves of marriages between cousins." 6 The same is the

case with the Ingaliks,' the Chippewas, 1 and, as a rule, the

Indians of Oregon. 6 The Californian Gualala account it

'‘poison,’’ as they say, for a person to marry a cousin or an

avuncular relation, and strictly observe In marriage the Mosaic

table of prohibited affinities.0 By the old custom of the Aht
tribes," Mr. Spruat remarks, “ no marriage was permitted with-

in the degree of second cousin ;
" l" end among the Mahlcmuts,

‘ cousins, however remote, do not marry." 11 Commonly a man
and woman belonging to the same clan arc prohibited from

intermarrying. The Algonquins tell of cases where men, for

breaking this mle, have been pul to death by their nearest

kinsfolk ; and, among the Loucheux Indians, if a man
marries within the clan, he 19 said to have married his sister,

though there be not the slightest connection by blood between

1 Kohler, m ' Zeitsehr. t vgl. RechtsnjsS., vol. », p. 4°6-

* Spencer, * Descriptive Sociology,’ Asiatic Races, p. 8 ,

* Show. 'The Wild Tribes of Southern India,’ In ‘Trans. Ethn. Sot,

N. S. vol. vii. p. i»7 .

4 Egede, Am at. p. 141
I Rink, ‘The Eskimo Trines,' p. aj.

4 Dull, lot. tit. p. 196
7 Keating, let. tit. voL ii. p. 171. * Schoolcraft, lot. tit. vol. v. p. 65 J.

* Powers, A*. ,it. p. lyz. 10 Sproat, lot. til. p. 99.
II Dali, n 1

J8. '* Fnuer, ioc. (it. p. 59.
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the two.1 In some tribes, as Mr. Frazer points out, the

marriage prohibition only extends to a man's own dan : he

may marry a woman of any dan but his own But oftener

the prohibition includes several dans, in none of which is a

man allowed to marry.’ Thus, for instance, the Seneca tribe

of the Iroquois was divided into two " phratrics," or divisions

intermediate between the tribe and the dan, each including

four dans
;
the Hear, Wolf, Beaver, and Turtle clans forming

one phratry, and the Deer, Snipe, Heron, and Hawk clans

forming the other. Originally marriage was prohibited within

the phratry, but was permitted with any of the clans of the

other phratry
;
but the prohibition was long since removed,

and a Seneca may marry a woman of any dan but his own. 1

A like exogamous division existed among the other four

tribes of the Iroquois,* as also among the Creeks, Moquis,

Choctaws, Chickasaw*, Thlir.kets,

Among the Pipiles of Salvador, an ancestral tree, with seven

main branches, denoting degrees of kindred, was painted upon

cloth, and within these seven branches or degrees, no one was

allowed to marry, except a.s a recompense for some great

public or warlike service rendered. But within four degrees

of consanguinity none, under any pretext, might marry." In

Yucatan, there was a strong prejudice against a man wedding

a woman who bore the same name as his own, and so far was

this fancy carried, that he who broke the rule was looked

upon as a renegade and an outcast. Nor could a man marry

his mother’s sister. 7 Among the Azteks, too, marriages

between blood-relations or those descended from a common
ancestor were not allowed.*

Among the tribes of Guiana, according to Mr. Im Thurn,

marriage is now almost always, as formerly it was always,

contracted between members of different families, and, de-

scent being traced through females, no intermarriage with

> HardiBjr, in * smith. Rep,,' 1866, p. 315. Fraicr, lee. at. p.60.

* Morgan, ' Ancient Society,’ pp. (O, rt rtf.

' Ibid., pp. 91-93, Cf. Morgan, ' League ofthe Iroquois,’ pp. 79,
Si, 83.

* F rarer, pp. 60-6J. • Bancroft, toe. at. roi. ii. p. 665.

f Ibid., vol. Ii. |» 669. de Herrera, /<*. lit

.

vol. iv. p. 171.

8 Bancroft, vol. it. p. 251.
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relations on the mother's side is permitted.

1

The Mundrucus
are divided into clans, the members of which arc strictly pro-

hibited from forming alliances with other* of the same clan.

"A Mundrucu Indian," says Professor Agassiz, “ treats a

woman of the same order (dan) with himself as a sister,

any nearer relation between them is impossible,"1 The
Indians of Peru arc restricted from marriage within the

first four degrees.0 The Guaranies and Abipones abhor
alliances with even the remotest relations.* And as to the

Yahgana or Tima del Forgo. Mr. Bridges writes to me that

“ no marriage, no intercourse ever takes place among blood-

relations even to second cousins." Such intercourse is held in

utter abomination and is never heard of. Also between half-

brothers and half-sisters marriages do not occur.

Nowhere is marriage bound by more severe laws than

among the Australian aborigines. Their tribes are, as a rule—
and probably as a rule without exceptions’—grouped in

exogamous subdivisions, the number of which varies con-

siderably. There are tribes in which members of any clan

are free to marry members of any clan but their own
;
but

such tribe* are exceptional.® "Often," says Mr. Frazer, “an
Australian tribe is divided into two (exogamous) phratries, each

of which includes under it a number of totem dans
; and

oftencr still there arc sub-phratrics interposed between the

phratry and the clans, each phratry including two sub-phratrics,

and the sub-phratrics including totem clans." 5 Most of Mr.

Cure's very numerous correspondents who have touched on

this question have, however, given the number of subdivisions

in their neighbourhood as four only.- Before the occupation

of the country by the whites, which quickly breal.-s down

1 !m Tbum, lee. ell. pp. 175, 185.
1 AgatsU, ‘Journey in Brasil.’ p. jzo.
1 BakIm, ‘ K«ht 6verb*ltniwe,' p. 17a.

• DobH shorter, Ay- til. vol. I. p. 63 ;
vol li. p. aia.

• Cure, lee. or vol i. p. 107. CJ. I’alnver, in ‘Jour. Antltr. lust,
1

vol.

*>“• P =99-
® Fraser, A*, a/. p. 65. Cure, vol. I. p. na.
1 Fraser, p. 65. Howiti, in ‘South. Rtp.,‘ 18S3, p. 8co.

• Cure, vol. i. p. ns. Cf Mathew, in ‘ Jaur. Roy. Sac N.S. Woles,

voL xtiii. p. ter.
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aboriginal easterns, any departure from the marriage system

founded on this division was looked on with absolute horror,

and even spoken of with reluctance. Indeed, when marriage

o: sexual intercourse with a person of a forbidden clan did

occur, the regular penalty inflicted on the parties implicated

was death. 1 And it is a noteworthy fact, generally overlooked

by anthropologists, that besides these prohibitions arising from

the clan-system and, naturally, applying only to the father’s

or. more generally, only to the mother's relations/there is. as

it ?ecms everywhere, a law which forbids the marriage of

persons near ol kin* "A man," says Mr. Curr, “may not

marry his mother, sister, half-sister, daughter, grand-daughter,

aunt, niece, first or second cousin.' 3 Among the Kurnai of

Gippsland, according to Mr. Bulmcr, even third cousins are

within the prohibited degrees of relationship. 4 Moreover,

certain tribes, besides having the elan-system, arc entirely

exogamou 3 ;

4 and, among the tribes of Western Victoria

described by Mr. Dawson, the laws also forbid a man to many
into his mother’* tribe, or his grandmother’s tribe or ir.to an

adjoining tribe, or one that speaks his own dialect.'1

In Tasmania, a man was not permitted to marry a woman of

his own tribe (clan ?) ;
’ and in Polynesia, marriages with blood-

relations were everywhere avoided except In royal families8

Thus in Samoa, according to Mr. Turner, so much care was

taken to prevent incest that a list of wbat they deemed im-

1 Carr, /«. at. vol i. p. i tB. Frazer, let. at. p. Mathew, In 'Jour.

Roy. Soc. N.3. Wales,' voL xriii. p 399. For the Australian CsURarnj,

itc also Ilowitt, in ‘Smith. Rep., 1

1883, pp. 797-821
j
Fiscal and Howiit,

toe. fit.
;
Brough Smyth, /i>c. at. vol. i. pp. 86-92

:
Ritlley, ‘The Abori-

gines of Australia,’ pp.7-10; Idem, 1 KrfmihutSi,’ |xs lOl, r/ Iff. ; Breton,

loi. at. p. :ci
;
Schiirmnnr, tec. at. p 222 i Dawson, lot, at p. 26;

Wiitx-Cerland, lee. tit. vol. vi. p. 773 ;
Bonney, in 4 Jour. Acthr Inst,’

vot xiii. pp. 128, it .try.
;
Cameron, Mil., vol. xir. p. JJI.

- Carr, let. at. voL i. p. i:r
j
voL it p. 245. Schiirmaiui, lot. tit. p. 222.

Cameron, in ‘Jour. Anihr. ins:.,
1 vaL xiv. p. 351.

• Ciur, vol. i. p 106. * Ibid., rot in. p. 546
• Ibid, vol. i. pp. 107, 111. Dawsnr., lot. (it. p 26
1 Dawson, p. 17.

' Brough Smyth, lot. til »oL S. p. 385. CJ. Bonwick, * Daily Life,

p 62.

• Hutll, 1st. ill. p. 80 Waitr-Geriand, lee. fit. rot. vi. p. IJI

.
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proper marriages would almost compare with the ‘Tabic of

Kindred and Affinity.’ They say that, of old, custom and the

gods frowned upon the union of those in whom consanguinity

could be closely traced. 1

Speaking of the aborigines of the Melanesian islands, Dr.

Codrington observes, “ In the native view of mankind, almost

everywhere in the islands which are here under consideration,

nothing seems more fundamental than the division of fhe

people into two or more classes, which are exogamous, and

in which descent is counted through the mother” Yet " the

blood connection with the father and the father's near

relations is never out of sight. Consequently the marriage of

those who arc near in blood, though they arc not ‘sogoi 1

[if., kindred), and may lawfully marry, is discountenanced." 1

In New Britain, if a man were accused of adultery or fornica-

tion with a woman, he would at once be acquitted by the

public voice if he could say, ‘ She is one of us," she

belongs to my totem, which in itself precludes the possibility

of any sexual intercourse between us.1 In Efate, of the New
Hebrides, it would be a crime punishable with death for a

man or woman to many a person belonging to his or her

mother’s clan, “though they may have no recent relation of

consanguinity to each other, and though neither they nor

their parent* may have even seen each other before.” * In

Lifu, as 1 am informed by Mr. Radficld, who i9 a resident of

this island, marriages arc forbidden between first, but not

second cousins, both on the mother's and father’s side, as well

as between uncles and nieces, aunts and nephews Matri-

monial alliances between first cousins arc also prohibited in the

Caroline Islands ;
6 whilst, in the Pelew Group, intermarriage

between any relations on the mother's side is unlawful.0

Among the Sea Dyaks. it is contrary to custom for a man
to wed a fust cousin, who is looked upon as a sister, and no

marriage is allowed with aunt or niece The Land Dyaks

1 Turner, • Samoa/ p 9?. 1 Codrington, lot. til. pp. ai, 39.

’ Danki, in 'Jour. Anthr. Inst.,' vol. xviii. pp a8j, e! itf. Cf. Cowell,

let. til. pi*. * Macdonald, * Oceania/ pp 181, r/ny.
* Waitv-Gerland, lot. til. vol v. pt II. p icri.

* Kubaiy, /«. til. p 35.
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permit marriage between second cousins only after the pay-

ment of a fine of two jars, one being given by the woman
to the relations of her lover, the other by the lover to her

relation.

1

In other tribes of the Malay Archipelago,

according to Mr. Crawfurd, the union of near relatives

is prohibited by the native laws, and, when such a marriage

dees take place, the parties are fined if within the third

degree of consanguinity collaterally. In the ascending and

descending line marriage is strictly forbidden,* Among the

Minahassers of Celebes, marriage was not permitted between

ascendants and descendants, brothers and sisters, uncles

and nieces, aunts and nephews, and cousins, or between

kinsfolk connected by combination* of these relationships 8

The Malays of the uplands of l’adang are forbidden to

marry within the mother's tribe; the Bntaks of Sumatra,

Alfura of Ceram and Bunt, Nubian*, and Timorese, within the

father's.* Among the ftalone* of the Philippine*, marriage

between hlood-rclution* is r»ot allowed.* The Bugis*

and Watubela Wander*7 prohibit the Intermarriage of

cousins, paternal and maternal
;

whilst, among the Orang-

Banflwa of Malacca,* the Macassars,1 and the natives of An,
near New Guinea,w children of brothers cannot intermarry,

though children of sisters, or of brothers and sisters, can.

Again, among the Ileitis of the Serwatty Islands, marriage may
take place between brothers' children, and between brothers’

and sisters' children, but not between children oftwo sisters
;
11

and. among the Bataks. Rejangs, and natives of Amboina. a

sister's son is allowed to marry a brother’s daughter, whereas

a brother's son must not marry a sister's daughter. 1* The

1
St. John, lee. tit. vol i. p. 198. Cf. Low, let. at. p. 300 ;

Wilken,
1 Vcrwanuchnp' p. ay

• Crawford, lot. tit. vol. III. p. 139.
' H ckson, let. tit, p 337. Wilken, pp. 31

,
<•/ try.

' Wilken, pp tS, at. 1 Blumeotritt, lee. at. p 33.
“ Wilken, in ' Brjdragen,’ ia:, ser. v. vol. L p 1*7.
7 Riedel, let. at. p. =c6.

• WUken, in * Bijdrasen,' &c., «r. v. vol 1 pp 145, et itj.
• Riedel, p 416.

" Wilken, In ‘ Btjdragep’ &c_, rcr. v. vol. I. p. 146
u /Hi. p. M6. ir jM., p. ug.
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penalty inflicted on incest is generally very severe in the

Archipelago. Submersion ia a common punishment

;

1 and,

among the Bataka, the parties were killed and eaten.

*

With reference to the Karens of Burma, Dr. Bunker informs

me that, though they never marry outside their own tribe, they

avoid marrying with near relations, their prohibited degrees

being nearly the same a9 those of the ancient Hebrews. Among
the Kukis, according to Lieutenant Stewart, "the most strict

rules exist forbidding too close intermarriage in families

;

cousins cannot be 50 allied." 3 The Nagas never permit

marriage within the same family;* and, among the Chukmas,
if near relatives, within certain prohibited degrees, fall in love

with each other, it is usual for both of them to pay a fine of

fifty rupees, corporal punishment being also administered 6

Among the Kandhs, “ intermarriage between persons of the

same tribe, however large or scattered, is considered in-

cestuous and punishable with death."* The Santals make it

a rule not tn intermarry into the same tribe
;
T and, among the

Sakai*, * man goes to a considerable distance for a wife,

generally to a tribe speaking quite a different dialect.4 The
Juings, Hos, Mundas, and other people* in India are
divided into dans, and a man is not allowed to marry a girl

of hi3 own clan. 0 Among the Garos, no one may take to

wife a woman of the same " mahdri," or mothcrhood. ,u

According to Lieutenant-Colonel Tod, no Rajput can marry
in his own clan, 11 “ In all pure Hindu society," Sir Alfred

I.yall states, " the law which regulates the degrees within which
marriage is interdicted, proceeds upon the theory that between

1 Wilkw, 1 Howetijkca tnsiehen bloedrerivanten,' pp 26, rf. uj. Riedel,

If- tit p- «6o. 5 Wflkcn, Verwanwchap,’ p 18.
1 Stewart, in ‘Jour. As. Soe. Bengal,' voL xxiv. p 640.
• Watt, in ‘Jour. Anthr. Int.’vol. xvi. p 359.
• Lewin, leu tit. pp. 186, it. of.
• Maephereoo, quoted by Pctcbal. ‘ Tte Land of the Veda,’ p. 345.

Cf. Hunter, 1 Rural Bengal, 1

vol. iii. p 81.
' Man, lot. tit. p 103.

• Hale, * On the Sakai*,’ in ‘Jour. Anthr. Inst.,’ vol. *v. p. 291.
• Dalton, lot. at. pp 158, 189.

“ Ibid., p. 63.
" Tod, lot. til. vol. i p. (45
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agnatic relatives tonmbtum is impossible ." 1 Hence it is un-

lawful for a 3ra!iman to wed a woman whose elan-name is the

sains as his own, a prohibition which bars marriage among
relatives in the male line indefinitely. But besides this, con-

nections on the female side are also forbidden to take place

within certain wide limits.’ In the Laws of Manu ' we read

that a damsel “who is neither a Sapindi* on the mother'3

side, nor belongs to the 9amc family on the father's side, is

recommended to twice-born ir.cn for wedlock and conjugal

union."* Yet in the older literature marriage with the

daughters of the mother's brother, and sons of the father’s

sister, is permitted .

6 This still holds good among the Reddies

of Southern India, and, as it seems, among other tribes belong-

ing to the Hindu stock
;
whereas children of fathers’ brothers

and mothers' sisters are considered equal to brothers and

sisters, and marriage with them 19 looked upon as highly

incestuous.
1

Speaking of the Andamanese, Mr. Man says that " their

customs do not permit of the union of any who are known to

be even distantly related
;
the fact of our allowing first cousins

to marry seems to them highly objectionable and immoral," ’

The Sinhalese consider a marriage between the father’s

sister’s son and the mother’s brother’s daughter the most
proper that they can contract

; but they would regard a

marriage with the father’s brother’s daughter as incestuous,

first cousins so related being considered sisters."

1 Lyall
,

1 Asiatic Snides
,

1

p. i ;6.

’ Tytor, * Early Binary c£ Mankind/ p. j8i>

* This relationship extends to six degrees where the common ancestor

Is a male. Where the common ancestor is a female, there » a difference

of opinion ; Menu and Apastamba extending the prohibition :n her case

also to six degree:, -bile Gautama, Vishnu, Narada, &t, limit It to fonr

degrees (Maync, ‘ Hindu Law and Usage/ p. 87).
* ‘ The Laws of Manu/ eh. ia. v. 5.

* Weber, ‘ Die Kattcnverhaltnlsse in dem Dnlhraana und Shim,' In
1 Indische Studies)/ voL x. pp. 75, t! uq.

0 Kearns, loc. at. pp. 33,«*y. For the marriage restriction: of the

Hindus, if. Steele, 'The Law and Custom of the Hindoo Cutes/ pp. A,
ij, i6j
r Ma», •» ‘Jour. Antbr. Inst, vot xti. pp 135, el „q.
" Bai^y, In ‘Tran*. Ethn. Soc./ N.S. voL ii. p 394.
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As regards the prohibited degrees of the Chinese Penal

Code, a very minute account is given by Mr. Mcdhurst in his

interesting paper on ‘ Marriage, Affinity, and Inheritance in

China.
1

5

Large bodies of persons in that country bear the

same surname
;
among the entire Chinese population of the

Empire, indeed, there are hardly more than 530 surnames. A
penally of sixty blows is inflicted on any one who marries a

person with the same surname. 5 The punishment attached

to the intermarriage of nearer relations on the father's side is

much more severe. Thus, marriage or incestuous intercourse

with a grand-uncle, a father's first cousin, a brother, or a

nephew, is punishable by death.3 Beside* those prohibitions

there arc others applying within a narrower range to relatives

on the female side. A man who marries his mother’s sister

or his sister’s daughter is strangled. Less severe punishment

s inflicted on a person who marries a uterine half-sister,

and still less severe—eighty blows—on any one who marries

his father’s sister’s daughter, mother's brother's daughter,

or mother’s .sister’s daughter. An after-clause abrogates

this prohibition, and permits intermarriage between child-

ren of brothers and sisters, or of sisters, but intermarriage
between those of brothers is of course inadmissible.4 The
Chinese Code also interdicts occasional intercourse with any
of those relatives with whom marriage is prohibited, the

punishment in both case.' being the same.*

Among the Kalmucks, no man can marry a relation on the

father’s side
;
and so deeply rooted is this custom among

them, that a Kalmuck proverb says, " The great folk and dogs

know no relationship,”—alluding to the fact that only a

prince may marry a relative.* The Yakuts/ Samoyedes.®

1 ‘ Train. Roy. As. Soc. China Branch,’ vol. iv. pp. 3-10, 23-15,37, /ttoj.
* MA, vol iv. pp. 31, <t r«y. » HM, ,ol. Iv. p. u
4 I6ut.: vol. iv. p. 23 Jamieson. • Transitions irem theCcneral Codeof

I.a»s of the Chir.ctc Empire,’ in ‘ The China Review,’ vol. >. pp. *2, ihoj.
Cf. Gray, rot. at. vol. i. p. If6 ; Tytor, ' Early History of Mankind,’ p 381

' Mflhurst, in ‘Trans. Roy. As. Soe. China Branch.’ vol. iv. p. 27.
* I-ubboek, ‘The Origin of Civilisation,' p. ijy Bastion, ‘Rechts-

vertalinisse/p. 171. ' Bastian, p. 17X
‘ Caurfn, lee. til. voL ii. p. 168. Georgi, Ut at. p. 2S2. Fintch,

* Retie aach Won-Siber-.en,’ p. 543.
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Chercmiscsy1 &c., also avoid marriage within the paternal clan,

and the ancient Finns did not marry kinsfolk. 9 Among the

0*tyak**and Ossetes,4 marriage with a person of one’s own
family name, however distant the relationship, is entirely

prohibited And in Circassia, according to Boll, not only are

cousins or the members of the same fraternity restricted from

intermarrying, but even their serfs must wed with the serfs of

another fraternity. 1

Among the Bogos of Eastern Africa, persons related within

the seventh degree may not intermarry, whether the relation-

ship be on the paternal or maternal side. 0 Some of the clans

of the Somals, as we are informed by Sir R. F. Burton, refuse

maidens of the same or even a consanguineous family.7 In

Western Equatorial Africa and Uganda, marriages cannot

take place within the clans, however remote the relationship

may be.0 Among the Mpongw£, 41 every care is taken to avoid

marriages of consanguinity.*
10 With the Bateke, as Dr.

Sims writes from Stanley Pool, marriages arc prohibited

between brothers and sisters of the same mother or father

;

between first cousins
;
between uncle and niece, or aunt and

nephew. The Bakongo also, according to Mr Ingham, hoid

all unions between near relatives, either on the father's or

mother's side, in utter abomination.

Mr. Cousins, to whom I am indebted for a valuable paper

on the Cis-Natalian Kafirs, writes that, among them, marriages

often take place within the tribe ar.d village. But this i*

avoided, if possible
;
like their chiefs they generally endea-

vour to many out of their own tribe. Among this people,

however, there is some kind of class (ciar. ?) division, which

1 Gcoc*i, Av. tit. p. 3 t.

* Castrfc, in ' Litterara Soirto/ PP 12, H 7<kv*, 1
Noidiika

resnr och farikningar,’ voL ii. p. 16S. dc Quatrefages, 4 Homines fofitites

cl homines murages,' ?. 604.

1
v. Haxthausen, 1 Tranicaucaiia,' p. note,

* I**'/-, p- 406. * Basilan, ' Rcchisvcihaltni.se,
'
p, 181.

' Reich, ‘ Geschichte, Natnr- ucd Gewndholtslehre cles cfceliehen

Lelwrs,' p. 335. 7 Hutton, ‘ First Footsteps,’ p. 1 j<\

* Du Chrnliu, ‘The People of Western Equatorial Africa,’ in 'Tram.
Elhn Soc.,’ X.S. voi. i. p 307. Ashe, 'Too Kings of Uganda.’ p. 085.

' Burton, 'Gorilla Land,’ val i. p, 75.
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Mr. Cousins is not fully acquainted with, and members of the

same class (clan .’) do not seem to intermarry. At any rate, near

relations, paternal and maternal, avoid marriage with each

other. No penalty is attached to such a marriage, bat custom
is so strong on the point that the general rule is seldom

broken. 1 According to Mr. Shooter 1 and Mr. Dugmorc,* a

marriage is considered incestuous if the man and woman are

of any known or remembered degree of relationship by
common descent

j and, if a man were to take a wife within

the degrees prohibited by custom, he would be denounced as

an "evildoer.” 4 According to Mr. Brownlee, intercourse in

such eases is punished, whether it be by marriage or without

marriage/' Again, with regard to the Zulus, Mr. Eyles states

that there is no intermarriage between the inhabitants of the

village, the members of which are, as a rule, related. All

intermarrying with relations is prohibited by custom, and
such a thing is neither heard of nor thought of. Even if

the relationship is only traditional, the custom liolds good.

A somewhat different acconnt of the Bantu race is given

by Mr. ?-IcCall Thcsl. " A native of the coast region,- he

says, “ will nut marry a girl whose relationship by blood to

himself can be traced, r.o matter how distantly connected

they may be. So scrupulous is he in this respect that he will

not marry even a girl who belongs to another tribe, if she

has the same family name a3 himself, though the relationship

cannot be traced. He regards himself as the protector of

those females whom he would term his cousins and second

cousins, but for whom he has only the same name as for the

daughters of his own parents, the endearing name of sister.

In his opinion, union with one of them would be incestuous,

something horrible, something unutterably disgraceful. The
native of the mountains, almost as a rule, marries the daughter
of his father's brother” 9

Mr. Condcr states that, among the Bechuanas, marrying out

' Cf. Fritsch, toe. tit. pp. 114, el ley.
;
Basilaa, 1 E’lmolojische For-

sdnmgcn,' voi. I. p. xxvil ; Holden, ' The Past and Future of the Kaffir

Races,' p. »3.

1 Shooter, foe. tit. pp. as, e! try.

> Marietta, toe. rit. n. 163. ' Shooter, p. 43.
• Maclean, p. 115. « Theal, toe. etr. pp id, rt ley.

X 3
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of iheir own tribe seems to bo the common practice whereas,

according to Mr. Casalis, the Basutos frequently marry

cousins. Yet, among them also, there arc some tribes who
consider such marriages incestuous* The Hottentots arc

said by Kolben to punish alliances between first and second

cousins with death. 1
1 n Madagascar, though marriage between

brothers' children is looked upon as the most proper kind of

connection, and brothers' arid sisters' children can marry

on the performance of a slight but prascril«d ceremony,

supposed to remove any impediment or disqualification arising

out of consanguinity, the descendants of sisters are not allowed

«n intermarry down to the fifth or seventh generation, and a

marriage of sisters’ children, when the sisters have the same

mother, is regarded with horror.*

Among the Romans, alliances between persons under the

some MIridpettitas— togvati related within the sixth degree

—were ntfarta et inetstua nttptite

;

but these prohibitions

were gradually relaxed. From the time of the Second Punic

War, according to Livy, even first cousins were allowed to

intermarry
;
and in 49 a.D. the Emperor Claudius, wishing

to marry his niece Agrippina, obtained from the Senate a

decree that marriage with a brother’s daughter should be legal,

though marriage with a sister's daughter remained illegal.*

In the fourth century, however, Constantly* again forbade

such unions, on pain of death.* Afterwards, under the

influence of the ascetic ideas prevalent in the Church, the

prohibited degrees were gradually extended. Theodosius the

Great forbade under the severest penalties the union of first

cousins, paternal and maternal
;
and at the cnc of the sixth

century the prohibition was extended even to the seventh

degree This prohibition continued in force until in the

* Cooder, in ' Joar Anthr. Inst,' vol. jvl. |> 85. * Casali*, Arc. a'l. p. 191.
' Kolben, ‘Tire Present State cf tire Cape of Good Hepe.’ voL i.

PP *SS. r/r<v-

* Slbree, foe. «»/. pp 185, 348, // iff Ellis, ‘ History cf Madagascar, 1

vol. i. pp. i6(, 4: iff.

* Marquaidt and Moinmicn, ' Handbuch der iflmlstlien Altexthumer,

vol. vii. pp rp, a’ iff.

* Smith and Chcethom, ‘ Dictionniy of Christian Antiquities, ' voL ii.

p. 1737.
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Western Church it was once more reduced to the fourth degree

by the Lateran Council under Innocent III. in the year 1215 ;

that is, marriage wax permitted beyoml the degree of third

cousins.
1 Such is the nominal law at the present time

wherever the canon law prevails.
1

Besides the prohibitions relating to actual kinship, there are,

among several peoples, others applying to marriage between

relatives by alliance. Among the Andamanese, a man or

woman may not marry into the family of a brother-in-law or

sister-in-law .
1 The Eastern Greenlanders and the Eskimo

of the north-cast coast of America forbid or disapprove of

marriage with two sisters
;

4 and, according to Dr. DanicII,

the same rule prevails among the natives of Accra at the

Gold Coast, who even prohibit a xuan from marrying two

cousins of the same parentage.

6 Again, several tribes in

Western Victoria do not permit marriage with a deceased

wife's daughter by a former husband .
4 But prohibitions of

this sort do not seem to be very common among savage and

barbarous races In many of the Indian tribes of North

America, all the daughters of a family arc, as a rule, married

to the same man. A brother very frequently marries his

deceased brother's widow
;
and, in Africa, a son often weds

all his father's widows except hit; own mother.

Among civilized peoples, on the other hand, relations by

affinity arc frequently regarded in the same light as relations

by blood. In Yucatan, a man was not allowed to marry his

sister-in-law.
7 According to the Chinese Code, marriage with a

deceased brothers widow is punished with strangulation, whilst

marriage with a deceased wife's sister is exceedingly common,

and has always been regarded as particularly honourable."

In Japan, intercourse with a father's or a grandfather's

concubine, or a sons or grandson's wife, involves the same

1 Smith and Chccthara, be. at. voL ii. pp. 17*7 .

1 Math, Av. dt. p. 122. 5 Mini, in * Jour. Anti*, last.,' voi. xii. p. 127.

1 Lyon, /<*- cit. p. 353. Holm, * Ethnoiogiftk Skiu* af Angmagsali

kern*/ in
* Mecdelels-r om Groniand,' vol. \. p. $6.

* DflttfeU, in * Jour. Etliit Soc London,' *\>L iv. p. 14.

0 Dawson, /<5 t*. at. p.27. ; dc Herrera, Av. at. vol Iv. p. 171.

1 Medhnrst, in'Tran* Hoy. As. Sor. China Branch,’ voi. iv. pp. 24.

ef j<y. note.
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punishment as intercourse with a paternal aunt or a sister. 1

The 1 Institutes of Vishnu ' declare that “ sexual connection

with one's mother, or daughter, or daughter-in-law, arc crimes

in the highest degree," there being no other way to atone for

these crimes than to proceed into the flames.1 According to

the laws of Moses 1 and Mohammed* and the Roman Law 1

marriage was prohibited with mother-in-law, step-mother,

daughter-in-law, and step-daughter—according to Mohammed,
however, so far as the step-daughter was concerned, only if

9hc were under the guardianship or her mother’s husband-

Moses also forbade marriage with the sister of a wife who
was still living,1 and with a brother’s wife, if she were

widowed and had children by the brother
;
and Mohammed

prohibited marriage with two sisters at the same time.

From very early times thinkers have tried to account for

the prohibition of marriage between near kin. Some, says

Mr. Huth, ascribe them to a fear lest relationship may
become too involved ; others to a fear lest affection may become
concentrated within too narrow a circle ; because marriage

would take place too early; because people would be induced

to marry each other in order that property might be kept in

the family ; because such marriages are prohibited by " God’s

law "
;
because they outrage 11

nainral modesty"
;
and, only in

modern times, because they arc supposed to prove injurious

to the offspring. 1

Comparative ethnography has changed the aspect of the

question. The horror of incest has been found to prevail

among peoples who neither know anything of "God'9 law," nor

possess property to keep in the family. New hypotheses have

: Longfcid, 1 Summary of the Japanese Penal Codes,’ In ‘Trans As
Soc. Japan, 1 voL v. pt. I>. p $?.

1 ‘ The Institutes of Vishnu,’ ch. xxxiv. w. 1 ,
cl iff.

‘ ’ Leviticus,’ cK xviii. w. 8, I Si >7 ; *c.
• ’ The Korin; sura iv. vv. 3(5

,
.1

! Justinian, /«. at. book i. title*. §§ 6, it ttq.
6 See Ewald, p 197, cote 6. C/. Smith and Cheetham, lu. at

vol. ii. pp 1735, rtstg.

1 Hath, lot. at p 14.
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therefore been suggested more worthy of consideration, as

being founded on a much firmer basis of facts.

The late Mr. McLennan was the first to call attention to the

general prevalence of the rule which forbids the members of a

tribe (or clan) to intermarry with members of their own tribe

(or clan). This rule he called “ exogamy,” in contradistinction

to “endogamy," or the rule which forbids the members of a

tribe to intermarry with members of other tribes. In his cele-

brated essay on ' Primitive Marriage ' he made an attempt to

show that exogamy had arisen from female infanticide,

"common among savages everywhere." He assumes that

to tribes surrounded by enemies, and unaided by art,

contending with the difficulties of subsistence, sons were a

source of strength, both for defence and in the quest for food,

whilst daughters were a source of weakness. Hence the

cruel custom which left the primitive human hordes with

very few young women, thus seriously disturbing the balance

of the sexes within the hordes, and forcing them to prey upon
one another for wives. Usage, induced by necessity, would
then in time establish a prejudice among the tribes observing

it—a prejudice strong as a principle of religion, as every pre-

judice relating to marriage is apt to be—against marrying
women of their own tribe

.

1

Mr. Hcrbcit Spencer has subjected this hypothesis to a

searching criticism
,

1 and from an article in the ' Fortnightly

Review ’
it appears as if Mr. McLennan himself had in the end

some doubts as to its correctness.
3 To Mr. Spencer’s objections

others might be added.

A minute investigation of the extent to which female

infanticide is practised has convinced me that Mr. McLennan
has much exaggerated the importance Of this custom. It cer-

tainly prevails in many parts of the world
;
and it is true that,

as a rule, female children are killed rather than male. But
there is nothing to indicate that infanticide has ever been so

nearly universal, or has anywhere been practised on so large

1 McLennan, 'Studies in Ancient History,' pp. 75, ,r tt,/.

“ Spencer, ' The Principles of Sociology,' voL i. pp. 6:4-619
1 McLennan, ' Exogamy ur.d Endogjmy/in ‘ The Fortnightly Review,’

vol. »'t pp #&|, Mf.
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a scale as Mr. McLcnnan's hypothesis presupposes. Among
a great many existing savage peoples it is almost unheard

of—as, for instance, among the Tuski, 1 Ahts,a Western

Eskimo,* Botoaidas,* and in certain tribe; of California.6

Among Some of these peoples new-born children arc killed now
and then—in case of the birth of twins, if the children are

weak and deformed, or for some other reason—but always, it

is said, without distinction of sex. Among the Dacotahs and

Ciccs, female infanticide is only occasionally committed.*

The Blackfeet, according to Richardson, believe that women
who have been guilty of this crime will never reach the

happy mountain after death, bu: are compelled to hover round

the seats of their crimes, with branches of tree; tied to their

legs; 7 and the Aleuts think that a child-murder brings mis-

fortune on the whole village, 8 Among the Abipones, the

women often practised infanticide, but it was the boy who was
generally thus sacrificed, for wlien a sun grow up it was
necessary to buy a wife for him, while a grown-up daughter

would always command her price.1*

In Africa I do not know of a single district where the

people are In the habit of destroying new-born children.

Herr Vaklau tolls us of a B.ikundu woman who, accused of

such a deed, was condemned to death. 1*

Until the introduction of Christianity, the 5outh Sea
Islanders practised infanticide probably to a greater extent

than any other people with whose history we are acquainted.

But as the motive was often want of food for the infant, or

interference with the personal charms of the wife, or the

disagrccablcness of baby life, boys as well as girls were killed.

Moreover, in Samoa, in the Mitchell’s and Hcrvcy Groups, and

in part nf New Guinea, infanticide was quite unheard of; u

' Hooper, lot. tit. p. 201. 1 Sproat, lot. (it. p. 94.
• Sceinano, * Voyage of Herahi; rol :i. p. 66-
' Keene, in ‘Jour. Acihr. Inst.,' voi. xiii. p 206.

• Poocu, lot. tit, pp 192, 271, 382. Cf. Wait*, lac. fit. vot iii. p. 106.

• Schoolcraft, let. at. voi. iii. p. 243. Mackenzie, ‘Voyages, 1 p xevih.
' Franklin. ‘Journey,’ p, 77, Dili, lot. tit, p. J99.

Reich, toe. at. pp. 457, ,

/

10 * Ymcr,’ vot v. p 1Z0.
“ Turner, • Samoa.' p. 79 Williams, ' Missionary Enterprises,’ p 558.

Jknk, in ' Bull Six. d'Anllu./ ser. iii. rol. xi p 392.
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whilst, in most of the islands belonging to the Solomon Group,

it occurs only in extreme eases, such as that of the child being

a bastard.’ In the Caroline Islands, according to Chamisso,
* the prince would have the unnatural mother punished with

death."’ And even in Australia, where, according to Mr.

Curr’s belief, tbe women reared as a ode. only two boys aiul one

girl, the rest being destroyed,* there seem to be tribes in

which the killing of children rarely happens.*

There are other reasons, besides those j’ust given, for doubt-

ing whether infanticide can ever have been so common as Mr.

McLennan suggests It may be assumed, as Mr. Darwin re-

marks, that during the earliest period of human development
man did not partially lose one of the strongest of instincts,

common to all the lower animals, namely the love of their

young, and consequently did not practise infanticide.

1

Later

on, the women, far from being useless to the savage tribe, ren-

dered valuable services as food-providers. Mr. Fiaon, who has

lived among uncivilized races for many years, thinks it will be

found that female infanticide is far less common among the
lower savages than it Is among the more advanced tribes."

And, speaking of one of the very rudest, the Yahgans of

Tierra del Fuego, Mr. Bridges states that it occurred only

occasionally among them, and then was almost always the

deed of the mother, who acted from “ jealousy, or hatred of

her husband, or because of desertion and wretched ness"'

Moreover, it is very generally asserted that certain Califor-

nians never committed infanticide before the arrival of the

whites

;

8 whilst Ellis thinks that there is every reason to

suppose that this custom was practised less extensively by

1 Elton. • Natives of die Solomon Islands,’ in ‘Jour. Anthr. Inst.,'

rob xvll. p. 9J.
' Kotrebue, foe. fit. rot ill. p. 21 1. * Curt, for. til. vol. I. p. 70
* Lmnhoiti, for. tU, p 273 (natives 04 Herbert River, Northern

Queensland).

* Darwin, * The Descent of Man,' vol. II. p? ito. H iff.
1 Fison and Ilowitt for. tit. pp. IK-137. CJ. Fairer, ‘Primitive Man-

ners and Customs.’ p. 244
r Mr. Bridges, in a letter. Cj. itirnt, in ' A Voice for South America,’

voL xiii. p. 181
;
H>aiics, in 1

Bull. Soc. d’Amhr., ser. tit vol. x. p. 331.
* Powers, foe. at. p. 207. Cf. iiitL, p. 183.
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the Polynesians during the early periods of their history than

it was afterwards 1

But even if Mr. McLennan were right in his assumption

that savages everywhere used to ldil female infants, this

would not explain the origin of exogamy. “ In time.” he says,

" it came to be considered improper, because it was unusual,

for a man to marry a woman of his own group ." 5 But why
should such a marriage ever have become unusual l Why
should the men have refrained from marrying those women

of their own tribe who were not killed ? Why should they have

made these beings whom they considered so useless, even

more useless than they naturally were, by preventing them from

becoming mothers of sons who would have increased the

strength of the tribe ? That the men may have endeavoured

to make up the deficiency of women by capturing wives from

foreign tribes is conceivable enough ; but it is hard to see why
intercourse with women of their own tribe should on this ac-

count have been prohibited, sometimes even on pain of death.

That the horror of incest is innate in tire human race seems

as improbable to Mr. Herbert Spencer as to Mr. McLennan.

According to Mr. Spencer, this feeling is a result of evolution

gradually acquired. Primitive group, of men, he says, are

habitually hostile. In all times and places victory is followed

by pillage
;
whatever portable things of worth the conquerors

find they take. And of course they take women as they cake

other booty, because women arc pii?ed as wives, as concubines,

or as drudges. A captured woman, besides her intrinsic

value, has an extrinsic value :
“ like a native wife she serves as

a slave, but unlike a native wife, she serves also as a trophy."

Hence members of the tribe thus married to foreign women

are held to be more honourably married than those married to

native women. If the tribe, becoming successful in war, robs

adjacent tribes of their women more frequently, there will

then grow up the idea that the now considerable class having

foreign wives from the honourable class, and non-possession

of a foreign wife will come to be regarded as a proof of

cowardice. “ An increasing ambition to get foreign wives will

1
Ellis, ‘ Polrr.Kiin Resorcbes,' vol. i. p. 219.

* McLennan, * Studies in Ancient History, 1

p. 16a
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therefore arise
;
and as the number of those who arc without

them decrease*, the brand of disgraa: attaching to them will

grow more decided
;

until in the most warlike tribes, it

Incomes an imperative requirement that a wife shall be ob-

tained from another tribe—if not in open war, then by private

abduction." 1

This interpretation is open to an objection similar to that

which may be brought against Mr. McLennan 's hypothesis.

Even if il liecame customary for a tribe to rob foreign tribes

uf their women, we have 110 reason to believe that it therefore

became customary not to many native women. Plurality of

wives is for savage man a source of wealth and reputation
;

even the wretched Fuegian endeavours to procure os many as

possible in order to obtain rowers for his canoe. Hcnee it could

scarcely be considered disgraceful to have some native wives

besides those of foreign birth. If Mr. Spencer’s explanation

is the correct one, what a deplorable lot it must have been for

a woman to belong to a tribe always successful in war ! She had

of course to live unmarried till she was fortunate enough to fall

into the hands of some hostile suitor. But this would seldom
happen, if the adjacent weaker tribes were habitually worsted

in war. In such tribes, according to Mr. Spencer, “marrying
within the tribe will not only be habitual, but there will arise a

prejudice, and eventually a law, against taking wives from
other tribes."1

Least of alican Mr. Spencer's hypothesis explain the origin

of prohibitions of marriage hetween the nearest kin. It pre-

supposes that the tribe has been frequently successful in war

during so long a period that usage has had time to growinto law.

But since such prohibitions are practically common to all man-
kind, they cannot haveorigmated in the way suggested, because

when there is a vanquisher there must also he a vanquished.

Moreover, it is impossible losuppose that shat powerful feeling

which restrains parents from marrying their children, brothers

from marrying their sisters, can have been due to man's vain

desire to have a trophy in his wife.1

1 Spencer.
1 The Principles uf Sociology,' vol i. p. 619-611.

* /<*>*, ?|x 617, ttieq-
* Mr. Huth, in the first edition of his wort;, *Tbc Marriage of Near

Km.‘ suggests (u. 157) that nwuriage between pnieuis and children is
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Sir John Lubbock explain? the origin of exogamy in a

quite different way. Believing that in man's primitive state

all the men of a tribe were married to all the women, and that

no one could appropriate one of them to himself without

infringing on the general rights of the tribe, he suggests that

women taken in war from a foreign tribe were in a different

[sositson. The tribe, as a tribe, had no right to these women,
and they would become wives in our sense of the term. 1

It is unnecessary to say much about this hypothesis, as it

stands or falls with Sir J. Lubbock’s theory of “ communal
marriage." Why should women taken in war have beer, the

men’s personal property, if the women of the tribe were not so ?

As Mr. McLennan justly remarks, war-captives arc usually

obtained by group-acts, or quasi group-acts
;
hence capture

would be recognized as a regular mode of adding women to

thegroup, subject to the customary rights of its male members
;

and every man in the group would claim the communal
right to women taken by other*.*

Again, Professor Kohler has expressed his belief in the

explanation that exogamy was an early method of political

self-preservation.'1 That intermarriage is valuable from a

political point of view, and has otten taken place in order to

considered Incestuous because marriage between old men and young

women in general la considered as. In the second edition, Mr. Huth

swim to have given up this molt unfortunate hypothesis, as he rays

(p. 18) that *thc prohibition of marriage with those who were regarded

as near of kin was derived from the tame nines which made exogamy
imperative,* that is, the causes suggested by Mr. Spencer.

1 Lubbock, 'The Origin of Civilisation,1
pp. 135, ft r,y Professor

Wilkin (in ' De Indisebe GUIs,' i8Sc\ vol. ii. p. 612) accept* this explana-

tion uf the origin of exogamy, and cor.riders it certain (Jiid-, pp. 6 r 9
,

619, 6J3> that prohibiiion* of close intcr.nairiage have everywhere

originated in true exogamy.
' McLennan, • Studies,' &c., p. 345. Among the Australian Gonmclitch-

m&ra, according to Uk Rev. J. H. Stable, the man who captured a

woman in war never kept her luraeelf, but was compelled to give her to

some one else (FIson and Howltt, /«•. at. p. j?6).
1 Kohler, in ‘Tcitichr. f. vgl. Rechtwita.,' vot iii. pp. j6t, ri it?. Pro-

fessor Kohler also thinks (‘ Krit. Viorieljahrechr. f. Gesctg.,’ N. S. vol.

Iv. p. tSi> that one of the chief cause* cf exogamy was the unpleasantly

dependent position in which, in encnjjnmoui marriage, the hiwlxind stood

to the family of his wife.
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increase intertribal or international friendship, is beyond
doubt/ But it is another question whether the strictly

prohibitive exogamous rules, the infringement of which i*

considered a most heinous crime, can be accounted for in this

way. It is worth noticing that not only marriage, but also

less regular connections between members of the $amc
exogamous group arc held in horror. The Australians,

for instance, consider cohabitation between individuals be-

longing to clans that cannot intermarry not less criminal than

marriage, often punishing such unions with death.' Among
the Melanesians, says Dr. Codriugton, "intercourse within

the limit which restrains from marriage, where two members
of the same division arc concerned, is a crime, is incest." 1

Holm makes a similar observation on the prohibited degrees
among the Eastern Greenlanders.* Speaking of the Samoans,
Mr. Prichard remarks. “Of all their customs, the most
strictly observed, perhaps, was that which forbade the

remotest reference to anything, even by way of a joke, that

conveyed the slightest indelicacy in thought or word or

gesture, ivhen brothers and sisters were together. In presence

of his sister, the wildest rake was always modest and moral.
In presence of her brother, the most accommodating coqmtU
was always chaste and reserved. This custom remains intact

to the present day." s Dr. Tylor remarks that anthropologists

l»ve long had before them the problem of determining how
far clan-exogamy may have been the origin of the prohibited
degrees in matrimony* But we have seen that it is practi-

cally impossible to trace any distinct limit between these two
sets of rules ; hence they seem to be fundamentally identical

—a conclusion in which most anthropologists agree. And
the' prohibitions of close intermarriage certainly cannot be

explained as a “method of political self-preservation,

"

1 Tylor, In
1 Jaui. Anlhr. Inst.,- voL xviii. p. 267.

* Cun, lot. <U. vd L p. ico. Matkew, m ‘Jour. Roy. Soz N.S. Wales,'
val. rail. p. +23. Dawson, lot. at. p. Fiazcr, he. cl/. pp. 58, if icy.

There seem 10 he two or three exceptions to this rule among toe Aus-
tralian tribes, but Mr. Curt (roL i. (>. 417) ascribes such cases to the
influence cl the whiles. * Codnngton, Av. fit. p. 23.

' Holm, lev. tie. p. gS. * Priduud, he. dl. p. taj.
• Tylor, in 'Jour. Anthr. Inst,' vol. xviii, p. 265.
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Oth«r writers—and among them Mr. Morgan—have sug-

gested ih.it prohibitions of the marriage of near kin have

arisen from observation of the injurious results of such

unions. 1 But most investigators who have considered the

subject believe that this knowledge could be gained only by

lengthened observation, and, to quote Dr Peschd, is " un-

attainable by unsettled and childishly heedless race*,"

among whom, nevertheless* a horror of incest is developed

most Atrungly. 1 Sir Henry Maine, on the other hand, thinks

that the rnen who discovered the use of fire and selected the

wild forms of certain animals for domestication and of vege~

tables for cultivation, might also have been able to find out

that children of unsound constitution were horn of neatly

related parents. 1 In the next chapter, I shall have occasion

to mention some instances which possibly may point in this

direction, but in no doe) such knowledge appear to be

generally diffused among backward races. Mr. Curr has been

unable to discover on what ground consanguineous marriages

are held to be objectionable by the Australians, their replies

to questions on this head invariably being, “Our tribe always

did as we do in this matter.
1
* Yet they arc well aware, lie

says, that the aim of the exegarnou* restrictions is to prevent

the union of nearly related individuals. 1 Dr. Sims writes

that no other reason for the avoidance of marriage between

near relations has been stated to him by the indigenous

Bateke than that of “ shame/* Mr. Bridges informs me that

the Yahgans point simply to the fact ef relationship as the

reason
;
and, when Azara asked the Charmas why a brother

and sister never intermarried, they replied that they did

not know why. 6
It is conceivable that the experience of the

injurious results of such marriages, once acquired, might after-

wards have fallen into oblivion, although the prohibition con-

tinued to exist. Bur Azara expressly states that theCharruas
1 Morgan, ‘Ancient Society,' p 4*4-
1 Lubbock, ‘The Customs ef Marriage and Systems of Relationship

among the Australians/ in %
Jour. Anthr. Inst / voL xiv. p. 3<xx Darwin,

4 Animals and Plants under Domestication/ voL ii. p. 1:4. Pesebd,
tOC. cit. p. 32<-

’ Maine, ‘ Early La* and CdSCOt*,’ p. 2l8
‘ Curr, /at. fit. rol. i. p. 1 1:. * Aiflia. /ur. lit. «ol. ii. p. si.
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have no law forbidding incestuous alliances, yet he has never

seen nor heard of any among them.

Whatever observation* may have been made, the pro-

hibition of incest is in no case founded on experience. Had
the savage man discerned that children born of marriage

between closely related persons are not so sound and vigorous

as others, he would scarcely have allowed this knowledge to

check Iris passions. Considering how seldom a civilised man
who has any disease, or tendency to disease, which is likely to

be transmitted to his descendants, hesitates to marry an
equally unhealthy woman, it would surely be unreasonable to

suppose that savages have greater forethought and self-com-

mand. 1 But even if we admit that man originally avoided

marriage with near kin from sagacious calculation, and that

he did this during so long a period that usage grew into law,

we do not advance a step further. All the wnters whose
hypotheses have been considered ir. this chapter, assume tliat

men avoid incestuous marriages only because they are taught

to do so. “ It is probable," says Mr. Huth, " that, if brothers

and sisters were allowed to marry, they would doso while yet

loo young.”* But though law and custom may prevent
(xssslon from passing into action, they cannot wholly destroy
its inward power. Law may forbid a son to marry his

mother, a brother his sister, but it could not prevent him from
desiring such a union if the desire were natural. Where does
that appetite exist ? The home is kept pure from incestuous
defilement neither by laws, nor by customs, nor by education,
but by an insfintt which under normal circumstances makes
sexual love between tire nearest kin a psychical impossibility.

An unwritten iaw, *ays I'lato, defends "as sufficiently aa

possible,” parents from incestuous intercourse with their

children, brothers from intercourse with their sisters

:

tivfi' .-xidufua. Tavr^v Tij< ovtowr/as to nap ‘nay f.V^erai
rove noXKhtfi "—"nor docs even the desire for this inter-

course come at all upon the masses.
1 '

1

1 Cj. Ling, 1 Custom and Myth,' p. 255.

Huth. la. at. p. j|2.

• Mato, 1 N boa. viii. cb. vL p. S38.



CHAPTER XV

PROHIHTTION OF MARMAGH VIKTWSEN KINDRED

Concluded )

It has been asserted that, if there be really an innate hortor

of incest, it ought to show itself intuitively when persons arc

ignorant of any relationship. But ancient writers state that,

in Rome, incestuous unions often resulted from the exposure of

infants who were reared by slave-dealcn?. Not long ago Selim

Pasha unwittingly married his sister, who, like himself, had

been a Circassian slave. The story told in the • Heptamejon’

of a double incest was probably true, and became widely

spread
;
and so on. Man ha3 thus no horror of marriage

with even the nearest kindred if he is unaware of their

consanguinity
;
consequently, Mr Huth concludes, there is no

innate feeling against incest.1

Of course l agree with Mr. Huth in thinking that there is

no innate aversion to marriage with mat relations. What I

maintain is, that there is an innate aversion to sexual inter-

course between persons living very closely together from

early youth, and that, as such persons are in most eases

related, this feeling displays itself chiefly six a horror of inter-

course between near kin.

The existence of an innate aversion of this kind has been

taken by various writers as a psychological fact proved by
common experience; 3 and it seems impossible otherwise to

1 Huth, fee. cit. pp. 10-14.

1 Mom Wagner, in ‘Kosmos.* 1826
,
roL L pp 21, &c v. Jlelinald

/<c. at. pp. i79 i
r/ tty. Wake, M The Developnient of Marriage and
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explain She feeling which makes the relationships between
parents and children, and brothers and sisters, so free from all

sexual excitement But the chief evidence is afforded by an
abundance of ethnographical facts which prove that it is not,

in the first place, by the degrees of consanguinity, but by the

close living together that prohibitory laws against inter-

marriage arc determined

Egede asserts that, among the Greenlanders, it would be

reckoned uncouth and blamable, if a lad and a girl who
had served and been educated in one family, desired to be

married to one another
;

1 and, according to Dr. Nansen, it is

preferred that the contracting parties should belong to dif-

ferent settlements* Colonel Maepherson states that, among
the Kandhs, marriage cannot take place even with 3trangcrs

who have been long adopted into, or domesticated with, a

tribe.® And Mr. Cousins writes tc me that the CisNatalian
Kafir.' dislike marriage between persons who live very closely

together, whether related or not. In die Northern New
Hebrides, a girl betrothed in childhood is sometimes taken

to her future father-in-law's house and brought up there.

Dr. Codrington says that " the boy often thinks she is his

sister, and is much ashamed when he comes to know the

relation in which he stands."*

Many peoples have a rule of exogamy that docs not de-

pend on kinship at all. Piedrahita relates of the Panchcs
of Bogota that the men and women of one town did not inter-

marry, as they held themselves to be brothers and sisters,

and the impediment of kinship was sacred to them ; but such

was their ignorance that, if a sister were born in a different

town from her brother, he was not prevented from marrying
her 6 The Yam ifos, on the river Amazons, will not suffer an

Kinship,' p. 55. Dalton, In-. lit. p. 248, note. Speaking of ihe Annrai.au
tribes. Mr. Mathew sa)t (‘Jour. Roy. Soc. NS. Wales,* voL xxiii. p. 403),
' There may nteo be an auxiliary cause to exogamy among barbarians in
what may be called an instinctive hanker.ng after foreign women.'

1 Egede. lei. lit. p. t*i. Cf. Dam, lot. at. .ol i. p. 147.
! Nausea, Ik. tit. vol ii. p. 330.
1 Maepherson, ' Memorials of Service in India,’ p, 69
4 Codrington, im. lit. p. 240.
6 Tvlor, in ‘(our, Anthr. Inst,' vol, xriii p. 26B.
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intermarriage between members of the same community, “as
being friends in blood, chough no real affinity between them
can be proved." 1 The Uaupcs, according to Mr. Wallace, “do
not often marry with relations, or even neighbours, prefer-

ring those from a distance, or even from other tribes.’ 1 The
Australian tribe, as Mr. Hewitt points out, is organised in

two ways. On the one hand, it is divided socially into

phratries and clans; and, on the other hand, it is divided

geographically into hordes. The two organizations arc co-

existent, but the divisions of the one do not correspond with

those of the other. For while all the people who belong to any

given local group are found in erne locality alone, those who
belong to any given social group are to be found distributed

among many, if not among all, of the Icca! groups. Now,
in many trines, local proximity by birth is quite an in-

superable obstacle to inaxrbge, a man being absolutely for-

bidden to marry, or have sexual intercourse with, a woman of

the same horde or sub-horde. " However eligible she may be

in other icspccta," says Mr. Howit t,

1

' the fact that both parties

belong to the same locality is held by certain tribes, the

Kurnat, for example, to make them ' too near each other.’"

It is chiefly in tribes where the clan-system has been weak-

ened, or has become almost extinct, that the local oigani-

zation has assumed such overwhelming preponderance, but

even in some of the tribes which have a vigorous clan-

system, local restraints upon marriage arc strictly enforced.*

In Sumatra, according to Mr. Forbes, the country was

originally divided into native districts called “ margas," each

marga, as a niic, having its several villages. Each of these

village communities is a collection of families, either related

or not to each other by the tics of blood
;

4 and we know that,

at least among certain tribes, marriage between members of

the same village or vil.agc cluster, and in some districts

1
v. Manila, in ‘ J osr. Roy. Geo. Sot,

1

vol ii. p. 158. Idan,
•BeiQige

mu Ethnographic,’ 4c., vd. i. p. 117.
1 Wallace, * Travels on the Amazon,’ p. 497. v. Martina, vo!. i. p. 59*.
* Howltt, in • Smith. Rep.,

1
14S5. pp. Sco, Sto, S19, it a/. Cf. Mathew,

in J cur. Soy. Soc. N.S. Wales,* vol. uili, p. 399.
* Forbes, ' The Eastern Archipelago,* pp. 141, ft iff.
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even between those of the same mar^a, is prohibited.' The
Kotars of the Neilghenics,: Gaicla," Fijians* Zulus, 6

Wakamba,® arid Kamchadales' avoid, as a rule, marriage with

members of the same village. So also do the Nogai, who
consider it most honest for a man to marry a woman whom he

has never seen before.8 In various of the smaller islands

belonging to the Indian Archipelago, according to Kiodcl,

women prefer marriage with strangers* The Assamese have

a national festival named the “ Baisakh Bihu," which is as gay

as a carnival, the women, and especially the maidens, enjoying

unusual liberty as long as it lasts. “ For many days before the

actual festival,” says Colonel Dalton, “ the young people in

the villages may be seen moving about in groups gaily dressed

or forming circles, in the midst of which the prettiest girls

cancc with their long hair loose on their shoulders.” But on

these occasions the girls '“do not like to dance before the

men of their own village”" Professor Kovalevsky observes

that, in some paru of Russia, the bride is always taken from

another village than the bridegroom’s
; and, even in provinces

in which no similar customs is known to exist ,

"

the bridegroom

is constantly spoken of as a foreigner (‘choujoy,* ‘choujaninin ’),

and his friends and attendants are represented as coming

with him from a distant country, in order to take away the

future spouse.' " Sir Richard Burton says," As a general rale

Somali women perfer nnmirelUs with strangers, following the

well-known Arab proverb. ’The new comer fiikth the eye."' 18

We have seen how variously denned the prohibited degrees

I Forbes, 'Tlie Eastern Archipelago,' p 196. Foib«, in

1

Jour. Antin',

tint.,’ vol. *1(1. p. 347. Wilken, 1 Vemantschap' p. $8-

* Men, ‘ The Tubes Inltabltlng tbc Ncdgberry Hills,' p. 131.

' Riedel. ‘ Gnltki and Tobclotwen,' in 'Zeitsehr. f. EthnoL,1
voL xvil,

p 77. * BaKian, 1 Inseigruppen in Oceanian,’ p 61.

* Mr. Eylcs, is » letter.

' HiMcbiandt, * Ethnosiaphische Noeiten ubet WaUmba und ihre

N sell barer.,
1

in ‘Zeitsehr. f. EthnoL,’ voi 1. p <01
* Krasheninnikoff, toe, tit. p. 212.

* Bauian, 1 Rechtsverhaltn.^sc, 1

p. 172.

* RiedeL be. at. pp. 302, 335, 351. 10 Dalton, fa ext. p. 81.
II Kovalevsky, ‘Marriage among the Early Slavs,’ in ‘Folk-Lore,

vol L |x 475. w Burton, ‘First Footsteps.’ p. 119.
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arc in the laws of nations. Facts show that the extent to

which relatives are not allowed to intermarry is nearly con-

nected with their close living together. Generally speaking,

the prohibited degrees arc extended much farther among
*avage sind barbarous peoples than in civilized societies. As
a rule, the former, if they have not remained in the meat

primitive social condition of man, lire, not in .separate families,

but in large households or communities, all the members of

which dwell in very close contact with each other.

The communism in the family life of the exogamous

Indians of North America has been exhaustively illustrated

by Mr. Morgan in his work on ‘ Houses and House-Life of

the American Aborigines/ fc Thc household of the Mancans,”

he says.
u
consisting of from twenty to forty persons, the

households of the Columbian tribes of about the same number,

the Soshonee household of seven families, the households of

the Sauks, of the Iroquois, and of the Creeks, each composed

of several families, arc fair types of the households of the

Northern Indiansat the epoch of their discovery. T he fact

is also established that these tribes constructed, as a rule,

large joint tenement houses, each of which was occupied by

a large household composed of several families, among whom
provisions were in common, and who practised communism
in living in the household." 1 Among the Iroquois, each

household was made up on the principle of kinship through

females, so that the married women, usually sisters, own or

collateral, being of the same gens or clan, together with their

children made a family circle, within which, as we have seen,

intermarriage was entirely prohibited 1 The Scnel in Cali-

fornia live sometimes from twenty to thirty together in the

same immense dome-shaped or oblong lodge of willow-poles,

including all who are blood relation* 8 According to Egede,

the Greenlanders, who prohibit marriage between cousins,

continue after marriage to live in their parents’ house

together with other kindred
;

and what they get they all

enjoy m common 4 The Chippewas, who consider cousins

1 Morgan, ‘ Houses and Home-Life of the American Aborigine* 1

p. 73.
1 p 64. 1 Powers, /<*. fi/. p. 16$.
4 Egede. loc. at. p. 147. C/, Nansen, Ay. M vol. il. pp. 291, v??.
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german in the same light as brothers and sisters, but do not

recognize relationship beyond this degree, are divided into

small bands consisting of but few families each. 1 Among
the exogamous Uaup£s, the houses are the abode of numer-

ous families, and sometimes of a whole horde 1 Among
the Yahgans, who regard marriage between first and second

cousips as incestuous, “occasionally as many as five families

are to bo found living in a wigwam, but generally two

families.'' 1

The Australian aborigines live mostly in small hordes,

often consisting of from thirty to fifty men, women, and

children. Such a horde, according :o Mr. Brough Smyth,
"is in fact but an enlargement of a family circle, ar.d none

within it can intermarry.’’* Among the Efatese, in whose
elan-system the prohibition of incest is a fundamental law,

each clan is regarded as one family. ‘A child of a'“ says

Mr. Macdonald, "calls her own mother mother, and all her

mother’s tribe (clan) sisters mother
;
and rails by the name

of father not only her own father but all his tribe (clan)

brothers
;
and they all call the child their child." 8 The

Malays, according to Professor Wilken, live, as a rule, in

large house* containing a great number of differently re-

lated persons.0 n In Nanusa,” Dr. Hickson remarks, “
I un-

derstood that marriage was not permitted between members
of the same household. The enormous household* of the

Nanu3a archipelago arc probably the remnants of a much
more complete system of intra-tribal clanships, which lias

become almost obliterated in the more highly developed races

of Sangir ami Siauw"7 Among the Naire, a household, the

members of which are strictly prohibited from sexual relation

with each other, includes, as a rule, many allied men, women,
and children, who not only live together in large common
houses, but possess everything in common.* Among the

1 Keating, for. lit. ml U. pp. 153, 170, 171.

* Wallace, * Travels on the Amaiuo,1

pp. 190, 497.
1 Mr. Bridge*, m a letter. * Brough Smyth, for. til. voL i. p. xxi«.
1 Macdonald, 1

Oceania, 1 pp )8<S-:88.
0 Wilken, ‘ Vemantichap,1

pp. 2 5, ft s«j.
'

Hickson, for. at. p. 197.
* Buchanan, 'Journey from Madras/ p. 738. Bachofen, ‘Antique-

rische Br.efe,
1

pp. 37 1, it uq. Starcke, foe. lit p. S3.
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Kafirs, the dimensions of a kraal arc determined by the

number of a man's family and dependants, the family con-

sisting of the father together with his children, including

married son*. 1

The South Slavonians live in house-communities, each

consisting of a body of from fifteen to sixty members or

even more, who arc blood-relaticms to the second or third

degree, of course only on the male side.* These related

families associate in a common dwelling or group of dwell-

ings, governed by a common chief. "At the present

moment,” Sir Henry Maine remarks, "the common residence

of so many persons of both sexes ;n the same household may
bo said to be only possible through their belief that any
union of kinsmen and kinswomen would be incestuous. The
South Slavonian tabic of prohibited degrees is extremely

wide.
1' 1 Again, Professor Kohler points out the connection

between the extensive prohibitions of the Hindus and their

large households.* In Wales there existed, ar. a national

institution, a joint-family called "trev," consisting of four

generations. Marriage, says Mr. Lewis, was to be "outside
the trev, or kindred who lived together within one enclosure."*

Montesquieu, indeed, observed long ago that marriage

between cousins was prohibited by peoples among whom
brothers and their children used to live in the same house.
“ Che* env peoples," he says, “ le manage entre cousins gcr-

mains dolt dtre regard^ com me contraire & In nature; chc*

les autres, non/' According to him, this prohibition has the

same origin as the aversion lo sexual relations between brothers

and sisters. >.e., " les peres et ies meres ayent voulu conwrver
les mocurs dc leurs enfans ct leura maisons purcs ." 1 Hold-
ing a similar opinion, Dr. Hcrtilkm maintains that, properly

speaking, it was not consanguinity, but the purity of home,

1 Shooter, lot. tit pp. 15,47, Sfi. Nov.haus, in 'Verhandl Bed. Ges.
Anthr.,’ iS8a, p. loo. ‘ grams, lot. at. p. 75.

* Maine,
1

Early Latr and Custom/ pp. 357, 34,, -
}4) ,55

1 Kohler, in ‘ZeilKhr. (. vgL Rechisoits.,' vol iii. p. j6i.
0 Unit. ‘The Ancient lj<ra cf Wales,' pp 56, 57, 196.
• Montesquieu, * Do I’esprit des low,’ hook xxvi ch. 14, vol. Hi. pp.

47 , 49 -
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chat the ancient legislators were thinking of when they for-

bade close intermarriage.

1

It is scarcely necessary to say

how far I am from thinking that these prohibitions are, in the

first place, due to the providence of parents or legislators.

On the other hand, where the families live more separately

such extensive prohibitions to close intermarrying do not

generally exist. Among the Isdnna Indians of Brazil, who
prefer marriage with relations, cousins with cousins, uncles

with nieces, and nephews with aunts, each family has a

separate house.® The endogamous Maoris, who frequently

marry near relations, have their villages generally scattered

over a large plot of ground, the personal rights of possession
being held most sacred.8 " There is no national bond of

union amongst them," says Mr. Yate
;

“ each one is jealous

of the authority and power of his neighbour
;
the hand of

each individual is against every rrar, and every man’s hand
against him."' Among the Todas, who live in strict endo-

gamy, families reside in permanent villages having each a

certain tract of grazing ground arcxtna it, and containing from

two to three hut* Most of these huts consist of only or.e

room or cabin, and each room holds one entire subdivision of

a family.

5

The Bushmans, among whom no degree of con-

sanguinity prevents a matrimonial connection, except be-

tween brothers and sisters, parent- and children,* live a

solitary life in small family huts, not high enough to admit
even of a Bushman standing upright within itT As regards

the Wanyoro, whose table of prohibited degrees is unusually

small, Emin l'asha states, ' Brother, sister, brother-in-law,

and son-in-law, are the recognized grades of relationship. 1

have never noticed ary intimate connection between more
distant relations.” *

The Sinhalese, who frequently marry their cousins on the

1 IlcrtiUon, ' Mariage (hj-giine ntairimoninle),* in 'Diet, enc/cl. <lea

science* nWdicalM,' eer. ii rol. v. p. 60.
8 Walla'*, ‘Travels on the Amaron,’ pp. 507, tl My.
‘ Yate, An.*, eit. pp. ioj, 1 $4. • AW, p. 1 14.
1 Marshall, lee. tit. pp. 59, ri 3iy.
" llarron, lee. tit. vol. I. p. 37$. ' Burchdl, Ay. of. rot iL p *6.
' 1 Emin l’asha in Centra) Africa,’ p. 74.
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paternal side, have from time immemorial lived either in very

small villages, consisting of a few houses, or in detached

habitations, separated from each other. Each dwelling is a

little establishment in itself, and each little village, so far as

its wants arc concerned, may be considered independent.
41 They seldom visit each other, except it be to beg or borrow

something Even near relations manifest no affection to

each other in their visits, but sit with the gravity of strangers
" l

It is easy to explain, says Ewald, why, among the Hebrews,

marriage between brothers and sisters in the widest sense

was forbidden, while that between cousins was permitted :

—

“The latter die not form one united household, ami the

more each house stood strictly by itself in the ancient

fashion, the wider seemed the separation between cousins." 1

Tacitus states that the ancient Germans, whose prohibi-

tions against incest .seem to have induced only the nearest

relations, lived in scattered families at some distance from

each other.* And a comparison between the forbidden

degrees of the Greeks ar.d Romans clearly shows where

we have to neck the real cause of the prohibition*. Among
the former, even very close relationship was no hindrance to

intermarriage, whereas, among the latter, it was not allowed

between mthcr distantly related persons. This difference,

as Rossbach justly points out, was due to the fact that the

family feeling of the Greeks was much weaker than that of the

Romans, among whom, in early times, a son used to remain

in his father's hou^c even after marriage, so that cousins on

the fathers side were brought up as brothers and sisters.

Later on, the several families separated from the common
household, and the prohibited degrees were considerably

retrenched .
4

The reader may perhaps be disposed to reproach me for

selecting only such instances as are in favour of my theory
;
but

statistical data will show that such an imputation would be

groundless. In speaking of the ,r dasdficsitory system cf

relationship/* I pointed out that this system springs, to a

1 Davy, to. at

.

p. 2?S. Pridham, to. cit. vol. i. pp. afo, 265.
! Ewald, to. cit pp. i$7 >

ft se$. 3 TacilUS, to. (it eh. xvi.
4 Rossbach, to. cit pjx 421 -423, 429, 439
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great extent, from the close living together of considerable

numbers of kinsfolk. Now it is most interesting to note that

Dr. Tylor, by his method of adhesions, has found the two

institutions, exogamy and classificatory relationship, to be in

fact two sides of one institution. " In reckoning," he says,

" from the present schedules the number of peoples who use

relationship names more or less corresponding to the dnssi-

ficatoxy systems here considered, they arc found to lie fifty-

three, and the estimated number of these which might coincide

accidentally with exegamy, were there no close connection

between them, would be about twelve. But in fact the num-
ber of peoples who have both exogamy and classification is

thirty-three, this strong coincidence being the measure of the

close casual connection subsisting between the two institutions.

The adherence is even stronger as to cross-cousin marriage

(»'*., that the childieu of two brothers may not many, nor the

children of two sisters, though the child of the brother may
marry the child of the sister), of which twenty-one cases

appear in the schedules, no less than tifcecn of the peoples

practising it being also known as exogamous." 1 Among the

Reddies, a father’s elder brother and a mother's elder

sister are called, respectively, “great-father” and “great

mother* and a father’s younger brother and a mother’s

younger sister, respectively, “lesser-father" and “lesser

mother"; whereas the father's sisters and the mother’s

brothers are denoted by quite different terms. Mr. Kearns
remarks that they consider the difference as 'sell a3 the

distance of relationship between these two groups of relations

to be so great that they think it unlawful and incestuous to

marry the daughter of a father’s brother or of a mother’s

sister, she being equal to a sister, whilst it is perfectly legal

to marry the daughter of a father’s sister or of a mother's

brother.5

We have seen that the prohibitions against incest arc very
often more or less one-sided, applying more extensively either

to the relations on the father's side or to those on the

mother's, according as descent is reckoned through men or

1 Tylor, in 'Jour. Anthr. Inst.,* vol. xvlil. p. 364.

* Kearns, toe. tit. pp. 33, it iff.
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women. We have also 3ccn that the line of descent hs

intimately connected with local relationships
;
and we may

now fairly infeT that the same local relationships exercise a

considerable influence on the tabic of prohibited degrees.

Among the Rej&ngs of Sumatra, says Marsden, a marriage

must not take place between relations within the third degree;

“but there are exceptions for the descendants of females who,

passing into other families, become as strangers.'*

1

A Chinese

woman, on marriage, alienates herself from her own family to

be incorporated into that of her husband
;
hrncc, as Mr.

Medhurst observes, children of brothers and sisters may
marry at pleasure, while those of brothets cannot he united

on pain of death*

In a large number of cases, prohibitions of intermarriage

arc only indirectly influenced by the close living together.

Aversion to the intermarriage of persons who live in in-

timate connection with each other has provoked prohibitions

of the intermarriage of relations
;
and, as kinship is traced

by means of a system of names, the name comes to be

considered identical with relationship. *fhis system, as Dr.

Tylor remarks,0 is necessarily one sided. Though it will

keep up the record of descent either on the male or female

aide, it cannot do both at once. The other line, not having

been kept up by such means of record, even where it is

recognized as a line of relationship, is more or less neglected,

and is soon forgotten
;
hence the prohibited degrees often

extend very far on the one side, but not on the other. We
have wen many instances of a common surname being a bar

to intermarriage. This is especially the ease with peoples

among whom the clannish feeling is highly developed. Thus
even the commonest Chinese arc often able to trace their

descent through lines of ancestry more remote than any that

England's most ancient families can claim. 4 And, among
the Ossetes, a man is bound to take blood-revenge for a

1 Marsden, foe. cit. p. 228.

* Medium, in ‘Tran*. Roy. At> boc. Chin* Branch/ voL ir. p. 24,

note
J TyW, 4

Early History of Mankind,' pp. 285, eistf.
4 Medium, in

1 Trans. Roy. As. $0C. China Branch,’ vol iv. p. 23.
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cousin a hundred times removed who hears his name, whereas

relationship on the mother’s side is not recognised.

1

Generally speaking, the feeling that two persons are in-

timately connected in some way or other may, through an

association of ideas, give rise to the notion that marriage or

intercourse between them is incestuous. Hence the prohibi-

tion* of marriage between relations by ailianceand byadoption.

Hence, too, the prohibitions on the ground of what is called

"spiritual relationship.
-
' The Emperor Justinian passed a law

forbidding any man to marry a woman for whom he had stood

as godfather in baptism, the tie of the godfather and god-

child being so analogous to tfyat of the father and child as

to make such a marriage appear improper.3 In the Roman
Church sponsorship creates a bar to the marriage even of

co-sponsors, and the restriction can be removed only by a

dispensation.3 In Eastern Europe, the groomsman at a
wedding comes under a set of rules which forbids inter-

marriage with the family of the bride to exactly the same
extent as if he were naturally the brother of the bride-

groom.

4

A similar topratio spirilttalis
,
according to the old

law-books of India, occurs between a pupil and bis "guru,"

that is. the teacher who instructs him in the Veda. The
pupil lived in his guru’s house for several years, and regarded

him almost as a father.6 Hence adultery with a gum’s wife

was considered a mortal sin.*

But how, then, are we to explain the exceptions, apparent

or real, to the rule that close living together inspires an

aversion to intermarriage ? How arc we to explain the fact

that, besides tribes that arc exogamous. there are others that

are endogamous. and that, besides peoples with very exten-

sive laws against intermarriage, there arc others among

1
v. Hxxibausen. * Transcaucasia.

-

j>.

* ’Codex JuUiniaceus,’ book v. title Iv. 5 36
3 Tylor, ’ Early History of Mankind, 1

p aS*.
• Maine, ‘ Early T.aw and Custom,’ pp. 257, /r ttf.
1 Kohler, ‘Indisches FJie- und Familieniecbt,' in ‘Zeitsrhr. f. rgl.

Rcchttaiis,' voL iii. pp. 366, it j.y.
' ‘Tire Luns of Mann.’ eh. ix. v. 235; eh. )d. r. 55 ; eh. xil. v, 58.

‘ The Institutes of Vishnu,' eh, xxxv. v. 1.
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whom unions lake place between very near relations, such as

brothers and sisters, and even parents and children.

In the next chapter we shall examine the psychological

principle which underlies the endogamous marriage. For the

present it is sufficient to say that endogamy never, except in

cases of extreme isolation, seems to occur among peoples

living in very small communities with dose connections

between their members. Concerning the Australians, Mr.

Curr expressly states that those tribes which arc endogamous

are, as a rule, stronger in numbers titan those in which

exogenous marr iage obtains.'

The marriage of brother and sister means, as v/e haw seen,

in most cases, marriage between a half-brother and a half-

sister, having the same father but different mothers. Such
marriages arc not necessarily contrary to the principle here

laid down. Polygyny breaks up the one family into at

many sub-families as there arc wives who have children, and

it is not possible for the father of these sub-families to be a

member of each of them in the same sense as the father is a

member of tlm monogamous family. Nor arc the children

of the different mothers brought into such close contact as

the children of one mother, every wife with her own family

forming a little separate group, and generally living in a sepa-

rate ’nut.' On the contrary, hatred and rivalry are of no rare

occurrence among the members of the various sub-families.

In the Pclew Islands, according to Herr Kuhary, it very seldom

happens that the several wives of the same man even see

each other.* After speaking of the marriage of half-brother

and half-sister allowed among the ancient Arabs. Professor

Robertson Smith remarks, “ Whatever is the origin of bars

to marriage, they certainly are early associated with the

reeling that it is indecent for housemates to intermarry."*

Most of the recorded instances of intermarriage of brother

and sister refer to royal families, to the exclusion of others

;

and there is no difficulty in accounting for incestuous unions

1 Cnrr, for. cif. vol i. p. 66.

* Cf. Robertwo Smith, lac. tit. p. 169; Macdonald, * Oceania,' pp. i&j,

m, el "V
* Kubaiy, Ik. at. p. 62. • Robertson Smith, p. 17a
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of this sort. Among lower races, as well as in Europe, it is

considered improper for royal persons to contract marriage

with persons of less exalted birth But whilst European

princes may go to some friendly Court for their consorts, a

similar course is not open to African or Asiatic potentates

Incestuous unions may also take place on account of

necessity, as among the Wa-talta, or on account of extreme

Isolation, as among the Karens of the Tcnasscsim Provinces, 1

several of the small tribes of Brazil, and especially the

Veddahs of Ceylon. Among the wild Veddahs, the different

families are separated from each other by great distances, and

it is only accidentally or occasionally that any others besides

the members of one family are brought together.’ The
reason for the practice of marrying a sister, say* Professor

Virchow, " was probably the same everywhere, in the royal

families as with the naked Veddahs, the lack of suitable

women or of women altogether,” 8

Certain instances of incestuous Connection are evidently the

results nf vitiated instincts, the origin of which we are not

able to trace. It is a remarkable fact that several of the

peoples among whom incestuous intercourse is said to be

practised arc, at the same time, expressly stated to indulge in

bestiality or other unnatural vices.* This shows that their

sexual feelings arc altogether in a perverted state

Much stress has been laid by anthropologist* on the few

instances of peoples who habitually or occasionally contract

unions which we should consider criminal. They have been

taken for surviving types of the primitive condition of man,
proving that "sentiments such a* those which among ourselves

restrain the sexual instincts are not innate.
1 '1 But it is

1 Heifer, in ’Jeer. As. Soc. Bengal,' voL vii. p S5S.

1 Virchow, 'The Veddis of Ceylon.' in 'Jour. Roy. As. Soc. Ceylon
Branch,' *ol. i«- pp. 355, 369. Hartshonie, in 'The Indian .Antiquary,’

voL via. p, 330
* Virchow, In * Jour. Roy. As. See. Ceylon Branch,’ vol. be. p 3 70.

* Ann-imete(Janie, lot. elf p. »;6), K*mchadalt9<Steller, lot.cH. p. aSp,

note), Kaniagmuts (Bancroft, he.M vol i. pp til, tf :r?.).

1 Spencer, 'The Principles of Sociology,' vol. i. pp. M, cl rtf. Hath,
toe. tit. pp u, Sc- Morgan, ‘Systems of Consanguinity ar.d Affinity,'

'

p 4S1 Wilfcen, ' Knwefijkea tusirhrn bloedverwanten.’ pp. tl srg.
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obvious that they prove nothing of the kind. Students of

early history have often paid too much regard to exceptions,

and too little to rules, overlooking the fact that there is no

mle which has no exceptions.

It may he objected that no feeling of incest exists among
the lower animals .

1 According to Mr. Huth, incest "is con-

stantly practised by animals, and habitually by those which

arc polygamous."’ But, as we have previously seen, among
species that live in families, the young, without exception,

leave the family as soon as they are able to shift for themselves

;

and Mr. Huth has adduced not the slightest evidence for his

statement that “polygamy among animals means the closest

Incest” 1

The hypothesis here advocated can, I think, account for all

the facts given in the last chapter. It explains how the

horror of incest may be Independent of experience as well as

of education
;
why the horror of incest refers not only to

relations by blood, but very frequently to persons not at all

so related
;
why the prohibitions of consanguineous mar-

riages vary so considerably with regard to the prohibited

degrees applying, however, almost universally to person* who
live in the closest contact with each other

;
and why these

prohibition* are so commonly extended much farther on the

one side, the paternal or the maternal, than on the other.

The question now arises : How has this instinctive aversion to

marriage between persons living closely together originated >

We have seen that a certain degree of similarity as regards

the reproductive system of two individuals is required to

make their union fertile tnc! the progeny resulting from this

union fully capable of propagation. It might, then, be sup-

posed that the highest degree of similarity must bo the most

! Mr. Cupplcs, however, observes that among dogs, the male seems
lather inclined towards strange female: (Uoruin, ’ The Descent of Man,’

vol. il. p. 39th and I myself have beer, told by a thoroughly trustworthy

person of a stallion that would net apoicach meres of the same stable.

Dui such Instincts seem to be exception: at .cast among domesticated

animals.
’ Huth, fM. (it. p. 9. * IbifL, p 9 .
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beneficial; but in all probability this is not the css-c. It

seems to be necessary not only that the sexual elements which

unite shaii be somewhat like, but that they shall be in some
way different The similarity must not be too great.

Mr. Darwin, by his careful studies on the effects of cross-

anil self-fertilization in the vegetable kingdom, contributed

more largely than any one else to the discovery of this law.

He watched, from germination to maturity, more tiian a

thousand individual plants, produced by crossing and self-

fertilization, belonging to fifty -seven species, fifty-two genera,

and thirty large families, and including natives of die most
various countries. 1 The result established by this research

was, that cross-fertilization is generally beneficial, and self-

fertilization injurious; which is shown by the difference in

height, weight, constitutional vigour, ami fertility of the off-

spring from crossed and seif-fertilized flowers, and In the

number of seeds produced by the parent-plants’ Hence,

whenever plants which arc the offspring of self-fertilization

are opposed in the struggle for existence to the offspring of

cross-fertilization, die latter have the advantage. And this

follows, according to Mr. Darwin, from individuals of two dis-

tinct kinds having been subjected during previous’gcnerations

to different condition*, or to their having varied from some
unknown cause in a manner commonly called spontaneous,
because of that innate tendency to vary and to advance in

oigar.ization which exists in all beings
;
so iliac in cither case

their sexual elements have been in some degree differentiated'

As for the animal kingdom, Mr. Darwin remarks that

almost all who have bred many kinds uf animals, and have
written on the subject, have expressed the strongest convic-

tion on die evil effects of close interbreeding.' " Indeed,"

says Sir J. Sebright, " I have no doubt but that, by this

practice being continued, animals would, in course of time,

degenerate to such a degree as to become incapable of breed-
ing at all. .

,
. I have tried many experiments by breeding

1 Muller, ‘The Fertilisation of Flowers,' p. 8.

• Danin, ‘The £ fleet* of Cross and Self Fertilisation in the Vegetable
Kingdom,' p. 436. • «*/., p. i|j.

* Darwin, 'Animals and Plants under Domestication,’ voL is p. 1 16.
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in-and-in upon dogs, fowls, and pigeon?
;
the dogs became,

from strong spaniels, weak and diminutive lap-dogs, the fowls

became long in the legs, small in the body, and bad breeders," 5

Mr. Huth, on the other hand, denies that breeding in-and-in,

however dose, has proved to be in itself hurtful, and quotes

the evidence of numerous breeders whose choicest stocks have

always been so bred. But in these cases, as Mr Wallace

remarks, “ there has been rigid selection by which the weak

or the infertile have been eliminated, and with such selection

there is no doubt that the ill effects of close interbreeding

can lie prevented for a long Lime
;
but this by no means

proves that no ill effects are produced-"’ The consensus of

opinion on this point among eminent breeders is indeed

overwhelming, and cannot be reasoned away. According to

Crampc's experiment with the brown rat (Mus dtatmanus\

thirty-nine animals out of 1 53 bom by related parents, i.e., 2;';

pcrcent.,died soon after birth, whereas of 299 animals of parents

not related this was the case with twenty-eight only, i.e.,8-4 p~r

cent. The animalaof incestuous broods were much smaller and

lighter than others, and their fecundity was diminished.3 Mr.

Huth himself observed, when breeding rabbits in-and-in, that

" after the fourth generation there was a diminution of fecun-

dity analogous to the disgust that the stomach would feel at

the same diet long continued” though he found r.o evil effect

in any other way. On the contrary, the in-and-in bred

offspring were somewhat heavier than the non-related parent

animals* Professor Prcycr has made a similar observation

with regard to guinea-pigs : breeding in-and-in produced *
considerable loss of fertility', but was accompanied with an in-

1 Sebright, ‘The An of Improving the Bleeds of Domestic Animals,’

pp. 12. eltej.

’ Wallace, * Darwinism,1

p. 161.
1 Crampe,

‘
ZiKfanenoche ml( rahmen Wandcnaitcn,' in ‘Landwlrth-

ichaftlicbe Jfhibuctier,1
voL xii. pp. jw, 409, 418

j
quoted hy DuSing

Die Rcpil.erung des GeschlechuverhShiusses bei der Verawhiung CAl
Menschen, Tier? awl Pflamen,1

p. 246. ‘Die Krciuengsproducic der
Fainilien waren mil ihren Brudcrn, VHtere, Grossv.ltem und McKiren
vie! frachihorei, «ls die in Blutsclundc gciogenen Familicr. unter dsn-
seiben Verialtnisicn.’

• Huth, be. cU. pp. 386
,
et
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C:xa$c of weight.' This seems to indicate that the effects of

close interbreeding are not always the same.

There arc certainly breeders who prefer connecting together

the animals nearest allied in blood to one another. But, as

Dr. Mitchell observes, " when breeding in-and-in has been

practised with so-called good results, the issue is nothing but

the development of a saleable defect, which, from the animal’s

point of view, must be regarded as wholly unnatural and

artificial, and not calculated to promote its well-being or

natural usefulness.” 1

Many writers suppose that a31 the evils from close inter-

breeding depend upon the combination and consequent

increase of morbid tendencies common to both parents, the

state of whose health decides whether union would be favour-

able or not to the offspring. “ If the parents are perfectly

healthy," says M. Pouchet. " and exempt from all commencing
degeneracy, they can only give birth to children ot least

as healthy as themselves. - . . But if the same degeneracy

ha* already tainted both the parents, the offspring will show
it in a greater degree, and will tend towards entire disappear-

ance."’ The same opinion is held by Sir John Sebright.

But being, as an experienced breeder, well aware of the in-

jurious results which almost always follow from interbreeding

animals too closely, lie adds that, according to his belief,

there never did exist an animal without some defect, in con-

stitution, in form, or in some other essential quality, or that

at least a tendency to the same imperfection generally pre-

vails in the same family.
4

Mr. Darwin, however, has shown it to be highly probable

that, though the injury has often partly resulted from the

combination of morbid tendencies, the general cause is

different. Considering the number of self-fcrtiiizcd plants

that wore tried, he thinks it is nothing less than absurd to

suppose that in all these cases the mother-plants, though not

• Prayer, ‘SpecieBe PhyUofcfle des Embryo/ p. 8.

5 Miu:hcU, • Blood-Re la: ronchip in Marriage,4 in 'Memoir* Read before

the Anthropological Society of London.
1 v»L ii. p. 45:.

* Pouchet, !cc. tit. p. *07, note*.
1 Sebright, Ics. tit. pp. 1

1 ,
ft scq.

Z
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appearing in any way diseased, were weak or unhealthy in .so

peculiar A manner that their self-fertilized sccdling-r. many
hundred'- in number, were rendered inferior in height,

constitutional vigour, and fertility to their crossed offspring.)

Moreover, self-fertilization and close interbreeding induce

sterility, and this indicates something quite different from the

augmentation of morbid tendencies common to bath parents ’

Hence it seems to be almost beyond doubt that, just as the

sterility of distinct species when first crossed, and of their

hybrid offspring, depends on their sexual elements having

been differentiated in too great a degree, the evils of clow

interbreeding, or self-fertilization in plants, result chiefly

from their sexual elements not having been sufficiently

differentiated. But we do not know why a certain

amount of differentiation is necessary or favourable for

the fertilization or union of two organisms, any more than for

the chemical affinity or union oftwo substances.* It must, how-

ever, be observed that no easeof complete sterility is met with in

seif- fertilized seedlings, as is so common with hybrids,* and

that interbreeding even of the nearest relations may some-

times, under very favourable circumstances, he continued

through several generations without any evil results making

their appearance.

It is impossible to believe that a law which holds geed for

the rest of the animal kingdom, as well as for plants, does

net apply to man also. But it is difficult to adduce direct

evidence for the evil effects of consanguineous marriages. We
cannot expect very conspicuous results from other alliances

than those between the nearest relations—between brothers

mill slaters, parents and children. And the injurious results

even of such unions would not necessarily appear at once.

Sir J Sebright remarks that there may be families of

domestic animals which go through several generations

without sustaining much injury from having been bred in-

and-in,’ and the offspring of self-fertilized plants do not

1 Daiwiffl, ‘ Cro» and Self Fertilisation,
1

p *45.
* ‘ Animals and Plants under Doroeuicatloi.,' vol ii. p. 116.
5 Mw, 1 Crass a id Self Fertilisation,' p. 457.

* Md, p. *6> * SeOitghi, Im. ril. p. 1 2.
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always show any loss of vigour in the first generations. Men
cannot, in this respect, be subjected to experiments like those

tried in the case of other animal*, and habitual intermarriage

of the very nearest relations is, as we have .seen, exceedingly

rare. Mr. Adam argues that there is no proof of the physical

deterioration of those divisions of mankind amongst whom
incestuous unions arc known more or less to have prevailed—

as the Egyptians and Persians .

1 Bui among these nations

marriage certainly did not always take place between closely

related persons
;
and breeders of domestic animals inform us

that the mixing-in even of a drop of unrelated blood is suffi-

cient almost to neutralise the injurious effects of long con-

tinued dose interbreeding. Again, Mr. Hull) asserts that,

though the Ptolemies habitually married their sisters, nieces,

and cousins, they were neither sterile nor particularly short-

lived.’ Mr. Galton, on the contrary, sees in Ptolemaic ex-

perience a proof that dose intermarriage is followed by

sterility.
3 In ten marriages between brothers and sisters,

uncles and nieces, or between first-cousins, the average number
of children was not quite two, and three of the unions were

entirely sterile.'

The Veddahs of Ceylon are probably the most in-and-in

bred people that ever existed. Among them, the practice of

a man marrying his younger sister did not occur only

occasionally; according to Mr Bailey, it was tie proper

marriage. Among the Bintenne Veddahs, it may be said to

have been, for perhaps two generations or so, extinct, whilst

among those of Nilgala, it is at most only disappearing. Mr.

Bailey believes that this practice is quite sufficient to account

for the short stature as well as the weak and vacant expres

sion of this people. He did not find many traces of insanity,

idiocy, and epilepsy—maladies which such marriages, accord-

ing to a common belief, might be supjxised to produce.
" Hut in other respects,’' he says, ” the injurious effects of this

custom would seem to be plainly discernible. The race is

rapidly becoming extinct
;
large families are all but unknown,

1 Adam, 1 Consanguinity in Manage,’ in 1 The Fortnightly Review,’

vol. iit p. Hi. ' Hush, Ire. cit. p. 56.

1 Gallon * Hereditary Genius,' p. 153. • Huih, p. J7 ,
note.
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and longevity i* very rare. I have been at some pains to

obtain reliable data to elucidate these points. Out of

seventy-two Veddahs in Nilgala, fifty were adults, and

twenty-two children. In one small sept, or family, there

were nine adults and one child
;
in another, one child and

eight adults
;
and so on. In Bintenne, out of three hundred

and eight Veddahs, a hundred and seventy-five were adults

and a hundred and thirty-three children. Here the dis-

proportion is not so marked ; but in one of the smaller

tribes, more isolated than the re*:, there were twenty adults,

and but four children. The paucity of children, I think,

must be ascribed to the degeneracy produced by such close

intermarriages, fur 1 have never heard a suspicion of infanti-

cide existing among them. Out of fifty adults in Nilgala,

only one appeared to have numbered seventy years, and but

eight to have exceeded fifty. In Bintenne, of a hundred

and seventy-five adults, two only seemed to have reached

their seventieth, and but fourteen to have exceeded their

fiftieth year. Such statistics seem to show the practical

results of such connections. The Nilgala Veddahs. who still

maintain an almost total isolation from other people, are

rapidly disappearing. The Veddahs of Bintenne, who have

abandoned the pernicious custom which I have described,

and still intermarry among themselves, arc becoming extinct,

though more gradually." 1

With the exception of this case, the closest kind of

intermarriage which we have opportunities of studying is

that between first cousins Unfortunately, the observations

hitherto made on the subject are far from decisive. Several

writers, as M. Purler, Dr. Voisin, and Mr. Hutb. believe that

there are no injurious results at all from those marriages,

unless the parents arc afflicted with the same hereditary

morbid tendencies,' whilst others, as M. Devay and M.
Boudin, express the most alarming opinions as to the bad

effects of consanguineous marriages. Such alliances are sup-

posed to bring evils of many different kinds upon a popu-

1 Bailey, in 'Trans. Ethn. Soc.,’ X. S. vol ii. pp. 29+, 296.
5 Pena, in *Wm. Soc. d’Anthr.,' roL i. p. 223. Voisin, ‘ Contribution

a rfcisloue da manages entre coasuiguins,’iAv£, »oL ii. p. 447.
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lation, as sterility, idiocy, epilepsy, insanity, dcaf-rauteism,

congenital malformations in the offspring, cretinism, albino-

Ism,

1

&c. But how little the statements of the various writers

agree with each other appears, for instance, from the fact

that M. Boudin found the proportion of deaf-mutes born in

consanguineous marriages, in the Imperial Institution of

Deaf-Mutes at Paris, to be 28 35 per cent., whereas, accord-

ing to Dr. Mitchell, it amounts to ST 7 per cent, in Scotch

and English institutions.’

As it is impossible to dwell here upon the investigations of

the several writers, of which Mr. Huth has given so complete

an account, 1 shall coniine myself to a statement of the

general results attained by those investigators who have

founded their inquiries on a more trustworthy statistical

basis.

Adopting a method different from that of his predecessors.

Professor G. H. Darwin has endeavoured first to discover

the proportion of consanguineous marriages in the whole

population, and then to find out whether the offspring of

those marriages exhibit a greater percentage of individuals,

defective in one way or another, than the offspring of nan-

consanguineous marriages. His investigations tend decidedly

to invalidate the exaggerated conclusions of many previous

writers, but he thinks that "there are nevertheless grounds

for asserting that various maladies take an easy hold of the

offspring of consanguineous marriages.’' * He did not find

evidence that the marriage of first cous n9 had any effect in the

production of infertility, dcaf-mutcism, insanity, or idiocy, but

he observed a slightly lowered vitality amongst the offspring

of first cousins, and a somewhat higher death-rate than

amongst the families of non -consanguineous marriages. 4

Moreover, the numbers of boating men belonging to the

twenty boats at Oxford ar.d thirty at Cambridge, in the first

and second division, and those of selected athletes from some

1 Huth, dt. ch. v. pp. 1S6-341. * Mi, pp. 117, 226.
1 C. H Darwin, ‘Marriages between rim Cousins in England,' in

•The Forinightiy Review,’ voi. aviii. p. si.
4 M-images between First Cousins in England* in 1 Journal ci

the Statistical Society,1 voL xxxviii. pp. 181, i;o, 182.
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schools in England, justified, to some extent, the belief

"that offspring of first cousins are deficient physically,

whilst at the same time they negative the views of alarmist

writers on the subject
” 1 It is curious that, in spite of such

unambiguous statements, Mr. Darwin's paper has generally

been quoted as an evidence of the perfect harmlessness of

first cousin marriages.

M . ‘Stieda has found that in the departments of France, the

number of bodily or mentally infirm people increases almost

constantly in proportion to the number of consanguineous

marriages, as will be seen from the following table :
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The Danish physician. Dr, Myggc, published in 1S79 a

book on 'Marriage between Blood-Relations,' which unfor-

tunately has received much less attention than it deserves .

1

Thanks to the trustworthiness of the method, the number of

cases considered, and the author’s impartiality, it is probably

the most important statistical contribution hitherto issued «i

this subject. Dr. Myggc found, from the information he

received from various parts of Denmark, that in that country,

or a: least in the parishes of it which came under his obser-

vation, there occur, among the children of related persons,

comparatively more idiots, lunatics, epileptics, and deaf-mutes

' I.Um,

'

Note on the Marriages of First Cousin^' Ibid., vol nxvUi pp

* Schmid* 1
Jahrbiicher des gesammten Mcdlcln,' vol clxxxi. p. ty.

* It has escape-! even Mr. Hull* keen observation.
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than among others. He considers it probable, tco. though

not proved, that such children die in a higher ratio and arc

more liable to certain disease* Rut, on the other hand, he
did not notice any perceptible difference in fertility between
consanguineous and crossed marriages. 1

In these inquiries, Dr. Mygge followed the method applied by
the Norwegian physician Ludvig Dahl twenty years earlier.

Through careful investigation of 246 marriages, eighty-five of

which were between first cousins and four between still nearer
relations, this inquirer was led to the conclusions that consan-
guineous marriages arc somewhat less fertile than crossed
marriages

;
that they produce comparatively many more still-

born and sickly children; and that insanity, idiocy, deaf-

dumbness, and epilepsy occur about eleven times as often

among the offspring of relations, u among the offspring

of unrelated parents. But he admitted that the numbers
compared were too small to make his conclusions decisive'

These results are of course to a great extent conjectural.

Rut it is 'noteworthy that, of all the writers who have
discussed the subject, the majority, and certainly not the

least able of them, have expressed their belief in marriages
between first cousins being more or levs unfavourable to the
offspring.' And no evidence which can stand the test of
scientific investigation ha* hitherto been adduced against
this view.

Some writers have, indeed, cited instances of communities
where consanguineous marriages have occurred constantly
without any evil effect* having appeared. Thus the Pitcairn
Tsland, uninhabited till the year 1750, wa* at that time
peopled by nine white men, and six men and twelve women
of Tahiti. In 1800 the population consisted of one man. five

women, and nineteen children
;
and the descendants of these

persons are stated by later travellers to 1* strong and healthy
without any traces uf degeneration. Omitting whatever else

1 Myeee, ‘ Oin Acgt«b>ber radlcm Blodbeslaegtcdc,1
pp. 16* 37s.

* Dvhi, 1 Bidrag lii Kundskab am de Sindsgyge i Norge,' pp 99-102.
• Profe&soc Msiucgam hs* given a list of (iftjwen authors who have

opposed these marriages, and of fifteen u-bo Imre defended them ('Jour.
Statist. Sue,' voi ocxvtii. p. 179).
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may be said against this case as evidence for the harmless-

ness of consanguineous marriages, I need only call attention

to the facts that, since the colonization of this island, a few

strangers have joined the little colony
;

that it was once

removed to Norfolk Island, and that, of those who returned,

one was a Norfolk Islander who had married a Pitcairn girl;

that the island has frequently been visited by ships with

their crews and that, as Bccehcy expressly states, the same
restrictions with regard to intermarriage of relations exist here

as in England*

There arc several isolated communities—in Java, Peru,

Great Britain, France, Scandinavia, &c—which intermarry

solely among them -elves without any evil effects being dis-

cernible. An often-quoted case is the community of Batz

(3,300 persons), situated near Croisic on a peninsula. The
inhabitant* of this community have been In the habit of closely

intermarrying among themselves from time immemorial,

Nevertheless, they are almost all very well in health without

any hereditary affection. But Dr. Voisin observes, * I«s con-

ditions clinutiSrlques dc la commune dc Batz, son voisinage de

la mer, lTiygiine el les liabitudeS de ses habitants, semblent

s’accoider pour emptfeher la di!gen£rescence de l’esp&ce et

paraissent expliquer I'innocuitd des mariages entre corisan-

guics qui s'y pratiquent depuis plusieurs siteles.”' In other

isolated communities the population is not so numerous, and

the sanitary conditions arc not perhaps so favourable: but in

any case we may say tha: this local endogamy is generally

something quite different from marriage with near relations.

Dr. Mitchell found that, in almost all the isolated communities

along the coasts of Scotland, which had been giver, as in-

stances cf close interbreeding, such maiiiagcs were compara-

tively rare. According to Dr. Mygge, the like is true of the

population of Lya and Strynd in Denmark ‘ And Dr. Andrew
Wood states, of the fisher- folic of Newhaven, that, though they

keep themselves much segregated, they arc very careful regard-

1 Huih, lot. til. pp. 141-1*3.
' Bwcbcy, /*•. to. voL i. P. 36.

' Voisin, in 1 Mfhn Soc. d’Antlir-,’ rot. ii. p. ** 7 .

* M>-Kc, lot- <U. p. 126.
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ing intermarriage, and look upon the union of relatives as an
infringement of the laws of morality. 1

Moreover, even if it could be proved that, in particular cases,

close intermarrying, though continued for a long time, has

been followed by no bad consequences, this would be no

evidence that consanguineous marriages are as a rule innocuous.

In some parishes of Denmark Dr. Mygge found no evil effects

of such marriages, whilst in others they were very conspicuous.’

And from the investigations of Mr. Darwin it appears that,

notwithstanding the injury which most plants suffer from self-

fertilisation, a few have almost certainly been propagated in a

state of nature for thousands of generations without having

been once intercrossed. It is impossible to understand, he
says, why some individuals even of the jamt species arc sterile,

whilst others arc quite fertile, with their own pollen. 8

There is evidence that the bad consequences of self-fertili-

zation and close interbreeding may almost fail to appear
under favourable conditions of life. In-and-in bred plants,

when allowed enough space and good soil, frequently show
little or no deterioration : whereas, when placed in competition
with another plant, they often perish 01 are much stunted.*

Crampc's experiments with brown rats proved that the breed-
ing in-and-in was much less injurious, if the offspring of the
related parents were well fed and taken care cf, than
was otherwise.6 And this is In striking accordance with
Dr. Mitchell's observations as to consanguineous marriages
in Scotland. The results there appear to be least grave, and
arc frequently almost ml, if the parents and children live in

tolerable comfort, without anxiety or much thought for the
morrow, and easily earning enough to procure good food and
clothing—in short, when they work, but do not struggle for

existence. On the other hand, when they are " poor, pinched
for food, scrimp of clothing, badly housed, and exposed to
misery

;
when they have to toil and struggle Tor the bare

1 * Edinburgh Medical Journal,' vol. rii. pt ii. p, S76.
3 Myggc. /or. tit. p. :;i
* Darwin, ' Cross and Self Fertilisation,’ pp 439, 455
* ,M > P *i9- G - H. Dam In, in 'Jour. StaUst Soc,' vol. xunrin.

P '"
5- * Quoted by DUsing, he. tit

. p. 249.
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necessaries of life—never having enough for to-day and being

always fearful of to-morrow,”—the evil may become very

marked. 1

If tills is the case, wo must cxpoct to find that consan-

guineous marriages are much more injurious in savage regions,

where the struggle for existence is often very severe, than

they have proved to be in civilized society, especially as it is

among the well-off classes that such marriages occur most

frequently.8 In England, according to Mr. G. H. Darwin,

cousin-marriages among the aristocracy are probably 4 J
per

cent.; among the middle and upper middle class, or among
the landed gentry, 3j per cent

;
but in London, comprising

all classes, they arc probably only per cent.3 He thinks

that the slightness of the evils which he found to result

from first-cousin marriages perhaps depends upon the fact

that a large majority of Englishmen live under what ere or.

the whole very favourable circumstances. 4 We mu3t also,

however, remember that there has been a great mixture of

races in Europe, and that this necessarily makes marriage of

kinsfolk less injurious, so far as the evil results of such unions

depend upon too great a likeness between the sexual elements.

The conclusion that closely related marriages produce

more destructive effects among savage than civilized peoples,

derives perhaps, some additional probability from certain

cthnolcgical facts. These facts may, at least, serve to show

that such marriages, and the experience of isolated communi-

ties, are not every where in favour of Mr. Huth's conclusions.

Several statements on the subject have, indeed, scarcely any

value as direct evidence for the harrr.fulncss of consanguine-

ous marriages, but to two or three considerable weight must

be attached.

According to v. Martius, who is a great authority on

Brazilian ethnography, it is a well-established fact, observed

everywhere, that the smaller and more isolated of the Indian

communities, scarcely any members of which marry members

1 Mitchell, in * Mem. Anihr. Scc.,’vol. ii. p. <47.

* CJ. Devay,

'

Da danger des manages consanguins,' p. 10.

* G. H. Darwin, in ' Jesir. Statist Soc,’ voL xxxviii. p. i6j.

* Ml., pp. 175. r! "V-
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of other communities, arc much more liable to every kind of

deterioration than the larger groups* “It is probable." Mr
Hates, another most capable judge, remarks with reference to

the savage tribes on the Upper Amazons, “that the strange

inflexibility of the Indian organization, both bodily and

mental, is owing to the isolation in which each small tribe has

lived, and to the narrow round of life and thought, and close

intermarriages for countless generations, which are the

necessary results. Their fecundity is of a low degree, for it

is very rare to find an Indian family having so many as four

children, and we have seen how great is their liability to

sickness and death cn removal from place to place." ’ Touch-
ing the IsSnna Indians, Mr. Wallace asserts that they are said

not to be nearly so numerous, nor to increase so rapidly, at

the Uaupds
;
which may perhaps be owing to their marrying

with relations, while the latter prefer strangers.' And
v. Tschudi suppose* that the low fecundity of the Botccudos
is caused by their endogamous habits; for when the r women
marry out of their own horde, especially with whites or

negroes, they arc generally very fertile.*

The Calldonian Indians of the Isthmus of Darien, accord-

ing to Mr. Gisborne, arc bound never to cross the breed

with foreigners
;
htr.ee intermarrage i* very constant, and,

as he remarks, the race degenerates.' The Pueblos in New
Mexico, too, arc said to deteriorate because of their constant
intermarriage in rhe same village.

1
' A- regards the Hotten-

tots, Barrow remarks, "The impolitic custom of hording

together in families, and of not marrying cut of their own
kraals, has no doubt tended to enervate this race of men, and
reduced them to their present degenerated condition, which is

that of a languid, listless phlegmatic people, in whom the pro-
lific powers of nature seem to be almost exhausted.” Few of

the women have more than two <x three children, and many

1 v. Manila, he. a'/, vol. I. p. 334.
* 3 .'in. lee. ell. vol. ii. pp. 199, tt uy.
! Wallace, ‘ Travels on the Amaron,' p. 508.

' v. Tschudi, fee. ell. vol ii. p. 2Si.
* Gisborne, ‘ The Isthmus of Darien,' p *55.
1 Davis, 1 El Gringo,’ p. 146.
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of them are barren. But this is not the ease when a Hottentot

woman is connected with a white man. 41 The fruit of such an

alliance/' says Barrow, 44

is not only in general numerous, but

they are beings ofa very different nature from the Hottentot ' 1

In too early marriages, the licentious habits of both sexes,

and the intermarriage of near relatives, the Rev. J Sibrcc finds

the causes of the infertility of the women of Madagascar*

Among the Garos, the chiefs have, in comparison with the

lower clasps, degenerated physically, .and Colonel Dalton is

inclined to think that this degeneration is a result of close

interbreeding .
3 The Lundu Sea Dyaks, according to Sir

Spenser St John, have decreased greatly in numbers—from
a thousand families to ten.

* They complain bitterly," he

says, “ that they have no families, that their women are not

fertile
;
indeed, there were but three or four children in the

whole place. The men were fine-looking anil the women
well-favoured and healthy—remarkably clean and free from

disease. We could only account for their decreasing numbers

bv their constant intermarriages/' 4 Mr. Foreman thinks that

the low intellect and mental debility perceptible in many
families among the domesticated natives of the Philippines arc

due to consanguineous marriages.

1 Mr. Bachelor connects the

rapid decrease of the Aiaos with their endogamoua habits
.

1

And Mr. Meade remark* with regard to the Maoris, that one

of the principal causes of the diminishing population is said

to be thdr intermarriages, which cause barrenness among the

women/
Of no little interest to us are the Todaa of the Ncilghcrry

Hills. Mr. Marshall remarks that, among them, relationship

is intimate far beyond that witnessed in any country approach-

ing civilization

—

a
intimate to such a degree, that the whole

tribe, where not parents and children, brothers and sisters,

are all first cousins, descended from lines of first cousins pro-

longed for centuries ." 8 As regards the general appear-

ance of the people, a large proportion of both sexes and of

1 Harrow, /tv. cit. vol I. pp. 14.1, 147. * Sibree, for. eft p. ?i8.
3 Dalton, he. eit p. 66. 4 $L John, for. at. vol. L p. ia
6 Foreman, for. at. p. acx>. * Batchelor, tee. cit. p.

T Meade, let. cit. p. iSS. 1 Minkal), lee. cit. pp. 1 10, ft ttq.
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ail ages arc doubtless in excellent health, and their fecundity,

according to Dr. Shartt, :s by no means of a low degree .
1

Nevertheless, the Todas are dying out. In infancy the mor-

tality is so great that, as a rule, there is in each family only

a small number of children.* “ It is rarely that there arc

moie than two or three children," says the missionary Metz,
“ and it is not at all an uncommon thing to find only a single

child, while many families have noneat all." Tlie numherx of

the Todas have, consequently, for yearn past been gradually

declining, and probably the time is not far distant when they

will have passed away.* Of course, we do not know whether

this depends upon their close intermarriages, but there is, at

any rate, some reason to suspect that this is the ease. That
the intermarrying has not picduced more evil effects on the

population, may possibly be owing to like wealth for which the

Neilghcrry Hills arc remarkable, and to their climate, which,

for mild’.y invigorating properties and equable seasonal changes

throughout the year, is perhaps unrivalled anywhere within

the tropics.*

Another very much in-and.in bred people are the Persians,

Among them, husband and wife arc generally of the same
family, and very often cousins. Yet Dr. I’olak who has lived

in Persia fur nine years, partly as a teacher in the medical

school of Teheran, partly as physician to the Shah, and

during this residence has had excellent opportunities of

acquainting himself with the conditions of the people,, has not

observed that the diseases which are supi>o*ed to result from

consanguineous marriages prevail more frequently there than

elsewhere. Nor has he found that the Persian women arc

generally less fertile than others. Yet the families are

exceedingly small, as the mortality among children is enorm-

ous. Of six, perhaps two as a rule survive, but very often

none at all, most of them dying in their second year. Dr.

1'olak believes, indeed, that, on an average, scarcely more
than one living child comes to each woman. A princess in

Teheran was looked upon quite as a wonder because she had

* Shorn, in ‘ Traci. Ethn. Soc.,’ N. S. voL vii. p. 254-

* |» 3*4 * Men, /oc. ctt. p. 15.

' Shunt, In ‘ Trans. Etbn. hoc,' N. S. voL vb, p. 233.
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eight children alive, and the European physician was asked

if he ever before, in his own country, had seen a similar

case.

1

More important than any of these statements is the follow-

ing testimony concerning the Karens of Burma, for which I

am indebted to the Rev. Dr. Alonzo Bunker, who has lieen a

resident among that people during more than twenty years.

He says that, in some of their villages, exogamy prevails, in

others endogamy, but marriages between parents and children,

brothers and sisters, are prohibited everywhere, and even

first cousins very seldom marry, though there is no law

against such connections. There is a striking difference with

regard to stature, health, strength and fecundity, between the

inhabitants of the exogamous and those of the endogamous

villages, the latter being much inferior in all the^ respects.

Dr. Bunker has no doubt that this inferiority is owing to the

intermarriage of kinsfolk, and he asserts that even the natives

themselves ascribe it to this cause, though they obstinately

keep up the old custom, regarding marriages out of their own

village as highly unbecoming. In cases in which missionaries

have been able to persuade young men to choose wives from

another village, Dr. Bunker assures me that the good effects

of a cross appeared at once. 5

There are some other peoples who ascribe evil results to

clme intcrmairiagc. Mr. Cousins informs me that the Cis-

Natalian Kafirs believe " that their offspring would be of a

more sickly nature if such were allowed"; and Mr. Eyles

writes that the Zulus, on the border of Pondoland, regard

sterility and deformity as consequences of consanguineous

unions. The Australian Dieyerie, according to Mr. Gason,

have a tradition that, after the creation, fathers, mothcre,

sisters, brothers, and others of the closest kin intermarried

promiscuously, until the bad effects of these marriages became

manifest. A council of the chiefs was then assembled to

consider in what way the evil might be averted, and the

1 Polak, I* dr. vol. I. pp TOO, 301, 216, i! iff.

! Dr. Heifer also thinks {* Jour. As Sue. Bengal.' vol. vii. p 856
)
tbsl,

among the Karens of die Tcnaawrlm Provinces, close intermarrying Is

the rtaton why ‘they are a subdued, timid, effeminate, diminishing race.'
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result of their deliberations was a petition to the Muramura,
or Good Spirit In answer to this he ordered that the tribe

should be divided into branches, and distinguished one from

the other by different names, after objects animate and in-

animate, such as dogs, mice, emu, rain, and so forth, and

that the members of any such branch should be forbidden to

marry other members of the same branch. 1 Again, touching

the Kenai, in the north-western part of North America,
Richardson states, " It was the custom that the men of ore

stock should choose their wires from another, and the off-

spring belonged to the race of the mother. This custom has
fallen into disuse, and marriages in the same tribe occur

;
but

the old people say that mortality among the Kcr.ai has arisen

from the neglect of tin- ancient usage,” J

In a Greenland Eskimo tale, the father of Kakamalc, find-

ing that all his grandchildren have died before reaching the

age of puberty, suggests to his son-in-law, " Perhaps we aie

too near skin." 8 Two Mohammedan travellers of the ninth

century tell us that the Hindus never married a relation,

because they thought alliances between unrelated persons
improved the offspring.* In Hadith, the collection of

Mohammedan traditions, it is said, " Marry smong strangers
;

thus you will r.ot iiavc feeble posterity.” M This view,” says

Goldrihcr, "coincides with the opinion of the ancient Arabs
that the children of endegamous marriages are weakly and
lean. To this class aivj belongs the proverb of Al-Meydtat,
1

. .
.
Marry the distant, marry not the near ’ fin relation-

ship).” A poet, praising a hero, says, " He is a hero, not
borne by the cousin (of his father), he is not weakly

;
for the

seed of relations brings forth feeble fruit." a

In opposition to the view that these opinions are the
results of experience, it may be urged that any infraction of
the customs or laws of ancestors is commonly thought to

' Gasan, let. at. pp. i6a, it Uf.
- Richardson, lft. at. roL i. p. 406.

* Rink, ‘Tales and Traditions of the Eskimo,’ pp. 39ft it teg.

* Reich, lot. tit. pp. sio, et uy.
* Gotdriher, m ‘The Academy,’ vol. xviii. p. 16. CJ. Wjlken, ‘Das

Matriarchal bei den alien Arabem,' p. 61 ; Robertson Smith, lot. lit. p. 60.
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cull down divine vengeance. Father Veniaminof tell? us

that, among the early Aleuts, incest, which »U considered

llit* gravest crime, was believed to be always followed by the

birth of monsters with walrus-tusks, beard, and other dis-

figuration
;

1 and among the Kafirs, according to Mr. Fynn, it

is a genera! belief that the offspring of an incestuous union

will be a monster—” a punishment inflicted by the ancestral

spirit." 1 But whatever may be said of the other cases referred

to. no such explanation can possibly hold good for the Arabs.

Among them, marriage with a near relation involved no in-

fringement of their marriage regulations On the contrary,

in spite of the opinions in favour of exogomy, the preference

for marriage with a cousin was dominant among them, and a

man had even a right to the hand of his “ bint ‘amm " the

daughter of a paternal uncle.*

Taking all these facts into consideration, I cannot hut

believe that consanguineous marriages, in some way or other,

arc more or less detrimental to the species. And here, I

think, we may find a quite sufficient explanation of the horror

of incest
;
not because man at an early stage recognized the

injurious influence of close intermarriage, but because the law

of natural selection must inevitably have operated. Among
the ancestors of man, as among other animals, there was no

doubt a time when blood-relationship was no bar to sexual

intercourse. But variations, here as elsewhere, would naturally

present themselves
;
and those of our ancestors who avoided

in-and-in breeding would survive, while the others would

gradually decay and ultimately perish. Thus an instinct

would be developed which would be powerful enough, as a

rule, to prevent injurious unions. Of course it would display

itself simply as an aversion cn the part of individuals to union

with others with whom they lived
;
but these, as a matter of

fact, would be blood-relations, so that the result would be the

survival of the fittest.

Whether man inherited the feeling from the predecessors

from whom he sprang, or whether it was developed after

' Petroff, /or. fiV. p. 155- * Shooter, toe. iU. p 4S.
* Guldiiher, io ‘ "Hie Academy,' vou. xviii. p. =6. Robertson Smith, |>. 8a.
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the evolution of distinctly human qualities, we do not know.

It must necessarily have arisen at a stage when family tics

became comparatively strong, and children remained with

their parents until the age of puberty, or even longer. Exo-
gamy, as a natural extension of this instinct, would arise

when single families united in small hordes. It could not

but grow up If the idea of union between persons intimately

associated with one another was an object of innate repug-

nance. There is no real reason why we should assume, as so

many anthropologists have done,1 that primitive men lived in

small endogamous communities, practising incest in every
degree The theory docs not accord with what is known of

(he customs of existing savages
;
end it accounts for no facts

which may not be otherwise far more satisfactorily explained.

The objection will perhaps be made that the aversion to

sexual intercourse between persons living very closely together

from early youth is too complicated a mental phenomenon to

be a true instinct, acquired through spontaneous variations

intensified hy natural selection. But there are instincts just

as complicated « this feeling, which, in fact, only implies

that disgust Is associated with the idea of sexual intercourse

between persons who haw lived in a long-continued, intimate

relationship from a period of life at which the action of de-

sire is naturally out of the question. Thi- association is no
matter of course, and certainly cannot be explained by the

mere liking for novelty. It has all the characteristics of a

real, powerful instinct, and bears evidently a close resemb-

lance to the aversion to sexual intercourse with individuals

lielonging to another species.

Besides the horror of incest, there is another feeling to

which reference may here be made. “ L'amour,’* says Bcr-

nardin dc Saint-Pierre, "
. . . ne r&ulte que des contrastcs

;

et plus ils sont grands, plus il a d’6nergie. C'est ce que jc

pourrai# prouver par millc traits <Thistoire. . , . L’influencc

des contrasted en amour est si certaine, qu’en voyant l’amant

on peut faire le portrait dc l’objct aime san3 l'avoir vu, pourvu
1 For instance, Mr. Morgan (' Systems,’ &c., pp. 470, *t ug.) and Pro-

fessor Wilken (in
1 Do Indische G-.ds,' 1S81, roL ii. p. b;i>
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qu’on sache settlement qu’tl est affects d'une forte passion."’

Schopenhauer likewise observes that every person requires

from the individual of the opposite sex a one-sidedness which

is the opposite of his or her own. The most manly man
will seek the mo3t womanly woman, and via versd. Weak
or little men have a decided inclination for strong or big

women, and strong or big women for weak or little men.

Blondes prefer dark persons, or brunettes ; snub-nosed persons,

hook-nosed
;

persons with excessively slim, long bodies

and limbs, those who are stumpy and short
;
and so on 1 A

similar view is held by M. Prosper Lucas, Mr. Alexander
Walker, Professor Mantegam, Mr. Grant Allen, and other

w riters.*
“ In the love of the sexes,” says Professor Bain. " the

charm of disparity goes beyond the standing differences of

sex
;
as in contrasts of complexion, and of stature " ‘

Some writers have suggested that love thus excited by
differences is favourable to fecundity, those marriages in

which it exists being more prolific than others.® Thus Mr.

Andrew Knight, a most experienced breeder, remarks, “
I am

disposed to think that the most powerful human minds will

be found offspring of parents of different hereditary consti-

tutions. I prefer a male of a different colour from the breed

of the female, where that can be obtained, and I think that

I have seen fine children produced in more than one instance,

where one family has been dark and the other fair. I am
sure that 1 have witnessed the bad effects of marriages

between two individuals very similar to each other in charac-

ter and colour, and springing from ancestry of similar charac-

ter. Such have appeared to me to be like marriages between

brothers and sisters.’’®

These statements, of course, prove nothing, but they may

1 Bemardin de Saint-Pierre, ‘ £:odei dc :a nature,' rot i. p. 94.
1 Schopenhauer, 1 The World n Will and Idea,’ vo). 111. pp. 356-359.
* Lucas, ' Traitd de l'hdrfditd natmelle,' rol. ii. p. 238 ; 'La hi de

I’amour est I'accord des contiastei’ Walker, ‘ Intermarriage,' pp. 1:9-

1:4. Mantegaiia, ' Die Hygieinr tier Liebc,' p. 33t. Alien, ' Falling in

Loro.' p. 5. r. Hartmann. ‘Philosophy of the Unconscious,' rol. i. pp.

*37, " "V- ‘ Bai.i, lot. til. p. 1 J6,

‘ Lucas, vet ii. p. 238. Walker, ‘ Intermarriage. 1

p ia.|.

• Qucced by Walker, p. iii.
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perhaps derive some value from the fact that they are made
by so many different observers. Tire statistical investigation

of Professor Alphonse dc Candolle, bearing upon the same
question, rests on firmer ground. He has found, from facts

collected in Switzerland. North Germany, and Belgium, that

marriages are most commonly contracted between persons

with different colours of the eye, except in the ease of brown-

eyed women, who arc generally considered more attractive

than others. 1 lie has noted, further, that the number of

children is considerably smaller in families where the parents

have the same colour of the eye than where the reverse is

the ease. 8 But Professor Wittrock could not, in Sweden, find

any such difference in fecundity between the two categories

of marriages; 5 and Mr. Galtcn observes, “ Whatever may be

the sexual preferences for similarity or for contrast, I find

little indication in the average results obtained from a fairly

large number of cases of any .ingle measurable pcr-cnal

peculiarity, whether it be suture, temper, cyc-colour or

artistic tastes, influencing marriage selection to a notable

degree." *

if contrasts instinctively seek each other, this may partly

account for the readiness with which love awakens love.

Every one knows some unhappy lover who has never been
able to win the heart of the person he adores; but in most
eases, I should say, love is mutual. And this, perhaps, is

owing not only to the contagiousness of the passion, but
also to the attractive power of contrasts, which acts equally
upon both parlies. Thus we might explain, to some extent,

the extreme variation of tastes, and the fact that, besides the
general standard of beauty common to the whole race, there

exists a more detailed ideal special to each individual

' Schopenhauer alio layi (Aw. tit. vcl. iii. p. 358), ' Blondes prefer dark
p^sons, or brunettes ; but the alter leldcm prefer lire former. The.

icasoti is, that fair hair and blue eyes are in themselves a variation from
the type, arc altncet abnormal, being analogous to ohitc mice, cc at leait

to gray botses.'
! de CardoUc, ‘ Hfrddit* do la couteur del yeuxdans VcioSco humaine,'

in ‘ Archive!* de* sciences physiques el natuiclles,' ser. iii. vo), iii.
;

quoted in ‘ Ymer,' vet. v. p. viii

5 ‘Ymer,’ vol. v. p. ix. * Gallon, 1 Natural Inheritance,' p. 85.

A 2



CHAPTER XVI

SEXUAL SELECTION AS INPLUKNCED BV AFFECTION AND
SYMPATHY, AND BY CALCULATION

Sexual love is the passion which unite, the sexes The

stimulating impressions produced by health, youth, and

beauty, and ornaments and ether artificial means of attrac-

tion, are all elements of this feeling. The antipathy to

sexual intercourse with individuals of another species, and

the horror of incest, belong to the same phenomenon. But

the psychology of love is by no means exhausted by this.

“Simple ct primitif comme toutes lea forces colossales," says

Professsor Mantegawa, "1’amour paratt pourtant form£ de9

dements de toutes lea passions humainc. Around the

sexual appetite as the leading element there arc aggregated

many different feelings, such as admiration, pleasure of posses-

sion, love of freedom, self-esteem, and love of approbation.*

A complete analysis of love would fill a volume. Here I

shall discuss only one of the most important elements of this

highly compound feeling, the sentiment of affection.

In the lower stages of human development sexual affec-

tion is much inferior in intensity to the tender feelings

1 MatHcpuia,’ Phynologie dn plaisfr,' p. 143
! Spencer, 'The Principles of Psychology,' i pp «8y> f' ut- Bain,

la. <it. |> 136. Dr. Duboc remarts (‘Die Psychole«ic dcr I-iebe, p. 14),
1 Es gieb: Uciae inhnltvollcre and iriumphirendere Be-.eligun’ dcr clgneo

SeTostliebe als yoti dem liber allc Anderen emporgetrageo m werden,

den vir selbs: hoher wic allc Anoeren erbiicken. nH von d«n Ausgt-

xcirbr.et zu tverden, de r uas seibst :r.it alien Auszcichnungen geschmuckl
CKVCheinL1
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with which parents embrace their children
;
and among

several peoples it seems to be almost unknown. Thus,

speaking of the Hovas in Madagascar, Mr. Sibrcc says

that, among them, until the spread of Christianity, there

was "no lack of strong affection between Mood-relations—

parents and children, brothers and sisters, grandparents and
grandchildren ; " but the idea of love between husband and
wife was hardly thought of.

1 On the Gold Coast, says Major
Eilis, " low, as understood by the people of Europe, has

no existence." J At Winncbah, according to Mr. Duncan,
" not even the appearance of affection exists between husband
and wife;' and almost the same is asserted by M. Sabatier

with reference to the Kabyles, by Signor Bonfanti with

reference to the Rar.tu race. 3 Munzinger says that, among
the Bcni-Amcr, it is considered even disgraceful for a wife to

show any affection fer her husband.4 The Chittagong Hill

tribes, according to Captain Lcwin, have 11 no idea of tender-

ness, nor of chivalrous devotion.” Marriage is among them
regarded as merely a convenient and animal connection.* In

the Island of Ponapi, according to Dr. Finsch, love in our

sense of the *Am is entirely unknown.® As regards the

Eskimo of Newfoundland, Hcriot asserts. " Like all other mer.

in the savage state, they treat their wives with great coldness

and neglect, but their affection towards their offspring is lively

and tender.”’ In Greenland, a man thought nothing of

beating his wife, but it was an heinous offence for a mother to

chastise her children.* Almost the seme is said of the
Kutchin by Mr. Jones, and of the Eskimo of Norton Sound
by Mr. Dali.1

’ According to Mr. Morgan, the refined passion

1 Sibrcc, lac tit. p. 25a
1 Eilis, ' The Tshi-ipeahing Peoples,' p. 28$,
a Duncan. ' Travels in Western Africa,' vol i. p. 70 Subaiier, ' £tude

•ui la femme Kjb>le,’in ' Reran d’Anthtopolojie,' scr if vot vl. p. 58
lionfanti, ‘ Lir.civilimcnto dd negii ncl!’ Africa intertropicale,' in ' Archivlo

|xr -nrropoiogia e la cinologia, 1

vol. xv. p. :3t,
• Munsingej, let. tit. p. 315.
’ Lenin, lot. of. p. 345
1 Finsch, in ' ZcUachr. t ElhcoL,' vol. xii. p 317.
’ Henot, he. cif. p. 25. • Egcdc, let. til. p 144.
3 Jones, in ‘Smith. Rep,’ tS66, p. 316. Dali, hi. hi. p. :;o
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of love is unknown to the North American Indians in

general.'

Such Statements, however, may easily be misleading. The

love of a savage 13 certainly very different from the love of a

civilized man
;
nevertheless, we may discover in it traces of

the same Ingredients. There arc facta which tend to show

that even very rude savages may have conjugal affection;

nay, dial among certain uncivilised peoples it has reached a

remarkably high degree of development.

Among the wretched Bushmans, according to Mr Chap-

man. there is love in all their marriages.'. Among the races

of the Upper Congo, love is ennobled by a certain poetry ;*

and with the Touaregs, there is a touch of almost chivalrous

sentiment in the relation between men and women.* Regard-

ing the man-eating Niam-Niam, Dr. Sdiweinfurth asserts that

they display an affection for their wives which is unparalleled

among other natives of an equally low grade.6

Tlic Hos arc good husbands and wives, and although they

have 1x1 terms in their own language to express the higher

emotions, “they feel them all the same. 1 The missionary

jcllinghaus found tokens of affectionate love-betwcen married

people among the Munda Kols, Mr. Fawcett among the

Savaras, Sir Spenser St. John among the Sea Dyaks, Mr.

Man among the Andamanese. 1 In New Caledonia, says

M. Monedon, "
1’amour cxistc, ct j'ai vu dcs suicides par

amour." 11 In Samoa, stories of affectionate love between

husband and wife arc preserved in song * In Tonga, ac-

cording to Mariner, most of the women were much attached

1 Morgan, ' Systems of Consanguinity and Afanity,’ p. J07, now. Cf
Schoolcraft, in. lit. vol. v. p. 373 (Creeks).

• Chapman, te<. fit. vol. L p. 358
1 Johnson, ‘The Hirer Congo,' p. 433.

' Cluvonne. ‘ Die Sahara,' pp, 208, 1/ ttj.

• Schwcinfarth, in. tit. vol. L p. 510. • Dalton, toe. at. p. 206.

1 JelSnghaus, In ' /ntschci. f. Ethnot ,' vol iii. p. 369. Fawcett, ‘The

Saoras of Madras,' In ‘Jour. Anthr. Soc. Bombay, ' vol. i. p. 219. St.

John, /«. lit. vol i pp 54 it Ilf. Man, in 'Jour. Anthr. Intt.,' voL xai.

P-5”
» Mcnceton, in

1

Hull. Soc. d'Anrhr, icr. III. vot i«. p. 366.

• Turner, 'Samoa,' p. 102.
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to their husbands
;
1 and in Fiji, says Dr. Scemann, “even

widower*, in the depth of their grief, have frequently

terminated their existence, when deprived of a dearly beloved

wife ." 1 In several of the Australian tribes, married people

arc often much attached to each other, and continue to be 50

even when they grow old;4 Concerning the aborigines of

Victoria, Daniel Bunce says it is an error to suppose that

there exists no settled love or lasting affection between the

sexes ;
among the Narrinycri, Mr. Taplin has known as well-

matched and loving couples as he has among Europeans

;

and, according to Mr. Bonney, husband and wife among the

natives of the River Darling, rarely quarrel, and " they show
much affection for each other in their own way ." 4

Among the Eskimo of the north-ca.%t coast of North

America, visited by Lyon, •* young couples ate frequently

seen rubbing noses, their favourite mark of affection, with an

air of tenderness." 4 The Tacullics, as Harman informs us,

are remarkably fond of their wives .

0 And Mr. Catlin goes

even so far as to deny that the North American Indians arc

" in the least behind U3 in conjugal, in filial, and in paternal

affection," T—a statement with which Mr. Morgan's does not

agree. Mr. Brett asserts that, among the natives of Guiana,

instances of conjugal attachment arc very frequent.
8 Azara

and Mantegazza found tokens of it among some other South

American tribes and the nide Fuegian* are said to “ show
a good deal of affection for their wives ." 10

It is, indeed, impossible to believe that there ever was a

1 Martin, fee.M vol. IL, p. 171, //.try.

* Scernani:,
4
Vili,' pp. 193, //

4 Brough Smyth, Ay. at. vol. ii. p. 2Sy Bonwick, ic ‘ Jc«jt. Anthr.

IottV vol* xvi. p. 203. Waiu-Gerland, tec. cit. vaL vL pp. 7/5, 781.

Dawson, he. cit. p. 37. Lumholtr. Ice. at. pp. *13, ft j*y.

4 Brough Smyth, voL L p. 29. Taplin, toe cir. p ta. Bonney, In

'Jour. Anihr. lint.,' vol. xiii. p. i Sj.
'• Lyon, to• at. p. 3S3. CJ. Nansen, lot. di. vol. ii. pp. 315, t! i/f.

(Greenlanders'.

® Harmon, lot. cit. p. 192. ' Catlin, foe. at. vol i. p. 121.

' Bren, lot. tit. pp. 9̂ 351 .

« Aura. lot. til. »oL ii. p. **. Mantegazia,
1 Sio de la Plata,’ p. 456.

" Weddel • Voyage toward* tli; Sooth Pole,’ p. 1 56. Haydes. in 1
Bull.

Soc d'Anthr.,' icj. iii vol. x. p. 33*.
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time when conjugal affection was entirely wanting in the

human race. Though originally of far less intensity than

parental love, especially on the mother's side, as being of le*o;

importance for the existence of the species, yet it seems, in

its most primitive form, to have been as old as marriage itself.

It must i* a certain degree of affection that induces the male

to defend the female curing her period of pregnancy; but

often it is the joint care of the offspring, more than anything

else, that makes the married couple attached to each other.

With reference to the Dacotahs, Mr. Prescott remarks that

“as children increase, the parents appear to be more affec-

tionate." 1

Of course it is impossible to suppose that mutual love can

generally be the motive which leads to marriage when the

wife is captured or purchased from a foreign tribe. In the

main, Mr. Hall's assertion as to the Eskimo visited by him,

that “love— if it come at all—comes after the marriage,'* 8

holds good fer many savage peoples. Among the Austra-

lians, for instance, according to Mr. Brough Smyth, love has

often no part in tlx; preparations for marriage “ The bride

is dragged from her home* she i3 unwilling to leave it
;
and

if fears arc entertained«that she will endeavour to escape, a

spear is thrust through her foot or her leg. A kind husband

will, however, ultimately evoke affection, and fidelity and true

love arc no: rare tn Australian families." 1

The affection accompanying the union of the sexes has

gradually developed in proportion as altruism in general lias

increased. Thus love has only slowly become the refined feeling

it is in the heart of a highly civilized European. In Eastern

countries with their ancient civilization there exists even now
but little of that tenderness towards the woman which is the

principal charm of our own family life. In China, up to

recent times, it was considered ‘goed form” for a man to beat

his wife, and, if the Chinaman of humble rank spared her a

little, he did so only in order not to come under the necessity

of buying a successor.4 In Hindu families, according to

1 Schoolcraft, be.M voi iil. p. 236. 8 Hall, be* at. p. 368.

3 Brough Smyth, loc. cit. voL i. p. xxiv.

4 Katscher, toe. cit. pp. 58, ct xry.
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Dubois, sincere mutual friendship is rarely met with. “ It is

in vain,’ he say 9 ,
“ to expect, between husband and wife, that

reciprocal confidence and kindness which constitute the hap-

piness of a family. The object for which a Hindu marries is

not to gain a companion to aid him in enduring the evils of

life, but a slave to bear children and be subservient to his rule.” 1

The love of which the Persian poets sing has cither a symbolic

or a very profane meaning.’ Among the Arabs, says

Durckhardt, " the passion of love is, indeed, much talked of by
the inhabitants of towns

;
but 1 doubt whether anything is

meant by them more than the giossest animal desire.' 8 Mr.
Finck remarks that in the whole of the Bible there is not 5

single reference to romantic love.4 And even In Greece,

according to some authorities, the love of the sexes was little

more than sexual instinct 1

It is also obvious that marriage cannot be contracted from
affection where the young women before marriage arc kept
quite apart from the men, as is done in Eastern countries.

In China it often happens that the parties have not even seen

cadi other till the wedding-day
;
and, in Greece, custom was

scarcely leas rigorous in this respect0 In vain Plato urged
that young men and women should be more frequently per-

mitted to meet one another, so that there should be less

enmity and indifference in the married life.’ Plutarch hopes
that love will come after marriage.*

The feeling which makes husband and wife true com-
panions for better and worse can grow up only in societies
where the altruistic sentiments of man are strong enough to
make him recognize woman as his equal, and where she is

not shut up as an exotic plant in a grccr.-housc, but is allowed
to associate freely with men. In this direction European
civilization has been advancing for centuries, and there can
be no reason to fear that it will ever be in-rmancntly diverted

1 Dubois, for. cif. p :og. ’ Polafc, toe. tit. vol. i. p. 20&
1 Burekhardt, toe. at. p 155. • Finck, ' Romantic Love,' p. 1 10.
‘ Pulmblsd, ‘Grekisk fornkunskap,' voL L p. 253. ‘Das Ainland,’

> 8
- 5, P- 321.
0 Kaiscbei, Uf. tit. pp. 71, B4. Hermann-Bliimner, foe. at. p. 261.
* I'Ulo, tee. tit. book vi. p. 771.
- I'lnureh, *n.,l -ij, Vh',' ch. viil.
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from the path by which alone some of the most important of

its ends can be attained.

When affection came to play a more prominent part in

human sexual selection, higher regard was paid to intellectual,

emotional, and moral qualities, through which the feeling is

chiefly provoked. Later on, we shall see how great are the

consequences which spring from this fact. For the present

it may be enough to say that the preference given to higher

qualities by civilised men contributes much to the mental

improvement of the race. Dr. Stark observes that the intem-

perate, profligate, and criminal classes do not commonly
marry

;
and the like is to a large extent true of persons who

are very inferior in intellect, emotions, and will.'

Affection depends in a very high degree upon sympathy.

Though distinct aptitudes, these two classes of emotions ate

meat intimately connected : affection is strengthened by

sympathy, and sympathy is strengthened by affection. Com-
munity of interests, opinions, sentiments, culture, and mode
of life, as being essential to close sympathy,1 is therefore

favourable to warm affection. If love is excited by contrast,

il is so only within certain limits. The contrast must not be

so great as to exclude sympathy.

Great difference of age is fatal to close sympathy. VVic-

land noted that most people who fall in love do so with persons

ol about their own age ;* and statistics prove the observation

to be correct Men who marry comparatively late in life

usually avoid too great difference in agc.‘ The foundation of

this admiration and preference, modified by age, says Mr.
Walker, " appears to be the similarity of objects and Interest*

which arc inseparable from similar periods of life, the associa-

tion of these with a similar intensity of sexual desire, the con-

sequent production of similar sympathy, and the resolve that

it shall be permanent.'
1 ‘

A very important factor is similarity in the degree of cul-

tivation. It seldom happens that a “ gentleman " falls in love

1 Daruin, • The Descent of Man,1

vol. i. p. 115.
’

Cf. Bain, Ux. til. p. 117 ;
Sully,

1
Outlines of PsychcIcRy,' p. 515.

1 Walker, • Intcnr-arriage,’ pp. lij-rij
• Hauthofer, lot. tit. p. 405. ‘ Walker, pp. 1

1 5, ,1 „j.
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with a peasant-girl, or an artizan with a u
lady." This docs

more than almost anything else to maintain the separation of

the different classes, and to piescrvc the existing distribution

of wealth among the various groups of society,

Want of sympathy prevents great divisions of human beings

—such as different races or nations, hereditary castes, classes,

and adherents of different religions— from intermarrying, even
where personal affection plays no part in the choice of the

mate. Thus many uncivilized peoples carefully avoid marry-

ing out of their own tribe, the chief reason being, I thinlc. the
stiong dislike which distinct savage and barbarous nations

have for one another. Mr. McLennan called such peoples
“ endogamous," in contradistinction to peoples who are

"exogamous," if, do not marry within their own tribe or clan.

But this classification has caused much confusion, "exogamy ”

and "endogamy ' not being real contraries. For there exists

among every people an outer circle— to use Sir Henry Maine’s

very appropriate terminology—out of which marriage is either

prohibited, or generally avoided
; as well as an inner circle,

including the clan, nr, at any rate, the very nearest kinsfolk,

within which no marriage is allowed.

Like the inner circle, the outer circle vanes considerably in

extent. Rcnggcr states that many of the Indian races of
Paraguay are too proud to intermarry with any rare of a
different colour, or even of a different stock. 1 In Guiana and
elsewhere, Indiana do not readily intermix with negroes,

whom they despise.- Among the Isthmians of Central A merica,
" marriage was not contracted with strangers or people
speaking a different language";’ and in San Salvador, ac-
cording to Palado, a man who had intercourse with a foreign

woman was killed.* Mr. Powers informs us of a Californian

tribe who would put to death a woman for committing
adultery with or marrying a white man

;

1 and among the Baro-

1 Reich, /or.M p. 456.
! Wain, 1 Introduction to Anthropology,’ p > 74-

' Bancroft, lot. til. «ol. i. p 771.

• Spencer, *Descriptive Sociology,' Ancient Mexicans, &c, p. t.
1 Powers, lot. til. p. ?t.|. C/. Micketuie, 'Voyage*,1

p. 148 (Beaver
ar.d Rocky Mountain Indianr),
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longs, a Bcchuana tribe, the same punishment was formerly

inflicted on anyone who had intercourse with a European. 1

Among the Kabylcs, " Ic mariage avec une ntgrease n'est pas

defendu cn principe; mais Ic famille s'oppaserait a une

parrille union.”*

Tlie Chinese, according to Mr. Jamieson, refuse marriage

with the surrounding barbarous tribe;, with whom, as a rule,

they have no dealings, cither friendly or hostile.’ The black

and fairer people of the Philippines have from time imme-

morial dwelt in die same country without producing an inter-

mediate race
;

‘ the llugis of Perak have kept themselves

very distinct from the people among whom they live
,
s and,

in Sumatra, it is a rare thing for a Malay man to marry a

Kubu woman. 0 The Munda Kols severely punish a girl who
is seduced by a Hindu, whereas intercourse with a man oi

their own people is regarded by most of them as quite a

matter of course.1 And, in Ceylon, even those Veddahs who
live in settlements, although they have long associated with

their neighbours, the Sinhalese, have not yet Intermarried with

them.8

Count dc Gobincau remarks that not even a common
religion and country can extinguish the hereditary aversion

of the Arab to the Turk, of the Kurd to the Ncstorian of

Syria, of the Magyar to the Slav.* Indeed, so strong, among
the Arabs, is the instinct of ethnical isolation, that, as a

traveller relates, at Djidda, where sexual morality is held in

little respect, a Bedouin woman ir.ay yield herself for money
to a Turk or European, but would think herself for ever dis-

honoured if she were joined to him in lawful wedlock. 10

1 * D« Autland.' iMi p .-64.

! Hanoteas and Letourecux, let. eit. vol. ii. p 164.
1 Jamieson, In 'The China Review,1 vol i. pp 94, ef uy.
• Cra*furd, 1 On tho Classification of the Races of Man,’ in

1 Trim
Fthn Soe., N.S. vol I. p. 337. ‘ McNair, 1 Perak,' p 131.

• Forbes, 1 The Eastern Archipelago.1 p 241.
1 Jellinghaus, in 1 Zdisehr. f. Ethnol,* vol. iii. pp. 366, 370, 371.
• Bailey, in ‘Trans. Elhn. Soc.,‘ N.S. vot. ii. pp 282, 292.

• de Gobincau, ‘The Moral and Intellectual Diversity of Racer,’ pip.

" Kid., p. 174, note 1. C/. d’Escayrac de Lauture, toe. eil. p 153.
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Marriages between Lapps and Swedes very rarely occur,

being looked upon as dishonourable by both peoples. They
arc equally uncommon between Lapps and Norwegians, and

it hardly ever happens that a Lapp marries a Russian. 1 At
various times, Spaniards in Centra! America. Englishmen in

Mauritius, Frenchmen in Reunion and the Antilles, and

Danish traders in Greenland, have been prevented by law

from marrying natives.* Among the Hebrews, during the

early days of their power and dominion, marriages with

aliens seem to have been rare exceptions.* The Romans
were prohibited from marrying barbarians ; Valentinian in-

flicted the penalty of death for such unions.* Tadlus was

of opinion that the Germans refused marriage with foreign

nations,6 and the like seems to have been the case with the

Slavs.*

Among several peoples marriage very seldom, or never,

takes place even outside the territory of the tribe or com-
munity. This is the ease with many tribes of Guatemala,7

the Ahts* Navajo*," and Pueblos. 10 In the village of

Schawill, in Southern Mexico, according to Mr. Stephens,

“every member must marry within the rancho, and no
such thing as a marriage out of it had ever occurred.

They said it was impossible, it could not happen. . . . This
was a thing so little apprehended that the punishment for it

was not defined in their penal code; but being questioned,

after some consultations, they said that the offender, whether

man or woman, would be expelled." 11 Speaking of the

Chaymas in New Andalusia, among whom marriages are

contracted between the inhabitants of the same hamlet only, 11

V. Humboldt says, • Savage nations are subdivided into an

infinity of tribes, which, bearing a cruel hatred toward each

* v. DQben, In. tit. pp. 300. ft ity.

' Morclct, let. tit. Montgomery, let. til vol. tl p. 491- Godron, let.

til. vol :i. p. 36a Fries, lee. tit. p. 159. * Enald, he tit. p. 193.
* Koisbauh, hi. at p. *65. * Tacitus, he. tit. ch. iv.

* Madeionki) It tit. vol ii. p. 101.

' Bancroft, lee. tit vol i. p. 703. * Sproat, lee. tit. p. 98.
* Bancroft, vol. i. p. 511, note tso.

" Davis lee. tit. p. 148 " Dancroft, voL 1. p 66>
" v. Humboldt, 1 Prronal Narrative,’ voL iii. p. 237.
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other, form no intermarriages, even when their languages

spring from the same root, and when only a small arm of a

river, or a group of hills, separates their habitations-” 1 This

holds good especially for several of the Brazilian tribes' In

ancient I'eru it was not lawful for the natives of one pro-

vince or village to many those of another.4

In Equatorial Airica, according to Mr.Du Chaillu, the non-
cannibal tribes do not intermarry with their cannibal neigh-

bours, whose peculiar practices arc held in abhorrence.*

Barrow states that the Hotten loti always marry within their

own kraal and a Bushman woman would regard intercourse

with any one out of the tribe, no matter how superior, as a
degradation.0 Among the Hovas, the different tribes, clans,

ami even families as a rule do not intermarry, as Mr. Sibrce

says, " in order to keep landed property together, as well as

from a strong clannish feeling." : Mr. Swann informs me that,

among the Waguha, of West Tanganyika, marriages out or

the tribe are avoided, though not prohibited
;

and Arch-

deacon Hodgson writes that this is very often the case in

Eastern Central Africa.

In India there are several instances of tribe- or clan-

endogamy.' The Tipperahs and Abors, for example, view

with abhorrence the idea of their giris marrying out of their

own clan,® and Colonel Dalton was gravely assured that,
" when oneof the daughters of "Pidam so demeans herself, the

sun and the moon refuse to shine, and there is such a strife in

the elements that all labour Is necessarily suspended, till by
sacrifice and oblation the stain is washed away.” 1C The Asnos
not only despise the Japanese as much as the Japanese
despise them, but are not very sociable even among them-

‘ v Humboldt, ‘ Peuor_il Nurativr,’ vol. i:i. po. 326, eluf.
1 v Marlin, tu. al. voL i p. tc6
' Garcilawode la Vega, tee. cir. vol. i. p. 308.
* Du Chaillu, lot. eU. p. 97. ' Barrow, tot fit. vol. I. p r*«.
0 Chapman, loe. at. vol. ii. p. 7 J.

’
Sifciec, lot. tit. pp. top, 2j (,

“ Kristins (Daiion, lot. tit. p. 378), Koch (Hodgson, in ‘Jour. Ai. Soc
Bengal/ voL xviii. p. 707), Karens of Buraia (according to Dr. Bunker;
Mason, ' On Dwellings, &c , of the Karens, in ‘Jour. As. Soc. Bengal,
vol. xtxvii. pL iL p. 15 :>.

* Lewln, /fir. tit. p. 201. « Dalton, p. 28.
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selves :
one village does not like to marry into another.1 The

same may be said of the Sermatta Islanders
;

a whilst the

Minahassers,1 the Dyalca* and the natives of New Guinea*

and New Britain,* as a general rule, marry within their own
trite. Among the New Zealanders* according to Mr. Yatci

great opposition is made to any one taking, except for

some political purpose, a wife from another tribe,” and mar-

riage generally takes place between relatives. 7 In Australia

there are groups of tribes, so-called associated tribes, gener-

ally speaking the same dialect, who are in the habit of

uniting for common defence and other purposes. Mar-

riage between the members of associated tribes is the rule*

but many tribes are mostly endogamous.0

In ancient Wales, according to Mr. Lewis, marriage was

to be within the dan.10 At Athens, at least in its later

history, if an alien lived as a husband with an Athenian

woman, he was liable to be sold as a slave, and to have his

property confiscated
;
and, if an Athenian lived with a foreign

woman, she was liable to like consequences, and he to a

penalty of a thousand drachms. 11 Marriage with foreign

women was unlawful for a!! Spartans, and was made unlawful

for the Hcraclidas by a separate rhctra.“ At Rome, any

marriage of a citizen with a woman who was not herself a

Roman citizen, or did not belong to a community possessing

the privilege of connubiuw with Rome—which was always

expressly conferred—was invalid; no legitimate children

I Batchelor, in
4 Trass. Ai Soc. Japan,' vol. xpjx an, et v. Sic-

bold, /*r. at. pp. 30, tt sc7.

Riedel, ioe. at. p. 335.
5 Hickson, lot. cit. p. 2T7 » Wilken, 1 Verwantschap,' pp. 21

,
ft u$.

4 Wilicen, p. 33.

* Biok, in ‘ Ball. Soc. d'Anthr./ Mr iti. voL xi p. y)6.

4 Remit ly, in
1
Proceed Roy. Geo. Soc,' N.S. vol. ix. p.

• Yale, toe. tit. pp-96, W-
' Cun, lx. til. rol. i. pp. 63. 67. Mathew, in 'Joor. Roy. Seec. N.S.

Wales' vol. mill. p. 398.

» Cun, vol. L pp 39S, 303, 330, 343, J??; vol. ii. pp. 21, 179, 197,

je»7 i vol. Ul. pp. JS3, 272.

UwW, lot. at. p. 196.
II Hearn, lot. fit. pp. 156, rt rtf.

Miller, 'The Doric Race,’ voL B. p. J02.
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could be bom of such a marriage.' In early times it was

even customary for a father to seek, for his daughter, a hus-

band from his Own gem, marriage out of it being mentioned

as an extraordinary thing.8

Prohibitions of intermarriage do not refer only to persons

belonging to different nations or tribes; very often they relate

also to persons belonging to different clasres or castes of the

same community. Yet in many, perhaps most, cases these

prohibitions originally coincided. Castes are frequently, if not

always, the consequences of foreign conquest and subjugation,

the conquerors becoming the nobility, and the subjugated the

commonalty or slaves. Thus, before the Norman conquest,

the English aristocracy was Saxon ; after it, Norman. The
descendants of the German conquerors of Gaul were, for a

thousand years, the dominant race ir. Prance
;
and until the

fifteenth century all the higher nobility were of Prankish or

Burgundian origin." The Sanskrit word (or caste is " varna,"

r>., colour, which shows how the dislinction of high and low
caste arose in India. That country was Inhabited by dark-

races before the fairer Aryans took possession of it
;
and the

bitter cor.tcmpt of the Aryans for foreign tribes, their domineer-

ing spirit, and their strong antipathies of race and of religion,

found vent in the pride of class and caste distinctions. Even
to this day a careful observer can distinguish the descendants
of conquerors and conquered. “ No sojourner in India,” says

Dr. Stevenson, " can have paid any attention to the physi-

ognomy of the higher and lower orders of natives without
being struck with the remarkable difference that exists in the

shape of the head, the build of the body, and the colour of the

skin between the higher and the lower castes into which the
H indu population is divided."* This explanation of the origin

of Indian castes is supported by the fact that it is in some of
the latest Vedic hymns that we find the earliest references to

those four classes—the Brahmans, the Kshatriyas. the VaiSyas.

1 Gaius, * Iiumuiioaes,' book i. 5 51k

* Marquadr nr.d Mommsen. !oe. til. vol vii. p. 39.
8 Hot?, in de Gobiaeau, ' The Diversity of Races,’ p. 239.
' Muller, • Chips from a German Workshop,’ vut i. pp. 122. ,t :tc.

Cf Momer Williams, ‘ Hinduism,' p. 1 54.
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and the loudras—to which all the later castes have been traced

back.’ The Incas of Peru were known as a conquering race

;

and the ancient Mexicans represented the culture-heroes of

the Toltccs as white.* Among the Ben: Amer, the nobles

are mostly light coloured, while the commoners are blackiah."

The Polynesian nobility have a comparatively fair com-

plexion,* and seem to be the descendants of a conquering or

superior race. •' The chiefs, and persons of hcrcditaiy rank

and influence in the islands* says Elli9
,
" are, almost without

exception, as much superior to the peasantry or common
people, in stateliness, dignified deportment, and physical

strength, as they arc in rank and circumstances
;
although

they are not elected to their station on account of their

personal endowments, but derive tbeir rank and elevation from

their ancestry. This is the case with most of the groups of the

Pacific, but particularly so in Tahiti and the adjacent islands." 1

Among the Shans, according to Dr. Anderson, " the majority

of the higher classes seemed to be distinguished from the

common people by more elongated oval faces and a decidedly

Tartar type of countenance." " In America, at the timeof the

earliest European immigration, a kind of caste distinction

arose, white blood being synonymous with nobility
; and, in

La Plata, Spaniards, Mestizoes, ana Indians were-aeparated

fiom each other even in church.’

As descendants of different ancestors, members of noble

families keep up their separate position, and remain almost as

foreigners to the people among whom they live. Speculating

on the ’want of sympathy among the various classes in

societies in which such distinctions are recognized, Count dc

Tocqueville nays, “ Each caste has its own opinions, feelings,

rights, manners, and modes of living. Thus the men of whom

1 Rhys Davids, ‘ Lectures on the Origin and Growth of Religion,’

pp. 13
,
el iff.

' Wait*. toe til. vol. Iv. p. 6*. * Munslnger, toe. tit. p. 336

• Waltt-GerUnd, vol vi. p. 6. Usiansky, lot. tit. p. 3 $ (Nukahivans).

• Ellis, 'Polynesian Researches,' vol L p. Sa. <7/ Becchey, lot. at.

vol i. pp. » 5, tt iuj.
i
Seeioar-n, * Vlti|' p. 79.

• Anderson, tee. cit. p. 3R9.

' Bastian, 1 Beitrige xur Ethnologic,’ in 'Zdtrehr. f. Ethtvo!..' vol i.

pp. 36;, /1 114.

B B
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each caste is composed do not resemble the mass of their

fellow-citizens ; they do not think or feel in the same
manner, and they scarcely believe that they belong to the

same human race. . . . When the chroniclers of the Middle

Ages, who all betonged to the aristocracy by birth or education,

relate the tragical end of .1 noble, their grief flows apace

;

whereas they tell you at a breath, and without wincing, of

massacres and tortures Inflicted on the common sort of people.

Not that these writer* felt habitual ‘hatred or systematic dis-

dain for the people
;
war between the several classes of the

community was not yet declared. They were impelled by an
instinct rather than by a passion ; as they had formed no clear

notion of a poor man's sufferings, they cared but little for his

fete" Tlien, in proof of this, the writer gives extracts from

Madame de Sfvigne’s letters, displaying a cruel jocularity

which, in our day, “the harshest man writing to the most insens-

ible person of his acquaintance" would not venture wantonly

to indulge in
;
and yet Madame de Sdvigai was not selfish or

cruel : she was passionately attached to her children, and ever

ready to sympathize with her friends, and she treated her
servants and vassals with kindness and indulgence.1

It is to this want of affection anti sympathy between tire

different layers of society, together with the vain desire of

keeping the bleed pure, that the prohibition of marriage out

of the class, or the general avoidance of such marriages, owes
its origin. Among the Ahts, for instance, who take great

pride in honourable birth, a patrician loses caste unless he

marries a woman of corresponding rank, in his own or another
tribe.* Among the Isthmians of Central America, the lords

married only the daughters of noble blood
;
and, in Guatemala,

marriage with a slave reduced die free-man to a slave’s

condition.* The tribes of Brazil also consider such alliances

highly disgraceful.*

Nowhere are the different orders of society more distinctly

separatee from each other than in the South Sea Islands. In

1 de Tocqucville ' Dfinc-rracj- in America,' vol. ii. pp. 149-151.
' Spreut, lac. (it pp. 98-99. * Bancroft, iof. (ii. rot. IL p 659.
• v. Maiims, toe. (it. roL L p. 71. v. Spi* and v. Manila, let. cii.

voL n. p. 74.
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the Marianne group, it was the common belief that only the

nobles were endowed with an immortal soul ; and a nobleman

who married a girl of the people was punished with death.'-

In Polynesia also, the commoner* were locked upon by '-he

nobility almost as a different species of beings.’ Hence in

the higher ranks marriage was concluded only between

persons of corresponding position
;
and if, in Tahiti, a woman

of condition chose an inferior person as a husband, the

children he had by her were killed-' In the Indian Archi-

pelago, marriages between persons of different rank arc, as a

rule, disapproved, ami in some places they arc prohibited.*

Among the Hovas of Madagascar, the three great divisions

—

the nobles, the commoners, and the slaves,—with few excep-

tions, cannot intermarry
;

neither do the three different

classes of slaves marry each other.
6 Almost the same rule

holds good for the different orders of the Beni-Amer and

Marea;* whilst, among the TedS, the smiths form an

hereditary and Utterly despised caste by themselves, being

obliged to marry solely with members of their own caste.

'

By several African peoples, however, slaves and freemen are

allowed to intermarry.*

The Aenczes of Arabia never intermarry with the "szona,”

handicraftsmen or artisans
;

nor do they ever marry their

daughters to Fellahs, or to inhabitants of towns* In India,

intermarriage between different castes was in Manu’s lime

permissible, but is now altogether prohibited. Of the original

Waiti-Gerland, Ice. dr. vol V. pL li. p. 1 u.
1 Ibid., roL ri. pp. S63, 1&6.

* Cook, ‘ Voyage to the Facile Ocean,' vol ii. pp. 171, cl s/j. Ellis,

* Polynesian Researches,’ to!, i. p. ;;6.
4 Wilken, in *Bijdragcn,’ Sk., ser. v. vol i. p. 153. Hickson, /«- ri/.

p. 378 (Mitiahasters). Matthes, he. eit. p. 13 (Bugis and Macassars).

Riedd, he. ri/. pp. 303, 43s (natives id Timor-Laut and Wetter).

S'.. John, • Wild Tribes of the North-West Coast of Borneo,’ iu 1 Tram.
Ethn. Sac,1 N. S. vol. it pp. 334, cl ic;. (Sea Dyaks).

1 Slbree, he. ri/. pp. 185, 336. 4 Munringer, /of. at. pp. 340, 313.

’ Natfitlgal, he. tit. vol i. pp. 443, '< ><V-
' Negioes of Loango (Soyaui, hr. ri/. p. 163), Hottentots (Koiben,

hr. ri/. vol L p. 156k Kunitnn sr.d Barca (Munringer, p. j8i\
• Burclchardt, he. ril. p. 63. C/. Burton, * Pilgrimage/ p. 305.
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four castes, the Brahmans alone have retained their purity to

any extent, but there is an almost endless number of trade-

castes, resulting chiefly from associations of men engaged in

the same occupation.1 Moreover, as Sir Monlcr Williams

remarks, " we find castes within castes, so that even the

Brahmans are broken up and divided into numerous races,

which again arc subdivided into numerous tribes, families, or

sub-castes . . . which do not intermarry."* Class-endogamy
prevails in Ceylon,3 Siam,' and Corea; 4 and in the Chittagong

district, when a slave marries, the person choser. must be a
slave. 4 In China, play-actors, policemen, boatmen, and slaves

are not allowed to marry women of any other class than that

to which they respectively belong 7 A id in Japan, before die

year 1868, when a new order of things was introduced, die

different classes of nobles were not permitted to Intermarry
with each other or with common people *

In Europe there have been similar prohibitions. In Rome,
plebeians and patricians could not intermarry till the year

455 P'G, nor were marriages allowed between patricians ana
clients. Cicero himself disapproved of intermarriages of w-
gami and freedmen, and, though such alliances were generally
permitted under the Emperor-, yet a senator could not marry
a frecd-woman, nor a patroness her liberated slave. Between
freemen and slaves anhibemtum could take place, but not
marriage.1 Among the Teutonic peoples, in ancient times,
any freeman who hail intercourse with a slave was punished
with slavery, and a woman guilty of 6uch a crime might be
killed. In the Scandinavian countries, slavery came to an
end at a comparatively early period, but in Germany it was
succeeded by serfdom

; and equality of birth continued to be
regarded as an indispensable condition of lawful marriage.
As late as the thirteenth century any German woman who

1 Monlcr Wniiams, Hinduism,' pp 153, 155.
' Afrw, ‘ Indian Wisdom,1

p. 318, ncle.
* DavT- P' *«<• * Nenk, he. dt. p, <8.
‘ Ross, Aw. d! p 311. 0 tewta. /*, rt/. p . 86 nolt
' Gray, be. at. vol 1. p. 187.

^
* Koehler, in ‘Tran*. As See. Japan,’ vol. rill. p. 117.
* Mommsen, he. dt. voL i. p. 31& Kosstach, /*-. dt. pp. ,

s
4

457 -
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had intercourse with a serf lost her liberty. 1 From the class

of freemen, both in Germany and in Scandinavia, the nobility

gradually emerged as a distinct order, and marriages between

persons of noble birth and persons who, although free, were

not noble, came to be considered misalliances* In Sweden,

in the seventeenth century, such marriages were punished.*

Modem civilization tends to pull down the barriers which

separate the various classes of society, just as it tends to

diminish the differences in interests, habits, sentiments, and

knowledge. Birth no longer determines to the same extent

as before a man’s social position, and nobility has become a

shadow of what it was. Thus there survive but few traces of

the former class-endogamy. According to German Civil

Law, the marriage of a man belonging to the high nobility

with a woman of inferior birth is still regarded as a diipara-

gitnti

;

and the woman is not entitled to the rank of her

husband, nor is the full right of inheritance possessed by her

or by her children.* Although In no way prevented by law,

marriages out of the class are generally avoided hy custom.

•The outer or endogamous limit, within which a man or

woman must marry," 3ays Sir Henry Maine, “has been mostly

taken under the shelter of fashion or prejudice. It is but

faintly traced in England, though not wholly obscured. It is

(or perhaps was) rather more distinctly marked in the United

States, through prejudices against the blending of white and

coloured blood. But in Germany certain hereditary dignities

are still forfeited by a marriage beyond the forbidden limits
;

and in France, in spite of all formal institutions, marriages

between a person belonging to the nobUsst and a person

belonging to the bourgeoisie (distinguished roughly from one

another by the particle 'do') arc wonderfully rare, though

they arc not unknown.11

Different nations, like the different classes of society, have

1 Winroth, • AktcnakapshindrCn/ pp. aay, ajo, 23}. Wdnhohl,
Deutsche Frauen/ voL 1 pp. 349> 353, t! iff-
* Weiuhoid, voL i. pp 349, ft iff.
'•

Odlmcr, ‘ L&robok I Svorlgos. Norge* och Danmarks historia/ p. 241 .

* Rehrend, In v. HoltrcndorlT, • Encyclopadic dor Rcchtwissensehifi,'

in. i. p. 4?8 - Maine, ‘ Early Law and Custom/ pp. 524,
ft -iff.
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been gradually drawing nearer to each other. National

prejudices have diminished, and international sympathy has

increased. During the Middle Ages a foreigner was called in

Germany “ein Elcnder," because he stood outside the law; 1

to-day he enjoys the protection of the law in all civilized

countries, and is not as a foreigner an object of prejudice.

This widening of sympathy, and improved means of com-
munication, have of course made intermarriages between the

several nations much more common than they used to Ixr

Religion, finally, has formed a great bar to intermarriage.

In British India, the descendants of all the Mohammedan
• zees—Arab, Iranian, Turanian. Mongol, and Hindu converts

—intermarry, but there are few unions between Christian men
and Mohammedan women* indeed, according to Mr. Lane,
such a marriage is not permitted under any circumstances,

and cannot take - place otherwise than by force. On the

other hand, it is held lawful for a Mohammedan to marry a
Christian or a Jewish woman, if induced to do so by excessive

love of her, or if he cannot obtain a wife of his own religion.

In this case, however, the offspring must follow the father's

faith, and the wife does not inherit when the husband dies.'

Marriage with a heathen woman is never permitted to a
Mussulman.*

It is mainly religion that has kept the Jews a relatively

pure race. “ The Jew,” says Dr. Neubauer, ' has no preference

for, or any aversion from, one race or another, provided he can
inarry a woman of his religion, and vice vena

"

9 Indeed, the

Jewish law does not recognize marriage witli a person of

another belief,* though there are instances of such marriages
in the early days of Israel.* During the Middle Ages,
marriage between Jews and Christians was prohibited by the

1 Iichicr.it, in v. HdtJendarif, ‘ Encyclopedic,* pt. i. a 457.
* Balfour, Av. M vol ii. p. £3 $.

1 Lace, he. ell. vet. i. p. 137.
' d’Eicayrac dc Lauture, be. dl. p. 63
* Neefcooer, ‘ Notes on the Racc-Type* of the Jew*,' in 'Jour. Anthr

[nit..’ vol xv. p. T9.

* Franfcel, ' Cinuidl.men da mowisch-tabnudiKhen Kficrechtj,’ p. «*.
Ritter,

4 Philo ond Hie Halacha/ p. 71.
! ‘ Genesis,' ch. ai. v. ZI

;
ch. xxxvi. v. a.
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Christians also, and universally avoided. 1 “ The folk-lore of

Europe,” Mr. Jacobs remarks, "regarded the! Jews as some-

thing infra-human, and it would require an almost impossible

amount of Urge toleration for a Christian maiden of the

Middle Ages to regard union with a Jew as anything other

than unnatural.’’ Mr. Jacobs thinks it may be doubccd

whether even at the present day there is one mixed marriage

to five hundred pure Jewish marriages.’

St. Paul Indicates that a Christian wa3 no: allowed to marry

a heathen,’ and Tertullian calls such ar. alliance fornication 4

In early times, the Church often encouraged marriages of

this sort as a means of propagating Christianity, and it was

only when its success was beyond doubt that it actually prohi-

bited them.* The Council of Elvira expressly forbade Chris-

tian parents to give their daughters m marriage to heathens,

ordering that those who did so should be excommunicated*

Even the adherents of different Christian conlcssions have

been prohibited from intermarrying. In the Roman Church

the prohibition of marriage with heathens and Jews

(imfiditnailum mlttu Jisparifatis) was soon followed by

the prohibition of " mixed marriage* ” {imfedhntatum mixta*

nligioxii) ;
and the Protestants also originally forbade

such unions. The Greek Church, on the other hand, made

in this respect a distinction between uhismatia, or those

who dissent from the Church in non-essential points only, and

/uurttiri, or those who dissent from its fundamental doctrines.'

Mixed marriages are not now contrary to the civil law either

in Roman Catholic or in Protestant countries ;
but in countries

belonging to the Orthodox Greek Church the ecclesiastical

restrictions Have been adopted by the State. In Russia.

Greece, and Servia, Roman Catholics and Protestants are re-

garded as sthiunatia, but in the Turkish countries aa huretici}

' Andree, far. (it. p. 4!). Neubaner, in ‘Jour. Anthr. Inst.,' rot. «v. p. 19.

* Jacobs, 0 ‘Jour. Anthr. lust-,' voL rv. p. ts.

* St. Paul, 4
1 Corinthians,’ eh. vii. v. y,

* Tertullian, ‘Ad Uiorem,' book ii. eh, 3.

* Winroib, Aw. tit. p- 217.

' Herzog; ‘ Afcriss dot gesamauen Kirrhengesehichte,' vol. p. i. 215.

* Wtaroth, pp. 213-315- ' PP- *** “ “?
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It is noteworthy that, in countries which are partly Roman
Catholic, partly Protestant, mixed marriages form only a

comparatively small percentage of the whole number of

marriages.1

In no respect has modem civilization acted more benefi-

cently than as a promoter of religious toleration. In our time

difference of faith discourages sympathy to a much less ex-

tent than it did in former ages. Hence the number of mixed
mEriiagcs everywhere tends to increase. In Bavaria, for

instance, they amounted in 1835—1850 to 2 8 per cent of the

whole number of marriages, in 1850— 18S0 to 3"6 per cent., in

i860— 18/0 to 44 per cent, in 1870— 1875 to 56 percent.,

and in 1876—1877 to 6'6 per cent.*

While, therefore, civilization has narrowed the inner limit,

within which a man or woman must not marry, it has

widened the outer limit within which a man or woman may
marry, and generally marries. The latter of these processes

has been one of vast importance In man’s history. Originating

in race- or caste-pridc, or in religious intolerance, the en-

dogairtus rules have, in their turn, helped to keep up and

strengthen these feelings. Law is by nature conservative,

maintaining sentiments developed under past conditions. It

is only by slow degrees that the ideas of a new time become
strong enough to release mankind from ancient prejudices.

We have hitherto dealt only with the poetry of sexual

selection—love
;
now something is to be said of it3 prose—dry

calculation. And we may conveniently begin with man’s

appreciation of woman’s fertility, as this has some of the

characteristics of an instinct Desire for offspring is universal

:n mankind. Abortion, indeed, is practised now and then,

and infanticide frequently takes place among many savage

peoples
;
but these facts do not disprove the general rule.

Speaking of die Crecs, Chippewyans, and other Indians on

the eastern side of the Reeky Mountains. Harmon says that

“all Indians arc very desirous of having a numerous off-

spring."* Among die Ingaliks, "children are anxiously

1 v. Oettingeo, Av. el/. } 11. « Md., p. 131.

* Harmon, lot. tit p. 37a
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desired, even when women have no husbands’ : Among the

Mayas, ditapjxjintcd couples prayed earnestly, and brought

many offerings to propitiate the god whose anger was sup-

posed to have deferred their hopes.8 “ Be numerous in offspring

and descendants,*’ is a frequent marriage benediction or saluta-

tion in Madagascar
;
for to die rvithoul posterity is looked upon

as a great calamity, and is termed “dead as regards the eye." *

A negro oonsiders childlessness the greatest disaster which can

happen to him; 1 Bosnian once asked one of the king's

captains in Fida how many children he had, and he answered,

sighing, that he was so unhappy as not to have many—he
could not pretend to have had above seventy, including those

who were dead. Among the Waganda and Wanyorn, great

rejoicings take place in the case of the birth of twins.* The
Shaman heathens of Siberia regarded an abundance of

children and cattle as the most essential condition of a

man's happiness.0 " Honest people have many children,* a

Japanese proverb says
;
T the Chinese regard a large family

of sons as a mark of the divine favour
;
* and to become the

father of a son is described in Indian poems a* the greatest

happiness which may fall to the share of a mortal.® In

Persia, childlessness is considered the most horrible calamity.'®

One of the chief blessings that Moses in the name of God
promised the Israelites was a numerous progeny

;
and the

ancient Romans regarded the procreation of legitimate

children ai the real end of marriage." “ He who has no
children, has no happiness either," the South Slavonians say;’*

1 Dali, Ice. lit. p. 194. Cf. Bancroft, lei. at. voL i. p 81 (Kjinitgmnts).
I Bancroft, vol. ii. p. 678. 1 Sibree, loe. eit. p J46
* Waitr, la: (if. vol. ii. p. ill. Cf. Reatle, Ice. eit. p. til.

* Wilson and Fetkio, Ice. fit. vol. I. p. 187 ; vol. h p. 49'

' Geoigi, la- ai. p. 383. Tor [other Instances, we ‘ Science,’ vol. vil.

I> 17a (Greenlanders); Muntinger, Ice. fit. p. 387 (Knadma) ; Low, loe.

at. p 196 (Dyaks) ;
WaJts-Gerland, vol vi. p : 3 > (Nukshivans).

* Rein, Ice. at. voL I. p 4*5
* Gray, Ice. dt. voL i. p. 183.

* v. BoMcn, lee. dt. reL ii. p. i«s.

*’ I’oLik, la: dt. vol. i. p. ;iS For the .mcier.t Iranians. see, Spiegel,

Ice. dt. vol. iii. p. <3 t.

II Roosbach, lot. lit. pp. 5, 2%.
'* Kraus*, Ice. fit. p. J91.
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and German folk-lore compares a marriage without offspring

with a world without sun.’

A woman therefore is valued no: only as a wife but as a

mother. Nowhere has greater stress been laid on this idea than

in ancient Lacedaemon. A husband, if he considered that the

unfruitfulness of the marriage was owing to himself, gave his

matrimonial rights to a younger man, whose child then be-

longed to the husband's family
;
and to the wives of men who,

for example, fell in battle before having children, other men,

probably slaves, were assigned, that there might be heirs and

successors to the deceased husband. 5 Among many peoples

the respect in which a woman is held is proportionate to her

fecundity.8 and a barren wife is frequently despised as an

unnatural and useless being.4 In Angola, according to

Livingstone, in the native dances, “when anyone may wish to

deride another, in the accompanying song a line is introduced,

' So and so has no children, and never will get any.”' The
offended woman feels the insult so keenly that it is rot

uncommon for her to rush away and commit suicide. 1

Among the Creeks, a man always calls his wife his son’s

mother :
* and, among the Todas, in addressing a man with

the casual question, “ Arc you married i
“ the ordinary way of

putting it would be to say, " Is there a son 1

It is obvious, then, that fecundity must be one of the

qualities which a man most eagerly requires from his bride.

Mr. Reade tells us that, in certain parts of Africa, cspcci-

1 Deecke, Iw n't. p. as,

* Mailer, ' The Doric Race,' vol. il. p. at i.

* African race* (Waita, be. nt. «ol. iL p m. Schweinfuitb, )<*. tit.

vol ii. p. jt, Du Cfcnillu, /a-. lit. p, 33;), Kaniagmuts (Sauer, toe. n't.

p. 176I, &c
* Eskimo (Xing, ’The Intellectual Character cl the Esquimaux,’ in

‘Jour. Ellin. Sor. London,' vol. L p, ijo), North American Indians

(Waits, Itt. cit. vcL iii. p. look Negroes of Benin (Bosnian, Ay. fit.

p. 5W), natives of Monluutu f F-inin Pasha in Centra! Africa,' p. XQ)
and the Indian Archipelago (YVilkei, In ‘ De indUche GldV 1880 vol II.

p 6J1), Kirghir, Tartars of Karan and Orenburg, Laplanders (Geoop,
to, at. pp. 10, 103. 2ji), Hebrews (MlchaeUs, ‘ Commentaries on tire Laos
of Moses

,

1 vol l p. 471), anciesu Germans (Tacitus, /«. at cb. *x.>.
s Livingstone, hi. tit. p. 41?.
r
‘ Schoolcraft, lot. n't. vol. v. p. 372. ' Marshal!, lot. tit. p.
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ally in malarious localities, where women are so frequently

stenle, no one cares to marry a girl till she has borne a child
;

and among the Voiyaks, according to Dr. Buch, a girl gets

married sooner if she is a mother.1

We have seen several instances of husband and wife not

living together a3 married people before the birth of a child.

Among the Creeks, marriages were contracted for a year, hut

if they proved fruitful, they were, as a rule, renewed.’ Again,

with regard to an order of the Esscncs, Josephus states that,

considering succession to be the principal par! of human life,

they tried their spouses for three years, and then married

them only if there was a prospect of the union being fruitful.*

Among many peoples it is the practice for a man to repudiate

a barren wife.

The desire for offspring, with its consequence, the apprecia-

tion of female fecundity, is due to various causes. First, there

is in man an instinct for reproduction. Mr. Marshall remarks,
“ Of this desire for progeny I have seen many examples

amongst the Todas, so strongly marked, but to all appearances

apart from the sense of personal ambition, and separate from

any demands of religion or requirements for support in old

age, as to give the impression that it was the primitive faculty

of PhUoprogenitiver.es*, acting so insensibly, naturally, as to

have the character more of a plain instinct, than of an
intelligent human feeling." 4 With this instinct a feeling of

parental pride is associated. “Children," saysHobbc 3
,
“ area

man’s power and his honour." *

Among the Hebrews and the ancient Aryan nations, the

desire for offspring, particularly sons, had its root chiefly in re-

ligious belief, being a natural outcome of the idea that the spirits

of the dead were made happy by homage received at the hands

of their male posterity. The same is the case with the Chinese 0

1 Reade, he. eit. p. M7 . Buch, /«- tit. pp. 45, n i>y Cf. Wilson end
Fellcin, toe. lit. vo). ii. pp. 309 (Conan* people of Koidofar.)

;
Zimmer-

irasn. /or. lit. vol. i. pp. 253, /l itf. (Solomon Islanders).

’ Waitr, he. tit. voL iii. p. 105.
! Josephus, let. at. book ii. eh. viii. § 13.
4 Marshall, lot. tit. p. *op.
4 Quoted by Bain, Ik. lit. p. 142.
4 Gray, tee. lit. vol L p. 183.
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and Japanese,

1

ar.d perhaps, to a certain extent, with .some

peoples at a lower stage of civilization. The savage believes

that the life which gees on after death, differ? in nothing from

this life, that want3 ar.d pursuits remain as before, that con-

sequently the dead man's spirit cats and drinks, and needs

fire for warmth and cooking. It i\ of course, his surviving

descendants who have to see that he b well provided for in

these respects. Hence the offerings to deceased ancestors for

various periods after death and the feasts for the dead.* Among
the Thlinkcts according to Holmberg, it sometimes happens

that a man spends his whole fortune as well as his wife's

marriage portion on such a feast, ar.d lias to live as a poor man
for the rest of hb life.

3

But no doubt children arc most eagerly longed for by

savage men because they arc of use to him in his lifetime

They arc easily supported when young, and in times of want

they may be left to die or be sold. When a few years old, the

sons become able to hunt, fish, and paddle, and later on they

arc their father's companions in war, The daughters help

their mother to provide food, and, when grown up, they arc

lucrative objects of trade. Finally, when old, the parents

would often suffer want had they not their children to support

them.

4

Hence, in a savage condition of life, children are the

chief wealth of the family. And the same is the case at some-

what higher stages of social development. Mr. Lane remarks

that, in Egypt, 11

at the age of five or six years, the children

become of use to tend the flocks and herds
;
and at a more

advanced age. until they marry, they assist their fathers in the

operations of agriculture. The poor in Egypt have often to

depend entirely upon their sons for support in their old age
;

but many parents aie deprived of these aids, and consequently

reduced to beggary, or almost co starvation.
1 ' r

* To a certain

cxtcr.t, thb holds good for the uneducated dai*e* in Europe
also.

1 Rein, Acv. dt p. oy
* Spcnccr, * Tbc Principles of Sccioiogy/ vcL i. pp. ioj, 103, 139, &c,
3 Holmberg, in ‘Acta Soc. ScL Kcnnice.' roL iv pp. 326, et
4

CJ. Georgi, loc. (it. p. 323 ; Hunter, * Rural Beng*V vol. i. p. 205.
1 Lone, /or. dt. vol. i. p.
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With the progress of civilization the desire for offspring has

become less intense. The religious motive lias of course died

out in the Christian world, and, in proportion as social life

becomes more complicated, and a professional education be-

comes more necessary for success in the struggle for exist-

ence, children, at least in “the upper classes” and among
towns-people, put their parents to expense instead of being a

source of wealth. A childless couple may indeed, deplore

the absence of children
;
but a woman is no longer held in

respect only, or principally, as a mother
;
and marriage,

according to modern ideas, is something more than an institu-

tion for the procreation of legitimate offspring. Yet it is

remarkable that, in Switzerland, although barrenness is no
sufficient reason for a man to repudiate his wife, two- fifths

of the total number of divorces take place between married

people who have no children whilst the sterile marriages

amount only to one-fifth ofthe number of marriages .

1

A wife is of use to her husband not merely because she

gives him Labourers, but also because she herself is a labourer.

Drying and preparing fish and meat, lighting and attending

to the fire, transporting baggage, picking berries, dressing

hides and making clothes, cooking food and taking care of

the children—these are, in the savage state, the chief pursuits

of a wife. Among agricultural and cattle-farming peoples,

she ha 9 besides, to cultivate the soil and to tend the cattle.

A wife, therefore, is chosen partly because of her ability to

perform such duties. Thus, among the Greenlanders, clever-

ness in sewing and skill :n the management of household

affairs are the mo 3 t attractive qualities of a woman.* Among
other Eskimo tribes and in Tierra del Fuego. middle-aged

men will connect themselves with old women who arc best

able to take care of their commc*i comforts .
3 The Inland

Columbians, according to Mr. Bancroft, make “ capacity for

work the standard of female excellence ;

"

4 and, among the

Turkomans, young widows fetch double the price of spinsters,

1 Classon, 1 L* marble civil et 1« divorce,' p. 470.
2 Fnes, fa. tit p. 1 1 1. Cf. Crdiu, fa. tit. vol. I. pp MS, ti wf
" King, in ‘Jour. Ethn. Soc. London,' vol. i. p. 145. ‘Globus,' vol alb.

p. 35 -

4 Bancroft, fa. tit. vol i. p. 276.
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because they are more accustomed to hard labour, and more
experienced in household concerns. 1

A husband’s function is to protect his family from enemies

and to prevent them falling into distress. A woman, as

\tc have already seen, even instinctively prefers a courageous

and strong man to one who is cowardly and feeble. But

reflection also makes her choose n man who is well able to

defend her and to provide food. Among the Comanches,

says Mr Parker, “young girls are not averse to marry very-

old men, particularly if they are chiefs, as they arc always

sure of something to eat"*

At more advanced stages of civilization, money and in-

herited property often take the place of skill, strength, and

working ability. Thus, wife-purchase and husband-purchase,

still persist in modern society, though in disguised forms.

1 dr Bode, • The Yamfid and Goklin Tribes of Turkoman!*,' in ' Jeer.

Eihn. Soc. London,’ rot L p. 75.

* Schoolcraft, lot. at. vol. v. p. 683



CHAPTER XVII

KAKIUACB BY CAPTURE AND MARRIAGE BY PURCHASE

THE practice of capturing wives prevails in various parts

of the world, and traces of it arc met with in the marriage

ceremonies of several peoples, indicating that it occurred much
more frequently in pa*r ages

speaking of the inhabitants of Unimak, Coxc says that

they invaded the other Aleutian islands, and earned off

women—the chief object of their incursions.’ Among the

Ahts. a man occasionally 3tcals & wife from the women of his

own tribe;

1

whilst the Bonsks of California usually take

women in battle from other tribes, and the Macas Indians of

Ecuador acquire wives by purchase, if the woman belongs to

the same tribe, but otherwise by force* All the Carib tribes

used to capture women from different peoples and tribes, so

that the men and women nowhere spoke the same tongue

;

4

and v. Martius states that, in Brazil,
s

‘ some tribe; habitually

steal their neighbours' daughters," 6

Among the Mosquito Indians, after the wedding is all

arranged and the presents paid, the bridegroom seizes his

bride and carries her off, followed by hci female relative^

who pretend to try to rescue her. 1 The Araucanians con-

sidered the carrying off of the bride by pretended violence an

1 Coxe, ht. at. p. 357. * Spreau let. tit. p. 9$.

* Schookn&ft, lee. at. vol. iv. p 324 'Jour. Aiithr. Inst/ vol. siL p. 30.
4 Wain, let.M vol. ill. p. 355 * McLennan, • Studies.' p. 34-

* v. Mfttrius, in
4 Jour. Roy. Goo. Soc./vol II. p 197.

' Bancroft, lot, a/, vol. L p. 733 *
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essential prerequisite to the nuptials, and, according to Mr.

E. R. Smith, it is even "a point of honour with the bride

to resist and straggle, however willing she may be.” 1 The
Uaupes "have no particular ceremony at their marriages, ex-

cept chat of always carrying away the girl by force, or making
t show of doing so, even when she and her parents arc quite

willing." * Almost the same is said of the Fuegians, though

among them the capture is sometimes more than a ceremony*
Audcrsioii remarks that, among the Bushmans, woman is

only too often belli tettrritna causa.' Speaking of the Bcchu-

anas, Mr. Condcr says, “As regards wedding ceremonies,

there is one of casting an arrow into the hut by the bride-

groom, which is worthy of notice as symbolic." p Among the

Wakamba, marriage is an affair of purchase, but the bride-

groom " must then carry off the bride by force or stratagem." 1

The Wa-talla and Wa-chaga ol Eastern Equatorial Africa

have also a marriage ceremony of capture; 1 and the Eke is

the case with the Inland Negroes mentioned by Lord Karnes,'

and the Abyssinians." Among the tribes of Eastern Central

Africa described by Mr. Macdonald, marriage by rapture

occurs not as a symbol only. 10

According to a common belief, the Australian method of

obtaining wives is capture tn its most brutal form." But con-

trary to Mr. Howitt,u Mr. Curr informs us that only on rare

otcasions is a wife captured from another tribe, and carried

1 Akedo-Tacenpjori, 1 Dictionary of America and the West Indxs,1

vol i. p. &t6. Smith, ' The AraucanSam,' p.215.
* Wallace, ' Travels on the Aroaron,1

p. 407- »- Matting, lac. at. voL i.

p. 6tw.

' King and Fittroy, icc. n't. rol. II. p. I S3. Hyudes, in • BuIL Set
d’Aiuhr.,' •«. in. vol. x. p. 334.

* Aaderston, 'The Okavango River,’ p. 1*3.
I CnrKVr, In *Jour. Anihr. Inst,' vol »vl. p. 85.

* Kr8;;f, lee. tit. p. 354.
' "Tbcnnion, U. eit. p. ji. Johnston, toe. tit. pl>. 431, 436, ,t srq .

‘ Karnes, 1

Sketches of the Ilisioty of Man,’ vol. i. p. 449
' Parbyns, lot. at vol. IL pp. 55, ct uf.
" Macdonald, 1

Afrieattt,1 vol. i. p. 133.
II

CJ. Hodgson, 1 Rcmiobctnca of Australia/ p. 3*3
;
Angai, 'Savage

Life’ vol li p?. 225. .•/ i/j.

u l-iaoii ami How, it, in. tit. p. 343.
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off' The possession of a stolen woman would lead to con-

stant attacks, hence the tribes set themselves very generally

against the practice.3 Even elopements, according to Mr.

Mathew, arc now usually more fictitious than real;* but

there arc strong reasons for believing that formerly, when the

continent was only partially occupied, elopements from within

the tribe frequently occurred.*

In Tasmania the capture of women for wives from hostile

and alien tribes was generally prevalent.* Among the Maoris,

the ancient and most general way of obtaining a wife was for

the man to get together a party of his friends and carry oif

the woman by force, apparent or actual* A similar practice

occurs on the larger islands of the Fiji Group, 7 in Samoa,8

Tukopia,® New Guinea, 1* and extremely frequently in the

Indian Archipelago,11 and among the wild tribes of India. 13

Among the Arabs, 1 ' Tartars, 1 * and other peoples of Central

Asia, as also in European Russia, 14 traces of capture occur in

' Curr, be tit. vol t. p. IdS. Cf. Tapiin, tot. at. p lo; Palmer, in

Jour. Anilir. Inst* vol. xill. p 301. * Curr, voL L p. !o8.

' Mathew, in 'Jour. Roy. Soc. N.S. Wales,' vol. xxiii. p. 407.

* Curr, vol. L p. 10R For marriage by capture among the Australian!,

if. also Montgomery, let. til. vol. It. pp 153, Oldfield, in ‘Trans.

Eton, See,' N.S. vol til. p ap>j Stun, let. tU. vol ii. p 3831 Waits-

Gerland, 1st til. vol. ri. p 773.
4 Wailt-CciUnd, voL vi. p. 813. • Taylor, lot. til. p J36.
* Wiliams and Calvert, let. at. p. 149. * Wilkes, let. til. vol. Up i}8.

* Wal’.i-Gcriaod, vol r. pt il. p 191.
10 Bink, in ' Bull. So;. d'Ar-thr..’ ser. iil vol. xl p. 39<-

u Wilke n, in ' Bijdragen,’ &c, ser. v. vet I. p. 1S3 Riedel, be at- pp.

69. *33, *'5-

» Bodo, Ho», Mundat, Kumtis (Dalton, let. tit. pp S5, 193, 194, 319),

Rhils, Killis, Orions (Rowucy, lot. tit. pp. 37, 46, 81), Gor.ds (Forsyth,

let. tit. pp 149, tt Chittagong HiU tribes (Lenin, let. til. p. 93),

Savatas (Fawcett, in 'Jour. Antht. Soc. Bombay,' vol. L p. 235).
u RurkhartU, let. til. pp. 61, 62, ISO, 15> Atconlicig to Profrssor

Robertson Smith (let. til. p. 73), Instances of marriage by capture might

b: accumulated to an Melinite extent from Arabian history and tradition.

At the time of Mohammed the practice was universal

11 Hoc, let. tit. voL L p. 1S5.

11 Kirghl* (Atkinson, ‘Travels in the Regions of the Upper and loner

Ainoor,' pp. 250, rt xq.\ Chnlims (Gcorgi, let. til. p. 331k Mordvins

(Mm not!,
1 Mordvankansac haitapcja".

C C
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the marriage ceremony, whilst the TanRutans,' Samoyedcs*

Votyaks 3 &c.,‘ arc still in the habit of stealing wives, or elope

with their sweethearts, if the bridegroom cannot afford to pay

the fixed purchase-sum. Among the J-iplanders
,

8 Esthonians
,
8

and Finns
,

7 marriage by capture occurred in former days, and

in some parts of Finland symbolical traces of it in the

marriage ceremony have been found in modern times .
8

The same practice prevailed among the peoples of the

Aryan race. According to the ' Laws of Mann,' one of the

eight legal forms of the marriage ceremony was the Rakshasa

rite, I.e, “the forcible abduction of a maiden from her home,

while she cries out and weeps, after her kinsmen have been

slain or wounded, and their houses broken open." This rite

was permitted for the Kshatriyas by the sacred tradition
.

3

According to Dionysius of Halicarnassus, marriage by capture

was at one time customary throughout ancient Greece ;*• and.

as Plutarch informs us, it was retained by the Spartans as an

important symbol in the marriage ceremony." Even now. ac-

cording to Sakellarios, capture nf wives occasionally occurs in

Greece 1’ Among the Romans, the bride fled to the lap of her

mother, and was carried off by force by the bridegroom and

his friends
.

13
In the historical age this was a ceremony only,

but at an earlier time the capture seems tu have been a

reality. “ Les premiers Romafns,” says M. Ortolan, " d'aprte

lcurs traditions herolques, out did obliges dc recourir & la sur-

’ Prejevaliky, ' Mongolia.’ voL ii. p. 121.

* Caurtti, la. a'/. voL iL p. 168 1 Buch, la. rit. p 6a
' Teptyart, Tanars of Crimea (VdirMry, * Das Tllrkenvolic,’ pp. 533,

5*1), Ostyiki (Cittrdn, voL ii. p 57), Cheremises, Vcgul* (Georgi,

loc. tU. pp 56, W- * *• Dubcn, tee. at. pp 200, 310
• Willigerod, * Gerchichte Ehstlands,' p g. v. Sebroeder, Ice. at. p r9.

’ 1 Xxniv'car,’ book Bi sang 22. Topdiur, ‘De inodo matiimonia
juisecidi apudFenncs quondam viicrie,’ pp aS-jo. Castrfn, in ‘Lit-

!«-i«r* Soirder,' 1849, p 13.

• • Txlnlngar utgifne af et Sdlbkap i Abo,' 177&, no. 148. Hdkd,in
‘ HcUInzfors Dagblad,’ 1881. nos 66,91. Ahlqviu, ‘ Kuluuw6rter,’p 20c

* ‘The Ltm oI Manu,’ book iii. vr. ;-6, 33.

" Dionysiui of Hallcarnataua, ' Pur-i’n book ii. ch. ox.
5 S-

11 Plutarch, '.WCpyc*,1
ch. rv.

“ *- Zmigrodiki, la. af. p 350 11 Roishach, tec. fit. p 329.
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prise ct ft la force pour enlever leurs premises femmes.”

1

The ancient Teutons frequently captured women for wives. 9

Speaking of the Scandinavian nations, Olaus Magnus says

that they were continually at war with one ar.otlier, ' propter

raptas virgincs aut arripiendas.” 9 Among the Welsh, on the

morning of the wedding-day, the bridegroom, accompanied

by his friends on horseback, carried off the bride.

4

The Slavs

in early times, according to Nestor, practised marriage by

capture
;

f
* and in the marriage ceremonies of the Russians and

other Slavonian nations, reminiscences of this custom still

survive.0 Indeed, among the South Slavonians, capture

facto was in full force no longer ago than the beginning of the

present century

.

T According to Olaus Magnus, it prevailed

in Muscovy, Lithuania, and Livonia; 1 and, according to

Seignior tie Gaya, the symbol of it occurred in his time in

Poland, Prussia, and Saraogithia.
0

The list of peoples among whom marriage by capture

occurs, either as a reality or as a symbol, might easily be en-

larged. 10 There are peoples, however, who seem to have nothing

of the kind. As regards the Chinese, Mr. Jamieson says, '• Of
the capture of wives there is, as far as I am aware, historically

no trace, nor is the form to be found among any of the cere-

monies of marriage with which I am acquainted.” 11 Moreover,

1 OrtoUn, * Hatoirc dc la Llg^Ution roauuae,
1

p. fit.

1 D:rg\in, lot. tit. pp. 111-140. CJ Grimm, let. tit. p 4^0 ,
XordiROm,

lot. ei/. voL ii. p. 11
;
Weinhold, 1 Deutsche Frauen,’ vol. i. pp. 308-310.

* Olaus Magma, * Ilislona de Goatibus Sepcntrtonalibut,' p. yzi.

' Kame, lot. at. vol L p 4‘0 Cf. Lev i t, lee. <U. p 197 ; Khys, in

'Tnuu. Intern. Folk-Lore Congresi, 1891/ p. 289.

• XladetowiU, lot. <tt. vol. II. p. 1R9.

‘ Hid, voL 11 p. 190. ‘GloW,’ >oL v. p. 317. Kaliscber, 'Intcr-

communalc Ehc durch Roub end Kaui/ in 'Zciiickr. t EthnoL, voL 1.

pp. 206-208. Kovalevdcy. in
1 Folk-Lore,' vol i. pp. 476,tt tef. WoUcov,

m ‘ L'Anthropologic,' voL iii. p. 578.

' Krauii, lot. tit. ch. xiv. * Claus Majr.us, pp. 481. tl itq.

1 dc Gaya. ‘ Marriage CerraumieS,’ p. 45-

” Cf. the works cf McLennan, Tylor, Lubbock, Pom, and Dargun, and
the essays of Kuliwlier (in 'ZeilSChr. f. EthnoL,' vol. x.) and Kohler

(' Studien iiber Frauengwnelascbaft, Frauennub und Frauenkaif,1

in

' Zeitschr. f. vgl Reehtswls*,’ vol. v. pp. 334-36S).

n Jamieson, in - The China Review,' vol. * p. 95.
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it is doubtful whether the ceremonies given as instances of

symbolical capture are. in every case, survivals of capture

tie /ado. in the real sense of the term, that is, taking the

woman against not only her own will, but that of her parents.

Mr. Spencer suggests that one origin of the form of capture

may be the resistance of the pursued woman, due to coyness,

partly real and partly assumed ;
1 and, though this suggestion

has been much attacked, it can scarcely be disproved. On
the East Coast of Greenland, according to Dr. Nansen, the

Cflly method of contracting a marriage is still for the man to

go to the girl's tent, catch her by the hair or anything eLsi

which offers a hold, and drag her off to hb dwelling without

further ado. Violent scenes arc often the result, as single

women always affect the utmost bashfulness ar.d aversion to

any proposal of marriage, lest they should lose their reputation

for modesty. Rut "the woman's relations meanwhile stand

quietly looking on, as the struggle b considered a purely

private affair, and the natural desire of the Greenlander to

stand on a good footing with his neighbour prevents him from

attempting any interference with another's business.
'"

J Again,

according to Mr. Abercromby, marriage fuitk capture—by
which he understands capture of a bride, associated with

some other form of marriage, r.uch as that by purchase-
may be regarded rather as a result of the innate universal

desire to dbplay courage, than as a survival of a still older

practice of taking women captive in time of war.*

Mr. McLennan thinks that marriage by capture arose from

die rule of exogamy. But there arc peoples—the Maoris,

Ahts, fire.—among whom this practice occurs or has remained

as a symbol, who arc, nevertheless, what Mr. McLennan
would call endogamous. We arc not entitled to say that,

"wherever exogamy can be found, we may confidently

expect to find, after due investigation, at least traces of a

system of capture." 4 On reckoning up the peoples among

' SpeKer, ' The Principles of Sociology/ »ol. i. pp. 6:3, it iff. /dim,
in 'The Foitnighti; Review,1

vol. >ri. pp $97, ft iff.
’ Nansen, tec. tit. voL ii. pp. 316, «/ uf.
1 Abercromby. 'Marriage Customs of the Mordvins,’ in 'Folk Lore,

1

vol L p. 454. ‘ McLennan, ‘Studies/ pp. 74, « ny.
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whom the combination of capture and exogamy is met with.

Dr. Tylor observes that the number, " though enough to show
that they coexist freely, falls shoit of what would justify the

Inference that they are cause and effect /’ 1

It seems to rne extremely probable that the practice of

capturing women for wives is due chiefly to the aversion to

close intermarriage -existing, as we have seen, among endo-

gamou3 tribes also,—together with the difficulty a savage

man has in procuring a wife in a friendly manner, without

giving compensation for the loss he inflicts on her father

Being something quite different from the wrestling for wives *

already mentioned as the most primitive method of court-

ship, marriage by capture flourished at that stage of .social

growth when family ties had become stronger, and man lived

in small groups of nearly related persons, but when the idea

of barter had scarcely occurred to his mind .

2

Prom the

universality of the horror of incest, and from the fact that

primitive hordes were in a chronic state of warfare with one

another, the general prevalence of this custom may be easily

explained. But as it is impossible :o believe that there ever

was a time when friendly negotiations between families who
could intermarry were altogether unknown, we cannot sup-

pose that capture was at any period the exclusive form of

contracting marriage, although !t may have been the norma!

form. In Australia, where marriage by capture takes place

between members of hostile communities only
,

5 we arc aware

of no tribe—exogamous or endogamous—living in a state of

absolute isolation. On the contrary, every tribe entertains

constant relations, for the most part amicable, with one, two,

or more tribes
;
and marriages between their member arc the

rule
.

4 Moreover, the custom, prevalent among many savage

tribes, of a husband taking up his abode in his wife's family

seems to have arisen very early in man’s history. And Dr.

1 Tylor, In ‘Jour. Anth. Inst/vol. Kvili. p. 26$.
5 In many onset, however, capture takes place merely because tie man

to lower the price of the bride or to avoid payment {C/. Aber*

crotnby, In ' Folk-Lore,' vol I. pp. 453,
* Mathew, ‘in ‘Jour. Roy. Sot N. S. Woles/ vol. nUL p. 407.
• Cun, l<x. cit. vol. i. pp. 62, ct icq.
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lylors schedules show that there arc in different pails of the

world even twelve or thirteen well-marked exogair.ous peoples

among whom this habit occurs. 3

As appears from the instances quoted, the practice of

capturing wives is, in the main, a thing of the past. Among
most existing uncivilized peoples a man has, in some way or

other, to give compensation for his bride. 1 Marriage by

capture has been succeeded by marriage by purchase.

The simplest way of purchasing a wife is no doubt to give

a kinswoman in exchange for her. •• The Australian male,*'

says Mr. Curr, “ almost invariably obtains his wife or wives,

either as a survivor of a married brother, or in exchange foi

his sisters, or later on in life for his daughters.'* 6 A similar

exchange is sometimes effected in Sumatra.4

Much more common is the custom of obtaining a wife

by services rendered to her father. The man goes to live

with the family of the girl for a certain time, during

which he works as a servant This practice, with which

Hebrew tradition has familiarized us, is widely diffused

among the uncivilized races of America,® Africa, 6
Asia, 7 and

1 Tylor, in * Jour. Antbr. Inst./ vol. xriii. ?. 26d-

1 It is hard to uodcisUr.d how Herr Kulischcr can have persuaded

himself that marriage by purchase, as he says in an essay especially

devoted to this question. 1 kann nor bei sehr wenigen der jnt2t lebenden

Widen aufaeluaden warden’ (ICulischer, in ‘Zdtschr. f. EthnoL, 1 voL x.

p ato.
3 Curr, fa. tit. vol. i. p. 107

• Cf Fiaon and Howto, fa. at. pp. 376,

285, 343; Taplin, he, eit. p. 10; Angas, 1Savage Life,* voi i. p.94;
Brough Smyth* M vol. I pp. 79. 84

;
Lumholtx, fa cii. p. 164.

1 Maraden, he. eit. p. 259.
6 Aleuts (DaU, fa. tit. p. 402), Karuagmuts (Li siansky, lot. at. p. 1981.

Kenai (Richardson, fa (it, vol. i. pp. 406, % Naudowessies (Carver,

fa at. p 373/, Aranaka (Brett, fa. git, p. lot), Quito Indians (Juan and
de Ulloa, toe. eit. p. 521), DraiiUan aborigine* (v. Marti us, toe. aL voL L

pp. 107, ct teq.\ Fuegians (King and Fiuroy, fa. at. vol. ii. p. 1S3.

Bridges, in * A Voice for South Amenca,* vol xiil
.
p. 201 ),

• Bushmans (Chapman, fa. eit. vol. i. p. 259), Zulus f Das Ausland,’

188J, p. 4&\ Basutea (Casalir. fa eit. p. 285), Baayai .(Dalian, * Recits-

verhihnlwe/ p. 175), See. (Pose, ‘Afrikanische Jumptudenx/ rol. i. pp.

378, // tef. ).

7 Nagas of Upper Assam, Kukis, Limbus and Kirantis, Tipperahs
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the Indian Archipelago .

1 Often it is only those men vrho arc

too poor to pay cash that serve in the father-in-law's house

till they have given an equivalent in labour
;
but sometimes

not even money can save the bridegroom from this sort of

servitude .

2 In some cases he has to serve his time Ixffore he

is allowed to marry the girl
;
in others he gets her in advance.

Again, among several peoples, already mentioned, the man
goes over to the woman's family or tribe to live there for

ever
;
but Dr. Starcke suggests that this custom has a dif-

ferent origin from the other, being an expression of the strong

clan sentiment, and not a question of gain .

1

According to Mr. Spencer, the obtaining of wives by
services rendered, instead of by property paid, constitutes

a higher form of marriage, and is developed along with the

industrial type of society.
11 This modification,’ he says,

"practicable with difficulty among rude predatory tribes

becomes more practicable as there arise established indus-

tries affording spheres in which services may bo rendered.” 4

But it should be noticed that, even at a very* low stage of civiliz-

ation, a man may help his father-in-law in fishing and hunting,

whilst industrial work promotes accumulation of property,

and consequently makes it easier for the man to acquire his

wife by real purclia.se. We find also the practice of serving

for wives prevalent among such rude races as the Fuegiansand
the Bushmans

;
and, in the ‘ Eyrbyggja Saga,' Vlgstyr says to

the berserk H alii, who asked for the hand of his daughter

(Dalton, Av. (it. pp. 41, 47 , 104. 1 toX Gor.iS and Korku* (Foibyth, loc. nV.

PF- 148, d Uf . ), Bodo and DhimAli (Hodgaor, in ' |our As. Soc. Bengal,
vol. xviii. pt. it p. 735)1 nh» ls (Hay, ‘The TUran Mall H»U/ 0/4

,
vol. xx.

p. 507), MrtSs (Lewin, /*-. ext. p. 234X LcpchA* (Hooker, ta. (it. vol. I p.

125X Gypsies (Liebich, tee. at p. 46}. Barab.iue^ Kenaks (Geergi, toe.

(it. pp. 195, 348/, Tunguses, Ainc* 'Doll, lor. ciL pp. 519, 504), Kanxhadalcs

(Steller, tor. at. p. 343X aboriginal tribes of China (Cray, tec. (it. vol 11 .

P- 3°4X
1 Dyaks (Beck, 'The Head-Hunters of Borneo, 1

p. 221), TAjaia* and
Briayani of the Philippines (Blumentritt, foe. (it. p. 14. Jogor, tec. at.
p. 235)

;
alto in New Britain (XomiHy, in ' Proc. Roy. Geo. SoeV N. $.

vol ix. p. ay
9 Steller, p. 343 (Kamchadales). Jagor, p. 235 (Bisayxms).
1 Starcke, lee. ext

. p 39.
4 Spencer, * The Principles of Sociology,’ vol. i. p. 721.
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A*di, “ As you are a poor man, I shall do as the ancients did

and let you deserve your marriage by hard work-." 1 It seems

then, almost probable that marriage by services is a more

archaic form than marriage by purchase
;
but generally they

occur simultaneously.

The most common compensation for a bride is property

paid to her owner. Her price varies indefinitely. A pretty,

healthy, and able-bodied girl commands of course a better

price than one who 13 ugly and weak ;* a girl of rank, a better

price than one who is mean and poor

a

virgin, generally a

better than a widow or a repudiated wife.
4 Among the

Californian Karok, for instance, a wife is seldom purchased

for less than half a string of dentalium shell, but “ when she
belongs to an aristocratic family, i9 pretty, and skilful in

making acorn-bread and weaving baskets, she sometimes costs

as high as two strings.
1'* The bridc-pricc however, varies

most according to the circumstances of the parlies, and

according to the value set on female labour. In British

Columbia and Vancouver Island, the value of the articles

given for the bride ranges from £20 to £40 sterling .
0 The

Indians of Oregon buy their wives for horses, blankets, or

buffalo robes
.

7 Among the Shastika in California, “a wife is

purchased of her father for shell-money or horses, ten or

twelve cayuse ponies being paid for a maid of great attrac-

tiorj,”* Again, the Navajos of New Mexico consider twelve

horses so exorbitant a price for a wife, that it is paid only for

1 Weinbold
,

1
Altnocdisches leben/ p 3*3.

4
v. Weber, lee. Of. vcl. iL pp. 215, ,i xj. (Kafirs). Dalton, la. (it.

p. 43 (Nagas). Borh«k, • Erdbescafetbarg von Asien,1

veJ. i. p
(Tartars of Karan), landsctl, lot. at rol. ii p 33; (GByaks).

1 Sl*»at, toe. at. p 97 (Ahts). Shooter, toe. at. p. jo (Kanrs). N«t
"gul, be. til vol. i. p. 448 (TedA) ; »oi. ii p. 177 (Bade) Mtmrinffr,
be. (it p 340 (Marea) Burclhanlt. lot. tit. p. 6i (Arabs of Syria],
Ccorgi, lot. at. p. 431 (Buriats). Neumann, • Kussland und die Tseba-
kesren, p 117 iCircassians). Kowlatt, m 'Jour. As. See. Bengal,' vol. <iv.

pi. ii p 4iS (Itishmisj. Hickson, in ‘Jour. Amhr. Inst./ vol. «ri. p. 139
(Talautr Islanders). Wilkes, let. at. vol. 11 p. 138 (Samoans). Ketaetue,
lot. at. rol. iii. p 3 10 (Caroline Isiattlen).

• Port, • Die AnfJngo des Stoats- und Recbtsfcbea/ pp. 41, ft sry.
1 Powers, be. at. p. os. • Maefie, be. ,It. p.
' Schoolcraft, be. tit. vol. v. p. 654. • Powers, p. 347.
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"one possessing unusual qualifications, such as beauty, in-

dustry, anil skill in their necessary employments

;

1 and the

Patagonians give mares, horses, or silver ornaments for the

bride.1

In Africa, not horses hut cattle are considered the most

proper equivalent for a good wife. Among the Kaffirs, three

rive, or ten tows are a low price, twenty or thirty a rather

high
;

but, according to Barrow, a man frequently obtained a

wife for an ox or a couple of cows.* The Damaras are so

poor a people that they are often glad to take one cow for

a daughter.* Among the Banyai, many heads of cattle or

goats are given to induce the parents of the girl " to give her

up," as it is termed, fy, to forgo all claim on her offspring,

for if nothing is given, the family from which she comes can

claim the children as part of itself* In Uganda, the ordinary

l>rice of a wife is cither three or four bullocks, six sewing

needles, or a small box of percussion caps, but Mr. Wilson

was often offered one in exchange for a coat or a pair of

shoes,® In the M&ngoni country, two skins of a buck arc

considered a lair price, 1 and among the Negroes of Bondo, a

goat; 3 whereas, among the Mandingees, as we arc told by

Caillid, no wife is to be had otherwise than by the presenta-

tion of slaves to the parents of the mistress."

The Chulims paid from five to fifty roubles for a wife, the

Turaiinzes usually from five to ten.** Rich Bashkirs pay some-

times even 3,000 roubles, but the poorest may buy a wife for

a cart-load of wood or bay. 11 In Tartary, parents sell a

daughter for some horses, oxen, sheep, or pounds of butter

;

among the Samoyedcs and Ostvaks, for a certain number of

1 Schonirraf:, lot. fit. voL ir. p ait, Cj. Lethemar., ‘Sketch of the

Navajo Tribe of Indians,' in ' Smith. Rep ,' 185 5, F- 59+
I Musters, in * Jour. Anthr. Inst,' rol. i. p- 201. Falkner, let. tit. p. Ili

C/. Lenis and Clarle. toe tit. p. 307 (Shoshones)
;
Dobriiholfer, tot. tit.

vol ii. p.W (Abiponea).
* V. Weber, lot. tit. vol. Ii. p. a 15. Barron-, toe. tit. rol. L p acA.

* Chapman, lot. tit. vol..L p. 341. * Livingstone, lot. tit. p&33.
* Wilson and I’elkia, let- tit. vol. ». p : S7.

' Macdonald, * African*,’ vol. i. p 133.
* ’ Das Aualand,* i8di, p ioa6.

’ CailM. lot til vol. L p 3«8. " Georgl, toe. tit. pp. 1 14, 331.

II VAmbdty, ‘ D*» Turicenvotk,* p. 505.
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reindeer. 1 Among the Indian Kisdns, " two baskets of rice

and a rupee in cash constitute the compensatory offering

given to the parent! of the girl"* Among the Mishmia, a

rich man gives for a wife twenty mithims (a kind of oxen),

but a poor man can get a wife for a pig. 1 In Timor-laut.

according to Mr. Forbes, " no wife can be purchased without

elephants’ tusks.’ * In the Caroline Islands, “the man makes

a present to the father of the girl whom he marries, consist-

ing of fruits, fish, and similar things !

" 1 in Samoa, the bridc-

price included cances, pigs, and foreign property of any kind

which might fall into their hands
;

0 and, among the Fijians,

"the usual price is a whale’s tooth, or a musket

• Among some peoples marriage may take place on credit,

though, generally, the wife and her children cannot leave the

parental home until the price is paid in full.
1

In Unyoro,

according to Emin Pasha, when a poor man ia unable to pro-

cure the cattle required for his marriage at once, he may, by

agreement with the bride’s father, pay tlrem by instalments;

the children, however, born in the meantime belong to tbc

wife's father, and each of them must be redeemed with a

cow*
Marriage by exchange or purchase is not only generally

prevalent among existing lower races
;

it occurs, or formerly

occurred, among civilized nations as well. In Centra!

America and Peru, a man had to serve for his bride. 1 * In

China, a present is giver, by the father of the suitor, the

amount of which is not left to the goodwill of the parties, as

the term “ present " would suggest, but is exactly stipulated

1 Hue, lot. tit. vd. I p. 185.
1 Ymer,’ voL iii. p 144. Gcoigi, /«. til.

p. 79. ’ Dolton, let. cif. p 132.

* Griffiths, * Journals of Travels,' p. 35,

* Forbes, in ‘Jour- Anthr. Inst.’ vol. xiii. p. rr.
s Kowcbue, let. til. vol iii. p 3 to.

0 Turner, ‘Sams*,’ p.g3. • Wilkes, lx at. vol. iii. p. 93.
* YuraJe, Patwin (Powers, lot. of. pp 56,221k Wakamba (Hildebrand t,

in ‘Zekschr. f. Ethnol
,
vol. t p. 401}, Bedouins of Mount Sinai (Burak-

luidt, lot. dt. p. 152), Mist-mis (Cooper, A* a’/, pp 236, tf T.cjxlus

(Rowney, lot. dt. ?. 139), Papuans of New Guinea (Kohler, in 'ZdtKhr.
i*. vgl. RcchtsviB.| voL vii. p. 37 r).

9 4 Eniin Paslia in Ceatiiil Aft'ca,* p. 86.

10 Waits, be. iii. voL iv. pp. *(/\ 337, 416.
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for by the negotiators of the marriage
;

hence, as Mr.

Jamieson remarks* it is no doubt a survival of the time when
the transaction was one of ordinary bargain.

1

In Japan, the

proposed husband sends certain prescribed presents to his

future bride, and this sending of presents forms one of the

most important parts of the marriage ceremony. In fact,

when once the presents have been sent and accepted, the con-

tract is completed, and neither party can retract Mr. Kiichler

says he has been unable to find out the exact meaning of

these presents : the native books on marriage are silent on
the subject, and the Japanese themselves have no other ex-

planation to give than that the custom has been handed down
from ancient times.* But from the facts recorded in the next

chapter it is evident that the sending of presents is a relic of

a previous custom of marrying by purchase.

In all branches of the Semitic race men had to buy or

serve for their wives, the 14 mohar *' or " malir ” being originatly

the same as a purchase-sum. 1 In the Books of Ruth and
IIosea, the bridegroom actually says that he has bought the

bride
;

4 and the modern Jews, according to Michaclis, have a

sham purchase among their marriage ceremonies, which is

called “marrying by the penny”

5

In Mohammedan countries

marriage differs but little from a real purchase." The same
custom prevailed among the Chaldeans, Babylonians/ and

Assyrians 1

Speaking of the ancient Finns, the Finnish philologist and

traveller, Castrdn, remarks, * There arc many reasons for

believing that a cap full of silver and gold was one of the

1 Cray, /<*. at. vol ii. p. 195. Jamieson, in ‘ Tfce China Review/ vcJ. x.

p 7*> note11
.

• Kuchler, in ‘Trans A*. Soc. Japan,* voi xiil. p. rao.
3 Robertson Smith, Uc cit

. pp. 7B, tS uq. Ewald, toe. at. p ?co.

Cam, l&c. at. voL L p 128.
•

' Ruth,’ eh. ir. t . Jo. ‘ Hoiea. eh. iii. v. 2.

1 Mlchaelis, * Commentaries on the Lav/s of Moses/ voL i. p. 451.

4 LOtike
,

4 Der latam/ p 119- Warakoenig, ‘Jurlatiche Encyclopedic/

ix 167. Unger, * Die £he in ihrei wehhUtorUchen EntwlcWiing/ pp 46.

*V

7

Herodotus fa. cit. book i di. 196.
4 Koer.igswater, ' fctudrs hiKoriques 9ur Jc ddvcloppcmont dc laiocidtd

humaine. 1

p. 22.
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best proxies in wooing among our ancestors.''

1

Evident

traces of marriage by purchase arc, indeed, found in the' Kale-

vala ’ and the 1 Kantclctar s and, in parts of Finland, symbols

of it arc still loft in the marriage ceremony.

3

Among the East

Finnish peoples, marriage by purchase exists even now, or

did so till quite lately.*

Wife purchase, as Dr. Winternitz remarks, was the basis

of Indo-European marriage before the separation of peoples

took place.' The Hindu bride, in Vodic times, had to be

won by rich presents to the future father-in-law

;

0 and pne
of the eight forms of marriage mentioned, though disap.

proved of, by Manu—the Asura form—was marriage by
purchase. According to Dubois, to marry arid to buy a
wife are in India synonymous terms.’ Aristotle tells us that

the ancient Greeks were in the habit of purchasing wives,

8

and in the Homeric age a maid was called
“ aXfttriQoia" i.e.,

one “who yields her parents many oxen as presents from her
suitor." Among the Thracians, according to Herodotusi

marriage was contracted by purchase® So also throughout
Teutonic antiquity. 11 The ancient Scandinavians believed

that even the geds had bought their wives.” In Germany,
the expression " to purchase a wife ” wax in use till the end
of the Middle Ages, and we find the sime term in Christian

1V.'s Norwegian Law of l6a4. ,, As late u the middle of the

sixteenth century the F.nglish preserved in their marriage

1 Ctst.f n, in 1
LltterSra Soirf«y 1649, P <3* Cf. Porthan, in

K

oiij-Ii-m

viuerketi, Histone ocb An-iquiwts Akadcmkns Handlingar, voL iv.

p.19 ; Topeliua, la. tit. §$ 8-!o.
* ‘ KakvaU,' row xviii. vv. €43, t! stf. ; tuno xxii. vv. 49, it ire.

' Kaoteletar,’ book l songs 133. r
:
book -it. »ong vlil. vv. 50, 39.

5 Hetkel, lo
1 Helsingfors Oagblad, 1

tS8i, no 63.
* v. Schrooder, tee. tit. pp. 17-39.
* Winremlti, In 'Tram Intent. Kolk-Lcrc Congress, 1891,

•
p. 287.

1 Zimmer, lot. til. p. 31a
' Dubois, let. tit. p. 102. • Aristotle, 'To roXW book ii. eh 8.
* Herodotus, lot. tit. book v. eh. 6
" C/. Kosnigswarter, ' ttudes hittoriques,' p. s&
"

p
cii“' ' Sven ‘kj Mkets bistorla,' in 1 SimUtfe skrifter,’ voL r. p 38.

Labaad, 1
Die rechtliche Stclhfflgder Frauen im oladmiKhen uod

gerttunischen Ret lit, ia ‘Zeitschr fir Vdlkerpsychologie und Spracb-
wiwwcliaft,’ rol. 111. p. 1J4. OlirecMM, let. at. p. t jo
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r.tual txaixs of this ancient legal procedure;

1

whilst in Thu-
ringia, according to Franz Schmidt, the betrothal ceremony

even to this day indicates its former occurrence*

Purchase, as Dr. Schrader remarks, cannot with equal cer-

tainty be established as the oldest form of marriage on
Roman soil' But the symbolical process of coemftu—the

form of marriage among the plebeians—preserved a reminis-

cence of the original custom in force if not at Rome, at least

among the ancestors of the Romans.* In Ireland and Wales,

in ancient times, the bride-price consisted usually of articles

of gold, silver, and bronze, sometimes even of land.5 The
Slavs, also, used to buy their wives

;

0 and, among the South

Slavonians, the custom of purchasing the bride still partially

prevails, or recently did so. In Scrvia, at the beginning of

the present century, the price of girls reached such a height

that Black George limited it to one ducat ’

fn spite of this general prevalence of marriage by purchase,

we have no evidence that it i* a stage through which every

race has passed. It must be observed, first, that in sundry
tribes the presents given by the bridegroom arc intended

not exactly to compensate the parents for the bride, but

rather to dispose them favourably to the match. Colonel

Dalton says, for example, that, among the l’6dams,one of the

lowed peoples of India, it is customary for a lover to show
his inclinations whilst courting by presenting his sweetheart

and her patents with small delicacies, such as field mice and

squirrels, though the parents seldom interfere with the young

couple's designs, and it would be regarded as an indelible dis-

grace to barter a child’s happiness for money* The Air.os

1 Friedberjr, ‘ Das Recht der Ebeschliessung,' pp. 53, J8.
’ Schmidt, 1

Sitter. und Gebrluche in Thiiringen,’ pp. 13, itleg.

' Sthrcder, la. lit. p. 3S1.

* Cf. RoBbach, lac. dt. pp. 80, 87.
* O'Cuny, ‘ The Manners and Custom* of d« Ancle"! Irish,' Sullivan's

Introduction, vol i. pp. dxxir. ef rig.

* Ewers, 1 Das iiUcste Recht der Re-sen,' p. 726 (Russians;. Macici-

owski
.
toe. tit. vot II. p. 19s (Bohemians and Pomeranians). Krauts,

loi. tit. p 273 (South Slavonians). Kovalevsky, in • Foil:. Lore,' voL i.

pp. 47S, et uj. Wolkov, in ‘ L'Anthropolo^ic,’ vol. ii. p 16S.

: Krauss, p. 275. 1 Dalter, la. dt. p. 28.
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of Ycsso, says Mr. Bickmore. “ <lo not buy their wives, but

make presents to the parents of sakf, tobacco, and fish ;

"

1 and

the amount of these gifts is never settled beforehand. 5 The

game and fruits given by the br.dcgrcom immediately before

marriage, among the Purls, Coroados. and Coropos, seem to

v. Martins to be rather a proof of his ability to keep a

wife than a means of exchange
;
whereas the more civilized

tribes of the Brazilian aborigines carry on ar. actual trade

in women."

Speaking of the Yukonikhotana, a tribe of Alaska, Fetroff

states that the custom of purchasing wives docs not exist

among them.* The Californian Wintun, who rank among
the lower types of the race, generally pay nothing for their

brides.6 The Niam-Niam and some other African peoples,"

most of the Chittagong Hill tribes, 7 the aboriginal inhabitants

of Kola and Kobroor, of the Aru Archipelago, who live

in trees or caves* and apparently also the Andamanese
are in the habit of marrying without making any pay-

ment for the bride. Among the Vcddahs, according to

M. Lc Mcsurler, no marriage presents arc given on either

side/' but Mr. Hartshome states that "a marriage is attended

with no ceremony beyond the presentation of some food to

the parents of the bride." 16

In Ponapf, says Dr. Finsch, marriage is not based on pur-

chase; 11 but this is contrary to the general custom in the

Carolines," as also in the adjacent Pelew Islands," where

' tl-.cxnroic, in ' Trans. Ethn. Sot,’ N. S. vot. vii. p JO. C/ Dixon,

in ' Tram. As. Sot Japan,' vol. xi. pc i. p. 43.

* v. Sichold, lee. cit p. 31,
1

v. Mortius, Ice. cit. vol Lpp, J09,*/«*.
* Petroff, he. cit. p i6r. * Powers, Ice. cit. p. 238.
6 Schweinfurth. fee. lit. vol li. p 31 Post. * Afrikanbehe Jurisprudenr,'

vol. t p 355.
* Le»-n, lee. tit p. 176. • Riedel, lot. tit. p.270.
1 \« Mesurier, in 'Joht. Roy. As. Sot Ceylon Branch,' vol. it p. 340.

Cf Emerson Torment, Ice. cit. vol. ii. p 44 t ; Knox, ‘ Historical Relation

o( the Island of Ceylon,' p 136.

10 Hartshorue, in ‘ The Indian Antiquary,' voL vilL p. 33a
,! Flnseh, In ‘ 2eitschr. f. Edtnol,’ vol. xii. p 317.
I! Kouebue Ice eit vol iii. p. ?io Clieyne, lee. elf p.119 (BornabiJ.
u ‘ Ymer,' vol. iv. p. 333.
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women arc bought as wives by means of presents to the

father. In Ihe Kingsmill Group, according to Wilkes, "a
wife is never bought, but it is generally supposed that, each

party will contribute something towards the household stock ." 1

With regard to the Hawaiian?, Ellis remarks, " We are not

aware that the parents of the woman received anything from

the husband, or gave any dowry- with the wife.”* And Mr.

Angas even asserts that the practice of purchasing wives is

not generally adopted In Polynesia .
3 But the statement is

doubtful, as, at least in Samoa
,

4 Tahiti,® and Nukahiva
,

4 the

bixiegroom gains the bride by presents to her father. And
in Melanesia marriage by purchase is certainly universal .'1

Among the South Australian Kumai, according to Mr.

Howitt, marriages were brought about " most frequently by
elopement, ’css frequently by capture, and least frequently by
exchange or by gift.''*

Purchase of wives may, with even more reason than

marriage by capture, be said to form a general stage in the

social history of mam Although the two practices often

occur simultaneously, the former has a* a rale, succeeded the

latter, as barter in general has followed upen robbery. The
more recent character of marriage by purchase appears dearly

from the fact that marriage by capture very frequently

occurs as a symbol where marriage by purchase occurs as a

’ Wilkes, lx. n't. vol. v. [i. 101.

1 Ellis, ' Hawaii,1
p. 414-

1 Angas, ' PoljnesU,' p. 274.

* Wilkes, vol. ii. p. 1 j8. Prichard, lac dt. p 1 36. Turner, * Samoa,'

p. 93. Wiliiams, 1 Missionary Enterprises’ p. 538.

* Cook. 'Voyage 10 the Pacific Ocean,' voi. IL p. 157. Ells
' Polynesian Researches,’ vol i. p 170. Waitt-CerUnd, lot. dt. vol vi-

p is6 * v. Laogklotf, lot. til. vol L p 153.

' New Guinea (Blnk, In ‘ BulL Soc. d'Anthr,’ 1e». iil voL xi. p. 396
d‘Albertis lot. til. vol. I. p. 396), New Britain (Rnmilly, let. til. ?. 27.

Powell, lot. dr p. Solomon Islands (Elton, in ‘Joar. Ar.thr. lost,’

vol. nil p. 95X New Hebrides (Macdonald, ‘ Oceania,’ p. 194. Meinicke,

'Die InMin dea itillen Oceans’ vol.l. p *>3), New. Caledonia (Mancekm,
in* Bull. Soc. d'Ant hr,- ser. Iii. vol lx. p 367), Fiji (Wilkes, vol iii.

p. 92. C/~ however, Williams and Calvert, /cc. dL pp. !«,d stf.\ Tukopla

(Wai-j-Geriand, voL v. pt. ii. p. 191k Melanesia in general (Codtinglon,

let. dt. p. 240;. * Fisoo anil Howitt, lot. dt. p. 343 -
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reality. Moreover, there can be little doubt that baiter and

commerce are comparatively late inventions of man.

Dr. Peschel) indeed, contends that barter existed ir, these

ages in which we find the earliest .signs of our race. 3ut we

have no evidence that it was in this wnv that the cave-dwellers

of PWgord, of the rein-deer period, obtained the rock crystals,

the Atlantic shells, and the horns of the Polish Saiga antelope,

which have been found in their settlements
; and we may not

in any ca9c, conclude that “commerce has existed in all ages,

and among all inhabitants of the world.” 1 There arc even in

modem times instances of savage peoples who seem to have a

very vague idea of barter, or perhaps none at all. Concerning

certain Solomon Islanders, Labillardifire states, “ We could

not learn whether these people are in the habit of making

exchanges ; but it i* very certain that it was impossible for

us to obtain anything from them in this way
;

. . . yet they

were very eager to receive everything that we gave them ." 1

For some time after Captain Weddell began to associate with

the Fucgians, they gave him any small article he expressed

a wish for, without asking any return
;

but afterwards they
“ acquired an idea of barter.” 3 Nor did the Australians whom
Cook saw, and the Patagonians visited by Captain Wallis in

1765, understand traffic, though they now understand It.*

Again, with regard to the Andamanese Mr. Man remarks,

"They set r.o fixed value on their various properties,

and rarely make or procure anything with the express

object of disposing of it in barter. Apparently they

prefer to regard their transactions as presentations, for their

mode of negotiating is to give such objects as are desired by

another in the hope of receiving in return something for which

they have expressed a wish, it being tacitly understood that

unless otherwise mentioned beforehand, no * present ' is to fcc

accepted without an equivalent being rendered. The natural

consequence of this system is that meat of the quarrels which

so frequently occur among them originate in failure on the

' Teschc!, lac. at. pp. 2cq, el icf.
* Labilardiire, lot. cit. voL ii. p. 176.
* Wedd-J!, lot. clt. p. , 53.

* Hawkejworth, tec. cit. vol iiL p. 634 j voL I. p. 373.
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part of the recipient in making such a return as had been

confidently expected." 1 It must also be noted that those

uncivilized peoples among whom marriage by purchase does

not occur arc, for the most part, exceedingly rude races.

As M. Kocnigswaiter* and Mr. Spencer* have suggested,

the transition from marriage by capture to marriage by

purchase was probably brought about in the following way

;

'abduction, in spite of parents, was the primary form
;
then

there came the offering of compensation to escape vengeance

;

and this grew eventually into the making of presents before-

hand. Thus, among the Ahts, according to Mr. 5 proa t, when

a man steals a wife, a purchase follow*, “as the friends of the

woman must be pacified with presents."* In New Guinea?

and Bali,0 as also among the Chukmas 7 and Araucmians,* it

often happens that the bridegroom carries off. or elopes with,

his bride, and afterward* pays a compensation-price to her

parents. Among the Bodo and Mcch, who still preserve the

form of forcible abduction in their marriage ceremony, the

successful lover, after having captured the girl, gives a feast

to the bride’s friends and with a present conciliates the father,

who is supposed to be incensed.'1 The some is reported of

the Maoris, 10 whilst among the Tangutans, according to

Prejcvalsky, the ravisher who ha3 stolen his neighbour's wife

pays the husband a good sum as compensation, but keeps the

wife.**

It is a matter of no importance in this connection that

among certain peoples, the price of the bride Is paid not to

the father, but to some other nearly related person, especially

an uncle,11 or to some other relatives as well as to the father.'-*

• Man, In * Jour. Anthi Inst.,' v>1. xii. p. 340
5 Koenleswaricr, ‘ Eludes historiques,' p 53.

0 Spcnccr, * Tbc PrinupUs of Sociology,' vol. 1 p 625.

* Sproat, tte. at. p. s& * Wni-Gerlaiui, Uc tit. ml. vi. p. 633.

* Lubbock, 'The Origin of Civilisation,' p 113.

' Lewis, he. tit. p. 182 * Smith, ‘ The Arancar-ians,’ p. 315.

• Dalton, he. tit. p. 86. " Taylor, toe. tit. pp 336, u ttq.
" Prejcvalsky, ‘ Mongolia,' vol, li. p. isi. a See ante, p. 40.

" Aleuts (Baocicft, tot. tit. vol. L p. 91), AcfcomAwi In California [Powers,

toe. tit. p. 270), Araucinlane (Akedo-Thoropsnn, toe. tit. vol. i. p 4:6.

Loppe, ' Reiss in Chile,' voL >. pp. 3«3. " «?•). Samoans (Prichard, tot.
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In any case the price is to be regarded as a compensation for

the loss sustained in the giving up of the girl, ar.d as a

remuneration for the expenses incurred in her maintenance

till the time of her marriage. 1 Sometimes, as among several

negro peoples, daughters arc trained for the purpose of being

disposed of at a profit
;
but this is a modern invention, irre-

concilable with savage ideas. Thus, among the Kafirs, the

practice of making an express bargain about women liaidly

prevailed in the first quarter of this century, and the verb

applied to the act of giving cattle for ft girl, according to Mr
Shooter, involves not the idea of an actual trade, but rather

that cf reward for her birth and nurture. 5

To most savages there seems nothing objectionable in

marriage by purchase. On the contrary, Mr. Bancroft states

that the Indians in Columbia consider it in the highest degree

disgraceful to the girl’s family, if she is given away without a

price
;
3 and, in certain tribes of California, “the children of a

woman for whom no money was paid are accounted no better

than bastards, and the whole family arc contemned." 4
It wax

left for a higher civilization to raise women from this state

of debasement. In die next chapter we shall consider the

process by which marriage ceased to be a purchase contract,

and woman an object of trade.

a/. ?. 139), Barca and Kunlsia (Munxinger, fee. cit. p. 4S7), Kandbt
(I'ercival. tot. cit. pp. 345, cl ccf.\ Igorrotes cf Yssrog (Jagor, for. cit.

iv t 7 j), Saracyedes (i'aJas, ' MerkwUrdigheiten d« obiteben Oitjaiccn,

Sarcoyeden.* &c
,
p. 66)

1
Cf. d'Albertis, for. cit. vol i. pp, 3#, 414, cl jey. (inhab-.tents of

Nalabui in New Cuinca, and of Yule Island)
;

Jagor, for. cit. p 235

(HUayaii); McNair, for. cit. p. 233 (Malays of Perak); Colqubmn,

‘Amongst the Shan*,’ |» i?8 (Rurmese)
; Forsyth, tec. tit. p. 148 (Goods)

1

Vtabdfy, ' Dat Turkenvolk,' p. 230 (Central Asiatic Turks) ; AhlqviM,
' Ksdtunvbrter,1

?. 003 (Tuiltish and Finnish peoples) ; Casti^a, ice cit.

voL iv. p 126 (Oity.ikt)
;

Park, for. cit. p. 330 (Msndingoea)i .V.etoUa

da Sorrento, for. tit. p. 235 'Negroes of Sogna).
1 Shooter, for. cit p 49.

* Bancroft, toe. cit vol i. p. 277. CJ. r. Weber, for. tit. vol. ti. pp. 215,

•t iff. Kafirs.
4 Karok, Yurok (Powers, toe. at. pp 23, 56).



CHAPTER XVIII

THE DECAY OK MARRIAGE BY PURCHASE. THE MAXXIAGK
PORTION

It lias often been said that the position of women is the

surest gauge of a people's civilization. Thia assertion, though

not absolutely, is approximately true. The evolution of

altruism is one of the chief elements in human progress, and

consideration for the weaker sex is one of the chief elements

In the evolution of altruism

According as more elevated Ideas regarding ivoir.cn grew

up among the .so-called civilized peoples, the practice of pur-

chasing vrivea was gradually abandoned, and came to be

looked upon as infamous. The wealthier classes took the

first step, and poorer ar.d ruder persons followed their

example. It is of no little interest to follow the course of

this process.

In India, in ancient times, the Asura form, or marriage by

purchase, was lawful for all the four castes. Afterwards it

fell into disrepute, ar.d was prohibited among the Brahmans

and Xshatriyas, but it was approved of In the case of a

VaiSya and of a fsudra. Manu forbade it altogether. 1 "No
father who knows the law," he says, “ must take even the

smallest gratuity for hi9 daughter
;

for a man who, through

avarice, takes a gratuity, is a seller of his offspring.’’ * Pur-

chase survived as a symbol only In the Arsha form, according

to which the bridegroom sent a cow and a bull or two pairn to

1 ‘ The Laws of Manu,' ca. iii. rv. 23-2$.

« Ibid., eh. iu. v. $!. CJ. ibid, eh. ix. w. 93 ,
9&
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the bride’s father.
1 Menu expressly condemns these who call

this gift a gratuity ;
1 hence the Arsha form was counted by

Manu and other lawgivers as or.c of the legitimate inodes of

marriage.’ The Greeks cf the historical age had ceased to

buy their wives
;
and in Rome, eonfnmatio, which suggested

no idea of purchase, was iu the very earliest known time the

form ofmarriage in force among the patricians. Among clients

and plebeians also, the purchase of wives came to an end in re-

mote antiquity, surviving as a mere symbol in their coimptioS

Among the Germans, according to Grimm, it was only Chris-

tianity that abolished marriage by purchase.
0 Lafcrrieie and

Koenigswaitcr think it prevailed among the Saxons as 'ate as

the reign of Giarlcs the Great, and that in England It was

prohibited by Cnut.‘ In LexAlamamonm, Lex RipHariorunt
,

• GiAgAs,' and the Norwegian laws, real purchase money is

not spoken of; and there is reason to believe that the

' mundi," mentioned in the elder ' Gula-lag ' had gradually

lost its original meaning of price for a bride .

7

In the Talmudic law. the purchase of wives appears as

merely symbolic, the bride-price being fixed at a nominal

amount.’ The Mohammedan " mahr* is also frequently merely

nominal.’ Among the Finns, the purchase of wives had

disappeared in the remote times when their popular songs

originated .
10 Though it still was usual for a bridegroom to

give presents to his bride and her- parents, passages in

the songs indicate that not even the memory of a real

purchase survived." In China, although marriage presents

' ' The L*»« of Mann,' eh ill. v. 39. » ItitL, dr. Ill v 53.

’ Cf. Jolly, ' Dit rctluliehc Stclhmg da Frauen be; dec alien lodtra,1

in ' Sil'Uftjsbcrichte dci philataphKb-philologischen und htstorischen

Classn <kr Akatlemic der Wissenscbafler. zu Miineben,’ 1876, p. 433.

' Rciituch, foe. dt. pp. <fi, 146, 348, 2Jo, &C.

Grimm, tee. at. p. 434.

I Laierriae. ‘ ilistoiro da droil civil dt Home el du droit frinqaii,'

vol iii. p. 156 Koenigs«aner, ‘fetudes hlstortques' p 33.
! Olivccrona, /«. dt. {41. 57, 133, I

j
3 ' GauB, let- til. voL 1

.
p. ijh

’ Kohler, in 'Zeiuchr. f. vgt Rccht5W«8,' vol. p. 35£
" Cf. Topelius, III

* Lllicriu Soirdcr,' 1850, p. 336.

II ' Kidcvala.’ ivn» nvlii. w. 613, el sty.
1

KaiUderar,' book iii. song

viiL vv. 23-33.
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correspond exactly to purchase-money in a contract of sale,

the people will not hear of their being called a 'price"; 1

which shows that, among them also, some feeling of shame

Is attached to the idea of selling a daughter.

We may discern two different ways in which thi3 gradual

disappearance of marriage by purchase has taker, place. It

has been suggested that the sum with which the bridegroom

bought the bride became a payment for the guardianship of

her.* However this may be, the purchase-moacy became in

time smaller and smaller, and took in many cases the form

of more or less arbitrary presents. Only a relic of the ancient

custom, as we have seen, was left, often appearing as a sham saie

in the marriage ceremonies. Another mode of preserving the

symbol of sale was the receipt of a gift of real value, which

was immediately returned to the giver. This arrangement is

said by Apastamba to have been prescribed by the Vedas ” in

order to fulfil the law"—that is, the ancient law by which the

binding form of marriage was a sale.* Generally, however,

not the same but another gift is presented in return. Thus,

at Athens, at some time which cannot be determined, but

which was undoubtedly earlier than the age of Solon, the

dower in the modem sense arose
; and, as has been sug-

gested, 1 this portioning of the bride by her father or guardian

very probably implied originally a return of the price paid.

Again, in China, exchange of presents takes place between

the guardians of the bridegroom and the guardians of the

bride
;
and this exchange forms the subject of a long section

in the penal code, for, “ the marriage articles and betrothal

presents once exchanged, the patties arc considered irrevocably

engaged.” * In Japan, the bride gives certain conventional

presents to her future husband and his parents and relatives,

1 Jamieson, in 'The China Review,’.'vol. «- p. 78, note.*

» Koeoigswarter, ‘Etudes likMoriques,' p. ii- Idtm, 'Histone io

l'organintion rfe h fomflk,' p. laj. Weinhotd. ' Deutsche Frauen,'

voL i. p, 3?o.

1 Maync, ‘ Hindu Law and Usage,’ p 8:

• Smith, Wayte, and Murindsn, ' Dictionary of Greek and Roman

Antiquities,’ vol. u p. 691.

• Medhutu, in ‘Trans. Roy. As. Soc. China Branch,’ vol. Iv. pp. n,

etstq.
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and, a*, to the value of these presents, she should always be

guided by the value of those brought by the bridegroom. 1

Among the ancient Germans, according to Tacitus, the wife

in Iver turn presented the husband with some kind of arms,

and this mutual exchange of gifts formed the principal bond

of their union.* Grimm also suggests that the meaning of

the Teutonic dowry was partly that of a return gift.
3

On the other hand, the purchase-sum was transformed into

the morning gift and the dotal portion. A part—afterwards

the whole—was given to the bride either directly by the

bridegroom or by her father. Mann says, "When the rela-

tives do not appropriate for their use the gratuity given, it is

not a sale ; in that case the gift is only a token of respect and

of kindness towards the maidens.” 4 This gift: was called

"ijulka," or her fee
;
but its close connection with a previous

purchase appears from the fact that it passed in a course of

devolution to the woman's brothers, and one rendering of the

text of Guauma which regulates this succession, even

allowed the fee to go to her brothers during her life/' In

modern India, according to Dubcis, men of distinction do

not appropriate the money acquired by giving a daughter

in marriage, but lay it out in jewels, which they present to the

lady on the wedding-day.® Among the Greeks of the Homeric

age, the father did not always keep the wedding-presents for

his own use, but bestowed them, wholly or in part, on the

daughter as her marriage portion. At a later period, the

bridegroom himself gave the presents to his wife, when he

saw her unveiled for the fir3t time, or after the vvf

MffrTKi}.' Among the Teutons the same process of develop-

ment took place. Originally, the purchase-sum went to the

guardian of the bride, partly, perhaps, to her whole family

;

1 Koehler, in ‘Trans. As. Soc. Japan,’ voL xiii. p. 133.

! Tacitus, Uc. tit

.

eh. svilL
1 Crlmm, /«. cit. p 425.
4 ‘The La»s of Mann

,

1 eh. ill. v. 34.
* Mayr, ‘Dos inditehe Erbreebt,’ p. 170. Maync. ‘Hindu La» and

Usage. 1

p 82.

B Duhoia, /at. cit. p 103.

: Rrssbich. /or. at. p. 23a Hermann-Hliimner, tec. cit. pp 262, 266
Beeper, toe. cit. voL ii. p. 47 1.
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but by-and-by it came to be considered her own property,* as

Tacitus says, "Dotein non uxor marito s©d uxori maritus

offert* * This was the case among the Scandinavians at the

date of the inditing of their laws, and among the Langob&rdi

from the seventh century.3 41 La dot," says M. Ginoulhiac,
4 n’est autre chose que 1c prix de la coemptiom en usage dans

la loi salique
;
die fut dondc i la femme au lieu de l'etrc a scs

parents, qui nc rcfjurcnt plus que 1c udidum ct denari***, on
Ic prix fictif, et apiis la mort de I’lpouse, unc partic de la

dot.” 4 In Lex Almnannorum and LrxRifjuiriorum
,
only a dos

which the wife receives directly from her husband is spoken

of.
3 And it seems probable that the morning gift, which has

survived very long in Europe,0 originated in the purchase-

sum, or formed a part of it/ though it has often been con-

sidered a pretium xrirginitatis? According to ancient Irish

taw, a part of the “ coibchc," or bridal gift, went to the bride’s

father, or, if he was dead, to the head of her tribe; 0 but

another part was given by the bridegroom to the bride hcr&df

after marriage. The same was the C3«c with the Welsh

* Ginoulhiac, 1 Histoirc du dou!/ pp. iB;
t

ct icq. Laboukye,
' Hhtoire du droll de propridtd fooctere en Occident/ pp. 403, ct xtq

.

* Ttcim, be. cir. eh, xviiL
1 Olivccrona, /at. eit. p. 152. Wclnbold, * Deutsche Frauen/ voi ».

p. 335*

* Giac.il.iiar, pp. 195. tl Uf.
* Olaecrona, p. 5;.
8 Ic. German/ and Swittcriand, the practice o: presenting a morning

gift has been kept up till the present time (Eichham, • Einleitung in das

dcuiscbc Privatrech'-’ p. ?2G. Bluntschli, ' Siaats- und Rcchtsgeschichte

der Sttdt rind Landsebaft Zurich,’ vol 11. pp. 164, el «y.

' Schlyier, 'JuAdlska afhundllngar,' vol I, p. sot. Schlfge), 'Ont

Morgongarens OpsindclK,' In 'AKraea,' voUI. pp 18ft rt m/. Koenigs-

warter, ' Histoirc de loigwiisalion de la lamillc,
1

p. 133. The old

purchase-money which the husband was obliged to give to the bride,

Tras also represented by the fictitious dowry preserved in the rituals of

tbe Church till the sixteenth century. M. Mutene mentions a ritual of

the Church of Reims, of 15B5, in which the biidegrocsn, at the moment
o! putting the nuptial ring on the finger oi the bride, placed three i/fniirs

In her hand (Koenigswarter, p. 1/4, note 4)-

* Ginoulhiac, p. 2ot. Wamkocmg and Stein, 1 FnnrOtischc Stuats-

imd Rechtsgeschlchte,' vol II p 357.
* ‘Ancient Laus of 1/eland,’ »ob I, p. 155 ; vol. !v. p 63.
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“ cowyll ”

;

1 and the Slavonic word for bridc-pricc, “v£no.”

came to be frequently used for dai.

1

Speaking of the ancient Babylonian*, Herodotus says that

" the marriage portions were furnished by the money paid for

the beautiful damsels.''1 Among the Hebrews, as it seems

the * rnohar " or a part of it, was given to the bride herself*

Wc read in the Book of Genesis that Abraham's servant
' brought forth jeweb of silver, and jewels of gold, and rai-

ment. and gave them to Rebecca : lie gave also to her brother

and to her mother precious things
'

4

Profesior Robertson

Smith is inclined to believe that, in Arabia, before Mohammed,
a custom had c3tabiishcd

#
itsclf by which die husband ordinarily

made a gift—under the name of " sadlc '*—to his wife upon

marriage, or by which a part of the “ mahr " was customarily

set aside for her use.0 But under Islam the difference between
* mahr " and " szdhc " disappeared, the price paid to the

father becoming the property of the woman. 7

But it is not only in the history of the great civilised

nations that we find marriage by purchase falling into decay.

Among several peoples who are still in a savage or*semi-

civilized stale, the custom of purchasing the wife has been

modified, and of a few it is expressly stated that they consider

such a traffic disgraceful* The change has taken place

in exactly the same way as we have seen to be the case with

higher races.

On the one hand, the purchase has become more or less a

symbol. In some cases the gilt no longer represents the

1 O'CuriJ, to. tit. Sullirau’s 1 1'induction, vol. i. pp. clxillt. ft sty.

1 Schrader, to. <U. p. 38a Cf Kovalevs ley, in ‘ Folk- I.r>ie.' vci i. pp
479, ft iff. 4 Herodotus, to. at. back i. eh 19b.

' Saalschilu, 'Das tntsalsche Kcchi.' vol. ii. p. 73d. Mayer, ' Die

Rccbie der ItraclitCB,' &C-, vol IL pp. 347, et uf.
1 1 Genosis,' ch. xxiv. v. 53.

0 Robertson Smith, toe. at. p. 98
' toil., pp. 7& 91, too. Mayer, 'Die Kechte dei iBaditen,* St.

vol. ii. pp. 353, tt ita. Unger, to. a'/, p 47. Kohler, in 1
Zeitschr. f. V£i

Rccfatswiss,' vaL v. p. 35S.

• Uechuanae (Fritach, to. fit. p. 19;), Aeuetes (ilurckharch, to. (it.

p 6*> The Laplanders, according to LaestadlnB (' Elt lapptricri,’ in

• Svcnska folkcts seder,’ p. 115). take presents for their daughters, but do
not consider it honourable to receive money.
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actual value of the girl, in others it Is followed by a

return gift. Thus, in Oregon, “the wife's relations always

raise as many horses (or other property', for her dower, as

the bridegroom has sent the parents, but scrupulously take

care not to tum over the same horses or the same articles" 1

The Ahtr. consider it a point ofhonour that the purchase-money
given for a woman of rank shall, some time or other, he re-

turned in a present of equal value* Similar statement* are
made with reference to the Patagonians,3 M:shmis,*and certain

tribes in the Indian Archipelago. 5 Among the Bagobce cf the

Philippines, if the newly-married couple arc satisfied with

each other, the father ofthe wife gives the half of the purchase-

sun back to the husband whilst, in Sane, the girl’s father,

at the wedding, has to return even five times the price which
lie received from the bridegroom’s father at the espousals, the
return gift, however, becoming the common property of the

married couple.’ Among the Badagas of the Neilgherries

also, the return gift is generally greater in value than the sum
which has been paid for her* Several other peoples contract

marriages by an exchange of presents. 3

On the other hand there are peoples among whom the

poichase-suin, nr a part of it. is given to the bride either by
her father or by the bridegroom himself. But. as this may be
an indirect way of compensating the bridegroom for the price

he has paid, it is in many cases almost impossible to dis-

1 Schoolcraft, toe. cU. voL v p. 654. 1 Sproat, foe. n’t. p. 58.
* Masters, in ‘Jour, Anihr. Inst.,' voL t. p. *>1.

• Cooper. be. at. p. 736. Griffith, he. /it. p. 35.
« Riedel, to,, /it. p. 68.
' Schadenberg, in 'Zeilsr.hr. t F.thnol.,’ vol. xvii. p. 13.

1 Munnngcr, lor. at. p. 387. * Harkness, be. at. pp. 1 16, et n$.
9 Tuski (Dill. lee. at. p. 381), Thlinke-.s (Holmberg, in 'Acta. See.

Scl. Fennlcae,' vol. iv. p. 315), Chinooks (Waits, lot. at. vol iii. p. 337).

Chippewa* (Keating, lee. n’t. vol ii. p. I (7), Shoshones (Lewis and Clarke,

b/. tit
. p. 507), Miwok (Powers, toe /it. p. 3^1. QuickC (Morelct, be. /it.

P 357X Budduma, Tedl (Nachtigal, be. /it. vol. II pp. 370, *48!, Todas
(Marshall, be. eit. p. ai i>. Centra) Asiatic Turks (Vdmlxhj, 'Das Tdr-

kenvoile,’ pp. 333, et 1/9.), Laplanders (v. Dilben, toe. /it. p. 300), Papuans
of Dorey (Fnuch. ' Neu-Guinea,1

p. 103), Samoans (Prichard, bi. at.

pp. 139,« Turner, ' Same*,’ pp. 93, 96), Kukahivans (v.LangsAorf,

be. eit. vol. I. p. 153).
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tinguish between this custom and the one last mentioned. It

is equally hard to distinguish between the eases in which the

bride receive* a part of the price from her father, and those

in which she receives a gift from the bridegroom directly.

But perhaps the greatest difficulty ofall is to make out whether

the presents obtained from the bridegroom formed originally

a part of the bride-price or were only a means of gaining her

owt. consent. Among the Eskimo, the kver presents clothes

to the lady, who puts them on, and is thenceforth his wife1

Among the Dacotahs, men ask for consent to marriage by

sending the price of the girl, and in addition often give

presents to the object of their esteem.1' Speaking of the South

American Guanas, Azary says, “Toutes Ics cdr<fmonies du

mariage se rtduiscnt A un petit present que Ic marie fait A sa

prdtenduc Again, among the Javanese," Kalmucks,* and

Ahi el Shemdl, a Bedouin tr.be of Syria,' the money or

articles which the father receives for his daughter arc gener-

ally looked upon as a settlement or provision for the wife

;

and among the Pclew Islanders,5 Mishin is,* Bashkirs,®

Votyaks,*® &e," die receives a larger or smaller [tart of the

bride-price.

From marriage by purchase we have thus reached the

practice of dower, which is apparently the very reverse of it.

But, as we have seen, the marriage portion derives its origin

1 Bancroft, tee. dt. vol, I. p. (6. Sccmncn. • Voyage of Hindi! vot ii.

p- 6S. 5 Schoolcraft, in. tit. vol. iii. p. 33S
’ Arars. lee. at. vok ii. p. 92. For other similar Instances, see Wain,

lot. at. vol ii. p. 522 (Somali)
;
Muiuiacer, lot. (it. p. 334 (Beni-Amcr)

;

Baker, ' The Nile Tributaries,' p. 124(Arabs at Upper Egypt) ; Hanoeei'i

and Letourneux, tec. at. rci. ii. p. 161 (Kabjles); Proyoit, toe. tit. p
569 (Negroes of Loango) ; Caillid, lot. tit. vol i. p. 349 (Mandingws);
F ritic h, toe. (it. p. 192 (Bcchtonai). * Crawfurd, lot. tit. veil I p go

* Moore, lot. tit. p. 181. • Hn.-ckhardl, lee, til. p. 62-
: 'Ynier,' >ol. iv. p. 333. ' Cooper, toe. tit p. 236.
9 Geargi, lee. tit. p. 182. “ Hid., p 55.

" Negroes of Accra (Daniel), In 'Jour. Etha Soc. London' vol i».

p. 12), Tanari cf Karan (Vdmbdry, Das Ttirkenvnlk,' p 433) and One-
burg (Georgi, p 103), TunguiCi \ibii., p 324), and other semi-civilired

Iteoplei belonging to the Rnaiian Empire. For African peoples, so*

BOM, ' Afrikanitehc Jurisprudent1
vol. i. p, 41?.
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partly from the purchase of wives. Where, as among the

Marea,' the endowment becomes the exclusive property of

the husband, it i*, no doubt, intended to be a compensation

for the bride-price ; whilst, among other peoples, money or

goods for which the man has bought his wife arc handed over

to her by the father as a marriage portion which, in a certain

way, belongs to her. Yet, as we shall see directly, the dowry

docs not in ever)' case spring from a previous purchase.

The marriage portion serves different ends, often indis-

solubly mixed up together. It may have the meaning of

a return gift. It may imply that the wife as well as the

husband is expected to contribute to the expenses of the joint

household. It is also very often intended to be a settlement

for the wife in case the marriage be dissolved through the

husband’s death or otherwise. But as, in such instances, the

husband generally has the usufruct of the portion, 13 long

as the union lasts, it is in many eases impossible to discern

whether the original meaning was that of a return gif: to

the man or of a settlement for the woman.

We read in the * Laws of Manu/ " What was given before

the nuptial fire, what was given on the bridal procession, what

was given in token of love, and what was received from her

brother, mother, or father, that is called the sixfold property

of a woman. Such property, as well at a gift subsequent and

what was given to her by her affectionate husband, shall go to

her offspring, even if site dies in the lifetime of her husband." 4

The Hindu law recognizes the dominion of a married woman
over this property (her "stridhan but the husband has

nevertheless power to use and consume it in case of distress *

At Athens, the administration of the dower certainly belonged

to the husband, who might defray with it the expense* of the

marriage, and even had a right to alienate the movable objects

forming a part of the marriage portion. 8 But it did not

* Manitnger, tee. cit. p. 740.

* 1 The Lows of Manu,’ eh. is. w. i'll, el set/.

* In Gautama’S time, bow«-cr, tlw 'tnlkn,' did net belong 10 the
1strtdbui ’ (ilajr, ' Das indbehe Erbrcch’.,’ p. 170V

* Macnoghten, ' Principles of Hindu Law.'pp. 33, Hue/. Steele, tat. tit.

p. 67. 4 Cauvci, in ‘Revue de Initiation, vol. mv. p. 154.
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become hi* property. If the marriage tic was dissolved

through divorce or through the husband's death, the dower

had to be restored to the woman, who, as a security for this

icstitution. had a mortgage, consisting generally of a piece of

ical property
;

l or if, in case of divorce, the husband did not

restore the dower, he paid, whilst it was retained, nine cboli

every month as interest. 2 The Roman Jos was intended to

be the wife’s contribution towards the expenses of the

marriage state* It became the husband's property, as if

it were a patrimony which he had a right not only to adminis-

ter, but even to dispose of independently of the will of his

wife. 4 This confusion of the dower with the patrimony was

tolerable as long as marriage was contracted for life, but be-

came very disastrous during the period when divorces were

frequent At the end of the Republican era, therefore, the

husband’s right to dispose of hi* wife's marriage portion was

limited. It had to be restored in case of divorce, as also in

case of the marriage being dissolved through the husband's

death. The Ltx Julia dt aJulUrtis prevented him from

alienating dotal land without the wife's consent, or mortgaging

it even with her consent
;
and the legislation of Justinian pre-

vented alienation with the wife’s consent, and declared the Jaw

on the subject applicable to provincial land. 4 The general

tradition of the Roman dos was carried on by the Church, die

practical object being to secure for the wife a provision of

which the husband could not wantonly deprive her, and which

would remain to her after his death.0 The Roman dotal

1 Cauvet, in ‘Revue de legislation,’ vol. xxiv. p. 155. Meier and

SchUmann, * Der ottische Process/ pp. 51S, tl ttf. Mayer,
1
Die Recfcle

der lsrsfliten/ See., roL ii. pp. 345, rt sty. Hermann-DlUmncr, ht. tit-

p. a6$. Smith, Wayte, and Mantulin, /at. tit. vol i. p. 69a.
1 Potter, ' Archaeologia Graeca,1

vol. ii. p. 273.
’ Glnoulhlac, tee. til p. 70. Sohm, ‘ Instituticnen dee iflmlKhca

Kedits, p. 281. Lnbovlaye, 1 Rodierches sui la condition dec femmes,'

P.3S.
4 Laboolaye, p. 39. Ginoulhinc, lot. tit. p. 70. Laferride, be. oU

vol i. p. 223.

* Laboulaye, 1 Kecherches, 1

pp. 39-41. Idem, ' Histoire du droit de
propriSte for.c^rc,

1

pp. 183-185, Smith, Wayte, and Marindin, vcl i.

p. 693 Soltra, p. 28?.
1 Maine, ' Early History of Tnoilntiona,' pp, 338.
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right, more or less modified in the laws of the different

countries, underlies modem European legislation
;
the hus-

band generally administers and lias the use of his wife's

dotation, but it remains her property.

1

Among the Germans of early times, the bridc-pricc which

was handed over to the woman as her marriage portion

became her exclusive property, of which the husband could

not dispose. 1 Besides this dot, she received from her parents

an endowment, as a sort of compensation for her inheritance,

or as an advance on It. This also was her private property,

at least so far that it went to her if the marriage was dis-

solved.' Among the Slavs, the dower seems originally to

have been given to the wife a» a security in the event of her

needing independent support
;
and, among the Poles and

Bohemians, the husband could make no use of it, unless he

left his own goods as a deposit.* In Wales, a woman received

not only a part of the bridc-pricc, "cowyll,* but also a

marriage portion from her father, called " agweddi "
(repre-

senting the " tincur " of the Irish), which, during cohabitation,

belonged to husband and wife jointly. In case they separated

before the end of seven years, the wife was to receive this

portion back
;
and in any case, even if she left her husband

for no reason before the seventh year, she had her “ cowyll.'’

If the separation took place after this period, the property

which the wife brought with her was divided.*

The Hebrews, in early times, generally gave daughters as a

dowry only a part of the “ mohar.” Afterwards a woman who
married was endowed with a portion called “nedunia," of

which the husband had the usufruct as long as the marriage

lasted.' The Mohammedans, as a rule, settle very large

1 Ecclus, In v. Holuendoitl, ‘ Encyclopadle det RechturiBssnichaft,'

pi. II. voL i. pp. 41 a, tt to/.
2 Wetahold, •Deutsche Frauen,' vol. L p.331. Itktn,

'

Altnordische*

Lcbcn,' PP- 3*1, et uq.
2 OEverrona, Uc. at. p. 51. NnrdstrOm, lac. tit. vd. ii. p. 5a
1 Midcovski^ toe. (it. vol. ii. pp. 214-31 S.

• O’Curry, la. (it. Sullivan’s Introduction, vol. i. pp. clxxii, clxxvfci.

Lewis, loc. eit. pp. S> et seq.

B Mayer, * Die Rechte der tiraelitesi/ &c., voL iL pp. 543 344.
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dowers on their wives
;
and it is generally stipulated that two-

thirds of the dowry shall be paid, immediately before the

marriage contract is made, whilst the remaining third is held

in reserve, to be paid to the wife in ease of her being divorced

against her own consent, or in case of the husband’s death 1

And whatever property the wife receives from her parents or

any other person or. the occasion of her marriage, or otherwise

is entirely at her own disposal, and not subject to any claim

of her husband or his creditors.1 Speaking of newly-married
people among the Mexicans, Acosta says, " When they went
to house they made an inventory of all the man and wife

brought togetlicr, of provisions for the house, of land, of
icwcUs and ornaments, which inventories every father kept,

for if it chanced they made any devorce (as it was common
amongest them when they agree not), they divided their

goods according to the portion that every one brought.” *

Among races at a lower stage of civilization * the dowry
commonly subserves a similar end—that is, in case of separa-
tion or divorce, the wife gets back her marriage portion,

though the husband, as it seems in most cases, has the
usufruct of it as long as marriage lasts. But, in savage
life, the dowry plays nc important part Often nothing
of the kind exists* and, where it does, the portion
generally consists of some food, clothes, household goods,

' MacJisghter., 1 Principles of Muhammadan Law,' p m». Lane, /«.
at. vol i. p. aiB.

* Lane, vot. s. p 138, note f-
* Acosta, lac. tit vol il p. 570.
‘ Kenai (Richardson, Joe. at. vol. L p, 407), Thlinkets (Hotaberg, is

* Acta. Soc. So. Fennlcae,’ vol :v. p 315), Ahn (Bancroft, Joe. at vol. i.

p. 197), Creels (Hawkins, In • Trans. American Ethn. Soc.,’ vol. iil pc i.

p. 66>, Kingsmill Islanders (Wilkes, toe. tit. vol v. p rot), Siamese
(Moore, Joe. tit. p 169), Kukii (Levin, lot. tit. p 254), AI>y*iaiau
(Loto, /«. tit. p. ;6), people of Madagascar (Keelson, la. at. p. 747},
Tcuaregs (Chavanne, 'Die Sahara,’ p. 181).

* C/. Heriot, tm. eit. p. 335 (North American Indians)
j Ellis, ‘ Polyne-“ Rf^'chei,' vol i. p. =70 (Tahiti arts)

; Wail/, tot. tit. vol U. p no
(Negroes)

;
Button, ’The Lake Regions of Central Africa,’ vol. 11. p. j;j

(Esst Africans)
; Post. ’Afrikanische Jurisprudent,’ vol. i. p. 376 (several

African peoples)
, Hue, ice. at vol. i. p. ,85 (Tartars), Cco.gi, Ax. tit

pp 67, cr«y. (Voguls).
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or other trifles,
1 and occasionally of cattle.* Ultimately,

a* we have seen, the dowry is due to a feeiing of respect

and sympathy for the weaker sex, which, on the whole,

is characteristic of a higher civilization,® And, as we
have spoken of a stage of marriage by capture and another

stage of marriage by purchase, we may notv speak of a third,

where fathers are bound by law or custom to portion their

daughters.

Thus the Hebrews 4 and Mabommedans * consider it a

religious duty for a man to give a dower to his daughter.

In Greece the dowry came to be thought almost necessary

to make the distinction between a wife and a concubine

(TraXXa/oJ)
;

e and Isacus says that no decent man would

give hi$ legitimate daughter* less than a tenth of his property. 7

Indeed, so great were the dowers given that, in the time of

Aristotle, nearly two-fifths of the whole territory of Sparta

were supposed to belong to women.® In Rome, even more
than in Greece, the marriage portion became a mark of dis-

tinction for a legitimate wife.® It was the duty of the wife

to provide her husband with dos
,
and a womar. herself had a

legal claim to be provided with 3 dower by her father or

1 Cf Nordejukx'ld, ‘Crtnlaod,' p. 5 <*J (Crwihnders) ; r. Manias,

fa. i it. vol. i. p. us (BnuflUn aborigine*}; Bovt, toe. <it. p. tyi

(Fuegiaxu); Wait*, A* at. vol. ii. p. $33 (Somah); Marshall, lot. at.

p. 2i2 (Tod as)
;

PrcjcvAlsky. 4 Mongolia,* vol. I. p 70 (Mongols);
Pall*;, ‘ Merkwiirdigkeiten der Mordaanen, Kml’m/ He., p. 363

(Kalmucks) : Post, * Die Anfange d« Staaa- und ReChtilenen,' pp. 54,

ctscy.

• Cf. Law, In ' Pr06 Koy. Gee Soc.,’ N. S. voL v. p. 55a (Masai)
j

Men, /a. rit. p. 87 (Bidagas) ; Davy. la. til. p a86 (Sinhalese).

I: is remarkable iliat dowry Is unknown among (he Chinese, whereas,

In the wild abcrignal tribes of China, It is usual for wire? among she

wealthy families to receive marriage portions (Gray, la. tit. roL ii.

p. 304).

‘ Mayer, ‘Die Rechte der Israehien,’ vol. ii. p. 344.
• ‘The K&zr.,1 jura i*. v. 3.

• Potter, la. at. vol. ii. p. ~68. Cuvet in 'Revue de legislation,' vol.

*xi». p. 153. Cf. Meier and Shfciann, for. tit. pp. 513, tt srq.

’ Isaeus, Q.pl rov Oifi/Jui' iXqon,' § 51, p. 43-

' Aristotle, for. lit. book ii. eh. ix. g II.

• Laboulaye, ‘ Reclierehes,' pp. 38, ft iff. Glnotlhite, la. at. pp. 66,

rt iff Meier and Schumann, pp. 513, tt srq.
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other paternal ascendants,

1

And, though later on, Justirdan

in several of his constitutions declares that dos is obligatory

for persons of high rank only,’ the old custom did not fall

into desuetude.11 The Prussian ‘Landrecht’ still prescribes

that the father, or eventually the mother, shall arrange

about the wedding and fit up the house of the newly-married

couple.

4

According to the ‘Code Napoleon,’ on the other

hand, parents are not bound to give a dower to their

daughters,® and the same principle is generally adopted by

modern legislation. Yet there is still a strong feeling, especi-

ally in the so-called T.atin countries, in favour of dotation.

This feeling, as Sir Henry Maine remarks, is the principal

source of those habits of saving and hoarding, which cha-

racterize the French people, and is probably descended, by

a king chain of successmn, from the obligatory provisions o:

the marriage law of the Emperor Augustus 0

In this course of development, the marriage portion has

often become something quite different from what it vs as

originally It has in many cases become a purchase-sum by

means of which a father buys a husband for his daughter,

as formerly a man bought a wife from her father. Euripides,

transferring to the heroic age the practice of his own time,

makes Medea complain that her sex had to purchase hus-

bands with great sums of money.’ " Pars minima cst ipsa

ptiella sui," the Latin poet sings. And, in our days, a woman
without a marriage portion, unless she has some great natural

attractions, runs the risk of being a spinster for ever. This

state of thing, naturally grows up in a society where mono-
gamy is prescribed by law, where the adult women outnumber
the adult men. where many men never marry, and where

married women too often lead an indolent life.

1 Smith, Wayte, and Marindio, toe. tit. vol. i. p 693. Mayer, ‘Die
Rechte icr lira* lien,' Sec., voL ii. p. yty. * Gluoulhixc, foe. at. p. lay

• For dot tmtuana in Germany during the Middle Ages, see Miner-
nuier, ‘Gtundtftue des gemeineo dcutict.cn Privatrcclns,' vol. ii, p. y

• Eccins, in v. HoltxendorfT, ’Eacyclopxdie d«r Rechtswissenschaft,
pi ii. vol i. p. 4 i4 -

1 ' Code NapoUon,' art. 304.
' Maine, ' Early History of Institutions,' p. 339
7 Euripides. ' Kjtua

,

1 w. 331-335.



CHAPTER XIX

MARRIAGE CEREMONIES AND RITES

AMONG primitive men marriage was, of course, contracted

without any ceremony whatever
;
and this is still the case

with many uncivilized peoples, Among the Eskimo, visited

by Captain Hall, "there is no wedding ceremony at all, nor

are there any rejoicings or festivities. The parties simply

come together, and live in their own tupic or igloo." 1 The

Bonaks of California, according to Mr Johnston, have no

marriage ceremony. The man simply speaks to the girl’s

parents, and to the girl herself ; and, if the couple live to-

gether for some time harmoniously, they arc considered

husband and wife.* Among the Comanches, too, “ there is

no marriage ceremony of any description and the same

is said of several other aboriginal tribes of America* as also

of the Outanatas of New Guinea,1 the Solomon Islanders,®

' Hall, /«- eit. p. 567. Cf. Lj-oo, lee. cV. p. j$3 i Dali. be. til. p. 139.

' School ctift, be. til. vol. it p. S2j. * /btd., vol. ii. p. 131
* Koaiagmutt (Lisiansky, be. til. pp. 198, il teg.), Aleut* (Coxe, /at. tit.

p. 23a v. Langsdorf, /or. til.toL ii. p. 47. Bancroft, be. til. vol- i. p. 92)

MahlcmuU (Bancroft. taL i. p. 81), Chipprwyans (Klchaidson, Ice. til.vd. ii.

p. ii). Chippewas (Keating, be. tit. vci ii. p. 157), Creeks (Schoolcraft,

/as. til. rol. V. p. j68), Motes, Iroquois (Heriot, !<u. til op. 326, 33’k

Narajes (Lcthertnan, In 'Smith. Rep,’ 185}, p. 194k Arawaks (Brett,

loc. til, p. IOI), MOra, (Wallace, 4 Travels on the Amnion,' p. 51a), Tupia,

Chiriguana (Wain, be. til vol. 111. pp. 42s, el icy.), Patagonians (Filkner,

lee. til. p. 134;, Fuegiar.i (Bove, be. tit. p. 1 ja).

* Flr.sch, ' Neti-Guliea,' p. 6*.

* L>ton, in ‘ Jour. Antlir. lnit.,' vol. xvii. p. 94

N-.

'
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and the Tasmanians. 1 In Australia, wedding ceremonies ate

unknown in most tribes, but it is said that in some there

arc a few unimportant ones.* In the Hill Tribes of North

Aracan, marriage " is a simple contract unaccompanied

by ceremony.1' * So also among the Khasias/ Chalikau

Mishmis,* Aino° Negroes of Bondo,1 See.

Marriage ceremonies arose by degrees and in various ways
When the mode of contracting a marriage altered, the earlier

mode, from having been a reality, survived as a ceremony.

Thus, as we have seen, the custom of capture was trans-

formed into a mere symbol, after purchase was introduced a»

the legal form of contracting a marriage. In olher instances

the custom of purchase has survived as a ceremony, after if

lias ceased to lie a reality.

According as marriage was recognized as a matter of some

importance, the entering into it came, like many other signifi-

cant events in human life, to be celebrated with certain

ceremonies. Very commonly it is accompanied by a wedding

feast Among the Nun, people, for example, the nuptials

consist of the payment of the bride-price followed by eating

and drinking.1 Among the Wanyoro, the wedding is celebrated

by a great deal of feasting, and the bride is taken by a pro-

cession of friends to her new lord/' Often the feast continue!

for several days, a week, or even longer. 10 In Mykonos, of the

Cyclades, according to Mr. Bent, ten or fifteen days of festivity

usually accompany a marriage. 11 Among some peoples, the

expenses are defrayed by the bridegroom,11 in others by the

father of the bride.a Probably, in the former cases, the feait

I Breton, toe. lit. p. 39S. ' Carr, toe. eft. vol. I. p. 107.

• Si Andrew St. John, in ‘Jour. Anthr. Inst,' vol. 11. p. 139.
• Dihoc, toe. lit. p. 57.

4 IM., p. 19.

• Dill, !oe. lit. p 5M. * ‘Da* AtoUnd/ 1881, p ice*
' ScliOa ami Cromber, ‘Journals,’ p. ifa
' Wilson and Kelkin, lot. n't. vol it p 49.

“ Tula is (Hue, /«. at. vol i. p :S6), people of Bomu (Ilaiih, ‘Reises,’

vol. ill p. 3'. note). Baits (Muaanger, la. at. p 535), Copts (I-mc, lot.

ell. vol. it p 331).
II Bent, 1 The Cyclades,’ p 1 37.
!- Bakoneo (M Oiler, t'a-els, and Gicerup, lot. at. p. 370), 4c.
“ Tislii, Kanijgmms (Dali, pp 381, 402),
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is considered almost a pari of the purchase sum, whilst in the

latter it is, perhaps, occasionally regarded as a compensation

for the brkle-price.

The marriage ceremony often indicates in some way the

new relation into which the man and woman enter to each

other, Sometimes it symbolizes sexual intercourse,' but far

more frequently the living together, or the wife’s subjection to

her husband. Among the Navajos, the ceremony merely

consisted in eating maize pudding from the same platter

;

9

and among the Santals, says Colonel Dalton, “ the social meal

that the boy and girl cat together is the most important part of

the ceremony, as by the act the girl ceases to belong to her

father's tribe, and becomes a member of her husband's family."*

Eating together is, in the Malay Archipelago, the chief and most

wide-spread marriage ccremonj'.* The same custom occurs

among the Hovas, Hindus, Esthonians, in Erinland in Prussia,

and in Sardinia." Again in some Brazilian tribes, marriage is

contracted by the husband and wife drinking brandy together*

In Japan, where the ceremony seems to be regarded as

the least important part of the whole proceeding, it consists

in the drinking by both parties, after a presenbod fashion, of

a fixed number of cups of wine 7 In Scandinavia, the couple

used to drink the contents of a single beaker—a custom

which also occurs in Russia* The joining of hands, or the

bridegroom's taking the bride by the hand, is, as Dr. Wintcr-

1
Post, ‘ Die Grundiagea des Rechts,’ p *10.

* VViiu, Av. tit. vol. iii. p. IOS. See Upper!, ‘ Kbllurgeschiclxe,’ vii- ii.

pp. 141, it uq
.

;
Mantegam, ' GcschlcchUverhilaune des V.enschen,'

eh. xiiL

* Dalton, lot. til. ?. 216*

' Waken, in
1 Bijdrigen, 1 *c.

(
ser v. vol. Iv. p *05.

Sibree, loc. at. p. *ji. Dubois, let. M p. v. Sebroeder, tee.

tit. p. &. Mantegana, p. as?, de Guberaatis, 'Storia comparata degli

ai naiiali,
1
p. >68.

' v Eschv-cse, ‘Journal von Bmrilicn,' vol. i. p. $6.

* Koehler, In ‘Trans As See. Japan,' vol. xill. p. >> 5 - For instances

of eating and drinking together as a marriage ceremony, we WHken, m
‘Bijdragcn,1 See. ter. v. vol. iv. pp. 387-405

i
*- Sebroeder, pp 82-84

;

Riedel, toe. tit. p 460 ;
Wimrmkr, • On a Comparative Study of Indo-

European CoHomt,’ in ‘Trans. Intern. Folk-Lore Congress, >891,' pp.

&a..(tuq. j
de Cubemaro, p. >68. * v. Schroedor, p. *4-

K E a
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nitz tcmarks, one of the most important marriage ceremonies

among all Indo-European peoples. 1 The same custom occur;

among the Orang--Banfiwa of Malacca;* whilst, among tie

Or&ng-Sakkl, M
the little finger of the right hand of the mas

is joined to that of the left hand of the woman.” » At Kluaii

weddings, " the couple about to be married merely sit together

in one seat, and receive their friends, to whom they give *

dinner or feast” * Among the Veddahs of Ceylon, the brii;

ties a thin cord of her own twisting round the bridegroom's

waist, and they are then husband and wife. This string is

emblematic of the marriage tie, and, “ as he never parts with

it, so he clings to his wife through life.’
1

1

The Hindu br*k

and bridegroom, again, have their hands bound together with

grass,® Among the Gonds and Korku*. the actual marriage

ceremonies consist, in pari, of "eating together, tying tb:

garments together, dancing together round a pole, being hill

drowned together by a douche of water, and the interchange

of rings,—all of which may be supposed to symbolize tfce

union of the parties.” r In many parts of India, bride and

bridegroom are, for the same reason, marked with a*
another's blood* and Colonel Dalton believes this to be the

origin of the custom, now so common, of marking with red-lead.

Thus, the Parkheyas use a red powder called "sindiir," the

bridegroom scaling the compact by touching and marking
with it the forehead of his bride.

11

Among the Australian Narrinyeri, on the other hand, a

woman is supposed to signify her consent to the marriage by

carrying fire to her husband’s hut, and making his fire fer

1 Winlerala, let. tit. p. 2S2. Cf. Haas, ‘Die HdradwsMrircb;
lie; alien lnder,' in Weber, • IniUtchc Studies,’ veL v. pp. 31c, d ue.

(Hindus),
* Written, in

1 Bijdragen,' ser. v. voL iv. p. 409.
* Lew, cued by Wilken, in ' Bijdraeen,1

sc- v. vol. iv. p. 409.
' Steel, ‘ On the Khasia Tribe,' in ' Trans. Ethn. Soc.,' N. S vol »ll

P- 3<*. • Bailey, ML, N. S- vol IL pp. 2% * 'V
* Colebrrokc, • The Religious Ceremonies of the Hindus,’ in ‘Asiadi

Researches,' vol. vil. p. 309 ’ Forsyth, be. tit- p. 149
* Eubboric, ‘Tlio Origin of Civilisation,' p. 8*. Cf FlDSCb, 'Na-

Guinea,
'
p. 86 (Wukas of New Guinea).

' alien, leu tit, pjx rjl, 230
,
319
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him.' The Negroes of Loango contract their marriages by
the bridegroom’s eating from two dishes, which the bride has

cooked for him in his own hut.* In Dahomey, according to

Mr. Forbes, there is no ceremony in marriage, except where

the king confers the wife, "in which instance the maiden

presents her future lord with a glass of rum* * In Croatia,

the bridegroom boxes the bride’s ears in order to indicate

that henceforth he is her master* And in ancient Russia,

as part of the marriage ceremony, the father took a new whip,

and after striking his daughter gently with it, told her that

he did so for the last time, and then presented the whip to

the bridegroom.*

Many of the ceremonies observed at our own weddings

belong to the classes here noticed. The " best man ’* seems

originally to have been the chief abettor of the bridegroom in

the act of capture
;
the nuptials arc generally celebrated with

a feast in the house of the bride’s father, and the tvedding-

ring is a symbol of the close union which exists between

husband and wife.' Even the religious part of the ceremony

has its counterpart among many Pagan nations.

It was natural that a religious character should be given

to nuptials, as well as to other events of importance,

by the invoking of divine help for the future union. In

Hudson’s Island, says Turner, “hardly anything could be

done without first making it known to the gods and begging

a blessing, protection, or whatever the case might require.’’ r

Among the Dyaks, one of the eldest male members of the

assembled party smears at the wedding the hands of the

bridegroom ami bride with the bleed of a pig and a fowl,

implores the protection of the male spirit, Uoak, and the

1 Tiffin, P- >*•

! Soyaux, toe. cU. p. i6r Cf. Wain, lot. tit. voL id, p. J-)J (Arawaki).

* Forbei,
'
Dahomey and ihc Dabomaus,* vol. I. p.

• Kraut i, lot. tit. p. 385.

1 Mviner,, 1 Vcrgicichung des altera and ncuerr. Russlandcs/ voA il.

pp. l6?, HQ.
1 The weddiug-ring was in uac among the ancient Hindus (Haas, in

Weber, Mntiischc Stodien,' vol. v. p. 399). According to Mr. iloo|>er

(fc. at. p. 390), it is also found among tlie Indians of James's Bar.
1 Turner, ' Samoa/ p. 39a
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female spirit, Hirceh Bokak, and recommends the married

couple to their care, wishing them all sorts of earthly bless-

ings.1 Among the Gonds, sacrifice to the gods
>
and unlimited

gorging and spirit drinking arc usually the wind-up of the

wedding.

1

In Patagonia, the husband, after having brought

the bride into his hut, makes a sacrifice to the foul spirit;

and the Macatccas* a tribe subject to Ac Mexican empire
u
fasted, prayed, and sacrificed to their gods for the space of

twenty days after their marriage." 1

Most commonly a priest is called to perform the religious

rite. "The marriages of the Fijians” Wilkes says, "are

sanctioned by religious ceremonies. . . . The Ambat i, or

priest, takes a seat, having the bridegroom on his right and

the bride on the left hand. He then invokes the protection

of the god or spirit upon the bride, after which he leads her

to the bridegroom, and joins their hands with injunctions to

love, honour, and obey, to be faithful and die with each

other/' 1 This, however, happen* principally among the

chiefs ; among the common people, the marriage rites arc

less ceremonious* the priest of the tribe only coming to the

house and invoking happiness upon the union/ The Tahi-

tians, tco, considered the sanction of the gods essential to the

marriage contract 'A*he preliminaries being adjusted, the

parties repaired to the temple, where the priest addressed

the bridegroom usually in the following terms “ Will you

not cast away your wife?” to which the bridegroom

answered. u No.” Turning to the bride, he proposed to her a

like question, and received a similar answer. The priest

then addresold them both, saying, 4< Happy will it he if thus

with you two." He then offered a prayer to the grds on

their behalf, imploring that they might live in affection, and

realize the happiness marriage was designed to secure/ In

1 Rode,
4 The Head-Hunters of Borneo/ p. 222.

1 Forsyth, lee. at. p. 150. * Heiiot, ice. (U. p. 334-
4 Wilke* ice. cit voL iil. p. gi.
1

/«</., voL lii. p. 92. This dcicriptiwi, however, doci not agree with

chow* given byW IDiana and Ersklne (see Waits-Gerland, lee. eit. veeL v\

P 632).
1 Ellis, ‘ Polynesian Researches/ voL i. p. 271.
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the Kingsmill Islands, the pries! presses the foreheads of the

young couple together, and pours on their heads a little

coooanut ell
;
then he takes a branch of a tree, dips it in

water, and sprinkles their faces, at the same time praying

for their future happiness and prosperity.' Among the Kukis,

the young couple are led before the Thdmpoo, or priest,

" who presents them with a stoup of liquor out of which

they both drink, while he continues muttering some words

in his unknown language ;” s and, among the Khyoungiha 9

and Garos, 1 a priest beseeches the geds to bless the union.

Among the Igorrotes of Luzon it is a priestess that performs

the mamage ceremony, praying to the spirits of the deceased

in the presence of all the kinsfolk of the couple* The
Jakuls require the shaman's assistance for their nuptials,0

and so did formerly the Kalmucks.'

The religious ceremonies connected with marriage arc not

limited to prayers, sacrifices, ar.d other means of pleasing the

gods
;
efforts are also made to ascertain their will beforehand.

In Siam, the parents of the parties solicit the opinion of some
fortune-telier on the point whether the year, month, and day
of the week when the couple were bom, will allow of their

living happily together as husband and wife* Among die

Chukmas, " omens are carefully observed, and many a pro-

mising match has been put a stop to by unfavourable

auguries.
11 “ The same is the case with other peoples of

India,1* the Mongols," some Turkish nations," Sic. In several

countries it is considered a thing of the utmost importance

I Wilkes, lot. dt vol. v. p lot.
! Stewart, is ‘Jour. As Sue. Bengal,' roi. xxiv. pp. 639, et icq.

' Lenin, lot. n't. p l?p * Dalton, lot. dt. p 64.

‘ Meyer, in * VeriiandL BcrL Gcs. Anthr.' 1383, p. 385.

' Vdmbdry, ' Das Tlirlceavolk,' p 161.

’ Ktemm, ' Cultur-Ceschichte,' vol. iik pp. 169. 1 uf. For other in-

stance* of rdigious marriage ceremonies,se« iHd., vol. 111. p. 281 (Negroes

of Congo); Gcorgi, he. de p 41 (Chuvashes) ; Bock, ‘Temples and
Elephants,' p. 307 (Muwus); Turner, 'Samoa,' p. 976 (Humphrey's
1dandersY

' Bock, ' Temples and Elephants,' p 183. v Leuin, p 175.
™* Goods, Kurtnis (Dalton, pp. aor, 319I. &c
II Prejevaliky, • Mongo**,' vol. I, p 70.

a VAinhdry, ‘ Das TUrkenv oik,' pp. 339, 459, ft uf.
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to find nut the right day for the wedding, by consulting the

sura or otherwise. 1

Among civilized nations marriage Is almost universally

contracted with religious ceremonies cither with or without

the assistance of a priest The ancient Mexican* were mar-

ried by their priests,* and so were the Chibchas a and Mayas*
In Nicaragua, the priest, in performing the ceremony of

marriage, took the parties by the little finger, and led them

' Sinhalese (Davy, he. dt. p. 285), Naicker* (Kearns ' Kotyii'n

Sbat'»nku.’ p «), Goods and Kcrkiis (Ferayth, lot. dr. p. 149) Khy-
Oar.gtha (Lo»in, /or. of. pp. :a6, d uf.\ Siamese (Dork, ‘Temples arid

Elephantt,’ p 183)1 Kalmucks (Georgi,/oi.cit. p. 41 1), Cliini-ie (Wells

Williams, he. cif. voL i. p. 785), Japanese (Koehler, in * Trans. As. Sat
Japan,’ vc4 . xiii. p. 1 it) ancient Mexicans (Waits lor- a'- vol Iv. p. 133).

In this connection should aso be noticed Ihe 'lucky days,' when matri-
mony ir. general is conclude! under tho beat auspices. In China, these

-re especially marked in the almanacks (Montgomery, fee eft. vol ii.

p. *68). The spring season and the last month in the year are regarded
11 the moit fortunate nuptial periods in that country (Wells Williams,
voL L p. 79 t). whereas the ninth month It considered very unpro-
pinout (Cray, foe. dt. vol. i. p t8;> Amcaig the Bedouins of Mount
Sinai (Burckhtrdt, he. eil. p. 1 52), the Egyptian* (Lane, he dr. sot. I.

pp. 332, reitf ), and the Mohammedan negroes of Senegamb-la (Readc.
hx lit. p 453), Friday is esteemed tho mott fortunate day for mairiage

;

whiles the Copti generally marry on tho night preceding Sunday (Lane,
vol. ii p, til) In India, the month Phalguna was considered the luckiest
period (v. Bohlon, lee. dr. vol ii. p. 148), and in Morocco, as I am Informed
by Dr. Oiutsher, the month called Mflolood (birth of Mohammed)
A|»ir, !r Thnringia, marriages arc generally contracted si die time if

the full moon (Schmidt, * Sittcn und Gebrauche in ThUrlngen,' p. -8)
:

wblltt In Orkney as>d Esthonia, no couple would content to many
except at the tin* of the crescent moon. The same superstition prevailed
among die ancient Hindus, Greeks, and Germans (v. Schroeder. tec. dt.

p. S«l. In Scotland, formerly, neatly all avoided contracting marriage
in Mar. and the Lowlanders were disinclined to marry or. Friday (Rogers,
he. dt. p. ii 3 ). The Romans considered hiay and the first half ol June
an unlucky period (Rowbach, hi. dt. p 365) In Egypt, it is a cosine:
beliefthat, if any one make » marriage contract in the month of Moh-
harram the mareiage will be unhappy and «oon dissolved, hence few
persons do sc (Lane, vcl i. p 319, note For • unlucky day* * among
the tribes of the Indian Archipelago, see Willcen, In • Bijdtagen,' &e.,
scr. v. «ol. L p 380.

* Acosta, lie. dt. vol. ii. p 37a * Waits; /«. dt. vol iv. p. 366
* Ibid., vol. iv. p 317. de Herrera, he. fit. vol. iv. p 173.
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lo a fire which was kindled for the occasion. He instructed

them in their duty, and, when the lire became extinguished,

the parties were looked upon as husband and wife 1

By Buddhist mor.ks marriage is regarded only as a

concession to human frailty, and, in Buddhistic countries, it

is therefore a simple civil contract;’ ncveithcless.it is com-

monly contracted with some religious ceremony, and often

with the assistance of a lama.’ In China, the bridal pair are

conducted to the ancestral hall, where they prostrate them-

selves before the altar, on which the ancestral tablets arc

arranged.' Among the Hebrews, marriage was no religious

contract, and there is no trace of a priestly consecration of it

either in the Scriptures or in the Talmud Yet, according to

Ewald. it may be taken for granted that a consecration took

place on the day of betrothal or wedding, though the par-

ticulars have not been preserved in any ancient description.*

Among the Mohammedans also, marriage, though a mere civil

contract, is concluded with a prayer to Allah.'1

" Les lois des peoples dc I’antiquitc." M. GIssson says,
1

avaient un caractere h bi few rcligieux et civil
;

il n’est done

pas dtonnant qu dies aient le plus sou vent fait <lu marlage un

acte h b foil religieux «! civil." ' In Egypt, at least during

the Ptolemaic period, the wedding is supposed to have been

accompanied by a religious ceremony.8 Among the ancient

Persians, the betrothal was performed liy a priest, who joined

the hands of the couple whilst reading some prayers.’ The

' Htrice. It*. dr p J33 -

1 Fytche, 'iv. <lt. veil. ii. p. 70
* Tartars (Hue, It*, tit. roL i- p. 1S6), Siamese (Dock, 1

Tangles «r.d

Elephants,1

p i3 ;), Kalmucks (Liadov, in 'Jour. Anthr. Ir.it.,’ vol. I.

p. <03). In Japan, on the other bond, the marriage ceremony is entirely

of a social nature, no religions element entering into it at all (Kuchler

in ‘ Trans. As. Soc. Japan,' vol. xili. p. t 23).

' Gray, bt. at vol. i. p *05.

* Ewald, Ik. at. pp. 201, tl rtf. Cf. Cans, /tv. tit. vol. I. p i«o

;

Frankel, let. ill. p. xx<.

c PiicEon, 'Der Hindu** der Islam,’ Sc., p. 10. For the modem
Persians, see I’olak, lot. at vol. I. pp. Jio, tt Mf.

~
Glasson. It*. at. p 15.1.

* Revillout, ‘Les controls de mariaze dgyptiens,’ in ‘Journal Asiatic,’

ser. vil. vol. x. p 262. ’ Spiegel, be. dr. vol. iii. p 677.-
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Hindus used by prayers and sacrifices to invoke the help of the

geds at their weddings. 1 According to Sir W. H- Macnaghtcn,

marriage is among them “ not merely a civil contract, but

a sacrament forming the last of the ceremonies prescribed to

the three regenerate classes, and the only one for !>udras
;

and an unmarried man has been declared to be incapacitated

from the performance of religious duties." ’ In Greece, mar-

riages were generally, though not always, contracted at the

divine altars and confirmed by oaths, the assistance of a priest

however, not being requisite. .Before the marriage was

solemnized, the gods were consulted and their assistance

implored by prayers and sacrifices, which were usually offered

to some ofthe deities that superintended the union of the sexes,

by the parents or other relations of the persons to be married.

For marriage, as Musonius says, u stands under the protection

of great and powerful gods and Plato teaches ut that a

man shall cohabit only with a woman who has come into his

house with holy ceremonies.

1

From the Homeric age wc
have no instances of marriages being contracted with

sacrifices and religious rites, but we must not therefore

take for granted that they were entirely wanting.4 The
Teutons, according to Weinhold, looked upon marriage as an

important and holy undertaking, about which it was necessary

that the gods should be consulted
;
and offerings were prob-

ably in use among all peoples of this branch of the Aryan
race1 The Romans, at their nuptials, made a sacrifice, named
Uhuut farreum

,

to the gods, and tbc couple were united with

prayer.* In the mode of marriage called coufarreatio. the

Pontifex Maximus seems to have instructed them in the

I Haas, in Weber, 'Indbcbc Stndien,' »ol. v. pp. 513-316. Colebrooke,

in ‘ Asiatic!; Researcher,’ vol. vii. pp. 288-3:0.
* Maenagbteo ‘ Principal of Hindu Law,' p. 46. Cf. Rojwbnch, /or. at.

p. M2 ;
CalebrocJre, pp. 288-311.

' Jacobi, ‘Vcnnachle Schriften,' vol. iv. pp. 180-1S2. Potter, ter. <it.

vol. II. p. 179.

• Koutach pp 233
,
it nq. For other facts slated, see Ueckcr, toe. at.

vol. I. p- 4 S7 i Palmblad, lor. at. voL ii. pp. 358, u to/.
;
Rcssbacb, pp. 213,

3 i 8
,
223, :j8.

1 Weinhold. ' Dcuttche Frauen,' vol i. p. 374. Rowbach, p. 231.
0 Rossbach, p. III.
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formulas, and some modern authorities even believe that he

performed the marriage ceremony. But Rossbach thinks that

this was scarcely the case in early times, when every house-

father himself was a priest1 Besides sacrifices and prayers,

auspices formed a very important part of a Roman wedding
;

and, if the gods were found to be opposed to the match, the

nuptials were put off or the match was abandoned. Even

Cicero considered it wicked to marry without auspices.*

It has been suggested that, among primitive Aryans, re-

ligious ceremonies were requisite for the validity of marriage.*

This was certainly not the case in historical times cither

among the Greeks or among the Teutons ; and at Rome
such ceremonies were obligatory only in m/arrralio.' But

this form of marriage peculiar to the patricians, derived its

origin from a very early period, and Rossbach remarks that

the farther back we go in antiquity, the more strictly we find

the religious ceremonies attended to.6 In lonfarreatio they

were essential even in the eye of the law. whilst in (ctmptio and

aiiu sacrifices and auspices were merely of secondary import-

ance* Later on, when indifference to the old faith increased,

they became more and more uncommon, till at the end of

the period of the Pagan Emperors, they were almost ex-

ceptional. bring regarded as a matter of no significance.’

Christianity gave back to marriage its religious character.

The founder of the Christian Church had not prescribed any
ceremonies in connection with it, but in the earliest times the

Christians, of their own accord, asked for their pastors’ bene-

diction. This was not, indeed, a necessity, and for widows
sacerdotal nuptials were not even allowed.* Yet from St.

Paul’s words, “Te jivor-jpiov reuro piya in!*" »— in the Vul-

gate translated," Sacramentum hoc magnum est.”—the dogma
that marriage is a sacrament was gradually developed.

Though this dogma was fully recognized in the twelfth

' Reasfcdch, /«. fit. pp. isi, :j:, i=S, 143. * Hid., pp. :5a. ci icy.

» Ibid, p. 337. • Ibid., p. 31a
e Ibid., pp. lie, tS6. • Ibid., pp. 103, elsey.

' PP- * 56,
<•/ icy.

“ Grimm, Ik. at pp. 134. cl icq. Elchhore, * Deutsche -Stasis- uml
Rtchugcschtcbte,’ §§ 108

,
1*3.

• St. Paul
,

4 Ephesians,’ ch. v. v. 33.
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century, 1 marriage was, nevertheless, considered valid without

ecclesiastical benediction till the year 1563, when the Council

of Trent made it an essentially religious ceremony.

Luthers opinion that all matrimonial affairs belong not to

the Church, but to the jurists, was not accepted by the

legislators of the Protestant countries. Marriage certainly

ceased to be thought of as a sacrament, but continued to be

regarded by the Protestants as a Divine institution
;
lienee

sacerdotal nuptials remained as indispensable as ever.

It was the French Revolution that first gave rise to an

alteration in this respect. The constitution of the 3rd Septem-

ber, 1791, declares in its seventh article, title ii./'La loi nc

considers le manage que commc contrat civil. T.e pouvoir

ldgislatif ^tablira pour tous lc> habitants, sans distinction, le

mode par lequel les naissanccs, manages ct dcc^s scront con-

states et il d<$signcra les officiers publics qui cn rccevrcnt le*

actes
” 2 To this obligatory civil act a sacerdotal benediction

may be added, if the parties think proper.

Since then civil marriage has gradually obtained a footing

in the legislation of most European countries, in proportion

ax liberty of conscience has been recognized. The French

system has lately been adopted in Germany and Switzerland
;

whilst other nations have been .css radical. “ TanbM,'* says

M. Glasson, "on a le choix entre le manage civil ou le

manage rcligieux, en ce sens que Turnon benie a Ttgliae

vavt cn memc temps, de apres la loi, coir. me manage civil:

e’est ce qui a lieu cn Anglctcrrc et en Espagne. Tantot le

mariage icligicux cst unc condition dc la validity du niariage

civil, commc cn Roumanic. En Italic, on peut indiftcreinmenl

c^lebrer Tunc ou Tautre drs deux unions la premitre. Enfin,

il y a de* pays ou le mariage civil jouc un rdlc purement
secondain* : en Autriche, en PortugaI.cn SuWe, en Norw<fge,

il cst subsidiarc
;
cn Russie il n’a £tab!i que pour les

scctairca" 6

Civil marriage, implying the necessity of the union being
sanctioned by secular authority, is not a merely European
institution. Among the ancient Peruvians, the king con-

1 v. ScheiiTl, ' Das gemcine dcutschc Elicrcchl,* p. r £
* Glawon, U cit. p. 253. * Ibid., p. 282.
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vokcd annually, or evety two years, at Cuxco all the marriage-

able young men and maidens of his family. After calling them

by name, he joined their hands, and delivoted them to tliclr

parents. Such marriages among that class were alone dc*

nominated lawful
;
and the governors and chiefs were, by their

offices, obliged to marry, after the same formalities, the young

men and women of the provinces over which they presided. 1

In Nicaragua also, marriage was “a civil rite, performed by

the cacique.
11 * And among the savage Pomo of California,

who have two chiefs, a
41 war-chief" arid a ' peace-chief/’ the

latter, as being a kind of centor morvm, has to perform the

marriage ceremonies, so far as they extend, #>., he causes the

parties to enter into a simple covenant in presence of their

parents and friends. 1 Again, among certain tribes no
marriage is permitted without the chiefs approval. But such

eases seem to be exceptions among non-European peoples,

especially those of a lower culture, marriage being generally

considered a private matter, with which the authorities cr the

community have nothing to do. if only it takes place between

persons who, by law or custom, arc permitted to intermarry.

In thi> chapter reference has often bren made to the va-

lidity of marriage. A lawful marriage is, indeed, quite a

different thing from a marriage in the natural history sense of

the term. The former, which is contracted under the formali-

ties and in accordance with the stipulations prescribed by the

written or unwritten laws of the country, implies the recogni-

tion by society both of the validity of the union and the

legitimacy of the children. Every people is not so happy as

the Nukahivans, among whom, according to Lisiansky, no
such thing as illegitimacy is known. 1 The Greeks regarded a

union into which the woman entered without dowry as concu-

binage, rather than as marriage. Among other peoples purchase

is the only way of contracting a valid marriage. So It was with

the undent Germans and Scandinavians.0 So it is with the

Californian Karolc, among whom the children of a woman

1 Garcii a*»o dc In Vega. toe. cit. voL L pp. 306, ef seg.
1 Squicr, in * Trans American Etha. Sot/ voi i:L pt. i. p. 127.
1 Powers, Av. dt. p. 157.
1 Liaionaky, lot, d/. p S3. * Ollvecrona, toe. lit. pp. 47, 160^ ct teg.
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who is not purchased arc accounted no better than bastards

an:l constitute a class of social outcasts who can intermarry

only among themselves

1

Often certain ceremonies arc

required for a marriage to be legal Thus the Romans con-

sidered an alliance made without spcnsalia^ mptift, and dox
t

concubinage.3 Among the Nez Pereds in Oregon, the consent

of the parents is all that is necessary for a marriage to be

valid
;
sometimes, when the parents refuse their consent, a

runaway match occurs, " but it is not regarded as a legal

marriage, and the woman thereafter is considered a prostitute,

and is treated accordingly/’ J

1 Power* lot- tit. ?p // ///. Cf Slbrce, he. di. p. 351 (Horae);
Condor, in ‘Jour. Anthr. Uet,

1
rot xvi. jx pt (tkchuanoe).

* Kossbach, he. dr p. 42.
2 Schoolcraft, lee. at voL v. pp. 654 , duf.



CHAPTER XX

T1IF FORMS OF HUMAN MARRIAGE

MOST of the lower animal species are by instinct' either

monogamous or polygynous. With man, every possible form

of marriage occurs. There are marriages of ouc man with

one woman (monogamy), of or.c man with many women
(polygyny), of many men with one woman (polyandry), and,

in a few exceptional cases, of many men with many women.
Polygyny was permitted by most of the ancient peoples

with whom history acquaints us, and is. in our day, permitted

by several civilized nations and the bulk of savage tribes

Tlie ancient Chibchas practised polygyny to a large extent.

1

Among the Mexicans * and the Peruvian Incas,8 a rnairied

man might have, besides his legitimate wife, less legitimate

wives or concubines. The same is the case in China and

Japan, where the children of a concubine have the same legal

rights as the children of a wife-' In Corea, the mandarins

are even bound by custom, besides having several wives, to

retain several concubines in their “ yamcn.” 6

Tradition shows polygyny and concubinage to have been

customary among the Hebrews during the patriarchal age.

Esau married Judith and Bascmath, Jacob married Leah

1 Spencer, ‘Descriptive Sociology,’ Ancics: Mexicans, Sc., p. 4.
1 Bancroft, lot. cit. vol ii. p. M>j.

1 Gar-huso dc la Vega, he. at. voL i. p. 310.

* Rein, toe. at. p. 423. Kiichler, in ‘ Trans. As. Soc. Japan.’ val. xiii,

p. I!»
9 Ross, toe. til. p. 315.
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and Rachel. 1 Later on, we read of Solomon, who had " seven

hundred wives, princesses, and three hundred concubines
;

” *

and of Reheboam, who "took eighteen wives and threescore

concubines.’’ 3 Indeed, polygyny was so much a matter of

course that the law did not even criticize it.
4 According

to the Talmudic right also, it was permitted, though the

number of legitimate wives was restricted to four.8 Among
European Jews, it was still practised during the Middle

Ages, and, among Jews living in Mohammedan countries, it

occurs even to this day* The Koran allows a man to take

four legitimate wives’ and he may take as many concubines

as he likes. Between a wife and a concubine the difference

is, indeed, nee great : the former has her father as her protector,

whilst the latter is defenceless against the husband.8 A slave,

on the other hard, is not permitted to have more than two

wives at the same lime.0

Diodorus Siculus Informs us that the Egyptians were not

rcstr.ctcd to any number of wives, but that everyone married

as many as he chose, with the exception of the priesthood,

who were by law confined to one consort 10 The Egyptians

had concubinesalso, most of whom appear to have been foreign

women—war-captives or slaves
;
and these were members of

the family, ranking next to the wives and children of their

lord, and probably enjoying a share of the property after his

death. 11 With regard to the Assyrians, Professor Rawlinson

states that, so far as we have any real evidence, their kings

appear as monogamists; but he thinks it is probable that

they had a certain number of concubines. 1’ In Modia, on the

I * Genesis, 1

eh. xxvl. v. 34 ;
eh. *xis w. 33-28.

’
‘I- Kings' eh. xl. ». 3 -

3 *11. Chronicles, ' eh. xi. rv. ai, 83.

* ‘Deuteronomy,
1 eh xxi. v. 15. Scheppig, in Spencer, ‘Descriptive

Sociology,' Hebrews and Phcecicuns, p. S. 1 Andre e, let. elf. p. 147.

' TUd., pp 147-149. Polab, fee. elf. vol. I. p. 309.
’ ' The Korin,' sura ir. v. 3.

• Lane Poole, in ' The Academy,' vol. v. p. 684
' ‘ Das Austin d.' 1375

, P 95s - d'Estayrac dc Lauluro, At. tit. p. 68.
“ Dicdurtis Siculus, he. elf. book i. eh So.

II Wilkinson, hi. tit. rot L pp. 318, ft ny.
11 Rnu'linsca, * The Five Great Monarchies of the Ancient Eastern

World,’ vol. L p 50J.
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oilier hand, polygyny was commonly practised among the

more wealthy classes;' and the Persian kings, particularly in

later times, had a considerable number of wives and
concubines.’

None of the Hindu law-book? restricts the number

of wives whom a man is permitted to many.* We find un-

doubted eases of polygyny in the hymns of the
1 Rig-Veda/ *

end several passages in the ' Laws of Manu * provide for

a plurality of wives without any restriction." Speaking of

the modern Hindus, Mr. Balfour says, "By the law a Hindu

may many as many wives, and by custom keep as many
concubines, as ho may choose.'"

The Greeks of the Homeric age frequently had concubines,

who lived in the same house as the nan’s family, and were

regarded half as wives.* Polygyny, in the fullest sense of

the term, appears to be ascribed to Priam, but to no one else.*

At a later period a kind of concubinage seems to have been

recognized in Greece by law, and scarcely proscribed by
public opinion

j

B and bigamy was practised by the tyrants in

some of the Greek colonies.*5 The Romans were more

strictly monogamous. Among them, concubinage was always

well distinguished from legal marriage, and, according to

Rossbach, was much less common in early times than

subsequently."

Among the Teutons, at the beginning of their history, we

come acioss plurality of wives in the West, 18 and especially in

1 Rau’inion, Air. tit. vol. ii. p. 319.

' Ibid., vol. iii. pp, 116-219. Herodotus Iff. at. boot iii. eh. 6S, SS.

Spiegel, lac at. roL iii. p. 6&>.

• Jolly, in 1 SiUungsberlchic MUnch. Alcod.,’ 1876, p. 4*5-
1 Schrader, hi. (it. p 387. Zimmer, lei. lit pp. 314, it icy.

‘ ‘The Laws of Mann,1
<h. iii v. 1: 1

eh. riii. v. 3c«r ; eh ix. w. 85-87.

‘ BaKour, IM. at voL iii. p. 351.

1 Becker, for. cir. vol ii. pp. 438, r/.ny. Jacobs, 'Vctmlschie Sclirfflen,’

vol. iv. pp. !I5.

' The Iliad,
1 hook xxi. v. 88. Grote, ‘ Histaiy of Greece,' vol ii. p. 35,

note a.

» Smith, Wayte, and Marindln, /«. lit. vol. i. p. 515.

" Palmblad, for. fit. vol. I. p. 15ft

" Roubach, lot. lit. p. 5.

>' Tacitm, hi. nt. eh avlil.

F K
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the North. The Scandinavian kings indulged in polygyny,*

and it does not seem to have been restricted to them only.*

Nor was it unknown to the pagan Russians .

1

In the Finnish

poems, though polygyny is not mentioned, there are passages

which seem to indicate that it was not entirely unheard of

among the Finns of early times.'

Even in the Christian world open polygyny has occasion-

ally been permitted, or at least tolerated. It was frequently

practised by the Merovingian kings, and or.c law of Charles

the Great seems to imply that it was not unknown even

among priests.
6 Soon after the Peace of Westphalia, bigamy

was allowed in some German States where the population had

been largely reduced during the Thirty Years' War. And in

modem Europe polygyny, as Mr. Spencer remarks, long

survived in the custom which permitted princes to have many
mistresses

;
" polygyny in this qualified form remaining a

tolerated privilege of royalty down to late times.’*' Moreover,

St. Augustin said expressly that he did not condemn
polygyny;’ and Luther allowed Philip the Magnanimous of

Hessen, for political reasons, to marry two women. Indeed,

he openly declared that, as Christ is silent about polygyny, he

could not forbid the talcing ci more than one wife.
1 The

Mormons, as all the world knows, regard polygyny as a

divine institution.

Among many savage peoples polygyny is developed to an

extraordinary extent. In Unyoro, according to Emin Pasha,

it would be absolutely improper for even a small chief to have

fewer than ten or fifteen wives, and poor men have three or four

each* Serpa Pinto tells us of a minister in the Barfoc, who at

1 Gcijer, lot. tit. vol, v. p. 88. ' The Heimikriogla 1 (trnml by Lalng
and Anderson), vol. i. p. 127.

6 “The Hdmskringlc,’ vol. i. pp. 137, rt t!/. » Ewers, toe. /It. p. icA
‘ Contend, ' Olava,’ vol. Lp9i Topedw, toe. n't. p. 45. Tengstitfm,

in 1
Joskihaitvet!,' vd. ii. pp. : 30, rt uj.

* Thierry, ' Narratives of the Merovingian Era,’ pp. 17-21. Hallam,
' Enrope during die Middle Ages,' vol. i. p. 420, note 2.

* Sperccr, ‘The Principles of Sociology, 1

vnl. 1, p. 66?.

' v. Hellwald, lot. oil. p 558.
* SanHrhllu, ‘AreMtologlc der Hebraej,' vol ii. p. 204

,
note.

0
• Emin Pasha in Central Africa,' p. 85.
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the time of hi* visit to that country had more than seventy

wives. 1 In Fiji, the chiefs had from twenty to a hundred

wives;* and, among all of the North American tribes visited

by Mr. Catlin, " it is no uncommon thing to find a chief with

six, eight, or ten, and some with twelve or fourteen wives in

his ledge."* The King of T-oango is said to have seven

thousand wives.'

It is a more noteworthy fact that among not a few

uncivilized peoples, polygyny is almost unknown, or even

prohibited- The Wyandots, according to Heriot, restricted

themselves to one wife ;* and, among the Iroquois, polygyny

was not permitted, nor did it ever become a practice.® It is

said that, among the Californian Kinkla end Yurok, no man has

more than one wife.’ The Karok do not allow bigamy even

to the chief
;
and, though a man inay own as many women

for slaves as he can purchase, he brings obloquy upon himself

if he cohabits with more than one." Nor docs polygyny

occur among the Simas, the Coco-Maricopas, and several other

tribes or. the banks of the Gila and the Colorado f nor among

the Moqui* in New Mexico, ar.d certain nations who inhabit

the Isthmus of Tehuantepec.10 And, in several tribes of

South America, the men arc stated to have but one wife. 11

The Guanchcs of the Canary Islands, except the inhabitants

of Lanccrote, lived in monogamy
;

!s and the same is the ease

with the Quiaama tribe in Angola, the Touaregs, and the

' Serin Pinto, ' How I tossed Africa,’ voL ii. p 33-

* Williams, ' Missionary Enterprises,' p 557.

1 Catlin, fee. eit. vol. I. p. 118.

* Read*, let. tit. p. <1.

* Hcrier, tee. tit. p. 31J.

‘ Morgan, ‘ League of the Iroquois,' p. J2*.
' Wilke;, let tit. vol. v. p 18S. Powers, ht. tit. p. J*.

' Powers, p 35.

* Doraenech, 'Seven Years’ Residents in the Deserts of North

America,1
vol. ii. p. 3°5-

•• Scboolcraft, let. at. voL iv. 3. 87. Bancroft, let. tit. vol. I p. <Ai.

n Acawolos fBreti, let. tit. p. 37$), Chavanxi, Carajot (v. Martins let.

til. vol. i. pp. 374, 398), Curettis, Purupurds, MuncrueQs {Wallace, ‘Travels

on the Amnion,' pp 509 5 1 i- 5 17), Gunycuris (Wain, let. tit. vol. iii. p. 4-2).

« Gins, fee. at. p. 8tS Boat er sr.d Lc Verricr, lee. at. Major's Intro-

auction, p xxxlt

F F 2
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Beni-Mzab. 1 Among all the Moorish tribes in the Western

Sahara, Vincent did not meet a single man who had a

plurality of wives.*

In Asia we find many instances of strictly monogamous

peoples. The Veddahs in Ceylon are SO rigorous in this re-

spect that infidelity never seems to occur among them *

In the Andaman Islands, according to Mr. E. H. Man, "bigamy,
polygamy, polyandry, and divorce arc unknown;"* and the

Nicobar Islanders—a? least those on the most northern island,

Car Nicobar—" have but one wife, and look upon unebastity

as a very deadly sin." 1 Among the Koch ar.d Old Kukls

polygyny and concubinage ere forbidden
;
• whilst, among the

Pidams, Mikris, and Munda Kols, a man, though not expressly

forbidden to have many wives, is blamed if he has more than

one.’ The Badagas of the Ncilghcrry Hiiis, the Nagas of

Upper Assam, the Kisdns, ard Mcches confine themselves to

one consort at the same time;* and so do the Mriis and

Toungtha, who do not consider it right for a master to take

advantage of his position even with regard to the female

slaves in his house.
11 Among the Santals, says Mr. E. G. Man,

a woman reigns alone in her husband's wigwam, " as there is

seldom, if ever, a second wife or concubine to divide his affec-

tions—polygamy, although not exactly prohibited, being not

very popular with the tribe."10 Among the Karens of Burma, 11

and certain tribs3 of Indo-China, the Malay Peninsula, and

the Indian Archipelago, polygyny is said either to be forbidden 1*

1 Price, ‘The Quiteams Tribe,’ In ‘Jour. Anthr. Inst.,' vol i. p. iSj.

QmBBt, ‘ Die Sahara,' p. 3:5. * Chavanne, p. *54.
* Bailey, in ‘ Turn. Ethr- Soc,' N. S. voL ii. pp. *51, el icq. Harts-

bornt, in'The Indian Antiquary,' vol. viii p. 330.

* Man, in ‘Jour. An:hr. Inst,’ vol xii p 135

.

1 Distant, in 'Jour. Anthr. Inst.,’ vol iii. p. 4.

1 Dalton, he. at. p. 91. Stewart, in Jeer. As. See. Bengal ' vol. xriv.

p. 6ji.

' Dalton, pp. 38,54. Jellinghao!, in • Zciischr. f. EtfaaoL/ vol iii. p. 370.
* Harkness, /or. a't.p. 117. Dalton, pp. 41, 133. Rowney, lee. at. p. 145.
* Leirin, lee. at. pp. 193, 335, el uq. "• Kan, ‘Sonlhalia,1

p. 15.

" Sraeaton, 'The Loyal Karens of Burma,’ p. 8:.
14 Kadann, Ka-klu (Colquhoun, ‘ Amongst the Shuns,' pp. 73, Eo),

Mantras (Bourten, in ‘Trans. Ethn. Soc,' N. S. vol. iii. p. 80), Its!ones

of iho Philippines (Blucierurttt, let. dt. p. 33), Galela {Riedel, in ‘Zeitschr.
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or unknown.* The Igoriotcs of Luzon arc so strictly monogam-
ous, that, in ease of adultery, the guilty party can be com-
pelled to leave the hut and the family for ever.* The Hill

Dyaks many but one wife, and a chief who once broke

through this custom lost all his influence ; adultery is entirely

unknown among them.' The Alfura of Minahassa were

formerly monogomists, and the occasional occurrence of

polygyny in later times, according to Dr. Hickson, was a

degeneration from the old customs, brought about perhaps

by Mohammedan influence. 4

In Santa Christina or Tauata (Marquesas Islands), mono-
gamy is said to be the exclusive form of marriage.4 Among
the Papuans or Dorey, not only is polygyny forbidden, but

concubinage and adultery are unknown.8 In Australia, Mr.

Curr has discovered some truly monogamous tribes. In the

Eucla tribe, “none of the men have more than one wife;’ 7

among the Karawalla and Tunbenl tribes, dwelling on the

Lower Diamantina, polygyny is not allowed ; and in the
Birria Irilie, "the possession of more than one wife is

absolutely forbidden, or was so before the coming of the
whites." •

In certain American tribes the chiefs alone arc permitted

to have a plurality of wives. 14 A similar exclusive privilege

i. Ethno!.,’ voL xvii. p. 77). In Sumatra, a mar, married by ‘ semantic,
x.f., a regular treaty between the parlies an the footing ol equality,cannot
Uke a second wife without repudiating the first one (Marsdeu, lee. tit.

pp 263, 270).
1 Sea Dyalc* (Low, let. tit. p. 195), the Rejang tribe of the MOanoves

In Borneo {ibid., p. 34s), Kyans of Baram (St. John, lot. tit. vol. i. p. 113),
Alfura of Letti (Biekmorc, let. tit. p 135), Watubela Islanders (RleJel,

let. tit. p. 206J.
5 Meyer, in 1 Verhandl Bert. Gea. Acthr.,’ iSSj, p. 385. CJ. Foreman,

let. tit. p. 316 (Tinguiaoes of the Philippines’ 1 Lew, p. 30a
• Hickson, tor. tit p. 17;. • Waiu-Geriand, lee. tit. vol. vL p. isS.
* Einech, ‘ Neo-Guinea,1

p. tor. Earl, lee. at. p. Si.
1 Curr, lee. til. voL i. p. 402.

Ibid., vol. ii. p. 371. » Ibid., vol ii. p. 378.
" Ce!»ln Californians (Wait*, vol. Iv. p 243), Calidonian iidiiia

(Gisborne, let. tit. p. 155), Chiriguana, Jalialna, ParavOhana (v. Martlet,
let. tit. voL i. pp. 317, 6:7, 632), Guarani®. (Southey, lot. at. vol \i

?P 3<&> ti «y. i.
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seems to have been granted to the nobility in ancient Peru 1

Among the Amos of Yessy, according to v. Sicbold only the

chief of the village, and, in some places, the wealthier men are

allowed to have more than one wife. 1

Even where polygyny is permitted by custom or law, it is

by no means so generally practised as is often supposed.

.'VI most everywhere it is confined to the smaller part of the

people, the vast majority being monogamous. We are told

that, in the New Hebrides, "ail the men arc polygamists

generally having three or four wives apiece

*

that among
certain Kafir tribes, " the average number of wives to each
married man amongst the common people is about three

; " *

that, among the Masai, a poor man ha3 generally two wives.*

But there is sufficient evidence that such peoples form excep-

tions to an almost universal rule.

In a ‘Sociological Study' on the Lower Congo, Mr.
Phillips remarks, "It Is a mistaken opinion that in a poly-

gamous society most men have more than one wife: the re-

lative numbers of the sexes forbid the arrangement being

extended to the whole population
;
really only the wealthier

can indulge in a plurality of wives, the poorer having to be

content with one or often with none."4 Proyart says the

same of the people of Loango, adding that the rich, who can
use the privilege of having many wives, are far from being

numerous and like statements are made with reference to

several other negro peoples.8 Among many Kafir tribes' die

Bcchuanas, 1 ® Hottentots, 11 and Eastern Central Africans. 1'

1 Waits, lee. cit. vol iv. p. 416 • y. SieboM, lot. tit. p. 31.
' Campbell, ‘A Year in the New Hebrides,1 p 143.
• Maclean, lot, til. p 44.
’ Last, In ' Proceed. Roy. Geo. See.,' N. S. voL r. p. 533.
• Phillips, in ‘Jour. Anthr. Inst.,' vnl. xvIL p. 22;.

' Proyart, lee. tU, pp 568, ct -vf.

’ Wait*, vol. II. p. 1 08. Chavar.nc, ' Jteisen und Forschmigen Its

Kongostaate, 1

pp 398, et ice. {Battle tribe). Grade, in ‘Aus oiler.

WdtthcEea,’ voL xx. p 6 (people of the TogoUixl;.
’ Barrow, he. cit. vol, i. p 206. Lichtenstein, lot. tit. roL i. pp 161.

tlttf.

" Holub, lee. tit. voL i. p. :c>2.

" fhunbjrg, foe. at. p. 141. Kreteclunar, tec. cit. p 309.
1! Archdeacon Hodgson, in a loner.
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monogamy is the rule
;
whilst, amongst the Touaregv TedS,*

Uarca,

1

Deni-Amer, 1 &c, ! polygyny is expressly stated to be

confined to a few men only “La plupart des Kabylcs,-

jay Messrs. Honateau and Letournex, " n'ont . . . qu’unc

femme;"® and in Egypt, according to Mr. Lane, not more
than one husband in twenty has two wives.’ We may, indeed,

say with Munzingcr * that even in Africa, the chief centre

of poiygynous habits, polygyny is an exception.

It is so among all Mohammedan peoples, in Asia and
Europe, as well as in Africa.® " Tn India,” says Syed Amir'
Ali, * more than ninety-five per cent, of Mohammedans arc at

the present moment, either by conviction or necessity, mono-
gamists. Among the educated classes versed in the history

of their ancestors, and able to compare it with the records of

other nations, the custom is regarded with disapprobation

amounting almost to di'gud. In Persia, according to Colonel

Msegregor’s statement, only two per cent, of the population

enjoy the questionable luxury of a plurality of wives."1 More-
over, although polygyny is sanctioned by custom among the

Cochin Chinese, the Siamese, the Hindus, and manyother races

of India,the mass of these peoples arc in practice monogamous."
In China, among the labouring classes, it is rare to find more
than one woman to one man, and Dr. Gray thinks that, in

1 Barth, 1 Reisen,' vol. iv. p. J97. 1 Nachtignl, lot. tie. vol. 1 p. 4*7.
* Matuinger, lot. at. p. 34S. • //Vrf, p. ja&
* Takue, Birei (ifatf, pp. 324), Arabs and Berta of Morocco

(Rohifs, • Mein enter Aufenthaolt in Marokko,1

p 68).
'• Honateau and Letouroenx, tot. sit. vol. iL p. 167.
I I-ane, let. tit. vol. i, p. 352. " Muniinger, p. 326.
D d'Escwyrac dc Lauiore, /oc. fit. p. 250. Pischan, let. at. p. 13. Bur-

ton, ‘Sindh Revisited,' voL L p. 340. Burckhartlt, lot. at pp. 61, 138
(Arabs). Polak, Ue. at. vol. i. p. 309 (Persians).

II AmtP Alt, la. at. pp a9, ,t tty.
n Eaifour, lot. oil. vol. iii p. 351. Rowney, tot. cit. pp. 68, 15J 'Koli,

Abors> Dalton, lot. tit. pp no, 316 (Tipperahs, S»n!als,\ Shorn, in
• Trans. Ethn. See./ N. S. voL vii. p. 383 (KoUUs). Watt, in ‘ Jour. Anthr.
Ins'-,’ vol. xvi. p. 355 (Knupuis). Forsyth, let. til. p. 148 (Goods and
Korkus). Kytche, lot. at vol. ii. p. 74 (Burmese). Bock, 1

Temples and
Elephants,1

p. 186 (Laotians). Colquhoui, ‘Amongst the Skint,’ p. 2f:
(Shans). Buddluun disapproves of polygyny, though it does not wholly
picliibil it (Fytebe, voL ii. pp. 73, el ley. ).
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the earliest ages, concubinage was a privilege of the wealthy

classes only. 1 Among the peoples of Central and Northern

Asia and, generally, among all the uncivilized or seroirivil-

ized peoples belonging to the Russian Empire, polygyny is, or,

before the introduction of Christianity, was, an exception.'

In the Indian Archipelago, says Mr. Crawfurd, polygyny

and concubinage exist only among a few of the higher ranks,

and may be looked upon as a kind of vicious luxury of the

great, for it would be absurd to regard cither one or the other

as an institution affecting the whole mass of society.* The
truth of this assertion is fully confirmed by Raffle-, as regards

the Javanese ;
by Low and Boyle, as regards the Malays of

Sarawak; by Maraden, Wilken, and Forbes as regards

the Sumatrans
;
by Schadcnbeig, as regards the Aetas of the

Philippines
;
and so on. 1

In various parts of the Australian continent monogamy is

said to be the rule.0 In the Larrakfa tribe (Port Darwin),

for instance, only about ten per cent, of those who are

married haw two wives.* In Tasmania, polygyny, if not

unknown, was quite exceptional.7 Among the Maoris,

1 Gray. Av. (it. rol. 1. p. 184.
! Klighil (Finch, 'Rclsc each WcM-Siblrlen,' p. 167), Galchas (de

L'jfxvy, ‘ Le KohiaUui,' p- '6X Kalmucks [Pallgg,
1 Merkwurcligkeitcn der

Xfoidnanea, Kssaken, KalarJcken,1 6iC^ pp. 263, ft iaf.\ Tartars, Tun-

gu*s, KamchiuUles(Georgi,/dc. of pp, 103, 1 1 G, 118
; 324 : 341), Chukchi

(NotdcnslaOld, ‘ Vergas fflrri kring Asicn ceh Eurapa,’ vol. ii. p. 142),

Samoyedes (‘Ymer/ vol. iii. p. 144), Ostyaks (Latham, ‘Descriptive

Ethnology,’ vol. L p. 457 ). Mordvins and Cherrtr.ises Abo Ticn ng*r,'

I79* bo. £1), Cssetts (v. Hantieuacn, 1 Transcaucasia,’ p. 402), Sc.
1 Crawford, lot. (it. vot 1. pp 76, tt sty.

* Raffles, ‘The History of Java,
1

vol I. p. 8r. Low, lor. (it. p. 147.

Boyle, he (it. pp. 25, ct icq. Morsden, loc. tit. p. 27a Wilkeo, ‘Ver-

u-ant-thapy p. 40, note 1. Forbes, in ‘Jour. Anthr. Inst.,’ voL vir. p. 124.

Schadenberg, quoted by Blumentriu, la. (it. p. 7.

‘ Curr, lot. (it. voL ii. pp. 196, 361 ; vol ill p. 36. Freycinel, lx. ell.

vol ii. p. 766. Hodgson, lot. tit p. 213. Cameron, in ‘ Joar. Antlir.

iiHt.’voLxlv. p.y, 3 . Bonr.cy, ilteL, vol nil. p. 135. Bonwlck, iM,
vol xvl. p. 20£. Wiltr-Gerland, he. ett vol vi. p. 77 t.

* Curr, vol l p. 352.
: Brough Smyth, ix. at. vol. ii. p. 3S6, Bonwick, ‘ Daily Life,’ p. 71

.

Colder, 1 The Native Tribes of Tasmania.' ia ' Jour. Antlir. Inst.,' vol, iii.
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according to Dicffenbach, it is “ very uncommon.” 1 In the

Sandwich Islands, it was practised only by the chiefs, whose

means enabled them to maintain a plurality of wives. 8

Indeed, in almost every group of the Pacific Islands polygyny

is expressly stated to be an exception."

The same is the case with the American aborigines.*

Dalagcr states that, on the west coast of Greenland, in his

time, hardly one man in twenty had two wives, and it was

still more uncommon for one man to have three or four*

Among the Thlinkets, as a rule, a man had but one wife.0

1 Dieflitnbach, lot. at. vat ii. p. 37.

8 Ellis, ' Tour through Hawaii,' p. 4!«. Cf. Lisiansiy. toe. at. p 1 28,

* New Guinea (Finsch, ‘ Ncu-Guinca,’ p. Ba. Lawes, in • Proceed Kay.

Geo. Son,' N. S. vol. ii. p 614. Stceic, 'A Few Months in New Guinea,

p 93. Thomson, 'British New Guinea,' p. 193. Biul:. in 'Bull Soc.

iFAnthr.,' sex. iii. vol. xi p. »6. Kohler, In ‘Zeitschr. f. vgL Recbtswiss.,’

voL vii. p 570), New Hanover (Strauch, in 1 Zeltschi. f. EthnoL,' voL ix.

p. 6j), New Ireland ('Das Auslaad,' 1*81, p. 09), Solomon Islands

(Elton, in 'Jour. Antkr. Inst..' vol. vIL p. 95), Tang of the New Hebrides

[Turner, * Samoa,' p 317), Fiji(Ziinroermaon, t«. at to!, i. p. *ao), Caroline

Group Deutsche Rundschau fUr Geographic und Staristik,1

rol. vhl.

p. 6s>, Pelew Island* (‘ Ymer,' vol iv. p. 333), Tonga (Cook, ‘Voyage <°

the Pacific Ocean,' voL i. p. «or), Tahiti (Iilti, vol. ii. p 157), Nuknhiva
(v. Laagsaoif, lac. dt. vol. i p 133), &c.

* Eskimo (Lyon, toe. cit. p. 332. Franklin, ‘Journey,1

p. 363. Cranz,

tot. tit. vol. 1. p 147. Wain, for. tit. vet Hi. p. 308), Mahlemuts (Ban-

croft, /or. cit. r«L i. p 6l), Ingalikv (Dali, /«. dt. p. 19S), Chipjiewyan*

(Richardson, for. tit. vol. u. p. 23), Tacallies (Bancroft, vd. i. p 123),

Ahts (Sproai, tot. <U. p 9SX Ninkas (Maine, ‘British Columbia and
Vancouver Island,' p 276), Chinooks (Bancroft, vol. I. p. 141), Mandan*
(Catlin, tot. dt. voL i. p JI9),

Other North Aiueriout tribe* (Hcriot, tec.

dl. pp. 531, d ary. Hannon tot. til pp 292, 339 Buchanan, 'North

American Indians,’ p. 338), Moves (Hcriot, p 326), Mosquitoes (Bancroft,

vat i. p. 733, note 571, Indians of Guiana (Scliomburgk, in 'Jour. Ethn.

Soc. London,' vet. i. p. 170), Passes, Uaupds, Macutfs (v. Marius, lot. of.

voL i. p 51 J, tco, 642X Coroados (Hen set, 'Die Coxoados der brasili.

anischen i’rovitu Rio Grande do Sul,' In ‘Zeitiehr. I

.

Ethnol.,' vol. i.

p 130J, Botocudos (v. Tscbudi, tot. tit, vol II. p. 283X and other Bruilian

tribe. (v. Marius, vol. i. p. to*X Mlnuanes, Pampas, Guanas, Mbayas
(Aran, toe. tit. vol. ii. pp. 33, *4, 95, 1 14), Abipones (DobmbofTer, toe.

dt. rol. ii. p. 138), Patagonians (Musters, toe. dt. p. 187J.
1 Nansen, Joe. tit. vol. ii. p 321, note I.

1 v. Langsdorf, lot. tit. ve*. IL (33. Bancroft, vot i p 1 IP
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The aborigines of Hispaniola, with the exception of the
king or chief, seemed to Columbus to live in monogamy. 1

And Mr. Bridges writes that, in Ticrra del Fuego, polygyny
is practised "in some districts very rarely, in others more
frequently, but in no part generally."

All the statements »ve have from the ancient world seem
to indicate that polygyny was an exception. Speaking of

the Hebrews, Dr. Scheppig says that, although our informa-

tion about the marital affairs of common Hebrews is too

scanty to entitle us to conclude, from the scarcity of cases of

polygyny recorded, that such casc3 were actually rare, we
may assume that keeping up .several establishments was too

expensive for any but the rich.* In Egypt, as we may infer

from the numerous ancient paintings illustrative of domestic
life in that country, polygyny was of rare occurrence

;
and

Herodotus expressly affirms that it was customary for the

Egyptians to marry only one wife." * Spiegel thinks that the
ancient Persians were as a rule monogamous,* and Sir Henry
Maine and Dr. Schrader make a similar suggestion as to the

early Indo-Europeans in general * Among the ’.Vest Germans,
according to Tacitus, only a few persons of noble birth had
a plurality of wives;* and, in India, polygyny as a rule was
confined to kings and wealthy lords.? Ir. a hymn of the
‘ Rig- Veda,' which dwells upon the duality of the two AS-
wins, the pairs of deities arc compared with pairs of almost
everything that runs in couples, including a husband and
wife, and two lips uttering sweet sounds*

Where polygyny occurs, it is modified, as a rule, in ways

1 Ling Roth, ia 'Jour. Anthr. Ins1-.’ vol xvi. 371.
’ S[*ncer, ‘Deicriptivc Sociology,' Hebrews and Pbanlclans, p. 8.

C/ Sasiichillj, • Da* mosaiscLe Kochi,1

vol. ii. p. 737 • Andree, he. tit.

FP H'>, il !<?.
;
Balfour, lee. til. vol iii. p. 151.

’ Wilkinson, lac. tit. vol. I. p. 318. Herodotus, !oe. til. book 11. cb. 9a.
• SpICKel, lee. tit. vol. iii. p. 677.
‘ ‘ EaHy L™ and Custom,' p. 135. Schrader, /m. til. p. 388.
1 Tacitus, toe. til. ch. xviii.

’ Dull, ‘Hindu Civibuilon of the Brahmans Period,' m ‘The Calcutta
Review, ' vol. Ixov. p. 266, Kacgi, ' The Sieved*,’ p. 1 5. Roth, 1 On the
Morality of the Veda, 1

in ‘ Jour. American Oticnttl Soc vol iii. p. 330.
• ‘ Klg-Veda Saahltd,' inandala ii. siiUa 39
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that tend towards monogamy : first, through the higher

position granted to one of the wives, generally the first

married
;

secondly, through the preference given by the

husband to his favourite wife as regards sexual intercourse.

Among the Greenlanders, 1 Thlinkcts,® Kaniagmuts* Crccs,'

and probably most of the North American tribes who
practise polygyny,’ the first married wife is the mistress of

the house. The Aleuts distinguish the first or real wife from

the subsequent wives by a special name.0 Among the Ahts,

the children of a chiefs extra wives have not the father’s

rank.7 The Algonquins, says Heriot, permit two wives to

one husband, but “ die one is considered of a rank superior to

the other, ar.d her children alone are accounted legitimate."
*

Among the Mexicans,0 Mayas, 10 Chibchas, 11 and Peruvians,17 the

first wife took prevalence of the subsequent wives, or, strictly

speaking, they had only one “true and lawful wife,” though

as many concubines as they liked. In Nicaragua, bigamy, in

the juridical 9ensc of the term, was punished by exile and

confiscation of property
;

11 and, in Mexico, neither the wives

of second rank * nor their children could inherit property.'*

Among the Mosquitoes, Tamanacs, Uaupis, Mundnw&s,1 * and

' Egode. /or. dt. pp. 138, tfuy.
1 Holmherfc In ‘Acta See. So. FenuiGB,’ vo!. Iv. p. 313.

' /Hi/-, vol. iv. p. 399.

' Franklin, 'Jonrney,' p. jo.

1 Eskimo, Chinooks (Wait*, toe. til. vot. ill. pp. 308, 338), AhU (Sproal,

hi. at. p. 98) Indians ol Webtera Washington and North-Western

Oregon (Gibbs, 'Tribes of Weuem Washington and Northwestern

Oregon,' in 'Contributions to North American Ethnoiog) ,’ vol. I. p. 198).

See ' Erman, ia
* Zeitschr. f. Elbnol-,' vol. hi. p. 162.

7 Speoat, p. ia>. ‘ Herah, /«. tU. p- 3=4-

* Waits, vol. hr. p. 130.

" Bancroft, hi. tit. vol. 1). p. 671.
1 Waits, rol. ir. pp. //ft, 36S.

B Garcilaiao do la Vega, lee. at- >o’_ i. p, 310. Acoita, hi. at voL ii.

P-4M-
" Sqtiier, in 'Trans. American Ethn. Soc.,’ vol. Hi. pt- i. p. 127.

M Bancroft, voL ii. p. 265.

» /«/„ vol. i. p. 729. v. Humboldt, ‘Personal Narrative,1 voLv. p. t«8.

Wallace, ‘Travels on the Asnaron,’ p. 497- »• Martito, let. tit. vol. L

V• 393-
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other South American peoples
,

1 the first wife generally has

superiority in domestic affairs. Among the Brazilian abo-

rigines, however, no difference in rights exist between the

children of different wives.*

The first wife is superior in authority to the others among
the Western Victorians, Narrinyeri, Maoris,' &c.

4 In Samoa,

a chief had, besides his wife, one, two, or three concubines

and in Tahiti, according to Ellis, it was rather a system of

concubinage than a plurality of wives, that prevailed among

the higher chiefs, the woman to whom the chief was first

united in marriage, or whose rank was nearest his own, being

generally considered his wife in the proper sense of the term,

while the others held an inferior position .
0

In the Indian Archipelago, according to Mr Crawfurd,

the wife of the first marriage is always the real mistress of

the family; the rest are often little better than her hand-

maids.' The 9ame holds goed for the Burmese, according

to Lieutenant-General Fytche; for the Santals, according to

Colonel Dalton.
9 In Siam, “ the wife who has been the object

of the marriage ceremony ' khan male
1

lakes precedence of all

the rrst, and she and her descendants are the only legal heirs

to the husband's possessions.” * Among the Khamtis,

Samoyedcs,
10 and other Asiatic peoples,1'- the first wife is

' Indians of Galana (Schombuigk, in Ralegh, ‘ The Discovery of die

Empire of Guiana
,

1

p. i ro, note), Tttpis (Southey, lot. at. vol. I. p 2 ti>,

Juris (Bxstttn, •Reehttverhaltniase,' p. 177X Arnucanians (Alccdo-

Thompson, toe at. vd. I. p «i6>
1

v. Manias lot. tit. vol. I p 13&
’ Dawaon, let. at. p. 33. Taplin, lot. at. p 11. Taylor, lot. til. p. 338.

‘ Nntivet of Tonga (Cook, ‘ Voyage to the f’acilic Ocean,' voL i. p. 401.',

Felcv Island! (Kabary, let. /it. p. 61), Ponapd (Flnoeh, in ‘Zeitschr. f.

EthnoL,' vol. «ii. p. 317), Marianne Group (Wait*, let. tit. vol. v. pi. ii.

p. toy). Turner, ‘Samoa,
1

p 96.

« EUie, 'Polynesian Refcarchev vol. i. pp 173, tl it}.
' Crawfnrd, t<K. tit. vol. i. p. 77. CJ.iiid., vol iii. p. ico

;
Blumentritt,

lot. tit. p. 49, nnd Scludenberg, in 1 Zeitschr. f. Ethnoi,' rol. jv:L p. tl.

(Philippine lUir.de rs).

' rytche, tot. fit. vol II. p. 74- Dalton, lot. at p. at6 .

* Colquhoun, ‘Amongst the Sham,' p 182, note 3.

10 Dalton, p. 8. Castnjn, in ' Helsingfors Morgonblad,' 1843, no. 54.

" Central Asiatic Turks (VimWry, ' Das Tiitkcnvdk.’ p 248), Kalmucks
(Moore, tot. at. p. iSr), Tungutes, jakats (Sauer, toe. at. pp. 49,

129).
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always the mistress of the household and the most respected

in the family
;
whilst, among the Amos. 1 Mongols, and Tangut-

ans,’ one man can take only one lawful wife, though as many
concubines as he please- But, except among the Ainos, the

children of concubines are illegitimate and have no share in

the inheritance.

The polygyny of China is a legalized concubinage, and the

law actually prohibits the taking of a second wife during the

lifetime of the first.
8 The wife is invested with a certain

amount of power over the concubines, who may not even sit

in her presence without special permission.4 She addresses

her partner with a term corresponding to our “husband,”

whilst the concubines call him " master.” ! These arc generally

women with large feet and of low origin, not unfrcqucntly

slaves or prostitutes
;
whereas the wife is almost invariably,

except of course in the case of Tartar ladies, a 'woman with

3ma!l fcct.‘ A wife cannot be degraded to the position of a

concubine, nor can a concubine be raisncl to the position of a

wife so long as the wife is alive, under a penalty in the one

case of a hundred, In the other of ninety blows.7 But the

question upon which the legitimacy of the offspring depends,

is not whether the woman is wife or concubine, but whether

she has been received into the house or the man or not 8

In Mohammedan countries, in households where two nr

more wives belong to one man, the first married generally

enjoys the highest rank ; she is called “the great lady," and is

commonly united with her husband for life. But all the

' v. Sieboid, lot. at. p. ji. Bicktncre, in 'Trans. Etlin. Soc,’ N. S.

vol. vii. p. ao, St John, in ' Jour. Anthr. Ins.,’ vol. ii. p. 3>4 . Dixon,

In 1 Trans As Soc Japan,’ voL xi. at L p. 44 DaU, lot. at. p. 515.
1 Prejevalsky, ' Mongolia,' vol i. p. 69; vol. it p. tar.

* Medburst, in 'Trans. Ro7. As Soc China Brandi,1
vol. Iv. p. at.

Parker, * Comparative Chinese Family Law,’ in * The China Review,’

vol. vili. p. 78. Jamieson, ti/d., vol. «. p. 80
* Gray, tot. a'/, vol. L p. zta
* Meiihurtt, p 15. When dying, concubines who hove no: had

children arc removed fiom the dwelling-home to a humbler abode
;
they

are not entitled to die in the dwelling-house of their master (Gray, vol. i.

P- J13).
4 Hid., VQl. i. p. 213-214,

7
|nin ifson, p. 8a Medbunt, pp. ij, 21. * Parker, p. 59.
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children of the man are considered equally legitimate, even

these bom of female slaves.'

Among the negro peoples, the principal wife, to whom the

housekeeping and command over all the rest arc intrusted,

t3 in most cases the one first married. She has certain

privileges, and in many cases can be repudiated only if she

has been unfaithful to her husband.' Among the Edceyahs

of Fernando Po, it was for the first wife alone that a man had

to serve several years with his father-in-law.' Speaking of

the Eastern Central African tribes, Mr. Macdonald says, "As
a rule, a man has one wife that is free, while the other three

or four arc slaves. . . . The chief wife is generally the woman
that was married first. . . . The chief wife has the superin-

tendence of the domestic and agricultural establishment.

She keep* the others at their work, and has power to exercise

discipline upon them." Generally, it is only by inheriting the

possessions of an elder brother that a man procures more
than one free wife.* Among the Damaras and other South

African tribes, the eldest son of the principal or first wife

inherits his father’s property.1 Speaking of the Basutos, Mr.

Casalis observes, " A very marked distinction exists between

the first wife and tlioie who succeed Her. The choice of the

’great’ wife (a* she is always called) is generally made by

the father, and is an event In which all the relations are

interested. The others, who are designated by the name of
1 screte

' (heels), because they mu 3 t on all occasions hold an

inferior position to the mistress of the house, arc articles of

luxury, to which the parents are not obliged to contribute.”

Thc-chief of the Basutos, when asked by foreigners how many
children he has, alludes in his answer only to those of his

1 Pisebon, las. si/, p. 14. Line, la. tit. vol i. p. 25s. Palali, la. (it

vol :. p. 3J& Lc Don, ‘La civ.lim.tion eel Arabs*,' p. 434. Nachtigilj
U(. til. vol. i. p. 7?j j

vot ii. p. 177.
' Walu, let. lit. rol ii. pp. 109, ,1«f. Mooic, la. (it. p. 349. Borman,

U<. at. p. 419- Burton, 'On M. Du Chaillu’g Explorations,’ Ac., ir.

‘Trans- Kahn. Soc.,' N. S. vol. i. p. 321.

' Wafer, vol IL p. lie
• Macdonald, ‘ Afrk»tu.’ .cl i. pa 134, rt t/f.
’ Chapman, let. lit. voi. I. p. Jll. Cf. ibid, vol ii. p. 3*4

;
Anderuon,

‘ Lnbe X garni,' p. 225.
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first wife
;
and, if he says he is a widower, this means that he

has lost his real wife, and has not raised any of his concubines

to the rank she occupied. 1 Among the Zulus, the chief wife

is the one first married,’ and this is often, but not always,

the case among the Kafirs.* According to Rochon, polygyny

in Madagascar is, in fact, a sort of concubinage.*

Eber suggests that the kings of ancient Egypt, although

they might have many concubines, had only one real wife, as

there is no instance of two consorts given in the inscriptions6

Professor Rawllnson makes a similar remark as to the poly -

gyny of the Persian kings.6 Regarding the Hindus, Mr.

Maync says. "A peculiar sanctity . . . seems to have been

attributed to the first marriage, as being that which was con-

tracted from a sense of duty, and not merely for personal

gratification. The first married wife had precedence over the

others, and tier first-born son over his half-brothers. It is

probable that originally the secondary wives were considered

as merely a superior class of concubines, like the handmaids

of the Jewish patriarchs.”' It was necessary that the first

married wife should be of the same caste as her husband.* She
sat by him at marriages and other religious ceremonies, was
head of the family, and entitled to adopt a son if she had no
sons at the time of her husband’s death.® The modified

polygyny of the ancient Assyrians and Greeks has been

already noted. The ancient Scandinavians had almost

always only one legitimate wife, though as many concubines

as they chcse.” Touching the Pagan Russians, Ewers says

that of the wives of a prince one probably had precedence. 11

' Gas sill, Aw, cit. pp. 1E6, ct tty. CJ. Livingstone, Ay. tit. p. 18s
(Bcehuanas). « * Das Ausland,' 1881, p. <19-

1 Flinch, lot. at. p. 9a. ' Roefcoa, lot. tit. p. 747.
1 Ebers, ' Aegypten und die Bucher Moses’s,' vol. i. p. 310. CJ. ‘ Dim

AusUnd,’ 1S75, p. 395-

• Rawlinsoo, let. til. tol. lii. p. 3l6. Cf. Spiegel, lot eit. ltd. iii. p. 6S0.

’ Mayne, 'Hindu Law and Usa'C,' p. 93. Jolly, in 'Sltiungsber.

Minch. AVad,' 1876, pp. <145 447- V. Schtocdei, • Indices Ldcratur und
Cultar,' p. 450.

1 ‘ The Laws of Xfanu,' ch. iii. v. 17, Jolly, p. 44A
* Steele, lot. at. p. Ji.
10 Gcijcr, lot. at. voL r. p. SS. " Ewers, he. at. p 108.
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Among the Mormons, Sir R. F. Burton observes, "the first

wife, a; among polygamists generally, is the wife and assumes

the husband’* name and title." 1

The difference In the position held by the several wive*

belonging to one man, shows itself also in the demand of

various peoples that the first wife shall be of the husband's

rank, whilst the succeeding wives may be of lower birth.*

As just mentioned, there is another way in which polygyny

is modified. Among certain peoples the husband is bound

by custom or law to cohabit with his wives in turn. The
Cahbs, when they married several sisters at the same time,

lived a month with each in her separate hut.* Among the

wild Indians of Chili, according to Mr. Darwin, the casique

lives a week in turn with each of his wives.* The Kafirs

have an old traditional law requiring a husband who has

many wives to devote three succeeding days and nights to

each of them.

1

A Mohammedan is obliged to visit his four

legal wives by turns
;

a and the same custom prevails, accord-

ng to Krasheninnikoff, in Kamchatka

1

The negroes often

ollovv a like rule in order to keep peace in the family.8 And,

n Samoa, the system adopted when a person has several

wives. " t* to allow each wife to enjoy three days’ supremacy

n rotation." * Rut such arrangements arc, no doubt, excep-

tions, and It is doubtful whether, in these cases, theory and

practice coincide. 1 ’ A marriage may, in fact, be monogamous,
though, from a juridical point of view, it is polygynous.

“It is not uncommon for an Indian," says Carver,

“ although he takes to himself so many wives, to live in 3

state of continence with many of them for several ycarB," and

1 Burton, ‘The City of the Saints’ p 518.
a Accec: Hindus (‘The Laws of Mann,’ eh. IIL v. ta) and Persians

(Spiegel, he. cit. voL iii. p. 679). Chinese (Cray, hi. dl vol vl. pp an,
it /if.), Malays (Crawfurd, fee. n't. vol. L p 77J.

1 Waits, he. cit. rot iii. p. 38$.

* Darwin, ‘Journal of Reieartihei,' p. 366.

' v. Weber, Aw. ett. vol. i. p. 329.
6 d'Kscayrac be Lauittc, lot. cit. p. 6S Ccorgi, /nr. fit. p. 102.

' Kiaibeiunniknff, lee. at. p. 21 j * Waltr, vol. It p. 110.

* Williams, ! Missionary Enterprises' p. 538
" CJ. Lane, lee. cit. vol i. p. 153, note t-
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those who do not succeed in pleasing the husband may “ con-

tinue in their virgin state during the whole of their lives." 1

Among the Apaches, the chiefs “can have any number of

wives they cheese, but one only is the favourite." 1 In Bok-
hara, a rich man generally has two, three, or four wives

;
yet,

according to Georgi, one of them, as a rule, holds precedence

in the husband’s love.8 Speaking of the modern Egyptians,

Mr. Lane says, " In general, the most beautiful of a man's

wives or slaves is, of course, for a time his greatest favourite
;

but in many—if not most—cases, the lasting favourite is not

the most handsome.” 4 Sometimes the wife who has proved

most fruitful and given birth to the healthiest children is

most favoured by the husband
;

s and, among the Indians

of Western Washington and North-Western Oregon, accord-

ing to Dr. Gibbs, the man usually lives with his first wife, at

least after his interest in subsequent wives has cooled down.®
But it is generally the youngest wife who is the favourite.

An Arabian Sheik said to Sir S. W. Baker, “ 1 have four

wives
;
as one has become old, 1 have replaced her with a

young one
;
here they all arc (he now marked four strokes

upon the sand with his stick). This one carries water
;
that

grinds the cunt ; this makes the bread
;
the last does not do

much, as she is the youngest, and my favourite*' In Guiana,

"an Indian is never seen with two young wives; the only

ease m which he takes a second is when the first has become
old." The first wife certainly retains the management of

domestic a flairs, but she no longer posse^-c* the husband's
love.* Statements to a similar effect arc made regarding

the Arabs of the Sahara, Tahitians, Central Asiatic Turk*,

Mormons, &c*

1 Carver, lot. tit p. 368.
* Schoolcraft, toe. eit. vol v. p. ;i«j Cf.Uid.,vaL i. p. ijr> (Conianchw).
' Georgi, lot. tit- p. ISJ.
* Lane, lot. eit voJ. 1. pp, 253, rlsff. note 5.
4 nu, voL L p. 253 (Egyptians). Polak, let. tit vol. i. pp. 3:6, it sty.

(Persians). * Gibbs, lee. eit pp. 198, et *y.
7 Raker, ‘The Nile Tributaries of Abyssinia,’ p. 165. Cf. ibid., pp.

=53, tl

* Schoinburgk, tn Ralegh, * The Discovery of Guiana,1
p. 1 10, no<c.

’ Oiavaone, • Die Sahara,' p. 397. Cook, ' Voyage to the Pacific
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Bigamy is the most common form of polygyny, and a

multitude of wives is the luxury of a few despotic rulers or

very wealthy men. The Eskimo, for example, have rarely

more than two wives, and a Greenlander who took a third or

fourth was blamed by his countrymen, as we are told by

Cranz. 1 The tribe* of Oregon generally confine themselves

to a couple of wives.® Bishop Salvado never knew a West
Australian native with more than two—"4 moins pcut-4trc

que par gendrosite un homme ne prenne sous sa protection la

femme do son ami mi parent absent
;
ou bien que par voic

d'h&dditd il n'adopte lea veuves de son fr6rc." a Rich Kafirs

arc stated to have commonly two or three wives
;
* and

Colonel Dalton does not recollect that, among the Khamtis,

he ever met with a case in which more than two women were

married to one husband.1 The Hebrew’s who indulged in

polygyny were generally bigamists. 0

Polyandry is a much rarer form of marriage than polygyny

In Oonalaxhka, one of the Aleutian Islands, according to

v. Langsdorf, a woman sometimes lived with two husbands

who agreed between themselves upon the conditions on which

they were to share her.' Among the Kaniagmuts, two or

three men occasionally had a wife in common
;
‘ and Venia-

minoff tells us that in ancient timer a Thlinkct woman, besides

her real husband, could have a legal paramour, who usually

Ocean,’ voL ii. p. 1 57. vaml) (fry, ‘ Dus Tllrkenvolk,' p. z*a • Das Aw-
bad,' iS3 i, p. 15. Munxlntcr, Ik. rtt. p. 246 (Mares). Thomson,
‘ Through Masai Land,' p. afo (Masai),

1 King, in 'Jour. Ethn. Soc. London,' vol. i. p. 147. 'Dar Auriand,’

1881, p. 698 .-Cnuu, he. iif. vol. i. p. 147.
’ Schoolcraft, /or. til. vol. v. p. 654.
1 Salvado, ' Mdinnircs,' p. 278
* KJemm, ‘ Cultur-Gcscbidxe,1

rol. iiL 278
* Dalton, /«". a/. p 8.

e F-wnld, /«. ii/. p. 198 Hmog-Schaff. 1 Religious EiKjclopiCdia.
VJ|. ii. P- ) 41 5. For other instances, we Georgi, toe elf p. 183 (Votyaks);
Steller. he. til. p. 347 (Kamchailalei)

; Dali, !<x. cit. p. 524 (Arnos of the

Kvriles).
'

r. Langsdorf, let. at. vof. ii. p. 47. Chrixliai.it/ has now extirpated

this custom among tlic Aleut* (‘ Das Audond,' t8Si, p. 792).

Coxc, lot. at. p. 3co.
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was the brother of die husband .

1 Among the Eskimo also,

“two men sometimes many the same woman.’'* Father

Lafitau writes. * Par unc suite do la Gindcocratic, la polyga-

mic, qui tfest pas permise aux homines, lest pourtant aux
femmes chez Ies Iroquois Tsonnontouans, od il cn cst.

Icsquellcs ont deux maris. qu'on regarde com me ligitimes ." 3

Among the Avanos and Maypurs, along the Orinoco,

v. Humboldt found that brothers often had but one wife
;

4

according to Mr. Brett, the Warraus do not consider the

practice of one woman having two husbands to be bad
;
and

he mentions an instance of a woman amongst them having

even three .

1

In Nukahiva, as we arc told by Lisiansky, in rich families

every woman had two husbands, of whom one might be called

the assistant husband.
0 In New Caledonia, according to M.

Moncelon, polyandry docs not spm to have been entirely

unknown ;

7 and Mr. Rarffidd writes to me from Lifu that an

old man knew of three cases of polyandrous marriage having

occurred in that island, but the husbands were despised by
the rest of the natives. In two of these eases the husbands

were brothers, m the third they were unrelated. It is sai:l

that, among the Tasmanians, •' polyandry, or something very

like it, existed ;" 8 but this statement, if correct, refers to

altogether exceptional cased.

Bonticr and L« Verrier assert that, in the island of Lance*

rote, of the Canaries, most women had three husbands.*

Thunberg observes that, among the Hottentots, there were

women who married two mcn .
i0 Dr. Fritsch mentions the

1 Dali, /*>. oA p. 416. Hohnberg, in 1 Acta Soc. ScJ. Frank*/ voJ. ir.

PP- 3«$.* *?•

* Seemaun, * Voyage of HeratJ' vol II. p. 6 (y King, in * Jour. Kthn.

Soc. London,' vol. i. p. U 7 - Walu, 4k*. cU. voL iii. p. 30& Regarding

the Crwjilnndeff, Cram w»ys (Av. ciL vol. 1
.
p. 147X ‘Women who co-

habit with several husbands aic subjected to universal censure.'

8 Ufluu, he. <it, vol I p. 555.
4 v. Humboldt, * Personal Narrative,' vcd. v. p. 549.
5

Brett, he.M p. 17& 1 Lisianaky, ioe. ui p. S>
r Moncclon, in

4
Bull. Soc. d AnthrV scr. iii. voL ix. p. 367.

* Biough Smyth. Av. M vol. li. p 386.

* Homier aad Le Verrier, Ak 4v
’4

p. 13^ Thunberg, Av. a’/. p» 14*-
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existence of polyandry among the Damaras, and Mr. Tlieal

among Ihe mountain tribes of the Bantu race. 1 The Havas

of Madagascar have a word so express the leave given to a

wife to have intercourse with another man during a husband's

prolonged absence from home.*

Until prohibited by the governor, Sir Henry Ward, about

the year 1S60, polyandry prevailed among the Sinhalese

throughout the interior of Ceylon, one woman having in many
eases three or four husbands, and in others five or six or even

seven. !t is recorded that the same practice was at one time

universal throughout the island, except among the Veddahs,®

and even now it occurs in spite of government interdict*

The husbands arc usually members of the same family, and

most frequently brothers

Among the Todns. all brothers of one family, he they many
or few, live in mixed cohabitation with one or more wives
“ If there be four or five brothers," says Dr. Shnrtt, “ and one

of them, being old enough, gets married, his wife claims all

the other brothers as her husbands, and, as they successively

attain manhood, she consorts with them
;
or, if the wife has one

or more younger sisters, they in turn, on attaining a marriage-

able age, become the wives of their sister’s husband nr hus-

bands. . . Owing, however, to the great scarcity of women in

this tribe, it more frequently happens that a single woman u
wife to several husbands, sometimes as many as six." * The
fame practice occurs among the Kurgs of Mysore.4 Among
the Nairs of Malabar, it is the custom for one woman “to

have attached toiler two males, or four, or perhaps more, and

they cohabit according to rules.’’ 7 Polyandry is also found

among the Miris, Dophlas, Butias,* Sissee Abors,0 Khasias,*

1 F r.oeli, /ar. tit. p. *37. Thettl, lot. tit. p. 19.

’ Sibiec, lot. tit. p 353.

' Emerson Tencent, lot. tit. vol. :i. p. 42?. Ha'four, let. at. vcd. iii.

p 350. Davy, lee. tit. p :86.

• Haeclel, Imlisclie Reisebrefc,' p 340.
1 Shorn, in 'Trans. Echo. Sot.,’ N. S. vol. it jx 240.
‘ Balfour, vol. iii. p 330. ’ ' Asiatic!; Researches.' vol. r. p. tj.

' Daltoo. let. tit. pp. 33, 36, 98. ’ Rowney, /«, rit. |» 158.
" Father, ‘Memoir of Sylh«, Kachar, and the Adjacent Districts,' in

Jour. As. Sot. Bengal,' vol. it. pc. li. p 834.
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and Santali 1 It prevails in the Siwalik mountains, Sirmorc,-

Ladakh,* the Jounsar and Baivai hill districts attached to the

Doon,4 Kunawar,* Kotegarh, 4
and, especially, in Tibet. This

custom exists, as Mr. Wilson asserts, “all over the country of

the Tibetan-speaking people; that is to say, from China to

the dependencies of Kashmir and Afghanistan, with the ex-

ception of Sikkim, and some other of the provinces on the

Indian side of the Himalaya, where, though the Tibetan

language may in part prevail, yet the people are cither Atyan
in race, or have been much influenced by Aryan ideas.’' 7

Polyandry is said to occur among the Sanorogian Cossacks
;

8

and Mr. Kavcnstcin, quotes a statement ofa Japanese traveller

that it prevails among the Smerenkur Gilyaks in Eastern

Siberia.0

With the exception of the Nairn, Khasias, and Saporogian
Cossacks, the husbands in almost every one of these cases are

stated to be brothers. A colonel who lived among the Kulus

of Kotegarh for twenty-five years assures us that, among that

people, the husbands arc always brothers
;

10 and, so far as Mr.
Wilson could learn, the polyandry of Central Asia must be
limited to the marriage ofone woman to two or more brothers,

no other form being found there.

'

A very curious kind of polyandry prevails, according to

Dr. Shortt, among the Reddies. It often happens that a

young woman of sixteen or twenty years of age is married to

a boy of five or six years, or even of a tenderer age. After

marriage the wife lives with some other man, a near relation

on the maternal side, frequently an uncle, and sometimes

1 Man, Ik at. p. reo. 1 Balfour, /«. tit. vot ill. pp, 245, rt ,iq.

* Belle*-, ' Kashmir and Kasbjhar,' p. 1 r8. Moore roll and Trebeck,
'Travels in tire Himalayan Proving* of Hindustan and the Panjab,'

voL i. pp. 32 1, tt ttq.

' Dunlop, ‘ Hunting in the Himalaya,' pp. 1 So, tt icq.
0 Gordon Camming, 1 In (he Himalayas,' p. 10'.

• Siulpnagel, 1 Polyandry in the Himalayas,' in • The Indian Antiquary,'

vol. vfi p. 133. de Ujfalvy, in ‘Bull. See d’Anthr.,’ ser. iii. voL v. p.«7 .
’ Wilson, for. til. pp. ao6, « req.

‘ McLennan, ‘ Studies,’ p. 9R. • l.amdell, Ut.M voL ii. p. 125.
•’ de UJfelvy, in ’BuIL See. d'Anthr-,’ ser. iii. vol v. p. J37.
“ Wilson, p.
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with her boy-husband’s own father, the progeny so begotten

being affiliated to the boy-husband. When he conics of age

he finds his wife an old woman, and perhaps past child-

bearing. So he, in his turn, takes possession of the wife of

some other boy, who will nominally be the father of her

children.

1

A similar custom is said to exist among the

Vellalah caste in the Coimbore district, 1 and prevailed, till

the emancipation of the serfs, among the Russian peasants,

the father being in the habit of cohabiting with the wife of

his son during the son’s minority. 8
. Ahlqvist mentions the

occurrence of the same practice among the Ostyaks,*

v. Haxthausen among the Ossetes/1

Passing to ancient nations, we find indications of polyandry

in a hymn in the ' Rig-Voda,’ which is addressed to the

two ASwins 1
, and in the MahAbhSrata, where Draupadi is

represented as won at an archery match by the eldest of the

five Pandava princes, and as then becoming the wife of all.

According to Strabo, [tolyandiy occurred in Media, and in

Arabia Felix, where all male members of the same family

married one woman/ Ma-touan-lin states that, among the

Massageca, the brothers had one wife in common, and when
a man had no brothers he associated with other men, as

otherwise lie was obliged to live single through the whole of

his life.

4

We have in the Irish Nennius direct evidence of

the existence of polyandry among the Piets, 1 and of the

ancient Britons Qesar says that “by tens and by twelves
husbands possessed their wives in common, and especially

brothers with brothers, and parents with children." 11 Among
the ancient Scandinavians we possibly find a trace of this

1 Shorn, In ' Trar.i. T.ihn. Soc,’ N. S. roL vii. pp. 264, .•/ note.

Cf. however, Kearns, 'The Tribes of South India,’ p. 6a.
1 Short!, In ’ Trans. Ethn. Soc.,' N. S. vol. vii. p aft*
1

v. Haxthausen, 1 Transcaucasia.' p. 403, note. Le Bco. ' LTiomme et

les toeietdt,' vol. J. p. 195.
• Ahiqviit, In ‘Acta Soc So. FcrniCR,’ rot a/, p. jya, note.
: v. Haxthausen, p. 102.

0 1 Rig-Veda SanhitS,: mandaU i, suktd 1 19, v. 5.

’ S!lab°. *'«• ni
'
book xi. eh. xiit. p. 526 ; hook avl. eh. Iv p. 782.

Rflmsal, * Nouveaux VIflanges A-a. liquet,’ vol. I. p. 145.
• McLennan, • Studies,’ p. W » C*.ar, lot. (it. took r. eh. 14.
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custom in the mythic statement that the goddess Frigg.

during the absence of her husband Odin, was married to his

brothers Vili and Ve. 1

Among the peoples of America, Africa, and the Pacific

Islands, just referred to, polyandry, in almost every ease, is

confined to a very small part of the population
; and among

the polyandrous nations of India and Central Asia it is by no
means the exclusive form of marriage. Sir Emerson Tennent
says that, in Ceylon, polyandry prevails chiefly among the

wealthier classes, whilst, according to Dr. Davy, it is “ more

o: less general among the high and tow, the rich and poor."

other forms of marriage, however, being by no means ex-

cluded* Among the Todas, "any degree of complication in

perfectly lawful wedded life may be met with, from the sample

of the single man living with the single wife, to that of the group

of relatives married to a group of wives."* Mr. Balfour says

that “ the practice of polyandry does not seem to have

ever prevailed generally amongst the Naira and many of

the Tcoycr of North Malabar, from Kururnbranad to

Mangalore.’"* Among the Miris there are only a few

instances of this custom.’ Of the Dophlas those who can

afford it arc polygynists.® Among the Khasias, polyandry

"can hr said to prevail only among the poorer sort, with

whom, too, it would often seem to mean rather facility of

divorce than the simultaneous admission of n plurality of

husbands." 7 Among the Santals, the wife of the eldest brother

may be at the same time a wife for the younger brothers also *

The Sisacc Abors have often as many wives as they can

afford to buy; 0 ami in the Kunawar valley polyandry is

common only in the upper part of the valley, whilst polygyny

prevails in the lower part.10 In the Kotegarh valley, according

to Dr. Stulpnagcl, the practice of polyandry is not universal ;

1 WeinheJd, 1Aboardisehes Let**,' p. 249.
1 Emerson Tannest, lee. nr. vtA. ii. p. 42B. Davy, /«. til. p. i&>.

* Marshall, lee. tit p. 213.

* Balfour, for. dl. vol. iii. p. :*9-

* Dalton, hr. m. p. 33. * /&«/, p. 36.

7 FiKher, In ‘Jour. As. Soc. Bengal,’ voL ix. pi. ii. p. P31.
" *Vmer,' vol. v. p. xxiv. * Rodney, lot. tit. p. 1 $8
,f Cordon Cummin^, he. cii. pp. 405, rC sftf.
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it can scarcely be said to be even very common. " If diligently

searched for,” he observes “single cases of polyandry will

be found in the Kotgadh parganH, in Kulu, in the territory of

the Rdnas of Komarsen and Kancti, and in Bnssahir. . . •

Though common enough in Runawar at the present day, it

exists side by side with polygamy and monogamy. In one
house there may be three brothers with one wife

; in the

next three brothers with four wives, all alike in common
,

in

the next house there may be a man with three wives to

himself; in the next a man with only one wife.”1 Among
the Butias, or Boris, of Ladakh, according to Sir Alexander
Cunningham, polyandry prevails “on'.y among the poorer

classes, for the rich, as in all Eastern countries, generally have

two or three wives, according to their circumstances. In

the Jounsar and Bawah pargannahs, polyandry is almost
universal, hut it is apparently unknown in the hillsofGarhwal
on the east, or those of the Simla superir.tcndcncy on the

west* Nowhere, except perhaps in the Ncilghcrry Hills
has polyandry prevailed more extensively than in Tibet

;
but

it is not the only form of marriage. According to Captain

J. D. Cunningham, “even among the Lamaic Tibetan* any
casual influx of wealth, as from trade or other sources,

immediately leads to the formation of separate establishment-,

by the several members of a house.** We may thus take for

granted that polyandry, although frequently practised in

certain parts of India and Central Asia
,
1 nowhere excludes

the simultaneous occurrence of other forms of marriage. The
Instances of ancient Aryan polyandry In India evidently

form exceptions to the general rule among the people of the

Vedlc period. The father of Draupadi is represented by the

* Stulpnagel, in 1 The Indian Antiquary/ voJ. viL p. 135.
1 Cunningham, ' Ladifc’ P 306.

3 Dunlop, tee. at. pp. 180. et icq.

• Cunningham, ' Hltory of the Sikhs'
P- '8. Cf. Orario della Penna

dl Belli. ''Account of the Kingdom of Tibet,1 in 1 Narratives of the
Mission of George Bogle,’ Sc, p. 336

;
Moorc-oft and TrciiecU, An. >•//.

r-
'So; Bonvalot, ‘Across Thibet,’ voi ii p. tafij Roekkill, * The Land

of the I-amm»s,‘ p. tia.
1 Mr. Wilton Jays (for. at. p. :o}) rhnt It i* probably tlic common

marriage cu«om 0( at least thirty millions of respectable people.
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compilers of tire epic as shocked at the proposal of the

princes to marry his daughter:—“You who know the law,"

he says,
11 must not commit an unlawful act which is contrary

to usage and the Vedas." In the RAmAyana, the giant

Vi

r

3dha attacks the two divine brothers RAma and

Lakshmana and their wife Si'tfl, saying, " Why do you two

devotees remain with one woman ? Why are you, O profli-

gate wretches, corrupting the devout sages ? " 1 And in the

Aitareya Brlhmana ’ we read that “one man has many wives,

but one wife has net many husbands at the sarhe time."1

Indeed, with the exception of the Massagctac, the account

of whom cannot be critically checked, there is no people among
whom polyandry is stated to be the only recognized form of

marriage.

Like polygyny, polandry is modified in directions tending

towards monogamy. As one. usually the find married, wife

in polygynous families is the chief wife, one, usually the

first, husband in polyandrout families is the chief husband

This was the case with the Aleuts, among whom, according

to Erman, the secondary husband was generally a hunter

or wandering trader
;
and with the Kaniagmuts, among

whom, as we have alicady seen, he acted as husband and

matter of the house during the absence of the true lord.

Upon the latter s return, the deputy not only yielded to him

his place, but became in the meantime his servant.3 In

Nukahiva, the subordinate partner sometimes was chosen

after marriage, “ but in general." says Lisiansky,
11 two men

present themselves to the same woman, who, if she approves

their addresses, appoints one for the real husband, and the

other as his auxiliary
j
the auxiliary is generally poor, hut

handsome and well-made.” 1

In Ladakh, according tn Mroreraft and Tiebeck, should

there be several brothers in a family, tire juniors, if they agree

to the arrangement, become inferior husbands to the wife of

' Wheeler, ‘ The History of tndi*,' vol. ii. p 341.

* Dun, tn ‘The Calcutta Review, 1

voL luxv. p. afiG

s Erman. in ‘Zcitschr. f. Elhivol.,’ vol Hi. p. 163. Holmberg, in 1 Aca
Soc. Sci. Fannie*, 1 vol iv. p 399.

* Lbisoiky, Aw. til. p 83.
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the elder
;

al! the children, however, arc supposed to belong

to the head of the family. The younger brothers have,

indeed, no authority
;
they wait upon the elder as his servants,

and can be turned out of doors at his pleasure, without its

being incumbent upon him to provide for them. On the

death of the eldest brother, his property, authority, and widow

devolve upon his next brother.

1 In Karaaon, too, where the

brothers of a family all marry one wife, the children are attri-

buted to the eldest brother." The same is the case in the

Jounsar district, as it was formerly with the Massagetac .

0

Touching the polyandrous tribes of Arabia Felix, Strabo tells

us that the eldest brother was the mlcr of the family, and

that the common wife spent the nights with him .
4 Among

the ancient Britons, as described by Cwsar, the children were

regarded as belonging to him who had first taken the virgin

to wife* In Tibet, the choice of a wife Is the right nf the

elder brother and the contract lie makes is understood to in-

volve a marital contract with all the other brothers, if they

choose to avail themselves of it The chitdicn call the eldest

husband father, the younger husbands uncles.* Among the

Todas also, the eldest brother seem3 to be the real husband.

" If the husband has brothers or very near relatives, all living

together," says Mr. Marshal., “they may each, if both she

and he consent, participate in the right to be considered her

husband also, on making up a share of the dowry that has

been paid ."' 1 Again, in Spiti, where polyandry no longer

prevails, the same object is attained by the custom of primo-

geniture, by which only the eldest son marries, while the

younger sons become monks." Speaking of the Khyoungtha,
a Chittagong Hill tribe. Captain Lewin observes, " After mm-
riage a younger brother is allowed to touch the hand, to

1 Moon iofi and Trcbcck, let. dr vol. i. pp. jsi, ct sej. Turner,

‘Account of an Embassy to Tibet,' p. 34S. BeOew, Av. /. p. 118.

1 Balfour, let. nr voL iii. p 24A.

’ Dunlop, let, fit. p. til. Rcmaiat, Iff. dr voL i. p 145.

• Strsbo, /if- dl. book xvi. eh. iv. p. ?87.

’ Ccui, let. (if. book ». eh. 14.

' GamenmiiUcr, 1 Tibet,1 p 87.
1 Marshall, In. til p.213.

Balfour, vci. Iii. p.iji.
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speak and laugh with hi* elder brother’s wife
;
but it is thought

improper for an elder even to look at the wife of his younger

brother. This is a custom more or lets among all hill tribes
;

it i3 found carried to even a preposterous extent among the

Santals.' 1 In this custom there is perhaps a trace of ancient

polyandry.

Summing up the results reached in this chapter, »ve may
safely' say that, although polygyny occurs among most exist-

ing peoples, and polyandry among some, monogamy is by
far the most common form of human marriage. It was so

also among the ancient peoples of whom wc have any direct

knowledge. Monogamy is the form which is generally

recognized as legal and permitted. The great majority of

peoples arc, as a rule, monogamous, and the other forms of

marriage arc usually modified in a monogamous direction.

Wc have still to inquire hoiv the matter stood in early times,

and to trace the general development of the forms of human
marriage. But, in accordance with oui method of investi-

gation, wc must first examine the causes by which these forms

have been influenced.

1 Lewin, lee. tit p. 130. C). Man, let. eti. p. ico.



CHAPTER XXI

THE FORMS OF HUMAN MARRIAGE

(CmliHUtd)

It has also been asserted that monogamy is the natural

form of human marriage because there is an almost equal

number of men and women. But this is by no means the

caso. The numerical proportion between the sexes varies,

and in some cases varies greatly, among different peoples.

In the whole district of Nutka, it seemed to Mearea that

there were not so many women as men, whereas, further

north, the women decidedly preponderated. 1 Among the

Kutchin, according to Kirby, women form the minority ,* and
they seem to hold the same position among the Upper Cali-

fornians and Western Eskimo.1 But as a rule, among the

North American aborigines, the opposite is apparently the

ease. Thus there are more women than men among certain

Eskimo tribes, according to Dr. King
;
among the natives

of the Sitka Islands, according to Lisiansky
; among the

Californian Shastika, according to Mr. Powers.* The cen-

sus of the Creeks taken in the year 1832 showed

6,555 men and 7,141 women
;
that of the Indian population

around Lakes Superior, Huron, Michigan, the Upper

1 Metro, An. (it. p tfiS

' Kirby, in ‘ Smith. Rep./ >86*, p 418.
1 Coniter, 'Notes oo Upper California/ in ‘Jour. Roy. Geo. Soe./

vet v. p. 67. Seemann. 1 Voyage of Herald; vol. ii. p. 66.
• King, in ‘Jour. Ethn Soe. Londor,’ vol. t p 152. Lisiansky, Av

lit p. 237. Powers, Ax- eil. p. jjj.
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Mississippi, &c., in the same year. 3,144 men and 3,371

women, excluding children, that of the Nez Pereds in

Oregon, taken in 1S51 by Dr. Dart, 698 men and 1,182

women.* Among the Blackfcct and Shiyana, according to

Mr. Morgan—among the Puncahs and some other tribes,

according to Mr Catlin—the number of women is said to be

twice as large as that of men, ar.d in some ease: even three

times as large.*

In Yucatan, according to Stephens, there arc two women
to one man : among the Guaranies, according to Azara,

fourteen women to thirteen men
;
in Cochabamba, according

to Gibbon, even five to one.* Among the Zapotccs and

other nations of the Isthmus or Tehuantepec, the women arc

greatly in excess of the men ;
' whereas, among the Tarumas,*

Avanos, Maypurs,* and Guanas,’ the men arc stated to be

more numerous than the women. Von Martius says that

among the Indians of Brazil, the number varied in some

villages in favour of the male sex, in othens in favour of Lhc

female.*

In Australia the men seem generally to be in the majority.®

Speaking of the Australian natives, the Rev. I- bison says,

“ 1 think we may >uppose that the number of males generally

exceeds that of females among the lower savages
;
at least,

quite a number of observers declare that such Is the fact ." 10

Among the Western Australians, according to Mr. Oldfield,

at all times the males arc in excess ol trie other sex." u

1 Scbcolciafl, ttc.fi/. ol hr. p. 577; vd. in. pp. 601, et icy.
;
vol. v.

p. 707. Foe other tribes, see rM£, vOL iii. pp 615, 6j»; vol. I* p. 590
5 Morgan,

1 Systems of Consanguinity and Affinity,
1

p 477 . Catlin,

la. til. vol. i. pp. 1 19, an. Cf. Schoolcraft, vol. Iii. pp 56a, .•/ tty.

3 Wait j,
‘ Introduction to Anthropolcsy

,

1

p. 111. Aram, lei. 1it. vol. ii-

p. So. ‘ bulletin tie U Socidtd de Geographic,’ set. iv. voL ix. p. JO)

* Bancroft, la. (it. vol. i. p 66s.

* Sclsutnburgk, ‘Expedition from Pirara,’ in 'Jour. Roy. Geo. Soc.’

voL xr. p. 45 -

* v. Humboldt, ‘Personal Narrative/ vol. »•. pp 549,W try.

* Aram, vol it p 93.

* »- Martius, lot. at. vol. i. pp. 304, et seg. note '*.

0 Cf Bonwick, in ‘Jour. Atuhr. Intt,’ voL xri. p. 30?
" hison and Horritt, fa. at. p. 14H.

" Oldfield, in 'Trans Ethn. Soc.,’ N. S. vol. ii p ryo
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Wilhelmi makes a similar statement with regard to several

other tribes; 1 but this rule docs not apply to all the

Australians. “ On Herbert River/' says Herr LumholU, M the

women arc more numerous than the men ; this is also the

ease among the tribes south-west of the Carpentarian Gulf

and elsewhere. But, according to accurate observations, the

opposite is the case in a large part of Australia.” * In some
tribes of the interior, Mr. Sturt found that among children

there were about two girls to one boy."

In Tasmania, according to Breton, the men greatly ex-

ceeded the women in number. 4 So also in Tahiti, where, at

Urn time or Mr. F.lliss arrival, there were probably four or

five men to one woman;* in Maupiti, where the dispropor-

tion between the sexes among adults was at the rate of

three men to two women and in Easter Island, where,

according to the estimates of Cook and I^a Ft!rouse, the men
were twice as numerous as the women/ In the Sandwich

Islands, Nukahiva, and some islands belonging to tlx;

Solomon Grnup, the male sex predominated; 8 and among
the Maoris, according to a census taken in the year iS8t, there

were 24,370 men and, 19,729 women.® In Makin Island, of the

KingsmiU Group, on the other hand, Wood represented the

women as outnumbering the men.* The ^mc was to a very

great extent the ease in Tukopia and d'Albeitis say* that

in Naiabui, a village in New Guinea with 300 inhabitants
“ there arc more women than men by about a third.” u Both

1 Brough Smyth, /*r. <U vot. i. p. 51.

1 LwnhoUx, Av. at p. J34. Cf. p. 184; Bumon: d’Urville
1 Voyage dc KA^rrolabc, Histouc du voyage/ voL i. p. 495.

* Sturt, /*c. at. voL ii. pp. 136, // .toy.

I Breton, isc. at. p. 404.

* Ellis, ' Pdyneiinn Researches,' vol i. p. 358,

' Montgomery, Aw- ii/. vol. ii. p. 12.

’ * Y'mer,' vol. iii. p. 167. La P&duic, Aw. ii/. vol. it. p 28. Kotteboe.
lot. t//. rot. ill p 036.

‘ Ellis ' Tour through Hawaii/p «i«. Waiu-Cciiaod. /«. ii/ vol. ri.

p 1 jS Ellon, in ' J our. Anthr. Inst,' roL xvii. p. 94.
* Kerry.N icliolii, In ‘Jour. Anthr. Inst/ rol. xv. p. 195
* Wittes, Aw. ii/. vol. v, p. 74.
II Wate-Cerland, vol v. pi. IL pp. 191 ,f/ iff.

" d'Albcrtis, /«. cU. vol. L p y/>.
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sexes are nearly equally represented at Port Moresby,1 and
according to Marsden, in Sumatra.’ In Sarawak the women
are less numerous than the men.*

In Ceylon a considerable disparity is exhibited by the

returns. According to Pridham, it is found in the greatest

degree among the Sinhalese, among whom the surplus of

men averages twelve per cent., but it is also observable in the

case of the Malabar population in the northern province, where

the surplus of men averages six per cent* Robert Ormc
states 4hat, in India, the number of women exceeds that of

men ;
* but this is’ certainly not the case in every part of the

country. I11 a census or the North-West Provinces, taken

during the year 1866, the proportions between the sexes were

found to be too men to 855 women, and, in the Panjab,

even ico to 8r8.a In some districts of the Himalayas
there is a surplus of males, in others of females.7 In Kashmir,

the proportion of men to women is as three to one.* In the

Buddhist country of Ladakh, says Sir A Cunningham, " it

will be observed that tie female* outnumber the males, while

the reverse is the ease in the Mussulman districts along the

Indus." ' In Malwa, in Central India, cite number of women
surpasses the number of men,1®and the same according to Sir

John bowring, is to a great extent the ease in China. 11 The
Todas of the Neilgherry Hills, on the other hand, amounted
in the year 1867, according to Mr. Breeks, to 455 males and
249 females of all ages, whilst Mr Marshall .some few years

ago found the 1‘oda males of all ages bear the proportion to

females of all ages of too to 75.’* Among the Mongols, as

we aiC informed by PrejevaUky, "the women arc far leas

1 Stone, in 'Jour. Roy. Geo. Sot.,' voL «Ivi. p. 55.

! Marsden, Ice. tit. p. 27a. * Lou, tec tit. p. 146.
1 Pridham, tee. tit. voL i. p. 451. Cf. Davy, toe tit. p. 107, note.
1 Quoted by Chen in,

' Recherche* sur les causes physiques (l< la poly-

garni e,' p. 13 .
’ Marshall, let. tit. p. ICO

1 Dualop, let. tit. pp. iSl,/tuf. ' Wilson, Ice. til

:

p. 374.

• Cunningham, 1 Ladik.’ p. 7Z9.

" Rfttfr, • ErdVunde,' vol. ». p 773,

" Bowring, 'The Population of China/ In ‘Trans. Roy. As. Sot. China
Branch,' vol. v. pp. 1 y, el it</.

12 Marshall, pji 100,102.
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numerous than the men :

H 1 and the same is said lo have

been the rase with the Massageta:, and to be the case still in

Kamchatka.’

As for the peoples of Africa. I have found two eases only

of an excess of men. the one among the population of Gaiega.

to the north-cast of Madagascar, the other among the

Quissama tribe in Angola.’ The reverse seems decidedly to

b: the rule. Thus, from Morocco Dr. Churchcr writes to me
that "there appears to be a striking disproportion, though

there is no such tiling as statistics in this land." In Ma Bung,

in the Tiinannce country, Major Laing counted three women
to one man.* A census taken in Lagos in 1872 showed

among the population of African origin, 27,774 men and

32,353 women.* Among the Negroes of the Gold Coast,

according to Busman ; in LatiSka, according to Einin Pasha
;

among the Waguha of West Tanganyika, according to Mr.

A. J. Swann ; among the Wa-talta, according to Mr. Joseph

Thomson, women predominate.® Mr. Cousins is inclined to

tliink that the same is the ease with the Cis-Natalian Kafirs,

" as there arc few bachelors, and the majority of men have

more than one wife."’ In Uganda, says the Rev. C. T. Wil-

son, " the female population is largely in excess of the mac,
the proportion being about three and a half to One."’

In European countries, the number of men and of women
from fifteen to twenty years of age is generally almost the

same ; but in an earlier period of life there arc more men
than women, and, in a later, more women than men.®

’This disparity in the numbersof the sexes is due to various

1 Prqevalrky, • Mongolia,’ voL i p 71.

* RitausU, hx. (it. voL I. p. J45 Gotland,

1

Das AuMlcrbcn dcr

Naturvolkcr,’ p. 4$
3 Wait*. ‘ Introduction to Anthropology,’ p m. Price, in ’Jon.

Anthr. Inst.,’ voL 1. p 189.

* Liing, ‘Travels in the T.manuoc, Kjoranko, and Soolim* Countries,’

p. 59 '
1 ‘ Globus,’ vol *11 p. aj3,

a Boitnan, lot. at. p. 424. * Emin Pasha in Central Airies.,
1

p. 225.

Mr. Swann, in a letter. Thomson, *Through Masai Land,’ p jt.
’ </ Lichtenstein, la. tit. vol i. p 24* (Klrous).
* Wilson ar.d Felkin, toe. at. vol. 1. p 1 $o
» r Oettrrgen. for. rit. p. 59. Cf. Wapplus, for. tit. vol. II. p 215.
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causes. The preponderance of women depends to & great

extent upon the higher mortality of men. Dr. Sutherland

found that the average age of 109 Eskimo was nearly 22

years—that of the females 24*5, that of the males 19*3 years. 1

The men pa$3 most of their time at sea, in snow and rain»

heat and cold* and many of them arc drowned. The result

of this troublesome and dangerous life is that few of them
attain the age of fifty, whereas many women reach the age

of seventy or even eighty. This, according to Dr. King,

is the reason why, among this people, there generally

fewer men than women* Mr. Bancroft states that, among
the Ingaiiks near the mouth of the Yukon, some of the

women reach sixty, while the men rarely attain more than

forty-five years.1 In Europe, the death-rate is higher among
men than among women, partly because of the greater dangers

they arc exposed to. Among many savage and barbarous

peoples, however, the greater mortality of the male population

depends chiefly upon the destructive influence of war.* 41 As
all nations of Indians in their natural condition," says Mr.

Catlin, "are unceasingly at war with the tribes that arc

about them, . . . their warriors arc killed off to that extent,

that in many instances two, or sometimes three women to a

man arc found in a tribe." 6 According to Ellis, it is supposed

by the Missionaries in Madagascar that, in consequence of the

destructive ravages of war, in .some of the provinces there are

among the free portion of the inhabitants five, and in other

three, women to one man, whilst the proportion of the scxca

seems to be equal at birth.* But I am inclined to think that

1 Sutherland, 4 On tfc« Esquimaux; in 'Jour. Elba. Soc. London/
to!, iv p. 213.

* King, <M voL l p. 152. 1 Bancroft, fa. at. vol. L p. 133.
4 SbastiU (Power*, fa. ciL jx 243), Khosaa {Lichtenstein, fa. M

vol. i. p. 244), Cis-N (Italian Kafirs (Mr. Coating people of Baghirmi

(Kachtigal, fa. at. rcL ii. p. 616}, Waguha (Mr. Swann). In Morocco,

according to Dr. Churchcr, warfare of a civil or tribal kind hns, no doubt

had some influence upon the disproportion of the SOSOS
;
and the some

is the case in Uganda (Wilson and Felkln, fa. at. vol. t p. 551).

9 Catlin, fa. at. vol. L p. 119. Cf'. Morgan,
4 Systems of CcrijM^uiniry

ami Affinity/ p. 477-
i Eliia,

1 History of Madagascar/ vol i p. 152.

!! H
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this cause operates principally at tolerably advanced stages

of civilization, and only in a smaller degree among the rudest

savages, who, devoid of any definite tribal organization, live a

wandering life, scattered in families or hordes consisting of a

few persons. Thus, with regard to the Yahgana of Tierra del

Fuego, Mr. Bridges writes to me. u On several occasions when

some hundreds of natives have been gathered together, i have

taken censuses of them, and have always found the sexes

equal or nearly so. . . . War was unknown, though fightings

were frequent, but women took part in them a$ energetically

as the men. and suffered equally with them— if anything,

more." Among the Australians also, as we have seen, ware

do not cause any dispioportior. between the sexes.

The surplus of males is often due to female infanticide;

1

and among certain peoples there is another cause which must

be taken into account- Captain Lewin states that, among
the Toungtha, women die at a comparatively early age

because of the constant labour which their sex entails upon

them, whereas the men live very long.* And the same is

said by Mr. Kirby with regard to the Kutchin.0

Moreover, there is a disproportion between the sexes at

birth. Among some peoples more hoys am born, among others

more girls
;
and the surplus is often considerable. Mr, Ross

thinks that, among the Eastern Tlnneh, M the proportion of

births is rather in favour of females,'" whilst the Aht women
«eem to have more boys than girls. 4 Von Humboldt found

by examining baptismal registers, that more boys than girls

were born in some communities of New Spain. 4 The same,

according to M. Belly. is the ease among the Indians of

Guatemala and Nicaragua. 0

1 Kutchfc (Kirby, In ‘Smith. Rep.,* 1S64, p. 41ft. Guana# (Azantfo*.

ciL vol. it. p. 93X Hawaiian# (Ellin, ‘Tour through Hawaii/ p 414). Tth:-

‘Polynesian Researches/ voL i. pp. 257, *i txy.)
%
natives of

Maupiti (Montgomery, lee. cit. voL ii. p. 12), Kuku (de Ujfalvy, in ‘ Hull

Soc. d'AathrV sen lii. veil. v. p. 227k Kashmiri (WQsoa, lee. (it. p. 374).
* Lewin. lee. cif. pp. 195, ti stq.

3 Kirby, in 1 Smith. Rep./ 1864, p. 418.

• Ro** 1866, p. 305. Sproat, lee. cit. p. 94
1 Humboldt, k

Political Essay/ vol i. pp. 231, el /ry.

4 Belly, * A travers PAmdrlquO Central#,* roL i. p. 253, note,
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In the interior of Australia, Mr. Sturt met u'ith several

smaller tribes :n which the number of girls was considerably

greater than the number of boys, though in other tribes the

proportion of births is in favour of males. 5 Sir. G. Grey drew

up a list of 222 birth.-*, and of these 93 were females,

129 males.* In Tasmania, where the men were more
numerous than the women, female infanticide was very rare.®

The same is the case with the Sinhalese. They hold in

abhorrence the crime of exposing children, says Dr. Davy ;

and it is never committed except in some of the wildest

parts of the country, and even there only when the parents

themselves arc on the brink of starvation, and must either

sacrifice a part of the family or die.* Haeckel assures us

•hat among this people there is a permanent dispro-

portion between male and female births, ten boys being

born, on the average, to eight or nir.c girls.6 Among the

Todas, as we arc informed by Mr. Marshall, the male

children under fourteen years of age tear to the female

children of tire same period—ages estimated from their

personal appearance—the ratio of ICO to Sac,* though female

infanticide is never practised, having long since become
extinct through the action of the British Government.'

Mr. Man's inquiries tended to show that among the

Andamanusc, there is a slight predominance of female over

male births."

Bruce observes, “ From a diligent inquiry into the South

and Scripture-part of Mesopotamia, Armenia, and Syria, from

Mousul (nr Ninewli) to Aleppo and Antioch, I find the pro-

portion to be fully two women bom to one man There is

Indeed, a fraction over, but not a considerable one. From
Latikea, Laodicea ad mare, down the coast of Syria to Sidon,

the number is very nearly three, or two and three-fourths to

one man. Through the Holy Land, the country called

' Ssvn, tee. rir. vol. ii. pp. 77, 136, tr sif.

• Grey, /pi. ill. vol. ii. p. 3 $i.

5 Waltt-Gertand, !m. tit. vol. vi. p. 8t j. ‘ Davy, lot. til. p. -&>
• Haeckel. ' Inditcle Reisbriefe,' p. 240. 1 Marshall, toe. elf. p. too.

' Sloltl, In • Trans Ethn. Sue..’ N. S. rot. vii. p. 241.

• Man, in
1

J cor. Ar.ihr. Inst.,
1
vcl. xii. p. Sr.

II It 2
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Horan, in the Isthmus of Suez, and the part* of the Delta,

unfrequented by strangers, it is something less than three.

But from Suez to the Straits of Babelmandeb, which contain*

the three Arabia?, the portion is fully four women to one

man, which, 1 have reason to believe, holds as far as the

Line, and 30° beyond it” The manner in which Bruce came
to these conclusions he describes as follows “ Whenever I

went into a town, village, or inhabited place, dwelt long in a

mountain, 01 travelled journeys with any set of people, 1

always made it my business to inquire how many children

they had, or their fathers, their next neighbours, or acquaint-

ance. This not being a captious question, or what any one

would scruple to answer, there was no interest to deceive.

. . . I say, therefore, that a medium of both sexes arising

from three 01 four hundred families indiscriminately taken,

shall be the proportion in which one differs from the

other." 1

This statement has been contradicted, but, so far as I

know, it ha* not been proved to lie wholly without founda-

tion. It is to some extent made credible by what Dr.

Churcher informs me regarding the disproportion of the

sexes among the Moors of Morocco. As the result of his

own observation, and that of a Mohammedan friend of his,

he writes, ” There is certainly a disproportion also at birth.

. . . It would be safe to say that the female births arc in

the proportion of three females to one male
;

this partly

accounts for the great rejoicing when a son is burn. It

reacts, however, in this way, that the people say, ‘ Allah ha*

given us more women than men. hence it is evident that

polygamy is of God.’ " In the Monbuttu country', according

to Emin Pasha, “far more female children arc born than

males." i And, regarding tire disproportion between the

sexes in Uganda, Mr. Wilson ays, "Careful observation

has established the fact that there are a good many’ more
female births than male, and, on taking the group* of children

playing by the roadside, there will always be found to be

1 Bruce, ’Travels 111 Discover ihe Source of the Nile,’ »ol. i. pp. 384.

«*•
1 1 Emir. I’asha in Central Africa,' p. J09.
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more girls than boys
"

1

Confronted by these definite state-

ments, and by the fact that, in many African countries, there

is a striking excess of women, »c cannot with Sdssmilch and

Chervin* dismiss as wholly groundless Montesquieu’s well-

known assertion tbat in the hot regions of the Old World

more girls arc bom than boys,8 although such disproportion

certainly does not exist in every tiopical country.

In Europe, the average male births outnumber the female

by about five per cent, the stiii-born being excluded. But

the rate varies in the different countries. Thus, ir. Russian

Poland, only 101 boys are bom to ico girls, whilst, in

Roumania and Greece, the proportion is it! to iOO.‘

The excess of male over female births is less when they

are illegitimate than when legitimate.'

Ever since Aristotle’s days inquirers have sought to dis-

cover the causes which determine the sex of the offspring

;

but no conclusion commanding general assent has yet been

arrived at The law of Hofackcr and Sadler, according to

which more boys are bom if the husband is older than the

wife, more girls if the wife is older than the husband, has

attracted the greatest number of adherents.0 But Noirot and

Breslau have lately come to the opposite result, and, from

the data fcf Norwegian statistics, Berner has shown that the

law is untenable.7 Dr. Goehlert has modified it so far that

he holds the sex to be influenced, not by the relative, but by

the absolute ages of the parents* But W. Stieda lias found

1 Wilson and Fellin, A*, at. voL i. pp. 150, tt ref.

1 Sunmileh. • Die goitlicbe Ordnun? in den Veranderungen de; mensch-

lichen Geschlechli,1
vol. ii. pp. 158, 359, &c. Cbcrvfn, lot. clt. pp. 38,4c.

' Montesquieu, lot. til. boos xvi. dl 4.

1 v. Octlingea, lot. tit. p. jj.

' Sadler. ‘The Law of Population,' vol. ii. pp. 3 J7
-
3J9- *• Oettingea,

(x 56.

• ltofacker and Hotter, 'Ueber Eigenscfcaften, wetehe slch bet Mec-

schec und Thieren von den AHtcra auf die N aclikommen vererben.'

Sadler, lot. tit vol ii. pp. 33J, et ref.

’ Heater, lot. tit. p. 3c6. Berner, ' Ueber die Uriacben der Ge-

Khtechuwldung ;

'
quoted by Jaoke, tot. tit. p. 347 -

* Goehlert, ‘ Ilie Geschlechtrwcrschicdenhcii der Kinder in den Eton •

in 'Zei'.scfcr. f. Ethaol,' vol. xiii. pp. 119 :::.
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from the registers of biith 3 in Alsace-Lorraine, that neither

the relative nor the absolute ages or the parents exercise this

sort of influence.' Again, Platter, in a paper in ' Statistische

Monatsschrift’ (Vienna} for 1875, concludes from the ex-

amination of thirty million births that the less the difference

in the age of the parents the greater is the probability of

hoys being born.’

Tt has, further, been suggested that polygyny leads to the

birth of a greater proportion of female infants.' Dr. J.

Campbell, however, who carefully attended to this subject in

the harems of Siam, concludes that the proportion of male

to female births is the same as from monogamous unions*

It has also been maintained, in a paper read before the

“ Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland" by

Mr. John Sanderson, that, among the Kafirs resident in

Natal and the adjoining countries, there was no surplus of

female births in polygynous families.
6 The mass of facts

collected by Mr. Sanderson is, however, too small to warrant

any positive general deductions, and the like must be said of

the information on the subject which Mr. Cousins and Mr.

Myles have sent me from the same part of South Africa.

According to M. Rcmy and Mr. Hyde, on the other hand, the

censuses of the Mormons show a great excess of female births. 1

But it is impossible to believe that polygynous intercourse/vr

se can cause such an excess. Hardly any animal, as Mr. Dar-

win remarks, has been rendered so highly polygynous as

English race-horses
;

nevertheless, their male and female

offspring are almost exactly equal in number. 7

Of all the theories relating to this subject, the one set

forth by Dr. DUsing9
is by far the most important Accord-

1 Sttala, ‘Dai SosnnlvathhlmlHder Gebotecen,’ pp. 19,2a, 34, 35, &c;

quoted by v. Gottingen, Ue elf. p. 67.
! For this statement I am indebted to Mr. Joseph Jacobs.
3 Burton, ‘The City of the Saints,’ p. JJ 1. Idem, ’Abeukuta,’ roL i.

p. a is. note. * ’The Anthropological Review,’ vol. viil p. evffi.

6 Sandertcei, • Polygamous Marriage among the Knfirs ci Natal,’ in

• Jour. Anthr. low,’ vot vlii pp. 354-360.
4 Burton, ‘Tbc City of the Saints,’ p. 521.
' Daruin, ’The Descent ol Min,’ voL i. pp. 37S, efs,y.
" DlUing, ‘Pic ReRulierung des Geschlechtsvertuiltnisses bci dcr Ver-

tnchnmjt der Menscbon, Tieie und l’tkuuen.’
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ing to him, the characters of animals and plants which

influence the formation of 3ex arc due to natural selection.

In every species, the proportion between the sexes has a
tendency to keep constant, but the organisms arc so well

adapted to the conditions of life that, under anomalous cir-

cumstances. they produce more individuals of that sex of

which there is the greatest need. When nourisluncnt is

abundant, strengthened reproduction is an advantage to the

species, whereas the reverse is the ease when nourishment is

scarce. Hence—the power of multiplication depending

chiefly upon the number of females—organisms, when un-

usually well nourished, produce comparatively more female

offspring
;

in the opposite case, mom male. Dr. Dii.sing and,

before him. Dr. Floss,' have adduced several lemarUablc

facts which seem to indicate that such a connection between

abundance and the production of females, and between

scarcity and the production of males, actually exists It is. for

example, a common opinion among furriers that rich regions

give more female furs, poor regions more male. 5
It is an

established fact that male births are in greater excess in

country districts, the population of which is often badly fed,

than in towns, where the conditions of life are shown to be,

as a rule, more luxurious.1 A similar excess is found among
poor people as compared with the well-off classes. 4 Especially

remarkable is Dr. Floss's statement that in highlands

comparatively more boys arc born than in lowlands. He
found that, In Saxony, in the years 1S/17-1S49, the proportion

between male and female births was 105 9 to 100 in the

region no: exceeding SCO Paris feet above the level of the

sea; 1073 to !CO, at a height of between l.ooi and 1,500

* Plow, ‘Ueber d:e das Ceschlechtsvcrlultniis de: Kinder bed.n-

genden Uisachen,
1

in ‘ Monatsschrifr fur Gcburtsfcunde uad Frauenkrank-

heiteo,' voL xli. pp. 331-3(0.
1 JM., vol. )d( p. 340.
* v Oeningen, /<*. rtf. pp. 64. rt*y. DUsing, lot. cii. pp. >59, rt«y.
* Dlislng. pp. 161, rt iff. 1 may cill attention to the fact that among

the Swodi-h nobility, according censures taken in the years 1S5 j tSfe,

contrary to tl>e general rule in Europe, female births actually outnumber

ranlc (Bertfl on, in ‘Diction, encycl. des sciences me'dicalei,' scr. ii. vol

xi p- 47 3 )<
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feet
;
and 107 8 to ico, at a height of between 1,501 and

2000.'

The evidence adduced by Dr. Ploss and Di. Uusing is cer-

tainly not strong enough to permit us to regard their in-

ference otherwise than as an hypothesis. But it is an

hypothesis in which there seems to be some truth. There are

ethnological facts which fully harmonize with it.

According to the census made by the collectors of districts

in 1814, the whole population of the old English possessions

in Ceylon formed a grand total of 475,883 souls, the males

outnumbering the females by 27,193. Above the age of

puberty there were 156.447 males, and 1424 53 females;

below that age, 95,091 inales, and 81,892 females. Davy, who
thinks that the census is not far from the truth, remarks,

"The disproportion appears to he greatest in the poorest

parts of the country, where the population is thinnest, and it

is most difficult to support life
;
and smallest where there is

least want Indeed, in some of the fishing villages, where

there is abundance of food, the number ol females rather

exceeds that of the males. May it not be a wise provision

of provident Nature to promote, by extreme poverty, the

generation of males rather than of female* ?"»

Very remarkable is the striking coincidence of polyandry

with the great poverty of the countries in which it prevail!.

It seems to be beyond doubt that this practice, as a rule, is

due to Marcity of women. This is the view taken by most of

the authorities to whom we owe our knowledge of polyandrous

peoples. 8 And this disproportion between the sexes cannot,

at least in many instances, be explained as a result of female

1 Plots, in ‘Monoutchrift f. Ccbwttkunde,' vol. xii. p. 35a. In the

region between jci ro 1,00 fee, which Is the most fertile (ibid, p. 353),

the proportion i»as 105-7 to ice. * Davy, let. til p. 107, note.
1 Seeaanr, • Voyage of HiraldJ voL up. 65 (Western Eskimo), » Hum-

boldt, • Personal Narrative,* vd. v. p 548 (Avanos uvd Mayputs). Waiti-

Ccrtand, lot. til vol. vi. p. nS (N’ukahivans). Haeckel, ‘ Indiache Rcise-

brlefe,* p. 340 (Sinhalese). Marshall, lee. tit. p. 314; Shorn, in ‘Trans.

Ellin. Soc.,’ N.S. vol viu p. 240 (Tolas). Dunlop, let. cit. p 181 j Fraser,

‘journal ol a Tour through the HimAia Mountains,
1

p. 308
;
Stulpnagd,

in ‘The Indian Antiquary,' vol vii. p 133 (Himalayan*).- Rdmctut, !cc.

til. vol. i. p. 245 (Masiagete).
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infanticide. It was formerly said that the excess of men
among the Todas was owing to the fact that all the girls

beyond a certain number were destroyed in the cradle
;
but

later investigations, as we have seen, show that the excess

depends upon a striking disproportion between male and

female births. Dr. Scemann states that, among those Eskimo
tribes who practise polyandry, an<i among whom men are more
numerous than women, female infanticide seems to be un-

known. 1 With regard to the inhabitamsof the Jounsar district

of the Himalayas, Mr. Dunlop says, " Wherever the practice of

polyandry exists, there is a striking discrepance in the pro-

portions of the sexes among young children as well as adults
;

thus, in a village where I have found upwards of four hundred
boys, there were only one hundred and twenty girls, yet the

temptations to female infanticide, owing to expensive mar-

riages and extravagant dowers which exist among the

Rajputs of the plains, arc not found in the hills where the

marriages are comparatively inexpensive, and where the wife,

instead of bringing a large dowry, is usually purchased for a

considerable sum from her parents. In the Garhwal Hills,

moreover, where polygamy is prevalent, there is a surplus of

female children. ... I am inclined to give more weight to

Nature's adaptability to national habit, than to the possi-

bility of infanticide being the cause of the discrepance found

in Jouniar.”1 Female infants arc killed only where they arc

a burden to the family or community to which they belong.

Hut it will be shown subsequently tluit this is by no means
the case with the inhabitants of the Himalayas. Hence it

seems almost probable that, among the poiyandrous peoples

of these regions, as among the Todas and Sinhalese, more
boys are bom than girls.

It has been said that Tibetan polyandry depends upon the

scarcity of women in a marriageable state, and that this

scarcity is due to the Lama nunneries absorbing so many of

the girls.* Bu; Koeppen clears the religion of Tibet of any

1 Sremann, • Voyage ol NenM,' vol. U. p. 66.

* Dunlop, lot. til. pp. i8l, tt iry.

* Beauregard, En Aaie
;
Kachinlr el Tibet, 1 in ‘Bull. Soc. d'Anibr..

Mr. iii. vol. v. pp. 265, 367, 27 1. Cf. Wilson, lot tit. p. 21a
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responsibility for polyandry, showing that the practice existed

in the country before the introduction of Buddhism. 1 Mr.

Baber states the very remarkable fact that " polygamy obtains

in valleys, while polyandry prevails in the uplands.”' Ac-

cording to Mr. Rockhill, "female infanticide is not practised

in Tibet, except among the women married to Chinese

and Crosier and Du Halde expressly assert that more males

than female* are born there.*

Much stress must be laid on the fact that polyandry

prevails chiefly in peer countries. “ Polyandry,” says Lieu-

tenant Cunningham, “ appears to be essential in a country In

which the quantity of cultivable land is limited, and in which

pasture' arc not extensive, in which there are but few facili-

ties fur carrying on commerce, and in which there is no

mineral wealth readily made available." * " II cst connu,” says

M, Vinson, "que sur la cOte de Malabar la polyandrie a 4t4

dtablie pour obvier i la pdnurie de* subsistanccs." 0 The
Santals live in a country a great part of which is poor and
sterile/ Regarding the Kunawari, Miss Gordon Dimming
remarks, " There Is a curious distinction in the social customs

of the people In the upper and lower part of this valley.

Below Wangtu it is said that polygamy prcrils, as elsewhere

,

every man buying his wives from their parents for a given

number of rupees.
. . . Farther up the valley, however,

where the people arc very poor, and the tiny ridges of culti-

vation will not support large families, polyandry is common '’

Speaking of the Botis of Ladakh, Sir A. Cunningham asserts

that polyandry " was a most politic measure for a poor country
which docs not produce sufficient food for its inhabitants.""

1 Koeppen, • Die Religion de* Buddha,' vol I. p. 476.
5 Baber, 'Travels and Researches in the interior of China,' in

1
Roy.

Geo. $oc. Supplementary Paper*,' vol. u p. 97.
1 Roc Willi, toe. or p. 314, note.

* Koeppen, vo). 1 . pp. 476. et sej. note 2. Du Hnkle, * Description de la

Chine,' vol. iv. p. 57a
* Cunningham, in ‘/our. As. See. Bengal,1 voL xiii. pi. i. p. 202.
* 1 BuC Soc d'Anthr.,' ser. lil vol. v. p. 339.
1 ‘Ymer,' v<J. v. p aid
’ Gordon Cununing, lor. a/, pp. 435, et ny,
' Cunningham, * Laddl,’ p. 306.
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Mr. Bcllcw holds the same view with regard to polyandry in

Lammayru in Ladakh:—^The population is kept down to a

proportion which the country is capable of supporting. For

the only parts of it which are habitable are the narrow valleys

through which its rivers flow, and the little nooks in the

mountains which are watered by their torrent tributaries/’ 1

According to Mr. Wilson, even one of the Moravian mission-

aries defended the polyandry of the Tibetans "as good for

the heathen of so sterile a country," since superabundant popu-

lation in an unfertile country', would be a great calamity and
produce " eternal warfare or eternal want.” 1 A similar opinion

is pronounced by Koeppen, Turner, de Ujfalvy, and Wilson. 3

It is commonly asserted that this coincidence of polyandry

with poverty of material resources depends upon the inten-

tion of the people to check an increase of copulation, or upon
the fact that the men are not rich enough :o support or buy
wives for themselves. But the accuracy of these assumptions

is very doubtful. Among no polyandrous people, except the

Tibetans with their nunneries do we know of a class of un-

married women. Moreover, even if a woman is sometimes a

burden to her husband in a tribe that live* by hunting, her

position is very different among a pastoral or agricultural

people. In the Himalayas, as Mr. Fraser remarks, women
arc useful in the fields and in domestic labours, and fully cam
their own subsistence. 1 Again, Turner, who had many oppor-

tune of seeing Western Tibet, asMjrts that polyandry there

is not confined to the lower ranks alone, but is frequently found

in the roost opulent families,—a statement with which Mr.

Wilson agrees.0 In Ceylon, as we have seen, it prevails chiefly

among the wealthier classes.® And in the villages of the

Kotegarh district in the Himalayas, accord ingto Dr.Stulpnagc!

,

most of the cases of polyandry are found among well-to-do

peoples.
a

It is the poor” he says, "who prefer polygamy',

1 Belle*, 1c*. eit p. is8.
1 Wilton, /*. dr. p *16.

J Koeppen, fee. cif. voL i. jx 476. Turner, 4 Embassy to Tibet*1
p. 351.

4
Bull. Soc. d'AsuhrV scr. iii- voL v. p. 266 Wilson, pp. 215, cl

1 Fnier, Av. dt p. 307.

Turner. 1 Embassy to Tibet/ jx 349. Wilson, pp. 209, 21a
" Emerson Tcnncnc, lee. eit. voL ii. p. .pS
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on account of the value of the women as household drudges," 1

All these facts are certainly in favour of Dr. Diising’s theory;

and Dr. Ploas’s statement as to the excess of male births in

the highlands of Saxony becomes very important when we
consider that polyandry chiefly occurs among mountaineers

—in South Africa, as we have seen, as well as in Asia.

Dr. Dusing has, moreover, inferred that incest is less

common in proportion as the number of males is great

The more males, he says, the farther off they have to go
from their birthplace to find mates. Incest is injurous

to the species
;
hence incestuous unions have a tendency to

produce an excess of male offspring 1 Thus, according to

Dr. Nagel, certain plants, when self-fertilized, produce an

excess of male flowers. According to Dr. Gcchlcrt’s

statistical investigation, in the case of homes, the more the

parent animals differ in colour, the more the female foals

outnumber the male.’ Among the Jews, many of whom
marry cousins, there is a remarkable excess of male births.

In country districts where, as we have seen, comparatively

more boys arc born than in towns, marriage more frequently

takes place between kinsfolk. It is for a similar reason, says

Dr During, that illegitimate unions show a tendency to

produce female births.4

The evidence given by Dr. Dusing for the correctness of

his deduction is, then, exceedingly scanty— if, indeed, it can

be called evidence. Nevertheless, 1 think his main conclusion

holds good. Independently of his reasoning, I had come to

exactly the same result in a purely inductive way. There is

some ground for believing that mixture of race produces an

excess of female births. In his work on the ‘Trifccs of

California,’ Mr. Powers observes, “ It is a curious fact, which

1 Sielpoagcl, in 1The Indian Antiquary,’ vol. vii. p. [35.

• Dining, la. at. pp. 237-543.
2 1130 unions of horses of ihe mine colour gave 913 male foals to ICO

female; $78 unions of bones of somewhat different colours, 86 '

J

to ico

respectively ; 337 unions of horses of still mote different colours, 56 to

too respectively
;
30 unions ofhorses ol the meat widelydifferent colours,

30 to ico respssively (Goehlert, ‘ Ueber die Vererbung der Hanrfurbeit

bci den Pfcrden,’ in ‘Zeiuchr. f. Etlmol,’ vd. iiv. pp. 145-155).
‘ Dusing, pp. 243-245.
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has frequently come under my observation, and has been

abundantly confirmed by the pioneers, that among half-

breed children a decided majority arc girls. . . . Often I have

seen whole families of half-breed girls, but never one

composed entirely of boys, and seldom one wherein they

were more numerous."

1

When I mentioned this state-

ment to a gentleman who had spent many years in British

Columbia and other parts of North America, he replied that

he himself had made exactly the same observation. Mr.

Starkweather has found that, according to the United States

statistical tables of the sex of mulattoes bom in the Southern

States, there is an excess of from 12 to 15 per cent, of

female mulatto children, whilst, taking the whole population

together, the male births show an excess of
5

[»• cent.’

In Central America, according to Colonel Galindo, " an ex-

traordinary excess is observable In the births of white and
Ladino females over those of the males, the former being

iu proportion to the latter as six, or at least as five, to four :

among the Indians the births of males and fcmalc3 arc

about equal.”

3

Mr. Stephens asserts that, among the Ladinos

of Yucatan, the proportion is even as two to one.* Taken in

connection with the fact mentioned by Mr. Squier, that the

whites in Central America are as one to eight in comparison

with the mixed population,3 these statements accord well with

the following observation of M. Belly as regards Nicaragua

:

“ Ce qui me parait £tre le fait gdndral," he says, “ c'ost quo

dans les villes ou I'dldmcnt blanc domine, il sc proerde cn effet

plus dc fillers que de garcons. . . . Mais dans Jes campagncs

et partout ou la race Incicnne l'cmporte, e'est le contrairequi

se produit, et dfcs lors la preponderance du sexe maKulin sc

malntient par la preponderance de lYldment indigene. Le
mdme phenomine avai; ddji itd observd au Mexlquc." 8

Concerning the proportion of the sexes at birth among the

1 Panels, /«. at. pp. 149, 40J.
' StarkneiiUer, ‘The Law of Sex,’ pp 159, ft «f.
' Galindo, 'Co Central America,’ In ‘ |oor. Roy. Geo. Soc,’ vol vi.

p. 136.

1 Pochel, lot. til. p. 331 .

' Belly, /«• til. vol. i. p. 353, noie.

1 Sqcier, loe. <tt. p. 58.
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mixed race? of South America. 1 have unfortunately no
definite statement* at my disposal But Mr. J. S. Robertnn
informs me, from Chaflara! in Chili, that in that country

with its numerous mongrels, more females arc born than

males. According to the list of the population of the

capitaina of Sao Paulo, in the year 1815. given by v. Spix
and v. Martius—n list which includes more than zco.ooo
persons,—the proportion between women and men is. among
the mulattr.es, 1 14*65 to too; among the whites, 1093
to 100; among the blacks, ico to 129.* But this last

proportion is ofno consequence, as we have no account of the

number of negro slaves annually imported into the capitaina

Sir R. F. Burton found, from the census returns of 1S59 fur

the town of Sao Join d'EI Rei. where there is a large inter-

mixture of the white race with the coloured women, an
excess of nearly 50 per cent, of women as compared with

men.’ A census of the population in the Province of Rio,

laken in the year 1844, also shows a considerable excess of
women, not only, however, among the mixed population, but

among the Indian and negro creoles as well; 3 and M. de
Caste!nau was astonished at the disproportionately large

number of females in Goya?.*

In the northern parts of the United States, according to

Kohl, female children predominate in the families of the
cross-breeds arising from tho intercourse of Frenchmen
with Indian women.1 This statement is very much like

Graf v. Gdrtz's, that the families of the offspring of Dutchmen
and Malay women ir. Java (Lipplapps) consist chiefly of
daughters. 4 A census taken in the eighteenth century, given
by Sussmilch proves also that among these mongrels there
is a great excess of women over men.’ From Stanley Pool
in Congo. Dr. Sims "-rites to me, •' It is the subject of general

* v- s l»‘ and v. Maniu*, lot. tit. rol ii p. 33,
1 Burton, ‘The Highlands of the Braril,' vol. t. p. ttj.
* de CaEdnau, ‘ Erpddilion dana 1« panics centrales de I'Amcrraue

du Sud,' ili«Qire du voyage, vol.

/Av/, vol. i. p 338.

v Gflttx, Ik. til. voL ii_ p :88.

Sussmilch. lot. d. voL ii. pp Xc, n tej.

' PP- '37-

' Aodand; 1859, pp. 58, ‘I r/y.
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remark here, that the half-caste children are generally girls
;

out of ten I can count, two only axe boys.'* At the same
time he states that, among the native Bateke people, no
disproportion between the sexes is observable. Mr. Cousins

informs me that, in the western province of Cis-Natalian

Kafirland, in the " Karco " district from Caledon up to

Mosscl Bay, there is a half-caste or mixed race called " Brain

Mcnschen,” generally known as bastards, among whom more

females than males are born. Dr. Felkln found that, among
the foreign women imported to Uganda, the excess of

females in the first births was enormous, vis.
%
510 females to

ico males, as compared with 102 females to 100 males in

first births from pure Waganda women
;

whilst in subse-

quent pregnancies of these imported women the ratio was 137

females to ICO males As a matter of fact, in the families

of the poorer claws of Uganda, who - do all in their power

to marry pure Waganda women,’' the sexes are as evenly

balanced as in Europe, whereas this is certainly not the ease

among the children of chiefs and wealthy men who have large

harems supplied mainly with foreign wives, “
1 found,' says

Dr. Feikin,
11
that of the women captured by the slave-raiders

in Central Africa, and brought down to the East Coast,

either near Zanzibar or through the Soudan to the Reel Sea,

those who had been impregnated on the way usually produced

female children. Hence the Soudan slave-dealers, instead of

having only one slave to sell, have a woman and a female

child." 1 Dr. Feikin suggests, as an explanation of this excess

of female births, that the temporarily superior parent

produces the opposite sex
; but the facts stated seem strongly

to corroborate the theory that intermixture of race is in

favour of female bir ths. Very remarkable are two statements

in tire Talmud, that mixed marriages produce only girls. 5

Mr. Jacobs informs me that his collection of Jewish statistics

includes detail:, of 1 iS mixed marriage*; of these 28

are sterile, and In the remainder there are 145 female children

and 122 male—that is, 1 18 83 to 100 males.

* Kclk.ii,
4 Contribution 10 the Deicmiiution of Sex,' in ‘Edinburgh

Medical Journal,' voL xxxii. pt i. pjx 233 236.

- Jxcohs, in * Jeer. Anthr. Inst./ voJ. w. pp. 44, ct
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Wc must not, of course, take for grantee! that what applies

to certain races of men holds gorxl for all of them
;
but it

should be observed that the cases mentioned refer to mongrels

of very different kinds. It is indeed scarcely probable that

anything else than the crowing can be the cause of this ex.

cess of females, as facts tend to show that unions between

related individuals or, generally, between individuals who
arc very like each other, produce a comparatively great

number of male offspring.

In ail the in-and-in bred stocks of the Bates herd at

KirkJevington, according to Mr. Bell, the number of bull

calves was constantly very far in excess of the heifers, 1 Of
the in-and-in bred Warlaby branch of short -horns. Mr. Carr

says that it “ appears to have a most destructive propen.

sity to breed bulla." 8 Dr. Gochlcrt’a statement a3 regards

horses, just referred to, is corroborated by Crampe's ip.,

vestigations, which included more than two thousand
different ewes, all tending to prove that female foals pre.

dominate in proportion as the parent animals differ in

colour. 8

Wc have seen that the Todas of the Ndlghcrry Hills arc

probably the most in-and-in hred people of whom, anything

is known, and wc haw also seen how, among them, the

disproportion between male and female births is strikingly in

favour of the males. Among the Badagls, a neighbouring
people, who, like the Todas, have numerous subdivisions of

caste, each of which differs in some social or ceremonial cus-

tom,4 and all of which, probably, arc endogamous, there is

also a considerable surplus of men.

6

Now it is very remark-
able that in another tribe inhabiting the same hill ranges, the
Kotars, who do not intermarry with the inhabitants of their

own village, but always seek a wife from another M
kotagiri,"

women arc not so scarce as among the Tedas and the

5 Ml, ‘The Htotory of Improved Short*Horn, or Dutham Cattle,' p. 352.
5 Carr, • The History of the Rise ar.d Progress of the Killerby. Studlov,

and Warlaby Herds of Shorthorn^ p. 98.
5 Jsnke, /<v. at pp 373, ti /*p.
4 Shorn, in 1 Trans. F.thn Soc.,' N. S. rol. vii. p. 285.
1 Met

r, /<v. at p. >31.
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Badagas. 1 Among the endcgamous Maoris, the men out-

number the women. So also among the Sinhalese, who con-

sider marriage between the father’s sister’s son and the

mother’s brother’s daughter the most pixijier union. Among
the poiyandrnus Arabs mentioned by Strabo, marriage be-

tween cousins was the rule. The polyandrous mountaineer

of South Africa, in almost every case, marries a daughter

of his father's brother. 5 And with the Jews, among whom
cousin marriages occur perhaps three times as often as among
the surrounding populations,8 the proportion of births is

probably more in favour of the males than among the non-

Jcwish population of Europe.* All these facts, taken together,

1 Men, Ice. at p. 131. 5 Theal, toe. at pp. 16, et iey.

* Jacolw, in 'Jour. Anlhr. Tim.,1
vol. xv. p. Mr. Jacobi thinis

that English Jews marry their first cousins to die citent of 7 5 per cent,

of all marriages, against a proportion ot aboet 3 per cent, for England

generally, as calcu&icd by Professor G. H. Darwin M. Stieda, In his
‘ EbeschUccsungen In Elsiis-Eothringcn 1 {1873-1876), gives tho pro-

portion of fonsifiguincous marriages among Jews as 1503 pei tlmoiand,

against t*S6 for S'rotcjunts, and 9 97 far Catholics (Jacobi, • Series in

Jewish Statistics/

* According to Mr. Jacob's comprehensive manuscript collection of

Jewish statistics, which he has kindly allowed me to examine, the

average proportion of male and female Jewish births registered in various

countries is t H'JO males to loo females, whilst the average proportion

among the non-Jewish population of the corresponding conntries is 105 :5

miles to too females. But Mr. Jacobs thinks that the accuracy of them
statistics may be called in question, as the abnormal figutes for Austria

(u 9 to ico, in the years 1861—1870) and Russia (rig to 100, In tho

years 1867—18701, olien compared with those for Posen (icS to 100 In

the years 18:9-1873) and Prussia {toS to roc, in tbe years 1S75—

i

88 i>,

render it likely that some uniform error occurs in the registration of

Jewish femnle children in Eastern Europe It has also been suggested

that less care is taken in the registration of females among poor Jews
Moreover, still-born children are not Included in the rates of births, and

this certainly affects the figures as to set, because, parturition being mo.t
difficult in the case of males than In that of females, there are not so

many still-born females as still born rules (v. Oettmgcn, let. cl/ p. 57).

E. Nagel attributes the excess of male births among Jews to the greater

care which Jewish wives take of their health during pregnancy, as also

to the smaller number of illegitimate births. But Mr. Jacobs believes

tbit the ratio of male births is greater among Jews than among non

Jewish European!, even If we take this objection into account.
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seem to render it probable that the degree of differentia*

tion in the sexual elements of the parents exercises some

influence upon the sex of the offspring, so that, when the

differentiation is unusually great, the births are in favour of

females
;
when it is unusually small, in favour of males.

We certainly cannot, from the numerical proportion of the

sexes, especially at birth, draw any inference as to the form

of marriage characteristic of the species. Among birds living

in a state of nature, polyandry is almost unheard of, though,

according to Dr. Brehm, the males are generally more numer-

ous than the females.1 As for man, there arc several non-

po!yandrou9 peoples among whom the men arc considerably

in excess of the women
;
whilst among other peoples polygyny

is forbidden, though the women are In excess of the men. Never-

theless, the form of marriage depends to a great extent upon

the proportion between the male and female population. Poly-

andry, as already said, is due chiefly to a surplus of men,

though it prevails only where the circumstances are otherwise

in favour- of iL And, as regards polygyny, I cannot agree

with M. Chcivin that it is quite independent of the proportion

between the sexes. f It has been observed that, in India, poly-

andry occurs in those parts of the country where the males

outnumber the females, polygyny in those where the reverie

is the me.* Indeed, in countries unaffected by European

civilisation, polygyny seems to prevail wherever women form

the majority.

Thus the causes which determine the proportion of the

sexes exercise some influence also upon the form of marriage.

Among the Eskimo, for instance, who, according to Arm-
strong, take more than one wife when the women are suffi-

ciently numerous,* polygyny results chiefly from the danger-

ous life the men have to lead in order to gain their subsistence.

Among the Indians of North America, it is, to a large extent,

due to the wars which destroy many of the male population.

' Brehm. ‘Bird- Life, p. *70. Darrin, 'The Descent of Man,' .0!. i.

pp. 382, rr

1 Chervin, /ft. lit. p. 38.

' (ioeh.cn, in 'Zeitschr. C EthooL,’ .0). *iii. p. i J/.

4 Armstrong, toe. at. p. 195.
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In certain countries it seems to be furthered by physiological

conditions leading to an excess of female births. As for

polyandry, we have seme reason to believe that It is due, cn
the or.c hand, to poor conditions of life, on the other to close

Intermarrying. As a matter of fact, die chief polyandrous

peoples either live in sterile mountain regions, or arc endo-

gamous in a very high degree.

There are several reasons why a man may desire to possess

mote than one wife. First, monogamy requires from him
periodical continence. He has to live apart from his wife,

not only for a certain time every month,' but, among many
peoples, during her pregnancy also.® Among the Shawanc;c,

for instance, “ as soon as a wife is announced to be in a state

of pregnancy, the matrimonial rights are suspended, and

contincncy preserved with a religious and mystical scrupu-

losity." 8 This suspension of matrimonial rights is usually

continued till a considerable time after child-birth. Among the

Northern Indians, a mother has to remain in a small tent

placed at a little distance from the odiers during a month or

five weeks;* and similar customs are found among many
other peoples* Very commonly, in a state of savage and

barbarous life, the husband must not cohabit with his wife

till the child is weaned.* And this prohibition is all the

1 Jones, in ' Smith. Rep,’ 1S66. p. 356 (Kutchin). Dill, tot. dL p 403
(Kaniagmuw). Schoolaaft, toe. tit. vot. v. p. 183 (Blackfeet). Bosnian,

tot. tit. pp 4 ? 3 . )V l
Wain, lot. at. vol ii. p iai (Negroes). Andrec,

tot. <it. p 14s (Jei't S tellur, /<v til. pp. 34;, et tty. (Kamchadales).
Riedel, tec. tit. p. 563 (proplc of Aru).

1 Alganquins (Heriot, tot. til p. 339), Pdew Iibrderi (Bastian,
‘ Rechtiverhaltniate.’ p. 31), Malays (fimmermann, tot. tit

.

voL i. p. 37),

l«~ope of Aru (Riedel, p. 363X Negroes (Readc, tot eit. pp 45, »«•

Moore, tot. at. p M3 . Waitr, voL ii. pp. i!t, tt ttg.\ MungeUe
(Hennregard, in ‘Bull. Soc. d'Anthr.,’ ser. iii. vol. v. p. *6*. note 61

,

Axteks (Bancroft, tot. tit. vol. IL p. 367).

* A»bc, lot. (it. p. J49- Heamc, tot. eit. p. 93.
'' Walla Wain (Wilkes, toe- eit. ml. iv. pp ua, ft tty.), Thlinkets,

Mosquitoes, Hen Zealanders (Waiti, vol. iii. p 3sS
; vol. iv. p 391

;

vol vi. p. 131), Chinese (Graf, lot. tit. voL I. p. 185)
* American Indians (Heiiot, p. 339), people of Aru (Riedel, p 163),

Caroline Islander* (KoUebue, tot. til. vol. Iii. p 310), Fijiai (Scemans,
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more severe, as the suckling-time generally lasts for two, three,

four years, or even more. In Sierra I-none, it was looked
upon as a crime of the most heinous nature if a wife co-

habited with her husband before the child was able to run

alone. 1 Among the Makondc, in Eastern Africa, says

Mr. Joseph Thomson, “when a woman bears a child, she

lives completely apart from her husband till the child is able
to speak, as otherwise it is believed that harm, if not death,

would coine to the infant."* In Fiji, “the relatives of a

woman take it as a public insult if any child should be born

before the customary three or four years have elapsed." 1

This long suckling-time is due chiefly to want of soft food

and animal milk* But when milk can be obtained,4 and
even when the people have domesticated animals able to

supply them with it,0 this kind of food is often avoided.

The Chinese, who are a Tartar people, and must have
descended at one time from the *' I-and of Grass,” entirely

eschew the use of milk. 5

Professor Bastian suggests that it is on hygienic giounds,

though almost instinctively, that a man abstains from co-

habitation with his wife during her picgnancy, and as long

as she suckles her child* But the reason seems rather to be

‘ Viti/
J>. 191 x Waryoro (' Emin Pasha in Central Afr.es/ p. Bit, Wagaada

(Wilson and Fetkin, be. at. voi. I p. 187), Ashantees (Reside, be. fit.

!*• 45 )
1 Moore, be. a'/, p. 333.

' Thomson, ' Notea on she Basin of the River Rovtima/ in ' Proceed.
Roy. Goo. See..’ N S. voL iv. p. 75. » Seemann, ' Viti/ p. i9 i

'
Cf. Egede. hi. at. p. 146; Brett, loc. at. p :os ; Bonwick, in ‘Jour.

Antar. Inst,’ vol. xvi. p. 305
;
Idem, • Daily Life/ p 78 ;

Brough Smyth,
be. at vol l. p 48. note *. ‘Thleritche MUe.br.,> ,ay* Uppers (' Die
Gesduchte der FaalBe/p n\ ‘iu ,0 wenig die ahgemebe Nshrung
der Menachhat auf einer sehr frjhtn Kulturstufe geucien, date
vietmehr siumntlithc V&lker der r.cucn Well am eieacr Enioicklune nu
nie ditto Stufe erktommen haben.’

» Car.tr, he. eft. p. 262
;
Powers Zee. at. p. 371 (North American

Indians).
0 Dalton, lee. lit. p. 38 (Akaa). Oldbam, in ’Jour Ethn. Soc. Lon*

don/ vol. III. p 340 (Ktuutas). Lewin, he. eU. p. afii (KisV-t' Harkneo,
he. fit. p 78 (Kotarij.

3 Wilion, toe. at. p 179.
• Basdan, in ’Zeittdir. f. Eihnol/ vol rl. p jSp
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of <t religious character. Diseases arc generally attributed

by savages to the influence of some evil spirit.

1

Among
many peoples the attainment of the age of puberty is marked

by most superstitious ceremonies.’ A woman, during the

time of menstruation, is looked upon with a mystic detesta-

tion.’ It is therefore quite in accordance with primitive ideas

that the appearance of a new being should be connected in

some way with supernatural agencies. Among the Ashantecs,

according-to Mr. Keadc, “when conception becomes apparent,

the girl gees through a ceremony of abuse, and is pelted down

to the sea, where she is cleansed She is then set aside
;

charms arc bound on her wrists, spells arc muttered over her.

and, by a wise sanitary regulation, her husband is not allowed

to cohabit with her from that time until she has finished

nursing her child."* A woman in child-bed is very commonly

considered unclean.’ In China, a man of the upper clashes

does not speak to his wife within the first month alter the

birth of a child, and no visitor will enter the house where site

lives." According to early Aryan traditions, as v. Zmigrodrki

remarks, a witch and a woman in child-bed arc persons so

intimately connected, that it is impca9ib!c to make any

distinction between them.
7

One of the chief causes of polygyny is the attraction which

female youth and beauty exercise upon man. Several

instances have already been mentioned of a fresh wife being

taken when the first wife grows old. Indeed, when a man,

soon after he has attained manhood, marries a woman of

similar age—not to speak cf such countries as China and Corea,

1 Cf Sproal, tot. til. p?. 2$t» ft . s
Ar-gai, 'Savage Life, voL i.

pp.A 331 i Rcadc, lot. til. p. aJO; Dal-.on, la. tit. pp. 46, 85.

1
Cf. Hoimberg, in

1 Acta Sot- Sci. Famine,’ vol. ir. pp. 401, el !«/.

(Kanugtmits) ; Bancroft, lot. til. vol. i. 242 (Chinooks) i Powers, lot. ,U.

pp. 235. it rry. (Wintun); v Martim, la. til. vol pp 644. fl *>!•

(Maciafa).

* Cf Schoolcraft, lot. tit. vol. iii. p. *43 ;
vol v. p. l?6; Witfee*, la. tit.

vol Iv p 456 ;
Walu-Geriami, lot. til. vol. vl. pp. 131, 7 / 8 ; Powera,

p. 32.
* Kcfldc, lot. til. p. 45.

* Plots, ‘ Dai Weih,' vol & pp. J76
~
3*7 >

* Kaiichcr, lot. tit. p. 4B.

’ v. Zmigrcdiki, let. til. p. 1 77 .
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where the Erst wife is generally a woman from three to eight

years older than her husband, 1—be will still be a man in the

prime of life, when the youthful beauty of hi* wife has passed

away for ever. Th:s is especially the case among peoples at

the lower stages of civilisation, among whom, as a rule, women
get old much sooner than in more advanced communities.

Thus In California, according to Mr. Powers, women are

rather handsome In their free and untoiling youth, but after

twenty-five or thirty they break down under their heavy bur-

dens and become ugly.® Among the Mandans, the beautyof the

women vanishes scon after marriage.® The Kutchin women
get "coarse and ugly as they grow old, owing to hard labour

and bad treatment"' Patagonian women are said to lose

their youth at a very early age, “ from exposure and hard

work;'' and among the Warraus, according to Schomburgk,
“ when the woman has reached hex twentieth year, the (lower

of her life is gone." 9 In New Zealand, Tahiti, Hawaii, and

other islands of the South Sea, the beauty of women soon

decays—“the result," 9ay3 Mr. Angas, “of hard labour in

some eases, and in othcis of early intercourse with the

opposite sex, combined with their mode of living, which

rapidly destroys their youthful appearance " *

"Women of fifty in Europe," Stavorinus observes. " Icok

younger and fresher than those of thirty in Batavia.”’ At
two and twenty, Dyak beauty “ has already begun to fade, and

the subsequent decay is rapid.” ' Among the Manipuris and

Garos, the women, pretty when young, soon become " hags "
;

*

and this is true also of the Aino women in Yesso, partly, it

is said, because of the exposed life they lead as children,

partly because of the cariy age at which they marry* and

1 Ross, Av. dt. p. 3t r. • Powers, loe. at. pp. 30, 44.
• Catlin, he. dt. vol. L p 131,

‘ Hardisty, in ‘Smith. Rep,' tS$6, p. 3t3,
4 Muster*, in ' Joor. Anrhr. Inst.,' voL L p. 196 Schomburgk, tec. at.

vol i. p. 13!.

a Angas, ‘Savage Life,’ vol L p. 311. Waltt-Gerland, lee. tit. vol. vi.

pp. 1 5. as-

• Stavorinus, ' Account of Java and Batavia,’ tn Pinkerton, • Collection

of Voyages,' vol. *i. p 193.
• Doyle, tec. at. p. tw, note. ' Dalton, tot. dt. pp. 50, 65.
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become mothers, and partly because of the hard life they

continue to lead afterwards.

1

In Africa female beauty fades quickly. The Egyptian

women, from the age of about fourteen to that of eighteen or

twenty, arc generally models of loveliness in body and limbs,

but, when they reach maturity, their attractions do not long

survive.* In Eastern Africa, according to Sir R. F. Burton,

the beauty of women is less perishable than in India snd

Arabia
;
but even there charms arc on the wane at thirty,

and, when old age comes on, the women arc no exceptions to

“the hideous decrepitude of the East" 3 Arab girls in the

Sahara preserve only till about their sixteenth year that

youthful freshness which the women of the north still possess

in the late spring of their life ;« and, among the Ba-kwileh,

women have no trace of beauty after twenty-five.

1

Speaking
of the Wolofs, Mr. Rcade remarks that tlie girls are very

pretty with their soft and glossy black skin, but, “ when the

first jet of youth is passed, the skin turns to a dirty yellow

and creases like old leather
;
their eyes sank into the skull,

and the breasts hang down like the udder of a cow, or shrivel

up like a bladder that has burst" 6 Among the Damaras,
Ovambo, and Kafirs, women, soon after maturity, begin to

wither, as we are told, on account of hard labour
;

T and the

Bushman women, it is said, soon become sterile from the

same cause." Among the Fulah, it is rare for a woman
older than twenty to become a mother; ar.d in Unyoro
Emin Pasha never saw a woman above twenty-five with

babies.*

Early intercourse with tlie opposite sex is adduced by
several writers as the cause of the short prime of savage

1 St John, ‘The A'hum/ in ' Jour. Antfcr. Inst,’ toL iu p. 249.
5 Lane, be. <it. vol. I. p. 50. On the Arabs of Upper Egypt, see Baker,

‘The Nile Tributaries/ pp i24t 265.
3 Burton, 4

First Footsteps/ p. 1 19.
4 Oumumc» ‘ Die Sahara/ p. 397. Cf. ibid., p. 81.
• • Yxner, veL v. p. 165.

.

1 Rcade, tee. cit. p. 447.
1 Chapman, tec. cit vol. i. p. 342. Arderwon. * Lake Ngarni/ pp. jo,

196. v. Weber, ice. dt to!. )i. pp 199, 200, 316.

• Thute, in ‘Bull. Soc. cFArnbr./ wr. lii. vol iv. p. 4ai.
1 Wait*, be. at. vol ii. p. 471. ‘Emin Posh* in Central Africa/ p. *5.
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women. But I am disposed to think that physical exertion

has a much greater influence. Even from a physiological

point of view hard labour seems to shcitcn female youth.

Statistics show that, among the poorer women of Berlin,

menstruation ceases a: a rather earlier age than among the

well-off classes.
1

It has been suggested that in hot countries

women less their beauty much sooner than in colder

regions,'

2

whereas men arc not affected in the same way by

climate. But, so far as I know, we are still in want of exact

information on this point

A further cause of polygyny is man's taste for variety.

Mcrolla da Sorrento asserts that the Negroes of Angola, who
used to exchange their wives with each other for a certain

time, excused themselves, when reproved, on the ground that

" they were not able to eat always of the same dish.",1 And
in Egypt, according to Mr. Lane, *' 6ckle passion is the most

evident and common motive both to polygamy and repeated

divorces
*

4

Motives due to man's passions are not, however, the only

causes of polygyny. We must also take into account hia

desire for offspring, wealth, and authority.

The barrenness of a wife is a vary common reason for the

choice of another partner. Among the Greenlanders, for

instance, who considered it a great disgrace for a man to

have no children, particularly no sons, a husbar.d generally

took a second wife, if the first one could not satisfy his desire

for offspring.* Among the Boris of Ladakh, says Lieutenant

Cunningham, “should a wife prove barren, a second can be

chosen, or should she have daughters only, a second can be

chosen similarly." 6
Ir. the Mubci tribe of Indo-China, poly-

gyny is allowed only if the wife is sterile
;

T and, among the

Patuah or Juanga. the Eskimo at Prince Regent's Bay, and
several other peoples, already referred to, a man scarcely o'er

1 Krieger, 4 Dio Menstruation/ p. 174.
# Lubbock, ‘The Origin of Civilisation,

1

p. 143, Former, Ax. (it.

vol. i. p. *40 .
I MemllA da Sorrento, Ax. cit p.w

4 Line, /or. at. vsL t. p. 352. 1 Craiu, Av. e(L vol. L p. 147-

0 Cunningham, in ‘jour. As. Soc. Bengal,* vol. xili. pt. 1. p. 204.
r Colquhcaii, ‘Amongst the Shana,* p. 71.
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takes a second wife if the first wife gives him children.
1

Among the Tuski, "if a man's wife bears only girls, he takes

another until he obtains a boy, but no more."

3

In China and

Tonqum, and among the Munda Xols of Chota Nag pore, t't

sometimes happens that the barren wife herself advises her

husband to take a fresh partner,* as Rachel gave Jacob

Biihah.*

The polygyny of the ancient Hindus seems to have been

due chiefly to the fact that men dreaded the idea of dying

childless, and M. I-e Play observes that even now in the East

the desire for offspring is one of the principal causes of poly-

gyny.
3 Dr. Gray makes the same remark as to the Chinese,"

Herr Andree as to the Jews.' In Egypt, says Mr. Lane, "a

man having a wife who has the misfortune to be barren, and

being too much attached to her to divorce her, is sometimes

induced to take a second wife, merely in the hope of obtain-

ing offspring.”*

The more wives, the more children
;
and the more children,

the greater power. Man in a savage and barbarous state is

proud of a large progeny, and he who lias most kinsfolk is

most honoured and feared
1
* Regarding certain Indians of

North America, among whom the dignity of chief was

elective, Heriot remarks that “ the choice usually fell upon

him who had the most numerous offspring, and who was

therefore considered as the person most deeply interested

in the welfare of the tribe."
10 Among the Chippewas, says

Mr. Keating, “ the pride and honour of parents depend upon

1 SamoclU, ‘Notes on a Forest Race called Futtooas or Juanga. In-

lub ting certain of the Tributary Mehalt of Cuttack,’ in
1 Joui. As. Soc.

Bengal,' voL xxv. p. yx. Waiu, Ik. cit. vol. iii. p. 30S.

: Unli, lot. at. p. 3S1.

> Katirhrr, lot. lit p. <j7 . Moore, Uc. cit. p. 17B. Jdliiiuluus, in

Zsit«hr. C EthcoL,' vol, iii. p. 37«.
* ‘ Genesis,’ eh. xxx w 1-4.

* L* Don, 1 La dviH*Btlon dcs Arabes,' p. 4?4-
1 Gray, 'ot. til. vol, i. p. 184.

’ Atxlrce, lot. /it p. 14ft * Lane. Ur. til. vol. i. p. 2S 2 -

Cf. Wait!, vol. tii p. 115; v. Martial, lot. til. vol L p. 353. note
j

Linngitcne, lot.M p. 15 i
d’Escayrac de Lautorc, far, til, p. 132.

M Heriot, lot. tit. p. 551.
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the extent of their family.” 1 Speaking of African polygyny.

Sir R F. Burton observes that the
u
culture of the marriage

tic is necessary among savages and barbarians, where, unlike

Europe, a man’s relations and connections arc his only

friends
;

(resides which, a multitude of wives ministers to his

pride and influence, state and pleasure” * Bosman tells us of

a viceroy tributary’ to the negro king of Fida, who, assisted

only by his sons and grandsons with their slaves, repulsed a

powerful enemy who came against him. This viceroy, with

his sons and grandsons, could make out the number of two

thousand descendants, not reckoning daughters or any that

were dead.
11 Moieovcr, in a state of nature, next to a man’s

wives, the real servant, the only one to be counted upon, is the

child. 1

A husband's desire for children often leads to polygyny in

countries where the fecundity of women is at a low rate.

More than a hundred years ago, Dr. liewit observed that

women arc naturally less prolific among rude than among
polished nations.5 This assertion, though not true universally,*

is probably true fn the main, ^ It is a vrry rare occurrence

for an Indian woman,” says Mr Catlln, •• to be ' blessed
r
with

more than four or five children during her life
; and, gener-

ally speaking, they seem contented with two or three,” *

This statement is confirmed by the evidence of several other

authorities
;

b and it holds good not only for the North Amcri-

1 Keating, /<<<. cit. vol. ii. p. *5<k
2 Burton, in ‘Trans Ethn. Soc,’ N. <v voi i. pp. 300, el /<*/. Cf. Mm,

1

First Footsteps 1

p. iat.

3 TJDjnttn. lee. ctl. jx 4$:.

* In the language of the Bcchuanw, the word 4
motlanka,' like the

' «mJi ’ of the Greeks and the 1 puer 1 of the Romans, Bgnifta at (Ik flame

time boy and servant (Caul is, let. tit. p 1 83, note).'

4 Schoolcraft, toe. lit. vol. vi. pp iSa, ft uf.
' A-'iiWg (he Kamcbadales JGeorgi, let. at. p ya), Golan* Indians

(Bieil. I'M. til. I- 4IJ, uote 3 ), Kutgiar.s (lore, let. ett. p. 133), Sanials

(Man. be. lit. p. 15). Gypiiei (Licbich. let. a/, p. si), Marti (Muminter,
fee. eft p Socials, and Kafirs (Burton, ' Fast Footsteps,' p 1(9),

(he women ue Hated to be more or less pro! fie.

1 Citlin, lac tit. vol Ii. p 3J8.

• Hcamr, toe. Ht. p. 313 (Northern Indians). Ron, in ‘Smith. Rep,’

1S86, p 30; 'Eastern Tinneh). Bancroft, lot. cit. vol i. pp i6p aiB, 2*2
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can Indians, bat, upon the whole, for a great many uncivilized

peoples. 1 Some writers ascribe this slight degree of prolific-

ness to hard labour,2 or to unfavourable conditions of life

in general.1 That it is partly due to the long period of

suckling is highly probable, not only because a woman less

easily becomes pregnant during the time of lactation, but also

on account of the continence in which she often has to live

during that period. The mortality of children is very great

among savages, 4 and this, co-operating with other causes to

keep the family small, makes polygyny seem to many peoples

absolutely necessary. Speaking of the Equatorial Africans,

Mr. Rcade says, “ Propagation is a perfect struggle
;
polygamy

becomes a law of nature
;
and even with the aid of this insti-

tution, co favourable to reproduction, there are fewer children

than wives." 8

A man’s fortune is increased by a multitude of wives not

only through their children, but through their labour. An
Eastern Central African, says Mr. Macdonald, finds no diffi-

culty in supporting even hundreds of wives. "The more

wives he has, the richer he is. It is his wives that maintain

him. They do all his ploughing, milling, cooking, &c. They

(Haidahs, Columbians uUaul Pujol Sound, Chinooks). Schoolcraft,

lot. tit. vol. v. p. 6S4 (Comanche!). Dali, tor. rif. p. (Ingulifcs). Mac-
kenzie, 1 Voyages,1

p. 147 {Beaver Indians). Aimstrong Ac. at. p. 195

(Eskimo). Cranr, let. iit. vol. i. p. 149 (Greenlanders). Uargen, in * Smith.

Rep.,' 1S63, p. 36S (Indians ol the Californian Peninsula). Gibbs, lor. at.

p. 109 (Indians of Western Washington and Nonh-Westem Oregon).
1 Talamanca Indians (Bovallius, lot. til. voL L p. 349), Guaranies

(Aaara, loc. a/, vol iL p. 59X Ostraks (Ahlqvlii, in ’Acta. Soc. Sci.

Pennine,' *ol *iv. p. 390), K tikis (Lewln, lot. at. p 3)5), Dyaks (Wallace,

‘The Malay Archipelago,' vol. I. p. 1 42), Sumatrans (Marsden, lot. tit.

p 357), Australians (Sturt, lot. (It. vol. ii, p, 137. Angas, ‘Savage Life,’

vol. i. pp Si, tt. tty. Wnlu-Gerland, too. til. vol. vi. p. 7*0), Maoris (Angas,

vol. i. p. 314), Tcdfl (Nachiigal lee. tit. vol. I. p. 44s ), Mandingces,
(Park, lot. itt. p. 319), Egltts (Burton, ‘ Abeokua,’ to). i. p. 207).

! Wallace,
1 The Malay Archipelago,* vol. i. p. 143. Mackenzie,

1 Voyages,* p 1*7.

' Heame, let. tit. p 313.
* CJ. Schoolcraft, lot. tit. vol. iii. p. 338 (Dacotah*); Powers, lot. tit.

p 131 (Wintun); Brett, lot. til. p. 413, note 2 (lndlue of Cuiam)
i

Bo«e, let. tit, p. 133 (Fucgiar.il 4 Badt, lot. (it. p 34-
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may be viewed as superior servants who combine ail the

capacities of maic servants and female servants in Britain

—

who do all his work and ask no wages”

1

Manual labour

among savages is undertaken chiefly by women
;
and, as

there arc no day-labourers or persons who will work for hire,

it becomes necessary for any ore who requires many servants

to have many wives. Mr. Wood remarks that, when an

Indian can purchase four or five wives, their labour in the

field is worth even more to the household than his exertions

in hunting* "The object of the Kulchin," says Mr. Kirby,
" is to have a greater number of poor creatures whom he can

use as beasts of burden for hauling his wood, carrying his

meat, and performing the drudgery of his camp." * A Medok
defends his having several wives on the plea that he requires

one to keep house, another to hunt, another to dig roots.' In

the Solomon Islands in New Guinea, at the Gold Coast, and in

other places where the women cultivate the ground, a plurality

of wives implies a rich supply of food;

6

whilst, among the

Tartars, according to Marco Polo, wives were of use to their

husbands as traders.*

A multitude of wives increases a raan'3 authority, not only

because it increases his fortune and the numberof his children,

or because it makes him able tn be liberal and keep open

doors for foreigners and guests

,

T but also because it presup-

pews a certain superiority ir. personal capabilities, wealth, or

rank. Statements such as “ a man's greatness is ever pro-

portionate to the number of his wives," or " polygamy is held

to be the test of his wealth and consequence," are very

frequently met with in becks of travels. Thus the Apache
“ "'ho can support or keep, or attiact by his power to keep, the

greatest number of women, is the man who is deemed entitled

to the greatest amount of honour and respect" 8

1 Macdonald, ' Airicaaa,’ vol. i. pp. ur, et ,e</.

« Wood, ‘The Natural History « Man; vol i:. p. 6SJ.
* Kirby, in ‘ Smith. Rep,' 1864, p. 419 • Power*, toe. eit. ». 359.
* Zimmermana, toe. at. vol. L p. =54. Bosnian, lot. tit. p. 419
‘ Marco Polo, toe. eit. vol I. p. 110.
'

GJ. Livingstone, toe tit. p. 196
;
Caxlin, toe. at. vol. L p. I1&

Bancicft, la. eit. vol 1 p. 51a, note iso.
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However desirable polygyny may be from man's point of

view, it is, as we have seen, altogether prohibited among many
peoples, and, in countries where it is an established institu-

tion, it is practised, as a rule to which there are few exceptions,

only by a comparatively small class. The proportion between

the sexes partly accounts for this. But there are other causes

of no less importance.

In ethnographical descriptions it is very often stated that a

man takes as many wives as he is able to maintain. Where
the amount of female labour is limited, where life is supported

by hunting, where agriculture is unknown, and no accumu-

lated property worth mentioning exists, it may be extremely

difficult fur a man to keep a plurality of wives. Among the

Patagonians, for instance, it is chiefly those who possess some
property who take more than one wife.1 Regarding the

Tuski, ?<Ir. Hooper states that "each man has as many wives

as he can afford to keep, the question of food being the

greatest consideration." s In Oonalashka, according to

v. Langsdorf. a man who had many wives, if his meat •; de-

creased, sent first one, then another back to their parents.'

Again, where female labour is of considerable value, the

necessity of paying the purchase-sum for a wife very often

makes the poorer people content with monogamy. Thus

among the Zulus, Mr. Eylcs writes, many' men have but one

wife because cattle have to be paid for women. Among the

Gonds and Korkfis, according to Mr. Forsyth, " polygamy is

not forbidden, but, women being costly chattels, it is rarely

practised." 1 Among the Bechuanas, says Andersson, there is

no limit, but his means of purchase, to the number of wives

a man may possess.* And the same is observed with reference

to a great many other peoples, especially in Africa, where

the woman-trade is at its height. Polygyny is, moreover,

checked to some extent by the man’s obligation to serve for

hi* wife for a certain number of years, and even more by his

1 King aral FiUtoy, Ue. at. vol. i». p. 153.
1 Hooper, tee. at. p. ico.

1
v. Lar.gsdoif, Joe. tit. vol. ii. p. 47-

* Forsyth, lac. tit. p. 148.

* Andersson, ‘ Lake Ngami,' p 465.
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having to settle down with his father-in-law for the whole of

his life.

So far as the woman is allowed to choose, she prefers, other

things being equal, the man who is best able to support her,

or the man of the greatest wealth or highest position.

Naturally, therefore, wherever polygyny prevails, it is the

principal men—whether they owe their position to birth

skill, or acquired wealth—who have the largest number of

wives
;
or it may be that they alone have more than one wife.

Speaking of the Ainos of Yesso, Commander H. C. St. John

says that a successful or expert hunter or fisher sometimes

keeps two wives
;
and, if a woman finds her husband an un-

successful Nimrod, she abandons him.1 Among the Aleuts,

"the number of wives was not limited, except that the best
hunters had the greatest number." * Among the Kutchir.,

"polygamy is practised generally in proportion to the rank
and wealth of the man ;* and, among the Brazilian aborigines

and the Araucanians, polygyny occurs only or chiefly among
rich men and chiefs.* Touching the Equatorial Africans,

Mr. Reade remarks, “The bush-man can generally afford but
one wife, who must find him his daily bread. . . . But
the rich man car. indulge in the institution* of polygamy and
domestic slavery.' 1

1

In Dahomey, as we are told, " the king
has thousands of wives, the nobles hundreds, others tens

;

while the soldier is unable to support one. '* In the New
Hebrides, polygyny prevails especially among the chiefs; in

Naiabui of New Guinea, “the head men only have more
than two or three wives

;
” and, in South Australia, the old

men secure the greatest number."

*

Thus polygyny ha* come to be associated with greatness,

1 St. John, in * Jour Anthr. Inst.,' voL li. p. *54.
5

Dali, lot. til p. 388. Cose, lot. ill. p 183.
1 Hooper, /«. til. p. 2J1. Cf. Hardin,, in ‘Smith. Rep.,' 1S6S, p.

ju Richardson, in. tit. rol. i. p. 3S3.
* v Martins, 1st. til. vol. L p. tcu. Aleedo-TJiompMn, let. tit. vol. I.

P *«& * Reade, tot. tit. p. 259.
' Forbes, ‘Dahomey,1

vol. L pp. 25, « sty.

' * nHl*V in ‘Jour. Ethn. Soc. Londcc,1

voL Hi. p. 6j. d’AIberlis, /«.

tit. vol. i. p. 395. Angus, • Savage Life,’ vol. i. p. Ot.
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and is therefore, as Mr. Spencer remarks, thought praise-

worthy, while monogamy, as associated with poverty, is

thought mean. 1 Indeed, plurality of wives has everywhere

tended to become a more or less definite class distinction, the

luxury being permitted, among some peoples, only to chiefs

or nobles.

One of the moat important of the influences which deter-

mine the form of marriage is the position of women, or rather

the respect in which they arc held by men. For polygyny

implies a violation of woman's feelings.

Several statements tend to show that jealousy and rivalry

do not always disturb the peace in polygynous families. It

sometimes happens that the first wife herself brings her hus-

band a fresh wife or a concubine, or advises him to take one.

when she becomes old herself, or if »he proves barren, or has

a suckling child, or for some other reason.* In Equatorial

Africa, according to Mr. Rcadc, the women aie the stoutest

suppoiters of polygyny :—“ If a man marries," he says, “ and

his wife thinks that he can afford another spouse, she pesters

him to marry again, and calls him 'a stingy fellow ’ if he de-

clines to do so." ’ Speaking of the Makalolo women, Living-

stone observes, " On hearing that a man In England could

marry but one wife, several ladie9 exclaimed that they would

not like to live in such a country : they coukl not imagine

how English ladies could relish our custom, for, in their way
of thinking, every man of respectability should have a number
of wives, as a proof of his wealth. Similar ideas prevail all

down the Zambesi." * Among the Californian Modok also,

according to the Hon. A. B. Mcacham, the women are

opposed to any change in the polygynous habits of the men.''

1 5psnccr, ‘The Principles of Sociology,’ voL I. p. 657.

* y. Maitiai, /«. (it. vol. i. p. ic6 BrMlliaB aborigines). Crain., /«.

at. vol. i. p. 147 (Greenlanders). Wait!, tet. cit. vol. ii. p. 389 (Kafirs).

U Ron, 1 La civilisation des AraboV p. 42* (Arab*). ». Sichold, tee. cit.

pp. 31, (I uy. (Ainoa). Navarette, tee. nt. p. 7a (Chinese). Ran, tee.

at. p. 42s (Japan rue).
1 Rcadc. cit. pp. 259, tt sty.

4 Livingstone, ‘Namtive of and Expedition to the Ztmhw:/ pjx 284,

tt irp.

* Powers, tee. at p. 259.
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But such statements may easily be misinterpreted. Often

the wives live peacefully together only in consequence of the

strict discipline of the husband.

1

They put up with polygyny,

thanks to long custom ;
they even approve of it where it

procures them advantages. The consideration of the whole

family, and especially of the first wife, is increased by every

new marriage the husband concludes. 5 Where the wife is

her husband's slave, polygyny implies a greater division of

labour. This i9 the reason why, among the Apaches, the

women do rot object to it
;
why. among the Bagobos of the

Philippines, they rejoice at the arrival of a new wife
; why, in

the Mohammedan East, they themselves encourage the hus-

band to marry more wives. 5 Among the Arabs of Upper

Egypt, says Baker, one of the conditions of accepting a suitor

is, that a female slave is to be provided for the special use of

sire wife, although the slaves of the establishment occupy, at

the same time, the position of concubines. 4 Von Weber
tells us of a Kafir woman who, on account of her heavy

labour, passionately urged her husband to take another

wife.* Nevertheless, polygyny is an offence against the feel-

ings of women, not only among highly civilized peoples, but

even among the rudest savages. For jealousy U not exclu-

sively a masculine passion, although it U generally more
powerful in men than in women."

The Greenlanders have a saying that "whales, musk-

oxen, and reindeer deserted the country botause the women
were jealous at the conduct of their husbands." 1 Regarding

the Northern Indians, Hcarae says, “The men arc in general

very jealous of their wives, and I make no doubt but the

same spirit reigns among the women, but they arc kept so

1
Cf. Wilkes, lot. tit, vol iii. p. 93 (Fijians); r. Humboldt, * Personal

Narrative,* vol v. p. 54? (Indians on Orinoco).

* Waiir, tn. at, vol. ii. p. :oy.

‘ Bancroft, &>£. til. vol I. p. jia. Schadcnb-rg, in ‘Zeinchr. f

Etlmot,' vol ivii. p r 2. Lc Bon, ' La civilisation des Arabcj,' p. 4*4.

Cf Nansen, lot. (it. vol. ii. p 321 (Grwnlimlen).
* Baker, ‘Tac Nile Tributaries,' pp. 125-137-
* v. Weber, toe. at. vol. ii. p 158.
0

Cf. Burdach, ioc. tit. voL i. p. 375.

' Nansen, roL K. p 529. Cf. Md. vol. ii. pp. 321, 339, et r<y.
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much in awe of their husbands, that the liberty of thinking is

the greatest privilege they enjoy." 1 Franklin tells us of an

Indian woman who committed suicide by hanging herself, in

a fit of jealousy ; and another woman threw herself into the

Mississippi with her child, when her husband took a new

wife.
9 As regards the Dacotahs, Mr. Prescott says that

•• polygamy is the cause of a great deal of their miseries and

troubles. The women, most of them, abhor the practice, but

are overruled by the men. Some of the women commit

suicide on this account." s The natives of Guiana, according

to the Rev. W. H. Brett, live in comfort, a> long as the man
is content with one wife, but, when he takes another, " the

natural feelings of woman rebel at such cruel treatment, ar.d

jealousy and unhappiness have, in repeated instances, led to

suicide." * Among the Tamanacs, says v. Humboldt, “ the

husband calls the second and third wife the • companions * of

the first
;
and the first treats these 1 companions ' as rivals and

1 enemies
’

(‘ ipucjatoje ’)/’ n Among the Charruas, it often

happens that a woman abandons her husband if he has a

plurality of wives, as soon as she is able to find another man
who will take her as his only wife. 6 And, when a Fuegian

has as many as four women, his hut is every day transformed

into a field of battle, and many a young and pretty wife must

even atone with her life fur the precedence given her by the

common husband.’

In the islands of the Pacific similar scenes occur. The
missionary Williams's wife once asked a Fiji woman who
was Minus her nose, “ How is it that so many of your women
arc without a nose ?

“ “ It is due to a plurality of wives," was

the answer
;
“ jealousy causes hatred, and then the stronger

tries to cut or bite off the nose of the or.e she hates." * In

1 Hume, lx. cit. p. 310. Cf ibid, n. 125.

1 Franklin, ‘Second Expedition,’ p. 301. Waltz, tee. tit vol. iii. p. ioz.

’ Schoolcraft, toe. cit. vol. ill. pp. 154, el iff. Cf ibid, toL tii. p. 536.
1 Brett, lot. cit. pp. 35c, ei ity Cf. Sehomtxiigk, in 'Jour. Ethn. Soc-

London.’ vol. i. p. 370.

1 v. Humboldt, • Personal Narrative,' vol. v. pp. 546, it. stg.

‘ Azam, let. til. vol. li. pp.. 21, tl «y.
’ Rove, let. tit. p. 131.

(

• Williams, and Calvert, lee. at, pp. 153,// sty.
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Tukopia, many a wife who believed another woman to he

preferred by the husband committed suicide
.

5 Among the

Australian aborigines, the old wives are extremely jealous of

their younger rivals, so that “ a new woman would always be

beaten by the other wife, and a good deal would depend on

the fighting powers of the former whether she kept her pcoi-

tion or not.”’ Among the Narrinyeri, according to the Rev.

A. Meyer, the several wives of one man very' seldom agree

well with each other
;
they are continually quarrelling, each

endeavouring to be the favourite.* “ The black women "says

Herr Lumholtz, " arc also capable of being jealous .” 4

Among the Sea Dyaks, according to Sir Spenser St. John,

the wife is much more jealous of her husband than he is of

her .

1 In China, many women dislike the idea of getting

married, as they fear that, should their husbands bcoane
polygynists, there would remain for them a life of unhappiness.

Henoe, some become Buddhist or Taouist nuns, and others

prefer death by suicide to marriage.*1 Mr. Balfour asserts

that, among the Mohammedans and ruling Hindu races who
permit and practise polygyny, it causes much intriguing and

disquiet in homes.
7 According to Mr. Tod, it “ is the fertile

source of evil, moral xt well ns physical, in the East .” 1 The

same view is taken by Pischon and d’Escayrac dc Laulure

with regard to the polygyny of the Mohammedans .

0
In

Persia, says Dr. Polak, a married woman cannot feel a greater

pain than if her husband takes a fresh wife, whom he prefers

to her
;
then she is quite disconsolate. 1® In Egypt, quarrels

between the various women belonging to the same man arc

very frequent, and often the wife will not even allow her

female slave or slaves to appear unveiled in the presence of

1 Walls, lot. til vol. v. pi. ii. pp. 191, «/ uq.
1 Palmer, In ‘Jour. Anthr. Inst,' voL «iii. p. sSi Cf. Freyclnet, let.

tif. vol. II. p. ?66 ; Waiu-Getlan<l, vol. vi. pp. 758, 781.
» TapUl, /or. tie p. u. ‘ Lumholir, lot. tit p. jij.
‘ St. John, lot. <U. vol. 1. p. 56 - Gray, lot. tie voLL p. iSs-

* Balfour, lot. tie vol. HI. p. ajl.

Ted, lot. dt. sol. L p. 258.

• Piichon, let. de p. 14. d'Escayrac de Lauiui e, let. tie pp. 25^
it INf.

M Palak, lee.. ciL rol. i. p. 226.
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her husband. 1 In the description, in the Book of Proverbs,

of domestic happiness, it i9 assumed that the husband has

only one wife
;

2 and, in the latter part of the 'Rig-Veda,'

these arc hymns in which wives curse their fellow-wives.*

The Abyssinian women are described as very jealous
;
and

In the polygynous families of the Eastern Africans, Zulus,

Basutes, &c., quarrels frequently arise.* The Hova word for

polygyny is derived from the root " rify,” which means -an

adversary." " So invariably,” says the Rev. J. Sibrec, " has

the taking of more wives than one shown itself to be a fruit-

ful cause of enmity and strife in a household, that this word,

which means ‘ the making an adversary,' is the term always

applied to it . . . The different wives are always trying to get

an advantage over each other, and to wheedle their husband

out of his property ; constant quarrels and jealousy are the

result, and polygamy becomes inevitably the causing of

strife, ‘ the making an adversary.' " 4 Statements of this kind

cannot but shake our confidence in the optimistic assertions

of Dr. Lc Bon and other defenders of polygyny.0

In order to prevent quarrels and fights between the wives,

the husband frequently give9 each of them a separate house.

It is probably in part for the same reason that, among several

peoples, wives arc usually* chosen from one family. In general,

' Lane, he. dt vat. i. pp. 153, rt rttf.

5 SaalKfctiu,

'

mosaischa Rccht,' vol. tl. p. 727.

* Dun, ‘The Social Lite of the Hindus in the Rig-Veda Period, 1 in

' The Calcutta Review,' voL tear. p. 79-

* Wain, he. lit. vol. li. |X 503. Macdonald, ‘Afrienna,’ voL L p. 134.

Frtsch, /or. fit. p. :4a. Casslis, lot. dr. p. 1*9.

* Sibtw, let. dt. p. 161.

* For other instances of female jealexisy, see Kirby, In ‘ Smith. Rep.,’

1864, p. 419 (Kutchin)
j
Lyon, let. id. p. 355 (Eskimo at IglcoJik)

;

Franklin, 1 Journey,' p. 70. (Creefl); v. Mart ius, let. dt. vol. i. p. 392

(Mumlrucfis) ; Turner, ‘Samoa,* p. 97 (Samoans); Kuhiry, ht. dt.

p. 61 (Pclcw Inlanders)
;

F.llis, 'Polynesian Researcher.1
vol. «. p. 269

(Tahitians); Yate, tee. at. p. 97 (Maoris)
1
Riedel, lot. dt. pp. 33;, 448

(natives of Babhei and Wetter); Cooper, la. dt. p. 102 Assamese)

;

Kearns, ‘The Tribes of South India,’ p, 7a (Reddies); Ronncy, he. at.

p. 38 (Bhils) ; Steller, lee. dt. p. 288 (Kaniehiulales)
;
Reuic, let. dt.

p. 444 (Moors of the Sahara) ; Shooter, he. dt. p. 78 ;
v. Weber, he. dt.

vol. i. PP- 329, rt >vy ; Maclean, toe. tit. p. 44 (Kafirs).
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says Domenech, when an Indian wishes so have many wives,

he chooses before all others, if he can. sisters, because he thinks

he can thus secure more domestic peace.

1

This is true of

many of the North American aborigines
;
* a man who marries

the eldest daughter of a family secures in many cases the

right to marry all her sisters as *»n as they are old enough

to become his wives.8 The same practice is said to prevail in

Madagascar,

4

and, combined with polyandry, among certain

peoples of India. But it is obvious that the evils of polygyny

arc not removed by such arrangements.

Where women have succeeded in obtaining some power
over their husbands, or where the altruistic feelings of men have

become refined enough to lead them to respect the feelings of

those weaker than themselves, monogamy is generally con-

sidered the only proper form of marriage Among monogam-
ous savage or barbarous races the position of women is com-
paratively good

;
and the one phenomenon must be regarded

as partly the cause, partly the effect of the other. 'Hie purely

monogamous Iroquois, toquote Schoolcraft, are "the only tribes

in America, north and south, so far as we have any* accounts,

who gave to woman a conservative power in their political

deliberations. The Iroquois matrons had their representative

in the public councils ; and they exercised a negative, or what
wc call a veto power, in the important question of the declara-

tion of war. They had the right also to interpose in bringing

about a peace" 1 Moreover, they had considerable privileges

in the family* Among the Nicaraguans—a people almost

1 Domeneca, lx. dt. vol. ii. p. y£,
* Eastern Tinneh (Ross, in ‘Smith Rep.,’ iB66, p. 3 to), Na-dowtibes

(Carver, h<. fit. p. 367). Kavinkt (Dali, lot. dt. p. 138), Northern Indians
(Hearn* /or. dt. pp. 139, a „9.), Gees (Maekemi* ‘Voyages/ pp. xeri.

'< “V>> Indians ot the Californian Peninsula (Baegcrt, in •Smith. Rep,
i S03, p. 3&SX Minrvetareea and Mandaiu (Lewis and Clarke, /«. dt.

p. 307), Caribi (Wait/, toe. dt. vol iii. p. 383k
* Indiana of Oregon (Bancroft, /nr. dt. vol i. 377. SdtOOknft,

<"' rit *ol v. |» 651), Crows -Banian, • Der Papua dea dunkeln
latelreidis,’ p. 128, note Blackfect (/dm, in ‘Zeitsehr. t F-thnol,1

rol. vi. pp. 403, itf. note). • Wait* vol. ii. p. <3$.
• Sclioolcraft, vol. Id. pp 195, et uf.
• Herx>t, /a*, dt p 31*.
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wholly monogamous,—the husbands ate said to have been so

much under the control of their wives that they were obliged

to do the housework, while the women attended to the

nading.' Among the Zapotecs and other nations inhabiting

the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, who do not permit polygyny,

"gentleness, affection, and frugality characterize the marital

relations."’ In New Hanover 3 and among the Dyaks,* the

wife seems to have a kind of authority; and among the

Minahaasers, according to Dr. Hickson, " the woman is, and

probably has been for many generations, on a footing of

equality with her husband."' Mr. Man states that, in the

Andaman Islands, " the consideration and respect with which

women are treated might with advantage be emulated by

certain classes in our own land.”® The PAdam wives are

treated by their husbands with a regard that seems singular

in so rode a race. * Hut I have seen,’’ says Colonel Dalton,

" other races as rude who in this respect are an example to

more civilized people. It is because with these rude people

the inclination of the persons most interested in the marriage

is consulted, and polygamy is not practised.'" The Munda
Kols of Chota Nagpore call a wife " the mistress of the

house,
-
and she takes up a position similar to that of a

married woman in Europe.' The Santa! women, whr>esijoy

the advantage of reigning alone in the husband’s wigwam,

according to Mr. E. G. Man, hold a much higher status in the

family circle than their less fortunate sisters in most Eastern

countries." The Kandhs, Rodo.and Dhimiis treat their wives

and daughters with confidence and kindness, and consult them

in ail domestic concerns.1* Among the monogamous Moors

of the Western Soudan, the women exercise a considciablc

I Bancroft, tei. <it. vol. U. p. 685. * JUd., vol. L p. 66 :.

5 Strauch, io ‘Zeilichr t F.ltinol.,' vol. be. p. 6a. ‘ Dm AuiUnd,' 1881,

p. 18.
4 Wilkes, /«. (it. voL r, p. }6 3.

• Hickson, hr. tit. p. aSa.

• Man, in ‘ Joor. Anlht Inst.,’ vol. xli. p JJ7-

' Dkiton, tor. (it. p. sS.

3 jtllini'luus, in ‘Zeinchx. i. Ethnol.,* vol. lii. p. 369.

• Man, ‘Southalia,’ p. 15.

10 Macpherson, toe. (it. p. 69. Hodgson, in ‘Jour. As. Sac. Bengal,

vol. vviii. pt. ii. p. Ju-
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influence on the men, who take the greatest pains to pay them

homage .

1 The Touareg wives’ authority is 30 great that,

although Islam permits polygyny, the men arc forced to live

in monogamy.’ Among the monogamous Tedi, the women
hold a very high position in the family.’ As for European

monogamy, there can be no doubt that it owes its origin

chiefly to the consideration of men for the feelings of women.
The form of marriage is, further, influenced by the quality

of the passions which unites the sexes. When love depends

entirely on external attractions, it is necessarily fickle
;
but

when it implies sympathy arising from mental qualities, there

is a tic between husband anil wife which lasts long after youth

and beauty ate gone.

It remains for us to note the true monogamous instinct, the

absorbing passion for one, as a powerful obstacle to polygyny.

"The sociable interest,” 1’rofcssor Bain remarks, "is by its

nature diffused : even the maternal feeling admits of plurality

of objects revenge docs not desire to have but one victim
;

tlie love of domination needs many subjects
;
but the greatest

intensity of love limits the regards to one.”* The beloved

person acquires, in the Imagination of the lover, an immeasur-
able superiority over all others. '• The beginnings of a special

affection," the same psychologist says, “ turn upon a small

difference of liking
;

but such differences are easily ex-

aggerated
;
the feeling and the estimate acting and re-ac:ing,

till the distinction becomes altogether transcendent"’ This

absorbing passion for one is not confined to the members of

civilised societies. It is found also among savage peoples, and
even among some of the lower animals. Hermann Muller,

Brehm, and other good observers have proved that it is

experienced by birds; and Mr. Darwin found it among
certain domesticated mammals.'

1 The love bird rarely sur-

vives the death of its companion, even when supplied with a

' Charanne
,

1 Die Sahara, 1 p 454.
* /**,P «8i. CJ. itui„ pp. 909, ,t rrv.

’ Nachtiga’, far. cit. vol i. p. 447.
* far. a/, pp. 136, r/r.y. » ML, p 137.
6 Mallei, 'Am Neste,' p. 102. Brehm, 'Bird-LHe,' pc. iv. eh. U.

Darwin, ‘The Descent of Man, 1 vol ii. pp 393-295.
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fresh and suitable mate. 1 M. Houzcau states, on the authority

of Frederic Cuvier, " Lorsque Fun des oui3ti;is (H<tr-

palt jact/uu) du Jardin des Plantes de Paris vint a mourir

I'cpoux survivant fut inconsolable. 11 carc9sa longtemps lc

endavre de sa compagr.c ; et quand A la fin il fu: convaincu de

la triste rdalitd, il *e mit les mains sur les yeux, et rcsta sans

houger cl sans prendre dc nourriturc, jusqu'a te qu’il e&t lui-

mcme succombe." *

Among the Indians of Western Washington and North-

Western Oregon, says Dr. Gibbs, " a strong sensual attachment

undoubtedly often exists, which leads to marriage, as instances

arc not rare of young women destroying themselves on tire

ccath of a lover." 1 The like is -aid of other Indian tribe9, in

which suicide from unsuccessful love has sometime* occurred

even among men.* Colonel Dalton represents the Pahiria lads

and lasses as forming very romantic attachments ;
" ifseparated

only for an hour,” he says, - they are miserable." B Davis tells

us of a negro who, after vain attempts to redeem his sweet-

heart from slavery, became a slave himself rather than lie

separated from her.® In Tahiti, unsuccessful suitors have

been known to commit suicide

;

7 and even the rude Australian

girls sings in a strain of romantic affliction—

"
! never shall tee aiy darting again. 1 *

As a man, under certain circumstances, desires many wives,

so a woman may have several reasons for desiring a plurality

of husbands. But the jealousy of man docs not readily suffer

any rivals, and, as he is the stronger, his will is decisive.

Hence, where polyandry occurs, it is only exceptionally a

result of the woman’s wishes.

Various causes have been adduced for this revolting prac-

' Brehm. • Bird-Life,’ pp. jSS.tf/ry.
1 Honteau, * Etudes sur les faculufs mcntales dcs aninaux,’ vol. il.

p. ,17.
3 Cibbs, /«.M p. 19*.

* Walt*, /or. til. vol 111. p. ioj. ' Dalton, in. tii p. S73-

« Waits, voJ. IL p. 1 17.

* Wilkes, /«. a'/. vol. Iv. p. *$. Seemann, 'Vld,' p. 19*- Ellis,

• Polynesian Researches,’ vol. i p. =67.

* Waiti-Gcriscd, vol vi. p. 75s-
Eor other instances see «A£rf, vol. vi.

p. 17 J ;
* Das Auslxnd,’ 1857, p. 888.
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tice. The difficulty of raising the sum for a wife, and the ex-

pense of maintaining women may perhaps in part account for

it.
1 Regarding polyandry in Kunawar, the Rev. W. Rcbsch

says that the cause assigned i* not poverty, but a desire to

keep the common patrimony from being distributed among
a number of brothers. 5 Some writers believe that polyandry

subserves the useful end of preventing the woman from being

exposed to danger and difficulty, when she is left alone in her

remote home during the prolonged absences of her lord. 8

According to the Sinhalese, the practice originated in the so-

called feudal times, when the enforced attendance of the

people on the king and the higher chiefs would have led to the

rain of the rice lands, had not some interested party been left

to look after the tillage. But Sir Emerson Tennent remarks

that polyandry is much more ancient than the system thus

indicated : it is shown to have existed at a period long an-

tecedent to “feudalism"* To whatever other causes the

practice may be attributed, the chief immediate cause is, no
doubt, a numerical disproportion between the sexes.

1 Dalton, Av. p. 33 (Mini/. Cunningham, * History of the Sikhs,’

p. 18 (Tibetans 1. Fritscb, lac. of. p as? (DaiMrts). Haitian, in ‘Zciucbr.

f. EthnoL’ vol. ri. p 388.

* Stulpuagel, in 'The Indian Antiquary,’ vol. vil. p. 13*. Cf. Davy,
A*, til. p. 287.

1 Gordon Gumming, let. tit. p. 406 (Tibetans). Beauregard, In * Bull,

sne. d’Anthr.,' ser. Hi. roL v pp. s6j, rt icq. (Massage tic). See unit,

pn6
* Emerson Tennent, lot. tit. voL it p. 429



CHAPTER XXII

THK FORMS OK HUMAN MARRIAGE

(Candudti )

AS to the history of the forma of human marriage, two

inferences regarding monogamy and polygyny may be made

with absolute certainty : monogamy, always the predominant

form of marriage, has been more prevalent at the lowest stages

of civilization than at somewhat higher stages
;

whilst, at a

still higher stage, polygyny has again, to a great extent,

yielded to monogamy.
As already said, wars, often greatly disturbing the propor-

tion of the sexes among peoples with a highly developed

tribal organization, exercise a much smaller influence lr>. that

respect in societies of a ruder type. As in such societies all

men are nearly equal, and, to quote Mr. Wallace, "each man
scrupulously respects the rights of his fellow, and any infrac-

tion of those rights rarely or never lakes place," 1 nc great

scope is left for polygynous habits.

Plurality of wives has comparatively few attractions for the

men of rude communities, where life is supported chiefly by

hunting, and female labour is of slight value. In societies of

a higher kind, the ease is different. True, in such societies a

man has to buy his wife, and women arc oltcn costly chattels ;

but this obstacle to polygyny is motethan counterbalanced by

the accumulation of wealth and the distinction nf classes.

Nothing, indeed, is more favourable to polygyny than

' Wallace, ‘The Malay Ardupcijgo,
1

val ii. p. 460.
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social differentiation. “In its highest and regulated form,"

Mr. Morgan justly observes, " i: presupposes a considerable

advance of society, together with the development of superior

and inferior classes, and of some kinds of wealth.’’ 1 Speaking

of the Troquois, Colden long ago remarked that, " in any

nation where all arc on a par as to riches and power, plurality

of wives cannot well be introduced." a According to Wait?,

the reason why polygyny is very rare among the Hottentots

is, that they do not know of any disparity in rank and

wealth. 8 The Rock Vcddahs hare no class distinction, and,

though each party among them has a headman—the most
energetic senior of the tribe, -he exercises scarcely any
authority.* Almost the same may be said of most of the

monogamous savage peoples whom wc have mentioned.

Thus, among the P&dams, all, except slaves, arc equal in

rank; 4 and of the Kukis it is said that all cat and drink

together, and that “one man is as good as another." > This

is true of the Chittagong Hill tribes in general, who
enjoy a perfect social equality, their r.omadic life precluding

any great accumulation of wealth/ Among the Hill Dyaks,

as Mr. Spencer observes, chicfe arc unable to enforce genuine

subordination
;
the headman of each Bodo and Dhimal

village has but nominal authority
;
and the governor of a

Pueblo town is annually elected/ In Tana, wlierc the

authority of a chief docs not seem to extend a gunshot

beyond his own dwelling, few chiefs have more than three

wives, and most of them have only one or two/ On the

other hand, throughout Africa, polygyny and great class

distinctions occur simultaneously. We may therefore safely

conclude that polygyny became more prevalent in proportion

as differentiation increased with the progress of civili?ation-

It is a notable fact that the higher savages and barbarians

1 Mrcgan, ' Sjstotnt of Consanguinity and Aftnity,’ p 477
1 Quoted l*y SJiookraft, In. cit. vol iii. p. 191.
' Wain, be. eU. vol. li. p 341.
* Emerton Tenncnt, lex. til. rol. ii. pp. 440, 44a
‘ llakon. Ice. dl p. i8. • Lewin, lot. dt p. 2J5.
' P- M 3 -

* Spencer, 1 The Principles of Sociology,1 rol I. p. 677.
* Turner, ’Samoa,’ pp 315, 317.
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Indulge in this practice to a greater extent than the very

lowest races. These, with few exceptions, arc either strictly

monogamous, or but little addicted to polygyny. Tiic lowest

foiest tribes in Brazil and the interior of Borneo arc mono-
gamous. Among the Veddnhs and Andamanese, monogamy
is as rigidly insisted upon as anywhere in Europe. Accord-

ing to Captain Lewin, the monogamous Toungtha are " una-

menable to the lures of civilization,” and he thinks it will be

found difficult, if not impossible, to wean them from their

savage life.
1 The Mrus arc despised as wild men by the

polygynous Khyoungtha
;

1 and the Californians, who, accord-

ing to Mr. Powers, were far less addicted to polygyny than

the Atlantic Indians, arc “a humble and a lowly race, . .
.

one of the lowest on earth.’ 1

Certain peoples who were originally monogamous are

known to have adopted polygyny under the Influence of a

higher civilization. Thus, according to Professor Vambdry,

there is not a single indication that polygyny was an insti-

tution of the primitive Turco-Tartar*. and even now it is

almost unknown among the nomadic peoples of that race.*

Dr. Mason and Mr. Smeaton state that, among the

Karens, it is occasionally practised only by those who are

brought much in contact with the Burmese/1 Among the

Hindus, according to Mr. IJutt, polygyny seems to have

grown in the latter part of the Vedic age, as them arc

scarcely any allusions to it in the earlier hymns. 0 Goguet
observes that " fabies which can be traced back to the earliest

times give us no instance of any man's having more tliau

one lawful wife."’ Although the majority of the heroes in

the writings of Kalidasa are described as polygynists,* the

principal divinities whom the Hindus acknowledge arc repre-

1 Levin, toe. fit. p. 191.

* IMA,p 331.
1 Powers, lot. a'/, pp. 5, «o6
* Vdmbdrf, * Die primitive Culiur des turko-Ut<iri*:ben Volkes,1

p. 71.

* Mason, In ‘Jour. As. Soc. Sendai,' vol. xtii. pt U. pp. 19, n set/.

Smeaton, lot. <it. p 81.

* Dutt, In ‘The Calcutta Renew,' vol lxx»v. p 79 -

' Goguet, lot. til, vol. i. p. aa
1 Ualfour, Me. ti/. vol. til p 252.
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seated as married to but one legitimate wife,1 Tire higher

position so generally granted to the first married wife in

polygynous families seem to indicate in most cases a transi-

tion from monogamous to polygynous habits, and not vies

versA, a3 has often been suggested-’

Monogamy is the more likely to have prevailed almost

exclusively among our earliest human ancestors, since it does

so among the man-like apes Mr. Darwin certainly mentions

the Gorilla as a polygamist but the majority of statements

we have regarding this animal are to the opposite effect.

Relying on the most trustworthy authorities, Professor Hart-

mann says, "The Gorilla lives in a society consisting of male

and female and their young of varying ages." 1

We may thus take for granted that civilization up to a

certain point is favourable to polygyny
;
but it is equally

certain tlut In its higher forms it leads to monogamy.
One of the chief advantages of civilization is the decrease

of wars. The death-rate of men has consequently become
less, and the considerable disproportion between the sexes

which, among many warlike peoples, makes polygyny almost

a law of nature, no longer exists among the most advanced

nations. No superstitious belief keeps the civilized man apart

from his wife during her pregnancy and whilst she suckles her

child
;
and the suckling time has become much shorter since

the introduction of domesticated animals and the use of milk.

To a cultivated mind youth and beauty are by no means the

only attractions of a woman
;
and civilization has made

female beauty more durable. The desire for offspring as we

' Dubois, /*•. at. p 101. Cf. the myths of the Nishinam (Powers,

tee. at. p. 339X Thiinkets (Dalt, tee. at. p 421), Nicaraguans (Watu, la-

ti/. vol iv. p ;.Vl Caroline Islander* (Mil., vol. v. p*. II, p. 13A),

' As, for example, by Post, • GeseMcdlUgcaOHCasehaft,' p. 27, and
Spencer, * The Principles of Sociology,’ vol. i. pp (64, it i/f.

• Darwin. ' The Descent of Man,’ vol i. p 334 ;
voL li. pp 394, el try.

Mr- Reade tbinla </rx. at. p 214) ue nuy infer that Corillas are

polygamous, like stags, coda, pheasants, and other animals that

battle for mates, from the fact that a trustworthy informant had seen two
Gorillas fighting. Bat it ii not only polygamous animals that hght for

femalei
4 Hartmann, Aw. (it. p 314.
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have seen, has become less intense. A large family, instead

of teing a help in the struggle for existence, is often con-

sidered an insufferable buiden. A man's kinsfolk are not

now his only friends, and his wealth and power do not

depend upon the number of his wives and children. A wife

has ceased to be a mere labourer, and for manual labour we
have to a great extent substitued the work of domesticated

animals and the use of implements and machines. 1 Poly-

gyny has thus, in many ways, become less desirable for the

civilized man than it was for his barbarian and savage

ancestors. And other causes have co-opcratcd to produce

the same result

When the feelings of women arc held in due respect,

monogamy will necessarily be the only recognized form of

marriage. Tn no way docs the progress of mankind show

itself more clearly than in the increased acknowledgment of

women’s rights, and the causes which, at lowei stages of

development, may make polygyny desired by women them-

selves, do not exist In highly civilized societies. The refined

feeling of love, depending chiefly upon mutual sympathy and

upon appreciation of mental qualities, is scarcely compatible

with polygynous habits ; and the passion for one has

gradually become more absorbing.

Will monogamy be the only recognized form of marriage

in the future ? This question has been answered in different

ways. According to Mr. Spencer, a
the monogam ic form of

the sexual relation is manifestly the ultimate form
;
and any

changes to be anticipated must be in the direction of

completion and extension of it.”* Dr. Lc Bon, on the other

hand, thinks that Europeen laws will, in the future, legalize

polygyny;* arxl M. Lctourncau remarks that, although we
may now look upon monogamy as superior to any other form

'Among the Rerhuanas, says Mr. ConJer *Jo<xr. Antlsr. Inst,*

vol xvL p. S6), a man formerly became richer the ire*© wive* b* Haiti,

ft*cause they used to hoe Ids mealies ;
* no*, hnurver, iJougk* have

been introduced, and the men take pride in driving a team of ci^lit oxen

in a plough.'

5 Spencer, ' The PiincIpIW o( Sociology vol. 1
.
|x 75 a.

1 Le Bon, ' La Ciriliwiion <le» Aiabci,' p. *3+
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of marriage yet known, “we need not consider it the Ultima

Thule in the evolution of connubial ceremonies." 1 But we
may without hesitation assert that, if mankind advance ir. the

same direction as hitherto ; if, consequently, the causes to

which monogamy in the mod progressive societies owes it?

origin continue to operate with constantly growing force

;

if, especially, altruism increases, and the feeling of love

becomes more retined, and more exclusively directed to one,

—the laws of monogamy can never be changed, but mu3t be
followed much more strictly than they are now.

Mr. McLennan suggests that, in early times, polyandry was

the rule and monogamy and polygyny exceptions. According
to his view, the only marriage (aw in which female kinship
could have originated was polyandry-polyandry of "the
ruder sort,” in which the husbands are not kinsmen. And it

is, he says, impossible no: to believe that the Levitate—that
is, the practice of marrying a dead brother's widow—is

derived, from polyandry.11 The fallacy of the find inference,

which assumes the system of " kinship through females only “

to depend upon uncertainty as to fathers, has already been
shown. The second inference will be found to be equally
erroneous.

The Lcviratc is undoubtedly a wide spread custom
;

* and, if

' Letaumeao, 1 Sociology,' p. 57S.

’ McLennan, 'The Levitate and PotaHdry,' in 'The Fortnightly
Rc.icw,' N.S. vot xxi. pp 703-705. 1<U>h, * Studies,’ pp iu,a uj.

’ BeUabollahs (Bancroft, In. cit vol. i. p 16a, owe 14). Indians of
Western Washington and North-Western Oregon (Gibbs, In. cit p. 159;,
Mi1.0k (Posvere, iN. lit. p. 3561, Iroquois, WyandotS (Heriot, In. cit p
330), Shawanete (Ashe /.vc. tit. p 350), AKcks, Mayas, Mosquitoes (Ban-
croft, vol ii. pp 466 67 (

;
vol. i. p 7 jo;> Arnwaks (Waltr, In. cit vol. iii,

P- 393\ Warrens (Scfcombnrgk, in ‘foot. Ethn. See. London,’ vol. i. i>.

>75 ). Tups (Southey, In. cit vol I. p J4 I.\ Australians (Carr, In. cit
vol. i. 10?. Waita-Gcrlaod, rol. vi. p. 776. Bonney, in 'Jour. Anthr.
Intt.' vol .ill. p 135. I'nlmer, itut, vat tin. p. ^8. Salvado.'Mrinoires*

p. 078. Biougli Smyth, In. cit vol L p 87. Lumlxiltx, toe. til. p 164I,
Samoans (Turner, ‘Samoa.’?. p8), New Caledonians (Moncdon, In 'Bull
Soc d'Arahr,' ter. ill vol ix. p. 367), people 01 New Britain (Romilly, in
Tree. Roy. Geo. See..' N.S vol. xi. p 9), Caroline Islanders (Watt
Geriand, vol. v. pi ii. p. ICt), peoples of New Guinea (Wilkcn, • Vcr-
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it could be proved to be a survival of polyandry, wc should

be compelled to conclude that this form of marriage was at

one time very common. Where women arc regarded as

property, they are, of course, inherited like other possessions. 1

In many eases the brother, or, in default of a brother, the

nearest male relation, is expressly stated to be entitled to have

the widow
;
and, if he does no: marry her, he ha3 nevertheless,

the guardianship over her, and may give her away or sell her

to some other man. s But there are several peoples who con-

sider the Levirate a duty rather than a right.2 Among the

Thlinkets. for example, when a husband dies, his brother or

u-antschap,’ &c p. 66) and the Malay Archipelago (ik'd., pp. 33, 39, 54,

57-60, Martdea, to/, tit. pp. 228. 2ig, : 6 o, ft leg. Joest, in ' VertiandL

Berl. Ges. Anthr.,’ 1883, p. 70), Mids (Lew 11, /or. fit. p. 334), Kanpuis

{Watt, in 'Jour. Anthr. Iivtt.,’ vol, it-. p. 355), Kftkhyfns (Anderson, tee.

lit. p. 143.V, Tahirias (Dalton, to. at. p. 373), Bil&this (Postans, ‘ The
Dildchi Tribes Inhabiting Sindh,' in ‘Jour. Etlm. Soc. London,' vnl.i. p. 105),

Ossetes {v. Haxtbsimn, 'Transcaucasia,' p. 403), Ostyaks (Latham, toe.

fit. vot i. p. 457), Kanchadalc6 (Sleller, tor. fit. p, 347), Ainos (Dali, tor.

at p. 534. Dixon, tn ‘ Trans. As, Soc. Japan,' vol xi. pt. L p. *4), Arabs
(Burckhardt, to. fit. p. 64. HDdebrandt, in 'Zcitschr. f. Ethnol.,’ voL x.

p. to6), Galiae (Walt!, vol ii. p. 516) Karl (Nachtigal, toe. at. vol. ii.

P-i 7 S\ Kjndina (Munxipger, tor. tit p. 488s Negroes of Senegambia
(Retde, tot. fit. p. 455), the tribes .11 the interior of Western Equatorial

Afnea mentioned by Mr. Du Chaillu (‘Journey to Asbango Lacd,’ p. 439),

Beehunnas, Zulus (Condor, in 'Jonr. Anthr. Inst,’ rol. xvi. p. 85),

Eastern Central Africans (Macdonald, ‘Africans,1
vol. i. p. 135), people

of Madagascar (Sibrec, to. fit. p. 346), Hebrews (' Deuteronomy,' eh. xxv.

wv 5-10X ancient Egyptian* (‘Dm Ausland,' 1875. p. 29.3). For other

instance*, see infra, note 3.

'
CJ. Spencer, : The Principles of Sociology,' vol. ii. p. 649.

* Muminger, to. at. p. 488 (Kunima). v. MartiuS, tor. fit. vol. i. pp.

117, 118, 691 (Brazilian ahorigtnes, Ara,vales). Gibb6, to. cit. p. 199
(Indian cf Wesiera Washington and North-Western Oregon)

8 Atlcha Aleuts (Petraff, tor. tit. p. 15S;, Chippeuas (Keating, to. at
vol ii. pp. 1 jo, ft srg.\ Eskimo PDas Ausland,' tS8i, pp. 658, ft try.),

Crees (Waitr, to. at. veL iii. p. no), Erarilian aborigines (r. Marti us,

in ‘Jour. Roy. Geo. Soc,’ vol ii. p. 198) tribes of Western Victoria

(Dawson, tor. fit. p. 27), people of Nitendi and the New Hebrides (Waits*

Gotland, vol. vi. p. 6j4,\ Nufoor Papuans of New Guinea (Gcillemard,

to. cit. p. 390), Santals (' Ymer,’ vol v. p. xxfv.}. Among the Gonds it

Is the duty of a younger brother to take to wife the widow of an elder

biother, though ti>c converse is not permitted (Forsyth, to. cit. p. 130)
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his sister's son must many the widow, and the neglect of this

obligation has occasioned bloody feuds.

1

The law requiring

a man to take cate of a sister-in-law is analogous to other

duties devolving on kinsfolk, such as the vendetta, See.

Mr. IdeLennan lays stress on the fact that it is the de-

ceased husband's brother who inherits his widow. “ How
came the right of succession," he says, " to open, as in the

ruder cases, to the brother in preference to the son or the

deceased ? We repeat that the only explanation that can be

given of this is, that the law of succession was derived from

polyandry."

1

But among many of the peoples who have the

custom of the Levirate, sons cither inherit nothing or arc

preceded by brothers in succession .

8 Among the Santals, for

instance, "when the elder brother dies, the next younger

inherits the widow, children, and all the property." 4 Among
a few peoples, the widow together with the other property of

the dead man goes cither to his brother or to his sister's sen '

Hut it is more natural, where succession runs in the female

line, that the widow should be married by the brother than

by the nephew, because, as a rule, she is much older than the

nephew, and be, in many cases, is too young to marry and to

maintain her properly.
1 Even when a son inherits the other property of his father,

it is easy to understand why he does not inherit the widow.

To inherit her is, generally speaking, to marry her. But

nowhere is a son allowed to marry his own mother
, hence it

is natural, at leas; where monogamy prevails, that the right of

succession in this case should belong to the brother. In poly-

1 Dali, let. n't. p. 4:6
' McLennan

,

1
Studies,

1 Sc, pp i ia, el uf.
’ Fijians, Samoans (Prichard, la. at. p 393), Papuans of New Guinea

(Finsch, 1 Neu-Gninra, 1

p. jj. Waiti-Gerland, let. tit. vol. vi. p. 66i\
Caroline Islanders (Koirebie, lee. tit. voL iii. p. ao? Wakr-Geriand,
vol v. pl ii. p. 1

1 7), the trices ia :he interior of Western Equatorial

Africa mentioned by Mr. Du Cbaillu (* Journey to AsHango-band,’ p 459).

Among many other peoples the ri?h: of succession belong* In the fir*!

place 10 the brother.

* Man, lee. tit. p. loo
* Tblinkcts (Holntberg, in 'Acta Soc. Sri. Fcnnicc,’ voi. iv. pp. 316,

335), Kuninu (Mwuipger, let. cit pp. 184, 485;.
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gynous families, on the other hand, it often happens that the

clccst son or all the sons, inherit the father’s widows, the

mother being in each case excepted.

1

Among the Bakalai, a

tribe In Equatorial Africa, widows arc permitted to marry the

son of their deceased husband, and, if there be no son, they

may iivc with the deceased husband’s brother.

4

As regards

the Negroes of Benin, Bosnian states that, if the mother of

the eldest son, the only heir, be alive, he allows her a proper

maintenance, but his father’s other widows, especially tho‘e

who have not had children, the son takes home, if he

likes them, and uses as his own
;

but if the deceased

leaves no children, the brother inherits all his property.3

Among the Wishmis. the heir obtains the wives, with the

exception of his own mother, who goes to the next male

relation.* Concerning the Kafirs of Natal, Mr. Shooter

obseivcs that, "when a man dies, those wives who have nut

left the kraal remain with the eldest son. if they wish to

marry again, they must go to one of their late husband’s

brothers” 6 The rule* of tuccession are thus modified ac-

cording to circumstances, and they are not uniform even

among the same people. It frequently happens tluit the

brother succeeds to the chieftainship, whilst the son inherits

the property of the dead man ’—no doubt because the brother,

being older and mere experienced, is generally better fitted

for command than the son.r

Mr McLennan calls attention to the fact that, among cer-

tain peoples, the children begotten by the brother are accounted

the children of the brother deceased.* “It is obvious,” he

1 Miris (Ruunej, let. til p. 1 54 \ Tartars (Marco J’oki, lot. tit. vok li.

I> I 3 i. dc Rubxuquir, /n. at. pp 35, /! /ry.}. Wanyoro {Wilson and
Felicia, In at. vol it. p. S9k VVakamba {Hitdebrandt in 'Zeitschr. f.

F.ilnol.,' vol. «. 1. 406). bade (Nadu^al, /or. tit. voL li. p 1
jf>), Egbai,

{Burton, ' Afceokuta,’ voi i. p. 30R, Ncjroci of Tida, &c. (Bonmar., Ur. ell.

p. iio Waco, be tit. vol. ii. p 115).
' Bnxyh Smyth, toe. tit. voL i. p. 97, note. 1 Bosman, p. 528.

• Dalton, In. tit p. 16. » Shatter, /or. tit. p. 86.

" McLennan, ‘The Patriarchal Theory,’ p S9.

' Cf Maine,1 ’ Ancient Law,” p. sir.

• Hebrew* {* Deuteronomy,' eh. nv. vr. 5 ro,\ Hindnt (‘ The La* 4 of

Mrmu,' eh. it w. 59-63), Ossetes (v. Ha*thaurren, 'Transcaucasia,' p.
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jays. " that it could more easily be feigned that the children

belonged to the brother deceased, if already, at a prior stage,

the children of the brotherhood had been accounted the

children of the eldest brother, i>, if we suppose the obliga-

tion to be a relic of polyandry-" 1 But this explanation is

very far-fetched. As Dr. Starckc justly observes, a man may,

from a juridical point of view, be the father of a child, though

he is not so in fact.
1 In New Guinea, says M. Bink, “ 4 la

mort du p£re, e’es: 1'ontie (frere du pi-re) qui sc charge de
la tutdle; si l'enfant devienl orphelin, 11 reconnait son onclc

comme son pcrc.’’ 3 In Samoa, the brother of a deceased

husband considered himself entitled to have his brother’s

wife, and to be regarded by the orphan children as their

father.* And, among the Kafirs of Natal, the children of a

deceased man’s widow burn in marriage with his brother,

belong to his son.' Quite In accordance with these facts,

the children of a widow may be considered to belong to

her former hgsband. Indeed, where death without posterity

is looked upon as a horrible calamity, the ownership of the

children is a thing of the utmost importance for the dead
mar.. It is only when the deceased has no offspring that the

Jewish, Hindu, and Malagasy laws prescribe that the brother

shall
“
raise up seed " to him.

Mr. McLennan has thus failed in In’s attempt to prove that

polyandry has formed a genera’, stage in the development
of marriage institutions

;
and we may almost with certainly

infer that it has always been exceptional. We have already
pointed out the groundlessness of Mr. McLennan’s sugges-

tion that in all, or nearly all, the primitive hordes there was
a want of balance between the sexes, the men bring in the

majority on account of female infanticide.* Moreover, though

4°3 )> Beebuaras (Livingstone, ‘Missionary Travel*,- p. 185), people of
Madagascar iSibree. lot. tit. p. 346X Amoatf tbe Hindus, the ‘levir

1

did no*, take his brother's widow as his oSfe
; he only had intercourse

with her. This practice was called ‘ Niyoga.’
1 McLennan, ‘ Studies,1 &c., p. 113. = Stircke, ice. at. eh. iil

* Bink, in ‘Bull. Soc. d'Anthr.,’ ser. til rol. si. p. 395
' Turner, ‘Samoa.1

p. 98. * Shooter, /«. at. p. 86.
• McLennan, p. 91.
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polyandry is due to an excess of men, it would be a mistake

to conclude that an excess of men always causes polyandry.

This practice presupposes an abnormally feeble disposition to

jealousy—a peculiarity of all peoples among whom poly-

andry occurs. The Eskimo arc described as a race with

extraordinarily weak passions.1 Among the Sinhalese, says

Dr Davy, jealousy is not very troublesome among the men,
and the infidelity of a woman is generally easily foigiven.* The
people of Ladakh are a mild, timid, and indolent race.' The
Kulu husbands " sont trds peu jaloux." * The same is said

by Mr. Fraser with regard to the people of Sirmore. The
women arc “entirely at the service of such as will pay for

their favours, without feeling the slightest sense of shame or

crime in a practice from which they are not discouraged by
early education, example, or even the dread of their lords,

who only require a part of the profit,"

1

The Tibetans are

represented as very little addicted to jealousy,6 being, as Mr.

Wilson remarks, a race of a peculiarly placid and unpas-

sionate temperament-7 But such a lack of jealousy, as we
have seen, is a rare exception in the human race, and utterly

unlikely to have been universal at any time.

Polyandry seems, indeed, to presuppose a certain amount
of civilization. We have no trust worthy account of its

occurrence among the lowest savage races. Mr. Bridges

writes that the Yahgans of Tierra del Fucgo consider it

utterly abominable. With regard to the Vcddahs, Mr. Bailey

states, " Polyandry is unknown among them. The practice is

alluded to with genuine disgust. 1 asked a Vcddah once

what the consequence would be if one of their women were
to live with two husbands, and the unaffected vehemence with
which he raised his axe, and said, * A blow would settle it,’

showed conclusively to my mind the natural repugnance with
which they regard the national custom of their Kandyan

1 L)'0Q. /*. tU. 1. 355 -

1 Davy, Av. cif. p. 287
3 Mooretoft and Trctiock, /«. <U. vol. i. p 321.
‘ dc Ujfahy, in ‘ Bull. Soc. d'Anthr.,’ ser. iiL voJ. v. p. 228.
4 Frater, be. a/, p. 208.

* bogle, /«.«7. p. i2> ' Wilson, be. a/, p 21a.
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neighbours' 1 These neighbours are much superior to the

Veddabi in civilization ; and the other peoples practicing

polyandry have left the lowest stages of development far be-

hind therm The Eskimo arc a rather advanced race, and so

arc the polyandrous nations of the Asiatic continent. Speak-

ing of the people of Sirmore. Mr. Fraser observes, " It is

remarkable that a people so degraded in morals, and many
of whose customs arc of so revolting a nature, should in other

respects evince a much higher advancement in civilization

than we discover among other nation*, whose manners arc

more engaging, and whose moral character ranks infinitely

higher. Their persons arc better clad and more decent
; their

approach more polite and unembarrassed
;
and their address is

better than that of most of the inhabitants of the remote

Highlands of Scotland
;

. . . and their houses, in point

of construction, comfort and internal cleanliness, arc beyond

comparison superior to Scottish Highland dwellings."* On
the arrival of the Spaniards, the polyandrous Inhabitants of

Lancerote were distinguished from the other Canarians, who
were strictly monogamous, by marks of greater civilization.*

We have seen that in polyandrous families the husbands

arc generally brothers, ar.d that the cldcs: brother, at least in

many cases, has the superiority, the younger husbands having

almost the position, ifthe term may be used, of male concubines.

It is a fair conclusion that, in such instances, polyandry wa9

originally an expression of fraternal benevolence on the par.

of the eldest brother, who gave his younger brothers a share

in his wife, if, on account of the scarcity of women, they would

otherwise have had to live unmarried. Ifadditional wives were

afterwards acquired, they would naturally be considered the

common property of all the brothers. In this way the group-

marriage of the Toda type seems to have been evolved.

1 Hailey, in ‘Turns. Ellul- Sot/ N S vol II. p. ayj.
* Friser, foe. ctS. p. 209
* t. Humboldt, ‘Pcnoftftl Narrative/ voi. i. jx S3.



CHAPTER XXIII

THE DURATION OP HUMAN MARRIAGE

The lime during which marriage lasts, varies very con-

siderably among different species. According to Dr. Brehm,

most birds pair for life,

1

while among the mammals, with the

exception of man and perhaps the anthropomorphous apes,

the same male and female scarcely ever live together longer

than a year. 1 In human marriage every degree of duration its

met with—from unions which, though legally recognized as

marriages, do not endure long enough to deserve to be so

called, to other which are dissolved only by death.

There are a few remarkable instances of peoples among
whom separation is said to be entirely unknown. In the

Andaman Islands. according to Mr. Man, "no Incompatibility

of temper or other cause is allowed to dissolve the union " 8

The same is said of certain Papuans of New Guinea,* and of
several tribes of the Indian Archipelago who have remained

in their native state, and continue to follow ancient custom.

4

The Veddahs of Ceylon have a proverb that "death alone
separates husband and wife and Mr. Dailey assures us that

they faithfully act on this principle.'

1 Brehm, * Thlerleben,’ rol iv. p so. » Ibid, vol L p. 33.
1 Min, In 'Jour. Amhr. Inst,' vol. xii. p. 135.
• Eart, /or. til. p. 83. Witten, 1 Venraiaschnp,' p 66
* Peoples of Watubela

1
Riedel, tot. m. p. icd) and Limpang in

Sumatra (Wilkcn. 1 Vciwarnschip,’ p. 58}, Igorrixc and iuloncs of the
Philippines (Blumemritt, /fit. HI. pp 38, 33). Professor Witten think,

(PP 4s. "«?•) 1he same was die case among the KiasiaiM and Bnlaks
1 Bailey, in' Trans. Elhn. Soo.’ N.S. vol. ii. p. 293.
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As a general role, however, human marriage U not

necessarily contracted for life. The Indians of North

America dissolve their unions as readily as they enter into

them. The Wyandot* had, it )9 said, marriages upon trial,

which were binding for a few days only. 1 In Greenland,

husband and wife sometimes separate after living together

for half a year.' Among the Creeks, "marriage is considered

only as a temporary convenience, not binding on the parties

more than cue year,” the consequence being that “a large por-

tion of the old and middle-aged men, by frequently changing,

have had many different wives, and their children, scattered

around the country, arc unknown to them."1 Speaking of the

Bottxudos, Mr. Keane remarks that their marriages “are all

of a purely temporary nature, contracted without formalities

of any sort, dissolved on the slightest pretext, or without any

pretext, merely through love of change or caprice.” • In Ruk,

it frequently happens that newly married husbands repudiate

their wives; 5 and, in the Pclew and Kingsmill Groups, and

among the aborigines of Northern Queensland, divorces are

of common occurrence."
11 Tasmanian lords.” says Dr.

Milligan, "had no difficulty, and mace no scruple, about a

succession of wives.” 7 Again, in Samoa, " if the marriage had

been contracted merely for the sake of tlm property and

festivities of the occasion, the wife was rot likely to be more

than a few days, or weeks, with her husband." 6 In several

of the Islands of the Indian Archipelago, “in the regular

marriages the parties arc always betrothed to each other for a

longer or shorter time, sometimes not for more than a month

and at others for a period of years.” 9 Among the Dyaks,

* Waits, ter. tit vol. Ill p. 105
1 Notdenskl&W, ‘ Gidnlaud,' p. 508. Cf. Nansen, toe. tit. vaL iu pp

3*9. * «?•
5 SchccicraS, let. n't. vaL v pp. 373, /! trq.

* Keane, in 'Jour. Anthr. Inst,' vol silt p. jo5.
6 Wails-Gedand, vol vi p. 634.
' ‘Ymer,’ vol. iv. p 32S. Wilkes, tot. tit. vol v. p 101. LumholU,

lot. tit pp. 193,313.

’ Quoted by Bonwidc, ' Daily Life,' p 73.

‘ Tamer, 'Samoa,' p 97.
* Crawfurd, tec. tit. rol. I p. 88.
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there are few middle-aged men who have not had several

wives, and instances have been known of young women of

seventeen or eighteen who had already lived with three or

four husbands- 1 Among the Yendalines in IndoChina, it is

rare for any woman to arrive at middle age without having a

family by two or more husbands- 5 The Maldivians, ar- we arc

informed by Mr. Rosset, ate so ford of change that many a

man marries and divorces the same woman three or four

times in the course of his life* Among the Sinhalese,

according to Knox, "both men and women have frequently

to marry four or five times before they can settle down con-

tented;" 4 and Father Bcurien says of the Mantras of the

interior of the Malay Peninsula, that it te not uncommon to

meet individuals who have married even forty or fifty different

times.* Among the Munda Kols, Khasiaa, Tartars,* and

most Moluitmnedan peoples,T divorces are very frequent.

According to Dr. van der Berg, an even more fatal influence

is exercised on family life in the East by this laxity of the

marriage tie than by polygyny* Burckhardt knew Bedouins

forty-five year* old who had had more than fifty wives.* A
Sighe" wife in Persia is taken in marriage for a certain

legally stipulated period, which may vary from one [hour to

ninety-nine yean 10 In Cairo, according to Mr. Lane, there

are not many persons who have not divorced one wife, if they*

have been married for a long time
;
and many men in Egypt

have in the course of two years married as many as twenty,

thirty, or more wives
;

whilst tlvere are women, not far

1
Si. John, in 'Trans Elhn. See.,' N.S. vot. ii. p 337.

* Colquhoan, • Amongst the Shans,’ p. 7 S-

’ Rosser, in ‘Jour. Anthr. Inst.,’ vot. xri. p. 169.

‘ Quoted by Pridham, /«*. lit. vol. i. p. 353.
* Bourien, ‘The Wild Tr.be> of ilic In-.criur of lie Malay Peninsula.'

in ' Trans E'.hn. See.,' N.S. voL iil. p. 80.

* Jellinghaus, in 'Zeitschr. I. Erhnol.’ vot III. p. 370. Yule, ' Notes on
the Kawa Hills,' in 'Join. As. Soc. Bengal,’ vol xiii. pt. ii. a. 6y. Hue,
lot. dr. vol. t. p. t86

' Pisrhon, Av dt. p iy Chavanne, ‘ Die Sahara,' p. <03.
* 1 Das Aadand,' i^y p. 958.
* Klentm, ‘Caltur-Getchichte,’ rot iv. p. 15a
10 Polik. toe. tie. vol l pp. 107

,
el ttg.
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advanced in age. who have been wives to a dozen or more

men successively. Mr. Lane has even heard of men who
have been in the habit of marrying a new wife almost every

month 1 In Morocco, Dr. Churcbcr writes to me, a terrible

state of things springs from the ease with which divorce is

obtained ; a man repudiates his wife on the slightest provo-

cation and marries again. “One of the servants here," he

continues, “ Is reported to have had nineteen wives already,

though he is still only middle-aged" Indeed, among the

Moors of the Sahara, according to Mr Reade, it is considered

“low" for a couple to live too long together, ar.d "the

leaders of fashion are those who have been the oftenest

divorced." * Lobo tells us that, in Abyssinia, marriage was

usually entered upon Tor a term of years
,
1 arid, amor.g the

Somals, separation is exceedingly common.* Many negro

peoples marry upon trial or for a fixed time.* Among the

Negroes of Hondo, a man may so often send away his wife

ar.d take a new one that It is difficult to know who is the

father of the children born® Regarding the ancient Persians,

Professor Rawlinson observes that the easiness nf divorce

among :hc Magians was in accordance with F.raniun notions

on the subject of marriage—“ notions far less strict than

those which have commonly prevailed among civilized

nations." ' Among the Greeks, especially the Athenians,1 and

among the Teutons,® divorce often occurred
;
and in Rome, at

the close of the Republic and the commencement ofthe Empire,

it prevailed to a frightful extent. 10

Among uncivilized races, as a rule, and among many
advanced peoples, a man may divorce his wife whenever
he likes The Aleuts used to exchange their wives for food

1 Lane, lee. ell. vol. 1 pp. 347, 2(1.
*- Reade, tee. /It. p +.« * Lobo, lee. cit. p. it,.

' lionon, ‘ First Footsteps.* p- 1??.

* Wain, loe. at. vol. it p. 1 14.

* ' bis- AusUnd,* :ESi, p. 1017,

’ Rawlinson, lee. ell. vol ii. p. 35J.
* Becker, toe. ill. vol. U. pp. 4S8, et «y. Hermann- Bluiuner, loe. tU.

P :6‘- u Nordatrtm, tee. eit. vol. ii. p. 34.
" Mackenzie, ‘Scodtes in Roman Law,' p. 125.
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and clothes' In Tonga, a husband divorces his wife by

simply telling her that she may gct ! Among the Hovaa of

Madagascar, until the spread of Christianity, marriage was

compared to a knot so lightly tied that it could be undone

with the slightest possible touch. 8 In Yucatan, a man might

divorce his wife for the merest trifle, even though he had

children by her.* Among the ancient Hebrews,4 Greeks,0

Romans,7 and Germans,* dislike was considered a sufficient

reason for divorce, which was regarded as merely a private

act.

Nevertheless, among a great many peoples, although

a husband may divorce his wife, he decs so only under cer-

tain exceptional conditions, marriage, as a rule, being con-

cluded for life.'
1 The Greenlanders seldom repudiate wives

who have had children. 11 Among the Californian Wintun,
according to Mr. Powers, it is very uncommon for a man to

expel his wife. “ In a moment of passion he may strike her

dead, or ... . ignominiously slink away with another, but
the Idea of divorcing and sending away a wife doe:, not occur
to him." 11 Among the Naudowcssics, divorce is so rare that

Carver- had no opportunity nflearning how it is accomplished.'*

Speaking of several tribes on the eastern side of the Rocky

1 Georgi. tor. cif. p. 3?«-
1 Martin, tor. at. vol. ii. p. 173.

* Slbtw, tot. rit. pp. 161, r;a ' tie Herrera, tor. lit. vat iv. p «7J
4 * Deuicrooonty.’ ch. xxiv. v. L Ewald, for. ,it. p. 303.
n Meier and Schumann, Ice. eit. p. 511.
’ Mackenzie, 1

Studies ii Roman Law,' pp 1 13, t! uq.
' Grimm, tee. lit. p 454
• Chinooks (Bancroft, lot. tit. vol. i. p. 241), Chippenag (Keating. ice

,it. vol ii. p 1 57A Chippewyans (Mackenzie, ' Voyages,' p. cxxiil), Shal
wanese !Aabe, toe. tit. p. 249k Xlacurfs (Waits, toe. eit. vol iii. p. 391).
>1 undrucus and other Brazilian tribes (v. Manias, tot. ett vol i. p. to*),

XI Intunes, Pampas, Mbayas, Payaguag (Axara. fee. at. vol. a. pp 33, 41,
114, i 3 =>. Cilalsnganes of the Philippines (Blumentntt, tee. eit. p. 41X
Siamese (Mcotc, toe. rit. p. 169.V Burmese (Colquhcun, • Burma,' pp. 13,

Chukmaa ;U>rin, ice. lit. p. 187X Yakuia (Sauer, fee. lit. p. 129),
Chuvashes. Voiyaks. Cheremieet, Xlordvlna, Vognis 'Genrgi, toe. eit.

p 42,1. Ossetes 'v. Haxihainen, ‘ Tianacaurasla,1

p.404), Takue (Xlun-
zinger, toe. eit. p 209), Bcni-Mtab (Chavanoc, ‘Die Sahara,’ pp. 315,
*"'f )

M Cranr, lot. eit. vol i. p. 148.
" Po""”, lot. at. p. 239. 15 Carver, toe. at. p 375,
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Mountains, Hannon remarks that separation between husband

and wife is seldom permanent, the parties, after a few days'

absence from one another, generally having an inclination to

come together again.' The Iroquois, in ancient times, re-

garded separation as discreditable to both man and woman,
hence it was not frequently practised.’

1

If an Uaupd takes a

new wife the elder one is never turned away, hut remains Ike

mistress of the house.’ Among the Charruas and Patagonians,

marriage lasts, as a rule, during the whole of life, if there are

children. 1 And, concerning the Yahgans, Mr. bridges writes

that there have been many instances amongst them of hus-

hand and wife living together until separated by death. The
same is the case in I.ifu, as T am informed by Mr. Radfield.

In Tonga, according to Mariner, more than half of the number
or married women were parted from their husbands only by
death.* Among the Maoris® and the Solomon Islanders,7 and
in New Guinea,® divorce is exceptional; and, even in Tahiti, the

turth nf children generally prevented the dissolution of mar-
riage.9 In many of the islands of the Indian Archipelago,

divorce may, by law or custom, be readily obtained, but Mr.
Crawfurd says that it is very rarely sued for. 14 The Garos,

according to Colonel Dalton, " will not hastily make engage-

ments. because, when they do make them, they intend to keep

them." n Among the Karens, Dr. Bunker writes, separations,

save by death, arc rare. Mr. Ingham informs me that, among
the Bakongo, there arc plenty of instances of husband and
wife living together till death. Archdeacon Hodgson states

the same regarding the Eastern Central Africans. Mr. Swann

1 Harmon, /nr. ret p. 341.
' Morgan,

1
League of the Iroquois,' p. 324.

I WaB»re, 'Travels on ihe Airmen.’ p. 497.
' A“™. *». 1if. vol. ii. p. 23. Faulkner, lot. rit p. 126
‘ Martin, toe. tit. vol ii. p. 167.
• DielTeabar.lv toe. tit. vol it. p. 40.
’ Elton, in ‘Jour. Anthr. vol. *vii. p. 95.
' bavres in ' Prnc. Roy. Geo. See,' N.S. vol. ii. p. 614. Bilik, In ' BuD

Sec. d'Anihr.,’ ser. iii. vol *i, p. 397.
’ Waitj-GcriamL /*-. tit. rol. »i. p. rig.
'* Crawford, /«. ret rol l p. 78.
II Dalion, A*, ret p. 68.
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regarding the VVaguha, Mr. F.yles regarding the Zulus.

Among the Cis-Natalian Kafirs, according to Mr. Cousins,

marriage, in the majority of instances, is contracted for life.

1

In the early days of Hebrew history, says Ewald, it was only

in exceptional cases that husbands made an evil use of the

right to divorce a wife.’ Among the Greeks of the Homeric
age, divorce seems to have been almost unknown, though

it afterwards became an everyday event in Greece;* and in

Rome, in the earliest times, it was probably very- little used.*

Among many peoples custom or law has limited the hus-

band's power to dispose of hi3 wife, permitting divorce only

under certain conditions. Thus, among the Kukis, "if a

woman has a son by her husband, the marriage Is indissoluble,"

though, if they do not agree, and have no son, the husband

can cast off his wife and take another.6 The Red Karens in

Indo-China allow divorce if there arc no children; "but
should there be one child, the parents arc not permitted to

separate."

1

In the tribes of Western Victoria, described by
Mr. Dawson, a man can divorce a childless wife for serious

misconduct, hut in eveiy case the charge against her must
first be laid before the chiefs of his own and his wife’s tribes,

and their consent to her punishment obtained. If the wife has
children, she cannot be divorced T Among the Santals and the

Tipperahs, divorce can be effected only with the consent of the

husband’s clansmen, or ajury of village elders.6 Several tribes

of the Indian Archipelago do not allow a man to repudiate
his wife, except in case of adultery

;

9 and certain negro peoples

1 Cf Nauhaus, in 'VerhardL Bert. Ge; Aathr./ i 83* p. ;ic
: Klemm,

‘Gdtur-Gejehichie,’ voi. iii. p. 278 ; Maclean, lot.dr. p. 70 ; Lichtenstein,
lot. ol. vol L pp. 261, afia.

‘ Euald, Ur. 0/, p. J03. Among the Samaritans, divorce, Ihcogh
primmed, does ixit occur (Andree, In. cit. p. at;)

* Glasion, lot. tit p. 151. Meier and Schumann, lot. til. p 510
• Mackenzie, ‘ Roman Law,' p. 123. - Lcwin, la. oil. p. 276.

c Coiquhouo, 'Amongst the Shans,' p. 6*.
1 Dawson, lot. (if. p 33.
‘ Hunler, • Rural Bengal/ vol i. p acS I.cwir, p Jlo.
" Peoples of Ceram, Aru, Somalia, Babbcr, Loui, Moa and Laior,

W«ter (Riedel, toe. or. pp 134, 363, 335, 35 ,, }9->, 4 .,8). Rum (WiBcen,
1 Verwaatschap,' Sic., p 51).
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have a similar rule, so far as the chief or first wife is concerned. 1

Among die Hottentots, according to Kolbcn, a man may
divorce his wife only "upon showing such cause as shall be

satisfactory to the men of the kraal where they live." 1 Mr.

Casalis states that, among the Basutos, " sterility is the only

cause of divorce which is not subject to litigation and, ac-

cording to Tnda custom, the separation of married couples

does not seem to be lightly tolerated.* Among certain lower

races the consent of the wife appears generally to lie necessary

for separation. 1

Civilised nations, more commonly than savages, consider

marriage a union which must not be dissolved by the husband
except for certain reasons stipulated by law. Among the

A/tecs, it was Icxiked upon as a tie binding for life, and
divorce was always discouraged both by the magistrates and

the community. The husband could repudiate even his con-

cubines only for just cause and with the sanction of the

courts, and the chief wifo only for malevolence, dirtiness, or

sterility.6 In Nicaragua, the sole offence for which a wife

could Ik divorced was adultery.' The Chinese code enu-

merates seven ju.it causes of divorce— barrenness, lascivious-

ness. inattention to parents in-law, loquacity, thievishness, ill-

temper.and inveterate infirmity,—and a husband .except for one
of these reasons, may not put away his wife on pain of receiving

eighty blows. 6 But these pretexts for divorce are very elastic.

In one of the old Chinese books we read, " When a woman
has any quality that is not good, it U but just ami reasonable

to turn her out of doors.
. . . Among the ancients a

* Wain, lot. dt. vot ii. p. im Cf. Troyan, let. ell p. 569 (Negroes of
LoanK°> * Kolbei, lx. til. voL i. p 157.
' Cata.it, lot. tit. pp. 1 £«, tf /ay. * Marshall, lot. til p. a 19.
’ Manna* (Boarien, in

1 Tram. Ethn. Soc,’ N.S. vat. ill. p So). Butias
of Ladakh (Cuinlnghatn, in ‘Jour. As. See. Bengal,' vot liii. p(. i. p 204),
Tourgtha (Uvin, lee. tit. p. 194), Timorese (Wilken, ‘Verwantschap,’

P- 54)
" Bancroft, lot. til voL ii. pp. ^3, 365. Wain, vot iv. p. 13a.
* Walts, vot iv. p. a?8.
* Mtdluust. in ‘Tram. Roy. As. Sc<. China Brunch.' vo! iv. pp 257 ,fuf.

Cray, lot. tit. vol

p

119 Muller, • Kelt* d*, Novara,' Ethnography
p. 16*.
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wife was turned away if she allowed the house to be full of

smoke, or if she " frightened the dog with her disagreeable

noise." 1 Nevertheless, according to Mr. Medhurst, divorce is

rare in China.’ In Japan a man might repudiate his wife for

the same reasons as in China. But Professor Rein remarks

that the Japanese seldom made use of this privilege, espe-

cially if there were children, as education arxl custom re-

quired that, in such eases, the wife should be treated with

kindness and consideration, 8 In Arabia, Mohammed regu-

lated the law of divorce. " In the absence of serious reasons,"

says lbrahirn Halebi, "no Mussulman can justify divorce in

the eyes either of religion or the law. If he abandon his wife

or put her away from simple caprice, he draws down upon him-

self the divine anger, for ‘ the curse of God,' said the Prophet,
' rests on him who repudiates his wife capriciously.' "• Practi-

cally, however, a Mohammedan may, whenever he pleases,

without assigning any reason, say to his wile, "Thou art

divorced," and she must return to her parents or friends. 6

According to the ‘ Laws of Manu,’ a wife " who drinks
spirituous liquor, is of had conduct, rebellious, diseased, mis-

chievous, or wasteful, may at any time be superseded

by another wife. A barren wife may be superseded in the

eighth year
;
one whose children all die, in the tenth

;
one who

bears only daughters, in the eleventh
; but one who is quarrel-

some, without delay."" At present, in Southern India,

divorce is common among many of the lower castes ; but it is

not practised at all among the Brahmans and Kahatriyas, or

among the higher classes of Sudras.7 In Rome under the
Christian Emperors, the husband's right to put away his wife

was restricted by imperial constitutions, which pointed out
what were considered just causes of divorce.’ The dogma of

1 Navarette, let. tit p. 73.
- Medhurst, In ‘Trans. Roy. As. Sor. China Branch,’ voL tv. p. 27.
1 Rrin, leu. ill. pp 434, a ug. * Amir’ All, lex. at. p. 33a.
• Lane, lex. tit vo\. i. pp. 139, 347. Pischon, lee. tit. p. 13.
‘ ‘ The Lows 01 Malta,’ eh. ix. w. So, a ttg. This, however, was not

a divorce in our sense of the term. • Neither by sale nor by repudiation,’

says Manu (eh. i». v. 46), ‘is a wife released front her h«sb*n<L’
1 Mayne, * Hindu I.»w and Usage,' p. 95.
8 Glasion, lot. tit pp, 504, rl teq.
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the indissoluble nature of marriage, early vindicated by many
Fathers in accordance with the injunction, " What God hath

joined together, let not man put asunder," came into full

force only by degrees. The Council of Trent definitely sup-

pressed the last traces of divorce as a legal practice 1—a decree

which has exercised a powerful influence on the legislation of

Roman Catholic nations. In Spain, Portugal, and Italy, a

husband can demand a judicial separation, a divorce a motsA

et ikon, but the marriage contract cannot be dissolved
;

in

France divorce was reintroduced by the law of 27th July,

If all Protestant countries divorce is allowed. In every

one of them a man may be divorced from a wife who has

committed adultery, but the other legal grounds on which a
divorce, in most of them, may 1* obtained, vary in different

States. According to the Prussian ’ Landrccht,' the list in-

duce!, among other causes, drunkenness and a disorderly life,

insanity lasting longer than a year, and the mutual consent of

the husband and wife, if they have no children in Norway
and Denmark, mutual consent, if the parties have been judici-

ally separated for three years previously
;

1 in Austria, aversion

proved to lie invincible through several preceding divorces

from bed and board.* The French law recognize: as causes

of divorce, besides adultery, “execs, sfviccs, injures graves,”

as also “ condamnation A une peine afflictive et in-

famante.' 4

Marriage may be dissolved not only by the man but by the

woman. In Madagascar, says Mr. Sibicc, although " the

power of divorce is legally in the husband's hand, a wife can
piactically divorce herself in several cases* The like holds

true for many of the lower races
;

T whilst, among others, eus-

' G'arson, pp. 213, 215. •- JUd, pp. 367 , ,/ itj
* /M, pp. 437 , 45 -- * Hid., p. 403.
‘ C.rptollrT, ‘Ttaite thdotciiqiie ei pratique du divorce,' p. 53. For

tbc laws of divorce in the State: cf Europe and America, aoc Neo-
btuirr, • Kliewheiduag im Anslande,' la * Zeitschr. C vgl. RechUwit&,’
vote. v.-4* « Silane, Aw. cil p. 254.

1 Greenlanders (Nirdenslcittld, •CrSnland,' p. 509), D.-imams (Wait*,
Av. cil. vol. ii. p j 1 6), Marat (Mumlnger, loc. cil. p. 241), Kafirs of

Natal (Shooter, /» . at. pp. fi j, ft tc/.), Samoans (Turner, • Samoa,' p. 97),
Dyalcs (St John, In ' Trans. Etha. Soc.,' N.S. vol. ii. p. 237).
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tom or law seems to permit a wife to separate at least under

certain conditions.1 Among the Inland Columbians, accord-

ing to Mr Bancroft, ‘either party may dissolve the marriage

at will." 1 If a Bonak wife gets up and leaves the man, he

has no claim ever after on her.* Among the Navajos, when

a woman marries, “she becomes free, and may leave her

husband for sufficient cause." * Regarding the Guanas, A2ara

states, “ Lc divorce cst libre aux deux sexes, commc tout Ic

rcste, et les femmes y sont trcs-portccs.” * In the Sandwich

Islands, “a man and woman live together as long as they

please, and may, at any time, separate, and make choice of

other partnera”* In Tahiti, parts of New Guinea, and in the

Marianne Group, the marriage tic may, it is said, fce dissolved

whenever cither of the parties desires it.
T In some of the

smaller islands of the Indian Archipelago, a wife can sue for

divorce if her husband ill-treats her, if he Is unfaithful, or for

other reasons.* Among tlie Slums, “ should Uie husband take

to drinking, or otherwise misconducting him-clf, the woman

1 This is especially the case when (he wife » superior to the husbmd
in rank ['/. Soyaui, lot. lit. p. 161 (Negroes of Ltnngo); Klemm,
•Cultur-Gescbiclite,' vol. III. p 284 (Negroes of Sierra Leone); Mac-
donald, 1 African*,1 vol i. pp. 140, rl ttf. (Eastern Central Africans);

Si re, lot. fit. p. 354 (Taahiaof Madagascar), Waits-Geriand, for. dt.

vol v. pt. iL p 106; vol ri. p. lit (Caroline Islanders, Tahitians);

•Ymer,’ vol. iv. p. 333 (Peleu- Islanders); Moore, lot. dt. p. 289

(Nalchei)I . but also when they arc of equal rani, as among the Saa-

wancse(Ashe, lot. til. p. 349k Macassars, Bugls (W liken, ‘ Verwantxbtp,1

p 76, Rej*»s* (Matsden, lot at. p. =35), Malays d Perak (McNair,

An\ tit. p 256k Galcla (Riedel, in ’Zeitsekr. f. Etbnoi,1 vnl. xvll. p, 78),

Kaupuis (Walt, in 'Jour. Anthr. Inst,’ vol xvL p 355), Badagaa (Hark-

new, toe. tit. p 1 17), Keroata (Rowrey. lot. tit. d. 136), Mongols

(Preievalfky, * Mongolia,' vol i. p. 70), ISeni-Amer, Kundnvt (Man-
ringer, lot. Sit. pp 3-P 3- 1

- 489k Totuuegs (“ Chavanne, 'Die Sahara,'

p 209), Ajhanice* (Waits, vol iL p. iso), Masai (Last, in • Proc. Key.

Geo. SocV N.S. vol v. p 533k Kafirs (Maclean, lot. tit. pp. 69, it uq.j.

! Bancroft, lot. tit. vol. i. p 277.
1 Schoolcraft, lot. tit. vol iv. pp MJ, if teg. ' Ibid., vol. iv. p. 214.

Aura, lot. tit. vol. it p. 93. • Loiansky, lot. til. pp. 127, iluj.
’ Ellis, ‘Polynesian Researches,' vot L p 056. Blnk, ie 'Bull Sec.

d'Anthr.,' ser. iii. vol. xL p 397 Chalmers, lot. tit. p. 167. Wahl-
Gerland, vol. v. pt ii. pp 106,

* Riedel, lor. .if, pp. 13+ '73. ’63. 3=5. 39^. 44«.
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has the right to tutu him adrift, and to retain ali the goods

and money of tho partnership." 1 In Burma, if one of the

parties is unwilling to separate, ' the other is free to go, pro*

vided all property except the clothes In wear is left behind

and a wife can demand a divorce for ill-treatment, or if her

husband cannot properly maintain her.* Among the Irulas,

uf the Neilgherries, the option of remaining in union, or of

separating, rests principally with the woman.' According to

Kandh custom, a wife can return to her father's house within

six months after the marriage, on the articles which had been

paid for her being restored
;
and, if childless, she can at any

time quit her husband “In no case,” says Sir W. W. Hunter,

“can the husband forcibly reclaim her, but a wife separated

on any grounds whatsoever from her husband cannot marry
again." * In Eastern Central Africa, divorce may be effected

the husband neglects to sew his wife's clothes, or if tie

partners do not please each other.* And, among the Garen-

ganze, according to Mr. Arno:, a wife " may leave her husband
at any time, if she cares to do so.”*

Passing to more advanced nations, we find that, among the

ancient Mexicans, the wife, as well as the husband, might sue

for separation.1 In Guatemala, she could leave him on
grounds as slight as those on which he could leave her* I;

China, on the other hand, a woman cannot obtain legal

separation
;

ar.d the same was the case in Japan till the year

1873.9 According to the Talmudic Law, the wife is author-

ized to demand a divorce if the husband refuses to perform

his conjugal duty, if he continues to lead a disorderly life

after marriage, if he proves impotent during ten years, if he
suffers from an insupportable disease, or if he leaves the country
for ever “ According to Mohammedan legislation, divorce may.

1 Colqahoun, ' Amongst the Sham
,

1

p. 195.
' Fytebe, fa. ,it. vol. u. p. 73. • Marines* 4V. at. p 91.
1 Hunter, ‘Rural Bengal,' vol li_. p. B3.
1 Macdonald, 'Africans,' rol i. p. 14a
• Amet, ' Gaienguue,' p. 194.
' WaiB

>
vo1

- lv- P 86. • Bancroft, 4*. at. vol. il p 6r-
' Gray, he, tit. vol:i. p. J19. Rrln, fa. tit. pp. cl if.
Classen, toe tit. pp. 149, n ug.
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in certain eases, take place at the instance of the wife, ami,

it cruelly treated or reflected by her husband, she has the

right of demanding a divorce by authority of justice. 1 The

ancient Hindus' and Teutons 1 allowed a wife to separate

from her husband only in certain exceptional cases. Accord-

ing to Gallic laws, a wife cojld quit her husband without

losing her dot, " si leprosus sit vir
;

si habcat fetidum anhcla-

tum, ct si cum ca concumbcrc non possit.” 4 Among the

Saxons and Danes in England, marriage might be dissolved

at the pleasure of either party, the wife, however, being ob-

liged to return the price paid for her, if she deierted the hus-

band without his consent.* At Athens, a woman could de-

mand a divorce if she was ili-treated by her husband, in which

case she had merely to announce her wish before the up^oiv.0

Kossbach think* that, in Rome, a marriage with mama
could be dissolved by the husband only, a marriage without

manus by the wife's father also.' But Lord Mackenzie ob-

serves that, whatever effect nmvtutio in manuui may have had

in ancient times, it did not, in the age of Gaius, limit the

wife’s freedom to seek divorce* In those Christian States of

Europe where absolute divorce is permitted, the grounds on

which it may be sued for are nearly the same for the man and
the woman—except in England, where the husband must be

accused of one or other of several offences besides adultery.

In Italy, Spain, and l’ottugal. a judicial separation may always

be decreed on the ground of the adultery of the wife, but, on

the ground of the adultery of the husband, only if it has been

committed under certain aggravating circumstances.'

The causes by which duration of human marriage is

influenced arc, on the whole, the same as those which deter-

mine the form of marriage.

1 Amir* All, for. lit. ch \ii. el i.y. Lane, for. til. vol. L p. ijq.

: Kohler, in ‘ZeiiKhr. 1. vgt. Rechlswisv.1
vol. iii. pp. 386, « Uy

* GUison, /«-. til. p. 187.

* nu., p. 1S9. • fori, p, 19J.
* fori, pp ip, tl stf. MeieT and Schomnnn, fov tit. p 513.

' Roabaih. fo-. at. pp. 4!, el sey.

* Macienue, 'Reman La™,' p. 13].

* Glasion. pp.291, 298, JW.

M M
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Man’s appetite for youth and beaut}' often induces him to

repudiate a wife who has grown o!d and ugly According to

Ceok, it was much inure common for a Tahitian to cast off

the first wife and take a more youthful partner than to live

with both. 1 Among the Aleuts, when a wife " ceases to

possess attractions or value in the eyes of her proprietor, she

is sent back to her friends.'' * A Malay, in many cases, tuna

away his wife as scon as she becomes ugly from hard work

and maternal cares. 8 In Switzerland, marriage is much

oftener dissolved through divorce when the wife is the

husband's senior, than when the reverse is the ease. 4

Dr. llcringer-Fdraud observes that the Moors in the region

of the Senegal “divorcent avee une facilite extreme, non

seulcment sous Ic pr&exte le plus fulile, mais souvent, et

mime uniquement, pour le plaisir de changer.” 6 According

to v Octtingen, the statistics of divorce and remarriage in

Europe prove that the taste for variety is often the chief

cause of the dissolution of marriage*

As the desire for offspring is a frequent cause of divorce,
1

so the birth of children is generally the best guarantee for

the continuance of the marriage tie. Speaking of some

Indian tribes of North America, Schoolcraft sayt, "The best

protection to married femaics arises from the ties of children,

which, by bringing into play the strong natural affections of

the heart, appeal at once to that principle in man’s original

organization which is the strongest ”*

1 Cook, ‘Voyage 10 the Pacific C cean/ vol. if p.
1
57.

* Bancroft, be. 1it vol i p. 93.

- Hark, • The Head-Hunters of Borneo/ p. J15. Cf Kkinin, ‘ CulUif-

Gesrhirhte/ vol. u. p. 76 (Abipones)
; Barth, * Rci-.cn/ vol. L p, 358

Touartfcs of RUt;.
• Glasson, lee. cit. p 469.
' ' Revue d'Ar,(Jiropo!o)jie/ 1S83, p. 59a Cf. Keane, in ‘Jour. Anthr.

last.,' to!, kill. p. 20O (Uoiocudosj
j

Krauts, !n. ,it. p 568 (South

Slavonians), * r. Oeuingen, lee. til. p. 150.

' flail, J«c. eil. p. 139 (Western Eskimo). Egece, be. ell. p. 143

(Grccnlandeis). Frttsch, In ell. p. 141 (Zulus;,. Wilson and Felton,

lee. ell. vol ii. p 48 (Wanyoro). Buchoer, lee. eil. p. 31 (Duallas). Polak,

loc. eil. voL i. p. 318 (Persians). Krauw, pp. 53 ?, }?o, et ief. (South

Slavonians)
;

Arc.

" Schoolcraft, ‘ The Indian in his Wigwam/ p. 73 Cf Nar.sen, In. e/I.
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Where women are regarded almost a$ beast* of burden, it

often happen* that a wife who is a bad worker is divorced.

The Dyak husbands u
coolly dismiss their helpmates when

too lazy or too weak to work, and select partners better quali-

fied to undergo the toils of life
." 1 Among die Sinhalese,

according to Mr. Hatley, sickness is jxirhap* the most common
reason why a husband repudiates his wife. The heartless

desertion of a sick wife, he says, is
41 the worst tiait in the

Kandyan character, and the cool and unconcerned manner in

which they themselves allude to it, shows that it is as common
as it is cruel.’

*

However desirable separation, in many cases, may be for

the husband, there arc various circumstances which tend to

prevent him from recklessly repudiating his wife. In many
instances divorce implies for the man a loss of fortune.

Though not, as a rule/ obliged to provide the divorced wife

with the full means of subsistence, he must, a 3 already men-

tioned
,
usually give her what she brought with her into the

house, and, among several peoples, a certain proportion

—

often the half—of the common wealth.* Among the Karen';,

if a man leave? hi* wife, the rule i* that the house and all the

property belong to her, nothing being his but what he take*

with him
.

1 Among the Manipuris, according to Colonel

Dalton, a wife who is put away without fault on her part,

takes all the personal property of the husband, except one

drinking cup and the cloth round his loins.

11 bimilar rules

prevail among the Galela, and in the Marianne Group.
7 As

vol ii p. J?o (Greenlander*) ; Lichtenstein, he. til. roL ii. p. 48 {Brah-

man*} i St John. he. tit. vol. i. p. 65 (Sea D>nk*\
• St. John, m ‘

‘I rani. Ethn. Soc ,,
1 N.S. vol ii. p. *37

Bails;, IM, vol. II p. >9» Cf. Frlucb, tee. tit. p. 141 (/ulus).

1 For exceptions, see emu p. 19.

• Kalla*, Inland Columbians (Bancroft, /«. til. vol. i. pp. 197, =77).

Shans (Coin.ihoun, ‘Atnonpt (he Stans' p *95), Burmeio (Fyttfce, /«.

M vol ii. p. 73l, Mala;* of Perak (McNair, Aw. tit. p :36), Beni-Amcr,

Kur.iroa {Muaxin£cr, he. dt. pp. 320, 521, 4S9).

1 Mason, in ‘Jour. Aa. S<k- iVcngaV vol. xxxv. pi. iL |x 2^
4 Dalton, /<vr. at. p. 51.

7 Riedel, in 'Zeitachr. f. Ethnol/ vol. rrii. p. 78. Waitx-Gcrlaad, /or.

at. vol. v. pL ii. p. 107.

M M 2
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to the ancient Teutons, M. Glasson observes. “ Lcs !ois

barberes voulaient d’aillcurs que, sauf Ic cas d'adultcre, la

femme r£pudi4e efit son existence assume. Lc man devait

lui lalssei la maisrxi et tout ce qu'elle contenait ; il etait

m«me oblige do lui abandonner l’iquivalent du mundium
ct dc payor one amende au fisc s’il r^pudiait sa femme sans

aucun motif sirieux." 1

The practice of purchasing wives forms a very Important

obstacle to frequent repudiation.* If the wife proves barren,

or is unfaithful, or otherwise affords sufficient cause of divorce,

the husband generally receives back what he has paid for

her
;

a but. if he repudiates her without satisfactory grounds,

the purchase sum is usually forfeited.* Cases of divorce

are very frequent," says Mr. Casalis, “ when* the price of the

wife is of small value. Among the Basutos, where it is of

considerable amount, the dissolution of marriage i.- attended
with much difficulty*" And Dr. Finsch ascribes the fre-

quency of divorce in Ponapf to the fact that wife-purchase

does net exist there.*

Moreover, when lie divorces his wife, a man very often

loses his children at the same time Among several peoples
they remain the property of the father.* Among others,

'hey are taken In some cases by the man, in others by the

1 Glasson, /«. eil. p 187. • C/. Codrlngton, /or. r;7. p. 244.
* Sauer, I<K. tit. p. 129 (Jnkuts). Hlldctandt, in 'Ztitechr. i. Eihool,'

»ol. x. p 401 (WatumlcJ ' Dm Ansland,’ 1881, p 48 (Zulus). MerolU
da Sorrento, /or. tit. p *35 (Negroes of Sognoy Holmlierg, in 'Acta
Sec. So. Fennicw,' vol. i». p. 315 (Thiinkeis). Cf. Powers, lot. tit. p 56
(Ynrok)i Lcwln, /or. tit. p. 23; (Mrds) ; Livingstone, •Missionary
Travels,' p 412 (Negroes rf Angola).

' V. Haxthawen, * Transcaucasia,’ p. soa (Oiseics). Klemm, 'Cultur-
Ceaehickt*,’ vol. iv. pp >0

,
,t lfi. (Circassians). Hnrkaess, /or, til.

p 117 (Badagas). Crawfuid, /or. tit vol iii. p. 101 (Malays). MerolU
da Sorrento, p 235 (Negroes of Sogno) Dai Aosiand,' 1881, p. road
(Negroes of Hondo). llolmberg, in 'Acta Soc. Sci. Fennk*,' vol. iv.

p 3 « 5 (IhlliiktM), * Caralia, lx. tit. p. 184.
1 Finsch, In ‘Zctischr. f. ElhnoL,' vol xll. p. 317.
' Meeda Kail (JeDinghaus, in ‘Zeittdir. C EtbnoL, 1

vol. 111. p 370),
Todns (Marshall, Uc at. p. SIS], Bedouins (Kienun, ' CuUur-Cesduchic.
™l P- ' 5 °). Tartar- (Georgl, /or. tit. p 238), East A/ii.-ans (Burton
‘The Lake Regions of Centra: Africa,' vol ii. p. 333).
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woman.' In Samoa, the young children followed the

mother, the more advanced the father;* whilst, among the

Sinhalese, boys are taken by the latter, girls by the former.*

Rut among many uncivilised peoples, all the children, if

young, follow the mother* as Coldcn says, “ according to the

natural course of all animals." B

Another factor which has much influence upon the stability

of marriage, is the position held by women. When some regard

i3 paid to their feelings, a husband docs not, of course, put

his wife away for trivial reasons, divorce meaning for her, in

many cases, misery and distress. Dr. Churcher informs me
from Morocco that “ the divorced woman too often goes to

swell the ranks of the prostitutes." And the same is the case

In China and among the Arabs of the Sahara. 1

When a man and woman unite with one another from

love, there is, of course, more security that the marriage

contract will be lasting. The Mantras, says Father Bouricn,
" frequently marry without previously knowing one another,

and live together without loving. Is it, then, astonishing that

they part without regret, and that divorce is frequent among
them ? The facility of Mohammedan divorce, as Mr. Bos-

1 Aleuts (Georgi, Aar. cit. p. 170), Dacotabs (Schoolcraft. he. cit.

vol. liL p. 340), Nukahivans (v. LanRidorf, lot. tit. vot I. p. 153),

Papuans of New Guinea tBink, in ' BulL Soc. d'Andw.,' so. ill. vol. ai. p.

3971* * Turner, ‘ Samoa,' p. 97.

' Pridbam, lot. at. vol i. p 353. Cf. Bancroft, lot. tit. vol. U. p. 673.

(Yucatan;.

• Greenlanders (Cram, tv. tit. vol I. p. 1*8), Thlinkets (Wain, lac.

cit. vol iii. p 33S), inland CcfumMans (Bancroft, tor at vol. I p 377),

Apaches (Hid, vol i. p. s 1 1>. Iroquois (Buchanan, ‘North American
Indians,’ pp. 333, tt try.), CallinomeM in California (Poocri, /or. cit. p.

i?8\ and other Nonli American Indians (Wain, lot. cit. vol. iii. p 103),

Caribs (Ibid., vol. iii. p. 383), Pnyaguas (Arara, let. at. vol ii. p. 131),

Marianne Islanders (Woiti-Geriand, vol. v. pi ii. p 107), Tongans

(Martin, lot. tit. vol. ii p. 179k Khasias (Steel, in •Trans. Ellin. Soc..1

N.S. vol. vii. p. 308. Dalton, tec. tit. p. 57).

• Schoolcraft, lot. cit vol iii. p 191.

• Katschcr. lot. cit. p. 91. Chavanne, 1 Die Sahara,1
p. 101

1 Bourien, in • Trans. Elhn Soc.,' NS vol iii p. 80 C/. Si John,

ibid., vol. p. 337 : Mason, in 'Jour. As Soc. Tlcngal,' vol. uxv. pi ii.

p 30.
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worth Smith remarks, is the necessary consequence of the

separation of the sexes. "A man would never embark in the

hazardous lottery of Eastern marriage, if he had not the

escape of divorce from the woman whom he has never seen,

and who may be in every way uncongenial to him." 1 A union

with a first cousin, among Mohammedans, is generally lasting,

because early associations may have led to an attachment at

a lender age.’ Separation is especially rare when the uniting

passion is not merely of a sensual nature, but involves

mutual sympathy depending upon mental qualities.

Many of the factors which influence the duration of mar-

riage, so far as it depends upon the will of the husband,

operate also in cases where marriage may be dissolved by the

wife. But the woman’s subordinate position and her inability

to support herself, makes separation more difficult for her than

for the man.* Moreover, if the woman claims a divorce, the

purchase-sum paid for her has to be returned,* and she may
even, in certain cases, forfeit her dowry and whatever property

she brought with hci at marriage.* If she must lose her

children also, ahe will naturally shrink from the idea of

separation.

Since the causes which influence the duration of marriage

are. to so great an extent, the same as those which influence

the form of marriage, so far as monogamy and polygyny are

concerned, we might expect strict monogamy to be associated

with stability of marriage, and extensive polygyny with in-

stability. But this is only partly the case. When monogamy
' Lane Poole, in 1 The Academy,' roL v. p. 684.

1 Lane, lot. til. val. i. p. 315.

* Mr. Craufurd (It/i. til. vol. i. p. 79} points Mt the connection, in

|avj, between tbe frequency of women deserting their husbands and
the abundance of food ; the Inboriousnesi and IndiiMriOnsnm of lire

tvmr.cn. who can earn a subsistence independent of a husband, ami tho

tatnenm and serrileness ol tbe men.
' Craofurd, vet.- ill. p. 101 (Malays). Maisden, lot. ill. p. *35

(RtjangtX Riedel, In ‘Zeitsehr. C EtrmoL,’ vol. xvil. p. 78 (CalclaN

Watt, in 'Jocr. Aoihr. Insi-,' vol. xvi. p. 35} (Kaupuis). Rowncy, tot.

til. p. 136 (Kcraiuii). Marshall, Ut.til p at? (Tedas). Harkneit, lot.

cit. p. 117 (Badagas). Waitz, la-, til. vol. ii. p. iso (Negroes..

* Mohammedans (Lane, lot. til. vnL i. p. 139), R.idagas (Harirneu,

p. 117).
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is chiefly dee to the man's inability to *upjxjrt many wives, or

when he secures no economical advantage by a plurality of

wives, be tries in many eases to make up for the inconveniences

of monogamy by a frequent change of mate. Mr. Bickmoro

thinks that the reason why polygyny ia not more generally

practised by the Mohammedan Malays i3 to be found in

the facility with which divorce is obtained and a new
marriage contracted.1 And the Arabs of Asia and the

Mcors of the Western Sahara, according to Burckharcit and
Chavanne, indemnify themselves through a succession of

wives for their monogamous habits. 1 Considering, further,

that die proportion between the sexes, and the monogamous
instinct which man in early times probably shared with

others of the higher primates, have affected the forms of
human marriage, but scarcely at all its duiation, we may
infer that the development of the latter, at least at the lower

stages of civilization, has been somewhat different from that

of the former.

As has already been pointed out, it is extremely probable

that, among primitive men, the union of the sexes lasted till

after the birth of the offspring; We have also perhaps some
reason to believe that the connection lasted for years. Lieu-

tenant de Gespigny met Orarg-utan families consisting of

male, female, and two young ones, and v. Koppenfd* saw
similar groups of the Gorilla

;
but whether the male was the

father of both the young ones, it is of course impossible to

decide In ary case, there is abundant evidence that marriage

has, upon the whole, become more durable in proportion, as

the human race has risen to higher degrees of cultivation,

and that a certain amount of civilisation is an essential

condition of the formation of life-long unions.

It is evident that, at the early stage of development at

which women first became valuable as labourers, a wife

was united with her husband by a new bond more lasting

than youth and heauty. The tic was strengthened by the

bride-price and the marriage portion. And greater consideni-

1 Bickmnrc, Av. rtf. p. 27a C/. ‘Das Ausland/ 1&S1, p. 569; Raffles,

A* . < v ol. L p. 81 (Javwnci^X

* BnrcVhardt, A§.M p 63 Chavanne, 4 Die Sahara,* pp. 454, e/ icq.
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sion for women, a higher development of the paternal feeling,

better forethought for the children’s welfare, and a more

refined love-passion have gradually made it stronger, until it

has become, in many eases, almost indissoluble. A husband

in the most advanced societies is no longer permitted to

repudiate his wife whenever he likes
;
a wife cannot, without

more ado, divorce herself from her husband. Marriage has

become a contract the keeping of which is superintended by

the Sutc, and which may be dissolved only uuder certain

stipulated conditions.

Although there can be no doubt that the psychical causes

which have strengthened the marriage tic tend to become

more potent, we must not conclude that divorce will in

future be lew frequent and more restricted by the laws than

it is now in European countries. It must be remem-

bered that the laws of divorce in Christian Europe owe

their origin to an idealistic religious commandment which,

interpreted in its literal sense, gave rise to legal prescriptions

far from harmonizing with the mental and social life of the

mass of the people. The powerful authority of the Roman
Church was necessary to enforce the dogma that marriage

is indissoluble. The Reformation introduced somewhat

greater liberty in this respect, and modem legislation has

gone further in the same direction.



CHAPTER XXIV

SUMMARY

Our investigation has now come to an end. The develop-

ment of human marriage in all it* aspects lias been examined,

according to the method suggested in the introductory chapter.

Many of the conclusions are more or less hypothetical, but not

a few, I think, are necessary deductions from trustworthy

evidence. As they are based on a great accumulation of

bets, it may be well to present a general view of the argu-

ment as a whole.

We defined marriage as a more or less durable connection

between male and female, lasting beyond the mere act of

propagation till after the birth of the offspring. It is found

among many of the lower animals, it occurs as a rule among
the anthropomorphous apes, anil it is universal among man-

kind. It is closely connected with parental duties: the

immediate uuc of the children belongs chiefly to the mother,

whilst the father is the protector and guardian of the family.

Being a necessary requirement foT the existence of certain

species, it obviously owes its origin to an instinct developed

through the powerful influence of natural selection. If, as

seems probable, them was a human pairing season in early

times, the continued excitement of the sexual instinct cannot

have played a part in the origin of human marriage—assum-

ing that the institution existed among primitive men. And
it is highly probable that it did exist, as the marriage of the

Primates seems to be due to the small number of young and

the long period of infancy. I^ater on, when mankind became
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chiefly carnivorous, Che assistance of an adult male became

still more necessary for the subsistence of the children, as

the chase everywhere devolves on the man. The suggestion

that, in olden times, the natural guardian of the 'children was

not the father, but the maternal uncle, has no foundation in

fact
;

neither has the hypothesis that all the males of the

tribe indiscriminately were their guardians. Ali the ev idence

we possess tends to show that among our earliest human
ancestors the family, not the tribe, formed the nucleus of

every social group, and. in many cases, was itself perhaps the

only social group. The man-like apes are not gregarious,

and the solitary life they generally lead is almost certainly

due chiefly to the difficulty they experience in getting

sufficient quantities of food. We may infer that our fruit-

eating human or hall-human ancestors wen: not more gre-

garious than they. Afterwards, when man passed beyond

his frugivorous stage, he continued, as a rule, this solitary

kind of life, as gregariousness is a disadvantage to all large

animals who live chiefly on flesh. Even now there arc

savage peoples of the lowest type who live rather in separate

families than in tribes, and facts indicate jthat the chief

reason for this Li want of sufficient food The sociability

of man, therefore, sprang in the main from progressive

intellectual and material civilization, whilst the tic that kept

together husband and wife, parents and children, was, if not
the only, at least the principal factor in the earliest forms of
man's social life. Human marriage, in all probability, is an
inheritance frem some ape-like progenitor.

Most anthropologists who have written on prehistoric

customs believe, indeed, that man lived originally in a stale

of promiscuity or " communal marriage ”
; but we have found

that this hypothesis is essentially unscientific. The evidence
given for it consists of notices of some savage nations said

to live promiscuously, and of some curious easterns which
arc a«sumcd to be survivals from a time when marriage did
not exist. Many of the assertions made as to peoples living

in promiscuous intercourse have, however, been shown to be
erroneous, and the accuracy of the others is at least open to

question. But even ifsome of the statements were true, it would
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be a mistake to infer that these quite exceptional cases repre-

sent a stage of development through which all mankind have

passed ;
and it is certainly no: among the lowest peoples

that sexual relations most nearly approach to promiscuity.

Equally unwarranted is the inference of a primitive condition

of "communal marriage " from the facl that in some parts of

the world the sexes may cohabit freely before marriage.

There arc numerous savage and barbarous peoples among

whom sexual intercourse out of wodlock is of rare occurrence,

unchastity on the part of the woman being looked upon as a

disgrace or a crime. Contact with a “ higher culture '* has

proved pernicious to the morality of savage peoples
;
and we

have
.
some reason to believe that irregular connections

between ihe sexes have, on the whole, exhibited a tendency

to increase along with the progress of civilization. Moreover,

free sexual intercourse previous to :narriagc is quite different

ftom promiscuity, which involves a suppression of individual

inclinations. The most general form of it is prostitution,

which is rare among peoples living in a state of nature, un-

touched by foreign influence. Customs which have been

interpreted as acts of expiation for individual marriage;—

a

sort of religious prostitution found in tlx; Hast
;

the jus

primae noctis granted to the friends of the bridegroom, or to

all the guests at a marriage, or to a particular person, a chief

or a priest; and the practice of lending tvives to visitors

—

may be far more satisfactorily explained otherwise. This is

true also of the fact that, among certain peoples, courtesans

aic held in greater estimation than women married to a single

husband. Mr. Morgan's view—that the former prevalence of
"marriage in a group" and promiscuity arc proved by the

“classificatory system of relationship" in force among many
peoples —presupposes that the nomenclature was founded on
blood-relationship, as near as the parentage of individuals

could be known. But it can scarcely he doubted that the

terms for relationships were originally mere terms of address,

given chiefly with reference to itex and age, as also to the

external, gt social, relationship in which the speaker stood

to the person whom he or she addressed. It lias been sug-

gested that the system of 41
kinship through females only
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implying, chiefly, that children are named after their motbere,

not after their fathers, and that property and rank succeed

exclusively in the female line—is cue to the uncertain pater-

nity which resulted from early promiscuity. But the ties of

bleed have exercised a far less direct influence on this system

than U generally assumed. We have seen that there may be

several reasons for naming children after the mother rather

than after the father, apart from any consideration of rela-

tionship. The custom in accordance with which, among
mar.y'pcoplcs, a man, on marrying, goes to live with his wife

in the house of her father deserves special notice in this

connection. It is probable that the causes which make
children take their mothers name have also directly influenced

the rules of succession, but the power of the name itself

seems to have been of even higher importance. Moreover,

so far as we know, there is ro general coincidence of what

we consider moral and immoral habits with the prevalence

of the male and female line among existing savages
; and

among various peoples the male line prevails, although pater-

nity is often actually uncertain on account of their polyan-

drous marriage customs. Avowed recognition of kinship in

the female line only, by no means implies an unconsciousness

of male kinship. Finally, there are many rude peoples who
exhibit no traces at all of a system of “kinship through

females only.** Thus the facts put forward in support of the

hypothesis of promiscuity do not entitle us to assume that

promiscuity has ever been the prevailing form of sexual

relations even among a single people, whilst the hypothesis

is opposed to all the correct ideas we are able to form with

regard to the early state of man. Promiscuous intercourse

between the sexes tends to a pathological condition very un-

favourable to fecundity
;
and the almost universal prevalence

of jealousy among peoples unaffected by foreign influence,

as well as among the lower mammals, makes it most unlikely

that promiscuity ever prevailed at any stage of human
development. As we have seen, the idea that a woman
lielongs exclusively to one man is so deeply rooted among
various peoples that it has led to several revolting practices.

In the chapter on * Marriage and Celibacy 9 we noted that
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the single state us comparatively rare among savage and

barbarous races, who, as a rale, marry earlier than civilized

men. A celibate is, indeed, looked upon almost as an un-

natural being. Very much the same was the ease with the

ancient civilized nations both of the Old World and the New,
as is still the ease in the East. In modern civilization, on

the other hand, there are several factors—partly economical,

partly psychical—unfavourable to marriage. As a conse-

quence, the proportion of unmarried people has been gradu-

ally increasing in Europe, and the age at which people many
has ri.sen. A curious kind of celibacy, met with among various

peoples at different stages, is the enforced celibacy of persons

devoted to religion. This evidently depends upon the notion

that sexual intercourse is impure—a notion which seems to

have grown up originally from the instinctive feeling against

intercourse between members of the same family or house-

hold.

In the courtship of almost all animal species the male

plays the most active part, and has generally to 6ght with

other males for the possession of the female. The same was
no doubt the case with our early human ancestors, and this

mode of courtship survives even now among some of the Io\*cr

races. Much more commonly, however, courtship means on
the part of the man a prolonged making of love

;
and die

woman is far from bring completely passive. We have seen

how savage men and women ;n various ways endeavour to

make themselves attractive to the opposite sex :—by orna-

menting, mutilating, painting, and tattooing themselves. That
these practices essentially subserve this end appears chiefly

from the fact that the time selected for them is the age of

puberty. It seems also probable that clothing, at least in a
great many cases, was originally adopted for a similar reason,

and that the feeling of shame, far from being the original

cause of man's covering his nakedness, is, on the contrary, a
result of this custom.

Whilst tile men are generally the couriers, the women may
m many, perhaps most, cases accept or refuse their proposals

at pleasure. Though a daughter among the lower races is

regarded as an object of properly, and is in many instances
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betrothed in her earliest youth, women arc not. as a rule,

married without having any voice of their own in die matter.

Among existing savages their liberty of selection is very

considerable, and under more primitive conditions—when

every grown-up individual earned his or her own living, when

there was, vtrictly speaking, no labour, and when a daughter

consequently was neither a slave nor an object of trade

—

woman was doubtless even more free in that respect than she

is now among most of the lower races. At a latter stage the

ease was different. Among peoples who have reached a

relatively high degree of civilization the father's power, in

connection with a more fully developed system of ancestor-

worship, has invariably become more extensive, more abso-

lute. Not only the full-grown daughter, but the full-grown

son, who among savages enjoys |»:rtect independence, stands

so much in awe of the father that, among many of these

peoples, no marriage is concluded without his consent We
have given some account of this strengthened paternal au-

thority among various nations
j we have found that it has

formed only a transitional stage in the history of human
institutions

;
and we have indicated the stages of its gradual

decline.

The important subject of sexual selection has necessarily

claimed a good deal of attention. In an introductory chapter

we pointed out the contradiction between Mr. Darwin's

theories of natural and sexual selection, and endeavoured to

show that the sexual selection of the lower animals is entirely

subordinate to the great law of the survival of the fittest.

From the way in which the sexual colours, odours, and sounds

of animals arc distributed among different specie*, we drew the

conclusion that, though they are always to a certain extent

hurtful to the species, they are upon the whole advantageous,

inasmuch as they make it easier for the sexes to find each

other; whereas if we accept Mr. Darwin's theory, we are

compelled to suppose that the inexplicable aesthetic sense

on which his hypothesis is founded, has been developed in

the way most dangerous to the species We alao found

that there are facts incompatible with Mr. Darwin’s explana-

tion ol the connection between love and beauty in mankind,
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;»;td of the origin ofthe different human races. There i* an ideal

of beauty common to the whole human race
;
but this ideal is a

mere abstraction, as general similarities in taste aie accom-

panied by specific differences. Men and women find beauty in

the full development of the visible characteristics belonging to

the human organism in genera!
;
of those peculiar to the sex

;

of those peculiar to the race. As a certain kind of consti-

tution is best suited for certain conditions of life, and the

racial type is on the whole that which best harmonircs with

the external relations in which the respective peoples live, we
may infer that the full development of racial character** in-

dicates health, that a deviation from them indicates disease.

Physical beauty is therefore in every respect the outward

manifestation of physical perfection, and the development of

the instinct which prefers beauty to ugliness* healthiness to

disease, is evidently within the power of natural selection.

According to Mr. Darwin, racial differences are due to the

different standards of beauty, whereas, according to the

theory indicated in this book, the different standards of

beauty are due to racial differences. We have seen that the

racial peculiarities stand in some connection with the external

circumstances in which the various races live. But, as we do
not know that acquired characters arc transmitted from

patent to offspring, it is exceedingly doubtful whether the dif-

ferences are the inherited effects of conditions of life to which
previous generations have beer, subject. It seem* most
probable that they arc due to natural selection, which has

preserved and intensified such congenital variations as were
most in accordance with the conditions under which the

various races lived.

Under the head of the • Law of Similarity
1 we dealt with

the powerful instinct which, as a role, keeps animals from
pairing with individuals belonging to another species, and
found the origin of this aversion in the infertility of first

crosses and hybrids. No such instinct can be said to keep

the various human races apart from one another
;
and it is

not known that the diversities even between the races which
least resemble each other arc not so great but that, under
favourable condition*, a mixed race may be produced.
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Closely akin to the horror of bestiality is the horror of

incest, which, almost without exception, is a characteristic of

the races of men, though the degrees within which intercourse

is forbidden vary in an extraordinary degree. It is nearly

universally abominated between parents and children, gener-

ally between brothers and sisters, often between cousins, and,

among a great many peoples uninfluenced by modem civili-

sation, between all the members of the tribe or clam We
criticized the theories set forth by various writer* as to the

origin of such prohibitions. To each of these theories there

are special objections
;
and all of them presuppose that men

avoid inozstuous marriages only because they are taught to

do so. As a matter of fact the home i9 kept pure from

incestuous intercourse neither by laws, nor by customs, nor

by education, but by an instinct which under normal circum-

stance* mates sexual love between the nearest kin a

psychical impossibility. Of course there is no innate

aversion to marriage with near relations
;

but there is an

innate aversion to marriage between persons living very

closely together from early youth, and, as such persons

are in mast cases related, this feeling displays itself chiefly a3

a horror of intercourse between near kin. The existence of

an innate aversion of this kind is proved, not only by

common experience, but by an abundance of ethnographical

facts which show that it is not in the first place by degrees

of consanguinity, but by clos2 living together, that pro-

hibitory laws against intermarriage are determined. Thus
many peoples have a rule of local exogamy, which ia quite

independent of kinship. The extent to which, among various

nations, relatives arc not allowed to intermarry, is obviously

nearly connected with their close living together. There is

strong a coincidence (as statistical data prove) between

exogamy and the " classificatory system of relationship °

—

which system springs, to a great extent, from the close living

together of considerable numbers of kinsfolk—that they

must, in fact, be regarded as two sides of one institution

Prohibitions of incest are very often more or less one-sided,

applying more extensively either to the kinsfolk on the

father's side or to those on the mother's, according as descent
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is reckoned through men or women
;
and we have seen that

the line o( descent is intimately connected with local relation-

ships. In a large number of cases, however, prohibitions of

intermarriage arc only indirectly influenced by the close living

together. Aversion to the intermarriage cf persons who live in

intimate connection with each other has provoked prohibitions

of the intermarriage of relations ; and, as kinship is traced

by means of a system of names, the name comes to be con-

sidered identical with relationship. Generally speaking, the

feeling that two persons arc intimately connected in some

way or other may, through an association of ideas, give rise

to the notion that intercourse between them is incestuous.

There arc exceptions to the rule that close living together

inspires an aversion to intexmarriage. But most of the

recorded instances of intermarriage of brother and sister

refer to royal families, and are brought about simply by pride

of birth. Incestuous union* may also take place on account

of extreme isolation, and certain Instances of such connection

are evidently the results of vitiated instincts. Marriage be-

tween a half-brother and a half-3istcr, however, is not neces-

sarily contrary to the principle here laid down, as polygyny

breaks up each family into as many sub-families as there arc

wives who have children. The question arose Why is a

feeling of disgust associated with the idea of marriage

between persons who have lived in a long-continued, in-

timate relationship from a period of life at which the action

of desire is naturally out o' the question ? We found an

answer in the evil effects resulting from consanguineous

marriages. It seems to be necessary for the welfare of the

species that the sexual elements which unite shall be some-

what different from, as it is necessary that they shall be in

some way similar to, one another. The injurious results of

self-fertilization among plants and of close interbreeding

among animals appear to prove the existence of such a law,

and it is impossible to believe that it dorr- not apply to man

also. We stated several facts pointing in this direction, and

found reason to believe that consanguineous marriages arc

much more injurious in savage regions, where the struggle for

existence is often very severe, than they have proved to he in
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civilised society. We also observed that no evidence which

can stand the test of scientific investigation has hitherto beer,

adduced against the view that consanguineous marriages, in

seme way or other, are more or less detrimental to the species.

Through natural selection an instinct must have been de-

veloped, powerful enough, as a rule, to prevent injurious

unions. This instinct displays itself simply as an aversion on

the part of individuals to union with others with whom they

have lived, but as these are for the most part b!ood-rcIatii>r.«,

the result is the survival of the fittest.

Wc proceeded to consider sexual selection as influenced by

affection, sympathy, and calculation. Wc found that love

has only slowly become the refined feeling it is in the minds

of cultivated persons in modem times, although conjugal

affection is far from being unknown, even among very rude

savages. The endogamous rules which prevent different races,

nations, or tribes, hereditary castes, classes, and adherents

of different religions from intermarrying arc due to want of

sympathy, and have gradually lost their importance accord-

ing as altruism and religions toleration have increased, and

civilization has diminished the barriers which separate different

nations and the various classes of society.

As regards the mode of contracting marriage, wc inferred—

from the universality of the horror of incest, and from the

difficulty a savage man has in procuring a wife in a friendly

manner without making up for the loss he inflicts on her

Father—that marriage by capture must have been very

common a: that stage of social development when family

ties had become stronger, and man lived in 3mall groups of

nearly related persons, but when the idea of barter had

scarcely presented itself to his mind. We saw that marriage

by capture was succeeded by marriage by purchase, as barter

in general has followed upon robbery. Again, at a later

stage, some feeling of shame was attached to the idea cf

selling a daughter, ami marriage by purchase was abandoned.
It* gradual disappearance took place in two different ways.
On the one hand, the purchase became a symbol, appearing
as a sham sale in the marriage ceremonies or as an exchange
of presents

;
on the other hand, the purchase-sum wa« trans-
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formed into the morning gift and the dotal portion, a part—

afterwards the whole—being given to the bride cither directly

by the bridegroom or by her father. These transformations

of marriage by purchase have taken place, not only in the

history of the gtcat civilized nations, but among several

peoples who arc still in a savage or semi-civilized state. As

a rule, however, the marriage portion plays no important part

in savage life, being chiefly due to a feeling of respect and

sympathy for the weaker sex, which, on the whole, is

characteristic of a higher civilization. Very often it is

intended to be & settlement for the wife in ease the marriage

be dissolved through the husband's death or otherwise,

although it may have the meaning of a return gift, or it may
imply that the wife as well as the husband is expected to

contribute to the expenses of the joint household.

Having noted the growth of mniriagc ceremonies and

religious rite*, we passed to the forms of human mairiagc.

Polygyny was permitted by most of the ancicrt peoples

within the historic period, and is at present permitted by

several civilized nations and by the majority of savage

tribes. Yet, among not a few savage and barbarous races it

is almost unknown, or even prohibited
;
and almost every-

where it is confined to the smaller part of the people, the

vast majority being monogamous. Moreover, where polygyny

occurs, it is modified, as a rule, in two ways that tend towards

monogamy: through the higher position giantcd to one of

the wives, generally the first married, and through the favour

constantly shown by the husband to the wife lie *ikes

hesL Among certain psoples polyandry occurs, and, like

polygyny, is modified in a monogamous direction, the first

husband usually being the chief husband. Among the

causes by which the forms of marriage are influenced, the

numerical proportion between the sexes plays an important

part. In some countries there arc more men than women,
in others more women than men. This disproportion is

due to various causes, such as female infanticide, wax, and

disparity in the number of the sexes at birth. There are facts

which seem to show that in rough mountainous countries

more boys arc born than girls, and that consanguineous
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marriages prcducc a considerable excess of male birth* If

this be so. it can hardly be a mere coincidence that polyandry

occurs chiefly among mountaineers and peoples who arc

endogair.ous in a very high degree. As for polygyny, there are

several reasons why a man may desire to possess more than

one wife. Among many peoples the husband has to live apart

from his wife during her pregnancy, and as long as shcsuckks

her child. Female youth and beauty have for men a powerful

attraction, and among peoples at the lower stages of civiliza-

tion women generally become old much sooner than in more

advanced communities. The liking of men for variety is also

a potent factor
;
and to have many wives is to have many

labourers. The barrenness of a wife is another very common
reason for the choice of a new partner, as desire for offspring,

foi various reasons, is universal in mankind. In a savage and

barbarous state a man’s power and wealth arc proportionate

to thr number of his offspring. Nevertheless, however desirable

polygyny may be from the man’s point of view, it is prohibited

among many peoples, and among most of the others it is

exceptional. Where the amount of female labour is limited,

and no accumulated property exists, it may be very difficult

for a man to keep a plurality of wives. Again, where female

labour is of considerable value, the necessity of paying tl>e

purchase-sum for a wife is a hindrance to polygyny, which

can be overcome only by the wealthier men. Polygyny
implies a violation of the feelings of women

;
hence, where

due respect is paid to tl^ere, monogamy is considered

the only proper form of marriage. The refined passion of

love, which depends r.ot only on external attractions, but on

sympathy arising from mental qualities, forms a tic between

husband and wife which lasts for life
;
and the true mono-

gamous instinct, the absorbing passion for one, is a powerful
obstacle to polygynous habits. It is certain that polygyny
has b^cn less prevalent at the lowest stages of civilization

—where wars do not seriously disturb the proportion of

the sexes
;
where life is chiefly supported by hunting, and

female labour is consequently of slight value
;
where there

is no accumulation of wealth and no distinction of class—

than it is at somewhat higher stages
; and it seems probable
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that monogamy prevailed almost exclusively among our

earliest human ancestors. But, though civilization up to a

certain point is favourable to polygyny, its higher forms in-

variably and necessarily lead to monogamy. We have

noted that polygyny has, in many ways, become lcssdcsirablc

for the civilized man than it was for his barbarian and savage

ancestors, and that other causes have co-opcratcd to produce

the same result. Again, polyandry, being due to an excess

of men ar.d presupposing an abnormally feeble disposition

to jealousy, must ui all rimes have been exceptional
;
there

is no solid evidence for the theory that in early times it was

the nilc. On the contrary, this form of marriage seems to

require a certain degree of civilization. It was probably,

in most eases, an expression of fraternal benevolence on

the pari of the eldest brother, and, if additional wives were

afterwards acquired, it led to group marriages of the Toda

type.

As a general rule, human marriage is not necessarily con-

tracted for life, and among most uncivilized and many ad-

vanced peoples, a man may divorce his wife whenever he

likes. Nevertheless, divorce is an exception among a great

many races, even among races of the lowest type
j
and

numerous nations consider, or have considered, marriage a

union which must not be dissolved by the husband, except for

certain reasons stipulated by custom or law. We also noted

instances in which the wife may separate from her husband.

The causes by which the duration of human marriage is

influenced arc, on the whole, but not exactly, the same as

those which determine the form of marriage
;
and, though

monogamy frequently coexists with great stability of mar-

riage, this is scarcely the case in the rudest condition of man.

Marriage, generally speaking, has become more durable in

proportion as the human race has advanced.

Marriage has thus been subject to evolution in various

ways, though the course of evolution has not been always

the same. The dominant tendency of this process at its later

stages has been the extension of the wife’s rights. A wife is

no longer the husband's property ; and, according to modem
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ideas, marriage is, or should bo, a contract on the footing

of perfect equality between the sexes. The history of human

marriage is the history of a relation in which women have

been gradually triumphing over the passions, the prejudices,

and the selfish interests of men.
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raodeWY ef the, p. ip n. j i

tattooing by instalments among

the, p. r/8 a s :
nakedness of

women in a tribe of the, p. iff
;

thrir ideas of modesty, p. 21c ;

prohibitum cf consanguineous

marriage amOUfl the, P. y>t ;
it-

IatKHiaiiipbyalhonco aW to mar-

rageamong the, p 3°) i conjngal

love among the, p. 3$8 ;
do net

buy their wives, p. 398 ;
boner

rare among the, pp. *00 eg. ; ex-

cess of female births among the,

p 467 i portion of tbeir women,

P- 501.

Andrea, R., on the circumcision of
the Jews, p. JOp

Aneiteum (New Hebrides), term for

mother in, p.

Anglo-Saxons, wises deprived of

tbeir hair among the. p. 1760.
i

hair cutting ar. indication of

slavery among tfat it.

Angola. NegrCCS of, hatrenness de-

spited among the, p 378 ; fickle-

ness of their passions, p. 4* ;

polygynyaraorg the, *8. i divorce
nmong the, p 531 n. 2. See
OUstama.

Animals, lower, the male element
brought to the female among
some, p 157; the males the
srxAers among the, pp J$7 eg.

;

struggle of the males for the

possession cf the females among
(he, i- so ,

female choice among
die, pp. 159, 323; hybridism
among the, pp 278-280

;
infer-

tility (ram changed conditions

nmong the, pstt
;
incest among

the. p 334; in-and-in breeding

of domesticated, pip. 335-338, 545.
Annamese

f
in<est among the. p. 2<)2 ;

bestiality among the, jx 333 a. 4.

Antelopes. small manure arxl po-
tcraal cue araor.g the, jx 12.

Anrilliw, monio^c rcrtriciic* for

French tnee. in the. p. 365.

Anri- •'ropier, cf, kinship

•k* among Kvcra)

Apache, chastity of oomen ameef
the, p. 66

;
lending wives amcc«

the, p. 74 n. t ; polygyny amoeo
the, pp- 44ft *<Pj *'£\ divorce
amonj; the, p 533 a

.
4.

Apalachites marmge betrreca
cousins among the, p. 295.

A pet, iinthtopomotplious, the! 1 mar-
riage due to the long period of
infancy, pp. ai, 537 ;

not ere
garious, pp. 42, 43, 53« 1 colour

of the skm <t the. j>p. jyi, 276;
mumgamous, p. 508

;
durance

of their marriage, p. 5;?
Arabia, evcest of female birthi ip
P46S.

Arabs, system of Idnefaip among
the, pp 102, it. n. 4, non- 2;
virginity required from the br.de

among the. p 124; their di,-

approval of the remarriage a
widows. 11. 137

;
unmarried ui>-

approvnl of the remarriage d
widows, p. 137 ; unmarried wo-
men almost unknown among the,

p 140 n. 6
;
their ideas of no-

desty, p 207
;
women’s liberty

of c.ioicc among certain, p 222

:

paternal authority among the, p,

J3S
;
restricrion U the paternal

authority among the, p 235

;

marriage between cousins among
the, no. 296, 481 ; marriage with
a half-sister among the, p 332 ;

households ot the, /A ;
their views

on consanguineous nmriaxc, pp.

351 sq. ;
love among the, p.

/11
;
race-prejudiceamong tb*, p

364
;
ceremony of capture among

the, p. 385 ; marriage by capture
among live, it. n- 13 ;

morning gift

Hinting the, p 40& ;
raoncgaiii-

aus as a rule, p. 439 a. 9 i their

women get old early, p 487 ;

polygyny among the, p -195 " 3 i

Lcvitttc among the, p. $11 il ;

divorce among the, j»p. 525, 535.

See Bedouins, Mecca.

# ancient, of Arxtxa Felix, poly

axidryamocig lhe.pp.4S4.45B, 4*1.

of Morrcco, monogamous as

a role, p. 439 n. 5-

of the Sahara, marry early,

p 138; polygyny among the,

p. 449 ;
tbeir women get old early,

p. 487 j
divorced women auxin*

the, p 533.

•orkers among.
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Arab* of Syria, manage by pur-

chase among the, p. 552 r_ 5.

of Upper Egypt
(
'cm or cou-

rage requ-sitefor marriage among
the, p. 18

;
femnk chastity among

the, p. 62 : virg.nity required

from tb« Slide among the, p. t jj

n. 3
i
morning girt among toe, p.n. 3

;
morning gift among the, p.

4>0 n 3 ;
prxygytiy and concu-

binage among the, pp. 44% 49^-

Aracan, Hill Tnba cf North con-

sider '<ant of chastity a merit in

the bride, p 81
;
no marriage

cctemooy among the, p. 418.

Araucamana, rank hereditary in the
male lice among the, p. f) ;

ceremony ofcaplnrc among the,

pp. 383 iq. i compensation for

capture among the, p. 40) ; mar-
riage by purchase among the,

/A n. 13 :
polygyny among the,

pp. 444 n 1, 494*

Arawaks, alleged absence of mar-
riage among the, p. 5$ s jealousy

of the men among the, np. 58, 59,
1 19 :

marriage a mong the, p. 59 ;

remairiagc of widows prohibited

for k certain period among the,

IV- 128 cf. ; female diets among
the, p. 190

j
early betrothals

among the, pp. 213 n. A 504 n. 1 ;

wives obtained by service among
the, p. 390 n. 5 :

no marriage
ceremony among the, p. 417 c. 4 ;

Levinue among the. p. 510 n. 3.

Aretopithed, paternal care among
the, p. IJ.

Arecunas. their custom of crJorg-

S the ear-lobes, p. r66
;
tattooing

•omen among the. p, 181 n. 4.

Areois of Tahiti, jealousy of the,

PP- 55 . 1 >9 » 'he<r dress on public
occasions, p, 198.

Anns, patenvd care among certain

species of, p 10.

Armenia, rehgious prostitution in.

p. 72 ; cuts; of female births in,

P V>7 -

Arorae fKir.gsir.il! Groups nomai'-
liberty ofchoice iiv, pp. 217 xq.

Aru Islands, prohibited degrees in

the, p. 302 i
obligatory conti-

nence in tlx, p. 483 nn. 1, 2, 6 ;

divorce in the, u. 523 11. 9. Sen
Kobrair, Kola

Ar/an peoples, their system of

nomenclature, p. 82 ; their terms

foi father and mother, p. 88

;

continence requited front newly
married people among certain,

p. 151.

Aryans, early, kinship through
females supposed to have pre-
vailed among the, 0.104; widows
killed among the, p. 125 ;

widows
forbidden to remarry among the,

f

- 127 ;
regarded edibocy as nr.

npiety and * misfortune, p. 141

;

fa/nti Mtrs/ss of the, pp. lyir//.
;

their desire for offspring, p. 379 ;

marriage bypurchase among the,

p- 396 j moiwgainouB as a rule,

p. 44? ; women in child-bed
among the, p. 485.

of the North of India, season
of love amorg the, p.33.

Ashamed, wiiy betrothals a nong
the. p. a .'4

.
women's power of

choice among the, n no n. tt;
obligatory continence among the,

p. 484 n.
;
supsrst itioos ceremon ies

among the, p 485 ; divorce among
die, p. 527 n 1,

Asia, Rinsian, kinship through
males amongthcpcoplcsof.p. 102.

Am, in southern count lies, has no
definite pairing «*a*ou. o. $8

Assamese, the 1 Baisakn Bihu *

festival among the, p. 323; f*
mule jealousy atnccg the, p. 495
n. 6.

Assyrians, tattooing among tlie,

p. 169 : marriage with a half-

siarer among the, p. 295 , m*ir-

nug€ Uy putchase among the,

P- 305 1
concubinage among the,

,PP- 43^1 447 .

AUUf faftircus, lives in families,

Athenian
3, ancient, tale of the in-

stitution of marriage among the,

pp. $/?. ;
estimation of courtesans

among the, p. 8 1 ; prosecution of
celibates amen v the, p. ua ; nives
deprived of their hsir >—— - the,

p 176 n.
;
marriage

sisteramong the, |>

of the, p. 367 ; r’

pp. *>5 ig.
; <T

pp. 520,
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Atooi (Sandwich Inlands), tattooing
in, |i« 201 n. 4 ;

curious usage in,

p. 205 n. x
AugilaC|/i/x pnviAe ncctis among

tbc> p. 73*

Auseans. alkged community
women among the, p 51.

Australians, occasionally scattered
in families in icnrch of food,

p. *3 ; alleged group-marriage
among the, op. 14. 56 if. ;

system of nomenclature among
th*. p* 56 ;

no promiscuityamong
the, pp. 57, 60, 61

,
64 ; vantoo-

ncss due 10 the uiflueoceof the
whites amusg the, p. 61

;
lending

wives amon^ :hc% pp. 6r, 74 n. 1 ;

system of kinship among the,

p. loi : believe that the child is

derived front the father only,

\x to6
;

jealousy of the men
nmon*- the, pp. 118, :jl

;
prorti-

tution o! wives among '-he, p. mi ;

cchbncyofwomenaltno >tv nVnown
nnon1 ihe, p. 156 : their vtrarr.

marry early, p. 139; celibacy
cauicd by polygyny among the,

P 144 1
the men raarrv laic

among the, it. n 5 ; continence
tC(|uir«J li»m newly manied
people imong certain, p. 151

;

comloti for women among the,

pp. I&O if. ;
their vanity, p 165 ;

uidrcuuomofltncckiag out teeth,

IT. ’67. 17 4, 104 : paint the body,

|>p t6S> 176, tSt r- 4 j
scar the

body, pp. 1 09, 171, 178 if. ;

means of attraction »mo-tg the,

P- 173 :nose ornament amongeer-
taia, pp 1 73 ty. ; tattooing of (he
yonttg poople among i»*e. p. 177 ;

the men more ornamented than
the wanen among the, p 183 ;

thor want of modesty, pp. 1S7
if. .

nakednesi of the, p. 102 ;

only unmarried women cover
then nakedness among ctr-ain
p. 196 j indecent dances among
tltc, |\ 198 a 1 j circjincisicei
ni"—" 'he, |tp. 303 if. ; no go-

mocg thc. pp, 20} if. ;

-ite among several,
leas of modesty
' in

1 «arly be-
tlie, p. 3 14

;

woman's liberty of choice among
the, p. 217 ; elopements among
the, pp 3t7, 133, j$3 ; bndepcmf
ence «Tsow among the, P..323;
Ihetr ideal of beauty, pp. 357
363 if. ;

mongrels among the, pp.
384-387

i
exogamy among the, p»i

*99. 3cc, y9, 331 n. t ; prohibited
degrees among the, pp. 300. 318

;

ralar.Ccide among the, p 313

;

horror of sexual intcrcnursn
within the exogamous limits
among the, p. 317 ;

local exo-
gamy among the, pp. jsj, 335 i

tlsetr hordes, p. 323 ;
endogamy

r< certain, pp 33:, 367 ; conmgal
erection and iOve among the.

srwin, pi» .32, 310 ; conmgal
ncection and rove among the,

PI'. 3S9. it*. >03 i
marriage by

capture among the, pp. 1S4, 38 >.

; amicable relations between
different tribes ;.mr.ng ill*, p. 3,89

;

marriage byexchange among the,

|> 390 ; barter formerly unknown
among certain, p ico ; marriage
cermoniM among the, p. 4r8 ; mo-
nogamous as a role, p 440

;
pro-

portion between the sexes among
the, pp. 46’, *(*, 467 ; their
women not prolific, p 491 n r ;

femalejealousy among the, p. 498;
Levitate among the. p 510 n. 3.

See Adelaide Plains, Birria,
Bocnny Bay, Carpentaria Gull,

Uarl'.n*, Dreverie.Encounter Bay
tnbe, Euda trll*, Gippslanri,
Gor-n.rlitch-ntara, Herbert River,
Hetbert Vale, Kimitatdi, Kara-
walla. Koombckkaburra, Kur-

Heibert Vale, KAmitaidi, Kara-
walla. Koombckkabuira, Kur-
rai, Larrakii tribe, Moncalon,
Murray, Xarrinywi, New Korea,
Neo South Walcs,Pegulloburra5,
Perth, Port Ellington, Port

Boon, Port Lincoln, Qtieeni-

,
Rivcrina. Tomditrop, Tun-

bciri, Tnrra, Victoria, Watch-
an-dtfrt.

Australians, South, tcniu cdaddress
among the, p. 93 ;

initiator,- rites
of manhood amonjf the, p. J99

;

polygyny among the. p. 494.
"csl, the family among

45 i
terms of address

among the, p. 92 ; system of kin
ship among the, p 101

;
induence

of surnames among the, p m
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disposal of a Bi'F« hand among

Ssi 5 : mongirh among 'he,

S- 3*7 i
bigamy among (he,

p. 4«o
;

excel! ol men among
the, p. 4&i.

Amina, seasonal increase uf births

«,p> 3’i ci"1 marriage In, p 43S
j

excess of male births among the

]eui of, 481 4 ; divorce in,

p 516.

AvanOS, polyandry among lire. pp.

451, 47> "• 3 i
««** of mem

among the, p 46 1-

Babief. female jealousy in, p. 499 n.

6
;
divorce to, p. 5J 3 a. 9

Babylon ans, religious pcostitutico

among the, p. ?a ; marriage by
purchase among lbs, p. 395 ; mar-

riage portion among the, p. 408.
Bachofen,

| J ,
on the promiscuity

cf primitive mar, pp 51, 7S ; on
metiocracy, p c*; on the mater-
nal system among the primitive

Aryans, p 104 n. J.

Bndagas, marriage no: complete ti
l

theironunis pregnant among the,

p 331 return gift among the,

p 4&> ; marriage portion amoog
the, pp 415 n. 3, 5J4 n. 1 ; mono-
gtunoui, p. 436 1 probably endo-
ipmour, p. 480

;
excess of men

among the, it. • divorceamong the,
pm. 5 ay n. 1, 533 n 3, 534 nn. 4 to.

Badger, pairing season of the, p. 26
n. ; breeding season of the. p 35.

Baele, marriage not complete til)

the birth uf a child among the,

pp. as if. ; marriage by purchase
among the, p 395 n. 3 ; inheriting
widows among tire, p. 513 n. t.

Bafiftc, celibacy due to |Xive;ty
ausong thr, p 144 n. 2; mono-
gataous as a rule, p 43H it. 8.

liagele 'in AdamaOn), pa print*
mwrfr in, pn. 76 if.

haghutai, fights for women in. p
161

;
incest in, p. 293 ;

excess of

Bain, Prr.f, \_ on the feeling of
shame, p ioA

; on love, pp it •

3S6, 502 ; on sympathy,p jfi; n. 3.
DnkaiVi, terms for relationships
among the, pit. 86 if.

BaValv, inheriting widows among
the.p. 513.

Bnkoigo, seasonal increase of
huthsamong the, p. 31 1 horrified
at the idea of promiscuous inter-
course, pp. $p'i 13 ; firms for re-
tUionships among ihc, pp. SO,

=*47. ; kinship through females
among the, p. 113; celibacy
mured by polygyny among the.

p l«4
!
aversion to corwinguiiie-

Muimima* amor* the, p yxS;
iheir weddings, p. 413 a 13

;

divorce nnx>r.R the p. 532.
Hacur.du. punishment Sir infanti-
cide in. p 312.

Ba-kwilth. chieftainship Itereditaiy
in the male line among the, a
roi

; marry early, p. 138 ; then-
women get old early, p 487.

Ealadca. See Dtiauru Unguiee.
Balearic Islands,jut prime noeris
m the, p 73.

i-ali, widows killed in, p 125 n. B

;

compensation for captore in, n.

401.

Hahnda, nakedness of the women
of, p 189 ; idea of (latency In,

p 309.
Bantu race, influence of the snr-

rnune among certain trills of the,
p. in; prohibition of consan-
guineous marriage among the, p
327 :

marriage between cousins
among the, pp. 307, ;Bi

;
want of

affection among die, p. 317 ;

polyandry among certain tribes

at tbo, pp. 453. 481.

Btnyar, wives obtained by service

among the, p 371 n. 6
;
mar-

riage by purchase among the,

Banbuucv wives obtained bv set*
rice amobg the, p y) i n.

Barea, authority of the. -natoi-

womrn In, p. 465 n. 4.

igobos (PhilinniDCaVkigobos (PhilippineoX return gift
lunmtg the. p. 409; polygyny
among the, p 496.

nal unde among th

hentancc through

'

the, p. 1 12 ;
cin

atnofttf the, p
•

mth slaves ?
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n. 8 ; narrage by purchase
among the. p. 40a n.

liarir, tattooing of the young peo-

pie among tltc, p. 177 ;
naked-

nei* or (he men among the, |v

1S7; female dresi among (he,

P 197 O-

Barilo district (Borneo), husband's

duties in the, p. 17.

Baroiong', race-endc$amy of the,

pp 363 xp.

BnrOfC, polygyny in, pp. 4M x*.

Barter, a comparatively tale inven-
tion of man, pp. 40a 401, 546.

Bashkirs, marriage by purchase
among tie, p. 393; marriage
portion anwrg (he, p. 410.

Basques, no; a pirn race, p. 282.

Burs, idem of modeity at, p. 107.

la it Or., Prof. A., on the promis-
cuity of primitive nan, 9. < 1 ,

or.

the periodic*! continence re-

quired from lie liuitand, p. 484.

Basinas, repjdiaied nivrs sup-

ported by (her loimer husbands
ttrrcng lie, p. 19 ;

terms of nd-

dieis among ilic,p. 91 , authoiiiy
11# Ihe maternal unde among the,

p. io3
;
adulterer regarded us a

thief among die, a- 130 n.

dma of giib, when dancing,
ameng the, pp 19819. i marriage
uriangcd by (he father among
tire, p. 2:4

;
marriage betvnin

cousins among the, p. J08 ; irives

obtained by service among the,

p. 390 n. 6; polygyny among
(hc, pp. 44ft, 447, 499 ; divorce
among the, pp. 524, 5 32 ;

mnrrage
by purchase among the, p. 512.

Hawks (Sumatra), kinship through
males among the, p ion; early
lieircthais among the, p. 214 n. 8 ;

cvogailiy among the, p 302 ;
pro-

hibited degrees among ilic, pp.
302 if. ; separation foimeiiy not
allowed among die, p 517 n 5-

Bitavia, women gel old tarty in, p.

Ba'-' *asona! increase of births

P- 31 i system of kin-

Sc,p. 103 ; hold th«
b j^arentfi in gene-

•.riant, 105

;

hy polygyny

among the, p. 144
;

prohibited
degrees among the, pp. 33d, 31a

;

|>rop<ntion Ixtv/ccn the Mac* at
biixh among the, p. 479.

Hut*, sulwiitnte for paternal prolec-
tion among, p. 2: ; their paiiW
seaion, p. 25 iv <.

Bftt^ endogamy of the people of,

p. 344-
Havam, age fur min-^c in, p.

146; infertility of mnxria*es
between Jew6 and the non-Jewikh
population in, p. 2$$

;
mixed

maniagw in, p 376.

IWr, polyandry in, pp. 453, 456,
47* n-

3-
,

Baac, authority of the maternal
unde among the, p. 40 ;

their
weddings, p 4(8 n. 10 j mono
'gamous us a rule, p. 439 n. 5.

iV^uity. typical, ck *ii.
f pp. 543 ry.

;

individual :deal of, p. 355.
Beaver Indians, race-endogamy of

the, p S63 n
- 5 , thoir women

not prolific, p 491 n.

Bcbd. A., on tire peomlscuity or
primitive man, p. ,( n. 2.

Bcchuanas, iwx*siary preliminary
to marriage among certain tribes
of the, p. :8

;
system of kinship

ameng the, p. 103 ; urcurocisioo
among the, pp. 203, 20611.1!
earty betrothal! among the, p.

214; exogam cr.is as a role, pp.

Sif. i »ymboi ofcaptureamnog
P- 3M i their virru; on mar.

rage by [Xirclvase, p. 40S n. S
;

moroinggilt among the, p. 410
('. 3 ;

validity nf marriage among
the, p. 430 11. 1 ; monogamoneaa
a role, pp. 43S xy.

;
poiygyny

among the, pp. 447 n ,, 493. 509
n. 1 i tlieu wind for son, p. 492 n.

4 ;
Lew. rate among the, pp. 511 n.,

514 n. Sec Baiolcegs, BauitOS.
Bedouins, remarriage of divorced
women prohibited for a ccitnid
period among the, p. 1,9;
divorce among the, tip. 319 s?s
n- 6- See Aenexes. Ahi el

Shcmfil. Arabs.
ol Mount Sinai, marriage not

complete till toe woman is preg-
nant among die, p. 22

;
forced

marriages among the, p. 231
j
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marriage on credit among the,

p 394 n. 8
;
lucky day few mar-

nag* among the. p. 4?4 a. 1.

Beetles, colours of stridulnting, p.

M7 ;

‘ oraamtn's ’ ol many male,

pp. 150 uj.

Belgium, seasonal increase ofbirths

in, BP 31 ‘f - ; number of celi-

bates in, p 145. See Netheilands.

BeilaboUahs [Brtish Columbia!,

lerirale among lhc,p. Jto n. 3.

Belt, Mr. T., on the hairlessixss it

man, p 376 n. 2.

Beni Amcr, modesty of unmarried

women among the, p 62 ; marry
early, p 138 ;

conjugal atfc-rion

among -die, p 357; nobility

among the, p. 3691 class«ndo
gamy among the, p. 37 1 i room-
ing gift among the, p 410 n. 3 ;

monogamous ee a rule, p. 4J9 I

divorce among the, pp 537 n. l,

5JI n. *
Bern-M tab, punishment tor teduc-

lion among the, p. 6j
;
jealousy

of tbe men among the, p. tao*
monogamous. pp. 43 J

divorce

exceptional among the, p. 521
a. 9.

Benin, Ncgrr.es jealousy of the

men among Use, p 131 ; di«a of
girls among she, p. 192 ; circum-

cision of girls among the, p 2(*S

n. i
i

barren wires despised
among the, p 378 n. 4 ; inherit-

ing widows among the, p. 513.

Bcrbs of Morocco, monogamous
** a mle, p 43? n- 5

Berlin* menstruation axaonj the
poorer women p. 483.

Berner, on the lan- of Holacker
and Sodler, d. .469.

BcrnhClfr, Prof. F., on group-mar*

on the prohibition of
marriage between kindred, pp.

' Best £?an' at weddings, p «jt.
Bwuajhy op 2Sc, a8 r, 3<3. «3 '7-

lsetsilco (Madagascar), femats ap-
prcciaitac of manly courage and
siull among die, p. 25S.

Bhilt their disapproval of the re-

nilirage of widows, pp 127 ig.
|

sons betrothed by their parent*

among the. p. 224 n. 6 ;
marriage

by capture among tbe, p 385 n.

1a
;

wives obtained by service
among the, p. 39: n.

;
female

iMlouiy mom; the, p. 409 n. 6.

Bhuiyas,courtship by nrenen among
the,p 158 n. &

Bi canty, p. tju
Bi.dchis, Lev,rate among the, pp.

511 n.

Birds, parental care among, pp.
10, IT, 21, j matriage among, pp.
11, a I

;
their pairing season, p,

25
:

courtship among, p. 163

;

“ ornaments ” of many male, po.

341, 250 ig.
;

sevual ccJoure
amonL-, pp 341-245, 248, V- i

sexual sounds among, pp. 247-
349i 351 i seiual odours among,

pp 248 if- ; hyoridism amcog,
n. 278

,
polyandry almost un-

heard of among, p. 482 i
exons

of males among, ib.
t absorbuig

passion fur one among, p. 502 ;

generally pair for lire, p. 5:7.

inono&urr.ouj, jx

uaiapora I

(Australia),

Birth; di9ptt>pnrtioa b«we«n tbe
sexes at,' pp 466-469, 547 ig.

Binhs, periodical fluctuation in die
number of, pp 30-37 j

-Jlegiti-

mate, pp. 69 ig.

Bi-ayaci ( Philippines), wires ob-
tained by sen-ice among the, p
351 nn. 1 jy. j mairiage by por-

ciiase among the, p 402 n. 1.

Bison, Indian, pairing season of the,

p. 26 n.

Blackfeer, celibacy rare among the,

p 134 ;
runaway matches among

the, s :i6 n. 10 1 their views on
infarli-idr, p. 3:2 excess of wo-

men among the, p 461 ; obli-

gatory continence among the, p.

483 n. 1
j
ptfvgyny amon* the,

P $cu a. >
BiCmmyans, Pliny's description of

tie, p Co,

Bodo, rule of inhcriujK**

the, jx iox ; marry e

irarriage by Oip*-

p 3S5 n. 12 ; v.v

eervice nmong
compensation
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the, p. 401 ;
position af their wo

nwi, n. $01
;
nocnuuiJ authority

(if their ihicfc,
J>.

¥*>.

Bo^ert, cmrjmctaion arrtOtfg the,

p. 2 <y> ;
prohibited degree* autOTgf

the, p. 106.

Bobsmmna, Alleged community of

u ome:i aaiOim the, p. 52 .
mar-

riage by purchas* among the,

p. y^7 n. 6; marriage portion

anwng the, p. 41*
Bokhara, polygyny in, p. 449
Bowto (California)* U>cir tribal

oiganuatiun due to the intro-

ductinn of the horse, p 49 ; mar-

riage by capture among the,

p. 383 (
no marriage ceremony

among the, p. 4<7 ;
divorce

among the, p 517.

Hondo, Negroes ol, authority of

Ihe maternal unde lUltCttg the,

p 40 ;
consanguineous marriage

among the, p 296 n.
1 ;

marriage

by purchase amoeg (lie, p. 393 ;

no marriage ceremony among
the, p. 4>4 i

divorce among the,

PP- 5®. 53- “- J-

Hemps. marry early, a. 13X.

Bomabi Islanders, their ideal of

beamy, p. 264.

Borneo, tribe* of, pregnancy muse
lie followed by marriage among
many. p ;j :

alleged ab-

sence of marriage among some,

PP M ’?
i
want of racdcsly

among certain, p. i$8
;
mono-

gamy among, p. coy. See Barito

aistnet, Dyaiii, Kynns, Olo Or,
Rejang. tribe, Sarawak.

Boms, wives deprived o( all orna-

ment in, p 176 ru ; weddings
in, p. 418 n. i<x

lift nuur/Ljnui, its substitute for

paternal protection, p at.

Botany Hay, natives of, scar tire

body, p 179; dress of the girts
among the, p rqfi

Bout See Itulias.

liococuda., hnshund's dmies among
tl" ’6

;
tlie family among the,

'

-usyof the men among
their cntcom of

-ar-lobes, p. 166
;

•v she, p 189;
among -the, p.

194 n. 1
i
early betrothals among

die, p 3)3 i endogamy of the, n
347 . infertility of their ran,,.
It.

j polygyny cxccplioc.nl 010013
tl'-c. p 44 : n. 4 ; divorce say-e
'*7 W-5 ,& S3°t n 5-

Boudin, Or., cn tlie effects of cor-
sangtnoeoui marriage,

pp. ;^o ry.

Braolian strongiaes,tsolatMMi of eer-

Uin, p. 46
;
leading wive* araar^

the, p 74 n. 1
;
fat frtma «*»£

atiTong certain, pp. 76, So
;
kinship

through miet among (he, p. 99

;

marry early, p 137 ; commence
required from newly tnnixioa

people among the, p tjr • incra
emcog tlie, pp, 291, 333 ; enco-

gamins communities among the,

pp. 346. 347, 3*5 ; deterinmtior
ot certain, pp. 346 tq. \ class-ends-

gamy among the, p. 370; mar-
riage by capture among the, p.

383 ; wives obtained by service

among the, p 390 n. 5 ;
marriage

portion among tlie, p 4:5 n.
1 j

marriage ceremony among sonv:,

P 419 t polygyny among the.pp

444, 494, 495 ”- -•
i nropB-

tioo between the ic.ec among
the, p. |5( ; monogamy amcr.(
the lowest tribes of rise, p 507 j

Lcviiatc among tbe, pp. tit an.

J sy. ; divotce. exceptional among
certain, p. 521 11.9. See Amanxn.

Brehm, l>r. A. E., on the marriage

of birds, p. 11.

R testa u, <m tire causes which deter-

mine the sex of the offspring, p
469

British Columbia, excess of females

among lialf-brool children in. p
477-

British Columbians and Vancouver
Istmden, slate of moralityamong
the, pp. (6 if . ;

lending wives

among certain, pp. 74 ; re-

marriage of widows ptohrfcited

for a certain period hmong the,

pt* 128 tq. ; marriage by pa-
chase among tire, n. 302. See

Ahfs, BeUabolIahs, HaidaK
Notkas.

Britons, tatlooing among the, p
1C9 i poiyaadry among the, pp
454> 45*-
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[Idxa, Di. P. on the intermixture

of races, p.183 j
on the infertility

nf the connections of Europeans

tiith Australian women, pp- 284-

j8?.
• Bruin Menschen,1 excess of female

births among the, p. *?Cc

Bubo (Kemando Po), nakedness of

the women among the, p 1X9.

Buddhists, their views regarding

(Damage .mil celibscy, p 1531

celibacy of monks among the,

it.; short hair a symbol of chast-

ity anrong the, p. 17$ n. 6 ;
mar-

riage cfbrother and sateraccord-

ing to legends of the, p. 393 i

religious marriage ceremony
among, p. 433.

Bndduma, marriage by exchange
ofpresents among the, p. 409 n. 9.

Bugisof Celebes,prohibiteddegrees

among the, p. yti
;

class ^endo-

gamy of the, p. 37* n. 4 t divorce

among the, o. 537 a. 1.

of Perak, endogamy of the,

P 3&4*

ikilgarin,terns for father’s father’s

brother and father's father’s sister

in, p. >fx
Bunjogees(Chittagongs Kills), hair-

drest cf the young men among

oa the senses of
male animals, pp. 249 rq.

Buriats, nainagc by purchase

ftSS&fJK. duties among
the, p. 17 ; celibxcy unkaoun
Jiroong the, p. 136

;
marry early,

p. 1jS ; tattooing by instalments

n. 5 ; women'samon^
UUlOOmg by m!

tbe, d. 17S11
5 ;

of choice aroonM of choice among the, p.

M*t amen* the, p. 253 ;

marriage by purchaseamong the,

P*4W iv I
;
monogamous as a

nilo, P’ 439 n. n
;

pol>gyny
among the, p.444 ;

divorce among
the, pp. 511 n c^saS, 53: n. 4.

Horton^ Sir R. F , cn polygyny as
causing an excess of female
births* p. 470 n. y

Buru. exogamy in, p. yza
;
divorce

»*>> P PJ n. 9.

Buschmann, J. C. E» on names for
father and mother, pp. a

5
jy.

Bothman*, devoid of Uibftl organi-
zation. i>. 45, from want of suf-

ficient tood, p. 47 ;
the family

among tbe, pp. 4} 47 ,
alleged

to be without manure, pp. 52

iq.

;

marriage among the, pp. 57
if ;

state ct morality strong the,

p 09i kinship through males
among the, p 103 ;

wrestling for

women among the, p t6i
;
nuk-

ing love among the, p. 163 n. 3 ;

their want of modesty, p. 189

;

female dress among the, pp. 191

if. , early betrothals among the.

JX 31*
i
women’s liberty of choice

among the, p. 321 ; women as tall

as men among the, p. 260 n. 1
1

Iraniage between coud ns imam
tire, pp 296, 337 ; households o(

the. p. 327 ;
love among the. p

358 ;
endogamy ol the, p J6(> ;

marriage by capture among the,

p. 384 j
'lives obtained by ser-

vice among the, p 390 n. 6; their

women become tterlle early, p.

487 ; divorce among the, p.

53' ",

liotmhrr, polyandry' in, P- 4$&.
llutias, looseness of the marriage

tie among the. p 60 ; chastity

unknown among the, »>.
;
children

belong to the lather's dan among
the, p. 102

;
polyandry among

the, p 453. See Ladakh.
Butterflies, sexual colours of, p.

344 ; variation of colours among,

pp 170 if.

Cagatai, term for elder sister in, p
93.

Cahyapas (Malta Grosso), alleged

community of women among tire,

Cair.du (Eastern Tibet), lending

wives in, p. 75-
Cmro, divorce in, p 319.

Caiabdnaa, tbe family am 1' v e.

Calculation, sexual
duenced br, pp

Calidonian Jnd»*Calidonian Jnd»*

dcgtuuy of tbe
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ration of the, il ; polygyny per-
mined only to chiefs among the,

p. 437 r. 10
California, excess of girls among

half-breed children in, pp. 476 if.
Californian Indians, have a defi-

nite pairing season. p. >8
;
lead-

ing wives among some, y. 74 n. 1

;

chieftainship bereditary in the
male line Aiamg the, p 98

;

jealousy of the men among the,

p. 119 .
punishment for adultery

among certain, p m a. 3;
widows killed among certain,

p. 1 aj
;

speedy revna-tiqjc of
widows prohibited among the, p.

lifn. 3' prostitution of wives

among the, p. 131 ; marry early,

p. 137 ; disputes for women
among the, p 160

;
indecent

dances among the, p 198 a.

I ; infanticide almost nnkncun
among ceiwin, pp. yijf.

;

race-

entlogamy of certain, p. 363

;

polygyny permitted to chiefs only
among certain, p. 4370, to; et-

cess ol men among certain, p.

4O0
; their unman get ok! curly,

P 486
1
polygyny rare among the,

U7- See AchomJwi, Bonaks,
aomero, Guahl*. Karok,

Ktnkla, Miwolc, Mcdok, Nishi-
oara, Patent, Pooxs, Seine),

Shaaika,Winton, Yokutu, Yorak.
Culfoiniin Peninsula, aboriginccof

the. have no equivalent for the
verb ‘ to marry,' p- polygyny
among the, p- 35 ; then custouiof
petfor atmg 1 licearf, ji lyqjnaked-
nessefcertain,p 187 ithcirwomen
no*, prolific, p 491 n. ; polygyny
among the, p. yjo n 3.

Camea, wild, pairing' seatin of tbe,

p ?5 it. 4 :
colour and odour of

tic; p. 148
Canary, instance of a, with no defi-

nite bleeding season, p 38.

Candolle, Prof A de, on marriage
bet'ACer. pcr&onfc \<iib different
anH *»»th simitar colours of the

wrm# season of the,

wantage and
1C, p. Iz.

C<if>nx pyrtwtiC\\, pairing season of
the, p 16 n.

Carajos moncq;atrous, p 435 n. 1 1.

Canbs, jus primus n/Klii among
the, p 76

t
rain of weeejsion

among the, p 99 i female dress
among the, p 11/3 ; men more
decently clothed than women
among the, p. 199 ;

their ideas of
modesty, p 307 ; women's oowci
of choice among the, p. 2 to n. 9 ;

marriage by capture among the,

P- }83 ; polygyny among the, pp
448, 500 n. 2) divorce among tlie.

p. 533 tt- 4-

Car il no Islanders, lending nives
among the, p 74 n. I ; kinship
through males among the, p. 100 ;

prohibited degree* among the,

p. 301 ; punishment for iafanti

ride among the, p. 3
1 3 ; marriage

by purchase among the, pp 39?
» .1. 394. 39» V-

j
P^XH>ny cx-

Sonal among the, p. 441 n. 3 ;

8turycont111er.ce among the.

p. 483 n. 6
;
myths of the.p 508

n. 1 ; !.evirate among the.p. 510
n. 3 rule of inheritance among
the. p 5 ia n. 3 ; divorce among
the.p 32711. 1. See Pclli, Punape
Yap

Carpentaria!! Gulf, Australians
south-west of the, excess of wo-
men among the, p *6j.

Cat. wild, pairing seasnr. of tbe,p.

:5 a
Caulangante |Philippines\ divonte

exceptional among the. p. $21

„«• 9-,
,

Catamixis, nakedness efthe, p. 187.

Cathaei, liberty ofchoiceamong the,

p. 321.

Catholics, Roman, celibacy of the
clergy among, p. 155 ; prohibited
degress among, pp. 3:8 if.

;

spiritual rehmooship’ among,
P- 33 1 ; religious endogamy
among, pp. 375 jj.

j
fictitious

dowry among, p 407 n. 7 ;
dotal

tight among, p. 413 j
marriage a

sacrament among, pp. 42? if. ;

divorce prchihiied atnccg, p.
526.

Caydguas, the family among the. p.
46.
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Crfnt Ahi'ie, lives In Ian ilia, p.

ii.

Celebes, ideas of modesty in, p !</}.

See bugis, Macaims, Mina-

Celibacy, ch. yii.,np. 70, 541.

Celts,paternal authority amor* the,

Ce£treF' Ame rica, the white! de-
crease in number! in, p. Jbj

;

matriagerestriction for Spaniards
in, p. 565 ; proportion between

the icia at birth in, p. 47?.

,
ancient inhabitant of, wives

obtained by service among the,

jx—J
Indian! of, marry early, p.

17-

,
Isthmians endogamy of

the, p. 363 ; class-endogamy of

the, p. 37°-

Ceram, possession of human he«d!
requisite for marriage in, p. 18.

se«ual modesty in, p. 151 n. 3 ,

cranny in, p. 30J ; divorce in,

p. 533 n. 9.

Cer-.ui .Bw/r/f'ii, marriage aiul

paternal care of the, p l>.

Ceylon, kinship through females in,

p. ro: j propurtKin betveeo the

scecs in, pp. 463,471. See Mcors,
Sinhalese, Veddah*.

Chaldeans, marriage by purchase

among the, p. 395
Charoha (probably Cochin China),

royal privilege! m, p. 79.

Chamois, joiring season of the, p.

sb n.

Clmrruas, hutlaad's duties among
the, p. 15; celibacy unknown
among llic, p. «3> ; painting of
giris among tbe, p. 176 n. 6;
nakedness of the men among
the, p. 187 n. 4 ;

aversion to

incest among the, pp. 318 «y.

;

polygyny ameng the, p *97:
divixee exceptional among the,

p. 5:2.

Chastity among loirer racer, pp
Si-70, 530 See Virginity.

Chavantes. fheir custom of polling

out the eyebrows, p. 167 ; mono-
gamous, p 435 n. 11.

Cliawsnons, coquetry of women
mixing the, p. 303. See Paraguay.

Chaymas.their custom ofblacken mg
t hetecth, p. 174 ;

nakedness ofthe,

p. 187
;
ashamed to cover them-

selves, p. 195 ;
endogamy of the,

pp. 365
.

Cheec bcices, lutting ojt. an accom-
paniment ol largejaws, p. 367.

Cbelonin, live in paits, p. ioj pa-
rental care among the, Ii.; sexual

sourds among, p 74K
Chenier, on the origin of tattooing,

p. 1 ys.

Che exogamy among the, p

K ;
marringis bycapture among

p 386 n. 4 ; monogamous as
a nle, p. 44011. 1 ;

divorce excep-

tions! anxmg the, p. jit n. 9.

Cl.ernn. N., on polygyny, p. 481.

Chibchas, roles succession among
the, pp. 98 ry. •, thoir p-imsh-
nic.it for adultery, p. 132 n. 8 f

speed}’ icma-iiagc of widenvers
and widows prohibited among
the. p. 12911. 6

;
perforationof the

ears by the, p 174; religious mar-
riage ceremony among the, p.

434
.

polygyny among the, pp.

Chides (Central Mexico;, vir-

ginity requited from rho bride
ametig the, p. 12y

Cliickasans, tenutriageef widows
prohibited fer a certain period
among the, p. 128; exogamy
among the, p. 298.

Child bed, women in. pp. 483-48?,

348.
Children, In case of divorce, pp.

53217. See Offspring.

Chili, seasonal increase of births

in, pp. 32, 38 ; excess of fsmale
births in, p. 478.

, Indians of. polygyny among
:he,p. 44S. See Ataucanians.

Chimpanrots, marriage and pater-

nal cate among, p. 14 ;Lve gener-
ally in pairs, families, or small

groups of families, p 41 i
are

more numerous in the season

when fiuits come to maturity,

P- 4i
China, aboriginal r
band US'® with
till the birth

of the, p 33
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o! choice among they p 220
j

ives obtained by service among
the, p. 3,91 n. ; marriage portion

among the, p. it; tv 3 Sec Miao.

Chinese, tale of the inuituhon of

marriage among the, p. 8 : the

surname influencing the law of

inbcritar.ee among tlie, p. 1 1 ’ i

virginity ro.|aired from the bride

among the, p> 13*
;
widow* killed

among the, p. 1:5 ; remarriage of

widow* discouraged among the,

p. 127 ;
celibacyunknown among

the, pp. IJ9 */• i nuryy early,

p. 140; marriage of tl»e dead
among the, id. .

celibacyofpriests

among the, p. 1531 'oetr ideas
ofdecency, pp. JCO, 10? ;coquetry

of wonon among (be, p. 2cd

;

paternal authority and filial obe-
dience among the, p. 227 ;

parent-

al ccruont nercraaty for marriage

among the, id. : early betrothals

among the, it.
j their ideal of

female beauty, p 263 ; mongrels
among the, p. 285 j

exogamy and
prohibited degrees among the,

PP- 30j. 33° 1
relationship by

alliance a bar to man -gc among
the. p. clannish feeling

among the. p. 333 t want of con-

legal affection among the, p. 360 ;

seclusion of the sexes among
tho, p 361

;
endogamy of the,

p. 364 i
class-endogamy of tlie,

p. 372 ; their desue for sons,

PP* 377, 379, 4S9
;

tract of

taarnnfcc by cipturc amooi; the*

p. 3B7
;
mariiage by purchase

among th*, pp 394 : demy of

matw^eby pu:cha«*«tnorx^c.
pp. 404 tf.

;
exchange of presents

the, p. 405 ; no marriage
portion the, p- 4*5 n

* 3 •

omens arron/ the, 424 r*. 1 ;
4
lucky rtayV «&c, among the,

iel;gicas marriage ceremocy
amcctf the, p. 4:5 ;

concubinage

among the,pp tji. 43b. 44o. 443.
ar8 n r, 489. 495 n. 2, 498 j

'ms: at a nils, p, 439

j

••omen among the,

tttory continence

*3n I; eschew
p. 484 ;

women

in child-bed atticr.g the, p. 485

;

ill-assorted marriagesamong the,

pp. 483 ay.
;
divorce amerig the,

pp. 524, 5*5, ;?8 s divorced
women among the, p. 533.

Chinook>t, their ideni ot beauty,

P 25? ;
marriage by exchange nf

presents among rhe, p 409 n. 9 ;

P®b*y»y *ntong the. pp. 441
n. 4, 443 5 *

iuperetxtjoos cetc-

monies among :he, p. 485 a. z;
their women not picfific, p. 491
n

;
divorce exceptional among

tlie. p. 531 n. 9
Chippewa*, virgir.it/ required fren

the br.de among the. p 123 ; dis-

posal of a girl’s hand among the.

p 21 4 n. 1 4;libeityofchoice among
the, pp. 2

1 5 ;f. 1
incest among

the, p. 291 n. , prohibited degrees
among the.pn. 29;, 524 1?.

i
live

in small bands, p. 325 j conjugal
affection among the, p. J<9

n. 6 ;

marriage by exchange of presents

among the, p. 405 n. 9 I
>'< mar-

riage ceremony among the, p. 417
n. 4 j

their desire for numerate
0 IfSpring, pp. <89 if. t Levitate

amoog the, p. 5:1 n. 3 . divorce

exceptionalamong ilic.p. 521 n. 9.

Chippcwyan*, celibacy rare among
the, p 134; many citly, p. 137
n. 7 i

men more ornamented
than women among the, p. t8a

;

early betrothals among tie,p.213:
run-anay matches among the,

p. 216 n. to
j
incest amoog the,

p 29°
i
their dirirc for offspring,

p 376 ; no marriage ceicinony
»ninny the, p. 417 n. 4 ; polygyny
exceptional among the, p 441
n. 4 1

divorce exceptional among
the, p 521 n. 9. See Beaver In-

dians, Copper Indians, Kutchin,
Northern Indians Tinneh.

Chlriguana, no marriage ceremony
among the, p. 4:7 n 4,! jxrtyxyny
permitted omy to chiefs among
tit p. 437 n. to.

Chittagong Hill tribes, alleged ab-
sence of tnnrriagc among the,

p. ;j t monogamous as a rule,

p. 59 1
punishment foe adultery

among some r.f the, p. 112
;

women’s liberty of choice among
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the, p. 219; love among the,

p 357 ;
c!aw-etidog*my cf the,

P U‘\ by capture

among the, p 3*5 n 12 ; tnwst

of the. do not buy llveir wives,of tbc. do not ouy uveir wives,

p yfo; social equality among
the, p 506. See Bimjogees,

CbttkmWv rJiyoungthfl, KukiS,

Mrtis, Tippetans, Toongthu
Choctaws, exogamy among the, p.

.-98 -

Choice, libefy of, th. lx., pp. 5-'

Christians, religious endogamy
pp. J74/?-

.

, early, thtir disapproval of

second marriages, p 128
;
view!

regarding celihacy among the,Fp.

IMW; religious rearrisgc ccie-

niony among tho, p. 4 3 7 1
«dis.

soluble nature of marring* ac-

cording to the, pp- 525 27.

Chukchi, their terms (or father and
mother, p. 92

i
tnonogamou* as

a rule, p. CJO n. S. See Tuslti.

Chnhmai (Chittagong Hills), celi-

bacy almost unknown among the,

p. 136 ; prohibited degrees among
the, p 303 .

compensation for

capture among the, p. 40: ;
omens

among the, p 423 ;divorce excep-

tional among the, p J21 n p
Chilli ms, virginity i\'«iuired from the

bride among the, p. 124; cere-

mony of capture among the, p
385 n. marriage by purchase

Chuvashes, vi'rgimty required from

the bride among the. p. 124;

religious marriage ceremony
among the, p. 423 it. 7 ;

divorce

exceptional among the, p. 521

n. 9.

Cicero,on mtermainagei of \rgrnui

and freedmen, p. 372.

Circassia, borses of, p 2*1.

Circassians, marriage not complete
tin tbe birth of a chikl among the,

p. 22
;
punishment for ur.chuitity

among the, p 63 ;
virginity re-

quired from tire bride anion- the,

p. 124 ;
exogamy among the, p

306
;

marriage by purchase,
among the, p 392 n. 3 ;

divorce

among the, p. 532 n. 3.

Circumcision, pp. 201-206,

Civil nnrriage, pp. 42S if.

• Classirectory system of telation-

ship,' pp. 82-9(1, 32S, 329, 539.

544 .

Coca, Indians of, nakedneis of the,

p. 187.

Cochabamba, excess of numeu in,

p. 461.

Cochin •Chinese, their admiration

for black teeth, p. 182; their

ideal of beauty, pp. 257 if. S

monogamous as a rule, p. 439.
See Cbamta.

Coco-Maricopas, monogamous, p.

Coimbatore See Vellalah cane.
Colour of rise ikin, pp 269-271.

Colours, of ftowere, up, 242 if-

;

exual, ofanimals, ch. xi., p 542.

Colqulioiin, Mr. A. R, on the origin

oftattooing, p. 172.

Columbiana, eoriy bctiothals among
the, p 213 ;

larye household* of
the, p. 324

«
their views on mar-

riage liy jntrehase, p. 402. See
British Columbians, CMuook*,
Net Pared*, Oregon, Spokane
Indians, Walla Wall*,, Wash-
ingron.

, tubed. standard of female
excellence among the, p. 381 ;

divorce among the, pp 327, 531
n - 4- ?33 n> 4-— about Puget Sound, prosti-

tution of wives among the, p.

131
j
their women not prolific,

p. 49t n

Comanches, lending wives among
the, p. 74 n. 1 j

their punishment
for adultery, p >22 n. 3 j

widows
killed among the, p. 12$ i marry
esrty, p. 137 0. 7 i

men more or-

namented than women among
the, p. 182

;
women's liberty of

choice among the, p. 216 n. 5 ;

run away matcher among the,

p, 2t6 11 to
;
calculation in mar

riage selection among the, p. 382 ;

00 marriage ceremony acton

g

the. p, 417 J
polygyny among the,

p 440 c- 2 : their *oi* *otp 440 a- *; «
prolific, p 49’ «*

* Communal inair
cuity.

Concubinage,
f
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Congo, region of the, royal privi-

leges in the, p. 79 ;
widows killed

irwhr, \\ 125 j meant ofattract Ion
in tHe,p. 174

i
rallfrious marriage

ceremony amor.* the Negroes of
tbe> p. 423 n. y ; excess of females
among half-breed children in the,

pp. 47* */.

, people of tie Lower, mono
gamoat as a rule, p. 438,

• people Of tlx: Upper, lore
among the, p 338.

1 Consanguine family, 1

0. 8$.

Continence, periodical, reauired
fromthe husband,pjx483.485. 54l

Contrasts, lovt excited by, pp. 353-

Copper Indians, prohibited degrees
among ilia, p. 29$.

Copis, circumdsicn among the, pp.
aoj, 204 n. 2

i
(heir weddings,

p 418 n. 10: day for marriage
among the, p. 424 n. 1.

Coican6, bachelors disdained
among '.he p. 140 ; celibacy due
to poverty among the, p 144
n ji liberty of choice among
Ihe, p. 220; class-endogamy
among ihe, p. j7i

;
polygyny

among rlie. p. 431 j ill-asioned
marriages among the, pp. 485 if.

Coroadcs, 1101 in a Mcial sane,

P 46; jealousy cf the men among
ihe, p. 119 ; do no! bey then
*'**.* '-X ? »* : p»i>'syny »«•

cep;meal among the. p. 441 r. 4.

Loropcs, do not buy their wives (ii

p. J98.
Cossacks, Saparogian, polyandry
among tlio, p. 453-

CnuPlry districts in Euiope, period-
ical fluctuation in the number
of births in, p 18 ; celibacy in,

pp. 146. 143: excess of male
births in. up. 471, 476

Courage nndtirenglh. femaleappre-
ciaitoo of. pp. 355 if.

Courtesans, respect id lo.pi>. So.

Courtsltip, ch. viii. aj.
y p. 5.11

•f- La,’ pp 106 if.

xmie effects of dose
PP- 35*. 345 i

on
Ctween the sexes
orses, p. 480

Creeks, a woman oho is abandoned
ranydestroy herdiild,among the,

p J« :
distxisal of a girl's hand

among the pp. 40 if. ; kinship
through female* among ihe, p.
107 : jealousy of the men among
the, p. 119: their punishment
for adultety, p. 122

j
widows for-

hidden tn speak with any man
for a certain period among the,

P- 128
;
women’s liberty ofchoice

among the. p. ?(6

;

exogamy
among die, p. 29S

; large house-
holds of tlx, p. 324 ; love among
llie, p 358 n. 1 : Iheir desire for

offspring, pp 378 If ; marriage
poitlon among the, p. 414 n. 4 ;

no marriage ceremony among
the, p. 417 n. 4 ; excess of women
among the, p. 4fo

;

divorce
among ihe. |» 5(8.

Ciees, lending wives among the.

P- 7* O. I ; jealousy of the tnen
among the. 11. 118

;
their punish-

mem for adultery. p. 132 n. 8 ;

widows killed among the, p. 125;
prostitution of wives among the,

P- 13 1 ; celibacy rare among the,

(X 134 ; women less desirous c<
decorating themselves titan cf
decorat ng the men among the,

P 184

;

run-a»ay matches
among I lie. p. 216 n. 10

;
infanti-

cide rare among the, p. 313 1

their desire for offspring, p. 376

;

polygyny among ihe, pp. 443,
500 n. 2 : female jealousy among
the, p. 499 n. 6 ; Livirate among
ihe, p 5:1 n. 3.

Cr.ckets, colours of, p. 247.
Croatians, marriage arranged by
the parents among (he. p. 235 ;

marriage ceremony among the,

P- 4**>
Crocodiles, maternal ouc among,

p. 10
j
sexual odours of, pp. 246,

248 rf.

Orewj, polygyny among the, p. 5C0
n. 3.

Canning ham, Lieut.
J. D„ on poly-

andry, p. 474.

CuretuKuaicdncasofn-omen among
thf\ j\ ,87 n. 5 ;

monogamous,
P- 435 ^ II.

Lypru^rcJigi«ifcpi\>stitutxiniR
> p.72.
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Dacocahs. term* for relationships

ammir the. p 87 ;
chieftainship

hereditary m the male line ntnimg
rhc. p 98 ; Speedy remarriage of

wiCowem and widows prohib ted

among the, p. 129 tin. a, 6 ;
celi-

bacy scarcely known among the,

pp. 1J4 W- 1
aianr «“*•* P '37

c. 7 i means ol attraeivon among
the, p 173 1

ron-away matches
nmongthr^p. 2t6; infanticide rare

among the, p. 312 ;
conjugal

offedtoo among the, p. 360;
morning gift among the, p. 410

;

mortality of children among the,

p. 491 n. 4 1 polygyny among the,

p. 497 ; divorce among the, p. 533
n. 1 . See Naudoweeeies

Dahl, Dr. L., on the effects ofcon-

sanguineous marriage, 1*. 34>
Dahomans, punishment for -educ-

tion among the, n. 6s
;
royal privi-

leges antceig the, pp. 78 if. i

jealexisycfthe men among the, p.

iso
1
marriage ceremony among

the, p *21 ; polygyny among the.

P 434-

Damams, system of kinship among
the, p 103 ;

their mutilations of

the troth, pp. «f>7, 174 icircum-
cision airong tbe, p aoj ; mar-
riage by purchase among the,

p 393
;

polygyny among the,

p. 446 ;
polyandry aiming the,

PP- 45*1 452, 504 n.
1 ;

their

women get okl «arly, p. 4S7
;
41-

vorce among the, p $;6 n. 7.

Dane* in England, p 529-

Darien, ancient, irilows killed in,

p 125.

Darling river, native* of the, con-
jugal affection among the, p. 359.

Darwin, Mr. Charles, on the soon-
l»lity of tiro progenitors of man,

a ; on the progress of man-

pp 49 sy. j on promis-
cuous intercourse, p. 1 17 ; on the
courtship of animals, |>p. t>7
1 59. «®3 on the plain apii-aranee
of savage women, p. 1830.

5 ;
00

individual inclinations among
dotr.esricatrd quadrupeds, p. 189;
on female choice, pp 221, 253,

255, ch. xi. ; on sexual selection

among animals, cfc. xi
;
on the

racial standard of beauty, p 261

n. 2 ;
on the connection between

lo*c and beauty, pa 274 ;
on

the origin of the human races,

PP- >75, >7ft, 543: "» the hair-

lessnew of the human body,

hybrids, pp. 279, 280 n. I ; on
infertility from changed condi-

tion* of life, p. 286 ; on female
infanticide among piimitive men,

p 313 ; on savage observation
of the injttriixts results of con-
sanguineous marriage, p. 3t8 n.

1
;
on the effects of cross- and

seif- ferti limtion of plants, pp 335,

J37| 338. 34'-

Darwin, Prof. G. H., on mar-
riage between firs: cousins, pp
Ml, 342, 34ft-

Delaunay, M., on personal beauty,
p. 261 n 3

Denmark, age for matriage among
men in, p. i*0

; consanguineous
marriages in, pp 342 345 i

'*<>-

lated commoiuties ip p. 344 ;

divorce in, p. 536.

Deutsdi, Platt, term for female
cousin and niece in, n. 96.

Devay, F, on the effects o: con
sanguineous marriage, pp. 395 sy.

Dhimii, rule of inheritance among
the, p. 101 ; marry early, p. 1 38 ;

wiics obtained by service among
the, p. 391 a ; position of their

women, p. 501 ; nominal authority
of their chiefs, p. 506.

DieytTie (Australia^ system of kin-
ship among the. p. rot

;
their

custom of knocking out teeth,

p. 169 if. ;
tradition of the origin

of eogamv among rlw, pp. 350 if.

Dinka,nakednessofthe raen among
the, p. 189.

the raen among

Diyorco, ch. xslii., pp 107. 108, $49.
Djidda, sexual morality ai, p 36*.

Djour tribes, on the White Nile,

marry early, p. 138.
Dogs, mule, inclined

sitriage females, p
—

and in bcecdintf <

Don^oiowccs, fern
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cf manly courage amcng iht>

dSpZ polyandry among the,

p. 45* I FO'jgyny among the.

p. 455-
Detey, Papuans of, female chastity

ament; the, p. 64 ; nakedness of

the girts among the, p. 197 n- 4 i

marriage by exchange of presents

among the, p 409 n. 9 ;
mono-

Dragon-flies, denial colours of,

p. J45-
.

Dross, ch. lx, p 54«-

Drummond's Islanders (KmMmill

garaous, p. 437.
Dornvnnse, pairing strut of the,

pp. 36 tf.

brace fcniliunt colours tn the

Drummond's Islanders (KuinmiU
Group), their want of modesty,
p. 188 n. B.

Duallns, divorce among the, p. 550
n. 7.

Dnauni language of Baladca, term

for father in the, p. 86.

Duboc, I)r. ].. on love, p. 356 n. 5.

Decks, want ofpaternalcareamong,
p. 11 .

Ducting. Dr. C-,oq the causeswhich
determine the sexoftheoffspring,

l.^irVo'kGmV nakedness of
men in ibe, p. iSS n. 9.

Dutch, temi for nephew, grandsoa,
and coittia in, p. 96.

Dwaifs, abtiorcnul constitution of,

p rib
Dvaki (Earncoi, pos;cjs:on of
hunun heads requisite for mar*

*«>ong the, p iS : taucolog
of youn^pcopteamong thc,p. !?? ;

tattooing of women Among* tne,

p. 179 I women*! liberty of choice
among the, p. 2 ; female ap-
preciation of manly courage
among the, p 255 *

prohibited
dcj/iccs omoBjr certain, p. 39s ;

endogamy of the, p. 3C7 ; their

desire for ctTscring, p. 377 r.. 6 ;

wivw obtained by service aroctig

the, p. 301 n. t
;
marriage riter.

*
1Gn ff tnc. pp. AH /?. ; their

*i\ yet okJ eaHy, p. 4&5
;

men not prolific, p. 49*
***v of tbeir women.

p. tot
;
divorce among the, pp.

_ 5 J 9. 7» S3 1 * 533*
DyaUs on tr.c llatang Lager, un-
{•Knitted sexual intercourse, bat
no promiscuity among the, p.71.

, Land, seclusion of the sexes
among the, p. 63 j

celibacy un-
known among the, p. 136 ; pro-

hibited degrees among the. p.

30! ;
monogamous, p. 437 ;

no-

minal authority of tlior chiefs,

p. 506.

of Lundrc endogamy of the,

p. 348, infertility of their women,

m
,

Sea, prohibited degree;
among the, pp. 301 sj. ; conjugal
lore among t.ie, p. 358 ;

class-

endogamy of the, p. 371 tv 4;
monogamous, p. 437 "• 1

t

jealousy of the, p. 458 ; divorce

among tlie.p <31 n See Sllxtyaus.

of bidir., lending wives among
the, p. 74 a. I.

tbeir nomen, Egmcet

East, unmarried women very rare in

the. p. 140 i wives piofitable to

their husbands -n the, p. 147 1

desire for offspring in the, p. 489
;

polygyny in the. pp. 4S9. 4'A 458,

519 ;
divorce in tlte,p. 319.

Easter Islanders, their custom of
enlarging the ear-lobes, p. 166

;

tattooing among the, pp 1(9,

181
i
excess of men among the.

P- 061
Edci'yahs (Kerosndo Po), first wife

obtained by service among the,

EfaKae (New HebridesX their term
for father, Ac, p. 87 j kinship
through females among the, p.
to8

;
denomination of children

anvong the, r*. n. 4 ;
consider

sexual iiitciccuise untleun, p.

15 > » Mpgansy among the, pp.

30!, 335 : their dan;, p. 335 ;

then nomcncbturc. >A
Eg bos, their omen not prolific,

p. 491 n. 1 j inheriting widows
among the o. 513 r_ 1.

figment bland. See Santa Cror.
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Egypt See Arabs c< Upper Egypt.

Egyptians, ancient, taleof the insti-

tution of marriage among the,

p. 8 ; believed that n child de-

scended chiefly fiog} the father,

p. to6 ;
their punishment for

adultery, p. 122 n 4 ;
paternal

authority and filial duties among
the, p. 125; incest among the,

PP- =94, 339! rebs'ious marriage
ceremonyamong the, p. 425; poly-

gyny among the, op. IJi. -Ui,

447 i
monogamy of their priests,

p. 43a; Levi rate among the, p.

$ii n.—
,

modern
1

celibacy diire-

putable among the, p. 140;

tattooing of women among the,

p. tSi n. 4 1
fcltas of modesty

among the, p. 207
;
their idea! of

beauty, p. Hi
1

use of children

anroiig the, p. 3801 lucky day
fee manage among the, p. 422

n. t'; unlucky period for marriage

arrong the, «4.
;

polygyny among
the, pp. 449, '«• iv S> -fSti, 4S9,

498 jp.*; their women get old

early, n. 487 1
fickleness of their

paternal duties among the p. 16 ;

scattered in search offoed, p. 48
i

means of attraction among the,

P- '73

P287.

mongrels among the,

ace agetrf bachelors andspinsters
otio ntAiry, in, ib.

i
women's

iberty of choice 11, during early

Middle Ages, p 236 ; parental

restraints upen marriage in, p.

235 .
deaf-mutes in, p J41 1 mar-

riage* between first cousins m,

pp. 341, 342. 346, 4S1 u. 3 i aris-

tocracy of, p. 368 : class-endu-

gamy in, p. 373 ;
traces of mar-

riage by purchase in, pp. 396
marriage by purchase in, p. 401

;

civil matriage in, p. 428 ;
divorce

in, p. 529.

English, term for granddaughter in

Shakespeare's time in, p. 96.

Ermhnd (Prussia^ marriage cent-

mocy in, » 419.

Eskimo, loading wires among the,

pp. 74 n. I, 7? ; their system of

nomenclature, p. 84 t their terms

fot relationships, p. 93 ;
celibates

disdained among the, p. 13b n.

10 i
nose-ornament among the,

early, p> 487 i
fickleness of their

passions, p. 48S
;
their ttoire for

offspring, p 4*9 ! divorce amceig
the, pp. Sl9«y.
Eimeo(Society Islands),tattooing

in, pp. t77». 13, 178 11. S-

Elephants, substitute for paternal

protection among, p. 21
;
have

nu definite pairing season, p. 27.
Kll:, ruirir.g season of tint, p. 26 n.

Ellice Islands. See Hudson's Is-

'undent, Humphrey's Islanders,

Mitchell’s Creep, Vaitupu.

Elopement, mamage by, p, 223
Encounter Bay tribe (Australia),

(rOth&U i

Endogamy, pu. 33*. 343. M> &*>-

35°, 303-368, 375 374, <4«i
class- and caste-, pp. 37°-373,

546.

Ellgelt, F., on the pmnvscaity of

primitive man, p. 30 n. 1.

England, spring-customs in. p yj ;

age for marriage in, p. 146 ;aver-

pp- 173 'p- i
tattooing of girls

among the, p. 177 i
their clothing,

pp. 186 u/. ;
of modesty

among the, p. 210; early be-

trothals among thc,p. 213 ;
rela-

tionship by affiance a l«r to mar-

riage among the, a 307 ;
love

among the, p 3fo-j barren wires

despised among the, p 378 n. 4 ;

marriage with oki women among
the, p, 381 ; itlOtaing gift among
the, p. 4 to; no mamage cete-

mony among the, p. 417 ;
poly-

gyny among the, pp. 44' " ,
443 is 5. 4‘o, 482

;
polyandry

among certain, pp. 45 47= n 3*

eiccss of women among certain,

pp. 460, 465, 482 j
mortality

among the. p. 465 ;
their women

not prolific, p. 49: n. ; Leviraie

among the, p. 51 1 n. 3 ; a pas-

sionless race, p. 515 ; a rather

advanced race, p. 516. See
Greenlanders, Togugarnuies.

, Eastern, women adopting
masculine manners among the,

p, 134 n. 2.

of Etak, their want of mo-
desty, p. 21a—- at I gl oolite, spe'

riage of widower*
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prohibited among the, p 129 no,

3, 6
;
marriage betneen cooEica

among the, p Wi affection

among the, p 359 ; female jea-

lousy among the, p. 497 n. 6.

Eskimo, Kinipetu, jut primal
ircrtii ansang the, o 76.

ol Newfoundland, affection

among the, p 337.

o< Norton Sound, affection

among the, p. 357.

at Prince Regent’s Day, poly-

gyny among the, pp. 488 if.
,
Western, infanticide unknown

amoij the, p 312 i
excess of men

among tire, pp. »6o, 473 i divoecc
among the. p. 5 on. 7.

tsienra, celibacy of the, p 154:
desite foe offspring among *n
Oilier of the, p. 379.

Esthonians, sprtog-ctiBoroa among
the, tx 33 ,

their term for grand-

father,p 9! ; marriage by- cap-
ture among the, p.jfO ; Damage
ceremony anvang the, p 4:9 1

pored for nvarregc among the,

p 424 n. 1

Hut la tribe (AuWfltiaX scar the

body. p 179 i
monogamous,

P 437-
Euronans, p. 383.

Europe, spring customs in certain
countries of, p 30 j

illegitimate

births in towns and in country
districts in, p. 69 • prostitution in,

pp 69 iq. i
illegitimate births in,

p 70 •, celibacy in, tip 70. <45—

149, 54 1 ;
numerical proportion

between the sexes in, pp 146,

147. 464 1 vanity of women in,

p. :S$
i
earring worn m, p. 186

i

difference* in rim standard of

beauty in, p 35I ;
difference in

r.arure between the sexes in, p.

S60 j no pure races in, p. 282'

;

marriage between cousins in,

p 296 ;
usefulness of children

among the uneducated daises of,

p 380; morning gift in. p. 407 ,

marriage portion m, pp 413 4(3.
416 j marndge ceremomei in,

p 421

;

polygyny in, p. 434 : mor-
tality in, p. 465 ;

excess of male
lii-’ • >n, pp. 469, 481 B- 4 i

in, p. 502 ; divccce in.

K
- 529. 530. S3* See Middfe
;C5.

Europe, ancient inhabitants cC, their

deconitiors, p. 165.

,
Eastern, 'spiritual relation-

ahip' in, p. 331.
Europeans, almost incapable of
forming colonic* In the trope*,

pp. 268 if.
;
change ofcomplexion

of, hi the tropics, pp. 369 -7.

Exogamy, ch xiv.«,pp 544 -546;
locah pp. 321-323. >44-

FaHow deer, p. 281.

Family, ch. i, iii.

faioo Islands, sbeep oT the, p. 281.

Fashions, pp 37* if.
Fatherhood, recognition of, pp. 105-

107
Fathers of the Church, opinions
about celibacy held by many of

Fccuniny, iiauSt, appreciatioo of,

p. 378.
Felkic, Dr. R. Vi., on acclhnatiu..

tion, p 268
1
00 the cause* which

determine these* ofthe offspring,

P- 47>
Ferghana, Koldtamedtnt of, their

ideas of decency, p. 209.
Fernando Po, the adulterer pun-

ished as a thiet in, p. 130 n. 4-

See Buhis, Edeeyahi.
Kick, on the influence of muscles
on the form of the besee. p. 368.

Fida, Negroes royal privileges

among the, p. 79 ;
jealousy of the

men among the, p. iso; their

desire forottspr.ng. p 377 ; polv
gyny among the, fi. *90 ;

inherit-

ing widow* among the, p. 513
n. 1.

Fighting, for females, pp. *59-163,
141

;
by uomen, for the posses-

sion cfmen, p *64.

Fijians, chastity of the, p. 64
;

rink and property hereditary

in the male line among the, p.

99 ; widows killed among the,

pp 135 'ry. ; there opinions as
regards celibacy, p. 137 ; their

ideas of delicacy in married life.
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pp IS* ;
combats for rfointn

among the, p. *61
;

their nn-

pn»riat:on af vermilion, p> 160
;

tattooing amor# the, pp. 169,

170, 177 n. n, f*4i aoi D. 4 i

means of attraction among the,

p. 173 : position of women among
the, p. raj

;
female dress among

the, pp 190, 197 ; their ideas of
modesty, pp 109-1n

;
earty be-

uotlials among the, p. 114 n. 8
;

disposal of a girl's hard among
the, p. 115 n.

;
uotnen’s liberty

of choice among the, p. si8 n. 5 ;

their ideal of beauty, p, lb) ;

Iixal oogamy among the, p 313 1

conjugal We among the, 359 i

inaitiage by capture among live,

p. 385 ; marring* by purchase
among the, pp. 39*. .399 n. 7 i

religious marriage ceremonies
among the, p 431 ! polygyny
among the, pp. 435, «i a. 3,45#
n.t ; obligatory conn nenre among
the, pp. 4*3 r. 6. 484 ; female

jealousyamong the, p
497int!eof

inheritance among the, p. 51a n.

Finland, ceremony of capture in,

p 386 ;
ceremony ofpurchase tn,

p yfi
Finnish.term for father id.pp 8A. 9<

1? ; tcnsi for grandmother tn.p.92.

Finnish peoples, inairisgc by pur-

chase among the, p. toi n. I.

, East, marriage by purchase
among the, p. y/>

Finos, ancient, devoid of tribal or

gmiration from want of sufficient

food, p *7 j
state of morality

among the, p <*)
\
appreciation

of manly courage among (lie, p.

255 ;
horror of incest amccg the,

ml 29! n.

;

consanguineous mar-
riage avoided among the, p jc6 ;

marriageby capture amongthe,p.

386 ;
marriage oy purchaseamong

Ihc.pp 395 ‘4 - !
decayofmarriage

by purchase :tniong the, p. 404 ;

trace* of polygyny ameng the,

Finschhafen, Panuans of, celilxicy

r.tre among the, p 136 n. 5 ;

secual modesty of the, p. 1 52 r_ 3.

Fishe6, wantofparental care among.

pp. ICy 21 ; colour! of, p. 245 ;

serial sounds of, p. 747 ;
'orna-

ments ' of some male, pp. 250 >f. i

hybridismscared/ known among,

p 378.

Fuse, Mr. J., on the long period of

infancy of man, p. 11 n. 5 ;
on

promiscuity of primiti man, p.

51 n. 2.

Fiaon, Rev. L, on group-marriage

among tho Australian:, pp 54, $6

jy. ; on women as food.providers

among *»v*ges, p. 222 ; on female
infanticide among saraget,p.313.

Hem
and ni>

term for female cousin

Firing*•<%£ males of, dis-

playing their chums, p 351 n.

Forel, Prof. A., on the sterility of

the workers among ants, p. 150.

Forster. Cl, on diflentnt ideas of

modesty, |> 306
;
<m femalebeauty

i« tot countries, p. <88 « 7 .

Fowls, in-anc-in brcedicg of, p.

.
336-

Fox, patting season of the, p. 36 n.

France, periodical fluctuation in the

number ofMrUw in, p. 32; Illegiti-

mate births in, p. 60 ;jar pnuuH
noair during the Middle Ages in

certain parts of, p 77 • number of

peepie who die single, in, p 146
;

average sgc of hacheloii and
spinsters who marry, in, it.

;

women’s liberty ofchoice in, dur-

ing earlv Middle Ages, p/336;
parental restraintsupon marriage

in, pp ayf> 11. 8, 238 «y. , slou de-
cline of the paternal authority

in, pp 237 if. ; mixture of race

in, p ?8a

;

prohibited degrees in,

p.296: dent-mutes in, p. 34 1 ,
con-

sanguineous marriages in, p. 342 i

endogamous ccenmuaittes in, p
344 aristocracy of, a 3<S . class-

endogamy In, p 37)} marriage
portftm in, p 416 ; civil marriage

in, p. 438 ;
divorce in, p. 536.

Fraser, Mr. J. C ,
on the Origin of

tattooing, Ac., pp. 170 -if-

Frogs, «>ual sounds of, pp 247,

349 ;
colours of, i>. 348.

Fu<*ians husband's dutiri* nmony
the, p. I J

; tixim;ij;c no* ;jirdcd

** comTiete till the 1
*

’
; ld
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among the, p. ii; devoid of tribal

organiratioc.p. 44, from wait of
sufficient fooi p. 47 ;

the family

among the, pp. 44, 45, 47 1 al-

leged prnmiKuity among the. p.

54 i no promiscuity among die.

p 58 ; terms of address among
the, p. 94 1

consider the maternal

tic more important than the
paternal, p. 105 :

jealousy of the

men among rite, pp. 117. if.;
many early, pp. IJ7 if. i their

vanity, p. 165
;
their custom of

pulling out the eyebrow* p. 167 ;

men more ilescioosof ornaments
than women antcoif the, n. 184

;

their clothing, p. 186 j their want
of modesty, p. 187

,
nakedness of

the, pp. 193, 197 n. 4 ; women’#
liberty nf cho.ce among the, p.

216; rrongrcU aiaong the, p.

383
;
polygyny among the, pp.

315, 44= 1 conjugal affection

among die, p 359; raaiiiagc
with old women among the,

p. ji 1
;
marriage by capcurc

among ihe, p .504 ;
witch ob-

tained by icmre aincog the,

p. 390 n. 5 ; Inner foirnoriy un-
known among the, p. 400 ;

mar-
riage portion among the, |»- 4 > Sn -

1
i
no marriage ceremony among

the, p. 417 n. 4 ! pioliricness ef

their women, p. 49° n S
i
m«-

tality of children among the, p.

S
t n. 4 ; female jealousy among
* p. 497. See Yihgana.

Falah, rules of succession among
the, p roj;thenduiterer punished
as a thief among the, p. 130 n. 4 j

their women become ueriTe early,

p. 487.

Kulfulde language, terms for uncle
in the. p. 91.

Futtei do CouUrges, Prof. N. 1>,
on the /Wni jtink/Au of the pri-

mitive Atyans, p. 23a n. 5.

Gaddanes (Philippines^ courtship
resineted to a certain season
among the, p. 28

Galactophagi, aliened community
of men among the, p. 52 ;

‘-•id rets among the, p. <fl.

Galapagos Islands, birds ed, haveno
definite breeding season, p 27 n.6.

Galchas, mcciogamous us a rule,

P 440 n. 2.

Ga Iff a. excess of men in.p. 464.

Caleb, local eaegamy among the,

p SJj) i nymogantcos, p. 436 n.

12
;
oirorcc among the, pp 527

n.
1, 531

Galtbi Language (Bnuil), term for

young qruthcr and son in the,

<&£- climinary'•anas, neeessaiy preliminary to

marriage among the, p, 18 ; Le-
vitate smnog the, p 511m

Gallinocecr. marriage among, p it;

sonml colours of the, p. 245 n.

3 i hybridism among, p. 278.

Gallinomero (California), divorce
among the, p. 533 n. 4.

Gabon, Mr. F., or. consanguineous
nmrnugc, p. 333 :

on marriage

Gambler!*km|<wl,tattooingamcoe
the, pp m n. 12, 1 5a

;
their

women incillerei! to ornaments,
1> lot.

' ornaments,

Ganges, valleys of the, rrligiout

prowlrution in the, p. 72.

Getumanttans of Ethiopia, alleged
community of women among the,

pp. sj, 59,
Garenganre, divorce among the,

p. 428
Garhw.il Hills, polygyny and excess
of vomen among the people of

«lw. 1»- 475-
.

Garos. courtship by oonen among
the, p. 15$; cOvertop oaed by
the, p. 191 ; exogamy among the,

p. 303 ;
eonwnguincou* mar-

riage* among their chiefs, p. 348

;

degeneration of their chiefs, M.

;

religious marriage ceremony
among the, n. 423 ;

their tromcn
Ket old eaily, p. ^56

;
divorce

ainon^ the. j* 522.

Gaute, wocneo as tall as men among
the

t
p. 2&o n. i. See Sena.

G&td.ea, marrage and paternal
care among, jx 12.

Gcoftroy Samt-Hilaire, I., on the
racial Standard cf beauty, p. jGt
1-2; on dv-,ufi and giants, p. 2A6;
ou 1lie infertilityof hybrids, p. 279
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Georgia, mountaineer! of, poo-lion

of the maternal uncle among the.

p. 4a
Georgian, term for father in, p 86,

Gerland, Prof. G., on tattooing, p.

171
;
on ihe racial standard of

beauty, p. adt n. 2.

German, trims for parents in,p. 92.

Germans, ancient, tiscir chastity, p.

69) system cf kinship among
ihe, p 104 1

virginity required

from the bride among the, p
174

,
age far marriage among

the p. 1*3 j celibacy almost un-

known among the, it. ; prohibited

degrees among the, pp. 293, 328 ;

households of the, p. 328 ; eixlo-

gamy of the, p. 365 ; barren

wives despised among the, p.

378 n. 4 ;
exchange of presents

among the, p 4°^
i
penod far

marriage among the, p. 414 t). t i

marring* by purchase among the,

p. 4*9; legitimacy of rmmage
snying the, it. ;

pedygyny among

'zsxnssz

the, pp. 43). 44* i
monogamous,

p. 442 . divorce among the, p.

531. See Teutons.

Germany, spring customs in, p. 30 ;

periodical flncfuajion in the

number of bittln In, wx 31-34 i

liberty of choice in, curing the

Middle Ages, p. 23?.! pmenwl
restraints upon mamage in. p.

339 j class-endogamy in, pp.

37; tq.
;
foreigners in, during «•>«

Middle Ages, p. 374 ; folk- lent

in, on cluldlesr tiurriages, p-

378 ;
traces of marriage fcy pur-

chase in, pp. 396 if. ;
morning

gift in, p. 407 n. 6 ; marriagegift in, p. 407 n. 6 1 marriage
portion in, p. 416 n. 3 ;

civil

mamage in, p. 428 ; polygyny
in, p. 434.

Ghcet moth, eexual colours of the,

pp 244 //.

Giants, abnormal constitution of,

d
p. 266.

iyaks, celibates disdained among
the. p. 136 n, to.

i
eons bettothed

in infancyamong the. p. 224 n- 1 i

marriage by puidtiisc among the,

p. 392 a. 2.

, Smerenkur, polyandry among
the. p. 453.

Cinoulhiac, Ch., on the rooming
gift, p. 407 n. 8.

Gippsland, aborigines of, plain ap-

pearance of women among the,

p. 185 ;
women food p-ovlders

among the, p. 222.

Giraffe, sexual soumla of tbc, p.

247.
Girauil-Tctdon, Prof. A., on the

place of the maternal ancle in the

primitive family, p. 39 ; on the

promiscuity of primitive roan, pp.

>1, 78, 133 i
im lb* estimation of

courtesans, p. 80
1
on the mater-

nal system among the ancient

Sns, p. 104 a. 2 ; on want cf

x*y among savages, p. f 17-

Goa, religious prostitution at, p. 72.

Goajiro Indians, authority of the

maternal uncle among tnc, p. 40
Goal, lie-, has no definite pairing

season, p. 38.

Godtun, D. A., on tribal physiog-

nomy among savages, p. 265 ;
oa

tbe colour of the skin, p. 269;
on the fertility uf mongrels |t

28*.

Goehlert, Dr. V„ on the causes

which determine the sex of th*

offspring, P- 4*9 i on the propor-

tion between the sexes at birth

among horses, p. 47b
Gold Coast, Negroes ot the, syt-

tem of kinshipamong the, p. 102
;

celibacy wry taro among the. p.

135 j their custom of purchasing

wnts does not cause celibacy

among the poor, p. 14 S «- 3

;

early betrothals among the, p
314; woman's power of choice
among tbe, p.220n. 1 1 ;loveamong
tbe, p. 357 i

excess of women
among the. p. 464

:
polygyny

among the. o. 402. See Accra.

Goods, rule « inheritance among
the, p. tot ; their punishment fo<

adultery, p. 123 n. 4 j
tattooing

of the young people among the.

p, 177 ;
marriage between cousins

among the, p. ?9? :
wives ob-

tained by service among the,

p. ni n. : montage by purchase
among the, p. 402 m 1

;
marriage

ceremonies among th- mi. 420,
422

;
omens among 413
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iu JO, 434 rt * »
monogamous

aa a rule. p. 439 n. II ; polygyny
rare among the, p. 493

;
Levitate

Among the, p. 511 n. 3.

GariQas, marriage r.nd paternal

caro tmong, pp. 13 i

pairing season, p. 37
•

live

gcncrall)’ in pirs or families,

p 43
;

chiefly roonogamoua,

p. 508
;
dural inn of their mar-

riage, t* S35-

Goumdiichmara (Austral), ihe
family among the. p. 4J : kinship

through icalcA among the, p. tot

;

thriKigh inalcA among the, p. tot

;

marriage of caotured wocneo
among the, p. 316 n. 2.

Gcvrane (KonJofcn), Uiatr dt^ic
fox offspring, n. 379 n. I.

Coy#*, t«*& of women in, p. 47&
Grasshoppers. colours u£ p. 347*

Grutr, illegitimate births in, p. 69.

Great Britain, endogamoui conv
mun ties in, pp. ^344 q?-

.

Greece, periodical fluouahon in

the number of births in, p. 32

;

mi <«i marriages in, p 375

;

marriage by ensure in, p 586

;

excess of malebitths in, p, 469.
Creek, term* /or grandfather and
grandmother in, p (6 ; (6im la

r

nephew, grandson, and cousin in.

Creel?Church. Orthodox, religion

endogamy in the, p. 375.

Greek colon**, bigamy in tom* of

the, p 431
Greek*, ancient, their belief ihat a

child descended chiefly fruin lh-
father, p. 106

;
their disapproval

cf the remarriage of widows,

p. f2$
;
regarded tutmage as in-

dispensable, p. 142 ;
celibacy of

priests antonf the, p. 153 ; fightt

and einuht'oo fcir vromen .uttong

the, p. 162.
;
paternal authority

among the. pp lift tit if. i

women betrothed by the father

or guardian among the, p 233
j

restriction of paternal autho-

rity among the, p 236 1
their

ideal of beauty, p 262 ; mintage
ol brother and s-'ter among the,

p. 295 n. 5 : periiibhed degrees

among the, p jrS ; family feeling

among the, if.
;
love antceg the,

F- 3b:
i leelusion of the sexes

among the, if. ; uiarringe by
capture among the, p 386 j mar-
riage by- purchase among toe,

p 596 ;
decay of maniage by

purchase among the, pp 404 406;
Cower among tte, pp 40b, 4tt,

413, 4t5i *16. 429 ; morninj gin
among the, p 4C6; period for

nuurJige among the, p 424 n. 1

;

religious mamage ceremonies
among the, pp 426 ig. ; Jegit-
macy of marriage among the,
c. 429; polygyny and concu-
birage among the. pp 433, 447 i

divorce among the, pp. $20, 521,

^
523. See Athenian*, Spartans.

Gieenlnnd, mixture of race in,

P- 282
;
marriage restriction for

Danes its, a. 265.Danes m, p. 365.
Greenlander!, modesty of tlwir

women, p 65 ; illegitimate births

among the, ri. : depravation doe
to European influence among the,

p tf>; leading wives among
die, p, 75 1

pr./ileges of their

Aiigekokk*, p.60 ; property here-

ditary in the male line ameerg
the, p. 98 ;

speedy remarriage of
w dower* and widow* prohibited
among the, p. 1 29 n. 6 ;

a widow1
!

mourning among the, p t j;

;

titf-irry early, p. 137 1 conirder
inccr.Ur.eoce in nuniage biam-
able, p :>!

;
wrestling for women

amcog the, p. 160 n. :
;
tattooing

among the, p. 170 ; their tear of

being Warned by orhen, p. kx>
;

tbeir want of modesty, p 210

n. 3 ; women's power erf choice
among die, p 0160.9

;
prohibited

degrees among the, pp 297, 324 ;

close living togCthvr a bar to in-

termarriage nmceig the, p. 321 ;

their households, p 374 ;
views

on constngumeous marriage
among the, p. 351 ;

affection

among the. np 357, 559 n. $ i

their act ire for offspring, a. 377
n. 6; their views on female
attractions, p 181 ; marriage
portion among the. p 413 n. 1 ;

polygyny among Ihe, pp 441,

*43, 410. 4«». 49> n. 2, 496 n. 3 ;

pnlyttuliy amcog the, p.451 n.2
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their desire for offtptin>», p. 488
;

their wnmcnr.otpral.fic, p. 491 n.

;

jealousy of their women, p. 496

;

divorce among the, pp Si 8, 52 J,

536 n. 7. 53° it 7, 55' t. 533 n. 4
Greeulandeis, Eastern. manijgt

n01 regarded as compile ciSI iF*

birth of a child among she, p n j

Cditacy almost unknown among
the, p. 135

;
relationship by

alliance a Ixli to marriage among
the, p 309

;
horror of *exuai

intercourse within prohibited
degrees among thfc p 317 j

cere-

meuy of cepltirt among the, p 388.

Criquas, p 383.

Group-marriage, pp. 54, 56, 57, 85,

95 >t I, 516. S49
Gruentiagen, Dr. A, on the parting

season of animals, p 35.
Guachti, live scattered in families,

p. 46.

Gualala (Coliforaia.V prohibited de-
grees among the, pi 397.

Guanas, rlielr punishment fo- adul-
tery, p i!2 n- 3 !

tnoi-ry early,

p 137
:

combat* for women
among the, p 160

:
women's

liberty erf choke among the,

p. 3 16 : rooming gift among the,

p qroj polygyny exceptional

among tlx, p. 4«• a 4 i excess of

men among the. pp. 46 r, 4C6
n 1 j female infanticide among
the, p *66 a. I ; divorce among
the,*.**?.

Gjaivche*, monogamous, p. 435-
Sec Lancecale.

Guaranies, paternal care among
the,p. 17

:
marry early, p 137 ;

their honoi of consanguineous
marriage, p 3W ; polygyny per-

mitted only to chiefs among the.

p 437 n 10
j
excess of women

among the, p. 461
;
their women

not prolific, p. 491 n. r.

Guuayos, painted suitors among
the, p. 176: tattooing of the
young people stntxiu the, p. 177 ;

disposal of a girl's hard among
the, p. 31* n, 15

.

Guatemalans, marriagearranged hy
tie parents among the. p 326;
mating* with a half sister among
the, p 295 ; endogamy of tlie.

p. 365 ; class-endogamy of the,

p. 376
;
divorce among the, p. $?8

Guatds, live scattered in families,

„ p - 4t '

,Guaycurus, alleged absence of mar-
riage among the, p. 55 ;

mono-
pmous, pp 59 435 * " i unit
hereditary 111 the male line among
the, p. 99 ; their custom of paint-
ing the body, p ii$ ; male dress
among the, p. 193.

Golana. Indians of, proof of man-
hoodrequisite forotarriige among
thf, p. 18 ; their custom of pulling
out the eyebrows P 167 ; women
more decorated than men among
the, p. 183 ; position of women
among the, II. ; their ideal of
female beauty, p 259 ;

exogamy
among the, pp. 2'y6 if. ;

conjugal
nffection among the,p. 359 ; race-
endogamy of the, p. 363 ;

poly-

gyny among the, pp 441 0- •(,

444 n. 1, 4*1;, 497
;

proliftcness
of their women, p. 490 n. 6;
mortality of children among the.

p. 491 n. 4.

G-unea-pigs, in-and-in breeding or;

PP 3J« rp
GurnplowiCS, L, on tar promiscuity

of primitive man. p. 51 a. 1.

Gypsies, illegitimate child-births

cisl.oitdurable among the., p. 61

;

Incest among the, p 393
;
wives

obtained by sen-ice among the,

p. 39! c.
;

peolificncii of their
women, p. 491 n, &

Ilaeckcl, Plot E. or. fighting for

females, p 1 59.

Haidahs ot Queen Charlotte Is-

lands, alleged community of
women among the, p 53 ;

mar-
riage among live, p 58 ;

prosti-

tution among the it.
,
deprava-

tion doe ta the influence of the
whites among the. p 67; jealousy
of the men among the, p. 118;
rationing air>ong the. p 171

;

their wxmien not prolific, p. 491 n.

Hair, dressing tlx*, ch. ix. ; short, a
symbol ofchastity, pp. 173 ry.n.6

.
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ffiofal/jactMui, p 503.

Hartmann, E. '-on, on love cxdied
by contrasts, p. 354 n. 3

Hawaiian*, the r system of nomen-
clature, a. 83 ;

their terras fur

iciaiicmhips, pp- 5°. 93 ; roles of

succession anicog ihe,p ICO ; do
not bay their wives, a. 399 t female

infanticide among the. y. 4C6 n.

1 ;
their women get old early, p.

nib. See Sandwich I(landers.

Havti, aborigines of, nakedness of

tne, pp. 187, 197 n. 4 ;
monogam-

ous as a rule, p 44a.

Hearn, Ur. W. E., on tba fiafria

fisreitdi of the primitive Aryans,
p. 335 n 5.

lleliwald, E. son, on the place ofthe

maternal uncle in the primitive

family, p. 39 ; on instinctive aver-

sion to mtennarriage. p 330 n. 3.

Hemipterx. colours ol the, p 145,
Herbert River (Northern Queens-

land), natives of, few iren die

umtiarrcc among the, p. 136 ; ex-
cess U uomen among the, p. 46B.

Herbert Vale (Northern Queens-
land), natives near, quarrels for
women among live, p. tto

Hervey Islanders, children belong
either to the father's or mother's
clan aiwng tlse. p. tco : infanti-

cide unknown among the, p. 31 ?.

He wit, Dr, on tive low fecundity of

savage women, p. 450.
Himalayas, proportion between the
sexes in the, p. *63

Hindus. tale of the institntion of
marriage among the, p 8

;

phallic worship among the, pn i

their belief that a child descended
chiefly from the father, p. icd>

;

widow - In Iled among tile, p. 135 ;

their disapproval of the remar-
riage of u .dows, p. 137 ;

regarded

marriage as * religious duty, p.

141 ; celibates generally dis-

dained among the, pp. 141 .a. ;

religious Celibates among the,

pp. 153 to.
i

‘Swayamvaia ’

among the, p 163 ; coquetry of
women among the, p. aco

;

womens liberty of choice ac-

cording to tales of the, p. 3*1;
pa.emal authority among the

PP J3’ >1 -

;

women’s liberty of
choice among the, 16. ; their
eight forms of mamage. p. 331

;

early betrothals among the. It.
;

mongrels among the, p 183 j

marriage of brother and sitter

among the,p. 393 ; exogamy and
prohibited degrees among the,

PP 3P3. dos, jab; relationship

by alliance a bar to marriage
among the, p J!0 ;

large house-
holds of the, p. 326; ‘6p.ri:ual

relationship ‘ among the, p 331 •

view* on consanguincctu m:ir-
rriige among the, p 35 1 ;

want
c4 Obniuga! affection among the,

E3&3 ;y. . origin ofc»6M among
pp 368 if-

;

Intermarriage
M castes among the. pp 371 jy.

j

their desiro for sons, p 377

;

marriage by apeure anvong the,

p 386 ;
marriage by purchase

among «h* p. y/i ; decay of
marriage by purchase .truong the,

pp 403 .|cd; return gift among
the, p. 405 j dower among the,

pp 406, 41 1, ft. n. 3 ; marriage
ceremomei among the, pp. 4tg
>?• ; wedding ring among the,

p 431 n. 6 ; periods far marriage
among the, p. 4340. 1

;
marriage

a sacrament among the, p. 4?6 ;

religious marriage ceremony
among the, ft. ; polyeynj anvjug
the, pp. 433, 442, 447, 448 n. 3,

489, 498, 49i>, 507 *?• ;
monogam-

ous as a rule, pp. 439, 44; .

polyandry among the, pp. 454,
456.ip: their desire for offspring,

p. 489 ; Levitate ('Niyoga!
)

among the, pp 1 13 if. n. 8, 514 ;

divorce among the. pp 925, <m.
See Allahabad, Ganges, India

Hindus of the Madntc Province,
paternal authority among the.

p 331.

Hindustan, native peoples of, their
disapproval of the remarriage of
widows, p Isi

Hippopotamus, marriage and pater-
nal core of the. p. 13.

HiBtxinioIa. See Hayti.
(lotarlcr, on the cause* which de-
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tertRioe the MX Of the offspring,

Holland, periodical fluctuation in

(lie number of births in, pp. 31

jt.
;
parental restraints upon mar-

rage ln
t P 339 See Netherlands.

Homoptem, sexual sounds of cer-

tain, pp Ub *7-

Honduras, ancient, suerctsinn

through male; in, p. 98 ; punish
merit for adulter)* in, p. 1 2: n. 3

Horses, p 334 r- 1
I

prO|Wrlion of
the se»CS at birth among, pp. 470,

476, <180. See Circassia.

Hen, licentious festival among the,

p. 39 j rvle of inheritance among
the, p. 101

i
celibacy due to

poverty among the, pp. 143 17.

;

disposal of a girl's hard among
the.pjx 11477. n. t$ 1 elopements
among the, p. 3:0 n.

;
exogamy

among the, p. 303 ; conjugal lose

among ll*e, p 358 ;
mamage by

rapture among the, p. 3S5 r. 13.

Ho4ten(iXS,)icciHiou8 festival among
the, p. y> ;

kinship through males
among the, p. 103 j their Custom
of pointing the bodv, p. 176;
female dress among the, p. 191 ;

ir.decent cress of the men among
the, p. 194 1 curiccs usage among
the, p. 20O j nomen's I‘belt* of
choice arnoog the, p. 33t

;
their

idea! of female beauty, pp. 359,
161 i

mongrel* among the, p. :8j ;

prohibited degrees among the,

p irS ; endogamy of the, pp.

c, pp. 3*7 iff- 1
marriage with

•lave* among the, p. 371 n. 8 ;

monogamous as a rule, pp 438,

439, $06 ;
polyandry among the,

p. 451 ;
social equality among

the, p. 506 ;
divorce among the,

p. J:i See Namaqua:.
Havas, terms ofaddress among tire,

PP 91, 94 !
remarriage of widows

prohibited for a certain period
among the, t> 1 39 ;

women's ad-
miration for long hair among the,

p. 175 ; their ideal of beauty, p.

364 ; affection and love among
the, p. 357 ;

endogamy of the, p.

366 ; class-endogamy among the,

p. 37 1 ;
marriage ceremonyamong

the, p. 419 ,
validity of mairisLO

among the, p. 430 n 1 i poly-

andry (?) among the, p. 453
;

polygyny atnong tSe, p 499 ; di-

vorce among the, p. 5
j r.

Hotvitt, Mr. A. W,mi marriage b>*

capture and marriage by elope-
ment, p. 33J.

Hudson's islander* (Ell ire. Islands),

caiiy betrothal among the, p. 314
n. 8

i
religious rites among the,

P 4*1.
Huge tortoise of the Galapagos
Islands sexual sound* cl tire,

p. 347.
Humboldt, A. von, on sexual sdoc-

tico among savages, p. 2t6 i on
tlte racial standard of beauty, p
361

[ ca tho red painting of
American Indians, p. 264

j

on trilul physiognomy among
s«*sge*. p. 365.

Humboldt day, Papuans of, deeo-
ratkm* among the, p. 198 n 1.

Hume. D., on beauty.p. 237.
Humming-birds, brilliant colours

of, p. 2iC.
Humphrey's Islanders (Ellice

Islands;) religion mnmage cere-

mony among the. p. 433 n. 7.

Hungarian, terms fo elder brother

_
anti uncle in, p. 93

Hungary, number ct celibates in,

p- 145 ; age for marriage among
nomen in, p. 146.

Husband living with line wife's

family, pp 109.11^540.

Huth, Mr. A. H„ on consanguine-
ous marriage, pp. 315 if. n.

> 3'9. 3*>. 339 *?

;

cm inr*«
among animal*, p. 334 i on the ef-

fects ofclose intcibreeding
lp336.

Hybridism, pp. 378-l'do, 543
ffydrvwus ceyfm, manage and

paternal rare of the, p 12.

Ibofna (Madagascar), incest in, p
S93

Ichneumon, mnmage and paternal
care of the, p. 12.

Idiots, sensuality of, p 150.

Igorrotes (Philippines), to'engage-
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meiu' binding till the woman Is

pregnanL among the, d. 33 ;

chauiiy held In honour oy the,

p 63 ; speedy remarriage of

widowers and widows prohibited

among the, p 129 c. 6 ;
religious

marriage ceremony among tire,

p. 433 i monogamous, p 437

;

separation not allowed among
tl»c, p JI7 n. 5-

cf Ysarog, marriage by pur-

chase ironng (he, p n.

Irens, a conquering race, p. 369.

See Peruvians.
Incest, eh. xiv. ty, pp. 544 >/-,

India, unrestrained sexual inter-

course, but no promiscuity among
the savage nations cf, p pi;

estimation of courtesans in, p
8t ;

kinship through females in

a few pans of, p mi
;
systems

ofkinship among the polyandrous

peoples of, p. ri2
i
early betroth

als us, p 2t4
;

great death-rate

among Eutoptans in, pp. 26810.

;

marriage Ceremony in varices

pans of, p. ra ; omens among
several peoples of, p 4>3 i mono-
gamy the rule ir., p 439 ;

pro-

portion between t!te sexes in,

pp 463, 482 ; polygyny in, g. 500

, Hill Tnbei of, atinraklmg
intercourse between the K»« at

particular seasons anionv mutt
of the, a >) ;

k nsliin rhroagh

males Among most oe the, pp,

101, 108.

Indo-Burrsese border tribes, wo-
man’s liberty of choice among
the, p. 319 n. t.

ido-China, savage nations of, un-

restrained sexual intercourse, but

t»0 prccmscuiiy among the, p 71.

I rxlo-Europeans, their adnnration

of long hair in "union, pp. 161 )?.;

marriage ceremony among tlsc,

JSg&tXT*,
a66 , 4X3 , 473. S47-

Infams, • engagement of, pp 213,

214, 5*t ay-

Ingalihs. prohibited degrees amsog
[lie, p. *77 1

their desire for off-

spring. pp 376 v-

;

polygyny
exceptional among the, p, 441

n.- « j mortality among cenain,

p <65 ; tbeir women not prolific,

p. 149 a.

insects, uant of parental aio
among, p 9 ; fighting for females
among, p. 159; sexual colours of,

pp. 341-345, M7 : strklulous
sounds of, pp. 246, 247, 349

;
hy.

undum scarcely known among,
p. 378.

Inteihreeding, dose, effects of,

among animal* pp. 33S-3W, 345,

.
340.545-

Inveitebrata, want of parental care
among, pp 9, 21.

Iowa, UufiHlo dan of the, their
hair dress, p 170.

Ireland, hurling for women in the
interior c4, pp 163 19, ; no po-
rental restraints upon marriage
in, p 339.

Irish, marriage by purchase among
'-ho, pp. 397, 407 i morning gift

among the, p. 407 • marriage pcc-

tion among the, 4'3-
Iroquois, the husband's duties
among the, p. 15 ; rule of inherit-

ance among the, p 1 to
;
widows

forbidden to remarry among the,

p 137 ; tattooing among the, p.

171 (
disposal of a girl's hand

among the, p. 314 n. 14 ; mar-
riage arranged by the mocha
among the, p 334; exogamy
among the, pp. 298, 5̂ ;

Urge
households of the, p 324

;
no

marriage ceremony among tbt,

jx 417 a. A •
monogamous, pp.

435- i°° 5 C° i authority of then
women, p. 502

;
social equality

among the, p 506 ; Levi rate
among the, p. 5 ton. 3 ; divorce
amoni,: the, pp. 522, 533 n. 4.

See Tsoocr.tcoas.

,
Two-Mountain, their system

of nomenclature, p. 83.

Inilat, dirorcc among the, p. 538.

Isinnu Indians, consanguineous
marriage amnng the, pp 337,

347 i households of the, p. 327.
Italor.es (Philippines), preribuion

of consanguineous marriage
aiming She, p. 302 ; monogam-
ous, p. 436 n. 13

i
sepaiation

not rJlowed among the, pj 17 11.5.
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Italy, periodical fiuetutucm in ’.he

number of bitlhs in, pp 31 aj. ,

prohibited degtees imp 2?6; C-.vil

marriage in, p 4J®
;

judicial

separation in, pp. jM, 529-

}

Jabadnn, polygyny pormittcd only

to chiefs among the, p. *37 n. 10.

Jacoby Mr. J. on the infertility of

mixed carnages between jews

and non-Jcwish Europeans, p.

3S8 .
on the ptoporlion between

thu 80«es at 'birth among Jeiv»,

P 481 n. «
Jacquicot, H, on tacial instinct*,

p. 281 n. >-

Jtkutt, women's liberty of choice

among the, p. 220 ; exogamy
among the, pp if. ;

religious

marriage ceremony among the,

P 42J i polygyny among the, p.

444 n. 1
1 ;

divorce among die,

IP- 5’ r n % 5

J

2 n - 2 -

James's Bay, Indians at, straggle

of women for men among the,

p. 16* ; wedding-ring among the,

p. 4>t n. 6.

Japanese, the husband entering the

wife! family among the, p no
;

lousy of the men among the,

p. tat

;

celibacy’ almost unknown
among the, p. IS

;
paternal

authority and filial obedience
among tliey pp 3J7 ; mar-
riage arranged by the parents

among the, p 128 ; function
of the 1 nakodo 1 among the, it.

;

rtlattatBhip by alliance a bar to

marriage among the, pp. 309 if. 1

class-endogamy of the, p. 372 ;

their desire lot offspring, pp.

377, 379 <?• (
traces of marriage

by purchase among the, p. 395 1

exchange of presents among the,

pp. 425 if.

;

maniage ceremony
among the, pp. 419. 4*> n. 3

;

omens among the. p. 424 n. 1 ;

concubinage among the, pp. 431,

495 n - 1
'
dirorce among the, p.

S J 5-

Jurat, people of, their want of

modesty, p. iS&.

Java, etidogatnous communities in,

P- 34+ bee Lipplapps.
Javanese, celibacy if women un-
known arwr.g the, p 136 : cir-

cumcii on of girls among the, p,
2(6 n. I ; early betrothals among
the, p. 214 n. 8

;
women’s liberty

cf choice among the, pp. 318 to. ;

their ideal of beauty, p. 264
;

ntamige portion among the, p.
410; stODOg&raoiu as a rule, p.

440 . divoice among the, pp. 534
" 3, 535 “• 1

Jaws, large, c. mark of low civilsa-

tion, p. 267-

Jealousy of men. pp. 117-132, 503,

51°, S49i of women, pp. 495-5“-
Jews, virginity required fiotn tlic

bride among the, p. 124 j eei-

bacyalmost unknown among the,

p. 141 ; considered marriage a
religions duty, it. ; circumcision

among the, pp. aoi, M3
,

304 :

paternal authority and filial

duties among the, pp. 328 sf, ;

marriage arranged by the parents
among the, p. 219 ;

restriction

of paternal authority among
the, p. 233 ;

liberty of choice

among the, it. i infertility of
mixed marriages between nun-

Jesvish Europeans and, pp. 287

if. ; cootanguincous mnrriagee
among the, |x 2E8 . marriage
with a In f-sistci among the, p.

295 : relationship by alliance a

bar to marriage among the, p.

3101 prohibited decrees among
the, p. 328

.
households of the.

It. ;
love among the, p 561

,

marriage with aliens among
the, p 365

;
religious endogamy

among the, pp. 374 ay- : then

desire for offspring, pp. 377, 579.

489 ;
barren wives despi-od

among the. p 378 n. 4 1
wives

obtained by service among the.

p. 392 ;
marriage by purchase

among the, p 395 , ceremony of

purchaser among the, it. : decay
of marriage by purchase among
the, pp- 4f*|, 40S 1

inniTi.agc por

lion among the, pp |o8, 4! 3,

413 ;
morning gift among the,

p. 408 i_religicii*;uiarii.igc ecte-
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mony Among tlie, |k 425 ;
poly-

gyny among the, pp. 4J7, 43’.

447, 45° 489, 499 • raooogamoui
aj a rvle, p. 442 ; cwws 01 male
aiitl'3 among the, pp. 476, 481 ;

excels of faftnlc births in mi»«i
mamacn among the.p.479 ;

mar-
ring* bcl»mo cousin* among the,

p. 4B1 ; obljatory continence
among the, p. 483 n. 1 j

Levi rite

among the, pp $11 o, 513 n. 8,

314
,
ditoice among the, pp. 32:,

523, !2h. S«« Ksoonea
Jews at Western Russia, early be-
tiotlmk among (lie, ji. 3ta.

Joc*l, W, on the Origin of tattoo-

ing, p. lit n. 3.

Johnson (H. H.), on tint origin of
dress, p. 21 1 n. 6.

Jolalt (Si. Maty), alleged commu-
nity of '.vanier. among the, p. 5 5-

jcunsar, polyandry in, pp. 453,

456, 4$#» 473 n. j ; excess of men
m, p. 473-

kauga. See rxtrah.
Judngs, exogamy among ihc, p. 303.

Juris, ttair tattooing, p. t8i n. 4 ;

nahedne^r of women amccg the,

p. 187 n. 5 1
polygyny arming tlte,

p- 444 n. 1 .

/ui pnma mutu, pp. 72-80, 3331.

K

Kabyles, punishment for illegiti-

mate intercourse among the, p.
Cl ; want of conjugal affection

among the, p. 357; uce-cndo-
garoy of the, p. 364 ;

morning
gift among the, p. 4m n. 3 ;

mo
noganvous a; a ruin, p. 439.

Kadam*, inoeogaraoin, p. 43611. 12.

Kafirs, necessary preliminary

martiage among certain, p. 18
;

licentious first iral among the, p.

30 :
chcttity among the, p 61

;

lending wives among the, p. 74
n. 1 ; kinship through nxvles
among various tribes of the, p.

103 ; bachelors disdained among
the, p 137

i
celibacy among tbe,

pp. 143 » 9. US i
female die**

among the, p. 197 n. 5 ; circvm-
cision among the. pp 201. 204
n. 2, io6 n. 1 ;

nomen's liberty

of choice among the, np.no jo.
;

elopements among the, p ni
n. t

;
then ideal offemale beauty,

0.259: prohibited degrees among
the, po jwS if. ; their kraals, p.

326 ; their vicus on Coeisar.gui-

ncoua marriage pp. 350, 33:

,

marriage by purchase Among the,

PJX 392 na 2 /p., 393. 402
;
th«ir

views on marriage by purchase,
p. 402 a ?; polygyny among
the, pp. 438, 447, -u8, 410,495
n. 2, 40b ;

mcaogurnous as a rule,

pp. 4.}8 Sf .
;
births in polygyny

families aniorj the, p. 470 ; their
women gei old earl)', p. 4S7

;
pro-

kftcr.css of their wemen, p. 450
n. 6 ; female jealousy among the,

p. 499 ft- 6 ; divorce among ite
f

p. 527 n. x. See Khoeaa.
Kafirs Cis-KaUlian, seasonal in-

crease of births among tl>e, pp.
30 sjt ; licentious feasts among
the. p. ii

;
terms c/ addr«us

Among uit
(

n 91
;
their belief

that a chiln descends chiefly

from the father, p. 106 ; dose
living tc^etliet a bar to inter-

marriage among the, p 33! ;

excess of women among the, pp.

S 465 n. 4; divorce aroon*

P 533.

of Natal, courtship by tvomen
among the, p. 159; inheriting

widows among the, p. 5*3 ; Lc-
viratc among the, p. 514 ; juridi-

cal fatherhood juneng the, ft. ;

divorce among the, p 526 n. 7.

Ka -Mu, monogamous, p. 436 n. 12.

See Singphos.

Kakhycnsa husband live* with lit*

father-in-law till tbe fcirth ctf a

child among the, p. 22
;
Levirate

Among tbo, p, 5! I n. See S:ng-
pbos.

Kalmucks, illegitimate childbirth*

dishonourable among tbe, p. 62 ;

privileges of their prests, p. 79 ;

women’s liberty of cboice among
the, p. 220 n. 7 ;

marriage Ar-

ranged by die parents among
the. p. 224 ;

their xieal of beauty,

p. Xa
;
exogamy among the, p

; mamage portion among

\ pp. 410* 415 "• 1 i reliificu*
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man:ago ceremony among the,

pp. 423, 4=5 n. 3 i
omen* among

the, p 4’4 n. l
;
tnt>*">ganii>4»

as a rule, p 44c n. 2
:
polygyny

among the. p. 444 n. 1 1.

Kanuon, polyandry in, p. 458.

Kamchadalet temporary exchange

of "n't! among the, p 75 n. 4 i

fight* of women for men among
the, p ifii

i
women’s liberty ol

Choice among the, p. rai con-

sanguineous marriage among tic,

p 292 1
local exogamy among

the, p 323 i
bwiialityamong the,

p J5i n. 4 ,
wives obtained byser-

vice among the, p 39 1 n., n. 2 ;

monogamous as a rule, p 4**- »•

s : polygyny among the, pp. 443,

450116; excess ol men among
;be. p 464 ;

obligatory' conti-

nence among the, p 483 n. 1 ;

prolilieoMi of their women, p.

492 n. 6 t female tealousy among
the. p. 493 n. 6 ; Lc irate among
the, p S" n -

Kamchatka, island* outside, strug-

gle for women in the, pp. 161 v/

Ktailardi (Australia),clan exogamy
among the pp. 5! V).

\
temu of

address among the. pp. 54. 56 ;

alleged group-marriage among
the, ri.

i
system of nomenclature

among the. ;i. j6.

Kandhs, rale of inheritance among
the, p. 101

;
marry early, p. 13S ;

celibacy doc to poverty among
the, p 143

i
*heir hair-dress, p.

167 ; paternal authority among
the, p. 225 ;

exogamy among the,

p 303; prohibition of marriage
among the. p. 3?i

;
marriage by

purchase among the, p. 40: n. ;

position of their women, p 501 ;

divorce among the, p. 5)8.

. Hoad, elopements among the,

p. 270 n.

Kaneti, polyandry' in, p 45$-

Xaciagntuu. polyandry among the,

pp ti6, 450, 457; men brot^ht

op bke women among ire, p. 134

n. 2 ,
tattooing of women among

the, p 178
;
women's liberty of

choice amcag the, p. 31 J ; incest

among the, p. 290; ur.natora'.

vices among the, p. 333 n. 4 i

their desire for offspring, p. 377
n. I i fertile women respected

among iHr, p. 378 a. 3; wives
obtained by serrice among the, p.

yp it.
5 ;

no marriage ceremony
among the, p. 417 n. 4 ;

pdy-
gyny among the, p 445 ; obliga-

tory continence among the, p.

4*3 n. 1 ; suticrwitious cere-

monies among the. p. 485 n. 3.

Kantiri language, term* for mother
and elder brother in the, p. 84.

Kankalpahs, sure of morality

among the, p. 69
K.irxwaiU (Australia^ monogam-

ous, fx 437.
Karens, prcgnAOcy must be followed

U? marriage among *oroc of the,

p. 13 ;
their system of nomenda-

ture, p. $4
;

rule of inhrriur.ee

among the, p. 101 ; divorce
Linang the, np. ioa, $22, 53! ;

endogamy of ihi\ pp. 303, 350,

366 n. 8; prohibited degree*
among the, pp. 303, 350 ; exo-

gamy among some of the, p. 350 ;

effects of close intermarrying

among the. U .
;
monogamous,

po. 436, SO?.
-, Red, many early, p. 138 ;

divoice aitKing ihe, p. 523.

, of the Tensvaerim Pro-
vince), incest among the, pp.
19 r, 333.

,
Yoon-tha-lin, tans betrothed

by the parent) among the. p 224

n. 6.

Karmaniant, necessary prelimin-

ary for marriage among the, p. 18.

Karok (California), their views re-

garding srcual UUcrcobtK,pif ) t

marriage by purchase among the,

PP- 39 i, *02 n 4, 429*0. ;
validity

or marriage among the, pp. 404

1* 4, 429 4y.

Kashmir, excess of men in, pc.

463, 466 n. 1
;
female infanticide

in, p. *6f« n. S.

Kitiis, marriage by capture among
the, p. 385 n. 12.

Kaupua, their punishment for adul-

tery, p. 122 a. 3 ;
elopements

among the, p. 219 n. ;o; mono-
gamous as a rule, p 439 t>. 1 1 |

Levirate among the p 511 n.

;
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divorce among U'e, pp. SJ 7 n. «.

534 4‘

Kautsky, C., on (he guardianship

of children among primitive me®,

P- 41 :
o® the importance c: the

tribe among savages, p. 43 n

Knviaks, polygyny among the, p.

•to n.

Kechua (Tlraiil), their terra for

father, p.

ICeiuii, rim on marrying m-aod-in

among the, p. 35: ; wives ob-

tained by service among the, p.

39011 5 ; marriage portico aitxjr:;;

the, p 414 n. 4 See Ingaliks.

Xerantii, divorce among the, pp.

S3; n. t, 534 4.

Kere* (Sen Me-ico), licentious fei-

lival nntorg the, p. 30.

Kerahs, alleged absence of mar-
riage among the. p. 55 i

have no
v'Otd for man-age, p. 59 |

mar-

tinge by purchase among the, <’4.

Xhamtis, polygyny among the, pp
444, 44s 45°-

Khnsias, kinship through females

nmonj the, pp. 107 ;
the hus-

band goes to live with the wife's

family among the, p. 109 ;
liberty

of choice among the, p 219 n.

>/
;
no marriage certoico) among

the, p. 41S ; polyandry among
the, pp. 45*, 453, 45S ; do not

milk, p. 484 n. 6
;
divorce

am<injj the, pp. 5*9> 533.n - +
Kbevouifl, continence required bra
nenfy irarried people amcr(

|j
the.

KhU:osas,excess of- among the,

See K-fin.

Kinuamiu ltlandeis, their system
ot nomenrlararr, p. 83 ; rule of
euccowioii among the, p. 100;
fights of women for men
among the, p. 164 ; tattoo-
ing among lire, pp t’o, 177
n. is

i
early bctnxhati among

the, p, 314 n. Si etopentenis

among the, p. 2 1 3 a. 5 ;
do tot buy

their wives, p. J99 ; marriage
portion among the, p. 414 n. 4

;

religious mamage ceremony
ameng tho. p 43 3 idivoree araoc j
the, p. 51S. bee Aivnnr, Dram-
mood's Islanders, Maton i eland.

KinVIa (California), monegnmeos,

1 Ivnih'p through female- only.
1

system of, pp. <A 97. }39 »?-
• Kinship through males,’ system ol.

pp. <64 n. 7, 465 n. 4- See kafirs.

Khycos Sec Kakliyens.
Khyoungtha (Chittagong Hills;,

marry rally, P-138{commence re-
quited from newly married people
among the, p. 151

!
tradition ci

the origin or diets among the,

pp. 194 w. ;
religious marriage

ceremony nmong the, p. 423 ;

omens among the, p. 4J4 n. 1 i

tram Of polyandry-?!among the,

PI* 45$'? ;
polygyny nmon* ihc.

pp 95-105, 54c.

Kir-anti*, \mes cfcuiined by service

Ki^hiMWit'it^i offemale beauty,

p. 259; barren wives despised

among the, p 37S n 4 ;
ccrc-

meuy of capture among :he, [>

a
n. 15; monogamous ai a

(, p. 140 It. 3.

Kislm, marriage arranged by the
parents among the, p. 224 ; irar-

riage by purchase among the,

]% 394 1
monogamous, p iji.

Knight, Andrew, on marriage be-
tween persons of different and of

similarconstitutions, p. 55*.
Knot Dr. R., on infertility nf Isalf-

b«eds, 11 283.

Kobroar (Aru islands}, aborigines

ct, do twit buy tlmir uives, p. 39$iv«, p. 39$

K^’Rogli Sound, Indians of,

'hgbt differences between the
seses among the, p :<on. 1,

Koch, liberty of choice among the,

p. 219 n. 9; endogamy of the,

p. 36611. 8 ;
monogamous, p. 436.

Koenigsuarter, L. J., on the iruati-

ton from manage by capture to

marriage by purchase, p 401
;

or. the morning gift, p. 407 n. 7.

Kohler, Prof. J., on tbs promiscuity
of primitive man, pp. 51, 73 n. 3 ;

on ‘ La Couvade,' p. 107 n 1
;

on the origin of exogamy, p 316.

Kois, authority of the maternal
uncle among the, p. so.

Kola (Ant Isutnda), aborigines of,

CO not buy tlieir wives, p. y,£.
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capture among the, p. 385 n. 12

1

potygyny among the, pp. 436,
489

;
petition of their womto,

p. 501
;
divorce amen* the. pp.

519, 532 n. 6.

Kolyas, unrestrained sexual inter-

course, tut no promiscuity among
llm, p. 71 ;

their punishment lot

adultery, p. t*2 tin. 4, 8
;
liberty

of choice among the, p *19 n. 9
Kottiarscn, polyandry in, p. 456.

Komiti (Vanya) caste, authority of

the mntenvil uncleamong same of

Koombokkaburra tribe (Australia),

dress of the young uixnen among
'he, p. 197.

Kordofoti. See Gcvvane.

Koriata, jealousy cf the men among
the, pp. too, tji {.wives obtained

by service nsnong the, p. 391 n.

Korltus, their punishment for adul-

tery, p. !22 n. 4 . nives obtained

by service among the, p 391 n.

;

marriage ceremonies ax.cng the,

p 430 ; omens among the, p. 424
n. 1 ;

rconoganioni as a rule.

Kutarajicentiuui festival among the,

p. 29
i
local exogamy among the,

pp 333, 480 ;
monogamous as a

rule. p. 419 n. tl
;

proportion
between the sexes among the.sexes among the,

pp 480 tf.

;

do t»o« use milk,

p. 484 n. 6
Kotcgarh, polyandry in, pp 453,

SeeKiiui.
458’ *** ’‘ 3 ' 475

Kovalevsky, Prof. M., on the place

of the maternal uncle in the

primitive family, p. 3»
Koydkuns, conskier the hilling of 1

aeer a necessity preliminary to

fatherhood, p. is-

Kcbus (Sumatra), circumcision
among the, p. 208

;
their ideas

of shame, tl i
race - endogamy

among the. p. ?C4.
tCulcia, privileges of their rajahs

p. 79 ; a widow’s duties among
the, p. 1*6; women’s libeity of

choice among the, pp 219 rq. j

incest among the, p. 29
1 ;

pro-

hibited degrees among the, p. 303;
wives obtained by senate among
the, p. 390 n. 7 ; marriage por-
tion among the, p. 414 n. 4 ; re-

ligious marriage ceremony among
the, p. 43.1 ; do not use milk,

p. 484 n. 0 ;
their women not

prolific, p. 49 1 n. 1 ; social

equality among the, p. 306

;

divorce among the, p. 523.

, Old. remarriage of " idoners
and widows prohibited for a cer-

tain period among the, pp. 128,

129 n. 6 ;
monogamous, p. 436.

Kulan, pairing season of the, p, 26 n.

Kuli seller, .V
,
on the promiscuity of

primitive man, j$>. 31 n. 2, 78 j

on the occurrence of marriage by
purchase, p. »jo c. 2.

Kolia, poiyanuty among the, p.

116; excess of men among die,

p 466 n. 1 ;
female infanticide

among the, to. j want of jealousy
among the men of the, p. 315.

See Kotegarb.
Kunima. remarriage ofwidows pro-
hibited for a certain period among
the, p. 1*8 ; marriage with slaves

among the, p J7« a 8; their

dolin’ for offspring, p 377 n. 6

;

marriage by purchase among the,

p. 402 n.
;

Levitate aiuoag the,

pa 51 ! a, n. 2, 51: n. 5 ;
rule

of inherilar.ee among the, p. 512
n. 5 ;

divorce among the, pp. 327
n. I, 531 n. 4.

Ktmawnr, poiynndry in. pp 433.

436. 474, 504 1
polygyny ut. pp. ajj,

4>6, 474 ;
monogamy in. p. 456

Kurds, ntce-prejudke among the,

P- 3*4-
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Kurgs of Mysore, polyandry and Lagos ff«vss nf women in. p. 46*.
gtoup-tnnrriay>e among the, p. 45?. Lakes Superior, Huron, fee., fndUm

KCri. Levitate among the, p. 5 !l n. around, excc** of women among
Kdimis, marriage by captureamong the, pp. 460 if.

the, p. 38s n. 13 ;
oaten among Labor, divorce in, n. 523 11 9.

the, p. 433 n. 10, latinmayru (LadakfaX polyandry in,

Kurml, paternal dutes among the, pp. 474 'J-

p. 16; women's liberty of choice Lampong (Sumitra\ separation n«
among the, p 217 .

elopements allowed m, p 5170. 5.

among the. pp. JI7, 373 1 P"> Uncerote, polyandry tn, pp. n6,
Incited degress among the, p yx> ; 45 1 i B0ke0iv«88 Ol Ihc men in

minage by capture and by- pur- 189 ;
people of, rather adianced

chase among tbe, p. 399. in civilisation, p 516
KummJat, nllcged absence 0/ mar- Undo, rule ofinheritance in, p 103.

riage among the. p. 55 ;
aluenre Lang, Mr. Andrew, on cernsan-

uf marriage ceremony, not of gomeo.i* matrage, p. 319.

marriage, antoog the. p. 59. Langobardi, dower among the. p.

Xutchti, alleged absence of mar- *0;.

ringe among the. p. 55 ;
poly- Laosans, tattooing of men among

gyny among the. pp 58, 45’- she, p 1795 monogamous as a

S
4 ; jealousy of the men among rule, P 433 n. II.

r, pp. 58, 1 >8; a widow's Laplanders, talc of the institution

duties among the, p. 116
;
cell- of nerringc among the, a 9 ;

bacy among thr, n. 1*4, it. n. 3 ;
considered want erf chastity a

disposal of a girl's hand among mam in the bride, p. 8t ; their

the, p 014 n. 14; exogamy term for grandfather, p. 92 ; eo-

aniong the, p. 3J7 ; affection dogamy of the, p 565 j barren
nrncmg the. p 357 ; excess of wives despised among the, p. 578
moo among the, pp. 460, 466 n. n. 4 i

marriage by apturc among
1 i female in&rtictde among the, tho. p- jS6 ;

their views on tear-

p |(6 n. t
;
mortality among the, rage by purchase, p. 40R n 8 ;

p *66
;

obligatory' continence marriage by exchange of presents

atneng the, p. 483 n. 1 i their among the, p. 409 n. 9
women get Okl early, p. *85; La Plata, caste distinction in. p
female jealousy among tho, p 369
499 n. t. Lanakta tribe (Australia), polygyny

Ky.tn- of Baram (Borneo), mono- tare among the, p. *40
gamous, p. 437 n. 1. Latin, meaning of ' nepos ' in, p 96

Latilka, hair-dress of the men
among the, p. 167 ;

excess of

L women among the, p 464-

ljwrcr.ce. Sir W.. or. tribal physi

Uccrtflia, bright tints of the, pp. ognorny among wages, p =6,

j*8 if n. a
;

cm deviations from the

Ladakh, liberty Of choice is, p :ig, racial standard, p. ;?6
;
on de-

n. 9 ;
polyandry in, pa 453. 456. fanned individuals among sa-

458> 474 i polygyny in, pp 43*. vages, paw.
*88

;
proportion between the Le Bon, Dr. C-, cm the practice of

-e>cs in, p 463 ;
people 01, an lending wives, p 71 n 5 ;

on

indolent race, p. 515 ; diiorcc ip want ofjeaiousy among savage,,

p 5340.5.
#

p tl7;on polygyny, pp. 499-

Lad mot, approximating to the 505.

aboriginal type, p 269 ; excess Lcpchas, childien belong to the

of female hinln among, p. 477. father's dan aiming the, p toi

;

lado, husband'* duties in, p. 17. wives obtained by service aming
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ifct, p 391 tv [
marriage on credit

amoag the, p J94 «• o
Lepdoptera, coCours of certain, p.

;j7.

Let litas (Buima). seclusion of the

«e»es among the, p. 63
;
meant

of attraction among the, p : 73-

Letoumeau, Prof. Cn.. on savage
women married wKhtxit their

wishes being consulted, p. all ;

on the ultimate form of marriage,

PP-J09V-, ,

Leu is, prohibited

the,

degrees among
the, p. jot

;
monogamous, p 437

n I i
divorce among the, p $7 $

Leuctart, Pint R.
(
on the penedv

city in the fecunl life of ammail,

035 .

Uvuatc, FP- 3. 5'0-5'J-
I.ihuno, alleged community of

women anion; the. p. cs.

Lifoans, time for 'engagements’
among the, p ya ; term- fen rela-

tionships among the, pp. 86, 89

;

children belong to the father's

Clan among the, p. ico ; celibacy

caused by r-oygyny among the,

p :4a :prohibited degree* among
die, p 301

;
polyandry among

the, p. a$t i divorc« among the,

p 521
Limbus, children belong to the

fathers clan among the, p to?
;

wives obtained by scrrice among
the, p. **. tv 7-

Lippert, j, or. the place of the

maternal unde in the primitive

family, p. 39 ;
on tl-.e promiscuity

of primitive man, p. 31.

LippUpps, alleged sterility of, p
2*7 : excess 01 uxiracn among the,

p. 47S.

Litbaima, marriage bp capture m,

P- 3?7*
Livonia, marriage by captuic m,

Liuir^t, *c\iw) rxiouiu oi, p. 246.

i.i,augo, Negroes of, female chastity

among the, pp. 62 if. j
inherit-

ance through female- among
the. p 1 1 2 i

men more desirous

erf ornament* than women among
the, p 184

;
nakedness of women

among die, p 1S9; women's

power of choice inxc the, p.

220 n. 1 r
; marriage with slaves

among the. |i 371 It. 8; morning
gift among the, p. 410 n 3;
marriage ceremony among the,

p. 421
;
polygyny among the. p.

S i
monogamous a* a role, p.

i d :vorceamorg 1 he. p. 537 n.t

von-nor, Lafce-dweLers undiost-

icy punished by thr, p. 63;
marry early, p. 139.

Locuttidae, colours of the, p. 247.

London, marriages between firs:

cousins in, d. 346.

Loucheux Indians. See Kutchin
Louis:ade Archipsiago, want of

modesty among the people of the,

p. 188.

Love, analysis of, p 45ft ; affec-

tionate, ai. xvi, p. 346 . depend-
ing on sympathy, cn. xvi. ;

influ-

encing the form of marriage, pp
502. 503. 548 i

influencing ite

duration of marriage, pp. 533,

Love-bird. pp. }c? if.

loyalty Islands. See Lifuana,

Marean language, L’ei
Luhhock, Sir John, on the ptogress
of mankind, p. $ i on the import-
ance of the tribe among savage
men, p. 30 j

on the promiscuity
of primitive man, pp. 3 1 '?•

!

evidence for early promiscuity
adduced by, pp 52-61, 72—81

;

on expiation fer individual mar-
riage, pp 73, 73, 76, 78 n. 3 ; on
the estimation of courtesans, pp
80 if . ;

on names for father and
mother, 0. 85 Q 4 ; on the roots

‘ pa ’ and • mi’ p. 88
;
on mar-

riage by purchase, p. >45 ; 00
the plain appearance of savage
women, p 1831). 5 ;

on the origin

of exogamy, p. 316
j
cn savage

ohocivationofrhe injurious results

of conianguincoj* marriage, tx

318 n. I ; cm female beauty in

not countries, p. a83 n. a.

Lubw* (Sumatra*, alleged absence
of marriage among live, pp 54
iy. i mmriagc by purchuac ament;
tae, p. 58.

Lucas, I*, on love excited by con-
trasts, p. 354. ib. n. 5.
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4 Lucky day»' (or marriage, p. 414
n. 1.

Lukuugu, fernsJe dreis m, p. 191.

Lukuaor, tattooing of iran in, p.

1 78 ;
ideas of modesty in.

ail.

Luther, Martin, on marraffo ** a

civil aci, p 4JS
i
an polygyny,

p. 434-

Lydians, women's liberty if choice

among they p 231.

Lyo, cr-niangumec-us marriages m,

P- 34*

M

Manbir (Coromandel Coast), ideal

of beauty in, p> a6»

Ma Bong fTimunnee country), ex-

cess of women in, p. 46+
Macas (Ecuador), property heredit-

ary >n the maic line among the,

p. 90 ;
marriage by capture and

by purchase anting the, p 3B3.

Macaws rs (CelebesX prohibited
degrees among the. p. 30: : dan-
endogamy of the, p. 371 n 4

;

divorce among the, p 537 r_ !.

Macatscai, religious ceremonies
among the, p. 433.

Machacaru, covering used by the,

PP <S9 V-
McLennan, Mr. J. F, on early

history, p. 1
;
on the Lcviratc,

W* 3. 5">> 522—514 ; on the pto-
niscaity of primitive man, p. 51 ;

on ‘kinship through females
only; pj» 96, 37. 105 : °n Sir

John Lubbock's theoiy of expia-
tion for individual marriage, pp
7*. 73. 7&

I
on the estunatios of

courtesans, p. Bi
;
00 ihr mater-

nal system among the ancient
Aryans, p. 104 n. co poly-
“ndrjr Pf».>32, 3«®. 5U-5U i
on tho or.*hi of exogamy, pp.
)t l, 3U ;

on Six John Lubbock's
lypotliesis as to the origin of

individual marriage, p. 316 ; 00
theorigin of marriage by capture,

p 3B&
Macusu, their term for father and

paternal uncle, 0. 87 ; speedy
remarriage ol widowers and

vldona prohibited among the,

p. 129 n. 6
j
female dress among

the, p 190; early betrothals

among the, p 2

1

3 n. 6 ; polygyny
exceptional among the, p. 441
n. 4 j

superstition* crrciftOnies

among the, p. 485 n. 0
;

divorce
exceptional among the, p. 53 1 n. 9.

Madagascar, state of mondity in,

pp 68 ; supplying guests uith
wives in, p 74 j

system, of kin-

ship ill, p 103 1 adulterer re-

garded as a ihief in, p. 1 30 n. j >

cicatrices made in the skin by
some tribes of, p 169 ;

circum-
cision in, pp 303, 303, 304 n. i

j

female appreciation of manly
strength and courage in, p. 25 c

;

incest ir., p. 393 ;
prohibited de-

grees in, p. 3cS
;
crosauguinoous

marriages in, p 348 ; Infertility

of die women n, It. ; desire for
ofispnag in, p. 377 ; marriage
portion in, p. 414 n. 4 ;

polygyny
in, pp 447, 503

;
excess of women

in, p. 465 j
Levirate in, pp. ;u

n., 514, it/, u.
j
divorce in, p. sal

See Bduildo, How*, llolna,

ShkalhvB, Taasla.
Modi, pregnancy’ must be followed
by inarrago among the, p. 33

•

women's liberty of choice among
the, p 330.

M&g'.ans, divorce amon^ the,

p.

MhgTur^rice'prejudice Ac,

P- 3S4-
Mahaga language fY’abel), term
for lather in the, p 86.

Maldemuts, prohibited degrees
among the, p. 397 ; no marriage
ceremony among the, p 4170.4;
polygyny exceptional among the,

P 441 r- 4-

Maine, Si r Henry, on paternity and
maternity, p. 10; ; bis argument
against the hypothesis of pro
nueouity, p 115 ; 00 tlie fia/ri*
Poln/ai ci the primitive Aryans,

p 230
;
on savage obsci'ttion

of rhe injurious results of con
sanguineous marriage, p. jtS • on
endogamy in civilised occiety,

.
P: 373

,Maue, varieties cf, p. 388
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MitalaJta, breaking out teeth

among some of the, pp. 167,

174 ; tattooing of young girls

among the, p. 178.

Maids (XingsmiU Islands), celibacy

cauieri by polygyny In. p 144 1

quarrel. for uojico in, p. 161
;

excess of women in. p. 461
Makololo, their .deal of female

beauty, o. * >9 ;
polygyny among

the, p. *95-,
„

Malcoode, obligatory continence
among the, p *8*.

Malabar, jus firimae naclis in, pp.

77, 80 ; polyandiy in,p. 47* S«
Nairn, 1sever.

Malay Archipelago, state of,

morality in the. p. 6j ; kinship

through males in the, p. ico

.

hi a*,hip through females only, In

the. p. 102 ; jealousy of the msi
in Lite, p. 1 ao ;

virginity required

from the bridem the, p. 11 J ; cell

lutes disdained in the, 0. 136
n. 10

;
filing and bla

the teeth in the. pp. 166, 167,

174 i women's liberty of choice
in the, pp 218 ay.

;
i.iceat in the,

pp 390 ff.
;
prohibited degrees

m the, p. 303
;
preference g ven

to strangers in the, p. 333
;
class*

endogamy in the, p. 371
s
banes

wires despised n the, p. Jj8
n. 4 i marriage by capture in

the. p. 385 ;
return gift in the,

p. 409
;
maniage ceremonym the,

p |I<1
;
unlucky days fee mar-

riage in the, p. 424 »• 1 i polygyny
in the, pp 4*0, 444 ; Levitate in

the, p. $ti n. i divorce in the,

..PP- 5'*. 5*5 5*15*7-
,

Malayan family, system of, nomen-
clature among the, po. 83-84.

Malays, authority of tfie maternal

unde among the, p 40 i privi-

leges of the. rajahs among many-,

p 79 :
marry- earty, p 139 i

diffi-

cully in suppcctmy a family
unknown among tbo, fx 147;
circumcision amon^ tlx*, p. 30) ;

early l>rtn/baUamou£ the, p. 214

n. 8
;
their ideal of beaut);

f.
264

;

mongrels among the. po. 2o£. 287
;

Ur£« households of iho, p. 3 J
5 5

?:>i)S>nr among the, p. 448 n. 2
;

obligatory continence among the,

p. 483 il 2
;
divorce among the,

Ma&>4^^ohamme<[oc,"polygyny
among tho.p 53s ; divorce among

Maldivians, the husband's duties

among the, p. 17
;
divorce among

thep. 519.

MaUicollo (New Hebrides), i r<-

deccnt dreas of msoen in, p. 194.

Malwa, excess of women in, jx 463
Mammals, parental care among,

pp. 12. 2t
j
pairing’ seasons nf,

pp. 25-28 ; courtship among,
p. 163 ;

icxuil odours and sounds
of, pp. 241, 246-250

;
colour* ctf,

p. 245 ;

* ornaments ' of certain

male, pp. 250 ry. ; hybridism
among. p* 278; abtorbing passion
for one. among certain domestic-
ated, p. 502

;
duration of the re-

lation between the sexes among,
p. 5i?

%
Man, primitive, pairing season of,

pjx 2$, 35 •
mamage T*itb,

PF 39. 537 ;
lighting for females

mtu p T 59 ; courtship of, p. 163

;

worn en’s lifcertycfchoice with,pp.
2jj, 341 ; Kiu it] selection - ith,

p. J53
;
botnogenetam, p. 27* i

infanticide probably unknown
nith.p. It3

!
COnMBguineOW mar-

riage with. np. 33; ip. ; conjugal
affectinr with, p. 3(0. monogamy
of, pp. 508, 549 ; duration of

marriage with, p. 535.

Man* 04, painting of girls among
the. p. 176 n. 6.

Monclim, 1heiridealofbeauty.p. 2 38.

M anilana, formic virtue amreig the,

pp. 6c if. ; remarriage Cf widow*
prohibited for a certain period

among the, p. 1 29 ; marry early,

p. 137 ;
large household* of the,

p. J24 : polygyny among the, pp.
*4i n. 4, jo? n. 2 i tl*eir women
«« old eariy, 1*486.

Mandingiaa, vug,pity required

from the bride among the, p. 123

n. 8 i celibacy tearrely knoirn

among the, p *35 • circumcision

of girls among the. p. 206 n. 1
;

marriage by purchase among die,

pp 393i 4o: n- 1 ; morning gift
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Bmofig the, p. 4 to n. 3 ;
their

ironwii ptolifiu p
;
49* »

MAngoni country, rr&rriagc by pur*

in thc^£ 393*

Manipurs, their women get oJd

cany, p. 486 ;
divouc aiixHig ^c,

S3*.
Manta (Pern), jus primus nostu in,

pp. 73 ty.

Maatezazza, Prof. P., an the racial

standard of beauty, p. 261 tv 2;

00 love excited by contrast;, p.

3J4 ; co the compound character
of Jove, p. J5*

Mnntm^trxinogiinuus, p. 4360. ia;
divorce among the,pp 519, 534
n h

Maoris, tbe husband's duties among
thCjp. 16

;
privilcgw oftheir ch'efs,

p. 79 •
their system of nomenca*

tjre, p. 83 ; nile of mcct&on,
Ac., among the, pp 100 /*.

1

jealousy of the men among the,
p. 1:9; marry eifiy, p. jlOistiug-
gle lot women among the,p 161

;

tattooing among the, pp. 168,
177 n. 14. '?8, *>. n. «» loos?.

;

curious usage among die. n. jog 1

early betrothal! tunOBg the. p. patents a

214 ; Uiapoaai of a girt
1! hand Marquesas

among ihc, p. 213 n. ; women's bidden ti

liberty of Choice among the, p. 13; ; cel

317 ; women more particular in the, p 1

their choice than nun among the, menu at

p 3jj; union with liutopcan raccicgar
women rare amon.

; the, p. 2S4 ; kahtvan*
tlvcir ideal of beauty, p 263; Marriage,
fashion among the, p 274

;
ton- pp. 19, 2

sanguineous marriage among n. 517
the, pp 396, 3:7 ; endogamy of cb, 10., 1

the, pp. 337, 348, 3*7 ill ; tneir viL p. 5
villages, p. 327

;
decrease of attached

,h *> P Sic
;
marriage by rap- between

ture annus the, p. 383; com- 3,480-48
pcnsmon Mr capture among tin, relatives

p 401
;
polygyny among the,

pp 440, 44', 441 ; excess of
men among the. pp 462, 481

;

Obligatory continence among the.

p. 483 r. 5 ; their women get old
early, p. 486 ; their women not
prohltc, p 491 a. 1

;
female jea-

lousy among the. n. >>,) r- 6;
divorce exceptional among the,
p. 5?l

Marauds, live, in separate families or
small bottles, p. 46 ;

nakedness of
women among else, p 187 n. 5

Mnwv't, marriage arranged by tbt
parents among the, p 334 n. 3.

Marat, punishment for pregnancy
out of rredlnck and seduction
among the, p 62; speedy re-

marriage of widows prohibited
among the, p .'290.2; class-

endogaroy among the, p. 371 ;

marriage by purchase among the,

?• 39* "• Ji marriage portion
among the, p 411

;
monogam-

ous as a rule, p. 439 i polygyny
among the, p 45©n

;
prolificnew

of ihctr women, p. 490 n. 6;
otvo/cc among the, p. 526 a 7.

Marian language (Loyalty Islands,
teims for father in the, p. 86.

Marianne Group, proaf of manhood
requisite for marriage in the, p.

18 ; punishment for adultery -n
the, p. 122 n. 3 ;

cl.Ms-endogamy
itt th<s p 171 , polygyny in the,

p. 444 a. 4 t divorce m the, pp
53.7- >3'* 533. n. 4, S3* n. 4

Mdnis. tons betrothed by their
patents among the, p. 324 n. 6.

Marquesas Islanders, widows for-

bioden to remarry among the. p
is? ; celibacy of priests among
t!», p 152

:
tattouiag by instal-

ment; among the. p 178 n. 5 ;

monogamous, p. 437. Sec Nu-
kahivans, Waitaltoo.

Marriage, definition of the word,

pp 19, up 537 ;
oriK in of. ch.

p y7 ; antiquity of human,
cb. 111, pp 537 it . ; age for, ch.

P- 541 I notions of impurity
attached to pp 151-156, 54U
oetween kindred, ch. xiv. if, pp
3 480-482. 544-546, 548

,
between

relatives by allUnce. pp an.
3»=. 33> i by capture, cfi. avis,

PP- 333. i
by purchase, cb.

xvu, pp 143-145. 493. 5°*, 533,
535. 540. S-»e ; by exchange, p
390 ; on credit, p. 394 ; decay of;

by purchase, ch. xviii, pp. 546
Sf.

;

validity of, pp 439 sp
ceremonies end rites, ch. xix

535*547*"’
Ch

’ PP' 53,1 S34*
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Mattineau. Dr. J, on personal

beauty, p i6r a. y
Maratse, royal privileges among

(he, p. 78 ; (heir admiration for

blue bead*, p. 168
j
early betroth-

als among the, pp. 213 If. ;

»-omen’s liberty cf choice among
(he, p. JJO.

Mata
i,
nabednesi of men among

:he. p. 189 1 marriage portion

among the, p. 415 n. 2 ; [xcyg-rny

among the, pp <38, 430 n. ;

divorce among the, p 507 n. 1.

MasarwM, nose-ornament among
the, pp. 173 tf.

MftfchuVuluiubc. nakedness of the,

Massachusetts, periodic! flActua-

tion in the numberofbirths.0,^32.

MassageLic. tooociKa* of tbe mar-
riage tie among the. pp. >2, 55 ;

j»iyandiy among the, pp. 454,

*57. 45S, 473 n. 3, tot it 3 :

excMOl among the, jx 464 ;

obligatory continence amongthe,

p 4*3 n. x
Mather, Rev. J, 00 lltttft'Ctivc

tankcring after foreign women,

p 34 1 a.

Matongai. their lustixn of breaking

<*it teech, pp. 167, 174-

Matriarchal theory, pp 39*41* </>-

J13 $38-540.
Mauo (iresio. See Cohyapc*.
Maubfs, live scattered in families,

p.

Maupiti (Society Islands). 6x£€M
of men in, pa 462, 4*6 n. 1 ;

female Infanticide to, p. 46611. r

Mauritius, marriage restriction Sir

Englishmen in, p. 36).
Mayas, their desire for offspring,

p 377 ;
lelifiiojs montage cere-

mony among tho, p. 41s ; con-
cubinage among (he, p. 443

;

Levirate among the, p 510 n, j
Mayer, Dr. ). K-, onncdimatiiation.

pp. :09 if-

Maypon, polyandry among the,

pp. 451, 47a n. 3 ; exceu of men
among the, p. |6i.

Mlayss, polygyny exceptional,

among the, p 441 n, 4 i divorce
exceptional among the, p. 551 n. 9.

Means of attraction, ch ix, p 541.

Mecca, manage with a half-sitter

nt.p.J9S.
.

Mech, compensation for capture
among the, p 401

;
monogamous,

P ‘•3*’

Medians, polygyny anting the, rn.

432 if. |
polyandry among the,

P- 454-
Melanesuns. paternal authority

among the, p 41; terms of

address among the. p. 56 n. 5 ;

female chastity among the, p.

64
i
widow* killed among the, p.

175 :
rnttooirig of women among

the, p 184
j
position of nonien

among the, V*
;

circumcision

araotig the, p. CO! \ exogamy
among the, p. 301 ;

hortoi of
sexual interroutso within the
eaogamous limits among the, p.

317 ;
marriage by purchase

among the. p. j«.
Merovingian kings, polygyny ofMerovingian

the, p. 454.
Mesopotamia, excess of female

births in, p 467-

Mewar. See Rajputs
Mexicans, ancient, Mccesiion

through male* among the. p. 98 ;

virginity required from the tii.1i*

among the, p uj j marred
early, p. 139; celibacy among
the, pp. 13* 15a

;
(unimince re-

quired from newly manned people
among the, jx 151

;
chaslity of

religious women among the, pp.
1)2 if-

i
duels for women ornate

the, p. Ifto ; short lutir a symbol
of chastity among tlte, p. 175 n.

6; paternal authority and filial

duties among the. p|i 225 if. ;

marriage arranged by the parents

among (hr, p. 436 their ideal

of beauty, p. 7(2
j
prohibition of

consanguineous marriage among
the, p 298 ; marriage portion

among the, p 414 i religious

marriage ceremony annaig the,

P 424 ;
omens among the, id.

Ik I
i
concubinage among the, pp.

43*. 44j i
obligatory conrinci.ee

among the, p 483 n. 3 . Levirate
among the, p. 510 n. 3 ;

divorce
among the,

pp. 524, 5?S. See
Tahua, TttKm

PP- 1 39s 15* *. <ununoicc re-

quired from iteniy married pccplc
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Mexico, mongrels In, p. 282
;
pro-

portion between the ‘Oiti «
birth in, p. 477- S«« MaeMeens,
SchawilL

. Central, wild liilxs of, their

mxnen marry early, p 1 37- See
OilcUmaci.

Mian (China), rnnrnagc between

co-sins among the. pp. 196 sp.

Micmacs, their system nf notnen-

clitnrc, pp. 8j sj.

Mictonoiani, system ofnomcada
ture among several, p 83 i

bncy of the pcorer flag and
slave? among the, p. 144

:

women's liberty of choice amoog
the, p a 1 8.

Middle Ages, jut primae ntx/it in

Europe dumv the, pp. 77 if. ;

class tlistilKtion in the, pp 3^9

tf. ;
-rant af intematicnaf Synt

rathy In the, p. 374 i
polygyny

in the, p 4,14-

Mikrts, monogamous, p 456
M .lanowes (Bunseo). See Rejang.
Minahassers (Celebes), womens

liberty of choice among the,

p. :i?
;
incest among the, 1;. 291

n. ; prohibited dtgtee* among
the. u. 303

1
endogamy of the,

p. 307 ;
diis-eniV^jamy of the,

p. 371 c 4 : formerly monogam
011s, p 437 . position of their

women, p JOI.
Minas (Shve Coast), shutting up
of ntdoos among the, p. raft

Minnetnrees, polygyny among the,

p. 5CO O, J.

Minuanes, polygyny exceptional
aiming the, p. 441 n. 4 ;

diooiceex-
cept «on»l strung the, p <21 n. 9.

M irilcina,seems to lire in pun*, p. t a
Mint, liberty of choice among the,

p 219 a. 9 ;
polyandry among

the, pp. 45>i 455. 504 n. 1
;
in-

heriting widows among the, p
Stj*. j.

Mishmis, inle of inheritance among
the, p tot

;
tone betrothed by

their parents among the, p 224
n. 6; marriage by purchase
among the, pp. TO n. 3. 394 i

marriage i w\ credit *n>ong tin. p.

return gift among the,

p. 409 ;
marriage porfcoo among

the. p. 4101 inheriting widan,
among the, |x 513.

. Cnalikatn, rxi marriage cere-
many amoog the, p. 418.

Mitchell, Dr A., on the effect- cf
dose interbreeding and conran-

MKrAKffi;
nfaxuicvlc unknonn in the, p.

Mi'A'ok (California,), nakedst^ cf
the, in former days, p. 187

:
mar-

rcige bv exchange of promts
among the, p. 409 n. 9 ; Unr*te
3mong the, p. 510 a. 3.

Mixed marriages, |rp. 374-37
Mon, divorce in, p. 523 n <9.

Modesty, ch. ix., p. 541.

Modok (California?, polmmy
among the, pp. 492, 495.

Mohammedans paternal duties
among the, |x iy

;

wcoi veil

among women of the, p. 120 xl 9 ;

jealousy of the men among the,

pp. !2D^.
; consider numag* 1

duty, p. 140
;
circumciwm among

the. pp. 4;. ; paternal autho-
rity among the, pp. 235 ;

liberty of choice among the,

ib.
j

marriage betire-n cousms
among the. pp. 2#, 534 ;

relation-
ship by i*;li:vnce a bar to marriage
among the, p. 310

;
rxws nn

<<>?.**pgtri&eoas marriage among
the, p. 35 * i

rclypoitt endogamy
an>ong the, p 374 ;

marriage by
purchase among the, p. 395 ;

de-
cay of matr^ge by purcfaciM

among the, pp. 404, .|<4 ; mar-
nage portion among the, pp. 40S,

4 I3
-415 i 534 n. 5 ;

religivua mar-
riage ceremony among Uie, p.

4»S J Polygyny ainong the, pp.

43* a45
;

446, 4-18, 49^1 4->S

;

monc^amous as .1 role, p. 439

;

divorce among (he, pp 519. 525,

533. 534 "• 5 i seclusion of the
rexes among tbe, p. 331.

Moles, marriage and (external <nre
among, p. 12.

Monbuttv, circuitidsicn among the,

p. 203 1 lotion wives despised
among live, p 378 n. 1

;
excess

offemale burns among the, p. 46S
Moncalcm (Australia), kinship
through males among the, p. ior,
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Mangel* ™*rry exriv, p. n8

;

mongrels among the, p. 2B3

;

marriage portion among the* p.

415 n. t
;
omens among the, p.

433 ;
concubinage among the,

p. 14$ ;
excess of men among

the, pp. 463 tq. ;
d tvorce among

Monfencicci instinct, pp. 50:, $03,

jj3.
Monogamy, cK xx.-x*ll, pp. 3

,

534. 535. 547-54*
, , .

.

Morupiquieu, on the prohibition of

mirriagr between cousins, p.

336 ;
on an c*ce« of farale

birtbs in the bet regions of the

OM World, p. *69.
Moors, colcur of the shin of the.

— of Ceylon, marriage between
cousins among the, p. ;</>.

of Morocccs excess of female

births among the, p. «68.

of the Sahara, female jea-

lc*ay among the, p. 499 n. 6

;

divorce among the, p. 53a—- in ihe region of the Senegal,
divorce among the, p. $30,

of the Western Sahara, mo-
r.oeanous. op. *3*5 ¥"< 535 i

auihoiity of their women, pp.
$01 tf .

;
divoice among the, p.

535- See Tram.
Moquis, jealousy of the men among

ihe, p 1 19 j courtship by women
among ihe, p. 158; exogamy
among the, p. 198

;
monogamous,

P-435-
Mordrir-s, ceremony of capture

among the, p. 384 n. 15 ; mono-
gamous as a rule, a 410 n. -

;

divorce exceptional among the,

p. $ai n. a
Moreton Island, diets of the girlsMoreton Island, diets of the girls

in, p. 196.

Morgan. Mr. L. H., on the evolu-
tion of marriage anrl ihe family,

p $ ; 00 the promiscuity of primi-
tive man. pp. $1, 85

j
on systems

ofleUttont&p, pp. 82 84. ^9. 539

i

on norriagt in a group,* pjx 84.

539 I
on :be 1 consanguine family *

p 85 ; on the * TunaJuan family/

it*, n 3 ; on the origin of the oro*
hibition of mnrriage between kin-

dred, p 5(8 ; on endogamy and
incest among primitive men, p
353 n. I ; on polygyny, p $06

Mormons, polygyny among the, pp.

434, 44S sg\ excess 01 female
btrtli* among the, p. 47a

Morning gift, pp. 406-408, 410^
544 xp.

Morocco* lucky pened for mar-
riage in, p. 424 n. I 1 CXC0S4 of
women in. pp. 464-. 465 «- 4;
divorce :a

f p. 520
;
divorced wo*

man in, p 533. See Arabs, Berbs
Moots.

Mortality, of men, pp, 465. «'A
547 :

Of women, pp 4<*> 547 ; of
children amorej savages, p. 10:.

Mortley, Prof, H. N., on savage
dress, p. 186.

M«*quiic**,n widow's duties among
thc.pp. I J6 rj.i celibacy of priests

among the, p. 1 5J ;
ceremony of

capture sinong the, p. 383 ; poly-

gyny among the, pp. +«i n. 4,

443 V - ;
obligatory continence

among the, p, 483 n. 5 ;
Levtnue

among the, p. 510 n. 1.

Moths, nocturnal* colour* of, p. 244*

Vfox«
t

no marriage ceremony
among the, p. 417 n. 4 ;

polygyny
exceptional among the, p. 441 n. 4.

Mpaognti, their ideal of female

beauty, p 359 ; avenion to con-
sanguineous marriage among
the, i>- 306.

Mnis. (Chittagong HilUX *lvttf ob-
tained by service among the,

p. 391 n.
;

monogamous. pp.

43^ 5<>7
:
Lcvinite among the, p.

51m.; divorce among the, p* 55s 5

n. i.

M uisfs. consider it a father's duty

to find m bndegroom for his

daughter, p 136; courtship by
women among the, p. 158x6;
liberty of choice among the, p
219 n. 9.

Martini* Indians at, women
ashamed to cover ibem«ctvcs
among the, p. 10$.

Mueller, Prof. F. Max, on the deri*

vaboo uf * pitxlr ’ and * mlUr/
p. 88 ; on the system of kinship
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limiiive Aryani, p. Naga*. of Upper Assam, possession
ofhnman heads requisite for tt\> r.

atr.oag (be
104.

38/
;

eicen of female births

amiy>K, a 477.

Manilas Sec Kola.

Mundtuclts, their tattooing, p. :65 i

nakedness of women among the,

p. 187 a 5 :
eons betrothed in

infancy among the, p. 234 n. 1 ;

exogamy among the, p. 297;
polygyny among the, pp. 44 3 »?

.

;

female Jealousy among the, p.

i<fj n. 6; diroree exceptional
among the, p. 52 1 n a

Munich. Illegitimate bitths in, p. 69.

Miras, combats for women among
the, p. tfo

;
no marriage cere-

mony among tlit, ja 417 n 4.

Murray, natives of the Lower,

female dress among the, p. 190 ;

mongrels arucog the, p. 285.

MuuartBrm avtllamrlui. See
Dormouse.

Masrovy, marriage by capture in,

p 387.

Musk-deer, pemng season of the,

p 36 n.i sexualodour ofthejX248>
Musk-duck, Australian, sexual
odour of the, pp. 248 if.

Musk-ox, pairing oeaton of the, p
26 a.

Muss, is. religious marriage cere-

mony among lie, p 433 n. 7.
Mutsa (Indo- China), polygyny
anving the, p *88.

MyttUi caraya, lives in families,

p. 12.

Myggc, Dr. J. onthe effects of coc
sanguineous marriage, pp 342,

343* 345-

Mykonos (Cyclades'. Beddings in,

p 418.

Naeat, the husband's duties among
the. p 17; rule of inheritance
among the,p 101

j
prohibition of

consanguineous marriage among
the, p 303; marriage by pur-

chase ait -mg the, p. 592 n. 3.

. Tanfchul, ring worn by the

ofhuman heads requisite far mar-
riage among the, p. 18

;
tattooing

of the young people among the,

p 177, men inoredecentlyclothed
than women among the, p, 199;
wires obtained By service among
the, p. 39* r- 7 ; monogamous
p. 4}6.

Nagel. E-, on the excess of male
births among Jews, p, 481 n. 4.

Naiabui (New Ctrinea), marriage
by purchase in. p 402 a 1 ;

e«-
cess of women in, p. 46!

;
poly,

gyny in, p 4W-
Naickers. omens among tbe. p. 434

o. 1. S« Keddies.
Naira, the husband's duties among

th*. P ' 7 1
g">np nurnage among

the. PP 53- 57 .
polyandry tiiuon^

tbe, pp. ti6, 117, 457,453, 455.
47*; pvombiutm of mnrnage
asncmg the, p. 325 ; large house-
holds of the, It

Nakedness, co. i*.

Xamaquu. denomination of child-

ten among the, n. tot Sec
Hottentots.

Names, pp 107-112, iy>, 331. 540,

Kanusa, prohibition of marriage
in, p. 325; large households m,t4.

Narrinyci. k-nshia through male*,
among the, p. tot ; dress of
yojr* mo.

T

en among the, p. 197 ;

the women's consent to marriage
desirable among the, p. 217;
mongrels among the,?. 2S7 ; love

men amot'K tin, p. out.

mongrels among the,?. 2S7 ; love
among the, p. 359 ; marriage cere-
mony among tire, pp. 420 if.;
polygyny among the, pp, 444,
498 ; female jealousy among the,

P- 498-

Nasanxniana, jn fin/are mxtii
among die. p. ys.

aichet, divorce among ihe, p. 537
r. 1.

Nftudcw«53ics,th<ii ideas ofgenera-
tior*, pp. 105 tf . ; sexual modesty
of the* p* ici n. 3 ;

their custom of
pamdag the fecc, p r68 ; wive-
obtained by service among thc-/p.

n. 5 :
po-ygyny among the, p.

500 a 2
;
divorce rare among the,

p. >31. Sec Dacouha,
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Navajo*, endogamy oftbe, jx 365 ;

marriage by purcba&c ftmor* the,

pa 3^ *?- *
no cere

mony Among thp, p. 4>7 ft 4

;

divorce among the, p. 537.

Keapolis (Palestine), Cniindl at,

punishment for adultery dccrod
by tbtp. 133-

Negro slaves in America. Infertility

of.*"*-,,
.

Negroes, alleged community ot

women among certain, pp. 55,

59 j
lending «ives among the.

p. 75 j
kinship through female*

omcr.g the, p. 108
;
prostitution

of wives among the, p 13' :

their ideal of beauty, pp. j6j.

382
;
change of colour of. p. 270;

colour of children among, p
373 n. 1 1 their desire for off

spring, P- 57? i bargain »bout

women among certain, p 402
;

no mairiage portion among the.

p. 414 a 5 i
polygynyamong the,

PP- 44*. 44»
;

Obligatory coc.t-

ncncc among the, p 483 an. I *?.!

love among, p. 503 ; marriage

upon trial among many, p 530

:

dilutee among Die. pp. 521, 514,

,
Inland, ceremony of capture

among certain, p 384.

Ntaitagui Htmprichii marriage

and paternal care of the. p 12.

Nepaul, inhabitants ot, their pun-

ishment for adultery, p. 122 r. 4
Nestorians of Syria, p. 3*4-

Netbeilands, number of people who
die single in tbr, |>. 146 See

Belgium, Holland.

Neuroptent, colours cf certain,

p. 247-

Neu Britain, the husband's duties

in, p 16 : celibacy due to poverty

m, p 144 : Blackening the teeth

in. P. 174 1
nakedness of men in,

p. 1B8 n. 9 :
early betrothals in,

p. 314 it. 8 ; women's liberty cf

choice In, p. a 18; prohibited

degrees in, pp. 295 n. 9:
exogamy m, p. 301 ;

endogamy
ip p yfi? ; wives obtained by
service in, p 391 n. 1 j

marriage

by purchase m. p. 359 "• 7 i

Leuintc in. p. 510 n. j

New Caledonians, terms fm rela-

tionships among the, p. 87

;

kinship through males amretg
the, p. ico

; jealously of the men
among the, ti 119; their punish-
ment for adultery, p. i?r 4;
covering: used by the, 191

1

nakedness of gills among the,

|x 197 a 4 . eatly bctiothals
among the, |> 314 n. 8 ; women's
power of choice among tite,

|x 218 ; love among the, p. 358

;

marriage by purchase among the,

p J99 a. 7 i
polyandry among

the, p. 451 ; Levitate among the,

p. 510 n. 3 See Duatira language.

New Guinea, female chastity in,

p. 64 ; kinship through males in,

p. ico; punishment for adultery
in, pp. 131 tq.

;
virginity re-

quired from the bride in, p 133

;

continence required from newly
married people in, p. 151 j filing

the teeth in, jx 1*7
;
tattooing in,

pp. 172, 179; wives deprived Of
tlieir ornaments in, p. 176 n.; na-
kedness of men in parts of,and on
neighbouring islarils, a. 38, it.

n. 9; covenr-g cf men in, p :gi

n. 4 ;
early betrothals in, p. 214

;

infanticide unknown in parts of,

l>
3'3 i endogamy in, p 3*71 mar-

riage by capture in, p. 335 1 mar-

riage on credit ", p 394 ".8: mar-
riage by purchase in. p. 399 ft 7 ;

compensation for capture in. p.

401; polygyny in,pp.4|t n. 349:;
Levitate in, p. 3100.3; rule of

inheritance in,
p. 513 n. 3 ;

juri-

dical fatherhood in, p. Jt .| toep»-

ration not allowed in parts of.

p. 517 i
divorce in, pp 323, 5=7,

533 n. 1. See Dorey, Finschhafen

Humboldt Hay, Naiabui, Nufoor
n r> .

1 11. n ....Fapjans,Orangcrie Bay.Ouuna-
ias Papuans, rod Moresby,
Tassai, Wuka*.

New Hanover, men roan* orna-

mented than women in, pp. 183

sq.; pcoirion of women in, |X

'84; polygyny exceptional in,

p. 441 n. 3 ; authority of women
n, p. 501.

lew Hebrides, nnuivulaiica of

wives whose huaLnnds tuc long
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absent from home in the, p. 126
i

men more ornamented than

women in the, p 183 ;
covering

of men in the, p 391 n. 3 ;
hatiot

of mc<»t in the, p. 321 ; mar-

riage b
y
purchase at the, p. 309

n. 7 ;
polygyny the, pp. 138,

494 i Levitate in the, p. 511 n.
J.

See Aneiteum, Efatcse, Mailt*

coHo, Tana.
New I relit! cl,nullmureor.untested

than uoenen in, p 183; naked-

cere o( nomen in, p. 193 n. 4 i

polygyny exceptional in, p- 441

n. 3,

New Norcln, nrengreb at, p. 285.

Ken South Wales, aborigines cf,

seclusion of the sexes among the,

p 64 ;
jus primal uocfii among

the, |x 75 .
a girl disposed of by

her maternal uncle among cer-

tain. p. 106
;
jealousy of the men

among the, p. 1 »o : lending wives

among the, marry early.

New- ixpam, octet nf mile births

in some communites of, p. 466
New Zealanders. See Maoris.

Ncwhavea, corminguineccs mar-
riage avoided in, pp, 344 if-

No Pcrcda, chastity of ott.ui
among the, 3 66; validity of

marriage among the, p Of) >

excess of women among the,

p 46! See Walla Wallis
Niam-Niam, conjugal affection

amor* the, p 338 ;
do not buy

their wives, p 398.

N i»s 4ns, punishment fcrpregnancy

out of wedlock nnd seduction
among the, p. 63 ;

jealony of the

men among the, p. 120 n. :

;

exogamy among the, p, JO) ;

separation formerly hot allowed
amorig itn, p. 517 a 5.

Nicaragua, surname* ofcbitdien ia,

p. 107
;

proportion between the

text* Hi oirlli ioy p. 477.

NiC&ragiams, ancient, jus pntmrc
n*t(is among the, p. 76 ;

succes-

sion through maK-s among the,

p. 9# ; rirgmitv required from the

Woe among the, p. 1 23 ; their cus-

cocn of flattening Uie’rtiildttO’s

heads, p. 170; maniage arranged

by the parents amoag the, p. 2*3

.

women s liberty of choice in soir*

of their towns, U. j religious

marriage ceremony among the,

pp 424 if. | civil marriage
among the, p. 429; bigamy
punished among the, p. 443.
monogamous, pp. 500 if.: autho-
rity of their women, ii.i myths
of the, p $08 r_ 1 ; divorce among
'.he p. 524-

N icobaivse, blacken the teeth,

p 174 : monogamous, n. 436
Nile countries, preservation of the

chastity of wives in the, p iso.

N ishloam (California), htirror of in-

cest among the, p. 292 ; myths of

the, p. 50S n. 1.

Nitendi. See Santa Crut Island.

N iutabutabu (Tonga IsIandaXseroi.

castration of boy”* in, p. 205.
* Niyoga * of the Hindus, p 514 n.

Nogai, local exogamy among the,

p 32J-
Noiret, on the causes which deier-
mlre the »e« of the offspring,

miituic of race in,

p
2E2 ; excess of females ararxig

half-breed children n, pp. 476 n.
North Amcikun Indians,husband's

duties among the, p. 15 :
chattily

of women among certain, p C6 ;

temporary eich_ir.gr of trivet

among the, p 75 ;
terms of id-

druse stnond the, p. 92 ; kinship
through males among the, pp.
104 n. 6; the husbandgoes to live

with the w-fe's family uraccg
several tribes of the, p. 109 ; their

punishment fix adultery, p 122 n.

4 ; a widow’s duties among cer-

tain, p. 130 ; men brought up like

women among the, p. 134 n. 2 ;

women's opinions about celibacy
among the, p. 135 ;

most of the

north-western tribes of the, marry
early, p. 137 ; enlargement of the

ear lobes among certain, p. 166
;

lip- ornamenta among certain,

pp. )66, 173; men more orna-

mented than women among cer.

tain, p 182 ; warn of modesty
among certain, p. 187 ;

women's
liberty of choice atocog the,
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p. 315 j
manage arranged l>y

ihe parents among certain, p.

324 n- i 1 female appreciation of
manly strength and owrage
among the, p. 255 !

their ideal

0/ hcauty, p. 2G3 ; large house-

holds of the, p. 3J4 : love among
'he, pp JS7, 35S. .15fc S°3 i

barren
wives despised among the. p. J?8
n. i i no tramage portion among
the, p. 414 n- 5

;

polygyny among
the, Pi«- *35. 41B, 449 482, 503.

£ ; e«r>- of uumcn among
PP 460, 461, 46). *83 i do

no* use milk, p. 484 n 5 : their

desire far numerous offspring,

p. 489 ; their women not prolific,

pp.^90-*?*
J
fertile jealousy Among

the, pp. 496 >9.
;
divorce air.ony

the, PP* 5»$
?
33^ 533 n

:

Northern Indians, &tcm\
j
n

. 4.

u*ton c4 tbc
itxck .uiung the, p. 65 ;

wrest*

liny for woenen among the, pp
159 rq.

;
hair*dr6M of men

awc^C the* P* J
obligatory

coQtxneoee airiong ihe, p. 4^3

;

their women not prolific, p. 490
n. 8

;
Jealousy among the, pp.

496 tf. j polygyny among the, p.

Soon. a. bee Chippcwyans.
Noeniiy, ctmsaiiguitioous mintage*

in, p 543 i
traces of marriage by

purcbt.se in, p. 396 ;
civ il mar-

rugc in. p. 428
i
births m, p.

*<*/ dirmce in, p. 326.

Nome^itmr. seldom many Lapps,

Nott, Ur. J. C, on the intermixture

of races, p. 283.

N.ifi people, their weddings, p. 418.

Nofoor Papuans (New Guinea),
marriage arranged by the parents

among the, p 224 n. 2
;
Levitate

among the. n. 5 1 1 tv. 3.

Nukahivatu (Marc|uesas Islands),

)u> firlma «e<Usamong the,p73 \

polyandry among the. pp. 1

1

6
,

451
. 457 , 47 J ". 3 j

jealousyof the

men among the, p 1 19 i prostitu-

tion of wives among the. p. 131 ;

tattooing of the young people

among the, p. 177 n. U ; naked-

ness of men among live, p. 188

a 9 ;
cmious usage among the,

p. 203 n. 3 ;
their ideas ofmodesty,

pp. 308. Jit
i

early hetrethais
among the, p. 214 D. 8j incest

among the. p. 291 ;
nubility

among the. p. 369 it. 4 ; their

desire for offspring, |X 377 0> 6 ;

man rage by purchase among the.

p. 399 ;
marriage by eschar,ge of

presents amou; the, p. 409 n. j

;

illegitimacy unknown among the,

p 429
.
polygyny exceptional

among the, p. 441 n. 3 ;
ejects

of men among the. p. 462
;

divorce among tl*, j» 533 c r.

Nutkas, nakedness of men among
the, p. 187 n. 4 i "omen's liberty

of choice among the, p. 213;
polygyny excejxioaal among the,

p. 44 1 n. 4 j excessof men among
the. p. sf>o

:
divorce among the.

p. 53s n. 4. bee Ahtt
Nyama, tribe* near, hcerxious fes-

tival among some, p ja.

tfyeiipMwus .See

Minkina

Odours, of (loners, p. 246; sexual,

of animals, ch. xl, p. 342.
Offspring, man's desire tor, pp. 376-

38 1, 488-491, 5*>. 54B-

Olo Ot ( Borneo allied Absence of

tuarrurge among the. jtp St. ^i,
$S ; marriage among ihe, p. 58.

Dmsihas. blir-dress of rhe,pp. 170,/?.

Oonatashka See Aleut*
Ora.ng*15anu>va { ?»fihcc.i;,pr ohibit*

cd degr«A among the, p. J03

;

marriage ceremony among live,

IX ;»x
Orangcrie Bay (New Guinea!, tat-

tooing of wcuten at, p. 183

;

men more ornamented than
women at, /A

(
pointing of men

at, li.

Orang-Sakai (JUIacca), alleged ab-
sence of marriage among Ihe,

pp. 54 sy- t lending wives among
the, p. 74 n. 1 ; marriage c*»re-

raccy among the. p. 43s.

Orang-utans, marriage and paternal
care among, p. 13 ; tlieir lory
pcrkxl of infancy, p. : 1 n.

5 j
the

cause of their defective family life,

p. 22 : tlieir pa ling seisin, p. 27 ;

duration of t.ieir marriage, p 535.
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0lions, unretlrnincd sexual inter- Ostriches, pnfereal care among,
p.

courie, but so promiscuity among nm.
the, p 71

i
desire for sel(-<lecora- Ostyaks, celibacy due to poverty

tion among the young, p. 173 ;
among the, p. 14411. 3 ; marriage

decorations among the, p 19S ovth n half-wster among the, n.

n. t; liberty of choice au«ang 394 jexogamy among the, p. 306

;

the. p 319 n. 9 i marriage oiten- marriage by capture among line,

sibly arranged by the parents p. 386 n.4 ; manage by purchase
among the, p 32 j n. 7 t

marriage among the, pp. 393, 394. 403 n.

bycaptureamong the,p. 38s n. 1 a. 1 ; monogamous as a rule, p 440
Oregon, Indians o' speedy re- n. 2

;
uolyandry among the, p.

rmrrugcofwidower* and widows 454 ;
their women not prolific, p.

r
l.ilmcd among the. p. 139 n. 491 n, I ; Levitate among the,

courtship by women among p 511 n.

terrain, p. 159 ; prohibited dc- Oulc. Sw Teebura.

grws amorg the, p. 397 ;
rnnr- Oudevpoar, Hindus of, festival of

rings by putvbnw among the, p. Hob amonj Use, p. 33.

39:
;
return gift among the, p. OmanaUs (New Guinea), fashions

409 j bigamy among the, p 450 ;
among the, p 374 ; no marriage

polygyny among the, pp 490, ceremony among the, p. 417.

$00 n. 3. Sec Nez Perces Orambo, their ideal of beauty, p
, Indians of tlw interior of, 363 ; their "omen get old curly, p

course, bn nopromiscuityamong
the, p 71 i

desire for self-decora-

lion among the young, p. 173 ;

decorations among the, p 198

n. 1 ; liberty of choice among
the. p 319 n. 9 ;

marriage otren-

sibly arranged by the parents

among the, p 334 "• 7 t
marriage

bycaptireamong ihe,p. 385 n. 13.

Oregon, Irdmir, speedy re-

marriageofwidowers and widows

rkibued among the. p. 139 n.

courtship by women among
certain, p. 1 59 ;

ptolnbitetl dc-

grcc- arnoeg the, p. 397; mar-

riage by purchase among the, p.

39:
;
return gift among the, p.

409 j bigamy among the, p 450 ;

polygyny nrootw the, pp 490,

500 n. 3. Sec Nez Perccs.

, Indians of d>« interior of,

woman7
: liberty of choice among

the. ti. sis n. 6.

, Indians, of North-Western,
polygyny among the, pp. 443
n. 5, 449 1 their woman not pro-
lific. p. 491 n-.: lave among the,

p 503 1
Levinuc among the,

pp 5101. 3, 511 a J
On^rn, on celibacy, p. 154.

Orinoco, Indiana on the, nahamcd
to corer themselves, p. 195 ;

cir*

cuuu'xiinn aiming ihe, p. sox

;

j)>:ygyny om»»tjj the, p. 4960. t.

On: (icy, penc<i lor mama^c in. p.

424 I*- I-

Oimincnt- HU-Agt predilection for,

ch. ix., p. 541.
* Ornaments/ animal, ch xi.

Orangoantetope, pairing season of
the, p:6n.

Orthoptcia, <doan of the. p. 24? ;

sexual vHjrvfls <rfcerta"rn,pp.22A/^

Ossete*, influence of surnames
-amo«x die, p, lit ; uonxn’s
liberty of choice among iIk, \x

2m
;
prohibited degrees among

Pacific Islanders, &Utged absence
ormurAgeamoapthc,p.$i .mat-
nage among the, p. 55 ;

lending
wives among *on>c, p. 74 n. 1 ;*y».

terns ofkinship among tlie,pp,^-

tor
i jealousy of tire men among

the, p 119 ;
tattooing among the,

pp. 173, 177 . covering used

the, f> W/> r exogamy among die,

H 3:0 ; clannish feeling among
the,

pi.
330 <y. -, moougamoiaasa

rule, p.440 a. s ; polyandry among
the. |x 434 J Ixrltnte among
ihe.

(1
> <11 it, 513 n. 8 :

divorco
antoi'g the. pp sst n. 9, 533 n. 3,

by live. |i. 190; female dress

among certain, p. 197
;
curious

usage among some. p. 30c ; their

ideal of beauty, p. 203 ;
fashions

among the, p 375 |
mongrels

among the. p 283 ; infi»nttcide

among the, pp. 313 u/.
\
polygyny

exceptional among the, p 441
:

their women get old curly, p. 486.
PiiUnu, endogamy of the, p 3(6

;

<0 not buy their iviven, p. 397

;

monogamous, pp. 43*, 501 ; tui-
tion « their women,pjot ,

social

equality among the, p. 50ft. Sec

I’ackng (Sumatra). Malays cl

exogamy among the. p. 30:.

Pabinns, property hereditary in

the nule line among tbe, p 101
i

love among the, p. 503
;
Levitate

among the, p 511 n.

1'uiuting die body,cliiz.,ppj& 4,541.
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Pairing season, ch. it., p.

Parodies ( N'orthe»n Colorado),
nakedness of live, p. 1 87.

Palestine, excesi of female births

in, pp 4&7 '(
Piir pas nakedness of men among

ihe, p, 1S7 n. 4 ;
polygyny c<-

ccpt.tmal among the, p 441
n. 4 j divorce e.cepoaiul among
the, p 5:1 a 9.

Panama, ancient, "idovs killed in,

p. 135.

Punches (Uogota), local exogamy
among the, p. J2(

Punjab, excess ofmen in the, p.463.

Pipun-,, ‘.ending wive* among the,

P- 74 tl 1
;
speedy reiuamage

of widow* prohibited among cer-

tain, p 129 n a ; noic-«mam«u&
among the, p 166

;
coquetry of

the young people among the, p
201 n. j.

Paraguay, Indian; of, women more
passionate than men among the,

p. 158
;
women allowed to make

propuMls among the, it.
;
naked-

ness ofcertain, p. 1Sy ; endogamy
of the, p 363.

I’arjviliiana, polygyny petantico

only ro chief* among the, p. *37
n. 10

Parental care, ch. L, p. 537.
I’artbeyatx tnanMgc ceremony
among the, p. .20.

Pmiau (1’eru;, alleged community
nf women ip pp. $2, 59 n. 7-

I’otidf, comban for women among
the, p. 160 i polygyny exceptional
anting the. p. *41 n. 4.

I’atachos, covering lived by the,

pp. 1&9 if.

PalugoBianis unchastity of their

women due to foreign influence,

p 67 ;
their punishment foe adul-

tery, p t22 is. 3 1 remarriage of

widows prohibited fer a certain
period among the, p. 129

;

celibacy of "Kurds among the,

p 152 ;
painting nf the, p. i3i

tv 4 j early betrothal* among the,

p 213 ; women's power of choice

among the, p. 2)0 tin. s, 9 ; mar-
riage by purchase among the,

p. 393 ;
tauter formerly unknown

among the, p. 400 ; return gift

among the, p 409
1
no marriage

ceremony among the, p *
; 7 n. 4 ;

religious ceremony aiming tlte,

p 422 i polygyny among live,

pp an n. 4. 493 i
theii women

get old early, p 48O
;

divorce
exceptional among the, p 532.

Paternal authority, flu X., pp. 41,

542-

Paternal care and du'.iei, ch i,

P 537 -

Paternal feeling, p. 536.
Patuah, polygyny among the, pp.
488 if.

Patutn(California),buahand's dotie*

among the, pi 5; duels for women
among live, p. ido ; nakedness
of men among the, p. 187 n <
marriage on credit amon g ihe,

P- 3WO- 8
.

<
P^jaxiMia, painting of girls anxxig

the. jx 176 n. 6; nakedness <3
mcsi sroong th«, p i$7 n. 4 :

divorc* axoung the, pp, 521 n. 9,

1&& 4
courtship by females

among, p. 158 n. 2.

PegulSohurra* (Australis), female
drcoi on festive occasions among
the, p. 19S.

Pelmi Ishudtiv. jealousy of the

mea among the. p. 1191 their

perforation of the septum of the

no#c, p. 170; blackening the teeth

amnng the, p 174; their ideas of

modesty, pp 188 n. 8. 211;
exogamy among the, p 301

;

polygyny among the, pp. 312,

4*ll n. 3, 444 n. 4 : rnnma^e by
purchase among cbe, pp. 3^5 if. ;

inarTi:ige portion among Uk,
p. 410, obligatory continence

action* the, p. 4^3 a. 2 ; female
jealousy among tbe.p499

»
di

vorcc among tnn, pi^sifl. 5:7 tu.
Paling, mountaineer * of, ulieucxl

absence of marriage among Ox,

PeH? (Carolines), nakedness of men
in, p t88 n. 9.

Pennsylvania, Indians of, consider
proof of manlvood requisite for

tnarri&go, p 18.

Peorhyn Islanders, their waat of

modesty, p. 18$.
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Peak, Malays O', marriage by pur-

chase among she, p 403 n. I ;

divorce among ihe, pp. >17 n. 1
;

5}i n. 4. See Bugis.
Perm, J. A- N., on racial instincts,

p 181 n. 5 ;
on the effects nf

consanguineous marriage* p. $40
Pdiigord, cavedwellers of p ioo.

Persians. ancient, regarded mar-
riage at a matter of course,

•ip 143; C«lll»ey of priest-

esses of the Sun among the,

p 153
;
women's liberty of c (voice

among the, p 3J2 ; early be-
trothals among ihe

T
il

;
neest

among the, jp. 391, 193, 394.33? i

ther desire for offspring, p 37?
n. 10 ;

rcligiius marriage ceie-

moay among the, p. 425 i
paly-

gyny among the, pp. 433, 447.
448 n. : ; mocogaiDOUS as a rule,

p. 44>i divorceamong the, p 530
, modem royal privileges

among the, p 79 j
jealousy of

the men among ;be, p. 131 ; vir-

ginity required from the bride

among tlie, p 134 ; celibacy on-
knoum among the, p. 14a

;
tlicir

women niiry early, >.*. ; D0»e
ring worn by women among the,

p. iB6;eon4nnguio*iou8nianingei
nmoog the, p. 349 : mortality of

children among the, pp 349 .iff; ;
love among the, p 361 ; their
desire for oSspring. p. 377 1 rcli

oas marriage ceremony among
e,p435n.6; monogamccu as

a rule, p 439 ; polygyny among
the, pp. 449 n. 3, 4^ i

“ Siglte
*

wives onion* tic, p. 519 ;
divorce

among the, p. 5300. 7
I'erth, mongrel at, p 385.
Peru, endesamoas communities in,

P iI4.

, Indians of, jealousy of the
men among the, p. 119 . circum-
cision of giri among die, p. 206
it. 1 : incest among the, p 190
n. 3 ; prohibited degrees among
the. p. 2^J-

Peruvians, ancxnt, widows killed

among the, p 133 ; remarriage
of widows discouraged among
the, p. up j tturriage compulsory
among the, p. 139 ; age for mar-

riage among the, <4 ; celibacy
ofvit'*ios dedicated to the Sun
among the, n 15:; boring the
ear. among the, p. 204

; paternal
authority aiming the, p. 126

;

parmu! content necessary for

marriage auicng the, j &.
; meet*

amonsr the, p. 204 ; endogamy or
the, p. jtt

;
wives obtained by

service among the, jx 304 : evil
marnage among the, pp. 42$ jy.

;

concubinage among rhe, pp. 431,

, 437» 458. See Manta, Pmmul
Pcachel, Dr. O., on savage Observa-

tion of the injurious results ci
owansu.neo^s marriage, p. 318.
on bartc:* amcag early tnen,jx4<xx

Philippine Islanders, chastity held
in honour by same, p. 63 ; tattoo-
ing of the young people among
the, p. 177; degeneration of
tbr. p. jiS

; roce-eodogamy of

thp p 304
i
polygyny among

p i4i n. 7. See Aetas, B»

K8, Catalangancs,
notes. Ilaioncs,

ianes.

Tyre.
polyandry amc-ng Ihe, p. 454-

Pig, donsentc, pmrs twice a year,

p. 38,

Pigecatm-aud-in breedmgof,p.336.
Plinpernel.varietes ofthe,ppi8d(ff
Pipi or Toad ufSurinam, parental

care of the, p. 10
PipiJcs fSnn Salvador!, prohibi.ed

the, pp. 343 I#,
j
prohibited de-

grees among die, p. 344.
Plants, male and female reproduc-

tive cells of, p 157 ; colours in,

pp. 3*2 ly. ; odourr in, p 246 ;

hybridism among, pp. 278 sf. \

infertility from change! condi-
tions amcog. p. sfii

; dimorphic
and rrimoephic, p.!£<) ;cross- and
sclf-leriiiimtioa among, pp. 333,
337-339, 345. 545 ;

excess ofmale
flowers m self-fersilired, p 47ft.

Platter, on the causes which deter-
mine live sc softheoffspring pj70

Ploss, Dr. 11. H., on the causei
which determine the sex of the
offtpiing.pp. 471 iff.

Tagalas,
‘

Phocn.ctans
Piets,
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Pagsi Iilundcra, alleged absence of

marriage among t.ic, pp. 5 * if-

Poland, proportion between Ore

send at birth in, p. 46Q.

Poles, marriage arranged by the

father among the, p. 234 ;
tym-

tol of capture among the, p 387 ;

marriage portionivnoagtke,p4 1£
Polyandry, cb. xx.-«iL,Fp. *115-

117
. 547-5*9'

Polygyny, ch. xx-xxic, pp, :> i c*>

i ‘H, M5 . 534. 535 . >45> 547-

ftiiane, temporary exchange

uf uives among the, p 75 I syd-

tern of nomenclature amane
several, p 8j ; widow* Wiled
among :fci, p 125 ; courtship by
women among the, fx 159; tat-

tooing of men among the, p. 184 ;

po*i*ion of vfiircr. ameng the, li;

circumcision among the, p. 201
;

idea* of modesty among the, p.

:c$
;
infertility of women among,

at missionary station*, p. *86;
incest among the, p. 393 :

prohi-

bition of consanguineous mar-
riage among the, p ; infanti-

cide among the, pp 3:3 .<7.

;

nobility among the, p 369 ; class-

endogamy of the, p. 37*.

Pomemnianc,marriage by purchase
mans the, p. 397 n- 6

Pomo (California), civil marriage
among the, p. 429

Panape (Carol immodesty of
women duetoforeign influence :n,

p 67 ; tattooing in, pp. 17* 20*
a. 4 ;

semi-castration of boys in,

n. 205 ;
curious usage in, p 206

;

Jove in, p 357 ; marriage by pur-

chase does not exist n, p. 39S
;

polygyny in, p 444 h. 4 ;
divorce

m, p. 532.
Pnndiclveny, religious prostitution

m, p. 7*
Paicupine, sexual sounds of the,

P* ^47-
Port Essin^tcn (Australia/. natives

<rf» cttvcraig used by the, p. r9<x

Port det Fraiujais (Alaskah natives

of, ideas of medesty among the,

PorfjaSion (New South Wales),
native] of. reattcred in fumillej in

starch of food, pp. if if.
;
naked-

ness of women among the, p.tw;
die* * of xirS among lie, p. 196.

Port Lincoln (Australia), natives of,

alleged group-marriage among
the, pp. 54. 56. 57. termsofaddrew
among the, it. ;

the ‘terrible rite 1

among the. p. *05.

Port Moresby (New Guinea), na-
tives of, marry early, p. 139

;

proportion between the sexes

among the. pp. 462 s/.

Portugal, civil marriage in, p. 408 ;

judicial separation ia,pp. 526, 529
Poien, excess of male bulhs among
the jews of, a 481 n. 4

Post, Dr. A. H. on the develop-

ment of marring e. pp. 3 ig. ; on
the promucuity of primitive man,

PP 5t,6t, 73 n. 3,78
Pouch ct, Dr. G., on the intermix-
ture of races, pp. 283 xy.

;
on the

offset* of dOM Interbreeding, p
337.

Prcycr, Prof W., on ihr origin of

names for father and mother, pp.
86 tq.

;
on some effects of close

interbreeding, pp. 336 to.

Prichard. Dr. J. C., on the Later

mixture of mces, p aS*.

Primates, marriage of the, pp. 21,

537; monogamous instinct among
th* P-535.

rrohneness of women, less among
savage thin among civilized na-

tion!, pp. 450
Frorniscuity, tales of, pp. 8 tq . ;

Khcsu of; ch. pp. 2, 3,

4a
M3Mmn of Madagascar, marriage

and paternal care among wine
species of the, p. 13.

Prostitution, pp. 67-7*1 *3*, 539;
religious, pp. 7?* 539

Protestants, religious endogamy of.

PP* 375 *7- ; sacttrdotal nuptials

among, p. 428 ; divorce among,

P 520.

Pruabu, marriage between uncle

and niece ia, p. 296 ; symbol
of capnito m, p 3S7

;
marriage

portion in, p. 4:6
;
excess of mijc

births among the Jews of, p. 481

n 4 ; divorce in, p. 526. See
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Pshnvos, position nf the maternal
node among I lie, r. 40

Pueblos, ttciitr1! liberty of choice

amen*; the, p. as6 ; endogamy of

the, pp 347, 365 degeneration

of thr. p }17 !
•heir governor

annually elected, p ;<A
Pi fifths, excess of women aroon^

the, p 461.

.

Pur.jax, licentious festival among
the, p 39.

Hors, do not buj their wives (?>,

at St. FideJis, ualedueis of

the, p. 18/
Ptuupurds, nakedness of the, p.

187 i monogamous, p. 435 n, 1 1.

Quodruinann, man-age and pa-
ternal care among the, pp. 12-14.

Qiiiitreflgr *, Prof A tie, nn the fer-

tility of rculattoes, p. 2S4.

Queen Charlotte Irttmdc-i. See
Kaidtha.

Queensland, natives nf, want of
paternal rare sirens <be, p. t6

;

oid ttven obtain the youngest
wives among the, pp 132 uj. j

veranl modesty of tae p. 152 n.

J t
combats for intern among

certain, p 161 ; combat! of
nntnon for cteo among certain,

p 164.

. Macks y blacks of. their tenn
for daughter, p 91.

, aborigine! of Nottlvem. an
adulterer regarded as a thief

among the, p. 130 a.
3 ; female

appreciation of manly leauty
among the, y. 237 ; divorce
among the. p. 51S.

Quetelet, A. on filQeiences .n

stature, p 36c.

Qoich<% marriage by exchange or

presents anting 'he, p. 403 n. 9.
Quissama (Angola), monogamous,

l> 43^i excess of men tinning the.

Quito, Indians of, consider want of
Chastity a merit n the bride,

p 81
;
wives obtained by service

among the, p. 3140 n. 5.

Rabbits, in-and-in breeding of,

„ P- 33*;
Race, mixture of, produces an e»-

erss of female births, pp. 476-480.
Races, human, origin of the, pp.
271-276, 543 j intermixture of,

PP- * 8 i, 2&a, 543.
Radack. paternal care in, p. 16

;

sexual modesty in, p 152 11 3

;

ideas of modesty in, p a 1 1 ; no-
men's libetty of choice ip p. 218.

Rajputs, exogamy among the,

-LV Mewar, reason cf love
nmong the. p. 33.

Ranke, Prof. J., eti differences in

sature, p 265 n. 5 ; an diara
and giants, p iW n. 3.

Rat, 'iton-n, in and-in breeding nf
the, pp. 336, 345.

Rstlkwmke, sexual sounds of ibt

P-
2 < 7 -

Redos E., on acclimatization, p
*7

1.
n. f

Reddies, inheritance through males
among the, p. 112; prohibited
degrees among the. pp. 29

1, 304,
3-9 i («ms foe rdationsli ps
among the, p. 329 ; polyandry
among the, pp. 433 ij.

;
female

jealousy among the, p. 459 n. 6
Sec Xaicken.

Reindeer, marriage and paternal
care among, p. 12 ; their pairing
lesson in Norway, p 26 r..

j
their

breeding season, p. 35.

Rejane tnbe of the Milancoves in

oorr.eo. monogamous, p. 437 n. t,

Rejangs (Sumatra;,kin-hip through
males arntcg tbe, p too

j
ciop«-

nentsamongtlHcp, 219; fashions
among tlie, p. 274 r_ 4 ; ptohi-
bited degrees among the, pp
302, 330; divorce among the,

pp SVn- I, 534 n- 4-

Ktuttionship, terms for. pp. 82-96
Rd gmn, a bar to ii.tenaatriagc,

pp.

_ f4-376, 546.
KdigiotK ceremonies connected

«iirh marriage pp 4*1-438.
Hep. lies, want ot parental care

*J*0
0* moat of the, pjx io, 31

;

their pairing *casot>, p. 25

;
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sexual odour* and sounds of, pp.

24', 246-2W i Colours Of. pp.

245, 248 ;
* ornaments * of some

ma^, po. 25° *V-

Return gift, pjx 405, *»> 409, S4&
R&miOlk nrnnuge restnct>oo for.

Frenchmen in, p. 365.

Rio, Province of, cxCttt of women
in ?. 47S.

Rio Branco, circumcision among
certain tribes to the, p. 2:03 .

Ripuwii, decay ofmamnge by pur

cha* among the, pp, 404, 407
;

dower among l!x\ j\ 407*

River iiui (Australia), natives about,

seclusion of the sexes among the,

pp *7. \ Juj finMOf tsoeUs

among the, p. 73.

Rocky Mountain Indian*, race-cocky Aioui

endogamy of the, p. 363 n. 5.

Rock>* Mountains Indiana on tije

eastern side of the, jealousy of

the xnco among the, pu. 118 ;

celibacy rare among the, p 1 .14 ;

their desire for ccspr.ng, p 376

;

separation seldom permanent
among sersnu, pp. 5*1

Rodents, many, care no tdefinite

pairing $e**30» p 37.

Remans ancient, hu&Mxfd duties
among the, p. 17 I

marriage with

maMUS among the, pp. 17, 339 ;

tlieir festival m honour ofVetuis

p 30 : their licentiousness in the
time of Tacitus, p 69

;
kinship

through males among the, p.

113; thetr disapproval of the re-

msrmge of widows, p. 128 : re-

garded marriage ai tlw end of
life, p 143

;
tax imposed on un-

married men among the. lb.
;
in-

crease of celibates amor* the, pp.
[42 i<j.

.
premium placed on mar*

rage by the Gmechan agrarian

among the, ix 143; penal-
ties imposed on celibate? by the
LexJulia tt Papin Poppaa, Ul;
celibacy of vestal f airing :he,

p r 53 ; fiiln* fi&fcsfas of the, pp.
229 sq. : the liouse-faiher’s con-
sent indispensable tn marriage
among the, p. 3>a ; decline of

the tetri*firtestas of the, p. 216;
prnaibitrri degrees nmong'rnc.prohibitrd degrees nmong'rhc,

PP .pS; relationship by
aJiancc a bar to marriage among

the. p. 310
j
ioccHtwi* unions

amnng the, p. 320
;
households

of the, p. 32S
;
endogamy of the,

PP 365, 367 if. ;
clatt-cntlngatny

Of the, p. 372 ; their desire for

ortbpring, p. 377 ; ccrcmooy of

apurc amreig ,h«. p- 386 ;
rrur-

risjc by capture among the, pp.
J(f6 .tf. j

symbol cf prrchr.s*
aroang the, p. 397 ; icnjamolia
ar,d among tin, p 404

;

dot among the, pp. 412. 415, 416,

4301 unlucky period for mar-
riage among the, p. 434 n. 1

;

tclu'iuus marriage ceremonies
among the, pp 426 V- i lefiib-

macy of mturjage anions '**>

P- 4^0 i concubinage among the,

p. 433 i
divorce among tire, pp.

520, 53i, 533, 535, 51*
It066 chafers, bright hue. of, p. 244.

Rotuma, tridom prohibited to re-
marry in, a 137.

R00mania, civil marriage in, p. 42* ;

«»*s* cf male births ia, p. 469
Rut divorce in, p. 518.

Ruuia, 1'cenlious festi.als in, a
jo

i
jut prinuu HOiln in, p. 7» ;

privileges 0# landlord* in, pp. 75
•; ; virginity required froni the

bride among sr.eral peoples d,

p.124 • celibacyunhcatdolarmir.t

the pcaauntiy of, p 143; early
marriage* in pp. 143, 148 : age
for marriage in, p. 146 ,

paternal

authority in, u. 231 ;
marriage

arranged by the father in. it. ;

prohibited degrees in, p. 2>/S

;

local oogamy in part* of, p.

333 ; m.**l wantages in. p. 375 i

ceremony of capture in. p 387

;

tmriiagc by purchase in,* p. 397
tt. 6; manky;* ceremonies b,

pp* 419* 421
;
civil xmrriage in,

p 428; polygyny in, pp 454*

447 i polyandry among the
peasantry of, p. 434 ;

excess of
trale births among the Jews of,

p 481 n. 4*

RlkOiiaS, terms ofaddress in, p. 91 ;

terms Sor fatheris father's brother

and fathei's fathei's sister in,

p <?b.

Russians, mongrels among the, p.

2S3
j
marriages with Lapp* al-

most unknown among the, p. 365.
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among the. .5*4 J divorce

Sachs. Prof. J., oci the male and fe-

male reproductive cclh ofpUnts,

P *57
Sadler, ?.f. T- on the causes which
determine the set oftheoffspring,

See Arabs, Moat's.

St. AugaKine, on celibacy, p. 154

;

on polygyny, p. 4J4-

SL Jerome, on rer.bacy, rx J 55 *

St. ‘i-awrcnce, Indians of the river,

the eldest son named «fici the
father among the. r\ <>*

St. Mar/, Island of. Soe Jolah.

St. Paul, on celibacy, p. 1 54-

Sair.t*Pierre, Bernardin, on Jove
excited by contrasts, pa 353 sy.

5*k*i*,cxC£am> among the, n. 303.

SiVUiva (Madagascar)* female
appreciation of njanly courage

and skill among the, np. 255 *y.

Sallrxs, only harlott clothe then-
selves among the, p. 1 95

Samiriuns, do not pr^ctitc divorce,

p. 2.

Samoans, husband's duties aniueig

the, p. 1 6 ;
state of morality

among Ok, p. (4
;
jut pri*4U

mxtii among the, p 77 :
their

estimation o? female chastity, p.

123
;
combat* for nomea among

the, p. t6i ; tauooing among the.

pp 177 m 12,179.^1 «- 4; de-
corations among tne, p 198 n. r

;

inde»:oot dance* among the,

»*.; their ideas of modesty,
p. 207

;
elopements among the,

i>.
218 n. 5 ;

their ideal ofbemity,
p. 163 ;

prohibited degrees imong
ihe, pp- 3co /y. ; infanticide un
known anvong the, p. 312 : mo-
de*; behaviour of the. p.317 ; con
jug*! lore among the. p. 3 S3 ;

mamage by capture among the,

p. 385
i

marriage by parch***
ainonj; the. [ip syi r. 3, 394.

399, jo 1 a 13: marriage by
eichange of presents among IHe,

p, jo9*-9i polygyny•ombk lire,

pp. 444, 448
i

female jealousy
among the, p. 409 n. 6 ; Lcviralc

among the, pp. 510 n. 3, S>4 i

rule of inlMiiunco aruoti* Ore, p.

SIS n. 3 i
iaridicn! fatherhood

Prof. J,,

.

reproduc

among the, pp. |i8, «6 n. 7, 5,3.
bumwihin. symbol of capture In,

Samoyorles, **riy betrothals among
the, p. J14 i jealousy of the men
among the, p. 220 ; tlieir ideal
of beauty, p. s5a

; c«.ganiy
•***8 'he, pp. 305 i</' ; mat-
riage by capture among the, p.

380
;

marriage by purchase
anvong the, pp. 393, 394, jci
n. . monogamous sa n rule. p. 440
n. 2 ;

polygyny among the, PP.

444 if-

San Salvador, ancient, succes-
sion through males in, p 9.3 •

endogamy in, p. 363. See
PirMles.

Sandwich Islanders, tramonnesi
due to foreign influence among
the, p. 67 ;

jealousy of the men
among the, pp. 119. 131

j
their

tattooing, p. 169; incest among
the, (X 093 t

monogamous »• a
rule, p. 441 i exccsi ofmen among
the, pp, 4A3, 466 n. 1 ; divorce
among the, p. 527. See Atooi,
Havanans.

Sangireac, t.ie Insbind goes to live
nitlr the wife's family among
the, p. to) their households,

„ P- 3*S-
Santa Cru* Island, fondness for

white hair in, p 168
; levirate in,

P 5M n. 3.
,

Santa Is, marriages once a year
among the. p. 29 ;

children be-

long to the father's dan amcmg
tlic, p. to!

;
bachelors disdained

among the, p. 1 37 j many early,

P- 1 3*; d.ificuliy in supporting a
family unknown among the, p.

147 n. 3 ; female ornaments
among the, pp. 165 if. j thcr
admiration for showy colour;, p.

168 ; libertyofchoice among tire,

p. 219 n. 8 ;
sons betrothed by

their patunu among the, p. J24
n. 6 j eiogarooos as a rule, p.

30J ;
marriage ceremony among

the, p. 419; monogamous ns a

rule, pp. 436, 439 n. n. sot !

polygyny among the, p. 444

;

polyandry among the, pp. 452,

453> 455. 4S9. 474 i proliftcneas
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of their women, p. 490 n. 6 j
po-

siticn of their women, p |oi
i

Lrvirate among the, pp 5 1 1 n. 3,

5 : i
;
ruleofinherttanceamcng the,

p. 51s ;
divorce among the, p. 533.

Sio Jodo tl'El Rei, of

wefflen in, p 478.

SIoPauIo,e*re«ofwomen in, P478.
S«raS, remarnage of widows pro-

hibiied for a certain period in, p.

1
jB

;
reirorria^e of divorced nxy

men prohibitedfor a certain period

iE
,
p. 119 i

rettim gift in, p. 4°J.
Sarawak. Malays of, monogamous

as a 1 iic> p. 44° ;
excess of men

In, P 463.

Saidima, periodical r.uctiailon in

Ihe number of births in, p. 31 j

marriage ceremony in, n. 419-
Saulu.largebousehoids ol :ne, p js*.

Savans, privilege of llw maieio 1

uncle anmag the, p. 40 elope-

ments among ihe,'p.?3on. ;
con-

jugal love among the, p 3?8

;

marriage hy capture among the,

p 3S5 n. 13..

5a\onS, marriage by purchase

ametrg the, p 404.

in England, Divorce atooog
the. p

Saxony, illegitimate >rth* in, p. 69 ;

age for marriage among women
in, p. 146

;
number cf people who

die ringle in, i&.
;
proportion of

the i6X4C W birth in, pp. 47* sq.'

Scandinavia, eodogamouB commu-
te* in, p. 344 ;

cUise* in, pp.

373 *f-
.

Scandinavians ancient, women 1

)

liberty of choice accottlitjc to

rales of the, p. rs\
;
prohibited

(kgtees among the, p 293 ;
mar-

riage by capture among the, p.

387 ;
wives obtained by service

among the, pp- 391 if ; marring*
by purchase among the, pp 396,

419 ; decay of marriage by pur-

chase among the. pp 404. *07 ;

dower among the, p 407 ; mar-
riage ceremonyanicmg the, p.4t9

;

legitimacy of marriage among
the, p. 439 ;

polygyny among the,

pp 434.44? : trares ofpolyandry
among the, pp 454 if. See
Teutons.

Si"iaafToana«n, Prof H., on pecu-
iiarities of the skull, pp. 267 sq,

Sdwwil] (Southern Mcxxo}, endo-
piny in, p. ;i6$-

Schlegel, on t&e momUg gift, p.

407 n. 7 .

SchJyter, C J., on the morning gift,

s&SLttfc
,
an tlveins primtif

ntttis in the Middle Ago,

Scbopcr.ha uer, A., on love melted
~y contiast-, p. 334 ;

on fair hair

arxl bloe eyes, p a. 1.

Scotland, neriodicaf fluctuation in

the number of births in, pp. 31

if.
j

‘ hanc-fasting ;
in, p. 71 : no

patents' restraints upon marriage
in, p. 339 ; deaf-mutes in, p. 34: ;

isolated comntunltlesln, p. 344

;

consanguineous marriages in, pp.
344-340 ;

unlucky period and day
tor marriage In. p. 424 11. 1.

Seals, marriage aivd patetnoi cate

among, r>. 13.

Sefcright, Sir J , on the intermixture
ofbreeds, p. 389

;
on the effect* of

close I literweed ing,
|

Selffertiliation of

„
PP-.,33 J. 337 -

3?9i WSi 54 S-

Self-oiotaauott, ch. it, p. 541.

Semi-castratim, p. 105.

Semites, their system of nomencla-
ture, p. 82 : their term for father,

* s 7-
. . v

#
ancient, matrage 3y par*

chase among the, p 195.

Sena (Gaul), the celibacy of ihe
priestesses ofthe oracle in. p. 1 Cj.

Senegal. See Moon.
Sene-giunbia, Negroes of. lucky day

for marriage among the, p 424 n.

i i
Levirste among the, p. 511 n.

Senei (California), large bouwhedda
of the, p. 324-

Separation, ch. xxiii., p. $49 . jodi-

Scnnana %dcr*, endogamy of

the, p. 367 divorce among the,

p. 5230. 9
Scrjxents, matemaJcare among cer-

tain, p. 1a
Servi#, mixed marriages in, p. 375.

Servians, marriage arranged by the
parent* among the, p. 235 . mar-
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riage by pcrebate nmong (be, 3.

Sernratty Islands See Lettit.

Sex of the offspring, hypotheses ai

to the cauMS which deteroine
the, pp 4&y~4Sa.

Soxcs, numerical proportion of the,

eh. x*L,pp. (47 if-

Sexual ditertnees, pp. 360 if.

Sexual tclectian, among tho lower

auinml^ ch. xi.. p. y&z ; of man,
ch. xii.-xvi., pp. S43-H6.

.Sexual uaclenness, not ton of pp.

1 S>—15^ 54 «-

S!»ana, women* libcity of choirc

among the,p. 319; classes among
the, p 369 ; monogamous as a

rule, p *53 iv 1 1 ; divotce among
the, pp S37.55S. 5J* 4-

Sbattika (California), women larger

than men mixing the, p. 36011. I ;

marriage by purchase among the,

p. 395 f exeow of women among
the. pp 460. 465 n. 4.

Shairanese, marriage not complete
till the birth ofa child, among
p. 33

;
speedy remarriage

nidoners and widows prohibited
among the. p. 139 8®. 3. 6 ;

celi-

bacy tare among thei o, 134
;

ifntheir r«SpKt for certain celi-

hates, p 151 j
women's liberty of

choice among the, p Ji6 n 5;
obligatory continence amongthe,

p. 483; Lr> tatc among tlte, p
5100 3; divorce among the, pp
5>t n.O, 5*7 n. I.

Sheep See Faroe Islands.

ShilkAc, nikedncst of men among
the. p i3>

Shivann, evens of women among
thft p 461.

Short homs, eveers of male births
among in-and-in bred, p. 480

Shortsightedness of man, pp 376

Sh<whines, deraid of Inhai organ-
nation from want of sufficient
food. pp. 48 ; caily betrothals

.‘ui'itli the, n. 213 r_ 6; large

households ut the, p 334 ; mar-
r.uge by purchase among tlte, p
5>3 i' 2 ; marriage by ecchatigo
ofpresents among the, p. jt>j n. y.

Shu1 is lip-oituinents among tlte,

p. 166
;
female dins; among the,

p 197 i women's liberty ofchoke
among tlte, p 320.

SUmangn, pantniAl care among,

P
Siamese, mamage penion among

Ihe, pp 3J, 4 14 n. 4 ; marry early,

p 138 ;
incest among the, p 393 ;

clasvendogamy among the, p
373 ;

omens among the, pp. 423,
424 n. 1 ;

religious marriagecere-
moay among the, p. 425 a. j ;

aemaggmum at a ralt, p. 4#
;

pslvgyny among the, p 444;
berths in polygynous families

among the, p 470 ; divorce ex-
ceptional among the, p 531 n 9

Siauw, househoki* in, p 32;.
Siberia, peoples of, the lending of

wives among ccitnin, p. 74 it 1

;

tlieir desire foi offspring, p 377.
Sibaytitis (Sea Dyafis), irregular

connections considered indecent
by the, p 63.

Sierra Lea lie, Negroes of, circum-
cision of girls among the, p 20S
n. t

;
obligatory continenco

among the, p. 484 ; divorce
among the, p 527 n. 1.

Simas, monogamous P- 435-
* Similarity, that law of,’ ch. xiti., p
(43

Simoot, disposal of a girPs Ivuid

among the, p 214 n. 14.

Singphoe, rule of inheritance

among the, p I02. See Ka-klu,
Kskhyens.

Sinhalese, lending wivesamong the,

p 74 n 1 ,
systems of kinship

among the, pp. 110 n. 3, mj
celibacy almost unknown among

a p «3J ;
marry early, p. 138 ;

r ideal of beauty, p 361 ;

incest among the, p. 393; pro-

hibited degrees among the, p.

304 ; marriage between cousint
among the, pp 337. .3*8, 481;
villages and households of the, |x

3:8
;
(Jas-^endojfamy anewg tli,

fi 37* I
rtiarnago portion among

the, p. 415 n. 2; omens among
the, p. 4*4 n. i polyandry1 among
the, pp 452, 4(5* 47* n. 3, 475-

304 : excess of men among the.

p. 463 ; female infanticide rare
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among the, p. 467 :
excew of male

birth* among the, pp. 4*?. 481
;

want of jealousy among the

men Cl the, p. 5<>i divorce

among the, pp. 5 Ip, 53s. See
Ceyioa

Shook, polyandry in, pp. 453, 47=

n. 3 47 S i
want of jealoury

amongthe men of, p. S' 5 ;
people

of, a rather advanced race, p
Jiff

Sitka Island*, excess of women in

Si-ali 1* moonata*. polyandry in

the. p. «j3
Skull peculiarities oflhe,pp. 36 7 if

Slav* Indians, wrestling for nomcn
among the, p. ito

S!a»oo'atu (South), immorality due
to foreign 'influence among the,

p. 68 ; their punishment for

adultery, p. 122 n. 4 ;
their dis-

approval of tlie remarriage of

willows, p. 12S; wrestling of

youths among the, |» 162
i
peter-

nnl authority among the, pp. 334
if.

;

parental consent necessary

for marriage urnOnc the, p. 3}$ ;

damage with » half-sutci among
the MohammoJan, p. 394 ; then
housc-comtnunitie*, p. 316

;
pro-

hibited degrees among the, it.

;

tlieit desire for offspring, p. 377 i

marriage by capture among rhe,

p. 387 ; marriage by purchase
among the, p. 397 ;

divorce

among the, p. Sjo nn. 5, 7.

Slav*, p. 364 .
endogamy of the, p

£; ; marriage by capcurcamong
•, p. 387 ;

ceremony of cap

ture among the, it). marriage by
purchase among the. p. 397

;

marriage pution among the, pp.
40$. 413.

Smith, Prof. W. Rol>eruon, an the

maternal system among the an-
cient Arabs, p. tos n. t ; on the
inteimarruge of housemates, p

S&. sexual odours of, pp. 24X
348.

brakes. See Shoshones.
Sociability of man, pp. 43-50,

5)8.
Society Islanders, —omen 1

* liberty

of choice amane thev n. 2 1 8. See
Eimeo, Maupiu, Iabitions.

Sogno, Negron* of, women's poiver

ol choice among the, p. non. 1 1 ;

—amen more particular in their

ebake than men amcr.g the, pp.
=53 V- !

ttuuriage by putcliase

among the, p. 402 n. 1 ;
divorce

among the, p. 53= mi- 1 if
Solomon Islanders, their want as

modesty, p. 188
;
early betrothals

among the, p. 314 n. B ; infanti-

cide rare among the, p. 313 ;

their desire foi offspring, p. 379
n. 1 ; marriage by purchase anion^
the, p. 399 n. 7 1

baner unknown

(ft among certain, p. 4001 no
marriage ceremony among the,

P 417
;
polygyny among the, pp

44t n. 3, 45a ;
excess of men

among some of the, p. 46=

;

divorce exceptional among the,

p. 531 See liiaoa, Ysara.
Somals, chieftainship hereditary in

Ihe male liac among the, p 102
;

virginity required from the bride

among the, p. 124: difleiences

between the sexes among the, p.

:6j n. 1 ; consanguineous mar-
riage among the, pp. 356
n l, 306; preference given 10

stranger* nrnoag the. p 333;
morning gift among the, p. 410
n. 3 ; marriage portion among
the, p. 415 n. 1

1
prolLficnws of

their women, p 49a n. 6 ; divorce

among the, p. 520
Soudan, icfiauiafon of girls in the,

p 1 34 i celibacy of slave* in ihe,

P •« ...
,
Eastern, mixture of race in,

p. 283
, Egyptian, nakednes* of the

negro men of the, p. 189.

Sounds, sexual, of .tiv.malr. ch. »i.,

P- 545-

South America, mongrels in, pp.
283 is

.

Sottth American Indiana, kinship
through males among the, p. 99 j

lip-ornaments among ccmin, p.

166; tattooing of girb among
certain, p 177; female dross

among certain, p. 19c : conjugal
affection among renain, p. 359.
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Spain, periodical fluctuation In the

number of birth* rl, a 32 ;
pro-

biWtoi decrees ixu p. 2^6 ;
civil

marriage in, p 428
;

judicial

*pparaliar in, pp. 5 3 <X 5 39
Spanish. tcim foi brother's *;r«*t

rtzgdson in, p. <fi.

Spasict-s cate of voluntary celi-

bacy among, p. 1 34 ft 1 •

Spartans, criminal proceedings

against ee-ibates among the, p.

14:
;

wives deprived of their

hair among the, p ijftn. ; endo-

gamy among (he. p. 367 ;
their

desire for offspring, p j?8
;
cere-

mony of capture among the, p.

3B6 ; manage portion among
the, p 415.

Spencer, Mr. Herbert, on the gre-

gariccar.ets of animate,p. 43 ;
on

the promUcuityof primitive man,

p. 5 1 i on the vanity of savages,

p 165
;
on the origin oftattooing

and othor metilatiocs,p 173
;
on

savage ornaments, p. 1 85 , on the

origin of circunscisjon, pp. 303
/#.;«* facial perfection.' pp.

25S1?. ; on protubeiantjawt, Stc.,

p. it;
j

on Mr. McLennan'*
hypothesis ns to tbc origin of

exogamy, p 311 ;
on the origin

of exogamy, pp. 314c?.; 00 love,

p. 35ft ; on the origin of thn form
ofcapture, p. 3SS

)
on the obtain-

ing ol wives by aervices,p. 30 1 ;
or.

the trarwilior. from marriage by

capture to marriage By purchase,

p. 401
;
co monogamy as the

ultimate form of marriage, p.

><*)
' Spiritual telationsliip,' prohibi-

tion of marrhge 00 the ground

‘^P-33 1 *

Spilt, custom of pnrr.ogemtuie m,
p.458.

Squitreb, marriage and paternal

care among, p IS.

Starele, Dr. C. N_ on theorigin of

the matemil system, n. 10B . on
the custom of the husband going
to live with the nife's family, p.

109; on ihernlesof scccesiiotipp.

1 to, 391 ; on the Levitate, p 5 '4-

Sticd.i, \V, on the effects ce con-
sanguineous marriage, p. 342

;

on the law of Hofarker and Sad-
l«», pp. *?.

Stiynp, consanguineous marriages
nt, P. 3*4-

Succession, tules of,pa. 1 to- toct-io.

SockBog time, pp. 4^4, 548.

Sully,Prof).OB sympathy, p.>f,i n .j.

Sumatra, Malays of, jealousy of the
men among the, p. tao

;

race-

etxlogaray 04 the, p. 364-
SurnsIrani, ' arnbrl anal: ' among

the, p 109
;
system of kinship

depending on locality among the,

P non 3 ;
celibacy almost un-

known among the, p 136
:
pur-

chate of wives no ctatacle to

matrimony among the, p. 145 ;

want of modesty among .centra,

p 188
;
dress used by the young

women among the, p. 191 ;
their

ideas of modesty, p 707 ; their

ideal of beauty, p 263 ; local ex-

ogamy among the, pp. 3:3 ij.
;

marriage byexchange among the,

p }9o; marriige by ‘aemando 1

among the, p. 43/ n.
:
monogam-

ous as » tnle, p. 440 ;
ptopoiticc

between the se«e among the, pp.

s&3 >g.
;
their women no: pro-

lific, p. 49 1 o. I. Sc« Rftt&k*.

Xubui Lampong, Lubas,Pftdtng,

SuodiuittCg earty betrothals anxmg
the, p. 2:4 n. 3 .

Sorinaiit, aborigines of, lending
«ves among the, p. 74 n. r.

Survivals, pp y 6.

Sweden, periodical fluctuation in

the number of births in, pj». 31,

3>. Ll-J*. i& i
aBe for marriage

among women in, p 146
.
number

of people who die single in, li.

;

number of married people among
the nobility and higher Aw-
gtolsU of, p. 148 : uomen's liberty

cf choice hi, during early Middle
Ages, pp.236 ig .

;
(lass endogamy

in, p J73i civil marriage in,

p 428
;
excess of female births

among the nobility of, p 47 i a. 4.

See Uplands lag
Swedes, terms of address among

the. P. 9t ;
theiraversion to mar-the. p 91 ;
theirave

ryiag Lapps, P .
365.

ivttzerland, divorcesdivorces of chftdJcs)
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couples in. p. 381 i
morning gift

in, [>. 407 n. 6 ;
civil mam«o in,

p (2$ ;
divorce in, p 53°-

Sympathy, eh. xvi, p. $46
Syria, excess of female births in, p.

>7 .

Tacnllie*, jealousy of the men
among the, p. 118 ; a widow's

duties among the, p 136 ; hair-

diess ofthe young, p- 17; ;
dece-

niiioBS among the, p. 19S n. t

;

veil worn by girls among the,

p. xo ; their want of modesty,

p. 3 to
;
conjugal affection among

the, p. 359 *. pol)gyny exceptionalthe, p.

;

among 1* 441 n, 4-

TagaUs (Philippines), wives oh-

tamed by service axnc«g the,

p. 39s n. I.

TahitUrtK birth cf a child foUowtC
bymartiage among il>c,pp.J3/y.

;

alleged promiscuity among the,

p, 59 n, 7 .
their wintcmnesi,

pp. 67 Sf.

;

chieftaiadiip and
properly hereditary m the nulc
line among the, pp. 99 too, 1 li i

celibacy due to poverty arnorg

itary m the nulc

the, p 141 n. 3; their views

regarding continence, p. 151s
utuning among tltc, pp. 177 n. 1 2,

178 n. 5, 179-181
;
covering used

by the, p 193 -, their ideas of
modesty, p. 207 1 early betrothals

among the. p 214 ; female appre-
ciation of manly beauty among
the. p -357

:
«h*ir deal of beauty,

pp 257, 263 1
differences between

the sexes among the, ?. 2600. t
;

rsalniityamong the, p 36} i
claas-

codogamy of the, p. 371 ; mar-
riage !>v purchase among the,

p 399 ;
no marriage portion

among the, p. 414 n. 51 religions

marriage ceremonies among the,

p. *22
j

polygyny among the,

Pl‘ 441 n. 3 444, 449. 53“ ,

of men iutot.k the, pp. 4(0, 466
n. 1 •, femaleinfanticide among the.

p 466 n. 1
;
their women get old

early, p. «86 ; female jealousy
among the, p 499 n. 6 j

love
among the, p. 503

i
divorceamong

i n-, pp. 533. 527, iA n. i, 530
See Areas, Society Islander*

Tabus (Northern Mexico), fits

firtiuiu metis among the, p. 76
Taktte, ipeedy remarriage of
widows prohibited amane 'I*,

p. 129 n. 3
j
monogamous as a

nile, P 439 «• 5 1 divotce excej 1-

tionai among the, p. $21 n. 9
Talflinanca Indians, many early,

p. 137 1 their women not prolific,

p. 491 n. 1.

Talaucr Islanders, marriage hy pur-

chase among the, p. 393 n. 3.

Tamar.acs, polygyny among the,

Pp. 413. <44, 497.

Tamayos, painting of girls among
the, p 176 n. 6.

Tana (New Hebrides^ immod-
esty of women cue to foreign

influence in, p. 67
,
hoit-drew of

1he men in, p 167 i cicatrice: of
the natives of, p. 169 ; indecent

dies* of the men in, p 194 i

ideal of beauty ip p. 264 poly-

gyny in, pp. 441 n. a, 506; nominal
authority of the chiefs in, p 596.

Tanhla (Madagascar), divorce
among the, p 52; n. 1.

Tangutaim, struggle for i.omcn
amongthe,pt62c-!

;
mar.ragety

capture among dtp, p 3S6
; com*

per.tauon forcaptuteansong die, p
401 ;concubinageamong the,p.44$

Tapoyxits, painting of gills among
the, p 177.

Tartars, jealousy ofthe men among
1I10, p. tao ;

widooa killed among
the, p. 1*5 ; widows forbidden

to rematry among the, p. try;

marriage of the dead aniOiig llie,

p. 140
;
celibacy due to poverty

among the, p 144 n. 3 ;
their

ideal of beauty, p 262 ; tooagtels
among the p 283 :

ccosaaguinr-

ous marriugf among the, p. 296
n. 1; ceremony of capture among
the, p. 3B5 .

marriage by pur-

chase among the, p. 393 ; tlieir

weddings, p 418 n. to ; religious

marriage ceremony among tic,

p.42sn.3i monogamous aiartile,

p. 440 n. 2
;
polygyny among

the, p. 49r
1

inheriting uiiiows

ansong the, p. 51j a t
;
divorce

among the, pp 519, 53: n. 6.

of the Crimea, manage by
capture among the.

marriage by
p. 38S n. 4
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Twist* of Kwsn, marriage by
pupiioae among 'he, p. y>2 a. 2.

of Karan and Orenburg.
barren uives deipised among
the. p. 378 n. 4 ;

marriage portion

among tbe, p 410 n II.

Tatumav, etcessof nun among lilt,

a 461.

Tabnw.11 isqi, spring-feelival among
the. p >9 i

sedation of the sexes

among the, p. G4
;
the lending of

wives among the, p 74 n I ; tneir

desiie l<« self-decoration, p. 165 ;

cicatrice* of the, p. 181 n. 4 ;

dicii want of modesty, p. 188 i

dress on festive occasions among
some tiibei of ihc, p. 19S

;
inde-

cent dances among the* it.
i
exo-

pmyaitKmg the,p-3co
.
manage

by capture among the, p- 385 ;

no maniage eeremonyainongthe,

pp. 417 if. ;
monogamous as a

rule, P 140
;
polyandry l?) among

the, p-45 1 - excess of raenamccig
the, pp. ,|6J, 4^7 i

female infon-
cide rare among (lie, p \(/l ;

divorce among the, p. ;tl
on Flinders Island, painting

tbe body among the, p. 176.

Tjrttni (Nev Guinea), natives of,

female dress among the, pp. 197,

2<A
Tattooing, ch. ix-. p. 541.

Tedt class-endogamy of the,

p. 371 ;
marriage by purchase

among the, p 392 n. 3 ; marriage
by exchange of preienu among
the. p. 409 n- 9 ; monogamous as

a rale, pp. 431^ 50s
;
their women

not prolific, p. 491 n. r
;

petition

of their wmiBn, p. $03.

Tcehuis cf Oude, looseness of the
marriage tie among the, pp. 53,

Tecyer (North Malabar), polyandry
among the, p. 455.

Tehuameprc Isthmians cf. mono
gamous, pp. 43>. >

01
i
excess of

tvomen among the, p. 461 ; con-
jugal affection among the,p. $ot.

Tehoelches. See Patagar.ior.s.

Tdecurei, paternal eaye among
many, p 10

Tenon ife, aborigines of,jus prtvi/ic

Hath among the. p. i<> \
nalced-

iicss of tlte, p. 1 <59.

Tenimber Group, hair-dress of the
young menmthe, p. 175 ; coquetry
cf the young people in the, p. *01.

Teptvars, maniage by capture
among the, p. 3B6 n. 4.

•Terrible rite/ p. 205.

Ttttulliao, on c«ibacv, p. 154.
Testtua, fine imposed or. the father

cf a bastard child in, p. 61
Tettno, hybridism in the genus,

p. J7S
Teutons, paternal authority among

tlte, pp. 330. J33 if. j
parent, and

relations consulted in Cases of
marriage among the, pp. 233 1? ;

dependence of mjmen«noTig tbe,

P- 334
;

restriction ol paternal

authority among the, pp. 336
if. ; women's liberty of choice
among the, it.

;

cluss-eiidugamy
cf the, p. 373 ;

marriage by cap-
ture among the, ?. 387

;
marriage

by purchase among tl>e, p. >96

;

decay of marriage by purchase
among the, pp 404, <c6 if. ;

dower among the, pp. *06. 407,
4f3;rehgiTOBtnarrlagccercmooie!
among tbe, pp. 436 if. ; divorce

as*
Thlinkcio, myth of the jealousy
of man among Ibe, p. ic8;
celibacy of slaves among Hie,

pp. 144 sf. j Bp-omamont among
the p. 173: tattooing of girls
among the, p. 177 ;

womens
liberty of choice among the,

p. 3t$; exogamy among the,

?• 39s
;

feasts for tho dead
among the, p. 380; tnarrii.se hy
exchange of presents among the,

p. 439 iv 9; marriage portion

among the. p 414 n. 4; inoro-

gainous as a rule, p. 441
;
poly-

gyny among the, p. 44J ;
poly-

andry among the, pp. 450 m.

;

obligatory continence among the.

|x 483 n. 5 j
myths of the, p. $cd

tv l ; Levirate among the, pp.
$h if, $13 n. 5 ; rule of inherit-

ance among the. p. $12 n $ ;

divorce among the, p. 533 nn. 2

•t-’ 533
Thracians, tattooing among the,

p. 1C9 ; marriage by purchase
among the, |>. 396.
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Thuringia, ceremony ef purcluw
in, p. 397 ;

period for nunugr
in, p 424 n. l.

ThjMnur*. colour* of ih*. p. 245.

TiIxtAns, kinship through male*

among the. w- ioi, 112 ; polyan-

dry among tbe, pji. 116, 453. 45'-,

473' 4? >1 5®* nn - 1 . 3 :
celibacy of

mocks and non* among the, p.

3 ;
monogamy among the, p.

;
txeti* cf tr.ale births among

the, p. 474 ;
linl« Addicted to Jen-

Icxity, p. 5‘>- Caindu

Timorese, nakedness of women
among curtain, p iSB

;
exogamy

among the, p 302 i dirorce

among the, p 524 n. y
Timordant, coquetry o: the yoang
people in, p. Jar j

disposal of a

girls hand in, p 2151 claas-

endogamy in. p jyi n 4; mar-

•iage by puicnnse m, p. 394

Tingulanct (Philippine*>, monoga-
mous. p. 437 o. 2.

'linneh. Eastern, excess of female

births among the, p |W ;
their

women not prolific, p. 490 n 8 ;

polygyny amongthe, p. yx a. 2.

.See Chippcwyiun.

p. 2:9 n. 8 j endogamy of the pp.
127. 348. 349. 4&>

i
milages and

households o! tic. p. 327 . mor-
tality of ritildren among the,

p. 319 i their desire for oflspring,

Pi‘ 37® ’J- i
marriage by ex-

change of present* among the,

p. 409 n 9 ;
marriage portion

among the, p. 415 n. I ; excess

of iicn among the, p. 463 1
ex-

cess of male births among the,

pp. 467, 473, 43o ;
divorce among

the, pp 524, 532 n 6, 534 n. 4.

Togiagamu-.es, the family among
the. pp. jS tf.

Tcgolsod, Negroes of, their estima

non of female chastity, p. >24 !

monogamous as a rule, p. 4>3 n. 8.

Toilets, p 3&>
Tongnns husbanifa duns uniong

the, p. 16; their ideas of female
virtue, p 71 ;

privileges of their

chiefs, p 79 ; r-Iei of iiccestion

amor.g the, p 99; celibacy of

women rare among the, p. 1-561

ranking lose among the, p 163 .

Tippetahs, pregnancy must be fol-

lowed by marriage among the,

p. 24 ;
unrMtrained sexual inter-

coutiic,but no promiscuity among
tbe, p 71 ;

bachelors disdained

among the, p 137 1
female dress

amor.g the, p 200
;
endogamy of

the, p 3U) '. wives obtained by

service among the, n. 390 n. 7 !

monogamous as a n.*>€, 439 a
1

1 ; divorce among the, p. 523
Tlaseals (Mexico), celibates dis-

dained in, p. 139
-.
shaving the

heads ofnenly married couples in,

P 17* n-

Taads, sexual sounds of, p 247
i

colours of, p. 248

Tocquevlllc, Count dc, on the want
of sympathy between different

classes, pp 3*9 *?•
. ,Toda*, gtoup-m*m«gc and pccy

»ndry aniunu the, pj* 53, 57>

<5?. 45S,45B,472^. 3, 5:6; kin-

imp through nuici among the,

pp. ior, 112; celibacy almost
•mkaouTi among the, p. I J 5 •

liberty of choice among the,

he, pa 521, 522,533 n -

S iutabuthhi.

through male* among uuxp. lot.

Torres S:nit, uiba o£ dreas among
the, pp igi n. 4, iy6.

TOttiyars, group-marriage amor.g

the.pp.
J3, JJ.

Touiucgs, husband s duties among
the. p. 17 ; women's liberty af

choice among ihe, p. 220
1
lore

among the, p. 358; marriage
portion among the, p 414 n. 4;
monogamous as a rule, pp. 43;,

439, jo*
1

authority of their

women, p. joj
;
divorce among

dirorce among the,

p. 530 n. 3.

>
Western, their opmioos *1

regards celibacy, p. 135*
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Toungtha, prostitution h«ld in ab-

horrence by the, p 71
;
celibacy

unknown among (he, p. 136

;

prostit

by thethe, p 71
;
celibacy

Islands),

dress of girls among the, p 300 ;

monogamous, pp. 436. 507 .
mor-

tality among the, p.M i divorce
among the, p. 504 n. 5.

in Europe, celibacy in, pp.

146, 148, Cf. Country districts.

Trarsa(Western Sailing theirideal

of fcrnule beauty, p. 359.

Trinxtad, aboriginal of) nakedness
of women among the, p. IS? o J.

Tremaf, curious uiagc among the,

p. 10$.

Tsunontwxu,orSenecas, polyandry
among the, p. 45 •

Tubori, their ideas cf modesty, p.

307.

Tukopa (Santa Cmr Islands),

marriage by rapture in, p 385 ;

marriage by parebue in, p.

399,"- 7 • excess of -omen in,

I- 461 i femalejealousy in. p. *98
Tuluias, their terns (bt father nod

mother, p. 86.

Tjnbeni (Australia), monogam-
ous, p. 4JJ.

T u::£t:3«. .1stduccr >3ur.a to nrxrry

his victim among the, pp. 6zry-

;

Bnpplyfng gue«s with wives

among the. p. 74 I mongrels
among thr. p. ;S; ; wives ob-
tained by oervxe among the, p

K tl
;
manage portion among

p. 410 a. 11 ; monogamous
ns a rule, p. 440 n. 2

!
polygyny

among tbftp444n. il.

Tuptaambase:, prohibiten 01 incest

among the, p 293
Tipis, their terms for father and

mother, p 8; 1 bachelor: dis-

dained among the, p 137 i r—led-
ne»nf men niiwng the, p. 187 n
4 ; diesa of maidens among the,

PP- '9s f- >
deg worn by the

men among some of the, p aoi
j

consanguineous marrage amceig
the, p. :</j

;
no marriage cere-

maif among the, p 417 B 4 ;

(rtlygyny wrong the, p. 444 a I ;

Levirate among the, p. 510 =. >
Tutalinzes, marriage by iHticln.se

.-.moog 1 he, p. 393
Turanian family, system of nomen-
damn am&z.g 6c, pp. 82 sy.

Turkeys, wild, courtship by females
among, p 158 n. 2.

Turkish countries, religious en.lo-

gamy in the,
f. 375-

Peoples, immorality due 10
foreign influence among the, n
it) ; early Ixtrothals among U»
p. ST4 1 marriage by purchase
among the, p. 402 n 1

;
omen*

among; some, p. 423
Turkomans, state of morality
among the. p 69 ; standard of
female excellence among the, pp,
3*1 *2-

Turko-Tartars, primitive, state of,

morality among the, p. 69 ;
their

terms for mother, p SS
;
mono-

gomous, p. 507.
Tutts, p. 364.—- Of Centra! Asia, female

chastity among the, p. Si
; mar

risge by purchase among the. p
402 11. i j marriage by exchange
of presents among the, p 409 n
9

:
polygyny among the, pp. 444

n. 11, 449.

Tuna (Australia), kinship thiough
ma!es nmong the, p 101.

Tutki, repudiated nivte supported
by tlieir former huvbacds among
the, p. 19 ;

early betrothals

among the, p. 214 i infnnticide

almost unknown among the, p.

312 ; marriage by exchange or

presents among the, p. 4C9 n. 9 ;

the r weddings, p. 418 n. 13
;

pjiygyr.y among the, pp. 489.

T(1on Dr. E. B. hi? •.latistictl

method of investigating the de-
velopment of institutions' PP- 4
/f.i on the family among tavagas,

p 42 n 1 j
on ' La Couvade,’

p 107 n. 1
j
on ihe maternal

system, pp. 109 a?, i on th# con-
nection between exogamy and

the class;fiwtor) system of ie-

Istionihip, n 339 ; on the co-

existence ce marriage by capture
and exogamy, pp. 388 -y.

Tyre, marriage with* lislf-sisiei at.

Uamumf, their term fa father, p 9J,
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Uttagoa^d, their terms for &ther

and mother, p. »S-
Uaupfs, theircustora ol pulling out

the eyebrows, p. 167 ;
men ntore

ornamented thus women among
the, p. 1S2

;
nakedness of wo-

men nmoag the,pp. 1S7 n. 5, >gi

if. : female dress on lestive oc-

casions among the, p 198 ; de-
corotionnanuingthe./A n. 1

i
their

ideal of female beauty, p. a>8

;

exogenous as a rule, sip. 33?.

335, 3J7 ; large households of

the, p. 335 ; ceremony of cap-

ture among the, p. 384 ;
poly-

gyny among the, pp. «.|i it- 4,

443 ay.
;
divorce scarcely occurs

among the, p. 532.

Uen (Loyalty islands), female
chastity in, p. 64.

Ukraine, peananta ci th- preg-

nancy must be followed by mar-
riage among the, p. 24.

Ulaun (Solomon Islands), covering

of the men in, p 19: n. 3.

Unimak- Sec Aleuts.

United States,doparental restraints

upon inainsgn in the, p 239 \

race-endogamy in the, p. 373

;

cue's of female* among mulatto

children n the, p. 477 i oxcms ol

female children m the families of
crow-hrrcct in the, p *78.

Upland 1- tig, punishment for adul-

tery according to the, p. 123.

Ural-Altaic peoples, terms for re-

lations among many, pp. 91 f.
‘

Uralian family, system of nomen-
clatuie among the, p. B2.

Ushegs, women's liberty of choice
among the, p. 220 n. 7.

Vaitupu (EUice Islands), tattooing

in, p aot n. «.

Vans, marriage ofbrother and sister
iV* . *4-.*

Variety, man's ti«e for, pp. 48S,

'eddafcft, monogamous, pp. 60, 456,

507 ;
divorce unknown among

ibe, pp. toi 517 » tenna ofaddicts
amen* the, pp. 90s 94 ; jealosy
of the men amone cnc, p. 118

j

their decorations p. 165 ; mar-

riage with a sister anxmg the,

PP- 29^ 333t 339 ;
Gallon

ol famllica the, p. 333 i

paucity of children among the,

PP- 339 >? ; endogamy of the,

p. 364
;
marriage by purchase (?)

among thc,p. 398 ;
marriage cere-

mony among the, p. 430 ; poly-

andryabhorrent to the, pp 5
1

5

1/:.

Veddahs, Rock, husband's duties
among the, ix 17 ,- livo in fami-
lies or small septs, pp. 43 ly.

;

sccial equality among the, p 306.

Vellalah tore, poly-

andry among the, p 454.
Vera Par, kinship through males

only, m, p. 98.

Vertebrata, lower, fighting for fe-
males among the, p 159; sexual
selection amcog the, p. 153 ;

preference giver, to vigorous
males by the females of the, p
25;.

Victoria, natives of the family
among the, p. 41 1 lose among
•be, p. JS9-

, natives of Western, seclu-
sion of tho sexes among the, p
f.f i punishments for illegitimacy

among the, lb.

;

combats for mo
men among tlie, p. 161

;
prohibi-

tion of marriage among the, p.

300; relationship by alUanceabar
to marriage among the, p. 329 ;

ualygyny among the, p. 444 i

Levitate among tlie, p. Jt 1 n. 3 ;

divorce among the, p. 523.
VUIertnd, L. R., on the periodical
enhancement of tbe procreative
power of man, p 13 ;

on differ-

ences of suture, p 265
Virchow, Prof. R., on the prog-

nathous type of face, p. 267 j on
marriage between brother and

P 33J-
Virginity, man’s requirement of,

from his bride, pp 123 nr.
Vischer, F.TK.,on personal beauty,

Vogt, Prof. C., aversion between
oitteren: animal species, p. 233 n.

1 i on the intermixture of breeds,

P 289.

Voguls, mairug* by capture among
the, p J8A n. 4 ;

divoice excep.
uooal among the, p. 531 n. 9.
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Voiim, Dr. A., on the effects of con-

tent]g u itMOtkiroarr iage, pp.34a, 344.

Votyaks, lending wive* among UK,
p. 74 n. 1 ;

their term for father,

pp .
9* ; iheif desire for off-

spring. p. m ; marriage by cap-
ture among the, fx $£6 ;

marriage
portion Mtvoo* tbty p- 4*0?
tigamy among the, p. 45° n. 6

;

disotce exceptional araoeg tlie,

p. 521 a 9

Wa-chaga, nakedness of the, pp.
193 ; ceremony of cap-

ture among th* p. 384.

Widal, lighting’for women in,p. 161.

WagarxU, their punishment for

adolteiy, p. K2f ; celibacy caused
by polygyny among the, p. 144 :

exogamy among the, p 306;
their det:re for offrpnng, p. }77 i

mairiage by pcrchase among Ac,

p. 393 ; t'C*** of women among
the, pp 464, 465 n. 4 ; pro-

portion between the sexes at birth

airong the, pp 468, 469, 479
;

obligatorycommence among lb*
p. 464 a

Wagner, Mori* on instinctive aver-

sion to ntermrrage, p 320
n. 3.

Waguha, iheii terms for Cither, p.

8s
;
term# of Mldress amor*< tbe.

pa 469, «79

;

mtmence among the,

W?fu£o
J
'(Man,ue«M I*l*r

beauty of the tattooing in, p.

Vaitt, Prof. TK, on savage c
p. 199 ; on deviations mu

IrfAtxUX
beauty of the tattooing in, p. 181.

Wain, Prof. Th, on a»v«gc drew,
p. 199; on deriaiions from the
national tjpe, p. S66.

Wakamba. marry eorfy, p 138;
1»*I exogamy among die, p.

£) ;
ceremony ofcapture amen;
P- J5i i marriage on credit

among the, p. 391 n 8
;
inherit-

ing nraou-i among tie, p. 513 n.

1 i divorce among the. p. 513 a 2.

Wake. Mr. C S, « inMluEtive

aversion to iniermnrriage r-
WO M. IV 2. *

Waiter,, Mr. Alex., on the ulmo.
Unng influence of novelty, p. 185
n. I ; on love excilcd by contrails
p. 35a, it n. S I cn prefercr«
modified by age, n. yh.

Walla Wallas (of the Net Peit&V
obligatory continence anlong die,

Waihce, Mr. A. R.
(
on the origin

of secondnry sexual characters.

PP M3. *50 iy. ; on racial differ-

ences as a result of natural lelcc-

lion, p 273 1 t
t
on the hvirlcH-

ncs* of man, p 276 n. j ( cn tbs
infertility of hybrids, p. 279

;
on

breeding in-and-in,
p. 336

;
on

eaualily in sarage society,
p. 501

Warms, its substitute for paternal
protection, p. at.

Wantonnetsofsivage*,pu.G 1,66-72.
Wanyoeo, nakedness of girls among

the, p. J97 n a i incest among
the, pp. S9I,. recogniied
grades of relationship amcogthc
p. 327 i their desire for otfiprin*.

pp. 91, 94 ;
cmdrea named alter

the father among the, n. 103 ;

recognise the part taken by both
parents in geueration, jx 105 ;

celibacy unknown among the, p.

MS i endogamy of the, p 366*.

excess of women among the, pp.
461- 465 n. 4 ;

divorce among tne,

p. 377 1 marriage on credit

among the,
p. 354 ; their wd-

dings, p. et«i polygyny nmorr
the, p. 434 ; obligatory conti-

nence among the, p 484 a;
theirwomen become sterile early,

K*7 i
inheriting widows amcnj

p. 513 n. 1 ; divorce among
me, p. 5JJ r. 7.

Warnkoenig, LI A-, and Stein, L,
on the morning gift, p. 407 n. &

Waitaus, polyandry among the, a
451 ; their women gel old early,

p. 486

;

Lcv.iatc among the. p
)io n 3.

Wana, incest among the. p. soj.

Washington, Indians of' Western,
polygyny among the, pp. 443
n. 5, 449 ; their women not pro-

lific, p. 491 n. ;
love amceg

the, p. 503 ; Lerimte ancc* th*

PP\ 5JO rr 3# $** 2 -

Wi-urta
9 Ji/j prima n/xfii arrvrcg

the, pp 75 xy.
;

their custom ^
enlarging Uie ear-lobes, p. 166

;

marriage with u sister among tJe,

PP- 33J :
ceremony oe cij^

lure among ihe
r p. 3S4 ;

exc«s
of weenen among the, p. 464*
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Wa-Uveita, their want of molesly,

Mid to have a
definite pairing reason, p. :8

;

their fefcival ofCan-ro, li.
;
tlic'i

condition! of life, p. 37
Wttoheb Islanders, prohibited de-

gree* among the, p. 30?
j
mono-

ruinous, |X 457 mi; separation

hoc Allowed Among the, jx 517
n. $.

Watuta, nakedness of men among
the, n. 189

'Ve«wi,p«iringiefl4cn of the, p,36 n
Wedding fonts, pp. 418, 4'9. 431.

Wedding-ring. p. 421.

WeUmann'*, Prof. A., theory of
heredity applied to the origin of

the human races, pp. 371-373,54*
Welekcr, It., on stature and the

farm of the skull, p. 26S.

Weld), joint-family of -the, p. 316 ;

prohibition of mairki-e among
the, ii.

;
endogamy of the. p 367

;

ceremony of rapture among the,

p 387
;
marriage by putSkase

among the, pp. »j. 407 sf.

morning gift among the, pp. 407
ty.

;
marriage portion among

the, p. 41 J.
Wetter elans, endogamy in, p. 371

n. a
j
female jcfikusy in, p 400

it. 6 j divorce in, p 513 n. 9.

Whales, marriage and paternal care
among, p it; some, have no
definite pairing seawn. p. 37-

Wheeler, Mr. J. Talboys, on the
origin ofpolyandry, p. lift

WidoWere, forbidden to remarry
for a certain period after the
wife's death, p 119.

Widow* killed, pp 135 itf> ( duties
of. towards deceased husbands,

pp. 126 ij. ; forbidden to many
again, pp 127 if. ; forbidden to

remarry for a certain period
after the husband's deni, pp
128-130

WielsivJ, C. M., on prcferer.ee

modified by age. p. 362
Wife, marriage dls'wired by the,

vSJSSiT-
Willccn, Prcf. G^A?* on the proir.is-

oaity of primitive man, pp. 51,
61 a. 2, 78 n. 3 ;

on the maternal

system among the ancient Arabs,
p. J02 n. 4 on the orig n or exo-

gamy and the prohibition of
marriage between kindred, p. 316
n. 1

;
on endogamy and in<*W

among primitive men* p, 3jj n. 1.

Wtnnebah, want of conjugal affec-

tion in, p. 357.

Wimerbouoro* T, on the origin of

the maternal system, p. ico.

Wlntun (CalifomU), a wife who U
abandoned may destroy her child,

among the, p. 24 ; stmggle of

women for men among the, p
164

:
female dress among the,

p. 180
;
do not buy their wives*

p. 390 ; supcrttlticxis ceremonies
among the, p. 485 n. a

;
n*.o:t nitty

ofchildrenamong the, p. 491 n. 4 ;

divorce rare among the, p. 52:.

Wittrcck, Prof. V. on rnAfTingo
between ponnixs with different

and with similar colours of the

P- 355-
,Wivef, cutfom 0! supplying guests

with, pp. 7>75, 130
.

«3,». 53?;
exchange of, p. 75 ;

obtained by
scrMcc, pp. 393-39* ; first, pp.
443-448, $47 ; favourite, pp. 448,

440, 547 1
status of, p. 550.

Wolf, marriage ai»d paternal care
of the, p 12

;
pairing season of

'he, p. 2f> n.
Wolofe, mairiage noc complete till

the woman is pregnant, among
the. p. 23 ;

their women get old
early, p. 487.

Women, their liberty of choice,

ch. ix. ; more particular in their
choice than men. pp. 253 10.

;

Sliott prime of savage, pp 48S-
4S8, 548 ; i/afiit of, in monogam*
ewe coramunitiet, pp. 500-502

:

tMtur ai, influencing the slab. lit

y

« tnamage, pp. 533, S3S f9-Wood, Rev. J. G., on brilliant

colours and the power of song as
complementary to each other
among bird*, p. 248.

Wukas (New Guinea), marriage
ceremony among the, p 430 n. 8.

Wundt, Prof. W., on custom and
religion, p. 180 . on savage orna-
ments, p. 185 ; co the feeling of
shame, j>». r86. 1891 on the
origin c* dress, ii.
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Wyandou, their system of nomen-
clature, pi 8* j

monogamous,

p 4J5 ; Levitate among the,

|i 5
:o i'.. 3 ;

marriage upon tr.al

among the. p. 5'8.

Yagmiundi, marriage and paternal

care of the, p. t*
Ynhgans (Trerra del Fuego), no

conspicuous fluctuation in the

number of births among the,

p ji
;

their conditions of life,

pp 37 if-
i
terms forrelationships

among the, pp 38, *9, 9i ;
child-

ren belong to the father's clan

among the, p 9? ;
property

hereditary :a the male hot
among tor, ii.

;
celibacy rare

among the, p 135 ;
pronibited

degrees among the, pp. 399 JI*
315 ; infanticide rare among the,

?. 313 i thfir households, p 3»s i

pioportion between the sexes

among the, p. *66
;

polyandry

abhorrent to the, p.jtj i divxecc
among the, p 3;:. See Fees inns.

Yak, wild, pairing season of the,

p j6 n
Ynmdas, local exogamy among the,

Yap*’ Seines), male dr«s in,

Ycnd*iine9^"( I ndo-China), divorce
among the. ^ 5 10.

YcrfeaUs, mwrage between cautna
Among the. 0. 29 7.

Yakuts (California), d-pn&vatioa

due to the influence of the whites

amofig: the, p. 66 ; speedy re-

marriage ofwidowersand mdows
prohibited among the, p. 179 nth
2

,
&

Ysabe! [dander? (Scianan Islands),

decorations amou? the, p. 19ft

n c. See Maha#n.

Yucatan, eccc** erf women in, p.

461
;

«*xc<a* of females Amoaf
Lad:no children in, p. 477.

> Ancient, ^accession ihrooftfe

male? in, p. 98
;
circumcision m.

p. 202
;
marriage mth a half

3i6tOr in, JX 295 ;
exogamy in, p.

29$ ; relationship by alliance a

bar to marriage in, p. jcy
; di.

force in, pp. 521. 531 n. 3
Yukonikhotana (Ala. is), do do:

buy their witos, |x jg8.

Yule Islanders, men mate decorated
than nomen among live, pp
183 /y. ;

position of their women,

p 184 ; msrnsge by purchase
among the, p *oj n. i.

Yurok (California1, marriage on
credit arnoog the, p 354 n. 8

;

validity of marriage among the,

S
40 : n. 4 ;

monogamous, ,1. 433 ;

•otcc among the, p, 333
n.

Zambesi, polygyny down the, p 495.
Zapotecs, excess cf women among

the, p.461 i monogamous, p. 501

;

conjugal aflhctioo among the,

Zulus, kinthlpthroighmalesamong
the, p. 103 ;

celibacy caused by
poverty among the. p 143 ; paint-

ing of girls among live, p 1/6

0. 6
;
prohibition u: consanguine-

ous marriage among the, n. 307
;

local exogamy among the, pp
307-323 ;

their riews on consan-

guineous marriage, p 350 ; wives

obtained by service among the,

p 390 n. 6; polygyny among
the, pp *47. 493. 49*9 i Uvirote
nr.ionf the, p. 311 n ; divorce

among tire, pp S
33

. 5’3, S33
* 7, S3' "• *> S3* ». a.

THE END
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Some Opinions of the Press on the First Edition:—

Edward B. Tytvr in The Academy, OsUltr 3. 1891.

“A volume which at once takes an important place in the

much debated problem of primitive society. . . . The distin-

guishing character of Dr. Wcstcrmarck's whole treatise is his

vigorous effort to work the biology-side and the culture-side

of anthropology into one connected system
;
and there can

bt no doubt of the value of the resulting discussions, which

will develop further as the inquiry goes on in this direction
"

Spectator, February 13. 189?.

“ Mr. Wallace’s eulogium of the author’s clearness of style

and command of English will be echoed by every reader.

Hut the book is much more than a clever literary perform-

ance. It is by far the most important contribution to our

knowledge of a profoundly interesting chapter in human
history that ha? yet appeared, . . . Not a page is without its

interest.”



Athenaum, Auguil 8, 1891.

“We are inclined to concur in Mr. Wallace's opinion, it

must be added that the work is written In excellent English,

that it deals with delicate and difficult questions in a tone cf

faultless taste, that its style is clear and its matter exceed-

ingly well arranged, and that it is readable from beginning to

end."
Mind, Ot/e&tr, i3gi.

“The author's equipment, logical as well as psychological,

for his task is of a very exceptional order.”

Westminster Review, August, 1891.

“ A very able volume on the subject of human marriage,

which, iu our opinion, is calculated to set the world thinking

again with a view to correcting preconceived ideas."

Times, Julj 1, ifigr.

“ Dr. Westermarck brings to the treatment of his subject

the accumulated results of very extensive study and the

dialectical resources of a powerful and logical mind. ... In

this judgment (Mr. Wallace’s) we fully concur. . . . Mr.

Westermarck propound.', views which arc at once novel and

ingenious, and supports them with great variety of illustrations

and great cogency of reasoning."

Scotsman, July 6, 1891.

" Scientific precision has rarely been attained in a style

more agreeable ar.d elegant by any indigenous writer. Mr.

Wcsterraarck’s book would have been deeply interesting

even if it had been less well written. . . . The results of his

erudition form a mountain of wealth."

St. James’s Gazette, July 20, iBgj.

"Of the value of his (the author's) researches ... we
cannot speak too highly. His book is in every way deserving

of the high eulogy pronounced on it by Mr. Wallace.'
1
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Manchester Guardian, July, 1891.

" Mr. Westermarck has established his position among the

first of historical anthropologists, he has thrown light upon

many of the unsolved mysteries in the history of the human

race, and he has swept out of the way several theories which

have hitherto blocked the path to a right solution of the

main question at issue. . . . The book affords a model for

future investigator* in this field. It is no small compliment

to English anthropology that the author has chosen to write

his book in English."

Anti-Jacobin, Jut) 18, 1891.

“ Certainly the most valuable of recent contributions to the

literature of a deeply interesting theme.”

From a bating ortitU in Liverpool Daily Post,/*/? 34, 1891.

“There is every’ reason to suppose that this deeply in-

teresting book will find a host of readers even among those

who are attracted by facts for their own sake rather than

for the theories that may be drawn from them.”

Guardian, Heumter jj, xSgi-

“Not only profoundly learned but delightfully readable."

Warrington Guardian, September 16, 1691.

" A monumental book.”

National Observer, August r, 1891.

“An invaluable contribution to science, ... and we con-

fidently recommend Mr. Wcstcrmarck’s History tf Hunan
Marriage

,
not only to all anthropologists, but to all them

that love good reading.”

Sussex Daily News, Odder 7. 1S91.

“ One of the most readable works in the whole range of

scientific writing. . . . A comparatively unknown student until
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ilte publication of this work. Dr. Weitermarck hin now

taken his position in the very front rank of historical anthro-

pologists. No library of any scientific pretentions can

dispense with the Hi,toy if Hunan Marriage, and every

public library in the country should possess a copy."

The Critic (A'eta York), September, ti. 1S9:.

"A work or the first importance.
. . . The excellence of

expression correspond* to the elevation of sentiment apparent

throughout"

L MartiHer, iu Revue gtnfralc dca Sciences,

StfUmhr 15, 189 j.

Lc livre dc M. Wcstcrmarck cst, sans contrcdit, l'unc dcs

mcillcurs monographic* sociologiques qui atom etc faites, ct

e’est a I'heurc actucllc J'ouvragc lc plus complet, lc plus riche

cn informations que 1’on possede sur cctte question du mariage

•1 cclui ou I’on trouve la plus sure et la plus pta&rante

ritique."

M. Baute, in L’Ar.thropclogie, JVwmitr-Dtcmhr, 1S9J.

“Jc nc cnnnni* pas un volume oil plus dc faits, plus dc

nxhcrchcs, plus dc science, soient accumulis."

AW it Kiralhin, b> Revue generate du Droit, de la

Legislation et de la Jurisprudence. May-June 1893.

• M. Westermarck s'est trouvd du coup ecrirc un livre qui

''t-*t place nu premier rang du genre, qui a suipris ses

contradicteurs it qui dejti fait auturitc. . . . Scion nous, ce

ivre doit fairc cpoquc.“

/‘rtf Lujt Brtntauj, in Zeitschrift fur Social und
Wirthschaftsgeschichtc, 1893.

" Eiit Werk von erstaunlieher Gdchrsamkci: und ungewohn-

lichem Scharfsinn. . . . Voll und ganz atimme ich Alfred R.

Wallace Lei.-
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